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Abstract 

From Ally to Menace: Canadian Attitudes and Policies 
Toward Japanese Imperialism, 1929- 1939 

Ph.D. Dissertation, 2 0  

John David Meehan, 
Department of History, University of Toronto 

Few histonans consider the 1930s as the formative period of Canada's relations with the Far 

East. This thesis seeks to redress this neglect by exarnining Canadian attitudes and policies toward 

Japanese imperialism from the opening of Canada's legation in Tokyo in 1929 to the outbreak of 

war in Europe a decade later. These years marked the high point of Canada's business, missionary 

and diplomatic involvement in the region, a story overlooked by historians. This study will assess 

the views of Canadian diplornats, missionaries~ traders and interest groups to trace the change in 

Canada's perception toward the Empire of the Sun, During this period, Canadians initially viewed 

Japan as an imperial alIy, its presence in the region as benign as British imperialism elsewhere. By 

the late 1930s. Japan would be perceived as a potential menace to Canadian security. How and 

why this change occurred among Canadians concerned by the Far East is the focus of this study. 

Canada's dealings with Japan during this period reveal much about its own evolving role in 

world affairs. Seeking to establish itself internationally, the young Dominion opened its third 

legation in a nation soon to leave this globaI order. Over the decade, Ottawa looked to London and 

Washington in formulating its response to growing turbulence in the Far East. While recent 

scholarship has examined Japanese imperialism dunng this p e n d ,  little has k e n  written on 

Western reaction to it. This thesis provides a case study of how one Western power, albeit a minor 

one, dealt with an increasingly wayward member of the international community. Historians have 

overlooked this episode and the insights it provides into the impact of pressure groups and 

Ottawa's position on collective security. Although European events would dominate Canadian 

foreign affairs in the 1930s, a consideration of the changing perceptions toward Japan adds a new 

dimension to our understanding of this period. 
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Introduction 

The hot, humid weather did little to stifle the jubilant mood that July first afternoon in 

Shibuya ward, Tokyo. For the hundred or so well wishers gathered outside the new residence of 

His Majesty's Canadian representative to Japan, Dominion Day, 1929 seemed unlike any other. 

The diversity of Canada's involvement in the Orient was apparent in the presence of traders, 

rnissionaries. social workers, teachers and diplomats. A.E. Bryan, the president of the newly 

formed Canadian Association, opened the ceremony by welcoming chargé d'affaires Hugh 

Keenieyside. who had aixived the previous May. Then, Dr. D.R. MacKenzie, the longest serving 

Canadian missionary in Japan. gave the keynote address, impressing al1 with his sense of history. 

He surveyed Canada's past, from Cartier's search for a western passage to Asia to the Dominion's 

newfound diplornatic status. and concluded the legation was an idea whose time had corne. 

After a brief speech by Keenleyside and a phonograph recording of Prime Minister Mackenzie 

King's remarks at the recent Peace Tower carillon dedication, the ceremony reached its finale. 

For the first time in the Orient, the Canadian ensign was hoisted atop the legation as al1 

assembled sang "O Canada" and "God Save the King".' 

Though the event was captured on "moving pictures" for posterity and used by the k a 1  

foreign press to explain the growth of Dominion autonomy, it went virtudly unnoticed in 

Canada. This lack of attention revealed the distance of the Orient from Canadian concerns, 

reinforcing perceptions of the region as terra incogniza. The English-Canadian press overlooked 

the occasion. demonstrating a greater interest in British affairs by highlighting Dominion Day 

celebrations in  ond don. ' In French Canada, papers such Lu Presse also neglected the event. 

' Japnn Adverriser. 2 July 1929. Keenieyside to SSEA, 2 July 1929, RG25. G-1, vol. 1548, 
file 621 (National Archives of Canada). For film footage of the event, see ISN 21466, 
consultation copy V 1 89 10-0006 (NAC). Trade commissioner James Langley had tried 
ro hoist a flag at the Canadian trade office in Kobe on an eariier occasion but was not 
permitted since "it would mean boring holes in the stonework". Trade and Commerce 
report on Kobe office, 1 1 January 1929, RG20, vol. 1532. file 13807 (NAC). 

Toronto Globe. 2 July 1929; Montreal Gazette, 2 July 1929; Ottawa Citizen, 3 July 1929, 
Manitoba Free Press, 2 July 1929; Victoria Dai& Times, 2 July 1929. 



commenting only on the return of a several Catholic missionaries from the orient.' The British 

Columbia press ignored the ceremony, though it hoped the upcoming visit to the province of 

Herbert Marler, Canada's f int  minister to Japan, would promote trans-Pacific trade." In Ottawa, 

King was unaware of the event, though his own observance of Dominion Day, oddly enough, 

had begun with a consideration of Oriental matters.' O.D. Skelton. the Undersecretary of State 

for External Affairs, upon receiving Keenleyside's account of the flag raising, noted "with 

interest the very appropriate cerernonie~".~ Significantly. it was the British high commissioner, 

Sir William Clark. who offered the most perceptive commentary on the event. Waming that "the 

enrry of Canada into the Far Eastern field in both politics and commerce" might have "a 

considerable effect upon British predominance in China and Japan", he forwarded Tokyo press 

reports of the ceremony to British officiais in London and washington.' 

If Canadians at the time ignored the ceremony in Tokyo, subsequent historians would 

overlook the decade it inaugurated of official relations between Canada and lapan. They would 

stress the importance of the period to Canada's dealings with the other countries in which it was 

represented: Britain, the United States and, to a much lesser extent, France. Canada was a 

European nation, both culturally and historically. and, in economic terms, it was increasingly an 

American one. Before long, the period would be depicted as a prelude to war in which Pacific 

concems remained secondary to more distressing matters in Europe. The failure of the League 

of Nations, the rise of fascism in Spain and Germany and the policy of appeasement would 

provide the signposts dong which the course of interwar Canadian foreign policy would be 

La Presse, 1 July 1929. 
Victoria Dnily Times, 2 July 1929; Vancouver Sun. 3 and 4 July 1929. 

La Presse. 1 July 1929: Montreal Gazette, 4 July 1929. After discussing legation plans 
with Marler until  one o'clock that morning, King breakfasted at Laurier House with 
the Duke of Gloucester, fresh from his recent tour of the  Orient, Marler. Iwate of the 
Japanese consulate, Skelton, General McNaughton and Sir William Clark, the British 
high commissioner. among others. King diary, 30 June and 1 July 1929, W.L.M. King 
papers, MG26. J 13 (NAC). 

Skelton to Keenleyside, 22 July 1929, RGS5, G-1, vol. 1548, file 621. ' W.H. Clark to Lord Passfield, 26 July 1929. in Ann Trotter (ed.), British Documents on 
Foreign Affairs, Part II: 1914-1 939, Series E: Asia, vol. 9: Japan (January 1928- 
December l929), (Bethesda, Md.: University Publications of America, 1991 ), 304-5. 



plotted. In al1 of this, the establishment of the Tokyo legation would be passed over. almost as if 

it had been a mistake on the part of the King government. Since politicd contacts with Japm 

were minimal, one might wonder why Ottawa had chosen Tokyo as the site of its third legation. 

Canada's diplomatic presence in the Orient was unlike its representation at London, 

Washington and Paris. Communications with the Tokyo office would be hampered by its greater 

distance, physically and emotionally, from a Department of Extemal Affairs preoccupied by 

events in Europe. While political and cultural reasons for the legation were lacking, the Orient 

constituted the most ambitious undertaking to date of Canadian missionaries and seemed to 

promise much to Canadian business. Initial contacts with the Far East were prompted less by 

Iong-standing culturai affinities than a sense of religious calling on the part of Canadian 

missionaries and a quest for profit on the part of traders. Historicaily at least, not only had the 

tlag followed trade to the Orient, but trade itself had followed the cross. As the Iatest contingent 

of Canadians in Japan, Keenleyside and the legation staff had k e n  sent partly to enhance 

Canada's prestige in the region, partly to administer immigration controls and partly to promote 

commercial interests. Entrusted with the establishment of the new office, the thiny year-old 

chargé symbolized the relative novelty of a Canadian diplomatic corps still in its infancy. In 

retrospect. some might consider the timing of Ottawa's decision inopportune. At Tokyo as 

elsewhere. Canada was establishing itself within the international system just as economic and 

politicai unilateralism were about to undermine the global order. The first decade of Canada's 

diplomatic representation in the Japanese empire would be coloured by this admixture of 

idealisrn and realpolitik. 

This thesis will examine the first decade of official relations between Canada and Japan 

to demonstrate that it constituted the formative period of Canada's involvement in the Far East. 

It will do so by assessing Canadian attitudes and policies toward Japanese imperialisrn, the 

central issue in Pacific affairs at the time. While much has k e n  written in recent years about 

this last and most militaristic stage of Japanese imperialism, few historians have assessed 



Western reactions to it and how these changed over the decade.' This study will examine this 

deveiopment from the perspective of a young Dominion seeking to establish itself on the 

international scene. Though Canada's role in the Pacific remained undefined, the period marked 

the high point of Canadian business and missionary activities in the region pnor to the Pacific 

war. Moreover. its attitudes toward Japanese imperialism were not unlike those of Britain and 

the United States and. to a great extent, were infiuenced by them. It is hoped that the insights 

gained will shed light on a forgotten period of Canadian foreign relations and, more generally, on 

Western responses to Japanese aggrandizement before the Second World War. 

Initially. the arriva1 of a Canadian minister to Japan exemplified (atbeit in exaggerated 

fashion) the sympathetic view toward Japanese imperialism on the part of many Canadians in the 

region. With significant exceptions, Canadian diplomats, traders, missionaries and academics 

were as uncritical of Japanese aims in Korea, Formosa and Manchuria during this initial period 

as they were of the British presence in Egypt. Many drew favourabte cornparisons between the 

two island empires and military allies during, for instance, the Chamber of Commerce tour of the 

Orient in 1930 and visits of Japanese imperial family members to Canada. This was often in 

marked contrast to negative impressions of their disorderly continental neighbours. As 

diplomats and traders praised the seemingly unlimited potential of Far Eastern trade, 

missionaries and academics encouraged closer ties with what appeared to be the most 

Westernized of Asian nations and newest addition to the imperialist club. 

Yet, the 1930s were as low and dishonest in Asia as in Europe. The first major challenge 

to the collective security system devised at Versailles occurred in northeast Asia, not in ~ u r o p e . ~  

In early 1933. Japan withdrew from the League of Nations foIlowing the latter's condemnation 

Recent studies of Japanese imperialism include Louise Young, JapanS Tora1 Empire: 
Mnnclirtrin and the C d t u r e  of Warfime Imperialism, (Berkeley: University of 
Californiri Press, 1998); W.G. Beasley. Japanese Imperialism. 1894- 1945, (Oxford: 
Clarendon Press. 1991); Peter Duus. Ramon H. Myers and Mark R. Peattie (eds.), T h e  
Japanese Wartirne Empire, 19.31 - 1945, (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1996). 

This has prompted some historians to attribute the true starting point of the Second 
World War to the Msnchurian incident of September 1931. See Christopher Thorne, 
The Limits of Foreign Pulicy: The West. the League and the Far Easrern Crisis  of 1931- 
1933,  (London: Macmillan Press, 1972). 



of its seizure of Manchuria. This marked an effective end to Shidehara diplomacy, the policy of 

cooperative intemationalisrn that Japan had adopted in the late 1920s. Like other Western 

nations. Canada displayed a general confusion and frustration in dealing with an increasingly 

wayward member of the international system of which it knew comparatively little. Japanese 

expansionism prompted Canadians, like Britons, Americans and other Westerners, to reassess 

earlier assumptions regarding the Island Empire and its international aspirations. As Japan 

plunged into political chaos and militarist rule, Canadians involved in the Far East reevaluated its 

aims more cnticaliy. Missionaries in Korea, for instance, always more skeptical and. in cases, 

openly critical of Japanese nile. faced intemal divisions over Japanese imperïalism. Increasing 

harassrnent from Japanese authonties and Tokyo's decision in 1936 to enforce compulsory 

attendance of al1 school children at Shinto shrines only accelerated this development. Many 

diplomats and traders. on the other hand. dismissed such aspects of Japanese imperialism as 

cuItural peculiarities that were part and parce1 of doing business in the Far East. 

The outbreak of the Sino-Japanese conflict in July 1937 polarized an already marked 

difference of opinion within the Canadian diplornatic, business and rnissionary communities 

regarding the nature of Japanese imperialism. Diplomats urged caution in dealing with Japanese 

expansionism, while Canadian business dismissed economic sanctions against Japan as costly 

and ineffective. Canadian missionaries critical of Japanese aggression joined forces with 

pacifists in calling for an end to perceived Canadian collaboration with Japanese militarism. 

particularly with regard to nickel shipments and arms expom. In the face of such pressure, the 

King government resorted to the tried and true response of strict neutrality. This decision 

occurred within the context of a general failure by Britain and the United States since the 

Manchurian affair to agree upon an effective response to Japanese expansionism. DomesticaHy 

and internationally, Canada's reactive approach to dealing with foreign crises could be 

interpreted by some as a forrn of isolationism and by others as a kind of appeasement. 

The scholarship on interwar Canadian foreign policy has k e n  largeIy Eurocentric. 

Studies of Canada's role in the appeasement policies of the late 1930s, for instance, have 



overlooked its response to Japanese expansionism. Ritchie Ovendale's recent analysis of 

Canadian involvement in appeasement is typical in jumping from King's meeting with Adolf 

Hitler in the summer of 1937 to the Anschlrrss of Austria in hlarch 1938, without any mention of 

the Sino-Japanese conflict. 'O As will be shown, Ottawa's response to the latter episode revealed 

much about King's stand on collective security and his attitude toward pacifists and other 

proponents of economic sanctions. Though Canada did little to condemn Japanese 

aggrandizement, its exporters even benefiting materially from it, it remains to be seen whether 

this constituted a form of Pacific appeasement. As in the case of British foreign policy in East 

Asia during the penod, it is debatable whether "appeasement by necessity" was really a f o m  of 

appeasement at al1 since the scope of policy options appeared to be narrow and the potential 

impact so limited.' l 

Nothing is as obscure in history as the recent p s t -  Few historians of Canada's interwar 

foreign policy have considered responses to Japanese expansionism, due to the predominantly 

tram-Atlantic focus of its extemal relations at the time. Historians of both appeasement and 

Canadian diplomacy have fwussed on the failure of the Western democracies to arrest Nazi 

expansionism in Europe, rather than Japan's attempt to establish hegemony in East Asia, This 

has been reflected in a general ignorance. until recently, of Japanese wartime atrocities and 

Canada's inconclusive and often contradictory response to them. Moreover, historians seeking to 

redress this imbalance have analyzed Canadian-East Asian relations from a high politics 

perspective, ernphasizing geopolitical and diplomatic concerns over the influence of domestic 

interest groups and popular attitudes. For their part, missionary historians have examined the 

contribution of Canadian missionaries in East Asia without considering their wider impact on 

domestic attitudes and policies toward the Far East. 

'O Ritchie Ovendale, "Canada, Britain, the United States and the Policy of 
Appeasement" in C.C. Eldridge (ed.), Kith and Kin: Canada, Britain and the United 
Srnres from the Revoliction to the Cold War, (Cardiff: University of Wales Press, 1997): 
1 77-203. 
" Peter Lowe. "Retreat from Power: British Attitudes towards Japan, 1923-1941" in A. 
Hamish Ion and Barry D. Hunt (eds.), War and Diplomacy across the Pacific, 1919- 
1 952. (Waterloo, Ont.: Wilfrid Laurier University Press, 1988): 45-62. 



The breadth of scholarship on this topic itself indicates the diversity of Canadian- 

Japanese relations during the I93Os. Completed in 1940 as part of the Institute of Pacific 

Relations' inquiry series, A-R-M. Lower's Canada and the Far East provided the first overview 

of relations with the Far East during this period. Within a year, it was followed by Charles 

Woodsworth's study, Canada and the Orient. Though remarkably lucid works for their time, 

especially Lower's more global approach to the relationship, both works were hampered by their 

proximity to the outbreak of the Pacific war and their lack of access to confidential sources. " 

Henry F. Angus. noted for his defence of Japanese enfranchisement during the 19305 provided 

the sequel to Lower's work in a 1953 study, which portrayed Japan as a Cold War ally amidst the 

backdrop of the Korean conflict and growing tension in Indochina. l 3  With attention again drawn 

to events in the distant and unfamiliar territory of the Far East, the rather familiar charge of 

Crinadian complicity with aggressor States resurfaced. Where critics of King's policy of strict 

neutrality in the late 1930s had condemned supposed Canadian support of Japanese actions in 

China, postwar commentators such as James Eayrs and Douglas Ross found a renewed Canadian 

complicity with the nefarious whims of Pentagon policies in Korea and Indochina. '" 
As protests over Vietnam subsided by the mid- 1970s however, historians of Canadian 

foreign policy adopted a less conspiratorial tone in their assessments of Canada's relations with 

the Orient during the interwar period. Charges of appeasement gave way once again to studies 

emphasizing the development of poIitica1 and economic ties across the Pacific. Canadian 

policies toward the region were no longer portrayed as detennined solely by the machinations of 

Ottawa bureaucrats guided by the unseen hand of the North Atlantic triangle. For instance, 

l 2  A.R.iM. Lowsr. Canada and the Far East - 1940, (New York: Publications Office of the 
International Secretariat. Institute of Pacific Relations, 1940); and C.J. Woodsworth. 
Canada and the Orient . (Toronto: Macmillan Press, 1911 ). 
l3 Henry F. Angus, Canada and the Far East. 1940-1953, (Toronto: University of 
Toronto Press, 1953). This study was published under the auspices of the Canadian 
Institute of International Affairs and the Institute of Pacific Relations, two 
organizations which attempted to shape Canadian attitudes and policies toward the 
Far East in  the interwar period. 

James Eayrs. In Defence of Canada: Vol. I I  - Appeasement and Rearmament. 
(Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1964); and Douglas Ross, In rhe lnrerests of 
Peace: Canada and Vietnam. 1954-1973, (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1984). 



Donald Page's analysis of the role of the League of Nations Society in influencing Canadian 

attitudes toward the League prior to the Manchurian incident marked an early attempt to link a 

domestic interest group to evolving Dominion policies toward international affairs. l5 This 

growing interest in Canada's role within the League of Nations also prompted studies by Richard 

Veatch and Donald Story, which reemphasized the diplomatic arissenpolitik of Canada's 

involvement in the League.16 Alan Mason's work on Canadian-Japanese relations during the 

1930s provided a detailed treatment of official policies toward Japan. but generally excluded any 

consideration of the influence of domestic pressure groups and popular attitudes. '' In his study 

on Victor Odlurn. Canada's first arnbassador to China. and his possible influence on Canadian 

policies toward the Kuomintang, Kim Nossal noted in passing the impact of positive relations 

with Japan in the 1930s on Canada's subsequent dealings with china-' '  

Given the resurgence of the Japanese and other East Asian economies over the past two 

decades. it is not surprising that recent studies of Canadian-Japanese relations have concentrated 

on economic and bureaucratic concerns. Few of these works have paid any attention to the 

intenvar years as the formative period of Canada's dealings with the Far East. Focussing on 

postwar commercial interests, none has traced these to the business ties forged in the preceding 

period. particularIy through the efforts of trade commissioners in the region. Hugh Keenleyside's 

mernoirs. published in 198 1 ,  are a notable exception to this trend and constitute an invaluable 

resource for any detailed analysis of relations with Japan in the 1930s.19 Otherwise, recent work 

'' DonaId M. Page. "Canadians and the League of Nations before the Manchurian 
Crisis." Ph.D. dissertation. University of Toronto, 1973. 
I 6  Richard Ventch, Canada and the Leagite of Narions. (Toronto: University of Toronto 
Press. 1975): and Donald C. Story, "Canada's Covenant: the Bennett Government. the 
League of Nations and Collective Security. 1930-1935", Ph.D. dissertation. University 
of Toronto, 1977. 
'' Alan Mason. "Canadian-Japanese Relations. 1930- 1941 ". University of Toronto 
research paper. read at annual general meeting of the Canadian Historical 
Association, 6 June 1974. See also his contribution entitled "Canada and the 
Manchurian Crisis" in R.S. Bothwell and N. Hillmer, The ln-Berween Time: Canadian 
Externul P o l i c ~  in rhe 19305, (Toronto: Copp Clark Publishers. 1975). 
I S  Kim R. Nossal. "Strange Bedfellows: Canada and China in War and Revolution. 1942- 
1947". Ph.D. dissertation, University of Toronto, 1977. 
l 9  Hugh L. Keenleyside, Memoirs of Hicgh L. Keenleyside, vol. 1: Hammer the Golden 
D o y .  (Toronto: McClelland and Stewart, 1981). Few of the other early staff of the 



on Canadian-Japanese relations has treated this period rather superficially. In their overviews of 

the history of Canadian foreign relations and the Department of Extemal Affairs. C.P. Stacey and 

John Hilliker have described the main events of the relationship in p a ~ s i n ~ . ' ~  Gregory Johnson 

has provided a substantive analysis of Canadian-Japanese relations. beginning with the Sino- 

Japanese dispute toward the end of the decade." His preoccupation with popolitical concems 

has had the unintended side effect of creating a "North Pacific Triangle" which never really 

existed. 

Camda's involvement in the Far East during this period was multidimensional from the 

start. Assessing Canadian-Japanese relations during the 1930s from a purely political vantage 

point remains problematic in that the establishment of the Legation, the embargo campaign of 

1937-39 and King's policy of strict neutrality make little sense without considering other aspects. 

Anglo-American policies were undoubtedly a major influence on Ottawa's response to Japanese 

expansionism. Yet to ignore domestic attitudes as shaped by missionary reports, interest groups, 

Asian immigration and business concerns is to give only one side of the story. Most analyses of 

Canada's relations with the Far East during this period have ignored these factors, presenting at 

best a superficial analysis and at worst mythical creatures such as the North Pacific triangle. 

Tokyo legation have Ieft published reminiscences. although Marler and Kirkwood 
have  left personal papers. See also Howard Marler. Marler:  Forir Generarions of a 
Qirehec Family ,  (Montreal: Price-Pritterson Ltd., 1987); James P. Manion, A Cunadian 
Errant: T\s.enr~-Five Years  in the Canadian Foreign Service,  (Toronto: Ryerson Press, 
1960): and James Langley. Jr.. "Early Days in the Life of a Trade Commissioner's 
Family" in Bout de  Papier 11.  no. 3 (Fall 1994): 22-24. 

Klaus Pringsheim. Neighborirs A c r o s s  rhe Paci f ic :  Canadian-  Japan e s e  Relarions. 
1870-1982. (Oakville. Ont.: Mosaic Press. 1983): John Schultz and Kimitada Miwa (eds.). 
Cariada a n d  Japan in the Twenrierlt Cenrury, (Toronto: Oxford University Press, 1991): 
Carin Holroyd and Ken Coates (eds.). Pacif ic  Par tners:  The Japanese Presence in 
Cariadian Business. Sociery. and Culture,  (Toronto: James Lorimer & Co., 1996); and 
Bruce Harwood. "Canada's Relations with lapan, 193 1-1 94 1 ", M.A. paper, University of 
Victoria. 1986. 
" Gregory A. Johnson, "The North Pacific Triangle: The Impact of the Far East on 
Canada and Its Relations with the United States and Great Britain, 1937-1948." Ph.D. 
dissertation. York University. 1990. For a detailed treatment of the early years of the 
legation, see Tou Chu Dou Lynhiavu, "Canada's Window on Asia: The Establishment of 
the Tokyo Legation in 1928-1931" in Jorrrnal o f  Canad ian  Studies 3 1 ,  no. 4 (Winter 
1996-97): 97- 1 23. 



Several American schotars have assessed the impact of non-govemmental influences on 

attitudes and policies toward the Far East. James Reed. John Fairbank and Paul Varg have 

traced. for instance, the influence of the missionary community on American foreign policy 

toward East Asia, particularly china." Yet it seems little of this approach has extended to 

studies of Canada's involvement in the Far East. For the most part. histonans of Canadian 

missions in  East Asia have concemed themselves with descriptions of the actual activities of 

missionaries in the field, with Iittle consideration of their possible impact on domestic attitudes 

and policies. While Canadian missions in China and the Japanese empire have received 

thorough treatrnent from Alvyn Austin and A.H. Ion, with more specific works by J.W. Foster, 

Howard Norman and William Scott, such influence on the domestic scene is rarely discus~ed.'~ 

Other missionary historians have concerned themselves with particuiar missions or concentrated 

on  the role of prominent individual Canadians in the Far East such as Caroline Macdonald, Dr. 

Robert McClure, James Endicott, Dr. Donald MacGillivray , George Leslie Mackay and Norman 

 eth hune.'^ Ruth Compton Brouwer has assessed the involvement of Canadian women in the 

" James Reed. The Missionav Mind and American East Asia Policy. 191 1-1 915. 
(Cambridge: Council on East Asian Studies, Harvard University, 1983); John K. 
Fairbank. The Missionary Enterprise in China and America, (Cambridge: Harvard 
Uni versi ty Press. 1974): and Paul Varg. Missionaries. Clrinese and Diplornars: The 
A mericnn Protestant Missionary Movemenr in China. 1890- 1952, (Princeton, N.J.: 
Princeton University Press, 1958). 
' On Canadian missions in China. see Alvyn Austin, Saving China: Canadian 
Missionaries in the Middle Kingdom. 1888- 1959. (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 
1986): John W. Foster, "The Imperialism of Righteousness: Canadian Protestant 
Missions and the Chinese Revolution", Ph.D. dissertation, University of Toronto. 1977; 
and Peter Stursberg. The Golden Hope: Clirisrians in China. (Toronto: United Church 
Publishing House. 1987). For missions in Korea, see William Scott's unpubiished 
manuscript on United Church missions there. For Japan. see Gwen and Howard 
Norman. "One Hundred Years in Japan, 1873-1973: A History of the Canadian 
Methodist and United Church Missions in Japan", (Toronto: United Church, 1979); and 
A. Hamish Ion's three volume history of British and Canadian Protestant missions in 
the Japanese empire, The Cross and the Rising Sun. (Waterloo, Ont.: Wilfrid Laurier 
Press. 1990. 1993 and 1997). Of these, Ion's work has considered the international 
diplornatic and military context of missionary efforts to the greatest extent. 
'' Margaret Prang, A Hearr at Leisure from Ifsel/= Caroline Macdonald of Japan. 
(Vancouver: University of British Columbia Press, 1995); Munroe Scott, McClure: The 
Chinu Years of Dr. Bob McClure, (Toronto: Canec Publishing, 1977); S tephen Endicott, 
Janies G. Endicott: Rebel Our of China, (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1980); and 
Margaret Brown, MacCillivray of Shanghai, (Toronto: Ryerson Press, 1968). 



missionary enterprise, concluding that organizations such as the Women's Missionary Society 

gave them de facto autonomy from othewise male-dominated mission boards." 

The connection between Canada's significant missionary involvement in East Asia - the 

largest in the region after that of the United States - and domestic attitudes and policy toward the 

Far East remains unexplored. That many Anglo-Protestant missionaries, for instance, portrayed 

the Japanese in a positive light as the "British of Asia" may have made some reluctant to criticize 

Japan's actions in Manchuria. The involvement of Canadian Roman Cath01 ic missionaries in the 

Far East has been widely neglected by historians. It remains to be seen whether a link existed 

between fears of bolshevism on the part of such rnissionaries, especially those from French 

Canada, and a more sympathetic attitude toward Japanese "containment" of communism in the 

Far ~ a s t . ' ~  At a time when Canadian churches still influenced popular attitudes toward the 

external world through overseas missionary efforts. it is remarkable such studies have not traced 

the domestic impact of these first Canadians in East Asia." 

Similarly. work by Amencan and British scholars on the impact of interest groups, 

opinion-makers and even popular culture on Western perceptions of East Asia has not resulted in 

a similar approach on the part of historians of Canadian-Asian  relation^.'^ This is also true of 

" Ruth  Compton Brouwer. Netv Women for God: Canadian Presbyterian Women and 
/tidirrrl Missions. 1876- 1914 . (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1990). 

Although scholarship on Canadian Roman Cathoiic missions in the Far  East is 
extremely limi ted, preliminary research has been done recently by Richard Leclerc 
on French-Canadian missionaries in Japan, See  Richard Leclerc, Des Lys u ['Ombre dit 
Mont  Fuji: Histoire de la présertce de l'Amérique française art Japon, (Sillery. Que.: 
Éditions du Bois-de-Coulonge. 1995). For specific histories of French-Canadian Iesuit 
and Scarboro Foreign missions in China. see Rosario Renaud, s-j., Le diocèse de 
Siicirow, Chine: champ apostolique des jésuites canadiens de 1918 à 1954. (Montreal: 
Édi [ions Bellarmin. 1982) and Grant Maxwell. Assignmenr in Cliekiang: 71 Canadians 
in China. 1902- 1954. (Toronto: Scarboro Foreign Mission Society, 1982). 
" For a brief analysis of the response of Canadian Protestants to the Manchurian 
incident and the appeal of Mahatma Gandhi and Toyohiko Kagawa, see  Robert Wright, 
A World Mission: Canadian Protestanrisrn and the Qitest for a New Internarional Order. 
1 Y 18- 1939, (Montreal: McGill-Queen's University Press. 199 1 ). 

As examples of this. see Justus D. Doenecke, When the Wicked Rise: American 
Opinion-Makers and the Manclrurian Crisis of 19.31 - 1933, (Lewisburg, Pa.: Bucknell 
University Press. 1984); and James C. Thompson, Jr.. Peter W. Stanley and John Curtis 
Perry. Sentimental Imperialisrs: The American Experience in East Asia, (New York: 
Harper and Row. 1981). 



recent studies by Jenny Clegg and William Wu on the influence of novels and films on American 

and British attitudes toward the Far ~ a s t . ' ~  Canadian scholarship is d e n t  on this point, though 

Kay Anderson has explored popular attitudes toward Chinese and Japanese in  anc couver. 'O 

Lawrence Woods. Paul Hooper and John Howes have examined the Institute for Pacific 

Relations. without assessing its impact on Canada's early relations with the Far ~ast." For their 

part. Richard Veatch and Thomas Socknat have described the activities of internationalist and 

pacifist groups concerned about Japanese expansionism in the 1930s. but only in passing3' 

David Lenarcic has provided a thorough analysis of interwar pacifism but admits his study "is 

almost exclusively concemed with non-interventionist attitudes toward Europe rather than 

*sia-" 3' 

Despite Canada's significant trade with East Asia in the 1930s, and the corresponding 

charzes of complicity leveled against Canadian business during the Sino-Sapanese conflict, 

surprisingly little has been written on the history of Canadian trade and commerce in the 

34 region. Starting with the establishment of a Canadian commercial agent in Shanghai in 1906 

and the subsequent arriva1 of representatives from Alcan Aluminium. H.R. MacMillan Export, 

Canadian Pacific S teamships and numerous Canadian companies, Canada's trade with the Far 

'9 Jenny Clegg. Fi, Manchu and the "Yellow Peril": The Making of a Racisr Myth,  
(Stoke-on-Trent. U.K.: Trentham Books, 1994): and Will iam Wu. The Yellobt, Peril: 
Chinese Americans in American Fiction, 1850-1940. (Hamden. Ct.: Archon Books. 
1982). 

Kay J. Anderson, Vancouver's  Chinaroicw: Racial D i s c o ~ t r s e  in Canada,  1875-1980, 
(Montreal:  McGill-Queen's University Press, 1991). 
" Paul F. Hooper, Rediscovering the Institiite f o r  Paci f ic  Relarions, (Manoa:  
University of  Hawaii Press, 1994) and  by the same  author, Remember ing  rhe Instirure 
for Pacific Relarions: The Memoirs o f  William T. Holland.  (Tokyo: Ryukei Shyosha,  
1995); and John Howes ( e d . ) .  Nitobe Inazo: JapanS Bridge o v e r  rhe Pacific, (Boulder: 
Westview Press. 1995). 

Veatch. op. cir. and Thomas P .  Socknat, Witness Against W a c  Pacrj7srn in Canada, 1900- 
/ 935. (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1987). 
33 David A. Lenarcic, "Where Angels Fear to Tread: Neutralist and  Non- 
Interventionist  Sentiment i n  Inter-war English Canada-"  Ph.D. dissertat ion,  York 
University, 1991, 8. 

The involvement o f  Alcan, Northern Telecom, the Bank of Nova  Scotia and  other 
Canadian companies has  received some treatment recently in AIlan Conway a n d  
Vernon Jones (eds.), Canadian Companies in Japan: t e s s o n s  f rom Experience, 
(Calgary: University o f  Calgary Press,  1998). 



East grew at a much faster rate than trade with other regions." Most company histories deal 

with business activities in the Far East in passing. usually omitting any reference to possible 

economic benefits from lapanese expansionisrn, and generally overlooking any influence of 

trade concerns on officia1 attitudes toward the region. 36 The 1930s marked a significant 

expansion of Canadian government trade offices throughout the Orient. the official history of the 

Department of Trade and Commerce refening to the opening of the Dairen and Tientsin offices 

only in passin_o.37 As Japan intensified its rnilitary operations in Manchuria and dong the 

Chinese coast. Canadian mineral and meta1 expons to the Asian power reached unprecedented 

leveis. Though expressed in the business press of the period, the response of the Canadian 

business community constitutes an additional determinant of foreign policy, which has k e n  

overlooked by historians of the interwar period. 

The last major body of literature on Canada's relations with East Asia during this penod 

is concerned with the domestic immigration question. leading to the intemment of Japanese- 

Canadians after Pearl Harbor. This is an area that has received extensive treatment from 

historians. commentators and even novelists in recent years. There is no doubt that domestic 

attitudes toward Japanese and Chinese immigrants had an impact on Canada's relations with the 

Far East during the interwar period. As Patricia Roy and Peter Ward have noted. the treatment 

' 5  According to Trade and Commerce statistics, Canadian exports to Japan and China 
increased some 202 times over the period 1900-1929. compared with increases of only 
39 times for continental Europe, 18 times for Latin America, 9 times for the United 
States and 3 times for Britain. In terms of value, Canadian exports in 1929 to Japan 
and China amounted to $74.2 M, compared to $532.9 M to the U.S., S351.8 M to Britain, 
$164.3 M to continental Europe and only S42.8 LM to Latin America. Department of 
Trade and Commerce advertisement in Special Canadian issue of the Japan Times. 27 
October 1930. RG25. G-1, vol. 1565, file 267. 

Generally officially sponsored. company histories rarely have taken a critical 
view of trade with Japan in the late 1930s. See Duncan Campbell, Global Mission: The 
Srop of Alcnn. vol. I: ro 1950, (Toronto: T.H. Best Pnnting Co. Ltd., 1990); Donald 
Mackay. Empire of Wood: the MacMillan Bloedel Srory. (Vancouver: Douglas & 
McIntyre. 1982); George Musk, Canadian Pacific: rhe Sroc of the Famorts Shipping 
Line. (Newton Abbot. U.K.: David & Charles, 1981); Jamie Swift, The Big Nickel: Inco ar 
Horne and Abroad. (Kitchener: Between the Lines, 1977); and Robert Turner. The 
Pacific Empresses: an lllusrrated Hisrory of Canadiun Pacific Railrvay's Empress 
Liners. (Victoria, B.C.: Sono Nis Press, 1981). 
" O. Mary Hill. Canada3 Salesman ro the World: The Deparrmenr of Trade and 
Commerce. 1892- 1939. (Montreal: McGill-Queenps Press. 1977). 



of such minorities was inextricably linked to both domestic economic concerns and diplomatic 

c~nsiderations. '~ Anderson's work has exarnined cultural stereotypes, though Ken Adachi's 

history of the Japanese-Canadians, building on earlier work by Young, Reid and Laviolette, 

remains the most comprehensive work on the subject. 39 

In its assessrnent of the first decade of official relations between Canada and Japan, this 

thesis seeks to redress such gaps in the existing literature in three respects. Firstly, it attempts to 

bridge the high and low politics approaches of Canadian relations with Japan in this p e n d  by 

bringing together areas that have hitherto been considered divergent. Secondly, these aspects of 

Canada's involvement in the Far East wiIl be organized around the question of how they affected 

Canadian attitudes and policies toward Japanese imperialism. While there was a clear shift in 

perception over the decade, it remains to tK seen whether this change occurred simultaneously in 

al1 groups involved in the region. Lastly. this study will examine the charge of complicity often 

leveled against the King govemment's policy of strict neutrality during the Sino-Japanese 

conflict. In assessing the domestic and extemal factors leading to this decision, an attempt will 

be made to determine the extent to which Canada was in fact guilty of a form of Pacific 

appeasement in its dealings with Japan. 

This analysis will be organized chronologically into five chapters. Chapter One will 

provide an overview of Canada's presence in the Japanese empire up to the Manchurian incident, 

with particular ernphasis on the establishment of the Tokyo legation. Chapter Two will examine 

the reaction of Canadian government officiais, businesspeople, missionaries and interest groups 

'' Patricia E. Roy, A White Man3 Province: British Columbia Poliricians and Chinese 
and Japatiese Immigrants, 1858-2914, (Vancouver: University of British Columbia 
Press. 1989): Patricia E. Roy, J.L. Granatstein, Masako lino and Hiroko Takamura (eds.), 
Mrtrltal Hosrages: Conadians and Japanese dirring rhe Second World War, (Toronto: 
University of Toronto Press. 1990); and W. Peter Ward, White Canada Forever: Popular 
Arrirrrdes and Public Poli- Toward Orienrals in British Columbia, (Montreal: McGill- 
Queen's University Press, 1978). 
?" Ken Adachi, The Enemy That Never Was: A H i s t o p  of the Japanese Canadians, 
(Toronto: McClelland and Stewart. 1976); Charles H. Young and Helen Reid, T h e  
J a p a n  ese- C n n a d i a n s .  (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1938); Forrest E. 
Laviolette. The Canadian Japanese and World War  II:  A Sociological and Psychological 
Accoltnr,  (Toronto: University of Toronto Press. 1948). 



to Japan's invasion of Manchuria and creation of Manchukuo. Chapter Three will consider the 

change in perception toward Japanese imperialism dunng the political, economic and strategic 

developrnents of the transitional period from 1933 to 1937- Chapter Four will examine Canadian 

reaction to the initial stage of the Sino-Japanese conflict, from its outbreak in July 1937 to the 

faiIure of the Brussels conference the following November. Particular attention will be paid to 

the embargo campaign and King's response to it, topics that have received little attention from 

histonans unti1 now. The finai chapter will analyze the subsequent hardening of Canadian 

opinion against Japan prior to the outbreak of w u  in Europe, amidst renewed consideration of an 

embargo, Pacific defence and "the Japanese problem". The conclusion will review the main 

thernes outlined in this study, illustrating the ways in which the decade constituted the formative 

period of Canada's involvement in the Far East. 



ha~ter One 

Marler meets the Mikado 

Shortly after ten o'clock on the morning of 18 September 1929, a Rolls-Royce emblazoned 

with the gold insignia of the imperial house of Japan appeared at the entrance of the Imperid Hotel 

in Tokyo. The colour and movement of Japanese flags and Dominion ensigns flying from the roof 

enlivened the stark features of Frank Lloyd Wright's creation. Dressed in a gold-braided Windsor 

uniform. Herbert Marler emerged from the lobby on the way to present his credentials to the young 

Showa emperor as Canada's first minister to Japan. The timing of the audience with Emperor 

Hirohito had taken Marler by surprise - in fact, he had k e n  informed of the meeting only the day 

before. Accompanied by two legation secretaries. Marler was greeted by a trumpet blast and an 

honour guard at the palace. Baron Hayashi, the Grand Master of Ceremonies, guided him to the 

Phoenix Hall. where Japanese foreign minister Baron Shidehara and imperial household minister 

Dr. Ikki awaited his arrival. The hall was richly decorated with rare Japanese artwork and finely 

crafted lacquered wood. Upon entering the imperial audience charnber, ~Marler bowed thnce 

before approaching the throne, read his personal greetings which were translated into Japanese and 

then presented a handwritten letter to the emperor from King George. Considered by his subjects 

to be a direct descendent of the Sun Goddess, Hirohito adopted a more human tone with the new 

Canadian minister, responding with a speech of his own before shaking Marler's hand and 

engaging him in conversation. The "splendid ceremony" led D.A. McGregor, the Vancouver 

Province edi tor who had come to Japan with Marler, to declare that "Canada, Canadian affairs, and 

Canadian prospects were emphasized in the Empire of Japan today as never before."' 

The pomp had not k e n  wasted on Marler. He had traveled to England the previous 

summer with his wife on an extravagant spending spree to acquire the uniforms, lavish furnishings 

and other accoutrements deemed essential to Canada's first minister to the Empire of the Sun. It 

' Vancouver Province, 20 September 1929. "Scrapbook, 1930" and entry for 18 
September 1929 in "Diplornatic Diary, 1929-1 93 1 " in Kenneth P. Kirkwood papers, 
MG27. vol. III E3 (National Archives o f  Canada). 



was no coincidence that prime minister Mackenzie King had chosen this prominent Montreal 

lawyer and former Liberal cabinet minister to represent Canadian inierests in the Far East. 

Marler's considerable personal weaith. as well as his flair for official regalia and ceremony, would 

ensure that Canada's growing prestige in international relations would be recognized in the 

orient.? Although Marier had not k e n  King's first choice for the position. his ardent desire for 

close political and economic relations between Canada and Japan would become the hallmark of 

his six years as Canadian minister to ~ o k ~ o . )  

The choice of Tokyo as the site of Canada's third legation had been less obvious. The King 

govemment's appointment of Vincent Massey to Washington in February 1927 had k e n  a logical 

outcome of the 1926 Imperia1 conference and Canadian ties, both economic and cultural, with the 

United States. Nine months later, O.D. Skelton, King's undersecretary of state for external affairs, 

telegraphed the Dominions Secretary to inform him that Canada did not desire "to lirnit exchange 

of ministers to the United States alone" and requested permission to appoint ministers 

plenipotentiary to France and Japan as well." While the upgrading in status of Canada's 

contntissnit-e-général in Paris had obvious poIiticai appeal in Quebec, the decision to establish the 

Tokyo legation was surprïsing to some. For most Canadians, the Far East remained terra 

ittcog~zirn. although the involvement of Canadian missionaries and business people in East Asia 

had reached its zenith during this period. Moreover, the decision coincided with increasing tension 

in the Far East and Western confusion over what to do about it. As Canada established a separate 

diplornatic presence in the Orient, rivalries between Japanese. Chinese and Russian interests in 

Though Marler initially proposed to represent Canada without salary, it was agreed 
he would receive an annual salary of S1O.OOO with allowances of S15.000. On several 
occasions. however. he  reminded King that he was prepared to spend some S50,000 
per year of his own fortune to represent Canada properly. Howard Marler, Mar le r :  
Four Generarions of a Qrrebec Famiiy, (Montreal: Price-Patterson Ltd., 1987). 109. 
' .4nother MontreaI businessman, George Stephens. had been offered the post but 
declined due to opposition frorn his wife who urged him to find work closer to home. 
He had mediated French and German claims on the Saar Commission at the League of 
Nations. John Hilliker, Canada's Department of External Aflairs, Vol. I - The Early 
Years, 190% 1946, (Montreal: McGi11-Queens' Press, 1 WO), 1 16. 
' Skelton to Amery, 23 November 1927, in  Alex 1. Inglis, (ed.), Documents on Canadian 
External Relations, vol. IV: 1926-1 930 [hereafter cited as DCER, IV], (Ottawa: 
Department of Externai Affairs, 197 1 ), 30. 



northeast Asia reached crisis proportions following the assassination of Chinese warlord Chang 

Tso-lin in early 1928. During their first two years in Tokyo, Marler's staff would be confronted by 

situations far more volatile than those experienced by their counterparts in Washington and Paris. 

Ottawa's decision was influenced by the fact that Japan had ken  a British ally since 1902. 

Britain was among the first Western nations to recognize Japan's equal status by aboiishing 

extratenitoriality in 1894. As a British Dominion, Canada acceded to the terms of the alliance and 

the subsequent treaty of commerce and navigation in 191 3, provided it not "be deemed to repeal or 

affect any of the provisions of the Immigration  AC^."^ Canada and Japan fought as allies during 

the Great War. and in some instances, Canadians were under the command of Japanese during the 

subsequent intervention in ~ i b e r i a . ~  At the 1921 imperial conference, Canadian prime minister 

Arthur Meighen urged the widening of this alliance into a broader security arrangement for the 

Pacific that included the United States, an objective achieved later that year at the Washington 

conference.' As a signatory to the Washington agreements of 1922, Canada endorsed the "open 

door" policy in Asia, the centerpiece of American diplomacy toward the region. 

Japan was a great power and to Canadian leaders mindful of the imperial connection and 

diplornatic context. this made al1 the difference. Meighen's successor, Mackenzie King acted in 

the spirit of Laurier when urging caution in the face of repeated demands from British Columbian 

politicians for anti-Oriental legislation. Although his knowledge of Asia was limited. King's 

familiarity with the region was perhaps greater than that of any other national politician at the 

The Laurier govemment had insisted that Canada's accession to the alliance be 
nullified in  the event of war between Japan and the United States. For actual text of 
the Treaty of Commerce and Navigation as well as terms of Canadian accession to it, 
see appendix of Consulate-General of Japan. "Facts about Japanese in Canada and 
Other Miscellaneous Information", (Ottawa: Consulate-General of Japan. 192S), 46. 

These Canadian forces were under the control of the Atlied Commander-in-Chief. 
General Kikuzo Otani. John Swettenham, Allied Intervertrion in Rrtssia, 1918- 1919, 
czrzd the Parr Played by Canada, (Toronto: Ryerson Press, 1967). 128. External Affairs 
memorandum on Canadian-Japanese relations, 28 August 1929, RG25, G-1, vol. 1549, 
file 714. 
' Canada was represented at the conference by Sir Robert Borden who signed the 
Four Power treaty for Canada, although British delegates had already signed the 
treaty on behalf of the entire empire. 



time.' He  had served on  the royal commission investigating the 1907 anti-Oriental riot in 

Vancouver and had led the Canadian delegation to the 1909 opium conference in ~ h a n g h a i ?  The 

1907 incident resulted in the despatch of Rodolphe Lemieux to  Japan to conclude a gentlemen's 

agreement which limited Japanese immigration to 400 agricultural labourers and domestic servants 

per year. This agreement was satisfactoriIy administered by Japan until concerns over the arriva1 

of "picture brides", women arriving in Canada after proxy mmiages  in Japan. led to its 

renegotiation in 1928. The limit was then set at 150 Japanese per year (including wives). a quota 

that a centralized and efficient Japanese bureaucracy was able to keep throughout the 1930s. 

Japan was Canada's fourth largest customer in 1929, importing some $42 million worth of 

Canadian goods that year, with a surplus of almost $30 million in Canada's faveur." Canadian 

exports of metals, lumber. foodstuffs and other raw materials found a ready market in a growing 

Japrinese empire. which included the colonies of Taiwan and Korea as well as significant economic 

interests in Manchuria. Japan proper had a population of over 63 million and was increasing at an 

annual rate of about one  million people. " With highly organized railway and communication 

systems. efficient urban infrastructure and relative political stability, the Japanese empire seerned 

to offer lucrative prospects and a secure climate for Canadian investment. Canadian resource- 

based companies such as Alcan Aluminium, H.R. MacMillan Export Co. and  Consolidated Mining 

and Smelting, as well as CPR Steamships and life insurance companies had already opened offices 

In  his diaries. King displayed a deep affection and respect for Prince Tokugawa, 
the first Japanese minister to Canada, whom he entertained frequently at both 
Laurier House and Kingsmere. See W.L.M. King papers. MG26. JI3 (NAC). 

John HiIliker has explored the effect of such early experiences on King's general 
attitudes toward the Far East. John Hiiliker, "Mackenzie King on the Pacifie Rim. 
1909: Thinking about an East Asian Policy for Canada" in Las Relaciones 
lnrernacionales en el Pacifico (Siglos X V I I I - X X ) :  Colonizacion, Descolonizacion y 
Eiicitetirro Crtlr~cral. (Madrid: Consejo Superior de Investigaciones Cientificas. 1997). 
575-589. 
' O  Japan was the third largest purchaser of Canadian expons in 1926. The value of 
these exports fell to $30 million the following year due to the outbreak of civil war in 
China and onset of an economic depression in Japan. Canada's trade surplus with 
Japan would last throughout the interwar period. Stiil, as Prime Minister King 
pointed out. Canadian exports to Japan were "three hundred times as great as they 
were thirty years ago." Canada, House of Commons, Debates, 1 t lune 1928, 4161. 
" "Canada and Trade with Japan", speech delivered by Marler during Western 
Canadian tour in August 1929, RG25. Dl ,  vol. 795. file 472. 



in Tokyo and benefited from the efforts of Canadian trade officials in Kobe and Yokohama. 

Although breaking into the Japanese market was not always an easy task, Japan's currency was 

convertible. its populace highly Iiterate and the spirit of consumerïsm now firmly entrenched. 

By contrast, Canada's relations with China, the other large - if not great - power of East 

Asia. had been slow to develop. Apm from trade representatives at Shanghai and Hong Kong, 

Canada had no official presrnce in the Middle Kingdom and relied on the good offices of British 

diplornacy to represent the interests of missionarîes and other Canadians. Although Chinese in 

Canada were deemed as inassimilable as their Japanese counterparts, they lacked the benefits of a 

diplornatically significant homeland- FoIlowing the cornpletion of the Canadian Pacific Railway, 

restrictions were imposed on Chinese immigration culminating in a $500 head tax imposed in 

1 903. This was replaced by an outright ban on Chinese immigration in the Chinese Immigration 

Act of 1923 that resembled Amencan legislation, except that it was not applied to the Japanese. 

Voluntary restrictions along the lines of the Japanese gentlemen's agreement had ken  discussed 

with China. rnost notably in 1909, but these (like the results of the Opium conference) came to 

nought following the demise of the Manchu dynasty. As China descended into civil war in the 

1920s. Canadian government officials and businessmen redized there was no central govemment 

strong enough to enforce any agreement regarding immigration or trade. While Chinese firms 

reproached Canadian trade officials in China for Canada's exclusionq immigration policy, 

Canadian businesses comptained of the lack of political order and financial stability in China. 

The establishment of a Canadian legation in Tokyo in 1929 affected this difference in 

approach toward China and Japan by firmly situating Canada's officia1 presence in the latter. 

Ostensibly. the legation was intended to enhance Canada's new-found diplomatic prestige, enforce 

the renegotiated gentlemen's agreement and promote Canadian trade interests in the region. " 

Although King Iater attributed the decision to Canada's growing stature in international affairs and 

the need to keep informed of Pacific affairs, early correspondence on the rnatter indicated that 

" As Hilliker has obsewed, the decision to open the legation "was based not on an 
interest in  the region generally but on narrow considerations involving 
immigration and trade." See Hilliker, "Mackenzie King on the Pacific Rim", 585. 



immigration had been the most immediate concem. '' Under instructions from Skelton. Raoul 

Dandurand had met in November 1927 with British foreign secretary, Sir Austen Chamberlain. 

who expressed to the Canadian senator his satisfaction with the proposed change to Canada's 

immigration policy and idea of establishing a legation to enforce this agreement. Just prior to 

Dandurand's departure, King inforrned him that the Tokyo legation would be "our only effective 

way to deal with the Japanese question", although he stated his preference for opening the Park 

office first.'" 

Canada i n i  tiated the renegotiation of the gentlemen's agreement with Japan the previous 

August due to "the very rapid growth of Japanese population in Western Canada" and recent 

exclusionary legislation in the United States. Australia and New ~ealand." Not wanting to 

impose a complete exclusion of Japanese immigrants as had k e n  done in the case of the Chinese, 

Canadian officiais gained Japanese approval the foilowing May to lirnit the number of Japanese 

admitted to Canada to 150 per year. As Skelton noted, there was a tacit understanding that the 

number of females would not exceed one-half of this quota. l6 This modus vivendi was achieved as 

a result of direct negotiations and was announced in the House by King in early June 1928. I7 

Under the t e m s  of the agreement. the Japanese gaimusho, or Foreign Office. would issue 150 

'' W.L.M. King. "Canada's Legations Abroad". Canadian Narion 2. no. 1 (March - April 
1929): 26. A recent comrnentator has gone further in positing the decision "reflected 
King's global perspective" and "appreciation of world politics". a conclusion which is 
thought-provoking but difficult to substantiate. See Tou Chu Dou Lynhiavu, "Canada's 
Window on Asia: The Establishment of the Tokyo Legation in 1928-1931". Journal of 
Carradiari Strtdies 3 1, no. 4 (Winter 1996-97): 97- 123. 
14 As King reasoned. having a Canadian minister in Tokyo to visé passports would be 
"the way to meet the Tory policy of 'exclusion' which we can never consent to." King 
diary. 18 October 1927. King papers, MG26. J I 3  (NAC). 
" Aide-mémoire by W.H. Walker, Assistant Under-Secretary of S tate for External 
Affairs, to Japanese Consul-General, 23 August 1927, DCER, IV, 881-83. ' Skelton to Tokugawa. 29 May 1928. DCER. IV. 891-92. This was prompted by the 
picture bride problem that had developed after the 1907 Gentlemen's Agreement. For 
more on picture brides in the 1920s- see Tomoko Makabe. Picrure Brides: Japanese 
Wornen in Canada. (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1995). As King asserted in 
Parliament, the renegotiated agreement would serve "to terminate the practice of 
sending for so-kalled 'picture brides'". Debores. 8 June 1928. 3980. 
" This number included agricultural labourers. domestic servants, wives and 
children of Japanese immigrants living in Canada. The agreement went into force 
on 1 September 1928. ibid. 



passports per year to be vised by the Canadian legation in Tokyo. Rarely did the number of 

Japanese immigrants reach this level during the 1930s and, in fact, it averaged only 122 per year 

between 19% and 1939." Such cornpliance, however, did Iittle to stem the repeated demands 

from exclusionists for an outright ban on Japanese immigration. 

The decision to establish the Tokyo legation was also due to the growth of Dominion 

autonorny in international affairs following the 1926 imperial conference. Skelton's despatch to 

the Dominions Office in November 1927 regarding separate Canadian representation at Paris and 

Tokyo coincided with sirnilar requests from the Irish Free State and South ~ f r i c a ' ~  To many, 

Canada had corne of age intemationally, as demonstrated by her significant contribution in the 

Great War. her representation at the Versailles peace conference and her more independent 

approach toward the United States. As the proceedings of the 1926 imperial conference revealed, 

Dominion policy was no longer synonymous with imperial policy, a development confirmed in the 

Statute of Westminster five years later. The timing of Canada's request was significant since King 

intended to announce the new legations in the Speech from the Throne on 26 January 1928 and 

open the Paris office during his upcoming visit to Europe. 

The political side of Mackenzie King's decision was apparent in a flurry of despatches in 

late 1927 to gain British and Japanese approval before this seIf-imposed deadline. Skelton met 

with Japanese consul general Matsunaga in October 1927 to inforrn him of plans to establish a 

legation in Tokyo, conclude the renegotiation of the gentlemen's agreement and have the new 

Canadian minister responsible for the viseing of passports.'O Following Skelton's proposal of the 

new legations in late November and Chamberlain's endorsement of the idea in early December, 

Skelton requested that the Dominions Office instmct Sir John Tilley, the British ambassador to 

" Dominion Bureau of Statistics. Canada Year Book. 1941, (Ottawa: King's Printer, 
1912). 122. 
" ) T h e  Irish Free State requested diplornatic representation at Paris and Berlin while 
South Africa sought legations in Washington and the Hague. For an account of  
Foreign Office reaction to such initiatives, see Norman Hillmer, "The Foreign Office, 
the Dominions and the Diplomatic Unity of the Empire, 1925-29" in David Dilks (ed.), 
Refreat from Power: Srudies in Britain's Foreign Policy of the Twenrierh Cenriiry. vol.  
1 1906- 1939, (London: Macmillan Press, 198 1 ), 64-77. 
-T) Skelton to Amery. 6 December 1927, DCER, IV, 31-32. 



Tokyo. to inform Japanese officials of Canada's desire for an exchange of ministen." At first. it 

was feared Japanese approval might not arrive by the deadline of 26 January as Matsunaga "except 

perhaps in a very generd way had said nothing about it" to gaimirsho officials upon his return to 

-9 

Japan.-- The Dominions Office informed Skelton on 13 January that Tilley had approached the 

Japanese foreign ministry on the understanding that the Canadian minister "would deal with 

matters concerning Canada alone and not with matters generaily concerning the Empire." Within a 

week. both Canada and Japan agreed to an exchange of ministers. despite the recent dissolution of 

the Japanese Diet and inability of either government to vote on the necessary funding and other 

"preliminaries" until a later date." 

The announcement of the opening of the Tokyo legation in the throne speech met with 

protest from Consewatives on both ideological and practical grounds. The leader of the 

opposition. R.B. Bennett, claimed the move threatened imperial unity and would be misconstrued 

by "the Oriental mind". Moreover, he considered it unnecessary, as Canada already had trade 

representatives in the region.'" S i r  George Perley viewed it as "a step in the wrong direction" and 

"a dangerous precedent" in weakening imperid unity, adding that the views of Parliament and the 

people should have ken  considered before making such a crucial decision." A Toronto 

" As Skelton explained to the Secretary of State for Dominion Affairs, the "Canadian 
Government desire to make a gentlemen's agreement fo r  mutual limitation of 
emigration and feeI chat Canadian interests in Pacific and friendly attitude which 
they desire to maintain with Japan makes reciprocal appointment of Minister 
desirabie." Skelton to Amery. 22 December 1927, DCER, IV, 33. 
-7 - HiIliker, Canada's Deparrmenr of Externul Affairs, 113. " Amery to Skelton. 13 January 1928; Skelton to Amery, 17 January 1928. DCER, IV, 35. 
" Bennett believed the Japanese would not understand the legal nuances between 
Dominion autonomy and imperial policy generally. He warned the new legation "is 
going to bring about disaster, as certain a s  anything can be. About that there can be 
no doubt. One need not engage in prophesy; one need not be a prophet who reads the 
diplomatic history of iapan and the United States during the last twenty-five years, to 
understand what it means to start diplomatic relations in Tokyo. It is only necessary 
to know what has taken place to understand the situation ... it is idle boasting to talk 
about our position in a foreign country because some representative over  there can 
Wear gold lace and a uniforrn. That does not advance the interests of the country a 
single sou." Debares ,  30 January 1928, 29. 
" Perlry expressed the essence of the conservative and imperialist position when he 
declared: "Let us have separate trade commissioners in the various countries as they 
may be required. That is one thing. But in diplomacy the King's dominions must be 
one and must speak as one people if we are to hold together .... in my mind's eye, 1 can 



Conservative, T.L. Church, condemned the appointment of "a few favorite Canadians ... at the 

public expense" at a time when unemployment and trade were the real issuesz6 C.H. Cahan 

attributed the prime minister's endorsement of Dominion autonomy to "his sub-conscious sense of 

inferiority to British authority"." Such criticism refiected the Conservatives' emphasis on 

commercial matters in international relations as well as their hope that imperial unity was possible 

despite increasingly divergent Dominion interests. 

Much of the opposition to the Tokyo legation was closely related to renewed calls for 

Japanese exclusion. To many members. particularly those from British Columbia. the two issues 

were intertwined: Why open a legation in lapan at the vcry time when Canada should be restrïcting 

the entry of Japanese? The Conservative party had incorporated Oriental exclusion into its party 

platform at a recent convention and was able to capitalize on such sentiment in its critique of the 

Iegation. According to this view, a total exclusion of Japanese immigrants would make a separate 

Canadian legation in Tokyo unnecessary. While some members pointed out that exclusionary 

legislation in  the United States, N e w  Zealand and Australia had not adversely affected their Pacific 

trade. others warned of an imminent "Oriental occupation" of British ~ o l u m b i a . ' ~  A.W. Neill, the 

visualize an occasion arising when, under the present proposais of this government. 
the British ambassador and the Canadian minister in some foreign capital may be 
found urging different courses. How are we going to avoid that?" Debates .  2 
February 1928, 1 17. 
" As Church mockingly summarized the government's policy. "... al1 that we have to 
do with unemployment is to launch a great basic industry in the city of Ottawa known 
as the ambassador cure for unemployment. We have gained a seat at Tokyo, Japan, 
and when the nominee goes over there, would that Canada had a Gilbert and Sullivan 
to set to Song and verse the burlesque of the sending of that so-called ambassador to 
Tokyo. Japan, and other capitals. A government that has abandoned the Japanese 
alliance treaty for  the protection of British interests in the Pacific. a government 
that has refused to  give a dollar for the Singapore base. has the temerity now to corne 
before parliament and continue a so-called ambassador cure  for  unemployment by 
sending an ambassador to Tokyo. Why not send ambassadors to  Italy, China, Germany, 
Constantinople. Pekin al1 the capitals bordering on the seven seas?" Debares ,  1 
February 1928, 101. 
'' Debares.  2 February 1928. 125. 
'"The member from Fraser Valley, H.J. Barber, based such fears of an Oriental 
occupation on the following statistics (1927): that  immigration of Japanese females 
was outnumbering males by two to one; that the Japanese birthrate of 40 per 1,000 
was much higher than the general birthrate of only 18 per 1,000; that over 80% of 
Chinese and 98% of  Japanese immigrants to Canada were settling in British Columbia; 
thrit over 11,300 Orientals were employed in the province; and that the number of 



independent member for Comox-Alberni, the most vociferous spokesman for "a white Canada" in 

the House, condemned the King govemment for placing "the control of immigration into the hands 

of a foreign na t i~n" . '~  Another Oriental exclusionist from British Columbia, W.G. McQuarrie 

(New Westminster), joined Neill's cal1 for the abrogation of both the 1907 gentlemen's agreement 

and Canada's accession to the AngIo-Japanese commercial treaty. Some critics, aware of the 

diplornatic implications of such a stance. took a more apologetic approach to immigration. arguing 

exclusion was necessary but not inherently anti-Japanese. Others attempted to infuse a sense of 

justice into such demands. claiming it  was unfair to ban Chinese immigration and not take similar 

measures against the Japanese. The member from the Yukon, George Black. questioned the 

loyalty of the Japanese based on their devotion to the Emperor and inherent ina~similabilit~. 

Natural politician that he was, King incorporated such concerns into his defence of the 

Tokyo legation. He maintained the legation would not jeopardize imperial unity but would fulfil 

the Dominion's international responsibilities as a both an Atlantic and Pacific nation within the 

empire. It would confer upon its new minister an authority which trade officiais lacked, making 

him "the sole [Canadian] representative on the continent of ~ s i a " . ) '  Owing to the increasing 

political and economic importance of the Far East, Canada would use the legation as a listening 

post to keep informed of developments in the r eg i~n .~ '  As to the dangers of the Oriental mind 

misunderstanding Canadian intentions, King pointed out the inadequacies of "the Tory mind" 

whose public utterances could "do more mischief in international affairs than anything else." 33 

Japanese children in public schools had increased by 74% over the past three years 
compared to only 6% among white children. Debares,  3 February 1928, 175. " As Neill concluded. "Orientais will stand us off as long as they cm,  but if we keep 
the whip hand and exercise the proper amount of pressure 1 have no doubt we shalt 
achieve a satisfactory result ... we must adhere to our vision of a white Canada." 
Dehares. 5 March 1928. 1017. 
" As Black remarked. "They [the Japanese] are not assimilable here because they 
cannot properly and successfully intermarry with Canadians. 1s there a member of 
this house that would Iike to see his son or his daughter intermarry with an 
oriental'?" Debares, 2 May 1928, 261 1 .  
" Whrn asked whether this move might offend Chinese sensibilities. King stated that 
this had not been the original intention of assigning a minister to Tokyo. Debares ,  2 
February 1928. 110. 
1- - -  King. "Canada's Legations Abroad", 26. 
'? Debares, 1 1  June 1928, 4161. 



King shared a belief in the inassimilability of the Oriental races, expressed his fear of their already 

excessive numbers and stated his preference for a racially-based immigration policy. Y Yet he 

clairned the Tokyo legation was essential in this regard due to its role in viseing passports of al1 

Japanese emigrating to Canada, a proposa1 which had been acceptable to Japan. Most irnportantly, 

he placed the question within the context of Anglo-Japanese relations. citing the international 

repercussions of imposing such a policy on a people for whom "there is no tem more offensive ... 

' 9 1  35 than the word 'exclusion . Trade ties and goodwill between Canada and Japan were predicated 

on a mutually acceptable resolution of the immigration problem which. as Laurier had shown, 

"could never be solved by a policy of exclusion, without offence to ~ a ~ a n . " ' ~  

Of course. King was not the only defender of the legation in Parliament. AIthough his 

majority governrnent ensured smooth passage of the proposal, many rnembers supported the idea, 

albeit in less outspoken tones than the cntics. Some Western members applauded the decision in 

light of the growing trade with the Far East, especialiy with regard to the export of foodstuffs such 

as wheat." Indeed. the promotion of grain expons would be pursued aggressively under the 

" As King explained, "We do  not wish to bring into Canada races that are not 
assimilable. W e  d o  not wish to bring in peoples from countries that have populations 
which as t-xperience has  shown. d o  not make good citizens o r  settlers in Our 
dominion." H e  stated his preference for immigrants first f rom the British Isles. then 
from the "northern races of Europe." King stated his concern over  Asian 
immigration in the following terms: "May 1 make this perfectly clear, that a s  regards 
desiring a white Canada and a white British Columbia, a s  regards desiring to  maintain 
the standards of our labour in British Columbia, 1 will yield place to no one in the 
belief that we must not  permit competition of the  oriental races with our  own people 
in that province? 1 think the numbers that have come into this country f rom the 
orient are excessive already and  there is abundant reason why  every possible 
rneasure compatible with good relations and good  will between the different nations 
of the world should be adopted in order that we rnay prevent what 1 believe would be 
ri very serious consequence were, for  example, labourers f rom the orient t o  be  
permitted to come t o  this country in any numbers." Debates .  31 January 1928, 38. 
'' As King warned, "If to the unrest in India and the unrest in China, you give  the 
lapanese nation cause  to feel indignation and resentment a t  the British Empire, 1 do  
not know what the consequences are  going to be." ibid- . 61, 
j6 W.L.M. King. "Some Recent Developments in Canada's External Relations". address 
delivered before the Toronto Board o f  Trade, Hart House, Toronto. 22 November 1928, 
(Toronto: Liberal Printing Co., n-d.), 26-27. 
" See comments by Joseph Thorson (Winnipeg South Centre) and E.J. Garland (Bow 
River). Claiming chat Canada's total trade with Japan and China  had increased 600 
per cent over the past decade, Thorson waxed prophetic: "1 can see visions of an 
enormous trade in foodstuffs between Canada and  Japan. The great Peace r iver 



subsequent Bennett govemment. Others commended the government's recognition of Canada's 

internationd responsibilities and the growing importance of cultivating goodwiil with Japan, the 

greatest power  in the Far East. J.S. Woodsworth supported the Tokyo legation o n  such grounds. 

though he  was the first to  point ou t  the dangers o f  an  apparent lack of  Canadian policy toward the 

Far East during a time of growing tension there.)' Sorne parliamentarians actually went further in 

expressing their admiration for Japan's rapid rise t o  power and  Canada's foresight in establishing 

officia1 relations with her a t  this point.'9 

The Canadian press reacted to  the decision d o n g  partisan lines. Liberal papers such as the 

Toronto Globe claimed the King government "has committed itself, without a mandate from the 

people. t o  a policy o f  establishing foreign Legations wherever it pleases. with the attending a n d  

growing expenses which neces sady  ensue." Rather than expand trade to "certain foreign 

countries". the editor argued. the King govemment should be promoting imperial trade with more 

v i g ~ u r . ' ~  The Toronto Daily Star believed the Tokyo  legation. despite its cost, would lead t o  a 

boom in Canadian trade wirh the Far East." The Financial Post favoured the consequent 

diversification of Canadian trade. but not at  the expense of imperial trade." T h e  Manitoba Free 

Press commended "the common sense of Canadians looking after their own affairs" and criticized 

Bennett's opposition t o  itm4) The Vancouver Sun praised the move as a further sign of "Canada's 

country lies open. awaiting development that hungry Japan musc be fed. Open up  
that great tract of land, provide for it an outlet to the Pacific Coast, so that we may 
realize and fully develop the great opportunities of trade between Canada and the 
orient." Debares ,  3 February 1928, 159. 
''' Woodsworth also referred to the Institute of Pacific Relations as  an example of 
growing interest within Canada regarding Asian affairs. Debares .  26 March 1928, 
1707; and 14 May 1928, 2965. 
" As E.J. Garland put it. "1 d o  not think there is a member in this house who has not 
viewed with intense interest. possibly with some alarm but certainly with a certain 
amount of admiration. the amazing progress made by Japan from a condition of 
alrnost industrial obscurity to one of practically first rank". D e b a r e s ,  13 February 
1928. 313. 
a Confident that Parliament would have "much to Say about it", the G l o b e  feared the 
government's mind was already made up. Toronto G l o b e ,  27 January 1928. 
'' The paper also stated thrit trade and diplornatic functions would be combined at  the 
Tokyo kgrition and mentioned Rodolphe Lemieux as a possible appointment as 
minister. Toronto Daily Star, 27 January 1928. 
" Financial Post, 3 February 1928. 
" Maniroba Free Press, 27 January 1928. 



international  statu^".^ The Montreal Gazette disrnissed the legations as  unnecessary due to the 

trade commissioner service and criticized the King govemment's preoccupation with "status 

Partisanship was equally apparent in the French-Canadian press. La Presse. praising 

Bennett, claimed the Tokyo legation would not change Canada's status. was unnecessary in light of 

trade commissioners there and was "une aventure hazardeuse sinon dangereuse".46 According to 

Le Devoir. the Tokyo legation would renew interest in "la situation internationale du Canada" and 

represent the effects of the imperial conference, leading to "notre plein epanouissement national et 

... notre pays autonome et libre1'.'" 

The reaction of the Japanese press to the move was generally positive. though papers such 

as the Kokurnin hoped the proposed exchange of rninisters would result in a change "in the anti- 

Japanese attitude of the Canadian people." The Nichi-nichi viewed immigration iimits and a recent 

British Columbian proposal to deprive Japanese of fishing rights as "not only a contravention of 

international justice but as an insult and affront to the Japanese nation." Nationalist dailies such as 

the Ymzato went further in demanding a delay in the appointment of a Japanese minister until 

Canada revoked its discriminatory immigration policies. As Skelton observeci, such reports 

indicated that: 

pubIic opinion in Japan, if one c m  judge from the press. expects quite contrary 
results from those entertained here. The very uncertain position of the Japanese 
Govemment at the present moment will make it difficult for it to conclude any 
immigration agreement involving further restrictions, such as we have been hoping 
couId have been effected before thisaJ9 

" Vancouver S u n .  28 January 1928. 
'' While legations in Washington and Paris could be justified on business and 
cultural grounds. the G a z e r r e  arpued. "now it is to be Japan, and next week or the 
week after it may be Mexico or Patagonia." Montreal G a r e t r e ,  27 January 1928. 

AS La Presse concluded. "La présence d'un ministre canadien au Japon fait porter 
une plus grande responsabilité au Canada sur une foule de choses, sur l'immigration, 
etc." La  Presse, 3 1 January 1928. 
47 Le Devoir. 28 January 1928. 
" Unauthored memo entitled "Comments in the Japanese Press on the proposed 
exchange of Ministers between Canada and Japan" cornpiled by the British embassy 
in Tokyo and forwarded to Skelton by Geoffrey Whiskard, Dominions Office, 20 April 
1928, G-1. vol. 1501, file 901-B. 

49 Skelton to Whiskard, 1 May 1928, RG25, G-1, vol. 1501, file 901-B. 



Japanese frustration was compounded by Canada's delay of almost a year in appointing a 

minister to Tokyo. It appears this was due as much to British debate over the issue as to Canadian 

difficulties in manging the exchange. King's announcement prompted opposition in the British 

parliament to what was perceived by some as a threat to the diplornatic unity of the empire.50 

Although Dominions Secretary Arnery defended the exchange of ministers between Canada and 

Japan as entirely consistent with the conclusions of the 1928 imperial conference, he did not 

present a definitive British position on the legations question until May 1929." The delay led to 

speculation in the Canadian press regarding the opening of the legation and the identity of the new 

ï 7 minister to Japan.-- According to reports from the Washington legation. the Japanese were 

increasingly anxious about the delay by Iate 1928. Massey claimed the Japanese ambassador to 

Washington. Katsuji Debuchi. had warned him privately of possible embarrassrnent and criticism 

of his govemment in Japan "if too many months elapse" between the appointment of  a Japanese 

minister and the establishment of the Canadian ~egation. '~ Skelton doubted a minister could be 

appointed in time for the opening of Parliament in the new year "unless very great expedition is 

used". since appropriations would have to be voted and the relevant British authorities would have 

to be consulted to issue letters of credence." 

'O United Kingdom, House of Commons, Debares. 5 March 1928. 798. 
'' In a carefully worded message to foreign governments in late May. Arnery stated 
that "the arrangements proposed would not denote any departure from the principle 
of diplornatic unity of t h e  Empire, that is to Say, the prïnciple of consultative 
cooperation among al1 His Majesty's representatives as arnong His Majesty's 
Governments thernselves in matters of cornmon concern." Arnery to Skelton. I l  May 
1929. DCER. IV, 76-77. 
'' The Toronto Star speculated the new minister might be George Stephens or a 
person frorn British Columbia. given the province's close trade ties to Japan. The 
paper aIso ciaimed Dr. J.H. King, Minister of Pensions and National Health. was 
offered the position but had declined. It suggested Hume Wrong. first secretary at the 
Washington legation. might go to Tokyo to open the legation prior to the rninister's 
arriva1 but could not confirrn the report. Toronto Star, 3 1 August 1928. 
'? Debuchi hoped "that Canada would not delay too long ... particularly in  view of the 
fact that the  initiative in the matter had been taken by the Dominion." Japan itself 
was partly responsible for this delay since the Diet still had not approved 
appropriations for the proposed Japanese legation in Ottawa. Massey to Skelton, 31 
October 1928. RG25, G-1, vol. 1501, file 901-B. 
" Yet Skelton notes that "presumably it woutd not be desired to have Parliament 
open without the Legation having been established or  at least very definitely under 



By early January 1929. King had found a worthy chef de m i s s h  in the person of Herbert 

Marler. Although he was not King's first choice, as a former Liberal cabinet minister and 

succrssful Montreal lawyer, Marler had the requisite political ties and farniliarity with diplornatic 

and trade concern~. '~ King confided in his diary that, though he "lacks humour somewhat". he 

appeared "conscientious" and would "do well" in . fapad6  More importantly, Marler had 

significant personal wealth which he was willing to use in promoting Canada's official presence in 

Japan and was already making recornmendations for a new legation building within weeks of his 

appointment. Marler's high regard for officia1 protocol and formality would serve him weli in a 

culture that attached considerable importance to face? A descendent of old Quebec Loyalist 

stock. Marler was well-connected to the Montreal elite through his fathef s law firm and his 

mamage to Isabel Allan and dernonstrated this in his English-style estate in Stanstead and lavish 

home in the Golden ~ i l e .  58 Marler had k e n  elected to Parliament in 192 1 and. like Massey, had 

been a member of King's cabinet before his defeat in the 1925 general e le~ t ion . '~  Although he did 

way". adding chat if minister sent by January 1929. about S30,000 of current fiscal 
surplus could be used to buy furnishing, equipment and supplies in Canada. Skelton 
memo to King entitled, "Appo i~ tmen t  of Canadian Minister to Japan". dated 15 
November 1928. RG35. G-1. vol. 1501. file 901 -B. " As pointed out atove. King had initially considered George Stephens for the post. 
See fn. 3. Marler later intimated his surprise in leaming of his own appointment. 
MarIer to Skelton. 30 January 1923. RG25, D l ,  vol. 794. file 469. 

King diary, 30 June 1929. Keenleyside claimed Marler was "almost devoid of a 
sense of humour". though perhaps he, like King, was hardly in a position to judge. 
H.L. Keenleyside, Menmirs of Hiigh L. Keenleyside: vol. 1, Hammer the Golderi Day, 
(Toronto: McClelIand and Stewart. 1981). 286. This view has been disputed by James 
Langley. Jr. who recalls Marler's joviaiity and ptayfulness with childrefi. Langley 
interview with author, Ottawa, 20 August 1998. 
" With regard to Marler's penchant for ceremony. Kirkwood described his hobby of 
coilecting and displaying siiver saké cups used during imperial palace dinners "as 
evidence of the number of times during his six years he had enjoyed an Imperia1 
audience and State dinner invitation." K.P. Kirkwood, The Diplornat ar Table. 
(Metuchen, N.J.: 1974), 174. 
' V i s  wife was the grand-daughter of Andrew Allan and Mathew Hamilton Gault. 
founders of Allan Steamship Lines and Sun Life Insurance respectively. Marler, 67- 
68. 
'' Marler had chaired the parliarnentary committee on soldiers' pensions and civil 
re-establishment as  well a s  the cornmittee on  transportation in negotiations with the 
West Indies. According to the prime minister, he had also been involved in the 
recent revision of the Bank Act  and studies of railway finance and tanff  issues. 
King's press statement. 1 1 January 1929, RG25, G- 1, vol. 1501, file 901 -B. 



not mle  out a possible return t o  politics in accepting the Tokyo  appointment, Marler would remain 

in Japan until 1935 when he was appointed Canadian minister to ~ a s h i n g t o n . "  

Marler would be assisted in his post by two  extremely capable officers. one  from the 

Depanment of Exte rnd  Affairs, the other f rom the Department o f  Trade and  Commerce,  A s  first 

secretary (and sometime chargé d'affaires) at  the legation, Hugh L. Keenleyside had been one of 

the successful candidates in the DEA competition of June t 928. A native o f  Vancouver educated 

at  the University o f  British Columbia and Clark University, h e  had corne t o  the  department after 

teaching stinis a t  Penn State, Brown and Syracuse universities as well as at  his alma »rater.6' 

Recalied briefly in 1932 to help prepare for the  imperial econornic conference of  that year, 

Keenleyside remained in Japan until 1936 and was noted for  his extremely thorough reporting of 

political events in the Far ~ a s t . ~ '  Although Keenleyside displayed his own "sense of  occasion". 

most notably in the  flag-raising ceremony cited above. his memoirs reveal a certain frustration 

with Marler's formality in "his officiai and public b e h a ~ i o u r " . ~ ~  His good judgement had 

thoroughly impressed Kinga Socially. Keenleyside and his wife were lifelong teetotallers, 

serving only ginger ale in champagne glasses during their early years in Japan, a practice which 

,Marier rsceived a knighthood the same year. He served in Washington until his 
dcath in  1930. 
b' Keenleyside also had worked briefly for Macmillan publishers in Toronto and had 
published his doctoral dissertation in a volume entitled Canada and rhe Unired States. 
Keenleyside. Memoirs .  vol. 1. 207. 
b2 Keenleyside returned to Canada to plan the upcoming Canadian tour of Prince and 
Princess Chichibu in 1937 and the British royal visit two years later. Agnes 
McCloskey. perhaps the most competent administrative assistant at External at the 
cime. considered his reports "a mode1 for other Canadian officers to emulate". 
Hi l l i  ker. Canada 3 Deparrmenr of External Affairs. 122. 
" Keenleyside. Memoirs ,  vol. 1. 286. 

King considered him "a splendid man & 1 wish with al1 my heart 1 had secured him 
as my private secretary instead of Baldwin. He possesses a knowledge of political 
conditions & has great tact & judgment in the manner of expressing himself. He is 
really quite admirable. The despatches relating to the opening of the Legation at 
Japan are al1 most interesting. We have taken a very wise course in this matter." 
King diary. 30 June 1929. 



earned him the epithet of "Canada ~ t - y " . ~ ~  Moreover, his American connections were later 

perceived by some to make him more sympathetic to the American position on various mattes? 

The inclusion of James A. Langley, Canada's trade commissioner to Japan, within the 

Tokyo legation was an experiment in cooperation between the two departments. It marked the first 

time a Trade and Commerce official had been attached to a Canadian legation, resulting in the 

creation of the new title of commercial secretary. A native of Ottawa. Langley had joined the 

department in 1 922 and was appointed trade commissioner to Kobe the following year. Langley's 

six years in Ispan had been far from u n e v e n t f u ~ . ~ ~  He had k e n  tireless in his promotion of 

Canadian trade, informing others of his activities through regular reports to his department and 

contributions to the Trade and Commerce newsletter, The Commercial lnrelligence Jortrnal. His 

efforts in administering relief after the great Kanto earthquake of 1923 had earned hirn a 

decoration from the Japanese Red Cross Society. Langley's taste for things Japanese extended to 

his preference for traditional Japanese housing for his family, much to the consternation of visiting 

trade inspectors who repeatedly recommended "a decent foreign house" suitable for entertaining.68 

Regarded by government and business officiais as a highly comptent  promoter of trade and good 

relations with Japan. Langley received the rare honour of a private audience with the emperor and 

empress prior to his transfer to Rotterdam in 1 9 3 7 . ~ ~  

'' According to another officer of the legation, most of the Keenleysides' guests 
during the earl y years were missionaries and social workers "who scarcely minded". 
Kirkwood. The Diplomar ut Table, 224-25. 

Keenleyside's wife was of American extraction, he had studied there and they 
socialized with many Americans in Tokyo. Langley interview with author. 20 August 
1998. 
" For an account of Langley's life in Japan, see the article by his son, James 
Langley. Jr., "Early Days in the Life of a Trade Commissioner's Family", Boirr de Papier 
1 1 .  no. 3 (FaII 1994): 22-24. 

Trade and Commerce inspector. A.E. Bryan, disliked visiting Langley's residence 
"because each time he did so he had to take off his shoes before entering." Bryan to 
F.C.T. O'Hara, Deputy Minister of Trade and Commerce, 1 1  January 1929, RG20, vol. 
1532. file 13807. 

Bryan considered Langley "one of the best Trade Commissioners we have in the 
whole Service". Report on Kobe Office, 1 1 January 1929, RG 20. vol. 1532, file 13807. 
Upon Langley's departure. Marler's successor, R. Randolph Bruce claimed his 
fourteen years of experience in Japan had been "invaluabte" due to his intimate 
knowledge of the territory. As Bruce wrote, "1 personally regret his transfer as 1 feel 



Langley's appointment was the result of careful negotiations between External Affairs and 

Trade and Commerce in early 1929. Although transferred to the Tokyo legation, Langley would 

continue to be responsible for the Kobe office as Canadian trade cornmissioner to Japan and his 

salary would be paid by Trade and Commerce. As a full member of the legation staff (ranked with 

but after the first secretary), Langley would be subject to Marler's authority and External Affairs 

agreed to cover his living e ~ ~ e n s e s . ~ ~  It was a problematic but novel arrangement, assisted no 

doubt by "personal" factors involved in the appointment, most notably Langley's reputation as a 

competent and practical officer able to deal with such a dual role." It remained to be seen how 

such a cross-appointment would work in practice: Langley woula continue to report directly to 

Trade and Commerce while cooperating with Marler in "al1 matters dealing with commercial 

intelligence"." King endorsed the idea but claimed the exact degree of Langley's attachment to 

the legation would require further c~nsideration.'~ The arrangement allayed the fear of James 

Malcolm and F.C.T. O'Hara (minister and deputy minister of Tnde  and Commerce respectively) 

that their department was losing an excellent man in the field. Apparently oblivious to such 

concerns, Marler clairned there wouid not be "the slightest difficulty" concluding an arrangement 

whereby "my instructions are to be observed and carried out" and that "it is only right to hâve it 

weil understood that he [Langley] is to look to me for final decision."" 

his accumulated experience in Japan will be lost." Bruce to Skelton. 1 March 1937. 
RG25. G-1. vol. 1538, file 150-D. 
TJ Skelton to O'Hara, 23 April 1929, RG25. G-1. vol. 1538, file 150-D. 
" The Tokyo "experiment" was not applied in 1936 when Trade and Commerce officia1 
Riddiford sought to work with Mahoney at the Washington legation. As Skelton 
sxplained to Marler, "i see no reason why al1 posts at Washington should not be filled 
from External Affairs Service ... The Tokyo experiment in utilizing a trade 
commissioner in the same locality as  a member of the Legation staff has. 1 think. 
worked out very well. partly a s  a result of persona1 factors in the experiment. The 
situation in Washington. however. is quite different." Skelton to Marler. 31 July 1936, 
RG25. DI,  vol. 795, file 476. - - According to External Affairs, however, in the event of a dispute "of an important 
nature" between the minister and the commercial secretary, the latter should "defer 
to the opinion of the Minister and report to the Department of Trade and Commerce." 
DEA memorandum, 10 Aprii 1929, RG25. D l ,  vol. 795, file 476. ' Skelton to Marler, 13 March 1929, RG25, DI ,  vol. 794, file 469. 

In the same letter, Marier requested an additional allocation for uniforms since he 
considered it "very advisable" for legation staff to "appear when required in 
uniform". Marler to Skelton, 27 March 1929, RG25. Dl ,  vol. 794, file 469. 



A second contentious issue involving the two departments was whether China would be 

included in the new legation's jurisdiction, potentially affecting the activity of Canadian trade 

off icers  at Shanghai and Hong Kong. Marler had raised the matter as early as January 1929. 

claiming his accreditation to China as well as Japan "would be a very proper thing to do" in light 

o f  Canadian interests in the region.'* In response to a question in the House. King immediately 

dismissed such a scheme, as he had done a proposal in 1927 for a Canadian legation in   hi na.'^ 

A s  Skelton explained to Marler. the prime minister decided to defer such an appointment "in view 

of the uncertain position in China and of the desirability of consolidating the Tokyo rurangements 

before making any further commitments."" When Marler pressed the issue again in June, King 

"took exception" to appointing him to China since no one knew "what might arise out of [the] 

disturbed China c~ndi t ion ." '~  Although Skelton advised him to work "as closely as possible" with 

the  t rade  commissioners to avoid any duplication of their efforts, as we shall see, Marler remained 

undeterred in his attempt to include China within his jurisdiction. 

Meanwhile, planning for the Tokyo legation began in eamest. In January. Marler decided 

t o  dehy  his departure to Japan until September in order to travel to England and France to acquire 

the requisite uniforms. silverware and furniture and then conduct a summer speaking tour of 

Western   ana da.'^ His detailed report on the legation in March reached Mackenzie King in the 

- - 
' As Marler  explained to  King, "... d o  not hesitate o n  appointing m e  f to  China] on 
account of  thinking 1 will have  too  much work to do. 1 a m  only too glad to take on  al1 
the work you want  t o  g ive  me  in the Orient. 1 believe if 1 have to  trsvel in China  as  1 
think 1 should it would increase my  prestige being accredited t o  that  country. You, of  
course. will consider  t he  matter  from a diplomatic point  of view." Marler  to King. 18 
January 1929. RGZS. D l .  vol. 794, file 469. 
'6 See Debnres. 1926-27. 1496-97. - 
' '  Skelton to Marier, 26 January 1929, RG25, DI, vol. 794, file 469. 
'"King bel ieved "other  countr ies" should  be considered for  representation ahead  o f  
China.  including "Italy. Germany & especial ly Argentine". King diary,  1 JuIy 1929. 
'" A further  reason fo r  Marler 's decision was his bel ief  (prompted by  advice from 
Langley and Baron S h u  Tomii ,  Japanese chargé in O t t awa)  that it would be foolish to  
a r r ive  in T o k y o  "dur ing  the  insufferable warm humid weather" o f  the  rainy season.  
T h e  Marlers  would  b e  forced to  leave the  city, which "would immediately create a bad 
impression" on  t h e  Japanese.  Mar l e r  c la imed it was  unl ike ly  the  empero r  could 
receive his  c redent ia l s  i f  h e  a r r ived  d u t i n g  the s low s u m m e r  months  since f ew 
officiais would be in the  capital then. Marler  to Skelton, 30 January 1929, RG25, D I ,  
vol. 794. file 469. 



rnidst of a heated budget debate in Parliament. Though impressed by Marler's thoroughness, King 

favoured a smdl legation staff and claimed that cabinet had unanimously rejected Marler's 

proposal of a new legation building. at least "until after the next general ele~tion". '~ King 

approved of Marler's European trip, provided his purchases were within budgetary allocations. and 

urged that Keenleyside leave for Japan shortly in order to implement the immigration agreement- 

Having been sent to Montreal to l em  of Marler's "ways of working" and then to Washington to 

observe the operation of the Canadian legation there, Keenleyside met with Marler and Skelton in 

Ottawa in early A p d  to discuss final detai~s.'~ Only thiny years old at the time, Keenleyside was 

to proceed to Tokyo o n  9 May to open the legation in advance of Marler's arrivai. News of his 

imminent departure was leaked to an Ottawa Citizen reporter on 30 Apnl. forcing Skelton to 

release a press statement and inform British and Iapanese officiais on the same day. '' 
Keenleyside was met by the British consul upon his arriva1 at Yokohama on 20 ~ a y . ' ~  On 

advice from King and Skelton, he decided to decline an invitation from Sir John Tilley to stay at 

the British embassy. opting for a simple roorn at the Imperid Hotel despite British warnings that 

Sir John might be "touchy" on this issueeS4 From the outset, there was a greater distancing from 

?O King also referred to criticism in the House by Guthrie o n  the recent purchase of 
the Washington legation building. Skelton endorsed King's preference for  a smalt 
legation staff. hoping al1 new appointees would be drawn from successful candidates 
in recent DEA entrance competitions. Skelton to Marler. 13 March 1929. Although 
Marler  received such news reluctantly. he believed the  legation could function with 
a smaller  staff "provided 1 can have to  a considerable degree the services of Mr. 
Langley." Still Marler  foresaw difficulties in Tokyo due  to the  lack of a legation 
building and ciaimed he  was not using the Washington case as a precedent. Marler to 
Skelton, 16 March 1929. RG25. D l ,  vol. 794, file 469. 
" SSkeIton to Marler, 18 March 1929 and 8 April 1929. Marler  noted he  was "extrernely 
satisfied with the manner  in which Mr. Keenleyside approaches al1 matters". Marler 
to Skelton. 27 March 1929, RG25. DI .  vol. 794, file 469. 

According to the  statement, a third appointment to the legation wouid be made 
during the summer. Skelton to Amery. 30 April 1929, DCER,  IV, 75-76. By this stage, 
Canada had accepted the  appointment of  Prince Iyemasa Tokugawa, son of  the 
president of Japan's House of Peers, a s  Japan's first minister to Ottawa. 
" Langley was in Kobe a t  the time, attending an unveiling ceremony with the Duke 
of Gloucester a t  the  Canadian Academy. He had not been informed of  Keenleyside's 
arriva1 by his own department. Keenleyside to  Marler, 10 June 1929. RG25, D l ,  vol. 
793, file 469. 

Skelton had instructed Keenleyside "to express warm appreciation o f  the offer but 
to decline on the ground that arrangements had already been made fo r  
accommodation at  the Imperia1 Hotel and on such other grounds a s  he might wish t o  



British officials in Tokyo than had been the case in Washington or  ~ a r i s . ~ '  Skelton had no 

objection. however. to Keenleyside availing himself of Tilley's assistance in arranging a meeting 

with the Japanese foreign minister. Baron Tanaka, a request Langley was unable to fuifil. In the 

presence of Tilley. Keenleyside met with Tanaka for one hour on 25 May, four days after opening 

a temporary chancellery at Nagai compound in Shibuya ward, just outside the Tokyo city limits. 

With Langley's help. Keenleyside soon obtained accommodation for the legation on the fifth floor 

of the Teikoku Seimei (Imperia1 Life Insurance) building in the h e m  of Maninouchi, Tokyo's 

financial district. within sight of the imperial palace.86 Keenleyside made an excellent impression 

in Tokyo. establishing contacts with diplomats. Canadian missionaries and businesses in the 

capital. outlining the role of the new legation at speaking engagements and even refereeing ice 

hockey and baseball matches between Amencan diplomats and Japanese of fi ci al^.^' His staging 

of the Dominion Day flag raising event was recorded on film and earned Skelton's praise.88 In a 

detailed report to Marler in early June, Keenleyside warned him of substandard housing, health 

and sanitation conditions in Japan but concluded on a positive note: 

1 trust that it will not be considered that 1 have unduly stressed the unsatisfactory 
features of life in Tokyo. It is quite tme that 1 was disappointed, but there are 
compensations and rnany of the older residents enjoy life here ... 1 fancy that many of 
us  corne here impressed with the idea of Japan as a progressive modern community. 

add." British representatives in Ottawa. Hadow and Sir William Clark, approached 
Skelton to urge Keenleyside's acceptance of the offer. Skelton to King. 14 May 1929. 
Langley later advised Keenleyside to accept future invitations from the British 
ambassador. Langley to Keenleyside, 18 May 1929, RG25, Dl,  vol. 794. file 469. 
' Hilliker. Canada's Deparrmenr of Exzernal A ffairs, 1 22. 

The building served as Canada's officia! diplomatic post in Japan until the opening 
of Marier's new Iegation in 1933 and was located next to the office building used as 
General MacArthur's General Headquarters during the American occupation. During 
frequent imperial motorcades from the palace to Tokyo station, legation officials 
were instructed to pull down the blinds so as not to "look down upon the Emperor". 
Keenleyside. Memoirs. vol. 1. 280. 
" Described by the local Canadian press correspondent as "a good mixer", 
Keenleyside impressed a Canadian YMCA secretary as "a fine, clean cut chap" who 
had "said the right thing and made a mighty good impression" during a recent 
speech in Tokyo. Article by Percy Whiteing for Canadian press, 13 July 1929; T.H. 
Hutchinson, General Secretary of the Canadian YMCA. to Skelton. 29 July 1929, RG25, 
DI. vol. 794. file 469. 
'": Skelton to Keenleyside, 22 July 1929. RG25, G-1, vol. 1548, file 621. For film footage 
of the event. see ISN 21466, copy VI 8910-0006 (NAC). 



And so, in many respects, it is. But in others its mediaevalism is impregnable. In 
cornparison with other orientai cities 1 presume that Tokyo is very advanced: but in 
cornparison with Montreal (for example), nine-tenths of it comprise a huge and filthy 
slum. The great redeeming feature is the cheerfulness of the people ... 1 can easily 
perceive how, after one has become accustomed to the discornforts and inadequacies 
of the life. this country and its people might gain a very real place in one's 
 affection^.^^ 

Marler received this report while in London, arriving from a brief visit to France. He was 

greatly impressed by Roy and Jean Désy at the Paris legation and felt confident in recreating such 

success in Tokyo. His visit to England, however, was disconcerting in one respect. Having 

amved on the eve of a bitter election, Marler had great difficulty in arranging meetings with 

Austen Chamberlain and Dominion secretary Edward Harding and was unable to meet the ailing 

King George. His disappointment was compounded by the fact his appointment had yet to be 

made official, a matter which caused him considerable embarrassrnent in accepting invitations to 

public f~nc t ions .~~  According to Pacaud at the High Commission, Marler wanted the appointment 

"officially announced as speedily as possible"9' Yet the main purpose of Marler's trip had been a 

success. He and his wife had purchased nearly $5000 worth of uniforms and furnishings as well as 

52000 worth of wine and cigars for the legation. Moreover, he left Britain "fulIy convinced" of 

British support for the Tokyo legation, claiming the trip had demonstrated that "the advice and CO- 

operation of Canada in al1 matters relating to the Commonwealth was not only welcomed but 

ragerly sought by the a~thorities."~' His meetings and farewell dinner with the Iapanese 

ambasador had demonstrated Japanese support for the legation as well- As Marler wrote: 

'" Keenleyside to Marler. 10 
Marler's displeasure was 

on account of appointment 
that al1 forrnalities were to 
not have left Canada. The 

June 1929, RG2.5. D l ,  vol. 794. file 369. 
evident from his telegram: "1 am extremely embarrassed 

not having been made definite. My understanding was 
be completed before my arriva1 here, otherwise 1 would 
delay is causing me much annoyance." Marler to Skelton. 

29 May 1929. He claimed the King's not meeting with him wrts due to the 
appointment's delay because "if settled 1 believe His Majesty might have sent for me. 
That would have been an honour to Canada and myself although I am not considering 
myself primarily at ali." Marler (at sea) to Skelton, 19-20 June 1929. RG25. Dl,  vol. 
794. file 369. 
9' Pacaud to Skelton. 29 May 1929. RG25, Dl, vol. 794. file 469. 
9' Marler to Skelton, 25 June 1929, RG25, Dl, vol. 794, fiIe 469; Montreal Gazetre, 25 
June  1929. 



There is no question but that the Japanese welcome our advent to the East and 
want to  be very friendly. They are also very friendly with the British Authorities. 
Al1 this in my opinion is very much to the good and 1 believe that Canada will do 
well to cultivate the people of Japan. 1 am alrnost certain that some day she will 
be called on to  play an important diplomatic part in the affairs of the Orient. She 
goes there with the best of reputations and will 1 am sure be a great influence in 
the futuremg' 

Upon Marler's return to Canada, he learned of Skelton's appointment of Kenneth P. 

Kirkwood as second secretxy at the legation. WhiIe he had insisted upon hiring Keith Crowther 

over Kirkwood the previous March, Marler accepted the choice of his superior. His meeting with 

Kirkwood on 9 July in his St. James Street office revealed the striking differences between the two 

men. Kirkwood had ranked among the four highest candidates of the first Externd Affairs exam 

but. as the most eclectic of this group, appeared out of place in the centre of Montreal high finance. 

He had studied Near-Eastern history at the London School of Economics and worked with Arnold 

Toynbee in ~ u r k e ~ . ~ ' '  Having obtained his masters degree at Columbia University in public law in 

1927. Kirkwood joined Extemal before finishing his doctorate, spending a year at the Washington 

legation under Massey. A bachelor until the age of 60, Kirkwood was however a bom romantic 

who displayed an innate dislike for politics (although he would stay with Extemal for 3 1 y e a r ~ ) . ~ '  

He brought to the Tokyo legation a unique and often critical perspective apparent in his reports on 

Japanese politics and travels throughout the empire - a refreshing change from Keenleyside's more 

matter-of-fact descriptions. By the time of his transfer to Holland in 1939, Kirkwood had become 

"' Marler (at sea) to Skelton, 19-20 June 1929. RG25. Dl.  vol. 794, file 469. 
The two had collaborated on the book Turkey . published in 1927 as part of the 

Modern  World Series. Toynbee later described Kirkwood as "an admirable diplomatist 
because he was a scholar and an author as well." See his foreword in K.P. Kirkwood, 
Rerzaissance in Japan:  A Cul tura l  Sitrvey of the Seventeenth Century .  (Rutland, V T :  
Tuttle Books. 1970). vii. 

Kirkwood. The Diplomat ar Table , v. Fascinated more by "the sidelines of 
diplomatic life" than diplomacy itseIf, Kirkwood's poetry hardly appears to be the 
work of a typical civil servant: "Now 1 am older grown, and wise, - / No longer 
childhood's fool. 1 No Government will blind my eyes / And make me their damned 
tool." From " War Memories" in Kirkwood. Lyrics and Sonnets, (Tokyo: privately 
printed. 1934). 34. 



nearly fluent in Japanese and had wntten widely on Japanese history. landscape, art and poetry.% 

As we shall see. he also gained first-hand knowledge of Japanese actions in Manchuria and 

Hankow from his visits there during hostilities. 

Within three weeks of his return to Canada, Marler left Montreal with his newly-appointed 

second secretary on a self-described "fact-finding tour" of Western Canada en route to Japan. He 

had planned on making such a "survey of industrial conditions in Canada" since March, although 

Skelton had inforrned hirn that Langley had made a similar trip the previous ~ummer .~ '  Having 

arranged meetings and speaking engagements through local Boards of Trade. Canadian Clubs and 

Chambers of Commerce, Marler intended to meet "the more important people and the business 

people at each place" and requested a private railway car for his exclusive usem9' In cities and 

towns across the West. he stressed the role of the Tokyo legation in promoting trade with the Far 

East. regulating lapanese immigration and cooperating with British officiais. According to Sir 

William Clark. Britain's high commissioner to Canada, his tour "naturally aroused widespread 

interest" in Pacific trade due to "an ingrained belief in this country. fostered Iargely by the reading 

of American Iiterature and the spread of American thought, that Europe had now passed its 

zenith." Like their southern neighbours, Canadians, "at least in the western sections of the 

country" were turning westwards toward the Pacific. as visions of trade expansion were "catching 

'ib According to his wife, Kirkwood became enamoured of Japanese arts, countryside 
and traditions. While in Japan. he  wrote the following books, usually preferring to 
write at night between 1 1  p.m. and 5 a-m., an interesting aside to his legation duties: 
111 Gardens of Proserpine ( 1930): Fair Horise: A Bachelor's Mrisings (unpublished, 
193 1 ): Song in M y  Heart ( 1  932): Travel Dusr ( 1  932); TimeS Tavern ( 1  935); Lyrics and 
Sonners  (privately published. 1934); Unfamiliur Lafcadio Hearn (1936); A bs t racr ions  
(1937): and Renaissance in Japan (1938). As Kirkwood reflected. "The true world, of 
course, is  Life: but when Life becomes too real, and too earnest, we turn to the mirror 
of life. either in dreams or in books." Kirkwood, Excursions Among Books, (Buenos 
Aires: Mitchell's Bookstore, 1945). 7. " Marler to Skelton. 27 March 1929; Skelton to Marler. 26 January 1929, RGZS. Dl, vol. 
793. file 469. 

King was "somewhat dubious" about the car arrangement but Marler insisted on 
the point. Marler to Skelton, 25 Apnl 1929; Skelton to Marler, 29 April 1929, RG25, Dl,  
vol. 794. file 169. Shortly before his trip, King flatly refused the idea. noting that 
Marler "acquiesced tho' disappointed". King diary, 30 June 1929. 



hold of the public imagination".99 At widely publicized speeches in Toronto and Winnipeg, 

Marler claimed the new legation would not duplicate the valuable work of trade commissioners in 

the Orient. He spent more than three weeks in British Columbia, meeting with timber exporters, 

fruit growers and Lieutenant Gcwernor R. Randolph Bmce to discuss trade and immigration 

concems. Also in the province at the time, R.B. Bennett dismissed the speaking tour as an 

attempt to seek publicity with the new minister "acting as a glorified trade commissioner". remarks 

seen in the local press as pure partisanship. ' O '  Accompanied by Kirkwood, Mrs. Keenleyside and 

a retinue of personal staff and attendants, Marler left Vancouver for Japan on 29 August on board 

the Empress of France. 

The twelve-day crossing allowed Marier to familiarize himself with other Asian-bound 

Canadians on the Canadian Pacific liner. He first becarne acquainted with a lively group of 

French-Canadian nuns, and soon discovered that missionaries comprised the largest contingent of 

Canadians on board. This was not surprising since East Asia had become the most active field for 

Canadian missionaries. now the second lwgest foreign missionary presence in the region after the 

Americans. Marler undoubtedly knew more of their activities than the average Canadian, whose 

knowledge of Asian missions was shaped by church affiliation, letters and speeches of individual 

missionaries in the field and bestselling fictional accounts by authors such as Pearl Buck and A.J. 

Cronin. These sources combined to form what James Reed has termed the "missionary mind" 

which perpetuated a series of myths. arnong them the idea of a Christian China, "the overseas 

realization of the Christian ~mer ica" . '~ '  Mader's first encounter with these rnissionaries would 

"' W.H. Clark to Lord Passfield. 26 Suly 1929, in Ann Trotter (ed.). Brit ish Documents 
on Foreign Affairs. Part II: 1914-1939. Series E: Asia, vol. 9: Japan (January 1928- 
December 1929). (Bethesda, Md.: University Publications of America, 1991 ), 304-5. 
la, Vancouver Sun.  4 July 1929. Bruce would succeed Marler as minister to Japan in 
1937. 
'O1 Marler (abord Empress of France) to Skelton, 5 September 1929. RGî-S. G-1. vol. 
1501, file 901-B. 
1 02 As Reed has s h o w ,  the "missionary mind" was less adept at applying this to 
Japan. a much more sophisticated mission field. James Reed, The Missionary Mind and 
American Easr Asian policy. 191 1-1915, (Cambridge: Harvard University P&S, 1983). 
27-29. 



prepare him for involvement in a region where missionaries, rather than diplomats or traders, were 

by far the most numerous and best known group of Canadians. 

The missionaries had their own stories to tell of the Orient, with a vantage point different 

from that of other Canadians in the region. They came from al1 parts of the Dominion and were 

general t y in the Far East for much longer terms than the diplomats and traders. With over 3 1 6 

Canadian missionaries in the Japanese empire alone (of whom 250 were Protestant and 66 were 

Roman Catholic). they tended to absorb the sentiments and loyalties of the people amongst whom 

they lived and worked. 'O3 ~ i k e  other missionaries in the region, they largely depended on 

Japanese cooperation and support for their humanitanan efforts. Although critical of aspects of 

Japanese society, Caroline Macdonald had become the rnost famous Canadian in Japan at this time 

due to her pioneering work with prisoners and the YWCA movement. 10'' Dr. Gushue-Taylor 

relied on the financial support of the Japanese imperial family. the Formosan Governor-General 

and philanthropie Japanese in running his Happy Mount Leper hospital in Taiwan and had been 

commissioned by Japanese colonial authorities to investigate the leprosy situation in southeast 

Asia- 'O' At the recent entlironement ceremony of Emperor Hirohito, such prominent Canadians 

had been awarded medals for their humanitarian work, among them Macdonald, Gushue-Taylor, 

Emma Kaufman (also of YWCA fame) and Dr. 0 . R  Avison, president of the Severance Union 

Medical College Hospital in Seoul. l" 

'O3 This observation has been corroborated by one "mish kid" who later had a major 
impact on Canada's Far Eastern policy, Arthur Menzies (telephone interview with 
author. 24 August 1998). The figure of 316 includes spouses but not children and 
corresponds to the following denominational divisions: United Church, 126; Roman 
Catholic. 66: Presbyterian, 44; Anglican, 28: Methodist, 12; Independent. 10; and Other 
(including Salvation A m y .  YMCNYWCA and Lutheran), 30. See DEA report by K.P. 
Kirkwood, Tokyo Legation, entitled "Canadian Missionary Activities in the Japanese 
Empire". dated 1933 and sent by Marier to SSEA on 23 May 1933, RG25, G-1, vol. 1668. 
file 537. 
1 0 :  Margaret Prang, "Caroline Macdonald and Prison Work in Japan", Working Paper 

Series No. 51,  University of Toronto - York University Joint Centre for Asia Pacific 
Studirs. March 1988; and by the same author, A Hearr ar Leisrrre froni Ifselfi Caroline 
Macdonald of Japan, (Vancouver: University of British Columbia Press, 1995). 
l m  1933 Legation report. "Canadian Missionary Activities in the Japanese Empire". 
RG25. G- 1 .  vol. 1668, file 517. 
l m  New Ortrlook. 13 February 1929. 



The United Church of Canada accounted for nearly half of the Canadian missionaries in the 

Japanese empire (not to mention its significant involvement in China) and sponsored ministers, 

doctors and teachers in Japan, Korea, Manchuria and Formosa. Within Japan. United Church 

rnissionaries operated the East Tokyo mission and the Karneido settlement (both near the Tokyo 

factory district), the Kwansei Gdcuin (with some 2,500 students) and the Canadian Academy in 

Kobe. a school originally for rnissionary children. The United Church fielded some 46 

missionaries in Korea (mainly in Seoul and Hamheung) and its large Honan mission in central 

China had suffered considerable darnage at the hands of Chinese nationalist troops in 1927. Its 

magazine. Nerr* Orctlook, informed church members about such events on a weekly basis. 

Presbyterians were the second Iargest group of  Canadian Protestants in the empire and were 

involved mainly in North Formosa and Korea but also had established a large ministry arnong the 

500.000 Koreans living in Japan. This latter ministry gave them a unique perspective on Japanese 

discrimination against resident Koreans. Canadian Anglicans were primarily involved in the 

Diocese of Mid-Japan (Nagano and Niigata prefectures) where they ran several kindergartens, 

training schools. a school for the blind and were about to open a tuberculosis sanitorium at Obuse, 

near Nagano City. Finally, there were many independent missionaries who established their own 

communities or  became leading figures in the Japanese and Korestn YMCA-YWCA movements, 

such as Caroline Macdonald, Emma Kaufman, G.S. Patterson and Gerald Birks. 

James Reed. Paul Varg and John K. Fairbank have assessed the impact of American 

missionaries in the Far East on  American attitudes and policies toward the region but few have 

dealt with this phenornenon in the Canadian case. 'O7  While most missionaries tended to avoid 

political issues, concentrating on  the tasks of their particular mission, many made remarks during 

furlou,ohs in Canada. in letters home and in submissions to rnissionary journals which could only 

1 0 ;  WhiIe CharIes Woodsworth has referred to this in passing, Geoffrey Johnston and 
A.  Hamish Ion have examined the poiiticization of Canadian missionaries in Korea. 
C.J. Woodsworth. Canada and the Orient , (Toronto: Macmillan Co., 1941), 268; Geoffrey 
Johnston and A. Hamish Ion. "Canadian Missionaries and Korea: Two Case Studies in 
Public Opinion", Working Paper Series No. 52, University of Toronto - York 
University Joint Centre for Asia Pacific Studies, April 1988. 



be constmed as political. As Reed has observed, a missionq on furlough was not a foreign 

service officer and in his public pronouncements tended to play to his audience's sen~ibilities.'~~ 

Still, Canadian missionaries spoke with remarkable candour during their visits to Canada. This 

w3s most apparent in their frequent endorsement of more liberal Asian immigration policies during 

furloughs. some missionaries becoming ardent advocates of Asian-Canadians foliowing 

missionary service abroad. log 

To many. Japan was the land of missionary promise, as represented by Toyohiko Kagawa's 

crusade of "one million souk for Christ"."O The efforts of the prominent Japanese Christian 

social reformer, combined with a recent fascination with Mahatma Gandhi, prompted some 

Canadian church-goers to believe the East would restore to Christianity a simplicity and sense of 

justice corrupted by the West. ' '  ' At the sarne time, Canadian missionary bodies realized the 

Christian churches in Asia were now becoming nationally autonornous, requiring less direction 

from the West. Canadian missionaries in lapan often commented on the civility of the Japanese. 

their industRousness and ethical code which made them the most enlightened of Asian races. With 

'" Reed. 29. 
Editorials in Nebr. Outlook often condemned racist attitudes, calling for a more 

"general and tolerant" approach to New Canadians, especially non-whites. For an 
example. see Nebr' Orrtlook. 1 1  September 1929. Aware of the impact of discriminatory 
immigration policy on Japanese missions, Dan Norman and other missionaries in 
Nagano expressed the hope that "our Canadian people mrry not be misled into the 
same mistake as Americans" in adopting an exclusion act. Nebv Orrtlook. 5 September 
1928. By this time, a former Anglican missionary to mid-Japan. Frank Cassillis- 
Kennedy. had become an active defender of lapanese-Canadians in  B.C. See 
Chi yokichi Ariga and S hinichi Kimura, The R e r ~ .  Frank Cassillis-Kennedy: Elder ro 
rlre Jnpanese Canadians (Toronto: Japanese Canadian Christian Churches' Historical 
Project. 1998). 
"O Ncir .  Oirrfook. 26 September 1928. Inaugurated in the fall of 1929. the campaign 
aimed to increase the number of Japanese Christians from one-quarter to a million in 
five years in  order to "subdue Communism, and give independence to Japanese 
Christianity." Netv Ourlook, 18 September 1929. See also articles in N e w  Orrrlook. 22 
January 1930: 12 February 1930 and 5 March 1930. 
'" As one editorial claimed. the Eastern form of Christianity "seems to incline towards 
the  cross-bearing, poverty-choosing, self-denying type. May i t  not be that their 
type is revealed to us just at the time when we need it the most?" New Outlook, 1 May 
1929. Robert Wright has devoted an entire chapter to the impact of Kagawa and 
Gandhi on Canadian Protestants during the interwar period. Kagawaes populanty 
peaked during his visit to Canada in 193 1. See Robert Wright, A World Mission: 
Cartadian Protestantism and the Quesr for a New. international Order, 1918- 1939, 
(Montreal: McGilt-Queens Press. 199 1 ), 178-96. 



regard to Japanese politics, the perceived threat was not militarism or aggressive imperialism but 

rather the "red menace" of bolshevism and there was a generd sympathy among missionaries with 

Japanese attempts to suppress this. To  such opponents of communism, Kagawa's approach to 

social reform made him "a beacon of h o p "  in a region increasingiy seen as the battleground of 

comm~ni sm.~  '' Some missionaries spoke of the urgent need of Christianity "to combat the 

Marxian method" especially among industrial workers whose poor working conditions might make 

such an ideology attractive. l l 3  

Cornbined with a positive assessment of the Japanese people generdly. this fear of 

bolshevism prompted many to assume the best with regard to Japanese aims in the Far ~ast ." '  

For instance. growing tension between Chinese and Russian interests in Manchuria in the fa11 of 

1929 prompted some to predict the Sino-Russian feud would "give place to the imperial ensign of 

the Sunrise Kingdom". ' " In light of Australian mistrust of Japanese intentions in East Asia 

during the visit of Prince Takamatsu and Admiral Kobayashi to that Dominion in September 1928, 

the New Oritlook countered: 

Japan may have k e n  warlike. but at the present we d o  not see any reason why she 
should not be one of the great factors in preserving the peace of the world. She 
must have room for expansion. but surely this can be arranged without any attempt 
at an appeal to arrns. 116 

Canadian missionaries in Korea and China (especially Manchuria). on the other hand, 

tended to regard Japanese aims in a more critical light. some having documented cases of Japanese 

atrocities against Koreans during the 19 19 nationalist uprising.' l 7  Although the "hennit kingdom" 

"' Ne, ,  Ourlook, 26 September 1928: 20 March 1929; and 1 May 1929. 
"' New Outlook. 21 November 1928. 
"" As Cyril Powles. a veteran Anglican missionary, h a s  noted, Caroline Macdonald 
and Howard Norman were among the few who were more critical o f  Japanese policies 
- but Macdonald died in 1931 and Norman returned t o  Japan within a few years. 
Lettrr from Powles to author. 21 October  1997. See a l so  Gwen and Howard Norman. 
"One Hundred Years in Japan". (Toronto: United Church o f  Canada Archives, 1979). 
"' Nebv Ourlook. 18 September 1929. 
"" Nets* Outlook. 19 September 1928. 
117 Photographs and eyewitness accounts o f  such atrocities may be  found in MGI, vol. 
2298. Maritime Missionaries to Korea Collection, (Public Archives of Nova  Scotia). F o r  
a history of the involvement of  Canad ian  missionaries in the Korean independence 
movement. see  Johnston and Ion, "Canadian Missionaries and  Korea" and William 



of Korea was seen as a successful mission field, outspoken missionaries there such as Duncan 

MacRae could embarras mission boards in their vigorous opposition to Japanese interference in 

mission scho~ls ."~  Even missionaries in China, generally more sympathetic to Chinese 

nationalism. conceded the country was "going from the bamboo to the gasoline age at a jump" and 

described in detail its bitter civil war and resulting damage to Canadian r n i s s i ~ n s . ~ ' ~  One 

cornmentator attributed recent AngIo-Chinese tensions to "a clash of ideals" since "Anglo-saxon 

people accept responsibility" whereas the ruling Chinese warlords clearly did net."' While there 

was general support for Chiang Kai-shek and the Christian general Feng (descnbed as "the 

people's friend"). some were critical of the Kuomintang's tolerance of leftist agitators, its 

condemnation of foreign powers and its inability "to keep order" in a climate of "confusion and 

anarchy". "' 
The vast majority of Canadian Roman Catholic missionaries in the Japanese empire were 

French Canadian and their perspective was coloured by attitudes within Quebec at the tirne. "' 
Despite their intention "de rester en dehors de toute politique", Quebec Jesuits in Süchow, China 

Scott. "Canadians in Korea". unpublished manuscript, 1975. (United Church o f  Canada 
A r c h i v e s ) .  
I I Y  Nerr. Oitrlook. 10 October 1928. MacRae's later stand during the  Shinto shrine crisis 
of the mid-1930s met  with opposition from his United Church superiors before his  
return to Canada in 1937. Helen Fraser MacRae. A Tiger on Dragon Mortnrain: The 
Life of Rev. Ditncan M .  MacRae. D. D.. (Charlottetown: Williams & Crue. 1993). 203-2 1 1 : 
and Florence Murray. Ar the Foot of Dragon Hill, (New York: E.P. Dutton. 1975). 
"' Nerr Orrrlook. 8 M a y  1929. For a n  overview of Canadian missionary activity in 
China. see Alvyn Austin, Saving China: Canadian Missionaries in the Middle Kingdom. 
1888- 1959 . (Toronto: University of  Toronto Press. 1986); United Church Board o f  
Foreign Missions. Forrr-ard wirh China. (Toronto: Ryerson Press. 1928); and Peter  
Stursberg, The Golden Hope: Chrisrians in China, (Toronto:  United Church Publishing 
House. 1987). 
Ir, As one missionary put it. "Whatever political life there has  been a p a n  from them 
[the warlords] can b s  described as authori ty without responsibility ... Until this 
principle is accepted in China  we must expect  to s e e  misunderstandings and possible 
clashes between the people of other nations and China," Nerc. Outlook, 9 January 1929. 
'" Nebt. Oicrlook, 9 and 16 January 1929. 
1 2 2  French Canada supplied some 60  o f  the  66 Canadian Roman Catholic missionaries 
in the Japanese empire at the time. T h e  Scarboro Foreign Mission Society and Grey  
Sisters were the main English-Canadian orders operating in eastern China. F o r  more  
on these latter groups. see Grant  Maxwell,  Assignment in Chekiang: 71 Canadians in 
China.  (Scarborough. Ont.: Scarboro Foreign Mission Society, 1982); William C. 
McGrath, The Dragon ar Close Range . (Shanghai: A.B.C. Press, 1938); and John 
McGoey. Nor Scrip Nor Shoes, (Boston: Little, Brown and Co.. 1958). 



reported on the threat of communism in a divided China to an audience already wary of the 

dangers of such an ideology. "' Quebecois missionaries in Manchuria, sponsored by Missions- 

Étra,igères of Pont Viau, described the Chinese and "sa haine de l'étranger" as obstacles to 

evangelization. "'l While some Quebec missionaries (such as the Dominicans in Hokkaido and 

northem Honshu) were relatively removed from volatile areas, others such as the Franciscans on 

Oshima Island between Japan and Korea would be affecied by growing tension in the region. l3  

Though French-Canadians were isolated somewhat from the influence of English-language 

popular culture on the Orient. they learned of the region through letters from relatives in the field, 

bestselling travelogues by missionaries. l'Académie des missions, la Ligue Missionnaire Étudiante. 

the annual foires missionnaires and the St. Enfance (Holy Childhood) movement. Despi te Action 

Cath01 ique's condemnation of cinerna as diaboliqrre, Quebeckers could watch films entitled "Les 

martyrs japonais" and documentaries on the Manchurian missions sponsored by the Académie 

which also organized a library, archives, conferences. expositions and public Chinese lessons by 

former missionaries. lz6 By 1926, the L.M.E.. a Jesuit-sponsored student organization of almost 

800 groups across Quebec. and the Jeunesse Étudiante Catholique had been established to instill 

1 "La Chine sombre dans le chaos ... sous la pousée des militanstes du Nord, 
combinée avec le bolchevisme russe très prospère dans le Sud." Le Brigand. no. 3 ,  
(Spring 1930). For more on Quebec Jesuit missions in China, see Jacques Langlais. L e s  
Jésrtites d u  Québec en Chine, (Quebec City: Les presses de l'université Laval. 1979); 
Rosario Renaud. s.j.. Le Diocèse de Siichorr.. (Montreal: Les éditions Bellarmin, 1982); 
and Armand Proulx. s.j., Mon Tangli,  (Montreal: Les éditions Bellarmin, 1957). 

~issions-Étranphes. Annuaire d e s  missions-érrangéres.  1930-1 939. (Pont Viau. 
Quebec: Séminaire des missions-étrangères, 1939). 16. 
IY Lionel Groulx. Le Canada français missionnaire: Une autre grande avenrure, 

( Montreal: Fides. 1963). 167. Other French-Canadian orders, such as the Congregation 
of Notre-Dame. the sisters of the Immaculate Conception, the sisters of the Holy 
Names of Jesus and Mary, among others, operated schools, hospitals and parishes in 
Tokyo. Kyushu and Okinawa. See Richard Leclerc, Des Lys à ['Ombre du Mont Fuji: 
Hisroire de la présence de  IAmériqne française au Japon, (Montreal: Éditions de Bois- 
de-Coulonge. 1995); Claude Roberge. "Des fleurs de lys au pied du mont Fuji" in Le  
B r i g a n d .  no. 454, (Spring 1998): 5-8: and Henri Goudreault, "Les missionnaires 
canadiens à l'étranger au XXe siècle" in Stitdy Sessions. 1983 - The Canadian Carholic 
Hisrorical Association, (Ottawa: Historia Ecclesiae Catholicae Canadensis Publications, 
1983). 361-80. 
'-b Antonio Poulin and Horace Labranche, Exposirions Miss ionnaires ,  (Montreal: 
Secretariat de la Ligue Missionnaire des Étudiants, 1939). 74. In the late 1930's. the 
L.M.E. aiso showed films on the war in China and Japanese expansionism in Asia. 



"la connaissance et l'amour des Missions"."' The average Quebecker, however. came to know 

the exotic place narnes of the East through annual foires and semaines missionnaires in which 

kiosks from each rnissionary order presented information and objects from various missions in a 

public display. '" Though some continued to confuse the Japanese with Chinese. such public 

relations exercises convinced at least one commentator of "leur incontestable supériorité sur les 

~ h i n o i s " . " ~  Perhaps the most widespread manner in which Quebeckers learned of East Asia was 

through the St. Enfance movement. a popular fundraising effort involving almost every Catholic 

school child in Quebec in the 1930s. '30 For a mere ten cents a year. Quebec homes received Le 

messager which descnbed the plight of French Canadian missions in China (described by one 

Jesuit as "une colonie spirituelle canadienne") and included prayers for the deliverance of Chinese 

children from the wiles of godless communists. '-" 
In a Quebec still deeply devout and highly anti-communist, Japan came to be seen ris a 

bulwark against bolshevik influences in the Far East. one missionary describing communists as 

"les adversaires" of the lapanese.l3' Against this backdrop of virulent ami-cornmunism. French 

I T  ibid-.  180-81. 
ILS See La Semaine Missionnaire de Montréal, (Montreal: Li brai rie 
1931 ). For more on the foires missionnaires. see France Lord. "La 
des choses: collections et expositions missionnaires de la Compagnie 
Québec. de 1833 à 1946". Ph.D. dissertation, Université de Montréal. 

Beauchemin, 
muette éloquence 
de Jésus au 
1999. 

I 29 Instituts missionnaires canadiens, La semaine missionnaire de Joliette. (Montreal: 

Librairie Beauchemin, 1927). 232. As one commentator later observed, many French 
Canadian missionaries in Japan developed "une immense admiration pour le 
raffinement de la culture nippone. Peuple homogène et laborieux, ils s'extasient 
devant les qualités de cette civilisation millénaire". Leclerc. 39. 
1 -30 Alain Larocque. "Losing 'Our' Chinese: The St. Enfance Movement", Working 

Paper Series No. 49, University of Toronto - York University Joint Centre for Asia 
Pacific Studies. June 1987. 
'" As Jacques Hgbert and Pierre Trudeau were to recall: "As schoolboys, we learned 
from missionary propaganda that China was the natural home o f  all scourges: pagan 
religions. plagues. floods. famines, and ferocious beasts. The periodic collection 
taken u p  for 'stamps of the Holy Childhood' was also an opportunity to remind us of 
the wretched and slightly devilish state of a people who threw their babies to the 
pigs. And adventure taies featuring pirates of the China Sea or Fu Man Chus of the 
Shanghai underworld completed the education of our young minds in the dangers 
that lurked in the Dragon Empire." J. Hébert and P.E. Trudeau, Two Innocents in Red 
China, (Toronto: Oxford University Press, 1968). 1. 
135 Leclerc, 53; Jean-Charles Beaudin. Autour du monde: rêves et réalités d'un voyage, 
(Montreal: Librairie Beauchemin. 1937), 283. 



Canadian missionaries were mindful of their stanis as British subjects in the Far East (and the 

protection that afforded) and their membership in an international church with diplornatic clout. 

The latter point assumed increasing importance in questions over Vatican recognition of 

Nationalist China and later through Rome's dealings with officials from the Japanese Puppet 

regime of Manchukuo. "3 

The late 1920s also saw an increase within Canada of interest groups and academics 

concerned with the Far East. Foremost arnong these was the Institute of Pacific Relations 

established by nine Pacific countries at its first conference at Honolulu in 1925. I Y  Although 

Canadian involvement was initially through the Canadian Institute of International Affairs. a 

separate Canadian branch of the IPR was inaugurated by Sir Robert Borden and John Nelson in 

Jlinuary 1928 with the aim of advancing knowledge of Pacific issues in Canada. 'jS Divisions 

within the IPR became apparent at the 1929 Kyoto conference where delegates from Korea 

condemned Japrin's pol icy of "assimilation" and the Chinese adopted a simil arl y nationalistic 

tone. '-x According to Mackenzie King, however, the Kyoto conference raised widespread interest 

among Canadians in the Orient. and was followed by a highly successful publications series by the 

13; See reports of Vatican recognition of Chinese nationaIist regime in despatch from 

H.G. Chilton. British legation to Holy See. to Austen Chamberlain. 14 December 1928. 
RG25. G-1, vol. 1668. file 547. Some missionary journals included photographs of the 
Manchukuo envoy's official audience with Pope Pius XI in September 1938. A n n u a i r e  
des Missions Carholiqrtes drt Manchoukuo. 1939. (Mukden: Imprimerie de la Mission 
Catholique. 1939). plate 8. 
I it For a history of the IPR. see Paul F. Hooper, "A Brief History of the Institute of 
Pacific Relations" in Paul F. Hooper (ed.), Rediscovering rhe / P R ,  (Manoa. Hawaii: 
University of Hawaii Press. 1994). 1 10-42. 
1'5 Nelson. the prime mover of the Canadian branch, had been an Asiatic exclusionist 
but had tempered his views by 1928. The Canadian group soon benefited from the 
involvement of Newton Rowell. John W. Dafoe, C.J. Woodsworth, Hugh Keenleyside 
and Professor Henry F. Angus of the University of British Columbia. The latter two 
went on to defend the interests of Japanese-Canadians. For the history of Canadian 
involvement in the IPR. see Lawrence Woods. "Canada and the Institute of Pacific 
Relations". Canadiari Foreign Poficy 6, (Winter 1999): 1 19-38. 
I .XI The Canadian delegates to the Kyoto conference were Newton Rowell, Sir John 
Aird, Birks. Killam, Henry Angus from UBC and George Wrong from Toronto. As 
Canadian delegate to the 1925 conference, John Nelson stressed the importance of 
resolving the immigration "problem" to Canada's interests in the Pacific. See 
Insti tu  te of Pacific Relations, Honolulir Session: Jrrne 30-July 14. 1925, (Honolulu: 
Institute of Pacific Relations, 1925). 



137 IPR on political and economic developments in the Far East. The Canadian branch continued 

to earn the support of Canadian politicians. most notably Rowell and Woodsworth. as well as most 

Canadian missionaries and the Y M C A . ' ~ ~  

Also travelling with Marler on the Empress liner was a representative of the Bank of 

Montreal sent to Japan to investigate banking opportunities in the Far East. 13' Such an initiative 

reflected long-standing Canadian commercial interests in the region and provided one of the main 

reasons for the new ~ e ~ a t i o n . ' ~ ~  Until his death in 1924, Sir Edmund Walker. President of the 

Brink of Commerce, had combined such interests with a desire for closer trans-Pacific ties as welt 

as a keen appreciation of Oriental art and culture. "" During Marler's cross-Canada tour the 

previous month. Canadian banks, General Motors, Canadian Car and Foundry and Western grain 

exponers had al1 expressed an interest in trade with the Orient.'J' With its gleaming White 

Empresses plying the waters of the Pacific since 1891. Canadian Pacific steamships now had 

offices in Yokohama, Kobe. Shanghai, Tientsin, Hong Kong and Manila. It operated regular 

fortnightly service between Japan and Vancouver in addition to special "silk train service" from 

'j' King to Marler. 28 February 1930. RG25, DI, vol. 795. file 470. For a description of 
the Kyoto conference. see New Ourlook, 18 September. 18 and 25 December 1929, and 
29 January 1930. The 193 1 conference at Hanchow was almost cancelled on account 
of the Manchurian crisis but was moved to the International Concession in Shanghai 
at the last minute. Hooper, 116. 
13s The Pan-Pacific Union. established at Honolulu in 1917, was another group 

concerned with Asian affairs but met infrequently. Keenleyside later dismissed it as 
"an insignificant and comparatively innocuous organization of 'glad-handers"'. 
Keenleyside to Skelton, 4 April 1940. RG25, G-1. vol. 1699. file 280. 
I ?') Marler had met with a group of Toronto bankers in August to discuss the 
possibility of opening branches of Canadian banks in Japan. At that time, he had not 
mentioned that a Bank of Montreai official would be travelling with hirn. Marler (at 
sea) to Skelton. 5 Seprember 1929. RG25, G-1. vol. 1501, file 901-B. 

As Skelton had explained to the secretary of the Vancouver Board of Trade, "the 
development of trade with Japan has been one of the primary considerations in the 
establishment of the Legation at Tokio". Skelton to W.E. Payne, 30 January 1929. RG25, 
G-1. vol. 1501. file 901-B. 
lJ' Walker had been named honorary consul-general of Japan at Toronto shortly 
before his death. His extensive collection of Japanese prints bequeathed to Toronto 
galleries kindled a growing interest in the Far East. G.P. de T. Glazebrook. Sir Edmrrnd 
Walker. (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1933), 13 1-43. '" Marler to Skelton, 5 September 1929, RG25, G- 1 .  vol. 1501, file 901 -B. 



Yokohama to New York in 13 days (also to London on the "al1 red r~ute") . ' "~ canadian National 

Railways arrived in Asia a bit later. opening offices in Yokohama and Hong Kong in 192 1. 

Japan's rapid industrdization and colonial expansion dunng the Meiji and Taisho periods 

sharply increased the demand for raw materials, greatly to the benefit of Canadian resource 

exporters. Canadian exports to Japan had increased from S 1 -3 M in 19 13 to S6.4 M in 1% 1. 

thereafter surging to S27 M in 1924, S33 M in 1928 and over $42 M in 1929, with sizable trade 

surpluses in Canada's favoudu Within thirty years of its first shipment of aluminum ingots to 

Japan in 190 1. Alcoa (Alcan after 1928) had created the Asia Aluminum Company in 1926, 

forging a partnership the following year with Japanese industrial giant, Sumiromo. !" By 1920. 

H.R. Macmillan Export Co. had started exporting iumber to lapan and within a decade it had 

established offices in Kobe, Tokyo and Yokohama, supplying close to 30% of Japan's lumber 

imports from the West coast of North America. l J6  Also by this stage, Consolidated Mining and 

Smelting had become the largest Canadian exporter of lead. zinc, copper, silver and cadmium to 

Japan. operating through a British firrn in Kobe in  which it  owned controliing interest. Canadian 

life insurance companies had also been active in the Orient since the turn of the century. Sun Life 

had established an office in Japan in 1893, the only foreign life insurance Company in Japan at the 

''-' Special Edition of Japan Times for the visit of the Canadian Chamber of 
Commerce. 27 October 1930. in RG25. G-1, vol. 1565, file 267. See also Robert Turner. 
The Pac i f i c  Empresses. (Victoria: Sono Nis Press, 198 1 ). 

Over the same penod (1913-29), Japan's exports to Canada rose four-fold from $3.5 
M to $ 1  3 M. Canada maintained a trade surplus with Japan throughout the entire 
interwar period. In 1929. Canada exported to Japan $20.6 M in wheat. $6.8 M in 
lumber. S3.2 M in wood pulp, S 0.4 M in scrap iron and $8 M in aluminum. lead. nickel 
and zinc. Dept. of Trade and Commerce statistics quoted in Canada Year Book, 1931, 
and speech by Marler entitled "Canada and Trade with lapan", delivered during 
Canadian tour. August 1929, RG25, Dl ,  vol. 795, file 472. 
1-15 AIcan engineers had been sent to help establish rolling mills in Japan and 

Shanghai. Duncan C. Campbell, Global Mission: The Stoy of Alcan, vol. 1: to 1950, 
(Montreal: Alcan Aluminium. 1990). 208-10; Nancy Haskell and Donald Béliveau. 
"Alcan in Japan" in Allan Conway and Vernon Jones (eds.), Canadian Companies in 
Japan:  Lessons from E-rperience. (Calgary: University of Calgary Press. 1998). 5-6. 
' ~ 6  Japcrn Times, 27 October 1930, RG25, G-1, vol. 1565, file 267. Keenleyside descrîbed 
MacMillan as one of the most aggressive Canadian traders in Japan. Their 
representative in  Tokyo was Clarence Fraser. father of Iater Tory cabinet minister, 
John Fraser. Keenleyside, Memoirs. vol. 1, 308. 



time. and opened offices in North China in 1894 and Hong Kong in 1899."~ Manufacturers Life 

had been doing business with Japan since 1898 and China since 1897 and now had branches in 

Nagoya. Osaka. Kobe and Fukuoka. Within Canada, a greatly increased trade with the Far East 

had aroused the interest of local branches of the Canadian Manufacturers' Association. the 

Canadian Chamber of Commerce and trade boards, particularly in Vancouver, where the harbour 

commission rnanqed over 948 of Canada's trade with the orient."' Generally, such firms 

welcomed increased trade with the Far East, with the notable exception of the textile industry in 

central Canada. particularly silk rnills in Quebec facing direct competition from Japanese 

imports. 1-89 

This dramatic increase in Canadian trade with the Far East would not have been possible 

without an extensive network of Canadian trade commissioners in the Far East. "O By 1930, the 

Department of Trade and Commerce had established offices in Shanghai, Kobe, Batavia, Tokyo 

and Hong Kong. manîging them through a well-infonned Commercial Intelligence ~ e w i c e . ' ~ '  

The first trade offices in the region were Yokohama (1904) and Shanghai ( 1908), the former being 

relocated to Kobe under Langley's direction after the 1923 earthquake. As part of his transfer to 

Tokyo in October 1929. Langley retained supervision over the Kobe office, now under Richard 

Grew. The situation in China was in a state of flux. Although Canadian trade interests were well 

represented at Shanghai by Colonel Moore Cosgrave and his assistant, Bruce A. Macdonald, a 

IJ' By 1930. Sun Life had established branch offices in Sendai, Nagoya, Osaka. Kobe. 
Kanazawa. Hiroshima and Fukuoka. Crown Life opened an office in China in 1931, 
followed by Confederation Life with an office in Shanghai (1932) and Hong Kong 
( 1935). Japan Times, 27 October 1930. RG25, G-1, vol. 1565. file 267. In most cases. 
these firms dealt primarily with non-white clients, except in Hong Kong. 
l a  W.E. Payne, Secretary of Vancouver Board to Trade, to King. 4 January 1929, RG25, 
G-1. vol. 1501. file 901-B. 
l a9 The interests of the latter were frequently defended in the House by local 
rnembers of Parliament. C.H. Cahan and J.D. Chaplin. See Debares.  14 M a y  1930, 2089, 
23 17-1 8. 
I .io During his Far Eastern tour in 1928, trade inspecter A.E- Bryan found that one- 

third of Canada's sales of $30 M to Japan were directly attributable to the Kobe office. 
Bryan report. submitted to F.C.T. OBHara. 23 February 1929, RG20, vol. 1536, file 13908. 

Hill describes the period 1928-30 as one of unprecedented expansion of the Dept. 
of Trade and Commerce. O. Mary Hill, Canada's Salesman ro the World:  The Department 
of Trade and Commerce. 1892- 1939, (Montreal: McGill-Queen's University Press, 1977). 
310-16. 



trade inspecter's report of late 1928 recommended new offices be opened to cover the vast 

t e m t ~ r ~ . ' ~ '  Within a year, Paul Sykes was sent as trade commissioner to Hong Kong, assisted by 

W.J. Riddiford. to promote Canadian trade with South China, French Indochina and the 

Philippines. The report dso recommended that a trade office be opened at Dairen "within the next 

year or two" to promote Canadian commercial interests in Manchuria and North China, an area 

19  153 now considered within Langley's junsdiction " given extensive Japanese influence there . 

Unlike the division within the missionary mind over its sympathies in the Far East, the 

business mind generally favoured the more stable investrnent clirnate of the Japanese empire over 

potitical and economic uncertainties in China. While Canadian-Japanese trade had been on a 

most-favoured-nation basis since 19 13. Canada had yet to extend such treatment to China. Its 

exports to China in 1927 were less than half the value of Canadian exports to Japan, despite 

Canada's trade surplus with both countries. What Paul Varg has termed "the myth of the China 

market" was used to appeal to exporters during the early Bennett years but, like their American 

counterparts. Canadian traders continued to be w q  of domestic unrest, lack of central government 

and currency problems there. '" As Cosgrave admitted, "the fact that the present Nationalist 

Government have not yet established complete control over the whole of China" limited the 

expansion of Canadian businesses and trade offices there. ' 55 

I C I  Cosgrave later signed the peace treaty for Canada, ending Wortd War II in the 

Pacific - on the wrong line. James P. Manion, A Canadian Erranr, (Toronto. Ryerson 
Press. 1960). 31. 
153 1928 Report on Shanghai office. by Inspector A.E. Bryan. Trade Commissioner 

Service. to F.C.T. O'Hara, Dep. Min, Trade and Commerce, 23 February 1929, RG20, vol. 
1536. file 13908. Cosgrave disagreed with Bryan's proposal. favouring a new office in  
Tientsin since most commercial activity in Manchuria involved "branch offices of 
large Jripanese concerns" and couid be managed from Tokyo. Cosgrave to OtHara, 3 
April 1929. RG20, vol. 139. file 26128. While Lord Willingdon had recommended a 
trade office in Nanking, O'Hara dismissed this in favour of a new office in Tientsin 
due to the economic importance of Northern China and presence of a large British 
staff there. O'Hara to Malcolm. 16 February 1929, RG20, vol. 139, file 26128. 
'" Paul Varg, The Making of a Myrh: The Unired States and China, (East Lansing: 
Michigan State University Press, 1968). 36-40. 
IC+ Cosgrave to C.H. Payne, Director, Commercial Intelligence Service, 30 May 1929, 
RG20. vol. 139. file 26128. 



The ability to guarantee contractual obligations and equaiity of market access were 

fundamental concerns for commercial interests. Positive assessments by legation staff of Japanese 

infrastructure in Korea and Manchuna (such as the South Manchurian railway) tended to reassure 

156 Canadian exporters. On the other hand, later reports of Japanese restriction of foreign imports 

to these regions prompted Canadians to reiterate American insistence on the open door policy. 

Despite some Canadian ignorance of Asian markets and frustration with the lack of secondary 

exports to the Far East, Japan remained Canada's preferred market. During his Canadian tour, 

Marler had told businessmen interested in Japan they would be weicomed and encouraged "by a 

courteous. industnous and reliable people.""' The Monerary Times agreed with his portrayal of 

Japan as "the gateway to a commercial field the aggregate potentiaiities of which could hardly be 

gauged at present." Its editor claimed the Orient. "particuiarly Japan", was amidst "a tremendous 

awakening" and "commercial and industrial revolution" which would require Canadian exports. "' 
By this stage. trade inspecter A.E. Bryan had concluded that Japan was "one of the most important 

territories in which the Canadian Trade Commissioner Service is now established. and, as a resuit, 

it must be one of the first foreign countries in which the Service should extend its operations." Is9 

Marier's arriva1 in Tokyo on 9 September 1929 was marked by a greater sensitivity on the 

pan of Sir John Tiiley "to avoid [the] appearance of patronage". ''O The British ambassador 

provided a luncheon for MarIer but otherwise limited his contact with the new minister, mindful of 

'% Canadian Car and Foundry actually considered exporting used rolling stock to the 
SMR in  the mid-1930s. See Chapter Three. 
1 57 Marler speech entitted "Canada and Trade with Japan", delivered during Canadian 
tour. August 1939, RG25, D l ,  vol. 795, file 472. 
I lb "Canada Looks to Orient for Trade Expansion", Moneiary Times, 19 July 1929. 
"" While warning of the peculiarities in trading with Japan, notably the language 
problem. differences in  business law and an "entirely different" Japanese 
psychology. Bryan recomrnends that "Canadian businessmen should devote more tirne 
and study to the Japanese market rather than listen to people who talk in generalities 
about dishonest Japanese although they themselves have never been to Japan or had 
any business dealings with the country." Bryan report to Oïiara, 23 February 1929, 
RG2O. vol. 1536. file 13908. 
lM Keenleyside to Skelton. 29 August 1929. Marler to King, 2 October 1929, RG 25, G-1, 
vol. 1501. file 901-B. 



Canadian sensibilities on this point. Marler was unaccompanied by British officiais during his 

meeting with foreign minister Shidehara and his private audience with the Emperor on 18 

September. Keenleyside and Langley arranged for a banquet in Marler's honour at the Imperia1 

Hotel where the new minister was introduced to members of Japan's political and business elite. 

At the banquet. Marler also met Prince Iyemasa Tokugawa. who would leave shonly for Ottawa to 

becorne Japan's first minister to canada.16' 

The timing of Marier's amval in Japan was hardly propitious. The stock market crash the 

following month would have a disastrous effect on the Japanese economy and right-wing 

nationalists were aiready calling for a tough Japanese stand at the upcoming London naval 

conference. On the diplomatic front, the Shidehara policy of international conciliation and 

cooperation in China had al1 but collapsed in light of developments in Manchuria the previous 

year. Chinese and Japanese troops had clashed at Tsinan in early May 1928 and within a month, 

Chang Tso-lin. the most powerful wariord in Manchuria, had been assassinated by officers of the 

Japanese Kwantung m y .  He was succeeded b y  his son. Chang Hsueh-liang, who concluded an 

aIIiance with the newly established Nationalist regime under Chiang Kai-shek, prompting Japanese 

fears of a unified China. lb' His construction o f  a rail line parallel to the Japanese-nin South 

Manchurian railway and attempt to wrest control of the Chinese Eastern railway from the Soviets 

further antagonized the Japanese. Increasing frustration among the Kwantung .4rmy and Japanese 

nationalists over Tokyo's "weak-kneed" policies in Manchuria combined with widespread popular 

dissatisfaction in Japan with ineffectual civilian leadership to raise tensions in Manchuria to 

unprecedented heights. 

Amidst such a volatile climate in the Far East, the King government came under increasing 

fire for its lack of policy toward the region. As J.S. Woodsworth put it, since Canada now had its 

I b '  Tokugawa replaced Baron Shu Tomii, w h o  would later return to Canada as 
Japanese minister between 1938 and 1940. Tokugawa was the son o f  the President o f  
the Japanese House o f  Peers and a descendant of the shogun clan which ruled Japan 
from 1600 to 1868. Skelton memorandurn to King, 9 April 1929, RG25, G-1, vol. 1520, 
file 610. 
'Q Akira Iriye. After Imperialism: rite Search for a New Order in the Far East, 1921- 
/ 93 1 .  (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, l 965) ,  192-253. 



own minister in Japan, "there ought to be some opportunity of discussing Canadian policy. at least 

of hearing what Canadian policy in the east really is ...[ and] knowing just what Our arnbassador at 

Tokyo is supposed to advocate. 1 have not heard yet whether we have developed a policy for the 

e,t.u 163 Such criticism met with approval from Bennett and a rather vague explanation of 

Canada's Far Eastern policy from the prime minister. According to King, Canadian interests in the 

region were to promote close and friendly relations with Japan, usine the legation to detect "al1 

possible causes of friction, or differences that may arise at any time". Marler's chief role was to 

"keep our government inforrned of the courses of action best calculated to avoid friction or 

difficulty arising: he will do whatever may be possible to maintain friendly relations." With trade 

promotion well undeway and the Japanese immigration issue largely resolved by the 1928 

agreement, King concluded that "happily, at the present time relations between this country and 

Japan are of the most friendly nature. As a matter of fact, 1 do  not know of any serious issue 

between the two countries." 

The King government's lack of a clear policy toward the Far East must be seen in the 

context of the considerable confusion in American and British policies toward the region by this 

stage. The rise of revolutionary nationalism in China and increasing dissatisfaction with 

multilateralism in Japan had caused divisions among policy-makers in both Washington and 

London. As Ian Nish has noted, following the Nanking incidents of 1927 and the subsequent tariff 

concessions. the United States and Britain "did not see eye to eye" and "AngIo-Arnerican 

cooperation could not be relied on in east Asian affairs." In short, Canada was caught between 

not only the growing Sino-Japanese tension in the Far East but also the conflicting responses to 

this  from its two closest allies. In such a situation, perhaps the Jack of a clear policy was not 

necessarily a disadvantage. 

Debates. 8 April 1930. 1374. 
'M Debares. 8 April 1930, 1382-83. 
165 Ian Nish. "Japan in Britain's View of the International System. 1919-37" in Ian 
Nish (ed.). Anglo-Japanese Alienation, 191 5- 1952, (Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press. 1982), 36. 



American policy toward the Far East was divided between the hardline position toward 

Japan espoused by Stanley Hornbeck and others at the State Department, and Secretary of State 

Stimson's insistence on a more conciliatory approach to Japan. This confusion was not helped by 

the presence of a relatively ineffectuai ambassador in Tokyo, W. Cameron Forbes. 166 The United 

States had ken  far more sympathetic than Britain to Chiang's Kuomintang and supported the 

abolition of extratemtoriality and Chinese tariff autonomy in 1925-26. Washington was the first to 

conclude a bilateral trade agreement with Nanking in the summer of 1928 which endorsed China's 

tariff autonomy, extended most-favoured-nation treatment to China and implicitly recognized the 

new Nationalist regime. Some Iater claimed this marked a retum to the economic diplomacy of the 

pre-Taft years, with Iess concern for military issues (due to the terms of the Washington 

conference) and for Chinese nationalism, provided Amencan economic interests were 

protected. 16' Japan. already outraged over the 1924 exclusion act. interpreted such a move as a 

deprirture from the multilaterdism espoused at the Washington conference. Yet the United States 

hoped for good relations with Japan as well, based on the need for economic and diplomatic 

cooperation in the Far East, the apparent democratization of Japan and the extent of trade and 

financial ties between the two co~nt r ies . '~~  Some historians have criticized Washington's use of 

economic diplomacy at this time as an abandonment of Chinese revolutionary nationalism for the 

sake of maintaining trade interests with ~ a ~ a n . ' ~ ~  Others have attributed the ambiguities in 

America's Far Eastern policies to "the highly uncertain structure of the East Asian international 

system in the I W O * ~ . " ~ ~ ~  

I ~6 Keenieyside. Memoirs. vol. 1. 366. 
16' Akira Iriye. Across the Pacific: An lnner History of American-East Asian 
Relariorzs. (New York: Harcourt. Brace & World, 1967). 150-52. 
'& Walter LaFeber, The Clash: A History of U.S.-Japan Relations, (New York: W.W. 
Norton & Co.. 1 997). 146-1 59.  
le' William A. Williams. The Tragedy of American Dipiomacy, (New York: Dell 
Pu blishi ng Co.. 1962); WilIiarn L. Neumann, America Encounrers Japan. (Baltimore: 
Johns Hopkins Press, 1963). 
'" Akira Iriye, "From the Washington Treaties to Pearl Harbor: Part One, 1922-193 1 "  
in Emest R. May and James C. Thomson, Jr. (eds.). American-East Asian Relations: A 
Sir r r e y .  (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1972). 22  1-42. 



Britain's position in the Far East was far more nuanced. Unlike the United States, it had 

considerable economic interests in the region, most notably at Shanghai and Hong Kong, but an 

extremely iimited capacity for their defence. In the face of such vulnerability, Britain constructed 

a first-rate naval base at Singapore in 1924 designed to serve as the essential link to the defence of 

the Far East and Australasia. "' Moreover, Britain increasingly relied upon Amencan and 

Japanese goodwill in protecting its interests from Chinese nationalists whose outrage was often 

targeted against it (as in the Shanghai incident of 1925). By the Peking taxiff conference of 1926, 

the multiIatera1 approach to Pacific security had given way to unilateralism by the major powers in 

China. "' As anti-British sentiment intensified in China. London began to put more stock in the 

sympathetic assessments of Japanese intentions emanating from Tilley and pro-Japanese officials 

in the foreign office. By the late 1920s. Sir Miles Lampson, the British ambassador in China, had 

little to say that was positive about the new Nationalist regime, its aspirations in Manchuria o r  its 

ability to maintain order there or anywhere else in China. ''j Meanwhile, Japanese diplomacy 

under foreign minister Tanaka (1927-29) was construed as more openly pro-British, building on 

the already strong emotional ties to Japan on the part of the British diplornatic and military 

elite. "' Many British officials sympathized with Japan's view of the Asian rnainland as a source 

of natural resources and a destination for Japanese emigration. As Tilley put it, Japan "estimates 

the importance of Manchuria to herself as Great Bntain does that of Ireland or ~ g ~ p t . " " ~  From 

" C. Northcote Parkinson. Britain in the Far  East: the Singapore Naval Base. 
(Singapore: D. Moore. 1955). 19-31. For a more detailed anafysis of the "Singapore 
strategy". see Peter Lowe. "British Attitudes towards Japan, 1923-1931" in A. Hamish 
Ion and Barry Hunt (eds.), War  and D i p l o r n a c ~  Across the Pacvic. 1919-1952, 
(Waterloo. Ont.: Wi lfrid Laurier University Press, 1988). 47-48. 
l 2  Iriye. A frer fmperialism, 57-88. 
' As Lampson wrote in  February 1929. "The trouble is that the Chinese remain an 
unbelievabiy arrogant race. and they will not face the fact that sooner or later they 
must be on terms with Japan." Quoted in William Roger Louis, Brit ish Strategy in  the 
Far Emr. / 9f 9-1939, (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 197 1 ), 170. 
I 7  Hosoya Chihiro, "Tanaka Diplomacy and its Pro-British Orientation, 1927-29" in 
T.G. Fraser and Peter Lowe (eds.), Conflict and Ami- in East Asia: Essays in Honorrr of 
lun Nish. (Houndmills: Macmillan, l992), 16-29. 
I Ï5  Louis, 175. 



the British perspective, the main threat in the region (at least until the Manchurian incident) was 

not Japanese expansionism but revolutionay Chinese nationalism. 

Into such a cauldron were thrown Marler and the staff of the new Canadian legation. 

Canada could not be expected to formulate a position which would distance it from either the 

United States or  Britain- Ottawa was informed of the rapidly changing Far Eastern situation 

chiefly through Foreign Office despatches and detailed monthly reports by Keenleyside and 

Kirkwood on political and economic developments in the region. Early communication between 

the Tokyo legation and External Affairs revealed a one-sided relationship: replies from Ottawa 

were slow and infrequent as it becarne apparent that the Far Eastern situation was not foremost 

among the King government's c o n ~ e m s . " ~  In the absence of clear policy directives from Ottawa. 

Marler and his staff adopted the British practice of refraining from any criticism of Japanese 

foreign policy for the sake of friendly relations. Yet. in its first two years of operation, the Tokyo 

legation encountered several problems, which demonstrated that the existing imbalance in 

Canada's treatment of Japan and China would be difficult to correct. 

While infiuenced by Britain's reluctance to  cnticize iapan, Marler admired the vigorous 

trade promotion efforts of his American counterparts, Time and again. he insisted that Canadian 

businesses were not pursuing trade opportunities in Asia as aggressively as their American 

cornpetitors. '" The success of the United States in this regard and the onset of the global 

economic depression led Marler to place commercial issues at the top of his agenda. During his 

tour of Western Canada in August and in his early despatches from Tokyo, he had asserted the 

importance of his role as trade promoter. Canada stood to gain from making trade policy foreign 

policy. Economically. it would help alleviate the effects of domestic unemployment and a sagging 

Canadian export market. Diplomaticaily, it would prevent Canada from becornint enmeshed in 

116 Kéenleyside was often disappointed by the lack of immediate response from 
Ottawa. See Keenleyside, Memoirs .  vol. 1, 296-97. Marier reported that over 3.370 
letters had been despatched from the legation to External in 1930. Legation report 
for 1930. RG25, G-1. vol. 1538. file 150-J. 
I Ti See Marler's speech entitled "Canadian Services in the Far East and Trade between 
Canada and Japan and China", delivered during his Canadian tour o f  summer 1931, 
RG25. G-1. vol. 1538. file 150-J. 



the growing rift between Britain and the United States over the Far East. Well-intentioned though 

it might have k e n .  Marler's attempt to coordinate Canadian trade promotion in the Far East put 

him into direct conflict with those responsible for such activities: the trade commissioners. 

The first clash in this regard occurred in March 1930 during Marler's visit to the trade 

commissioners' conference at Shanghai organized by Cosgrave. By this time. the trade 

representatives had become wary of Marler's plans to coordinate their activities from Tokyo. 

Cosgrave saw the Iegation's "peaceful penetration ... into the affairs of this territory" as an 

unwarranted infringement of his office's jurisdiction. He also claimed Marler's request of regular 

reports from the trade offices resulted in "a considerable arnount of really unnecessary work ... 

[and] a duplication of data which is k i n g  regularly supplied to the ~epar tment . ""~  Sykes was 

particularly incensed by legation instructions that he return from a fact-finding mission with 

Heasman to Manila and Indochina in order to welcome Marler to Hong Kong. In response to 

protests from Malcolm and O'Hara at Trade and Commerce, Skelton attributed the incident to 

Marler's "Jack of exact appreciation of the scope of his duties and of those of the Trade 

Commissioners". 179 Agreeing the situation was "wholiy unwarranted", King reminded Marler that 

the trade commissioners were "responsible only to the Minister of Trade and Commerce" and 

considered it necessary to work out "a more definite system of coo rd ina t i~n" . ' ~~  Marler explained 

that he arserted "no authority whatever" over the trade commissioners and "knew nothing [about] 

Sykes' trip1*.'" Upon his arriva1 in Shanghai, however, he instructed Langley and Cosgrave to 

accompany him to Nanking, forcing their absence from part of the conference. The trade 

17s As Cosgrave explained, "In view of the fact chat there is no information whatever 
showing that the Canadian Minister to Iripan has any jurisdiction over China, and 
since the  expansion of Canadian trade to China is the work of our Department, and in 
particular this Office. 1 must confess to feeling decidedly annoyed." Cosgrave to C.H. 
Payne. Commercial Intelligence Service, Trade and Commerce, 15 February 1930. 
RG25. D 1,  vol. 795. file 170. '" Skelton to O'Hara. 7 March 1930. RG25. DI. vol. 795. file 470. Cosgrave stressed the 
difference i n  jurisdiction, pointing out "that China as a territory has nothing 
whritsoever to do with Japan. and certainly the affairs of the two countries both in 
Trade and procedure are entirely different, and bear no resemblance to each other in 
any way." Cosgrave to Payne, 15 February 1930, RGS5, Dl, vol. 795, file 470. 
l m  King to Marler. 28 February 1930, RG25, D l ,  vol. 795, file 470. ' '  Marler telegram to SSEA, 4 March 1930, RGS5, Dl. vol. 795. file 470. 



commissioners' resistance to Marler's attempt to use the Tokyo legation as a clearing house for al1 

Canadian trade in the Far East was further aggravated by the increasingly unfavourable investment 

climate in china.''' Their consideration of the allocation of temtory in China and the possibility 

of opening new trade offices there was thus of a tentative nature. 

Marler waded into another quagmire in his meetings with Nationalist officiais. Chiang's 

regime had been seeking foreign recognition of a unified China since the surnmer of 1928 and his 

officiais inquired of Marler whether Canada intended to exchange ministers in the near future. 

Under instructions from Nanking. Li Tchuin. the Chinese consul-general to Canada. had 

approached King to confirm press reports that Marler was about to be appointed minister to China 

The prime minister dispelled the rumour, saying that Canada, although interested in such a move. 

had no immediate plans to do so until "the present Legations were further c~nsol idated." '~~ It 

appears the reports were based o n  public remarks by Li and the Chinese arnbassador to the United 

States that China was anxious to appoint a minister to Canada. While Marler's study of the 

situation in China was partly motivated by such concerns, Skelton was candid in his conclusion 

that 'lit was desirable to pstpone any action until conditions in China were somewhat more 

stabilized." '" During the subsequent supply debate in the House, King replied to queries from 

Woodsworth regarding Marler's jurisdiction over China, explaining that Austen Chamberlain had 

suggested "it would be very helpful" for Marler to visit China but that no treaty revisions were 

being considered in this regard. '" AAlough a keen supporter of the idea, Marler was unable to 

visit nonhem China and decided to defer any decision on the possible appointment until a trip 

there in the fall. 

A third contentious area of Canadian relations with the Far East greeted Marler in Hong 

Kong in the person of Edward Stone, the local representative of the Canadian Pacific Railway. 

I c A disheartened Marler concluded. "There are possibilities [in China], but not for 
immediate, nor great expansion." Marler to Stevens, 15 October 1930, RG25, Dl, vol. 
795. file 470. 
I s 3  King to Marler. 28 February 1930. RG25, D l ,  vol. 795. file 470. 

Skelton to O'Hara, 7 March 1930, RG25, D l ,  vol. 795, file 470. 
'" Debares. 8 April 1930. 1383. 



Stone had been corresponding with Marler on the need to amend the Chinese Immigration Act to 

allow the entry into Canada of Chinese wives, students and professionals. A Canadian architect in 

Pekins. Harry Hussey. warned that the Act was "considered by the Chinese a direct insult to their 

people" and if left unamended, would result in "a boycott against our trade with this country."'86 

Both described Washington's recognition of Nanking and America's lead in advocating the 

abolition of extraterritoriality, tariff revision and the open door in Manchuria as "friendly acts" 

which made Canada's head tax al1 the more odious. Following American revisions in March 1930 

to entry restrictions on Chinese wives. Stone concluded. "the United States are doing everything 

possible to promote friendship with China and 1 would respectfully urge that something should be 

done in regard to the promotion of cordial relations between Canada and China." I s 7  

Marler's appointment as Canadian minister to  Japan had prompted Canadian universities 

and other bodies to cal1 on Ottawa to relax the total ban on Chinese immigration. Both McGill and 

the University of British Columbia endorsed the Govemor-General's recent proposa1 of using the 

Boxer indemnity to fund Chinese students in Canada, especially since over 2,000 of China's best 

and brightest were already going to American u n i ~ e r s i t i e s . ' ~ ~  Due to the discriminatory head tax. 

it was claimed Canada was missing the chance to improve relations with China by educating the 

country's future elite. an opponunity which American universities had k e n  quick to seize. Is9 At 

1% Hussey to Skelton, 2 January 1929. RG25, G-1. vol. 1539, file 178. Having spent 

twenty years in the Orient. Hussey had considerable contact with Chinese leaders and 
later became an advisor to Wellington Koo during the Lytton commission's tour of 
Manchuria. He had met with Skelton and other officiais in Ottawa to discuss his 
immigration proposais. From his home in Port Dover. Ontario, he Iater published a 
tract condemning Japan's actions in "Manchukuo". See Harry Hussey, "Man c h u  krr O " 
in Relarion to World Peace: Things Nor Told in the Report of rhe Commission of 
E n q u i r j .  (Port Dover, Ont.: privately published, 1933). '" Stone to Marier, 1 May 1930, RG25, G-1, vol. 1539, file 178. 
1 SS Lord Wiilingdon had visited China to propose such an educational use of the Boxer 
indsmnity. By this stage. UBC had applied for one million dollars from the fund to 
establish a chair i n  Oriental languages and McGill had approved the creation of a 
department of Chinese studies. appointing a Chinese student to promote exchanges. 
The CPR office in Montreal was interested in promoting such student exchanges, 
hriving trained Chinese students on its trains and sending a book to its officers in 
China inviting Chinese students to corne to Canadian universities. Stone to Marler, 4 
April 1930. RG25. G-1, vol. 1539. file 178. 
I s9 Stone proposed that scholarships be established which "will widely advertise 

Canada's goodwill to China. These students will serve as pioneers and after they 



its recent conventions, the Eastern Canadian Chinese Mission had passed resolutions calling for 

the opening of a Canadian legation in China. a gentlemen's agreement with China (similar to the 

arrangement with Japan) and the entry of Chinese wives into Canada to join their husbands. As 

the secretary of the ECCM explained to King. "in the past, as well as in the present, China seems 

to have received the least favored nation treatment at the hands of Canada, in past and present 

immigration regulations and discrimination against them in the matter of employment after their 

admission. A Gentleman's agreement or some agreed upon quota should work no hann to Canada 

and would remove a source of great irritation in the minds of some ~hinese."l'O While Skelton 

and King claimed they would consider such proposals. the federal department of immigration soon 

decided that any relaxation of Chinese exclusion would result in "strenuous opposition, 

particularly from British Columbia". '" 
As tensions in northeast Asia continued to mount, Marler approved Keenleyside's request 

to go on a fact-finding trip to Korea, eastem Siberia, Manchuria and northern China in May 1930. 

The tour improved Ottawa's knowledge of the situation and was instrumental in Marler's plan to 

include the proposed Dairen trade office within his jurisdiction. ''' Keenleyside's assessments of 

Canadian trade prospects in the region, as well as Japanese influence there, were favourable. After 

return they wilt certainly e x e n  their influence for  future students to go ... It wiil not  
cost Canada much. but it is believed that the  result will b e  a very great one." Stone  to 
Marler. 4 April 1930. RG25. G-1, vol. 1539. file 178. 
' William D. Noyes, ECCM Secretary. to King, 28 Febntary 1930, RG25, G-1. vol. 1539, 
file 178. 
101 F.C. Blais. Acting Deputy Minister of  Immigration, to  Skelton, 21 March 1930. 

RG25. G-1, vol. 1539, file 178. Despite continued pressure to amend the Chinese 
Immigration Act, External Affairs  reached a definitive decis ion on the  issue within 
the year. It was  decided that  s ince "the Chinese and Japan Governments are not 
requesting such concessions", it seemed unnecessary "for Canada  to take the 
initiative in making its practice conform t o  that of  the United States with respect t o  
the admission of students and merchants." DEA memo. 23 January 1931, RG25. G-1, vol. 
1539, file 178. Ottawa relaxed immigration restrictions sl ightly in December 1931 
through an order-in-council extending the t ime limit fo r  the  re-entry o f  Chinese  
n a t i o n a l s .  
I Hussey had referred to Skeiton's plans to visit the Far Eas t  but such a tour did not  
matenalize. Hussey to Skelton, 5 January 1929, RG25, G-1, vol. 1539, file 178. For more  
on Keenleyside's northeast Asian tour, see Memoirs, vol. 1. 377-93 and RG25. G-1. vol. 
1562. file 80-K. His findings were later sent  by External to  the Department of National 
D e f e n c e .  



meeting with Canadian missionaries and Japanese officials in Korea, he remained skeptical of the 

Korean independence movement and considered Japanese rule under Govenor-General Saito to be 

"an honest and sympathetic adrnini~tration".'~~ In Manchuria, Keenleyside spent an entire day 

with W.H. Donald. the influential Australian advisor to Marshal Chang Hsueh-liang, but was 

unable to meet with the Manchurian wariord who was "in the midst of a very rigorous treatment 

designed to free him from his morphine addi~tion."'~' Compared to the ineffectual Chang, the 

Japanese presence in Manchuria was reassuring. Japan had invested over two billion yen in the 

South Manchurian Railway. developing not only the province's rail network but also managing 

coal mines. iron works, electric and gas companies. laboratones. land developments. mode1 farms 

and port facilities. The capital of Mukden was in the midst of an economic boom and displayed al1 

the benefits of a modem city, in marked contrast to Vladivostok. As Keenleyside concluded, 

"Whatever may be thought of the moral or ethical rights of the Japanese to be in and to exercise 

control over Manchuria their presence there must be recognized as a stabilizing and regulating 

force." 19' In response to Miles Lampson's queries in Peking, Keenleyside told the British 

ambassador that Canada did not intend to establish a legation in China, although he privately 

mused that sending a semi-official Canadian observer might foster Chinese goodwill. Unable to 

visit Dairen due to scheduling difficulties. Keenleyside was impressed by Tientsin as a possible 

site for a new trade office. 

The arrivai of the Bennett Conservatives to power in August 1930 affected the tone but not 

the essential features of Canada's relations with the Far East. The volatile situation in Manchuria, 

immigration concerns and Marier's jurisdiction over China remained major concems. A former 

"? This despite claims by two Canadian missionaries, Dr. Avison o f  the Severance 
Hospital. and Duncan MacRae,  tha t  Korean nationalisrn was becoming more o f  "a 
burning matter". Av i son  at tr ibuted nationalist sentiment t o  outspoken leaders  who  
were trying "to keep the  rising generation from being seduced by the Japanese  
school system". Keenleyside, Memoirs. vol. 1. 380-8 1 .  
I Q Keenleyside claimed it was necessary for Chang "to change his  whole mode  o f  life; 
to escape from his narcotic addictions. to alter his sexual habits, and to restore 
himself to physical health" if h e  was  to provide effective leadership in developing 
Manchuria. Keenleyside report, 26 August 1930, RG25, G-1, vol. 1562, file 80-K. 
IF Keenleyside report. 26 August 1930. RG25, G-1, vol. 1562. file 80-K. 



critic of the legations. Bennett had become a convert to their cause and intended to use them in a 

more aggressive promotion of Canadian trade. Contrary to Marler's expectations, Bennett did not 

replace competent Liberal appointees such as Skelton and himself. Moreover, Bennett's new 

minister of Trade and Commerce, H.H. Stevens, found in Marler a more willing advocate of trade 

expansion than the Canadian ministers at Washington and Paris. Marler had k e n  impressed by 

Bennett's speech the previous July in which he had outlined his intention to use protective tariffs to 

"blast a way" into markets which had k e n  closed to Canadian exporters, particularIy Western 

p i n  f a r m e r ~ . ' ~ ~  Bennett's emphasis on commercial concems in relations with China and Japan 

was due partly to the dismal economic situation in Canada and partly to his own understanding of 

international affairs. While it prornised much at the outset, this approach did little to quel1 the 

growing dispute between Marler and the trade commissioners and in many ways exacerbated it. It 

would lead to the atternpted revival of a txiff system based on imperial preference at the Ottawa 

conference (Keenleyside was recalled to help plan for it) and a full-blown trade war between 

Canada and Japan in 1935, resolved only with the return of Mackenzie King. 

The Canadian Chamber of Commerce mission to Japan and China in the fa11 of 1930 

provided the first application of the Bennett govemment's business diplomacy to the Far East. 

Marler had begun preparations for the tour as early as August 1929 in discussions with Vancouver 

traders and had ensured considerable publicity for the trip in the Tokyo English-language press.'97 

The delegation of fifty Canadian businessmen was led by John M. Imrie, managing director of the 

Edmotrtntz Jounial and vice-president of the Canadian Chamber of Commerce. Despite Marler's 

insistence on the inclusion of a Canadian govemment official in the delegation. preferably the 

' Marler shared Bennett's enthusiasm for trade as foreign policy: "1 am convinced 
chat a great future awaits us here and 1 am anxious to discuss with you question 
relative to extension of our trade with Orient." Marler to Bennett, 5 February 1931, 
RG35. G-1, vol. 1538. file 150-1. 
I w  As Marler later reported. "Publicity - to which 1 attach considerable importance - 
was satisfactory throughout the entire trip." Marler to SSEA, 2 Decernber 1930, RG25. 
G-1. vol. 1565, file 267. A special edition o f  the Japan Times on 27 October 1930 was 
devoted to the trade mission. RG 25, G-1, vol. 1565, file 267. 



rninister of Trade and Commerce, Ottawa proved unable to  fulfil his r e q ~ e s t . ' ~ '  According to 

Imrie. t he  delegation represented some 205 Canadian cities and towns and included three leading 

bankers. two newspaper directors, five lumber and manufacturing representatives. two technical 

engineers. financiers and transportation experts. 199 Imrie's portrayal of a shift in world trade 

toward the Pacific met with enthusiastic suppofl for closer trade ties between Canada and Japan. 

Marler later described the tour as an unqualified success. claiming the delegation was more 

cordially received by Japanese govemment and business leaders than "any previous delegation" 

including a recent British trade mission.200 

The recep tion of the delegation at  Hong Kong and Canton, however. was decidedly chilly. 

At banquets and meetings designed to promote Canadian trade, the delegates encountered 

complaints from Chinese businessmen that Canadian immigration restrictions on  their nationals 

were frir more stringent than those of the United States. One  group addressed a letter to the 

delegates. urging Canada to accept more Chinese students. broaden the definition of merchant and 

allow wives and rninors to join family in canada."' As W.J. Riddiford. the assistant trade 

commissioner in Hong Kong. remarked, "on every occasion that the Canadian visitors were 

entertained by Chinese commercial organizations, the question of Canada's unfair treatment of 

Chinese nationals. insofar as Our Immigration laws are concemed. was n i ~ e d . " ' ~ '  When Imrie 

and W. McLeod Clarke. the secretary of the mission, later recommended that such concerns over 

1% The new deputy minister of Trade and Commerce, F.C.T. O'Hara claimed the 
department was interested in the mission but that, unfortunately, Stevens was in 
London and could not attend. O'Hara to Skelton. 15 September 1930. RG25. G-1, vol. 
1565. file 267. In departmental correspondence, however, O'Hara had been advised 
that the Economic Commissions of business experts being sent to Japan by Britain, 
Germany and the United States would be "of infinitely more value" than the more 
informal Chamber of Commerce mission. Payne to O'Hara, 16 August 1930, RG20. vol. 
139. file 26128. 
'W japciti Titnes, 27 October 1930 in RG25, G-1. vol. 1565. file 267. " Marler to Skelton, 2 December 1930, RG25. G-1, vol. 1565. file 267. Despite such 
success. Marler later disagreed with Imrie's suggestion of another mission in the 
near future. clairning the likelihood of Canadian manufactures exports to Japan and 
extension of wheat credits to China would be slim. Marler to Skelton. 21 February 
193 1 ,  RG25. G-1, vol. 1565, file 267. "' Open letter to Canadian trade mission from Wah On Exponers' Association. 
undated. RG25. G-1, vol. 1539. file 178. 

Riddiford to Marler, 29 November 1930, RG25, G-1, vol. 1539, file 178. 



immigration be addressed, they also noted that Canada's trade with China was hampered by the 

lack of political and financial stability in China as well as inadequate infrastructure and purchasing 

power there.lo3 

Marler's enthusiasm for business dipiomacy was chastened by his involvement in Bennett's 

promotion of wheat sales to China in late 1930. In response to pressure from agrarian constituents. 

E.J. Garland and other Western politicians had urged Trade and Commerce earlier that year to help 

stimulate grain exports by selling surplus wheat to famine-stricken china.'" While Malcolm had 

dismissed the proposal due to civil unrest in China and the unlikelihood of payment, Stevens was 

more receptive to the idea. In addition to pressure from Bennett and the worsening economic 

situation i n  the West, Stevens was influenced by the Chamber of Commerce mission's proposal to 

extend credit to Nanking on the basis of 50% cash and 50% bonds guaranteed by the Canadian 

government.'05 Within days of receiving the recommendation. Extemai instructed Marier to tnvel 

to Nanking in order to negotiate the sale of a "substantial amount of wheat to Chinese Government 

on part cash. part bonds basis."'" Ottawa acted on Marler's desire that Nanking be informed 

(through the Foreign Office) of his coming and that Trade and Commerce instruct Langley to 

-W.; Canadian Chamber of Commerce repon. 
file 267. 

As the secretary of the Rockyford local 
impoverished because they have no crop. 

12 December 1930. RG25. G-1. vol. 1565. 

of the U.F.A. expressed, "The Orient is 
Canada is impoverished because her 

ele;ators are full. Will sorneone kindl; volunteer to endeavor to reconcile those two 
staternents?" Simon Roppel to E.J. Garland. M.P. (Bow River). 22 February 1930. RG25, 
G-1. vol. 1565. file 285. Western papers were quick to repon news of the famine in 
which. according to the China International Famine Relief Association, over two 
million Chinese in the Shensi region had died of starvation in 1929 with the same 
number threatened by starvation before the next harvest. Calgary Alberrun, 24 
February 1930 in RG25. G-1. vol. 1565, file 285. 
-35 They claimed Germany had developed a substantial trade with China on this basis. 

These findings were submitted to Ottawa on 20 December and sent to the provincial 
governments of the three Prairie provinces and the general manager of the wheat 
pool. Canadian Chamber of Commerce report. 12 December 1930, RG25. G-1. vol. 1565. 
file 267. 

Skelton telegram to Marler, 22 December 1930. RG25, G-1, vol. 1565, file 285. 
Skelton also contacted Hume Wrong at the Washington legation to inquire whether 
the Americans were negotiating any large-scale wheat sales to China. Skelton to 
Wrong, 3 1 December 1930. RG25. G-1, vol. 1565, file 285. Wrong soon replied in the 
negative. noting that Canada had exported five to ten times more wheat than the 
United States to China between 1925-29. Wrong to Skelton, 3 January 1931. RG25, G-1. 
vol. 1565. file 285. 



accornpany him. His request for additional details regarding the negotiations, however, arrived 

after the prime minister had left for the West to announce the deal publicly. En a speech at Regina 

on 30 December, broadcast across the Dominion, Bennett totd Western grain farmers that Marler 

was on his way to China "to negotiate the sale of your wheat with that great nation". The fact that 

Bennett's announcement occurred on the eve of a federal by-election in nearby Estevan was not 

lost on crïtics. 'O7 

Mruler and Langley amved in Shanghai on 6 January and were greatly shocked by the 

extensive coverage of their supposedly secret mission in the local press. Chinese traders and 

Japanese officiais were well aware of Bennett's announcement as well as Steven's subsequent 

proposal of negotiations with American bankers to secure "a billion-dollar loan to a stabilized 

Chinese government. " 'O8 More significantly , Cosgrave handed Marler a seven-page statement 

upon his arrival. in which he expressed "his strong objection to any negotiations with the Nanking 

Govemment at the present tirne" over credit to purchase Canadian ~ h e a t . " ~  As Cosgrave 

explained, there was "a great danger" that Bennett's proposal would disturb existing arrangements 

of operating through large and "responsible foreign firms" in Shanghai by dealing directly with the 

Nationalist governrnent. He maintained that Nanking's credit rating was "at an extremeIy low ebb" 

due to years of civil war, trade disruptions and currency fluctuations and that it would be likely 

"that considerable difficulty will be experienced in securing prompt repayment". Nanking's 

inexperience with "this highly compiicated trade" and its lack of storage facilities would lead local 

businesses to fear mismanagement of grain supplies and monopoly pricing. While he was not 

-0: One opposition M.P. parodied Bennett's announcement as a timely "great message 
of deliverance". See comments by McPhee in D e b a t e s ,  18 March 193 1 ,  1 19-20. 

Toronto Mail & Empire, 6 January 1931. Such rernarks had already prompted 
considerable debate within the Shanghai English-language press over how such 
arrangements would affect various commercial interests in the city. See North Chiria 
Dail! 12le~i.s. 6 January 1931 and Shanghai Evening Post and Mercury, 7 January 193 1 
in RG25, G-1. vol. 1565, fite 285. 
33 Cosgrave to Marler, 6 January 193 1 ,  RG25. G-1, vol. 1565. file 285. Cosgrave had 
secured a contract worth $50.000 a year with the Royal Navy to supply its north China 
squadron with Canadian wheat. Hill, 475. 



against wheat sales to China through existing channels. Cosgrave felt obliged to record his "strong 

objection" to any direct negotiations with the Nanking govemment. "O 

Marler studied Cosgrave's objections "with care" that evening. Sobered by his assessment, 

he decided to postpone his trip to Nanking in order to investigate the simation at  Shanghai. His 

discussions with importers of Canadian wheat, IocaI bankers and  British officiais more than 

confirmed Cosgrave's fears. As Marler noted. "From not one of these did I receive the slightest 

encouragement as to the responsibility of  the Govemment particularly to  pay bonds in the future. 

In fact al1 stated in positive terms that ... no such credit o r  transaction should be entered into. ... 

Their viewpoint, without exception. was that a sale to the Chinese Govemment would completely 

disrupt the ordinary channels of trade and would d o  great injury to the Canadian Wheat trade."'" 

He also learned that the famine had been due as much to govemment mismanagement as to "acts 

of Providence" and claimed that Canadian wheat would be unlikeiy to reach victims due to 

inadequate transponation facilities and civil unrest. In lieu o f  his intended trip to Nanking. Marler 

met with foreign minister C.T. Wang and industry minister H-H. Kung in Shanghai. Much to his 

surprise. they informed him of the impossibility of such a scheme since the Nanking govemment 

lacked the proper storage facilities and had no control over the  granting and  distribution of credits. 

They also inquired whether Canada intended to establish a legation in China in the near future. 

With rhis officia1 channel closed. Marler proposed extending credits to  private agencies for wheat 

purchases (in order to  undercut the price of Australian wheat) but Bennett dismissed the idea."' 

Marler's four-week mission to Shanghai had resulted in failure, forcing Ottawa to decide against 

subsequent wheat sales to  China in March and October 1 93 1 . '" 

210 Cosgrave to Marler. 6 January 1931. RG25. G-1, vol. 1565, file 285. 
21 I Although these importers were self-interested in their response, Marler feared 
alienating [hem by going ahead with the sale would cause thern to turn to Australia, 
Canada's largest cornpetitor in the China market. Marler to SSEA. 15 January 1931, 
RGÎS. G-1. vol. 1565. file 285. 
112 Bennett explained that while Ottawa "would have been prepared to suggest credit 
arrangement if Chinese Government had been prepared to make purchase ... we are 
not prepared to propose credits to private individuals ... "- SSEA telegram to Marler. 22 
January 193 1 ,  RG25, G-1. vol. 1565, file 285. 
211 Noting "an extremely unfortunate and disappointing set of circumstances since 
m y  arrivai". Marler retumed to Tokyo on 30 January. Marler to S S E A ,  27 January 



Although privately disconcerted by his visit to China, Marler presented the mission in the 

most positive terms to the Japanese press. Aware of Japanese sensibilities to any preferential deal 

with China, Marler claimed trade prospects with China depended on stabilization there of the 

fluctuating silver tael."" Marler's concem that "special contracts made in China will aimost 

necessitate like contracts in Japan" was reflected in the extensive coverage of his trip by Rengo. 

the main Japanese press agencY.''' The new Japanese minister to Canada, Tokugawa, had secured 

an interview with Stevens just pnor to Marier's arriva1 in China to inquire into the nature of his 

mission there. Stevens had replied that Canada was about to start wheat negotiations with Nanking 

as soon as Britain and the United States had reached an agreement with China on the i~sue . "~  As 

Marler reasoned. not extending similar concessions to Japan, the third largest importer of Canadian 

wheat. "would have a senous effect on the good will of the ~ a p a n e s e . " ~ ' ~  

In contrat to unsuccessful wheat promotion efforts in China. the cultivation of Japanese 

goodwill was proceeding apace. This had been a priority for King and Marler in establishing the 

legation and the early experience of Canadian diplomats there revealed a fondness, at tirnes even 

an admiration for things ~apanese."' As Keenleyside's impressions of northeast Asia illustrated. 

the legation staff demonstrated a general acceptance of Japanese imperialism, albeit to varying 

degrees.'19 Since his imperial audience. Marler had exhibited an appreciation of Japanese 

protocol and formaiity. sharing the sympathetic attitudes of the American and British ambassadors 

193 1 .  RG25. G-1. vol. 1565. file 285. For a detailed analysis of the currency crisis and 
debt situation in China, see DEA memo on Chinese public finances. dated 20 January 
193 1, RG 35. G-1, vol. 1599, file 333. 
- l J  Japan Times. 3 Febmary 193 1 in RG25, G-1. vol. 1565, file 285. 
"' Marler to SSEA. 13 January 1931. RG25, G-1, vol. t 565. file 285. 
= 1 6  Shanghai Everring Posr and Mercury, 7 January 193 1 ,  RG25. G-1, vol. 1565. file 285. 
l 7  Marler to SSEA. 15 January 193 1 ,  RG25. G-1. vol. 1565, file 285. 
21s As MarIer had stated upon his arriva1 in Japan in September 1929. "in the fields of 

industry and finance. in world politics and in science. the Empire of Japan has made 
a record of achievement which has not been equalled in a like time by any other 
nation. In view of this amazing development it  is not surprising that Japan should be 
among the first of the nations of the world to which Canada has sent her diplomatic 
represen tati ves." Address from Empress of France, contained in Keenleyside report 
CO DEA. 12 October 1929. RG25, G-1. vol. 1501, file 901-B. 
219 See reports of Marler's trip to nonheast Asia, Kirkwood's visit to Hokkaido and 

northem Japan and Langley's tour of central Japan in t 930. RG 25. G-1, vol. 1561, 
files 80-C and 80-K. 



toward Japan. His emphasis on maintaining good relations with Japan was apparent in everything 

frorn his concern over preparations for the Canadian visit of Prince Iyesato Tokugawa, father of 

the Japanese minister. to his contribution of $500 to the Izu earthquake relief fund in 1930."' The 

official visit to Canada of the Emperor's brother. Prince Takamatsu, and his new bride, Kikuko 

Tokugawa. in April 193 1 was extrernely well-reccived by the Canadian press and brought together 

almost every Canadian public figure interested in trans-Pacific relations. Despite the hasty 

preparations for the occasion (Japanese flags had to be made at the last minute), the trip 

demonstrated that ordinary Canadians could relate easily to Japan's use of 'royal diplomacy'. 

According to press reports describing her as "a fairy princess", Princess Takamatsu with her fluent 

French "captured the hearts of French-Canadian students with her srniles and sparkling eyes"."" 

During their two-week stay in Canada, the imperial couple met bank directors, university 

presidents, cabinet ministers and average Canadians in Quebec City, Montreal, Ottawa and 

Toronto. 

A ready supply of goodwill facilitated cooperation with japan on a wide vanety of issues. 

On immigration. legation staff and Japanese gaimusho officiais "worked in the closest harmony" in 

enforcing the 1928 arrangement, granting only 1 10 visas in 1930 and 193 1. "' Cwperation 

between Canada and Japan extended from exchanging information on the illicit drvg trade to 

enforcing international postal agreements and cable rates. Japanese and Canadian academics 

became acquainted with each other at biennial IPR conferences, the World Engineering Congress 

in Japan in 1929 and the fifth Pacific science conference in Vancouver the following year. As 

Japan sent pilots on record-breaking flights across the Pacific, Canadians conducted studies on the 

suitability of Canadian cattle to the fields of Hokkaido. Close to 2,700 people had been 

Marler's benevolence was broadcast "over the whole o f  the Japanese Empire. ... 
While ... I was not looking for such great publicity, nevertheless the Japanese being 
such an extremely sensitive people to kindness 1 know will appreciate this g i f t  and 1 
think it will further assist us in establishing the prestige o f  the Dominion." Marier to 
SSEA. 1 December 1930, RG25, G-1, vol. 1538, f i le  150-J. 
-' Morrtreal Daily Star, 30 April 1931, in RG25, G-1, vol. 1558, file 53-N-C. 
7,- - As will be remembered. this was well below the quota o f  150 visas to Japanese per 
year. Legation reports for 1930 and 1931. RG25, G-1. vol. 1538, file 150-J. 



entertained at the Marlers' residence in 1930. including the Canadian Chamber of  Commerce 

delegation and guests at the farewell dinner for Sir John Tilley. ~Varler's sense of  Canadian 

prestige in the lapanese capital resuIted in pians as early as 1929 for an impressive legation 

building in Tokyo which would be completed in 1934 at the minister's persona1 expense. The first 

two years of Canada's official presence in the Japanese empire had fulfilled Borden's "confident 

hope that in the years to come Canada and Japan will continue to look across the mighty Pacific 

ocean in friendly gesture and CO-operation." "' 
As Marler's first two years in the Far East came to a close. he sought once again to stabilize 

relations with China. During a retum visit to Canada in the summer o f  193 1,  Marler proposed the 

establishment of a Canadian legation in China to which he would be accredited. spending several 

months there each year. While British officiais had questioned the merits of  transferring their own 

embassy from Peking to Nanking, Marler favoured the new capital as the best site for the 

~ e ~ a t i o n . " ~  After discussing the matter with Skelton and Marler, Bennett called a cabinet meeting 

during which Marler would outline the proposal. The British high commissioner, Sir William 

Clark. was invited to attend but was not informed of a sudden change in the date of the meeting to 

3 1uly."' Clark met with Marler the following day and. assuming from his attitude that a decision 

had already been made, briefly outlined British concems over the idea to  Bennett during a chance 

meeting on 6 July. By this point, Skelton had already telegraphed London, expressing Canada's 

2 1  Borden's comments marked the arriva1 of the first Japanese rninister to Canada in 
October 1929. As one Ottawa reporter concluded, "So far as the worfd knows there is a 
delizhtful absence of grave dipiornatic problems confronting Canada and Japan." 
Orrcz\r.n Citizen. 22 October 1929. Legation reports for 1930 and 1931. RG25, G-1, vol. 
1538. file 150-1. 

Marler to Skelton, 4 July 1931, RG25, DI, vol. 796, fiie 480. 
E C  The change in plans, according to Clark, was due to the extraordinary coincidence 
of another "H. Marier", also staying at the Chateau Laurier. who intended to speak 
with Bennett about relations with New Zealand but had to leave Ottawa earlier than 
expected. The prime minister, assuming this Marler was the minister to Japan, 
rescheduled the cabinet meeting for 3 July but in his haste, forgot to invite the high 
commissioner. Clark to SSDA, 9 July 1931, quoted in Appendix B of Norman Hillmer, 
"AngIo-Canadian Relations, 1926-1937: A Study of Canada's Role in the Shaping of 
Commonwealth Policies." Ph-D. dissertation. Cambridge University, 1974. 353-57. 1 am 
grateful to Professor Hillmer for pointing out this reference. 



intention to establish a legation in china? Clark presented the British case in detail to Bennett 

and Skelton over lunch the following day, noting with "a certain pleasure" that Skelton "got pretty 

hot and bothered before we had finished"."' Although incomplete, this is perhaps the best 

explanation of Skelton's telegram to the Dominions Office on 7 July, cancelling the request for a 

legation of the previous day."' 

The Canadian side of the story was rather different. In a confidential DEA memo of 8 July, 

Marjorie McKenzie attributed British opposition to fears of Canadian economic cornpetition in 

China, rather than ostensible worries over the precarious situation there and Nanking's attempt to 

"play off one Power against another". The memo claimed that a Canadian rninister to China would 

not jeopardize Britain's position on extraterritoriality or threaten imperial unity, especially since 

cooperation between Dominion and British officiais had been effectively demonstrated at 

~ o k ~ o . " ~  While the British response did not noticeably affect Bennett who merely decided to 

postpone the move. it came "as a great surprise and disappointment" to Marler. who was k i n g  

treated for a kidney Stone in a Montreal hospital at the time. Marler claimed the British failed to 

appreciate Canada's need for trade expansion in China or see the proposal as a funher step in 

cooperarion with their own diplomatic service. "O Deeply regretting "this very annoying matter". 

Marier requested another meeting with Skelton and Bennett in Ottawa as soon as possible to 

contïrm the question before heading back to the Far ~ a s t . ' ~ '  Bennett believed the matter could be 

postponed until after Sino-British extraterritoriality talks. Skelton did not give up hope on the 

x6 SSEA to SSDA, 6 July 1931. RG25, G-1, vol, 1585. file 142-C. .- _ , Clark assigned most of the blame for this episode to Skelton "for rushing the 
Prime Minister into this business ... Obviously the villain of the piece was Skelton 
who knows perfectly well that consultation ought to take place on so important a 
matter in international affairsW- Clark to SSDA, 9 July 1931. quoted in Hillmer. 356. 
= V S E A  to SSDA. 7 July 193 1. RG25, G-1, vol. 1585, file 142-C. The apparent illogic of 
these telegrarns perplexed Canadian diplomatic historian Alex Inglis who found 
"nothing to explain this mysterious and short-lived episode". Alex 1. Inglis (ed.), 
Docrtrnents in Canadian Exrernal Relations. vol .  V: 1931-35, (Ottawa: Department of 
External Affairs. 1973), xiii. =) Memo entitled "Canadian Representation in the East", 8 July 1931, RGS5, D I ,  vol. 

796. file 480, 
Marler to Bennett. 13 July 1931. RG25, D l ,  vol. 796, file 480. 
MarIer to Skelton. 13 July 193 1, RGS5, D l ,  vol. 796, file 480. 



idea, although he  admitted to a dejected Marler that he had "no very definite ground on which to 

base that belief."232 

While in Canada, Marler also proposed that trade in the Far East be piaced under his 

coordination and supervision, and more vigorously promoted among Canadian producers and 

exporters. In lune, Stevens had agreed to Marler's "general oversight" of the trade commissioners 

in China and Japan without giving him any "definite official contrai". an expriment to be tried 

"for a year or ~ W O . " ' ~ ~  He also approved of opening trade offices in Dairen and Tientsin. 

instructing H.A. Scott (trade commissioner in Liverpool) to establish the latter and Sykes to open 

the  former (leaving Riddiford in charge of the Hong Kong office). '3J He appointed an additional 

trade officer. A. Keith Doull. to assist Langley in Tokyo. Cosgrave later expressed his opposition 

to the new offices due to changed conditions in the Far East. recornmending instead that the 

Shanghai office be enlarged due to its central p~sition.'~' In July, J.G. Parmelee. the deputy 

minister of Trade and Commerce, advised Stevens to send a clear outline of Marler's role to the 

commissioners to ensure "that it will not disturb channels already i n  operation through Our 

Department. or that we lose prestige and control over al1 trade ventures in the Far Ea~ t . " "~  Marler 

viewzd such coordination as essential to successful trade promotion and recommended that 

Parrnelee advise the commissioners of this by private letter "so that nothing would go o n  the file" 

in case the arrangement did not work out under his successor. Aware "that susceptibilities must 

not be hurt". Marler claimed the arrangement was soIely "for the purpose of convenience", 

explaining that the trade commissioners "are associated with me and are not to be, crudely 

speaking. 'ordered around' by me."'" Although the idea was never clearly defined. Bennett 

"' Skelton to Marler. 15 July 193 1 .  RGSS, DI. vol. 796. file 480. 
> x ;  -. Stevens to Bennett. 15 June 1931. cited in Hill, 498. 
LU Despite Stevens' desire to open the new posts "as rapidly as possible", the move 
involved the closure o f  the San Francisco and Chicago bureaux and transfer o f  
effects from there to the new offices in China. C.H. Payne, Director, Commercial 
Intelligence Service. to Scott, 10 August 1931, RG20. vol. 333, file 26308. - '" - Cosgrave to Parmelee, 6 August 193 1 ,  RG20, vol. 139. file 26128. 
'' Parrnelee to Stevens, 27 July 193 1 ,  RG20, vol. 139, file 261 28. 
-37 - Marler to Parmelee, 26 November 1931, RG20, vol. 333, file 26308. 



announced it in the House and Skelton was assured that the trade commissioners would "seek the 

advice and to an extent at least the direction of the Canadian Minister to ~ a ~ a n " . ~ ~ "  

With immigration remaining a sore point in relations with China, Marler's objections to 

discriminatory legislation during his Canadian tour resulted in some improvements. Japanese and 

Chinese consuls-general in Vancouver had launched an official cornplaint against the British 

Colurnbian government amidst claims it had given instructions not to register Oriental residents for 

unemployment relief. During his trade promotion tour of Western Canada in August, Marler 

discussed the issue with Skelton. Stevens. the consuls-general, the provincial cabinet in Victoria 

and even representatives of the White Canada Association. Due to pressure from Stevens and 

Marler. the B.C. cabinet reversed its previous decision, much to the appreciation of the consuls- 

general. As Marler saw it. if such discriminatory measures were allowed to stand, " d l  the splendid 

efforts of your Government to promote Trade with China and Japan would have gone for 

n ~ u ~ h t . " " ~  By this stage, even External Affairs officiais were recognizing that "sooner or later it 

wilI probably be necessary for the Canadian Govemment to revise its stand" on the head tax due to 

increasing demands from a unified China for equal treatment with ~a~an ."*  Noting growing 

concems over the restrictions. Canadian officials amended the 1923 Act by year-end. extending the 

re-entry period for Chinese immigrants. a move defended on the basis of protecting Canadian jobs. 

As dernonstrated by the response to Marler's tour in August of central and western Canada, 

Canadian interests in the Far East had developed considerably since 1928. Judging by the 

minister's contacts. the emphasis was heavily based on trade. In public addresses and meetings 

with local boards of trade. businessmen. bankers, financiers and grain exporters, the line between 

the  diplomat and the trade promoter was becoming bluny indeed. To Confederation Life and other 

insurance companies, Marier explained recent changes in Japanese law affecting their operations. 

The Vancouver branch of the Canadian Manufacturers Association was so impressed by Marler's 

Debares. 30 July 193 1. 4344; and Marler to Skelton, 13 July 193 1, RG25, DI, vol. 796. 
file 480. 
3 Marler to SSEA, 5 September 193 1, RG25, D l .  vol. 795, file 473. 
TU) DEA memo on Chinese immigration, dated July 1931. RG25. G- 1, vol. 1539, file 178. 



speech on Canada's trade with the Pacific, they requested permission to publish it in the September 

issue of Irrdustial Canada. With offers of federal assistance, Marler successfully encouraged the 

Bank of Montreal to open branches in Tokyo and Shanghai. Economically depressed wheat 

boards. Western grain growers and provincial cabinets were reassured that the Chinese would eat 

more bread. noodles and macaroni. Radio listeners in Alberta and Saskatchewan heard of Marler's 

plans to send a wheat delegation to China. Representatives of the Canadian Press contemplating 

sending a correspondent to Paris considered Marler's request to hire Hugh Byas, of the New York 

Tilrres. to cover events in Tokyo. Ever concerned with publicity, Marler suggested that CPR 

officials insert a list of Canadian trade offices in the East in their Empress liner passenger lists. 

While missionary societies expressed their support of the new legation, delegates preparing for the 

upcoming conference of the P R  in Hangchow heard first-hand from Marler about the tirst two 

years of official relations with the Japanese empire."" 

These relations had been cordial and productive. Certain irritants remained in the 

re lationship. Canada's discriminatory immigration pol icy , its problernatic trade promotion efforts 

and the continued absence of a legation at Nanking continued to annoy Chinese govemment 

officials and traders. On the other hand, the successful implementation of the renegotiated 

gentlemen's agreement, favourable trade balance and cornmitment of a highly capable staff in 

Tokyo ensured much closer ties with Japan than existed in 1928. The missionary mind with its 

divided loyalties and the more practical business mind with its clear preference for stable Japanese 

markets were now joined in the East by the schizophrenic diplomatic mind. While this diplomatic 

mind was becoming familiar with the Japanese viewpoint. it was increasingly pulied in different 

directions by its Arnerican and British tutors. The Canadian diplomatic mind was still finding its 

way in the Orient. Cooperation between the diplomats and trade officials had been less than 

positive but Marler's proposal for trade expansion, although vague, remained untried. Two new 

trade commissioners were on their way to Manchuria and northern China to promote Canadian 

commercial interests. Though communication with External Affairs had ken  remarkably one- 

"' Marler to SSEA, 5 September 1931. RG25, Dl ,  vol. 795, file 473. 



sided so far, the staff at the Tokyo legation hoped Ottawa would begin to care more a b u t  events in 

the Far East. As the summer of 193 1 came to an end, few imagined how quickly they would have 

their wish. 



Cha~ter TWO 
Canadians and Manchukuo 

On the night of 18 September 193 1, a group of Japanese officers of the Kwantung army 

destroyed pan of the South Manchurian Railway line north of Mukden. Japanese forces were 

quick to blame Chinese tetrot-kts for the incident and, within hours. seized Mukden Castle, the seat 

of the iManchurian government. Although unable to control its militcvy commanders in the field, 

Tokyo claimed the matter would be treated "purely as a local incident" and would not interfere 

with Shidehara's conciliation policy in China. ' On the following moming. the British ambassador 

in Peking, Sir Miles Lampson, informed Wellington Koo that Britain was unlikely to take 

independent action if China appealed to the League. As Japanese troops occupied the cities of 

Changchun and Newchwang later that day. Chinese forces were ordered not to resist.' On 2 1 

September, Chinese delegates requested that the League council be convened under Article 1 1 to 

resolve the dispute by restonng the statzrs quo ante. With most of central Manchuria in Japanese 

hands. the League passed a resolution on 30 September urging both parties to resolve the dispute 

peacefully. ' 

The incident caught the staff of the Canadian Iegation in Tokyo by surprise. As chargé 

d'affaires in ~Marler's absence, Keenleyside was skeptical of Japanese accounts from the outset. He 

noied that Japan. unlike China, "seems to have no intention of laying its case before the League of 

Nations. and ... will not accept the good offices of any third Power."* Relying on Japanese 

- -- 

' SSDA to SSEA. 22 September 1931, RG25. G-1, vol. 1606, file 786 (NAC). 
' The Manchurian warlord, Chang Hseuh-liang, had been dining with Lampson at 
the tirne of the incident and immediately cabled his troops in Mukden to withhold 
fire. Keenleyside to SSEA, 20 September 1931. RG25, Ci-1, vol. 1606, file 786. 
' For more on the Manchurian crisis, see James Crowley, Japan's Quest f o r  Artfonomy. 
(Princeton: Princeton University Press. 1966); Sadako Ogata. Defiance in Manchzrria, 
(Berkeley:  University of California Press, 1964); Ian Nish. JapanS Srruggle wirh 
Inrerrzarionalism, (London: Kegan Paul, 1993); and Louise Young. Japan S Tora! 
E m p i r e .  (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1998). The best work on the 
League's reaction to the crisis remains Christopher Thorne. The Limirs o f  Foreign 
Policy. (London: Macmillan Press, 1972). 

Keenleyside to SSEA, 20 September 193 1, RG25, G-1, vol. 1606, file 786. 



sources, Keenleyside hoped Shidehara would restrain militarist influence in cabinet and China 

would realize the foolhardiness of war against Japan. Yet the situation was far more serious than 

recent Sino-Japanese tensions over the Nakamura affair since "even the annexation of Manchuria 

is being urgently advocated by more than one responsible  officia^."^ By 22 September. Japanese 

forces had attacked Harbin and Kirin, ostensibly to protect Japanese interests there. With 

mounting pressure in China for an anti-Japanese boycott and within Japan for ri tougher 

Manchurian policy. Keenleyside claimed League intervention was "highly de~i rab le" .~  While the 

Japanese version of events seemed "at least plausible" to the British ambassador and local 

correspondents of the London Times, New York Tintes and Canadian press. Keenleyside remained 

unconvinced. In a despatch to External Affairs on 25 Septernber, he concluded: 

it  would be difficult to find a weaker justification for serious military action than 
that now presented by the Japanese Govemment. Needless to Say, the weakness of 
the Japanese case arises, not from the lack of skill on the part of its expositors. but 
from the inherent impossibility of justifying injustice.' 

The stance of British and American officials, both in Tokyo and their respective capitals, 

was far more tentative. Whitehall received conflicting assessments from its men in the field. To 

Mites Lampson, it was clear Chinese temtorial integrity had been violated. The newly amved 

ambassador in Tokyo, Francis Lindley. on the other hand, claimed Japan's intervention in 

Manchuria would "react favourably on British interests" in the region-"t the Foreign Office, Sir 

John Simon and his undersecretary Sir Robert Vansittart urged mediation rather than coercion at 

the League since Bntish public opinion seemed largely sympathetic toward Japan. Moreover, the 

Dominions would be unlikely to support sanctions or other coercive measures, a view soon 

confirrned by J.F. Thomas at the Dominions Office. British hopes for a peaceful settlement at 

Geneva were more than sentimental internationalism. The emerging economic crisis had prompted 

I n  July 193 1 ,  Chinese soldiers in Manchuria had murdered a group of Japanese 
officers led by Captain Nakamura. resulting in considerable ami-Chinese sentiment 
in  Japan. Keenleyside to SSEA, 19 September 193 1,  RG25, G-1, vol. 1606, file 786. 
"eenleyside to SSEA, 24 September 1931, RG25, G-1, vol. 1606, file 786. ' Keenleyside ro SSEA. 25 September 1931, RG25, G-1. vol. 1606, file 786. 

Thorne, 141 -43. 



Ramsay MacDonald's creation of a "National" government in August and Britain had departed 

from the gold standard two days after the Mukden i n ~ i d e n t . ~  Amidst fears of rising protectionism 

and further Japanese incursions in Manchuria, Britain was hardly in a position to defend its 

vulnerable interests in the Far East. Under such circurnstances. British caution and desire for 

conciliation between Japan and China were understandable. if not justifiable. 

In Washington, the Hoover administration was restrained in its initial response to the crisis. 

Faced with the onset of the economic depression, the president had delegated the issue to his 

energetic Secretary of State. Henry L. Stimson. Although Stimson agreed with Stanley Hornbeck 

and other State Department advisers that vital issues of international law were at stake, he refused 

outright condemnation of Japan. He opposed Lord Robert Cecil's suggestion of a fact-finding 

mission to Manchuria. fearing it would weaken the position of Shidehara and other moderates. 'O 

Reports from the American chargé in Tokyo, Edwin Neville. indicated that a full-scale war could 

be averted if Japanese moderates were encouraged.ll Such hopes seemed justified in light of 

assurances in Iate September from Yoshizawa Kenkichi, Japan's delegate to Geneva. that Japanese 

troops would leave the troubled region once order was restored. Hoping for a peaceful resolution 

of the dispute. Stimson declined a European request to send a representative to the League council 

to discuss the issue. Despite some indignation in the American press over Japan's actions. it was 

difficult to stem the rising tide of American isolationism. 

Bntish and American concems over the Far Eastern situation and League intervention were 

readily understandable in Ottawa, The Bennett governrnent adopted a wait-and-see approach to 

the dispute, maintaining a tradition of concerned detachment at Geneva, Like Britain, Canada had 

" Peter Lowe. Britain in the Far East, (London: Longman, 198 1 ), 137. 
' O  Shidehara and Stimson were personal friends. A s  Stimson noted in his diary on 22 
September. his intention was "to let t h e  Japanese know that we are watching them 
and at the same time do  it in a way which will he lp  Shidehara, who is o n  the  right 
side. and not piay into the hands of  any Nationalist agitators on  the other." Ci ted  in 
Justus D. Doenecke. When rhe Wicked Rise: American Opinion-Makers and the 
Manchurian Crisis of 1931- 1933, (Lewisburg, Pa.: Bucknell University Press, 1984). 23. 
" Ambassador Cameron Forbes had proved s ingular ly  ineffective in fotmulating a 
response to  the crisis. seemingly more interested i n  his polo ponies and plans for  a 
new ernbassy building. He left Japan the day a f t e r  the Mukden incident. Thorne. 153. 



stressed the League's mediative rather than coercive role, liberally interpreting collective secunty 

provisions of the Covenant such as Article X. While Bennett had referred to the Lxague as "a 

peace en forcement agency " (prompting some to contrast this with King's view of it as a 

conciliatory body), he also portrayed it as an international "tribunal" which could only adjudicate 

disputes." In his detailed study of Canadian involvement at the L a p e  dunng the Bennett years. 

Donald Story has found a remarkable continuity in approach from the Liberal to Conservative 

periods. concluding the difference was "less one of principle than of posture"." As before, 

Canada's actions at the League would be predicated on the need to maintain Anglo-American 

understanding throughout the crisis. This would become increasingly difficult given the divergent 

interests of Britain and the United States in the dispute and the absence of the latter from the 

League. 

Despite these elements of continuity in Canada's policy toward the League, certain 

peculiarities of the Bennett government's approach soon emerged. Although Bennett's mistrust of 

former Liberal advisors such as Skelton had waned since coming to office, the new prime minister 

displayed an inordinate tendency to maintain personal control over important posts. IJ In the 

absence of a clear Canadian policy towud the Far East, a fact frequently noted by Woodsworth in 

the House, persona1 considerations played more of a role as the crisis developed. Initially reliant 

on Skelton for the formulation of Canada's position at the League. Bennett k g a n  to exert more 

'' Richard Veatch. Canada and rhe Leagrre of Nations. (Toronto: University of Toronto 
Press. 1975) and Alex 1. Inglis, (ed.), Documenrs on Canadian Exrernal Relarions, vol. 
V :  193 1-35 [hereafter cited as DCER, VI, (Ottawa: Department of Extemal Affairs, 1973)- 
ix-xv. For Bennett's comments, see Canada, House of Commons, Debates.  21 November 
1932. 1370. 
l 3  As Story has noted, the popular view of Bennett's more interventionist approach to 
the  League tends to overemphasize both his emphasis on peace enforcement and 
King's isolationism. Donald C. Story. "Canada's Covenant: The Bennett Government, 
The League of Nations and Collective Security, 1930- 1935". Ph.D. dissertation. 
University of Toronto, 1976, 7. Another commentator on Canada's actions at the 
Lsague. S. Mack Eastman. has cIaimed that Canada's opposition to sanctions at Geneva 
continued uninterrupted until the Riddell incident during the Ethiopian crisis of 
1935. S. Mack Eastman. Canada ar Geneva: An Hisrorical Survey and 1rs Lessons, 
(Toronto: Ryerson Press, 1946). 7 1-72. 

Larry A. Glassford, Reacrion and Reform: The Politics of the Conservative Party 
under R.B. Bennett, 1927-1938. (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1992), 100. 



influence over foreign policy during the course of the Manchurian crisis." With few involved in 

formulating foreign policy and Extemal Affairs remaining a smail operation, individuals such as 

Skelton, Marler, Secretary of State Charles H. Cahan and Major-General A.G.L. McNaughton, 

chief of the general staff, would al1 have an impact on Canada's response. A further particularity 

of the Bennett govemment's approach to foreign policy was its emphasis on trade concems. The 

economic malaise in Canada had resulted in efforts under Trade and Commerce minister H.H. 

Stevens to export large shipments of wheat to China on credit and appoint additional trade 

comrnissioners to the Far East. 

Aithough diplornatic considerations remained a key determinant of Canada's response to 

the Manchurian crisis, Ottawa could not ignore domestic attitudes toward the conflict. As we have 

seen. Canadian interests in the  Far East were vatied by this stage and popular views of the Orient 

were shaped partly by missionary and business interests in the resion, p a d y  by concerns over 

Asiatic immigration and partly by popular culture. Bestselling novels such as Pearl Buck's 77ze 

Good Earth . for instance, published on the eve of the crisis, presented to Canadian readers a 

positive image of Chinese country life. l6 According to one reviewer. the sales of W.R. Crocker's 

The hpanese  Pop~rlation Problem in British Columbia in the faIl of 193 1 were "a good index of 

that province's intelligence" and "a useful corrective" to public opinion on Japan which had run "to 

such excesses of optimism and pessimism".17 To  those who followed Canadian missions in East 

Asia. the dispute exacerbated existing divisions within the missionary mind due to conflicting 

assessments of Japanese intentions in the region. T o  Canadians increasingly interested in trade 

'' As Veatch has concluded. the Sino-Japanese dispute "brought Bennett into a more 
direct involvement i n  foreign policy questions than had previousiy been the case." 
Veatch. 125. '" One Chinese professor living in Canada took issue with Buck's portrayal of China. 
publicly reprimanding her for the book's factual inaccuracies. depiction of poverty 
and apparent preoccupation with sex. See Ne\$. York Times Book Review, 13 January 
1933. 
" According to D.C. MacGregor. there were two main groups of public opinion on 
Japan: "The commercial group swells eloquently on the growth of trans-Pacific 
trade. predicting indefinite expansion. The alarmist group sees a yellow peril in 
overpopulation and land hunger, in cheap labour, and Oriental immigration. and 
sometimes in the Japanese navy." Canadian Forum XII. no. 133 (October 1931). 



with the Orient. the hostilities demonstrated the difficulties of doing business with an aggressor 

nation. The Sino-Japanese dispute divided interest groups such as the Institute of Pacific 

Relations. recently established to foster closer relations in the Pacific. On the other hand, the crisis 

provided a convenient raison d'être for other interest groups, such as intemationalist and peace 

societies. which used the Manchurian incident as a railying point in defence of collective security. 

Canadian public opinion toward the Sino-Japanese dispute. although difficult to measure in 

an age before scientific polling, may be gauged more generally from the views of certain national 

opinion-makers. Representatives of the media and communications. important public figures. 

spokesmen of interest groups, labour leaders and outspoken clergy a11 attempted to influence 

public perceptions of the issue. In his study of American public opinion during the Manchurian 

crisis. Justus Doenecke has defined the opinion-making public as a group "composed of that one or 

two percent of the population that transmits opinion on a regular basis and does so through regular 

channels of communication." '' In Canada, such opinion-makers included John W. Dafoe. editor of 

the Manitoba Free Press, John M .  Imrie. managing editor of the Edmonton Journal and chairman 

of the 1930 Chamber of Commerce mission, prominent political figures such as Newton W. 

Rowell and J.S. Woodsworth and outspoken missionaries such as Loretta Shaw and Rev. C.P. 

Holmes. 

The Canadian press divided aiong partisan lines in its response to the Far Eastern cnsis. 

with regional factors playing less of a role. A few papers such as the Manitoba Free Press 

maintained a more independent line, even at the outset when issues were still unclear to many 

obsewers. Liberal papers such as the Toronto Star and Vancouver Srln asserted Canadian 

independence in the dispute. calling for decisive action from the League and the United States. 

The Montreal Gazene and Toronto Globe echoed British sympathies toward Japan, providing 

various justifications for Japan's actions. Although overshadowed by Britain's departure from the 

gold standard. the Mukden incident was interpreted in various ways. The Montreal Gazene 

'' His definition is based on research by American political scientist, James Rosenau, 
on public opinion and foreign policy. Doenecke, 12. 
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attributed the "disquieting" episode to Japan's recent tensions with Russia and its dready 

considerable investment of human and physical capital in the region. '' The Globe was confident 

that Japan would localize the conflict and "lay al1 facts before [the] world for judgement". Japan. 

the paper explained, had many strong rasons  for advancing into Manchuria. Its population was 

rapidly increasing and shut out of North America due to exclusionary Iegislation and its highly 

developed economy sought new markets. Moreover, the questionable legality of China's claims to 

the region and the existing chaos there only invited Russian interference. With such compelling 

demographic, economic and strategic arguments. the Globe concluded. "There is no territory in the 

whole world to which Japan has as good a right to penetrate. ... Japan, like M y ,  must sooner 

' '9  I) 'expand or explode. 

This was not a universal view, however. The Toronto Star was at a loss to understand why 

"one of the most punctillious observers" of the League covenant had violated the Kellogg pact. Its 

editor feared Japan had "seized her chances to work her will and have her way" to check Russian 

influence. claiming its actions "may be senous and their magnitude large". Hopeful of a peaceful 

resolution of the dispute. the Star noted divisions within the lapanese government between civilian 

authorities "genuinely anxious to maintain good relations with China" and military officiais who 

"claim the right to ignore the government at Tokio, saying that they are authorized to attend to the 

defence of the country without interference from any one other than the ernperor."" 

Moreover. the Canadian press appeared divided over what. if anything, Canada and the 

League should do in response to the Japanese offensive. Even paperc critical of Japan were 

reluctant to advocate economic sanctions or any use of force which would necessitate Canadian 

involvement. Waming against an outright condemnation of Japan, the Globe claimed "the League 

'" Montreal Gazette. 22 September 1931. " The Globe based such views on recent studies by W.R. Crocker and I.O.P. Bland. See 
W.R. Crocker, The Japnnese Poprtlarion Probiem, (London: George Allen & Unwin, 
193 1 ) .  Bland, a noted British sinologist with ties to Toronto, had concluded "that 
China's helplessness and disorganization can never be remedied by international 
agreements; that her shadowy rights (to Manchurian sovereignty) exist only on 
sufferance." Quoted in Toronto Globe, 21 September 193 1. 
'' Toronto Star, 21 and 26 September 193 1 .  



will not find any great enthusiasm arnong its members to go to war to  maintain peace in 

 anc chu ria"." The Finoncial Post reminded its business readers that. although Japan was the 

aggressor. the League would be reluctant to take any "definite action" to punish Japan due to lack 

of support from its most important members." The Toronto Star and Montreal Gazette hoped for 

a peaceful resolution of the dispute. the Gazene preferring "direct and reasonable negotiations" 

between China and Japan rather than Chinese appeals to the ~ e a p e . "  The Vancouver Sun 

claimed the facts of the case were as obscure to the League as to "the average Vancouver man". 

The real threat in the region, it claimed, was not Japan nor "great, lumbering. disjointed China" but 

rather Soviet Russia. rumoured to be considering involvement in the dispute. If the League could 

not determine the rights of the case, it suggested, perhaps it couId apply economic sanctions 

"impartially" to both belligerents, "without putting too fine a point on what is morally just" or 

holding "a post monem" on recent eventsS3 The French language press adopted a similady 

detached tone. Noting that "la patience chinoise est épuisée", La Presse called on the League for 

justice but noted the precondition for this was "la bonne volunté" of the belligerents themselves. 

The paper caricatured the dispute in a front-page cartoon showing two men. one Jripanese and one 

Chinese. fighting outside a laundry shop over a tattered shirt marked "Mandchourie", with an 

ineffectual gendarme labelled "Société des nations" standing by. As it reminded its readers. the 

founders of the League "avec raison. ont préféré les sanctions morales B l'intervention militaire".4 

The Free Press, largely due to Dafoe's influence, was one of the few papers which 

consistently viewed the dispute as the first real test of collective security since the Great War. By 

As the Globe's editor put it, "How is the League to know what to do under such 
circumstances? If Japan's action appears the more blameworthy, is i t  any more so 
than the recent proposal by the provisional President of China? It was the latter who 
calmly urged ail Chinese war lords to sink their differences, and unite in war against 
Japan. the common foe." Toronto Globe. 22 September 1931. 

Financial Posr. SI November 193 1. '' Toronto Srar, 26 September 193 1 ;  Montreal Gazette,  22 September 193 1. 
" As editor. G.H. Sallans, observed, "The world cannot afford another Russo-Japanese 
or any other kind of war ... One danger is clear. if the League does not speedily take 
action of some sort, Russia is altogether likely to take action of a very particular 
sort." Vancouver Sun. 15 October 193 1. 
76 La Presse. 12 and 14 October 193 1 .  



193 1. Dafoe had created a newspaper of national prominence, particularly on questions of foreign 

affairs. imbuing the editorial page with his staunchly pro-League sentiments." Initially atuibuting 

the Manchurian clash to "race hatred". the Free Press claimed it would lead inexorably to full- 

scale war unless the League took definite action against Japanese aggression." In October. the 

paper praised the admission of an American representative to the Council, claiming this would 

bolster the League's "prestige and authority" and prevent Japan from k i n g  "the judge in her own 

case". It also cornmended the League's dernand that Japan withdraw her troops into the South 

Manchurian Railway zone by 16 November as an effective use of its "moral suasion" based on its 

"underlying  sanction^".^ With news of funher Japanese expansion and clashes with Chinese 

forces near Nonni Bridge in northem Manchuria, the Free Press concluded that the situation was 

"approaching closer to regularised and declared warfare". Given the likely failure of the League's 

ultimatum. an editorial of 7 November claimed the dispute was "almost at the stage" where the 

League's collective security provisions "are to be put to the test". As Dafoe concluded: 

The circumstances now cal1 for a great deal more than any localization of the war 
between the two Oriental races. If the negotiations pass into actual war. the potency of 
the League will be greatly weakened, and enlightened world opinion, which regards 
the terms of the Covenant as something more than so many words on white paper, will 
be seriously disil~usioned.~ 

This insistence upon League action to curb Japanese expansionism was countered by 

articles i n  the Canadian ephemeral press. notably Sarrtrda~ Nighr magazine. While Maclean's 

provided brief explanations of the dispute. noting the long history of "tangled economic and 

political relations" between China and Japan, Saturdqv Nighr adopted a strongly pro-Japanese 

stance." Directed toward a "defined and influential segment" of the Canadian population. notably 

the upper middle-class in Toronto, the magazine had assumed national prominence during the 

' As Frank Underhill commented. "What the Free Press thinks today. Western Canada 
will think tomorrow and the intelligent part of Eastern Canada will think a few years 
hence." F. H. Underhill. "J.W. Dafoe" in Canadian Forum XIII, (October 1932): 22. 

Mnrtiroba Free Press, 23 and 24 September 193 1. 
Mnrziroba Free Press. 19 and 29 October 193 1. 
Manitoba Free Press. 7 November 193 1. 

'' Maclean's.  1 November 1931. 



1920s. '' In past articles, the magazine's positive ponrayal of British imperialism had extended to 

favourable assessrnents of the aims of its wartime ally, Japan. The magazine viewed Japan's 

seizure of Mukden as entirely consistent with its "traditionai policy" of gaining "a free hand" in 

Korea and Manchuria, attnbuting China's appeal to the League to its comparative weakness." 

Satrtrday Niglzt also benefitted from the contributions of a Vancouver publicist, Tom McInnes, 

who had stayed in Manchuria for extended petiods since 19 16. In a series of articles on the 

Manchurian situation in the fa11 of 193 1, McInnes claimed conflict in the region was "inevitable" 

and warned Canada would be affected more than any other part of the Empire due to Chinese 

boycotts against Canadian goods made by Japanese labour. In detailed expianations of the 

international rivalries in the region, McInnes concluded that the League would be unable to stop 

Japan's control of Manchuria, considered "essential" to its great power status. As he expressed it. 

the Manchurian campaign was "a question of national existence for Japan, and not merely of 

aggrandizemen t." " 

Sattirday Nighr covered events in the Orient more closely than any other Canadian 

publication. featuring full-length articles and editorials justifying Japan's claims and photographs 

of the Manchurian front and anti-Japanese boycotts in ~hanghai." This stance affected even its 

business correspondents who suggested that Britain's recent departure from the gold standard 

might actually have a silver lining in botstering Far Eastern currencies and purchase of Canadian 

goods." By laie November, the magazine was openly acknowledging that Canada's sympathies 

12 Grace F. Heggie and Gordon R. Adshead, (eds.). An Index ro Sarrrrday Nighr: The 
Firsr Fifry Yrars, 1857- 1937, (Toronto: Micromedia Ltd, 1987). v-vi. . . " Scrr~rrday Nighr. 3 October 193 1. 
Y Tom McInnes. "Canada's Interest in Manchurian Quarrel" in Satrtrday Niglrt. 3 1 
October 1931. McInnes also familiarized Canadian readers with the place names and 
personalities of Manchuria in subsequent articles. See Tom McInnes, "The Cities of 
Mukden and Harbin" in Satrrrday Nighr, 14 November 193 1 .  
" These photographs. apparently independently provided, were peppered 
throughout each issue and portrayed the Japanese in a positive light, in contrast to 
the Chinese. Typical photographs showed Japanese soIdiers "taking care of the 
enemy wounded" in Manchuria or  Chiang Kai-Shek resigning due to "his increasing 
unpopularity ". Satrtrday Night, 12 and 26 December 193 1.  
-;" Business commentator, Hiram Dingman, claimed stabilizing silver a t  one dollar per 
ounce would help alleviate the  depression and increase the purchasing power of  
many silver-based Asian currencies. Sarrtrday Nighr, 14 and 2 1 November 193 1. 



"should be with Japan", if only out of "gratitude" for its assistance as an ally during the Great War. 

Had it not been for Japanese naval reinforcements, the editor reminded his readers, Vancouver and 

Victoria would have k e n  "shelled to fragments" by Von Spee's squadron in 1914. Representing 

"the forces of order and progress" in the Far East, Japan would surely provide the Manchurians 

with "order and good government" as well as economic prosperity, an improvement over the 

"disorder and rapine" of China's foreign rule. By establishing "a well administered buffer state" 

between Russia and China, Japan was only acting in accordance with her international obligations 

and "her own self-re~pect".~ By December. McInnes was arguing for Japan's "neutrdization of 

Manchuria". claiming China had "no proper claim" there. Viewing Russia as the main threat in the 

region. Mchnes stressed Japan's legitimate need for a buffer zone on the Asian c~nt inen t .~  

Suspecting the motives of the powers "opposing her ". the editor claimed the League had accepted 

Chinese rnembership "too easiiy", as well as the "fallacy" of China's "moral claim" to the territory. 

While Japan had "steadfastly kept" its League obligations, China had "iong ago showed its 

inability to perform any useful task as a member of the ~eague"? Lt.-Col. F. Fraser Hunter, 

another Canadian with "vast experience of Asiatic peoples", informed readers that the Manchurian 

conflict was really a clash "between order and chaos". Chinese nationalist sentiment king nothing 

more than "a state of mind".Y) 

With such division among Canadian opinion-makers, organizations such as the Institute of 

Pacific Relations found it difficult to present a united response to the evolving conflict.'" The 

Canadian wing of the IPR had k e n  established by Newton Rowell and John Nelson following the 

Honolulu conference of 1925. A prominent Ontario politician, Rowell was also a devout 

. .. 
' Edi torial. Snrirrday Nighr, 2 8  November 193 1 .  
' V ~ n r ~ t r d a ~  Nighr. 5 December 193 1 .  
' O  Front-page editorial, Sarurday Nighr. 9 January 1932. 
JO According to Hunter, the Manchurian imbroglio was  provoked by the Chinese and 
could have been resolved "if the world had left the Chinese and Japanese manage 
their own affairs". Lt.-Col. F. Fraser Hunter. "Realities o f  the Manchurian Muddle" in 
Sarrrrday Nighr,  9 and 16 January 1932. '' Paul F. Hooper, "A Brief  History o f  the Institute o f  Pacific Relations" in Paul F. 
Hooper (ed,).  Rediscovering rite [PR, (Manoa, Hawaii: University of Hawaii Press, 
1993): 110-42: and John K. Fairbank, "William L. Holland and the IPR in Historical 
Perspective" in Pacific Affairs 52, no. 4 (Winter 1979-80): 587-90 .  



~Methodist with close ties ro Canadian missions in China and had led the Canadian delegation to 

the Kyoto conference of the IPR in 1929. Nelson was formerly a Vancouver publisher known for 

his exclusionist views, but had moderated this stance considerabiy since becoming public relations 

director for Sun Life insurance, a Company aiready active in the Orient. Both illustrated how the 

IPR brought together members from the Canadian business, journalism, missionary and academic 

communities, as well as the leading figures of  the League of Nations Society and the newly formed 

Canadian Institute of International Affairs. The  involvement of  Sir Arthur C u m e  (who had led the 

Canadian delegation to Honolulu in 1927). S i r  Robert Borden. Vincent Massey and other public 

figures ensured a high degree of visibility. The  IPR operated through regional offices of the CLIA. 

with the Winnipeg branch k i n g  particularly active due to the involvement of Dafoe (vice- 

president of the CIIA). Edgar J. T m .  president of Monarch Life Assurance and another pro- 

League intemationalist, and Joseph T. Thorson. the local member of Parliament." Western 

Canada was well-represented within the IPR by journalists such as D.A. McGregor and D.B. 

MacRae ( V~uzcorrver Province and Regina Leader Posr respectively) and academics such as H.F. 

Angus. G-E. Britnell, F.H. Soward, Sidney Smith and Anhur Lower. Internationalists and pacifists 

such as N.A.M. Mackenzie and A.F.W. Plumptre of the University of Toronto, R.C. Wallace of 

Queen's University and F.R. Scott of McGill soon joined the IPR and J.S. Woodswonh had praised 

the organization in the  ous se.^ Although primarily an academic rather than policy-making body. 

the IPR was wide enough to include representatives of Canadian business (P.C. Armstrong of  the 

CPR, G.R. Parkin of Sun Life), women's rights advocates (such as Mrs. Casgrain and Winnifred 

Kydd) and leaders of the YMCA-YWCA movement.' Mission boards were highly supponive of 

By this stage. IPR branches had been established in Montreal. Ottawa. Toronto, 
Winnipeg, Regina and Vancouver. New O u t l o o k ,  18 December 1929. 
" De bures.  26 March 1928. 1707. Woodsworth was becoming increasingly interested 
in the Far East and toured Japan, China and Korea with his wife in the summer of 
1934. H i s  brother Harold was teaching at the time at a United Church-run school in 
Japan. Kenneth McNaught. A Prophet in  Pol ir ics ,  (Toronto: University of  Toronto 
Press. 1963). 270. 

The Institute had been created amidst proposais for a pan-Pacific YMCA 
conference in 1925 and several YMCA groups retained a close affiliation with the 
IPR. Institute of Pacific Relations, Honolulu  Sess ion:  Hisrory. Organiza t ion ,  



its efforts in promoting tram-Pacific understanding, particularly the United Church of Canada 

whose organ. the New Outlook. praised the [PR for applying "the Christian method of approach to 

world problems"." 

Representing the diversity of Canada's Far Eastern interests more than any other 

organization. the IPR becarne one of the first casualties of the Sino-Japanese dispute. A week after 

the Mukden incident. delegates frorn the Canadian and British councils of the IPR arrived at 

Yokohama en route to their fourth biennial conference in Hangchow, near Shanghai. Skelton and 

Marler informed the Canadian delegation. led by Vincent Massey, that the rneetins originally 

intended for Shanghai might be postponed "indefinitely" due to hostilities and substituted by a tour 

through Japan and China? Since most Western delegates were already in the Far East by this 

point. it was decided after some discussion that only half of the Canadian contingent would 

proceed to Shanghai for a less forma1 meeting of the PR? These delegates toured China and 

Japan to study conditions in the Far East, meeting some of the Chinese and Japanese delegates who 

would have attended the Hangchow conferen~e.~ As one Canadian delegate recognized. the 

Manchurian situation "would make it impossible for lapanese and Chinese delegates to meet in a 

friendly spirit."" Since the Kyoto conference of 1929. it had k e n  difficult to maintain any 

objective assessrnent of the Far Eastern situation at the IPR in iight of vigorous protests frorn 

Chinese delegates and a spirited defence of Japan's actions by Inazo Nitobe, one of the most 

Procredings, Disc~rssions and Addresses, (Honolulu: Institute of Pacific Relations. 
1925). 7-1 1 .  
" Nerr. Ourlook. 18 December 1929. 
*' Telegrams from Hamy Sifton to Skelton, 19 September 1931; and Skelton to Sifton, 
24 September 1931, RG25. D l ,  vol. 770, file 337. Marier. still in Canada. had taken upon 
himself the "unpleasrint duty" of informing Massey that the conference had been 
rnoved to Hangchow. Keenleyside to SSEA, 28 September 1931. RG25, G-1, vol. 1608, file 
797. '' Keenleyside. Mentoirs .  vol. 1. 402. 
'" The remaining delegates were entertained at the Canadian legation, which hastily 
arranged meetings with the local Canadian community and "Japanese nationals of 
interest or importance." In addition to Massey, the Canadian delegation included C.J. 
Burchell. Professor G.M. Smith, C.A. Bowman, W.M. Birks, Professor Norman 
Mackenzie. Alan Gibbons, Messrs. Savard and McClure and Margaret McWilliams. 
KeenIeyside to SSEA. 28 September 1931. RG25. G-1, vol. 1608, file 797; and Winnipeg 
Free Press. 25 September 1931. 
''' Winnipeg Free Press, 25 September 1931. 



persuasive and articulate apologists of Japanese expansionism.' While most Canadian delegates 

attempted to remain impartial. one reponed to the Free Press that the real danger in the Far East 

was not the Russian threat continuaily cited by the Japanese P R  delegates but rather "the triumph 

of military leaders" in ~ o k y o .  '' For his part. Massey viewed the Manchurian question as a 

struggle between "the force of law and the law of force". an unprecedented test of League 

principles." 

On 8 October. with Massey and other IPR delegates expressing such concerns at Shanghai, 

Japanese forces bombed Chinchow in southem Manchuria. the temporary seat of Chang Hsieh- 

Liang's govemment. OnIy 100 miles from the Great Wall. the attack marked the first major 

escalation of the dispute. affirming fears of Tokyo's inability to control the militarists and Western 

suspicions of Japanese intentions in the region. Keenleyside saw the offensive as "a clear and very 

serious aggravation of the situation" and "a definite violation" of earIier Japanese assurances to 

abide by the League resolution of 30 ~ e ~ t e r n b e r . ~  The despatch on the sarne day of two Japanese 

warships carrying marines to Shanghai prompted Keenleyside to conclude that the possibility of 

war no longer seemed improbabie and that Shidehara's resignation was imminent. With the 

League council scheduled to meet on 14 October to discuss the issue, Keenleyside again criticized 

Japan and claimed that an unequivocal response from Geneva "wili strengthen Pacific elements 

here."" Japan asserted the incident was "of small importance" and that bombers sent "purely for 

* For more on Nitobe's role within the IPR, see John Howes (ed.). Nirobe /na:o: 
Japatl's  Bridge over rhe Pacific, (Boulder, Co.: Westview Press, 1995); and Sandra 
Wilson. "The Manchurian Crisis and Moderate Japanese Inteliectuals: The Japan 
Council of the Institute of Pacific Relations" in  Modern Asian Sr~rdies 26. no. 3 (1992): 
507-43. 

Margaret McWilliams claimed there was already the widespread fear in China that 
"Japan is about to repeat her Korean policy in Manchuria" but that Japan was 
unlikeIy to keep Manchuria indefinitely since tirne was "on the side of the Chinese". 
Winnipeg Free Press. 25 September 1931. 

As Massey explained. ""We can appreciate the feelings of a proud people such as 
the lapanese are, when their military honour is at stake but we can be forgiven for 
being more sensitive still of t he  honor of the League of Nations and the principles of 
international order and decency for which it stands." Vincent Massey, 
"S tatesmanship Re-asserted at Geneva" in Interdependence, 9. no. I (April 1932): I S .  
i"~enleyside to SSEA, 9 October 1931, RG25, G-1, vol. 1606, file 786. 

Keenleyside to SSEA. 1 1 October 193 1, RG25, G- 1.  vol. 1606, file 786. The Chinchow 
incident confirmed Keenleyside's assessrnent of Japan's culpability and the need for a 



reconnoitring purposes" had been forced to drop their bombs due to Chinese attacks. On 1 1 

October. China demanded that Japan leave al1 occupied territory within the week. y 

As the crisis worsened, Rowell (unable to attend the P R  conference) advocated caution in 

speeches across Canada addressing the legaE and ethical implications of Japan's actions. Speaking 

to the Winnipeg branch of the IPR in early November, he explained the terms of Article 1 1 which 

China had invoked at the League council and the effect of Japan's violation of thesees To the 

Men's Canadian Club of  Toronto (at which Arthur Meighen had ictroduced him as the foremost 

Canadian authority on Far Eastern affairs). Rowell claimed that neither Japan nor China had a 

clear case. that talk of sanctions was still premature and that Canada should work through the 

League for a peaceful resolution of the dispute." His request for govemment assistance regarding 

Canada's hosting of the next IPR conference to be held in Banff in 1933 met with similar caution 

from S kelton and Bennett. While Ottawa had yet to formulate a policy regarding the conflict - and 

had littie to do with the activities of a non-govemmental organization in any case - Skelton 

expressed token support for the idea. Bennett was less enthusiastic, stating that Ottawa could not 

accept any responsibility for funding or official invitations "in view of present conditions in the 

Far ~ a s t . " ~  Rowell's cautious approach to the conflict was not endorsed by al1 IPR members. 

tough response from the League council. As he commented, "the outlook for peace in 
Manchuria is very much darker than it was twenty-four hours ago and there can be 
no doubt as to where the responsibility for this development lies. ... If at that time it 
[the Council] fails to express itself in definite terms upon the latest developments in 
Manchuria i t  is difficult to avoid the conclusion that its prestige will suffer - and not 
alone in  China." Keenleyside to SSEA. 9 October 1931, RG25. G-1, vol. 1606. file 786. '' Kt-enleyside to SSEA. 12 October 193 1, RG25, G-1. vol. 1606. file 786. 
* Rowell to Skelton, 12 November 1931, RG25. G-1. vol. 1606, file 786. 
'' Margaret Prang, N- W. Rorvell: Onrnrio Narionalist. (Toronto: University of Toronto 
Press. 1975). 468. 
jS DEA rnemo for the Prime Minister. dated 28 October 1931. with undated response 
from Bennett. RG25. Dl ,  vol. 770. file 337. As Skelton explained to Rowell, Bennett was 
"not convinced that meeting in Canada would be free from embarrassrnent but if 
Canadian Delegation on their own responsibility wish to extend invitation the 
Government will have no objection." Skelton to Rowell, 31 October 1931. RG25. G-1. 
vol. 1608. file 797. 



however. In a speech to the Canadian Club of Toronto, Professor Norman Mackenzie, related his 

recent visit to the Orient. ponraying Japanese intentions there in a nther negative light. "i 

The IPR delegates at Shanghai were not the only Canadians concemed by escalating 

tensions in the Far East. Canadian exporters, Trade and Commerce officiah and Herbert Marler 

had al1 expressed an interest in the Manchurian market Ieading to the recent decision to open new 

trade offices in Dairen and Tientsin. With onIy S2 million in Canadian exports to Manchuria in 

1929. Marler admitted that "our attack ... on the Manchurian market has not been very formidable" 

but claimed the Dairen office would investigate and increase trade possi bilities theremM Although 

Cosgrave had secured space for a Canadian trade office in Mukden in the summer of 1930, he soon 

favoured Dairen over the more centrally-loçated Mukden as the site for the new office since it was 

the gateway to Manchuria and second largest port in C h i n d i  Writing from Shanghai, Cosgrave 

clai med Manchu ria offered particularl y "excellent opportunities for Canadian manu facturers of 

agriculturai and road-rnaking rnachinery, portable flour and saw mills, grain elevators, railway 

supplies of al1 kinds, paper, industrial leather, and rubber belting, rnanufactured textiles such as 

knitted goods and underwear, fertilizers. and canned goods."e Reports from the South 

Manchurian Railway indicated rapid growth under Japanese auspices, resuIting in "heavy 

purchases from abroad [of] rail, rolling stock. and ma~hinery" .~  Although Canada's trade with 

'9 For his remarks. Mackenzie was criticized in Satlrrday Night for overstating 
Japan's culpability in the conflict. Lt.-Col. F. Fraser Hunter, "ReaIities of the 
Manchurian Muddle" in Sarurday Nighr. 9 January 1932. 
HJ Marler. H.M.. "Canada's Trade in the Orient: An Exhaustive Review of the Markets 
of the Far East, With Special Attention to the Prospects o f  Expansion of Canadian 
Trade" in /ndustrial C a n a d a ,  32, no. 5.  (September 1931): 62-63 . 
" According to Cosgrave, the Manchurian port of  Dairen handled some S270 million 
worth of goods in 1928. C.H. Payne, director of the Commercial Intelligence Service at 
Trade and Commerce, had warned Cosgrave of any publicity regardîng the proposed 
Mukden office which. in any case. failed to materialize. Payne to Cosprave. 18 August 
1930. RG2O. vol. 139. file 26128. See also reports by Cosgrave and Langley in 
Ind~tsrrial Canada, 32 ,  no. 3, (July 1931): 199-203. 
" Dept. of Trade and Commerce, Commercia l  Intel l igence Journal. XLI. no. 1352, 28 
December 1 929. 87 1. 
'' South Manchurian Raiiway, Third Report on Progres s  in Manchuria. 1907-32, 
(Dairen: South Manchurian Railway Co., June 1932), 129. Involved in virtually every 
aspect of the Manchurian economy and society, from ironworks and banks to schools 
and hospitals. the SMR was reorganized in 1930 under Dr. Mitsugu Sengoku. 
Kirkwood claimed its new president would bring in "younger blood and less 



Manchuria was mainly in flour, kerosene and other oils, manufacturers such as Canadian Car and 

Foundry hoped the expansion of railway and other infrastructure would result in lucrative contracts 

- a view also prornoted by Marler and the trade commissioners. After their separate tours of 

Manchuria in 1930. Keenleyside and Marler had been similarly effusive about trade opportunities 

with Manchuria and the need for a Canadian trade office there to promote exports. Keenleyside 

noted that a Massey-Harris representative had recently visited Manchuria, intending to compte 

with International Harvester in supplying tractors, despite "the poverty of the average Manchurian 

tanner." As Keenleyside concluded: 

the market for farming implements, from ploughs to combines. is rapidly growing. 
,.. From an agricultural standpoint Manchuria is without question the most 
promising region in the Far East and it is to be hoped that Canadian manufacturers 
will not fail to take advantap of the opportunities that present themselves there? 

Rising tension in Manchuria during Marler's Canadian tour in  the summer of 193 i did little 

to dampen the Canadian minister's enthusiasm for the new offices. Cosgrave. however, was 

already questioning the wisdom of the proposed trade bureaux by this stage and urged Trade and 

Commerce to postpone the move. Writing to Parmelee in early August, he reported that 

"conditions have radically changed for the worse" in Manchuria and North China and more 

business for these regions was passing through clearing houses in Shanghai. Despite his earlier 

support for the new offices. he recommended the Shanghai office be enlarged first by appointing 

two additional officers due its location in the "logical centre" of China's tnde and f i n a n ~ e . ~  

Whether prompted by legitimate concerns over the Manchurian crisis or rather his growing 

mistrust of Mader's attempt to coordinate trade activities, Cosgrave's recommendation reached 

conservative management." Legation report, "Developments in Manchuria, 1930". 30 
June 1930, RG25. G-1. vol. 1532. file 353. 

WhiIe most of Manchuria's exports were resource-based. in msny cases in direct 
cornpetition with Canadian raw materïals, Keenleyside noted that its grain exports 
were in soya rather than wheat. Keenleyside report on  Manchuria, 10 March 1930, 
RG25. G-1. vol. 1542, file 353. "' Cosgrave to Parrnelee, 6 August 193 1 .  RG20, vol. 333, file 1 1780. 



Ottawa after Stevens had met with Marler and decided in favour of the new  office^.^ As Sykes 

Drave prepared to leave Hong Kong in the fall of 193 1 to open the Dairen office, Marler and Cos, 

sparred again. this time over whether his assistant, Riddiford, should assume direction in south 

China. While Marler had "a very high opinion of Riddiford's capacibilies [sic]", Cosgrave claimed 

he had neither "the necessary experience or developed personality to do full justice to this 

important post."67 

Leaving Riddiford in charge at Hong Kong, Sykes left for Dairen in early November, only 

to meet the Kwantung arrny on its southward advance. As in the case of the IPR delegation under 

Massey the previous month, the timing of his arriva1 was hardly propitious. After opening the 

office on 1 December, Sykes reported problems in obtaining accurate information amidst a 

turbulent political situation that was having "a disastrous effect on al1 branches of commercial 

activity." The increasing hostifities, combined with the widely fiuctuôting value of the silver tael 

and poor business climate at Dairen, "have mested a development in Manchuria which bade fair to 

be one of the most spectacular the world had ever witnessed and that the beginnings of a trade 

from Canada have been practically ~b l i t e ra ted . "~  Despite Japanese assurances of a continued 

open door policy in Manchuria, Sykes realized that Canadian exports, both raw materials and 

finished goods. would be unlikely to receive equal treatment in Manchuria. Stranded in "the 

farthest outpost of the Service", in a region devoid of any real governrnent and in the throes of 

To finance the new offices. Trade and Commerce decided to close its bureaux in 
Chicago and San Francisco. increasingly redundant after the Hawley-Smoot tariff 
restrictions of 1930. Hill, 499. 
'' Marler to Parmelee. 26 November 193 1.  RG20, vol. 333. fite 1 1780. During his visit 
to London in October 1931, Cosgrave had been impressed by Victor Duclos, the 
Canadian trade representative. and recommended him to replace Sykes as trade 
commissioner at Hong Kong. Cosgrave to Parmelee, 2 October 1931, RG20, vol. 139, file 
26 128. 

Sykes' disappointment was apparent in  his 1931 report, not submitted to Ottawa 
unt i l  early 1933 due to Marler's opposition to its negative findings. Within the first 
few months of operation, the Dairen office had received only seven enquiries from 
Canadian sources regarding the market in Manchuria for Canadian dry salt herring, 
rolled oats. potatoes, ploves, piano actions. macaroni and bees. 1931 Report, submitted 
by Sykes on 25 March 1933, RG20. vol. 1506, file 138. 



mi litary conquest. a dejected Sykes concluded it had been an "inopportune time" to open the 

Dairen office which "will not be able to justify its existence."" 

Reports of Sykes' exercise in futility soon reached the Tokyo legation where Marler, who 

had just retumed from his Canadian tour dong with Langley, portrayed it in the best possible light. 

Though he clearly recognized that Sino-Japanese relations "unfortunately at the moment are in a 

very disturbed condition", Marler explained to Parmelee that the Manchurian question was "a long 

story" - long enough. in fact. for a special memorandum he was preparing on the topic. Regarding 

the Dairen office. Marler claimed Sykes had written him "in the most satisfactory terms" and was 

"not displeased" with his new appointment, hoping that Trade and Commerce would not be 

"impatient as to results". Although slightly perturbed that Sykes had not k e n  informed of Marler's 

general supervision of dl trade activities in the Far East, as had been agreed upon in Ottawa, 

Marler pledged he would "do Our very best" with regard to the troubled circumstances in   air en.^' 

Meanwhile. Trade and Commerce appointed Major V.E. Duclos trade commissioner to Hong 

Kong (on Cosgrave's advice). selected James P. Manion as trade officer at the Tokyo legation and 

decided to posrpone the opening of the Tientsin office under Scott until conditions in Manchuria 

stabilized." 

With tPR members divided and promoters of Pacific trade somewhat discouraged by 

events. the competing Ioyalties of the missionary community were tested by the evolving crisis. 

The most apparent discrepancy was between the experience of missionaries "on the ground" and 

the opinions expressed in rnissionary journals in Canada. The fifty or so Canadian missionaries in 

Manchuria itself tended to eschew political involvement, more concerned with the safety of their 

f f  With only "a mere handful of  Europeans" in the port city, Sykes' bleak assessment 
was no doubt worsened by his living conditions: "To live in Dairen happily. one must 
be almost entirely self-sufficient and must be prepared to content himself with 
amenities which are distinctly inferior to those to which he has been used." 1931 
Report on Dairen office, RG20, vol. 1506, file 138. 
'O Marler to Parmelee. 26 November 193 1, RG20. vol. 333, file 1 1780. 
" Awaiting the opening of the Tientsin office, the proposed trade commissioner, 
Harry A. Scott, assisted in the planning of the 1932 imperial economic conference. 
Hill, p. 499. James Manion was the son of R.J. Manion, Bennett's minister of railways 
and canals, and Iater described his stay in iapan during the turbulent early 1930's in 
A Canadian Errant. (Toronto: Ryerson Press, 1960). 19-53. 



missions amidst changing political tides and bandit attacks. Led by Johnathan and Rosaiind 

Goforth. the Presbyterian mission near Szepingkai. a strategic railway junction in central 

Manchuria north of Mukden, had experienced cordial relations with local Japanese authorities and 

especially Japanese churches." Operating within the Japanese-occupied railway zone. Rosalind 

Goforth viewed neutrality as the preferred option in a turbulent and unpredictable situation. To 

Presbyterians back in Canada, she claimed that Chinese soldiers and bandits had perpetrated a 

"promiscuous slaughter" of Korean farmers and "unspeakable cruelty and outrages" but, thanks to 

Japanese protection. had not molested or hindered the missionaries in any way." 

The French-Canadian pnests of ~issions-Étrangères and the scerrrs de f 'Irnnzacirlée- 

Coricepriorz. by far the largest contingent of Canadian missionaries in Manchuria. operated ten 

mission stations in  and around Szepingkai and Mukden. At the centre of the maelstrom in 

September. the sisters in Mukden. after hiding the holy vessels and flying British. French and 

Vatican flags for more temporal protection. found the Japanese occupiers far more disciplined and 

respectful than marauding Chinese bandits." According to ~issions-Étrangères. the aim of 

Japanls seizure of Manchuria was "pour protéger leurs nationaux et mettre l'ordre dans le pays."'* 

In his history of the French-Canadian missionary enterprise, Lionel Groulx later reiterated the view 

--. - The Japanese Presbyterian church had received financial support from the South 
Manchurian railway for its efforts in the region. By 1933, there were two Canadian 
Presbyterian missions in central Manchuria. A. Hamish Ion. The Cross in the D a r k  
Vc~lley:  the Cnrzadian Prorestant Missionary Movernent i n  rhe Japanese Empire,  1931- 
1945. (Waterloo. Ont.: Wilfrid Laurier University Press. 1999). 68-72. 
73 Goforth mentioned the mission was subject to orders from the British consul i n  
Mukden to leave for Japan "should a crisis aise".  Rosalind Goforth, "War and 
Rumours of War". in  Presbv te r i an  Record .  January 1932. She continued to see 
Manchuria as "the greatest mission field in the world to-day". See earlier review in 
Preshyrer ian Record. June 1929. 
-' As the sister superior of the Mukden mission wrote. "If personally we have 
nothing to fear from the Japanese, we do. however, have much to dread from the 
brigands who do not fail to take advantage of the abnormal situation." Cited in Alvyn 
Austin. Sarping China ,  245-46. 
' "Nos Missionnaires en Mandchourie" in Annuai re  des ~ i s s i o n s - É t r a n g è r e s ,  1932. 
(Pont Viau. Quebec: ~issions-Étrangeres, 1932). 12. One priest. Rev. Émile Charest. 
complriined of "les brigands qui paralysent un peu notre oeuvre. La ville en est 
tellement infestée que nos Soeurs ne peuvent plus aller porter à l'extérieur les 
bienfaits de leur chanté." "Leao-Yuan" in Annua i re  des ~ i s s i o n s - É t r a n g è r e s ,  1930. 
(Pont Viau. Quebec: ~issions-Étrangères. 1930). 29-30. 



that. "L'envahisseur avait mis de l'ordre et de la police dans le pays. II avait nettoyé la 

Mandchourie de ses brigands qui avaient regagné leur retraite. La liberté religieuse s'était bien 

trouvée du nouveau régime."76 Although Japanese rule would also bring police surveillance and 

greater controi of mission schools. it provided a safe environment amidst such chaos. During the 

early 1930s. in fact. the number of French-Canadian missionaries in the region would double under 

Japanese auspices.7 

Initial reaction from missionary soçieties to the Mukden incident was sympathetic toward 

Japan's aspirations and hopeful of a settlement through the League. Although Toyohiko Kagawa 

refrained from mentioning the question during his speaking tour of Canada in September. his 

pledge to combat Marxism and "dialectic materialism" in Japan met with approval from United 

Church representatives." Assurances of Japan's peaceful intentions from Inazo Nitobe. the IPR 

member and familiar name in missionary circles due to his Quaker connection, also seemed 

convincing. Despite his Chinese sympathies, William B. Creighton, the editor of the New Ourlook, 

saw the Manchurian trouble as "not unforeseen" and the "natural" outcome of international 

rivalries in the region. Japan's pledge to withdraw its troops to the railway zone was taken at face 

value. Creighton also noting Japan's need to defend its interests in Manchuria. given China's "very 

limited authority" over the territory. " China's threat of war against Japan was "nor to be taken too 

seriously" in light of Japan's military superiority and her overall peaceful attitude. As Creighton 

maintained. "if the issue is submitted to the test of amis it is probable that Japan will win. But it 

seems doubtful if Japan is anxious to fight: there is no doubt a military party in the Sunrise Empire 

which would gladly appeal to the sword, but at hem,  we believe, the majority of the Japanese are 

just as peaceful as we are, and have no desire to see their country plunged into a war."&' Reponing 

'' Lionel Groulx. Le Canada français missionnaire: Une autre grande aventure, 
(Montreal: Fides. 1962). 1 18. - 
" Given the strategically-sensitive location of these missions on the Dairen-Mukden 
SMR line. missionaries who did not abide by these restrictions would suffer the 
consequences of their actions. See  Chapter Three. .. . 
' V e \ r .  Ortrlook. 30 September 193 1. 
'' New Orirlook. 7 October 193 1 .  

Nerr. O ~ r l o o k ,  21 October 193 1 .  A lecture in Nova Scotia on Japan's unbroken 
imperial line by a Japanese minister doing postgraduate work in Halifax led 



that Japanese forces lacked civilian support, a Canadian student teaching in China urged United 

Church members to support Christian and pacifist groups in Japan and pray for a "just and peaceful 

solution in  anc chu ria"." By contrast, the Anglican press refrained from making any comment on 

events in the Far East for the time being. Some Anglican missionmies retuming from the Far East. 

however. had already endorsed the overall aims of Japanese imperialism. Frank Cassillis- 

Kennedy. overseeing Anglican missions to Japanese-Canadians, had been claiming since the 1920s 

that Japan's "Munrw doctrine" in the Far East was as benign as Britain's administration of its 

colonies and was based purely on "self-preservation."". 

Attempts by opinion-makers to frame the debate regarding the crisis were further 

compiicated by rising tensions between Chinese and Japanese communities within Canada. In late 

September. 2.000 Chinese met at the Chinese theatre in Vancouver, many of them "armed with 

revolvers. black-jacks. clubs and knuckle-dusters" to condemn Japanese aggression." Following 

the Japanese attack on Chinchow, about 400 Chinese residents of the Windsor area met at the local 

branch of the Chinese National Association on 15 October to cal1 for an immediate declaration of 

war by China against Japan and a "forever boycott" on al1 Japanese goods. Members at the 

meeting decided to raise 535.000 to purchase fighting planes to be manned by local Chinese 

youths taking aviation courses at Ontario airports." The day of protest ended with a massive 

bonfire of Japanese silk, seafood and green tea worth about S6,000, a malodorous "Boston tea 

party". according to one source which reported Chinese nationalist feeling "at fever pitch"." 

Creighton to claim that Japan's "national characteristic" of solidarity musc be 
appreciated in the West. New. Outlook. 28 October 1931. 
" LNelr. Orrrlook. 3 November 1931. 
" Wright. 201. For more on Cassillis-Kennedy's work among Japanese-Canadians. see 
Chiyokichi Ariga and Shinichi Kimura, The Rev. Frank Cassillis-Kennedy: Elder ro 
rhe Japnnese Canadians, (Toronto: Japanese Canadian Christian Churches Historical 
Project. 1998). " RCMP report dated 28 September 1931 fonvarded to Skelton by J.H. MacBrien. RCMP 
cornmissioner. on 15 October 1931, RG25, G-1. vol. 1606, file 786. 
" Toronto GIobe.  16 October 1931. With some fifty Chinese reservists intending to 
leave for China "the minu te  the threatened war breaks out", eight local boys pledged 
to leave school immediately to train as fighter pilots against Japan. Toronto G l o b e .  14 
and 15 October 1931. " Toronto Mail & Empire. 15 October 1931. 



Although Skelton claimed the Windsor disturbance was "an even safer distance from the possible 

scene of the Manchurian conflict than Vancouver". the RCMP continued to monitor Chinese 

communities in both cities as well as in Calgary, Regina. Winnipeg, Toronto and ~ontreal." In 

Vancouver. mass rallies, recruiting drives for Chinese volunteers and vandalism against shops 

refusing to participate in a province-wide boycott against Japan in late November prompted 

Tokugawa to express his concern to Skelton over the safety of Japanese residents there. Although 

assured by Skelton that the RCMP had matters "well in hand". the Japanese minister used such 

occasions to impress upon him the necessity of Japan's actions in   an chu ria." Members of the 

Eastern Canada Chinese Mission eschewed such violence, however. resorting to a "united, earnest, 

intercessory prayer to God" on behalf of both belligerents to prevent a1I-out war and bring about 

justice through "the League of Nations and other peace organizations"." 

With events in the Far East outpacing atternpts by the League to resolve the dispute, the 

Bennett government looked to London and Washington for guidance. American Secretary of State 

Stimson adopted a harder iine in response to Japan's bombing of Chinchow and its refusal to abide 

by the League resolution of 30 September calling for a peaceful settlement. After the League 

Council decided on 15 October to admit a US. representative to its deliberations (over Japan's 

protests). Stimson insisted on invoking the Kellogg pact, causing a flurry of warnings to Tokyo of 

the "extreme seriousness of its action in Manchu~ia."~~ With many London papers maintaining a 

pro-Japanese slant, Britain wamed Chinese officids "in strong terms against any decision in favour 

of war" and despatched observers from the Peking legation to investigate conditions in 

 anc chu ria.^ The council's resolution calling for a Japanese withdrawal by its 16 November 

meeting was followed within days by Japanese bombing raids and clashes with Chinese troops in 

-- -- - 

Skelton to MacBrien. 19 October 1931, RG25, G-1, vol. 1606, file 786. 
" Skelton forwarded a list provided by Tokugawa of Japanese residents to MacBrien 
on 22 October 1931. Meanwhile. External received petitions forwarded by the Chinese 
consul-general, signed by Ieading Chinese intellectuals condemning Japan's "acts of 
violence". Telegram to Chinese consul-general from Tsai Yuan-Pei, Hu Shih. Li Shih- 
Tseng. Wu Chih-hui. V.K. Ting et. al., 24 Septembet 1931, RG25, G-1, vol. 1606, file 786. 
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'O SSDA to SSEA, 12 October 193 1 ,  RG25, G-1 , vol. 1606, file 786. 



the Tsitsihar and Nonni regions of northern Man~huria.~' The fighting at Nonni bridge was noted 

by Canadian Presbyterian missionaries 100 miles away who continued to maintain that the conflict 

was an "inevitable" clash between competing international interests in the region." Following 

events from Tokyo, however, Keenleyside demonstrated a more critical view of Japan's aims. Its 

second violation of a League resolution prompted him to comment: 

Neither the League of Nations, the United States of Amerka, nor the Government in 
Tokyo is to be aliowed to interfere with this programme. Sooner or later this challenge 
of the Army will have to be met, preferably by the Japanese Govemment: but if it faiis. 
the power of world opinion (to which the  Japanese are perhaps the most susceptible of 
al1 peoples) will have to be marshalled to solve the problem of  anc chu ria.^^ 

Upon his return to Tokyo in early November, Marler was uncharacteristically silent on 

Tokyo's response to the Council's resolution of 24 October and the establishment of a Puppet 

govemment in Manchuria in early N o ~ e m b e r . ~  In descriptions of the Manchurian situation later 

that month. he refrained from expressing any opinion to Skelton on the dispute. apart from noting 

possible grounds for Japanese suspicions of Russian interference in northem n an chu ria." 

Perhaps. he was awaiting the outcome of Sino-Japanese hostilities near Nonni and Chinchow or 

the results of the British fact-finding mission to Manchuria. Finally. on 1 Decernber, Marler 

provided what he termed "a fair analysis of the situation" in a 4 1-page secret despatch to Ottawa 

that was "not intended to be a defence of Japan". The contents of the rnemorandum suggested 

otherwise. 

According to Marler, the crude manner in which the League had demanded Japan's 

w ithdrawal from Manchuria "showed utter lack of understanding of the Japanese mentality" and 

made it appear "prejudiced in favour of China." Claiming Japan's actions since the Mukden 

'' Geneva Research Information Comrnittee. The League and Manchitria: The Third 
Phase of rite Chinese-Japanese Conflici, October 25-December 31, 1931, (Geneva 
Special Studies series, 2, no. 13. December 1931). 36-45. 
" Letter from Al lan Reoch (Taonan. Manchuria) in  Presbyte rian Record, February 
1932. Reoch noted the situation there was "one of confusion". especially due to the 
"breakdown of central authority". "' Keenleyside to SSEA, 23 October 1931, RG25, G-1, vol. 1606, file 786. 

Marler to SSEA, 27 October 1931, RG25, G-1, vol. 1606. file 786. 
Marler to SSEA, 20 and 27 November 193 1, RG25, G-1, vol. 1606, file 786. 



incident "were not those of wilful [sic] and intentional aggression", he felt as "a neutral observer" 

that Japan had not violated any of its international commitments and had "a reasonable daim" to 

self-defence. Seeking only to protect its million nationals and at least one billion dollars in 

investments in Manchuria, Japan was acting much like the United States in Cuba, Mexico and 

Central America. China. on the other hand, had "openly scorned" her treaties with Japan. 

infnnging her undertakings "in almost countless ways". Moreover, China lacked the basic 

requirements of a sovereign state, with "really no right to be a member of the League at al1 and 

much less a member of the Council."% With no authot-ity over Manchuria. Nanking was nothing 

more than "a fiction" of a government, financially insolvent and unable to enforce a peace. 

To Marler. the issue was clear. The state of affairs in Manchuria prior to the Mukden 

incident had been "nothing short of anarchy". Japan's actions since then, though extreme, had been 

"necessary" to rid both Japanese nationals and the Manchurians themselves of wariord rule. bandit 

raids. burdensome taxation and a "wonhless currency". Claiming the Japanese people were "heart 

and souI1' in favour of developments in Manchuria. Marler warned of the dangers of isolating 

Japan. Moreover. he blamed the great powers for misleading China into believing they took their 

League obligations seriously. Considering their intemationalist platitudes as nothing more than "a 

gigantic game of bluff', Marler doubted the sincerity of such commitments to collective security: 

Were they sincere? Had one of them the faintest intention of proçeeding further than 
the placing on the records of the League a pious desire that its wish should be 
respected'? Would one of thern have implemented by financial o r  economic pressure, or 
by other means, the decision of the League? The writer does not believe that one of 
them ~ o u l d - ~  

Marler's position direct1 y contradicted Keenleyside's earlier assessments and prompted the 

first response from Extemal Affain regarding the dispute." Having forwarded copies of Marier's 

In  Marler's view. China was devoid of effective administration, territorial 
integrity, financial resources, judicial organization and public order. Such an 
impression was consistent with his earlier experiences in China, particularly during 
the failed wheat mission the previous January. Marler to SSEA, 1 December 1931, 
RG25, G-1. vol. 1606, fife 786. 
'" Marler to SSEA, 1 December 193 1. RG25, (3-1, vol. 1606, file 786. 
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letter to Bennett, the Governor General and National Defence, Skelton humedly composed a two- 

page reply to Marler on 23 January. Noting Marler's "very vigorous and acute analysis of the 

situation". particularly on the subject of collective security, Skelton viewed the Manchurian 

incident as fully illustrating the League's "mediatory rather than punitive function." As Skelton 

pointed out. Canada had always claimed that France and other proponents of collective security 

"would not drearn of coming to the aid of Canada" or any other non-European country. With 

regard to Japanese actions in Manchuria, however. Skelton inclined to think Japan guilty of 

violating its international comrnitments. Claiming he had not time to discuss this fully. he believed 

Marler had given Japan "rather too clean a bill of health". As far as Skelton was concerned. any 

legitimate Japanese trievance or interest in the region (or precedence of sirnilar action by other 

imperial powers for that matter) could not justify "a breach of the higher code of international 

conduct which the world has been endeavouring to build up since the Great War."w 

Between Marler's optimistic appraisal of Japanese intentions and Skelton's cursory response 

over a month later. much had changed in the Far East. A tentative settlement of the dispute was 

reached on 10 December but resulted in the fall of the Wakatsuki cabinet on the following day.Im 

Within the week. the British legation staff had finished its Manchurian tour and Marler was quick 

to fonvard their rather complimentary report of Japan's case to Skelton. As Japanese forces in 

iManchuria reached neariy 26.000, the Tokyo legation prepared a report which seerned to be a 

melding of Marler and Keenleyside's views. if such a hybrid were possible. Arguing Japan might 

have had a legitimate case before the Mukden incident. the memo viewed League intervention as 

"both inevitable and desirable" in guaranteeing Japanese rights in Manchuna, Chinese sovereignty 

and the League's own prestige in the process. With the ambiguous conclusion that the ultimate 

with Japan at al1 costs. Keenleyside was tempted to believe Marier "would sink the 
League of Nations to seIl a million bushels of Canadian wheat". Memoirs .  vol. 1. 405, "' Skelton to Marler. 23 January 1932, RG25. G-1, vol. 1606, file 786. 
lm SSDA to SSEA, 12 December 1931. RG25, G-1, vol. 1606. file 786. 



solution of "the Manchurian malady" was inevitable Chinese conuol of the region, the report 

claimed this might be preceded by a govemment "susceptible to Japanese influences". 'O' 

The conflict entered its second phase in the chaotic first weeks of 1932. As Japan finally 

gained control of Chinchow and al1 of southem Manchuria about 4,000 lapanese troops arrived at 

Shanghai. ostensibly to protect the International Settlernent from Chinese attack. One hundred and 

fifty miles away. a new government was sworn in at Nanking on New Year's day under Chiang 

Kai Shek. only to be dismissed by British sources as weak. disunited and undoubtedly "short- 

[ived". 102 Later that week. a n  atternpt was made on the Emperor's life as he returned from a 

miiitary revue in Tokyo. Prime minister Inukai, asked by Hirohito to remain in his post, retained 

only a loose grip on power as Japan descended into what one joumalist later termed "govemment 

by assassination". la' Alarmed by the fail of Chinchow. the last vestige of Chinese authority in 

 manc chu ria. Stimson issued a note on 7 January to the signatories of the Nine Power treaty. 

including Japan and China. In the arnbiguous but stem message, Stimson stated America's refusal 

to recognize any territorial gains contrary io the League Covenant and Paris pact, affirrning China's 

sovereignty and territorial integrity and upholding the open door principle. The Arnerican 

initiative met with a chilly response in London. The Dominions office infomed Skelton that 

Britain had not been consulted beforehand and was reluctant to endorse the principle of non- 

recognition due to its "somewhat different position" as a League member with vital Far Eastern 

interests. '" 

'O1 Legation report dated 15 December 1931, sent to DEA and forwarded by Skelton to 
National Defence on 28 December 193 1 ,  RG25, G-1, vol. 1606. file 786. 
l O2 According to British officiais, Chiang Kai Shek's new regime lacked popular and 
even military support, and was established amidst rurnours of Wang Ching-wei's 
resi-nation and student agitation against the KMT. Report by British military attaché 
i n  China. dated 1 January 1932, included in League memo of 2 January 1932 
distributed to al1 League members, RG25, G-1. vol. 1606. file 786. 
1 O' The phrase was coined by Hugh Byas, then Tokyo correspondent of the New York 
T i m e s  . See H. Byas, Governntent by  Assassinarion, (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1942). 
l W  SSDA to SSEA. 1 I January 1932, RG25, G-1, vol. 1606, file 786. 



With anti-Japanese sentiment in Shanghai at an dl-time high. five Japanese (including two 

monks) were beaten by angry Chinese workers at a towel factory on the evening of 18 January. 

Stirred up by a Japanese military advisor. the local Japanese cornmunity set fire to the factory two 

days later. attacked a Chinese police station, stabbing several officers and killing one. and staged a 

mass protest of 1,000 people. Demanding an immediate apology from the mayor of Shanghai, as 

weli as compensation and the suppression of al1 anti-Japanese activities, the residents appealed to 

Tokyo for military protection. As a Japanese cruiser, several destroyers and an aircraft carrier 

were dispatched to Shanghai, the gairnusho claimed drastic rneasures might be necessary to 

protect its nationals and resrore order in the world's sixth largest city.Io With a state of emergency 

in Shanghai. Japanese marines arrived in the strategic Chapei district of the city on 28 January. 

China brought the case before the League on the following day, urging that Articles X, XV and 

XVI be invoked since "an irnmediate rupture" between China and Japan seemed likely. As 

president of the Council. Aristide Briand urged China and Japan to provide complete explanations 

of their case and other members to convey -"the extreme gravity of the situation" to their 

governments. 11i6 

While Marier viewed the situation in Shanghai as "extremely serious". the Japanese having 

gone "ioo far". he was less emphatic than the British ambassador who had condemned Japan's 

actions as "indefensible". He urged caution on the part of Canadian delegates at Geneva if the 

mlttter were referred to the Assembly under the terms of Article XV. Requesting to be informed of 

British and American attitudes, Marler considered it "unwise for Canada to adopt too decided [a] 

stand especially if the League of Nations again intends to avoid enforcing its decisions." Since 

Canada was considered "entirely neutral" in Japan, he emphasized that "a strong expression of 

opinion" would not be in Canada's best interests. 'O7 

'" SSDA to SSEA. 29 January 1932. RG25. G-1. vol. 1606. file 786. The Shanghai English 
press hoped that "responsible members" of the Japanese community would "repair a 
grave and tragic error which has marred their well-deserved reputation for 
orderliness and citizenship." North-China Daily Herald, 26 January 1932. 
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The conflict soon spread to Nanking, where Japanese gunboats, apprirently without 

warning. began shelling the Chinese capital on 1 ~ e b r u a r ~ . ' ~  Reporting a situation of "utmost 

peril" in Shanghai on the same day. British officiais claimed foreigners in the International 

Settlement faced the threat of aerial bombardment, Street fighting and possible Chinese reprisais. 

With rising public outrage within Britain, London irnmediately sent reinforcements to Shanghai 

("at great cost") aboard the HMS Berwick and urged the Japanese government to remedy the 

s i t u a t i ~ n . ' ~  Britain also joined the United States, France and Italy in calling for the immediate 

cessation of hostilities. withdrawal of Chinese and Japanese troops. resolution of "al1 outstanding 

controversies". and the establishment of a neutral zone around the international concession. These 

demands were presented to the Japanese government on 2 February but met with little support. 

despite the intervention of Prince Saionji, the widely respected elder statesman. Britain wamed 

Japan that further advances would constitute a state of war according to Article XVI of the 

Covenant. Marler vainly hoped for a compromise. though admitting "Japanese pride may make 

this impossible". Desiring to know the limits of American tolerance of further Japanese advances. 

Marler cabled Skelton for instructions "as to the course of action 1 should pursue in the event of 

Japanese refusa1 to accede to representations of other ~ o w e r s . " " ~  

With anti-Japanese sentiment growing in the United States and Britain. Hume Wrong 

reported from Washington that the Senate was about to endorse a non-recognition resolution based 

on the Stimson note- Ascertaining American and British attitudes toward the Sino-Japanese 

dispute. Hume forwarded to Skelton the text of diplomatic communications between the United 

States. China. Japan and the League since the Mukden incident. l" Skelton then cabled Marler to 

inform him that since action through the Council was Iikely, due to widespread outrage over 

Japan's attacks on Shanghai and Nanking, representations on his pan to the Japanese govemment 

l a  The Rockcliffe wireless station first intercepted a message from an American 
warship on the Yangtse to this effect. with a despatch from London soon confirming 
the report. See DEA memorandum entitled, "Situation in China". dated I February 
1932; SSDA to SSEA. 2 February 1932, RG25, (3-1, vol. 1606, file 786. 

SSDA to SSEA, 1 Febmary 1932. RG25, G-1, vol. 1606, file 786. 
I l 0  Marler to SSEA, 3 February 1932, RG25, G-1. vol. 1606, file 786. 
I l 1  Wrong to Skelton, 2 February 1932, RG25. G-1, vol. 1606, file 786. 



were unnecessary . Aware of Marler's sympathies, Skelton acknowledged his interventions but 

advised that a "situation may develop where [the] necessity of observance of international 

engagements will become of overruling importance." I l '  Without outlining Canada's position in 

the escalating confiict. Skelton noted that, in the United States, resentment against Japan was 

growing but "public opinion does not appear to support a policy of sanctions in any indirect 

dispute at present." 11' Despite the increasingly intransigent tone from Washington. American 

diplomats in Tokyo (awaiting the arriva1 of ambassador Joseph Grew) continued to encourage 

moderates within the Japanese government. 

Japan's rejection of the four powers' proposals in early February made League intervention 

inevitable. Accepting four of their five demands, Tokyo refused to apply the resolution of "al1 

outstanding controversies" to the Manchurian question. viewing it as distinct from the Shanghai 

dispute. Japanese officials also claimed China was unlikely to abide by any agreement. given its 

past "unreliabil ity". While British officials considered Japan's partial acceptance of these terrns as 

"fairly satisfactory". Stimson contemplated Hornbeck's suggestion of a public condemnation of 

Japan's actions, primari l y for domestic consumption."'l As Japanese forces continued to bomb the 

Chapei district. dangerously near the Internationai Settlement, the League Council decided on 19 

February to refer the dispute to the Assembly in accordance with Article XV. "' Reporting from 

Geneva. Riddell informed Skelton that Japan's objection to this move on legal grounds had been 

II6 rejected unanimously. In response to a query frorn Sir Eric Drummond, Secretary-General of 

the League, Skelton advised that Sir George Perley. Bennett's aging but influential cabinet minister 

from Quebec. would head the Canadian delegation to the March session of the Assembly. 

Western reaction to the hostilities in Shanghai was far more pronounced than that of the 

Mukden incident the previous September. While sorne had disrnissed Japan's seizure of 

Manchuria due to its remoteness or  possible justification on economic or political grounds, the 

Skelton to Marler, 2 February 1932. RG25. G-1. vol. 1606, file 786. "' Skelton to Marler. 4 February 1932, RG25, G-1. vol. 1606, file 786. 
I l J  Thome, 25 1-55. 
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Shanghai incident brought the Sino-Japanese conflict to the door of foreign business and 

missionary interests. As foreign residents of Shanghai feared imminent evacuation, reports of 

Japan's bombing of Chapei made headlines throughout the Western world. The event prompted 

the New York Times and other American papers previously sympathetic to Japan to  condemn 

attacks that were a "shock [to] human sensibilities"."' The British press was also critical of the 

attack. although the Times remained sympathetic to Japan. prominently featuring a letter claiming 

that many of the Chinese kiiled in Shanghai had been "soldiers in disguise" whose "unavoidable or  

accidental" deaths were regretted by "no one more than the Japane~e" . "~  The French press was 

initially reluctant to criticize Japan's actions. although detailed first-hand reports of the bombing of 

Chapei by Albert Londres and others soon led to a change in attitude. "9 

The response from the Canadian press was again mixed, largely dong partisan lines. 

Papers which had given scant attention to events in the Far East, such as the Halifax Herald now 

featured detailed accounts of the bombardment. its editor questioning Japan's motives and seeing 

the attack as "an affront" to the foreign nations represented there. '" Conservatives. impenalists 

and those sympathetic to Britain's plight in the Far East portrayed the Japanese attack in the best 

possible light. The Toronto Globe admitted British public opinion was increasingly critical of 

Japan as a result of the attack. but it distinguished the Shanghai incident from the Manchurian 

case. While Canadian sympathies, it claimed, reflected those "of the entire English-speaking 

world" in its support for the underdog at Shanghai. efforts to end the Manchurian imbroglio were 

futile unless "they find some other outlet for Japanese energy. If Japan's excess population is not 

to go to Manchuria where is it to go?""' Both the Globe and Le Devoir reported that "large 

numbers" of British and Canadian airmen were offering to enlist "in the service of China". '" 
. - 

"' Doenecke. 53. 
115 Quoted in Malcolm Muggerïdge, The Thirries, (London: Collins Press, 1940), 160. 
"" Albert Londres. Mourir pour  Shanghai, (Paris: Union Générale d'Éditions. 1984). 
'" Halifax H e r a l d .  2 February 1932. '" Toronto G l o b e .  8 and 26 February 1932. 
l x  Toronto G l o b e .  26 February 1932. Accordinp to the Chinese consul in Ottawa. Dr. Li 
Tchuin. the Department of National Defence had cabled Nanking in mid-February to 
offer the services of some 5 0  Canadian officers and 200 aircraft mechanics, a report 
that Ottawa did not substantiate. Le Devoir, 24 February 1932. 



According to the  montrea al Gazene. prospects of an overall settlement appeared slim, although 

there were signs the Japanese were "considerably embarrassed" by the Shanghai affair. '" 
For liberals and intemationalists, the attack on Shanghai confinned their worst suspicions 

of Japanese intentions and reinforced the need for strong action at the League. Already critical of 

Japan's use of force, the Vancouver Siin condemned the massacre of Chinese defenders dunng a 

"night of carnage". claiming Japan sought "neither justice. peace nor order" but "conquest pure and 

simple". Although neither Japan nor China had declared war. the paper recognized that "a state of 

war exists" and the United States, as "natural guardian of the Pacifie's peace". should take decisive 

action."' The Free Press criticized the League for not openly condemning Japan as the aggressor 

at Shanghai. contrasting "the clear-cut and resolutely foliowed aspirations of Japan" with "the 

vague and indeterminate behavior" of the Western powers.'" The Toronto Star denounced the 

GZobe's position. drawing a more direct connection between the two cases. Although the attack on 

Shanghai was designed "to legalize the annexation of Manchuria". Japan had violated her League 

obligations and "caused a loss of sympathy for her". especially within the peace movement. 

Relying on Britain and the United States as "the policemen of civilization". the Star hoped these 

powers would force Japan to withdraw her troops and "give the world a new sense of ~ecur i ty" . '~  

Le Devoir reported on 1 1 February that an armistice had k e n  reached in Chapei. mediated by R.P. 

Jacquinot. a French Jesuit who had lost his arm in the Battle of Verdun. ' ~ 7  The Halifax Herald 

condemned Japan's "policy of defiance and aggression", whose "wanton outrage" at Shanghai flew 

'" Montreal Gazerte.  4 March 1932. 
124 As its editor expressed. Japan had "proceeded to rape Shanghai" under the bows 
of "Uncle Sam's battleships". Vancouver Sun.  29 and 3 0  January 1932; 3 February 
1932. Although the Srin predicted Japan would lose the war on economic grounds, its 
Sunday edition featured a two-page spread on Japan's rapid rise to power. "Japan's 
Skyrocket Rise: From Primitive Weakness to Aggressive World Power in 75 Years" in 
Sitridrry Srin, 20 February 1932. 
" Winnipeg Free Press, 4 Febniary 1932. 
''" Toronto Srar, 4 and 10 February 1932. 
127 Jacquinot returned to the headlines in 1937, when he successfully persuaded 

Japanese and Chinese forces to establish a safety zone in centrai Shanghai, known as 
the 'Jacquinot zone'. Le Devoir. I I  February 1932. 



in the face of League principtes and necessitated "suong and concerted action" from the great 

powers. I Y 

The ephemeral press qa in  provided the most controversial interpretation of the Japan's 

actions. Maclean's featured an article that dismissed attempts by foreigners to profit financially 

from the Shanghai episode. As the author pointed out. boycotts by Chinese patriotic societies 

against goods produced by Japanese labour in Canada had brought the conflict to the streets of 

Vancouver. '31 Once again, Saritrday Nighr gave more extensive coverage of events at Shanghai 

than any other Canadian publication. complete with photographs of the attack and the Chinese 

boycott campaign which, it claimed. precipitated it. No doubt aware of his own biases, the editor 

included an article in defence of China by a Toronto-educated Cantonese writer in early February. 

But he contradicted this in the same issue, with an editorial attributing Japan's attack on Shanghai 

to the Chinese boycott campaign in the city.I3 McInnes again wamed readers that such boycotts 

were also directed qainst expons of herring and other Canadian products, showing photographie 

examples of Chinese propaganda "against British Columbian industiy"."l A former Canadian 

resident of Shanghai urged readers to exercise "considerable reserve" when receiving reports of 

Japanese asgression since "it is well-known that Japan is a disciplined nation eager and able to 

riccept European standards of fair play and justice." As W.G. Murphy poinied out, the recent clash 

was the logical extension of Chinese dissatisfaction with extraterritoriality and its "national 

antipathy to the unity and strength of Japan in cornparison with China's lack of unity and 

administrative efficiency." Some good had actually come of Japan's attack. Murphy claimed. since 

Halifris H e r n l d ,  3 February 1932. 
1 21 Charles L. Shaw, "When the Orient Fights, Canada Pays" in Maclean's,  15 April 
1931. 
1 .-a Editorial and article by Peter E. Wong, "The Chinese Case in Manchurian 
Imbroglio" in Saritrday Nighr, 6 February 1932. See also "War o n  the Far Eastern 
Front - The Assault on Shanghai" in S a r ~ t r d a ~  Nighr, 5 March 1932. 
131 Tom McInnes, "War without Weapons in the Far East" in Sarurday Nighr. 27 
February 1932. 



the Chapei district had been "a nest of criminals" and "a reguiar hotbed for Chinese lawbreakers" 

and its bombing had not touched foreigners living in the International Settlement.'= 

The attack on Shanghai was a mixed blessing to Canadian missionaries in the Far East. 

The temporary diversion of hostilities away from Manchuria and North China led missionaries 

there to see the benefits of political stability under Japanese rule. Japan had suppressed bandit 

attacks and communist disturbances, prompting one missionary to believe that "things wilI smooth 

down. and trade will be rnuch advanced in   an chu ria.""' Missionaries in Shanghai during the 

Japanese attack told another story. One particularly graphic report on the horrors of war and 

Japanese killing in that city prompted the Presbyterian Record to claim that although war in the 

Far East had yet to be declared officially, the situation could not be described "in any other way". 

To one eye-witness of these terrible events. the destruction and suffering caused by Japan was 

almost enough to make him abandon his Christian pacifi~m. '~ 

As in the secular press, the attack on Shanghai forced a re-evaluation of Japanese intentions 

in  church publications, although here as well, not everyone realized the potential threat of Japanese 

imperialism to Western interests. The certainty of the Cartadian Baprisr in its early criticism of 

Japan's "war-mongerinp". a stance it wouid maintain throughout the decade. was exceptional.'" 

For its part. the Anglican press was driven to an almost reactionary defence of Japan's actions and 

criticism of the League. Although current events received less importance in the Anglican journal. 

1-32 W.G. Murphy. "Shanghai Foreign Settlement" in Sarrrrday Nighi ,  5 March 1932. 
McInnes went further in  his claim that "Japan did a great thing for China on the day 
she assaulted Chapei". predicting the Chinese would build on its ashes "a sacred place" 
where "the tme Chinese Renaissance" would begin. This would be marked by "an 
entirely new orientation of the Chinese spirit from its ancient pacific and 
philosophic ideal to a military ideal. such as for so many years has inspired Japan." 
Passengers arriving in  Vancouver from Shanghai. he clairned, were actually 
relieved by the bombing of Chapei since "the district for years, has been the haunt 
and headquarters of bandits. kidnappers, murderers and thugs. and crime of al1 
sorts". Tom McInnes, "China's Medley of Military Traditions" in Sarurday Nighr.  19 
March 1932. 
'" Quoted in Ion, 62. 
1-34 The Presbyterian representative on the Chinese Literature Society, Rev. Z.K. Zia. 
reported that "quite a lot of Christians were lost" during the attack on Shanghai. 
Presbyreriun Record. May 1932. 
"' Canadicrn Baptisr .  1 1  February 1932. 



letters to the editor revealed underlying doubts about the menu of collective security. To one 

reader. the Manchurian incident had demonstrated the inability of the League or any other human 

agency of securing peace on earth. To rnother correspondent. the "recklessness" of China and 

Japan threatened to shatter the League which, after all. was "little more than a great 'g las  

h o ~ s e " ' . ' ~  Despite growing outrage over Japan's attack on Shanghai, Loretta Shaw began a senes 

of articles in defence of Japan in early March. She claimed Japan had brought "order out of chaos" 

by establishing a "stable. strong and just governrnent" in the "bandit-infested and war-ndden" 

provinces of Manchuria, not unlike Amencan actions in Cuba. Claiming the entire Japanese 

nation was united in this effort. Shaw thanked the imperial family for its support of Anglican 

missionaries in the Japanese empire and hoped that Kagawa's Kingdom of God campaign would 

restore a sense of hope and mission to the Japanese amidst domestic uncertaintied3 

In its more extensive treatment of the Far Eastern situation. the New Out(ook began to view 

Japan's actions in a more critical light. Until the Shanghai affair, the United Church journal had 

kept a neutral position in what was becoming "a complex as well as threatening problem".'" One 

missionary in China, for instance. had stated that a peaceful settlement was possible if Japan 

consented to "modem international ethics" and China put its own house "in order" by providing 

security to Japanese capital and nationals "as is the recognized practice of al1 civilized states." '" 
The dramatic events at Shanghai, however. led Creighton to conclude that Japan was now "ready 

for war" and codd do "what she pleases with China". Such a situation made it difficult for him to 

see "how any of the great or small powers can take the side of this boid aggressor in the present 

Canadiarl Chrrrcltman. 4 February 1932. Another reader claimed disarmament 
would be  ineffective without a corresponding "moral disarmament", a view shared by 
the rnernbers of the Oxford Group or League for Moral Rearmament, which gained 
considerable publicity in the Canadian press. both religious and secular, at this time. 
Car~niiiarz Cliurchman. 1 1 February 1932. 
'" Canadian Cltrrrchman, 10 March 1932. 
''n ibid.  
"' Neu. Olctlook. 9 December 193 1. 
IJO Earl Lautenslager. teaching at a mission school in China, reported that anti- 
Japanese sentiment there was at an all-time high, although Japan "has probably not 
merited the full  measure of the abuse that is being hurled upon her." New Ourlook, 20 
January 1932. 



dispute". Contrary to the Canadian Chtirchman's skepticism of the League's effectiveness, 

Creighton claimed that Japan could threaten China but could not flaunt world opinion or the 

~eague."' When Japan did precisely this after the League's ultimatum of 16 February. an 

exasperated Creighton warned that Japan was about to becorne "a second Germany" in following 

its military class of "Junkers". a distressing situation which threatened "international calamity ". "' 
Shortly thereafter. Creighton condemned those in Canada "wicked enough to even think of 

profiting" from the Sino-Japanese dispute. calling for denunciations of war in every United Church 

pulpit throughout Canada. "13 Yet. he urged readers not to let Japan's flagrant violations of the 

Covenant. bombing of innocent civilians and "other reckless and high-handed performances at 

Shanghai" instil within them enough hatred to actually "do something" about Japan's 

"reprehensible" conduct." Convinced Japan was "in the wrong". Creighton looked to the 

international community for a peaceful settlement, hoping for progress at the upcoming 

disarmamen t con ference. l u  

Meanwhile. Japan's widely-publicized use of force at Shanghai provided a rallying cal1 for 

internationalists and peace societies preparing for the international disarmament conference. To 

such groups. the recent hostilities provided a convenient cause célèbre of the need for arms 

limitations and econornic sanctions against aggressor States. Only days before the incident, Dr. 

H.M. Tory. on behalf of the League of Nations Society, presented a petition to Parliament calling 

for worid disarmament.'% With half a million signatures, the petition was the largest ever 

I J '  Nebr. Oictlook. 10 February 1932. 
He also cited rumours that Japan might withdraw from the League over the 

incident. The German analogy seemed à propos to Creighton, especially since "the 
spectacled Emperor works at his hobby of rnicroscopic researcti, whilst the war party 
make use of him as their kind made use of the Hohenzollern Kaiser in  the days when 
Germany was riding for her fall." IVeic. O L I ~ ~ O O ~ ,  24 February 1932. 
IJ' Nelr. Olrrlook. 2 March 1932. 

Ne)%. O~rrlook, 9 March 1932. 
lJ5 Writing as "a friend of both races", C.P. Holmes provided a balanced and detailed 
history of the Far Eastern conflict. also viewing i t  as a test of disarmament. N e t r .  
Oirrlook. 30 March 1932. 
' 330.596 signatures were obtained by the tirne the volumes were presented, 
/n r e r d e p e n d e n c e  reporting the objective of 500,000 was reached "a short time later". 
This number allegedly represented 10% of the adult population of Canada and was 
compiled with "little or no canvassing". I n t e r d e p e n d e n c e ,  9, no. 1 (April 1932). 51-52. 



circulated in Canada and, according to one report. represented "a good index of the trend of public 

opinion". ln As pan of an international effort initiated by Lord Robert Cecil in 193 1. the Canadian 

declaration was circulated by labour groups. the United Farmers of Ontario, pacifist organizations 

and women's groups such as the Women's International League for Peace and Freedom. '" As 

Tory delivered the petition, accompanied by prominent WIL leaders Agnes Macphail and Anna 

Sissons. Bennett announced that Canada would be represented at the conference by Sir George 

Perley. minister without portfolio. Maurice Dupré. solicitor-general. and Winnifred Kydd. 

president of the Canadian National Council of Women. The disarmament petition received 

considerable coverage in the Canadian press, both secular and religious. especiall y in New Oictiook 

which featured Lord Cecil as its cover story in early February. '" Other supporters of the petition 

included members of the newly-forrned League for Social Reconstruction. a sociaiist organization 

that included J.S. Woodsworth, Frank Underhill, J.F. Parkinson, F.R. Scott. J. King Gordon and 

G.M.A. Grube. Heirs of the social gospel movement, these Ieft-wing intellectuals and pacifists, 

sorne of whom were invoived in Far Eastern questions. added their voices to the cal1 for collective 

security through the League. as advocated by Dafoe. Rowell and the League of Nations ~ociety.'" 

The growing pacifist community, from such leading intellectuals to student activists across 

Canada. quickly condemned Japanese aggression and advocated League action and sanctions. As 

members of the League of Nations Society folIowed the Sino-Japanese dispute in periodic press 

bulletins in the Society's journal, Interdependence, more left-wing internationalists articulated their 

views in Canndim Forum. The League's decision in December to establish a commission under 

Lord Lytton to investigate conditions in Manchuria met with a cool reception from the Canadian 

Left. which viewed it as postponing "the evil day when the Council must decide"."' Norman 

the 
I JS 

Montreal Ga:erte.  8 February 1932. King commended the disarmament petition in 
House on the same day. See D e b a r e s .  8 February 1932, 29. 
By the time Cecil presented the "International Declaration of World Disarmament" 

CO the disarmament conference. the worldwide petition had obtained over 8 million 
signatures from citizens of 56 countries. Thomas Socknat, Wirness againsr  W r .  
(Toronto: University of Toronto Press, l987), 128-29. 
'" Nerr. Orttlook. 10 February 1932. 
1 *w Prang. 469. 

Corradion Forum, XII, no. 136 (January 1932). 



McLeod Rogers claimed Japan had "enforced her will upon a weaker nation", the rest of the world 

standing by "in seemingly helpless indecision". and found nothing praiseworthy in the League's 

handling of the dispute, "unless one is interested in the m a r n e n t  business". As Rogers argued. "if 

Japan can occupy the whole of Southern Manchuria by sheer military strength. what is to prevent 

Gerrnany from reoccupying Alsace and the Polish ~ o r r i d o r " . ' ~  Condernning Japan's "marching 

rough shod over Chinese rights in Manchuria", the Canadian Fonim strongly endorsed Chinese 

forces in their defence against superior Japanese artillery and planes. Support for China was also 

evident among other leftist organizations, the Canadian Labor Defence League having passed a 

resolution at its Edmonton meeting in late February in defence of China's working classes from 

"Imperialist invasion".'" As Japanese expansionism continued throughout the decade, the pro- 

Chinese sympathies of such groups would become more pronounced- 

As internationalists, paci fists and the Left advocated deterrence through the League and 

sanctions against Japan, representatives of Canadian business urged caution and restraint. For 

months, the Finuncial Post had claimed lapan would gain complete control of Manchuria due to 

the reluctance of the United States and Russia to become involved in the dispute. '" Revising its 

earlier view of Jrtpan as the aggressor, it reported just after the Shanghai incident that sympathy in 

Canada was about equally divided between "the stoical, compromising Chinaman" and "the keen. 

ea_oer Jap." This "evidence" of Canadian neutrality in the dispute was, the paper claimed. a good 

thing. True. Japan had flaunted international 1aw with its thinly disguised "plan to ovenvhelm 

Asia". although its chances of success were considered sIim. But China lacked a central 

oovernment and behind the corner in both Japan and China "lurks communism". As the editor 
C 

rerninded his business readers, "If China were a nation instead of just an area there might be much 

syrnpathy with her position." The fact that Canadian trade with the Far East had been in steady 

- - 

IiT Canadian Forum, XII, no. 137, (February 1932). 
'" Resolution forwarded to Skelton by C. Grove, Secretary, Canadian Labor Defence 
League. received 2 March 1932. RGS5, G-1, vol. 1606, file 786. 
'g Financial Post. 28 November 1931. 



decline since 1930 aiso favoured its opposition to sanctions and insistence on Canadian 

neutrality. 'j5 

Amidst growing public debate over the effectiveness of sanctions. preparations for the 

disamament conference and the nature of Japanese imperialism itself. the Bennett government 

outlined its clearest policy to date on the Sino-Japanese dispute in February. A neutral position 

was facilitated by division within the Canadian public and the general lack of support for sanctions 

in the House. Matters were helped by Mackenzie King's recent endorsement of the disarmament 

talks and his refusal to believe the League had failed in any way in the Far Eastern crisis.'" In the 

Senate. Meighen aiso supported conciliation through the League over any resort to sanctions. To a 

question from Thomas Reid. the member for New Westminster. on whether the "conditions of 

war" in the Far East warranted "a distinct and separate ambassador to China", Bennett curtIy 

replied in the negative. With Perley, Dupré and Kydd in Geneva for the Disarmament conference, 

Bennett advised Perley (through Riddell) "to use your own judgement" at the subsequent 

Assembly debate on Japan's actions. Claiming the League's prirnary role was mediatory and 

preventive. not "to assess responsibility or propose punitive measures", Bennett stressed Canada's 

special interests as a Pacific power in seeking an armi~tice. '~  In Bennett's view. recent events in 

the Far East had confirrned the "traditional Canadian doubt as to [the] value and practicability of 

sanctions provisions", especially without similar action from the United States. It was advisable 

"to allow the States which have hitherto emphasized sanctions in the abstract ... to show their 

hand" before expressing any Canadian view on the subject. Bennett also requested additional 

''; Financial Posr. 6 February 1932. According to Vancouver shipping agents. the 
hostilities "seriously threatened" trade with the Orient. Many goods were exported on 
a "cash-only" basis and exporters protested the Chinese boycott on goods produced by 
Japanese labour in Canada. Financial Post. 13 Febniary and 26 March 1932. 
'% Debates.  8 February 1932, 29. 
l i 7  According to Bennett. the Assembly "should not scrutinize too closety Article 15. 
paragraph 10. for a definition of its functions and authority but should regard itself 
as an instrument through which the common concern of mankind for the 
maintenance of  peace can make itself felt." SSEA to Riddell, 27 February 1932, RG25, 
G- 1, vol. 1606. tïle 786. Such a liberal interpretation hardly indicates a view of the 
League as an "enforcement" agency. 



information on British attitudes, noting a lack of "prior consultation at any stage" from British 

officials regarding the dispute. '% 

The League met in special Assembly on 3 March to consider the applicability of Article 

XV to the Shanghai question. '" The delegates unanimously passed a resolution on the following 

day. calling for an immediate ceasefire and negotiations for the withdrawal of Japanese forces. 

Japan went dong with the measure but unsuccessfully attempted to make this conditional on the 

protection of its nationals and their property.'* Skelton believed the resolution offered the "best 

hope of settlement". strengthened by its unanimity of support. and warned that any consideration 

of sanctions under Article XVI would be "inadvisable" at this stage. Perley's intention to speak "in 

temperate but definite words" elicited only a general response from the prime minister. Bennett 

advised Perley to "maintain this unanirnity" in his remarks and reaffirm the Council's refusal to 

recognize any infringements on the temtonal integrity of a member state. 16' In his speech to the 

Assembly on 8 March. Perley described the Far Eastern confiict as a problem "of a most difficult 

and delicate character" and reiterated calls for a ceasefire and the non-recognition of territorial 

zains. Noting the distinction between Japan's rights in the case and "the manner in which those - 
rights are realized and enforced". Perley viewed the dispute as a test of the League's principle of 

resolving disputes "by reason rather than by force".'" Before adjouming, the Assembly adopted a 

"VSEA to Riddell. 37 February 1932, RG25. G-1, vol. 1606, file 786. 
159 I t  was the first time the Assembly had met in extraordinary session since the 
debate over Grrman membership i n  the League in 1926. At the March 1932 meeting. 
some 50 out of the total of 55 states were representcd. Riddell to SSEA. 1 lune 1932. 
RG25. G-1. vol. 1607, file 786. * As Riddell had observed. even Japan was aware "it has got itself into a homet's 
nest rtt Shanghai. and that it has already lost some prestige which it must regain if at 
al1 possible." Riddell to Skelton, 22 February 1932, RG25. G-1. vol. 1606. file 786. 
Perley came to a similar conclusion that "Japan has not only broken Covenant by 
occupying large area around Shanghai but has made [a] serious blunder in so doing-" 
Perley to SSEA. 6 March 1932. RG25. G-1, vol. 1607, file 786. '"' SSEA to Perley, 7 March 1932, RG25, G-1, vol. 1607. file 786. 
16: For the complete text of Perley's remarks. see R.A. MacKay and E.B. Rogers, Canada 
Looks Abroad. (Toronto: Oxford University Press, 1938), 334-35. One commentator 
claimed this was as far as Canada could have gone, in light of Britain's reluctance to 
isolate Japan and Stimson's reliance on public opinion for moral support. Eastman, 
92. Church spokesrnen, such as Creighton, commended Perley for his remarks, 
especiall y in contrast to Simon's "regrettable vacillation and weakness". N e  tr 
Ouflook.  16 March 1932. 



further resolution on 1 1 March which asserted the jundical cornpetence of the League in the 

dispute. reaffirmed the principle of non-recognition and established a Special Cornmittee of 

Nineteen to prepare a settlement of the Shanghai question and oversee its execution by 1 May. 

The delegates agreed to reconvene on 30 April to consider the Cornmittee's report and, if 

necesscuy. draft another resolution. 

With tension growing in the Far East and at Geneva, Marler t m k  an unequivocal stand 

against sanctions. Just prior to the special Assembly, he had warned of serious consequences in 

applying sanctions. justified though they were in the Shanghai case, due to "inflamed and 

misdirected public opinion" in Japan. Hoping Perley's remarks would be "of the most moderate 

character". Marler cautioned that if Canada participated in a vote of censure against Japan, "there 

163 is no doubt that Our trade with Japan will suffer" . Reassuring Marler that he shared his 

concerns on the seriousness of the situation and potentiril impact on Canadian trade, Skelton stated 

his reluctance to resort to sanctions and belief in the League "primarily as mobilization of world 

opinion for maintenance of peace."la Meanwhile, the establishment by Japan on 9 March of the 

newly-independent state of Manchukuo, under the last Manchu emperor, Pu-Yi, made Marler's 

concerns al1 the more relevant. 16' In a 48-page despatch to Skelton, Marler claimed that while lack 

of law and order had justified Japan's actions in Manchuria, her attack on Shanghai "from a 

business viewpoint cannot be readily condoned". Citing anti-Japanese boycotts in China, attacks 

on its nationals and other provocations against Japan, Marler concluded "with deep sorrow and 

regret" that he could see no justification for Japan's dismption of business and trade at Shanghai. 

He also criticized the Japanese admiraity for acting unilaterally, disregarding civilian control and 

previous assurances to the mayor of Shanghai. In the long-run, according to Marler. Japan's 

actions would be counter-productive since they only antagonized Chinese and foreign residents in 

Shanghai. lm 

16' Marler to SSEA. 1 March 1932, RG25, G-1, vol. 1607, file 786. 
SSEA to Marler, 2 March 1932. RG25, G-1, vol. 1607, file 786. 

' Thorne, 203. 
Ib6 He likened Japan's attack on Shanghai to "a bee stinging a jelly-fish. The sting is 
momentarily painful in a small area: the remainder does not feel it at ail." He feared 



The M a c h  resolutions were generally well-received in Canada. Following his return from 

the Orient. Massey claimed they demonstrated the League's leadership and were the best possible 

outcome due to the general unpopularity of sanctions among its members. Although admitting it 

was "too early yet to judge the League". Massey viewed the resolutions as "an ingenious formuia" 

which outhwed "the fruits of conquest", making Western investors think twice about extending 

credits to Japan "while the whole Legal relationship of lapan to the Asiatic mainland is under the 

taint of world wide o u t ~ a w r y . " ' ~  After an "informal discussion" with Tokugawa on the subject. 

Bennett also realized the complexity of a situation where "what statrrs quo ante really was is in 

dispute" and noted Japan's insistence on China's violation of its international engagements. He 

advised Marler that there was no direct connection between Perley's remarks and the Stimson note. 

a fact which Marler soon conveyed to authorities in Tokyo to prevent any "misapprehension" of 

Canada's "highest friendship" toward lapan. At the same time, two Canadians assumed a more 

active. though relatively minor, role in the Lytton commission. T.A. Hiam, assistant to the 

president of the CNR, was authorized by Skelton in mid-March to advise the commission on 

raiiway matters and Harry Hussey. a Canadian architect working in Peking, accompanied 

Wellington Koo. the Chinese assessor to the commission. Openly pro-Chinese due to longstanding 

connections to the Nationalist elite, Hussey cited Japanese attempts to delay the commission's 

arriva1 in Manchuria by prolonging their stay in Tokyo and Shanghai. Travelling with Koo and 

Japan would seek to expand its economic control of China, to the possible detriment of 
the Open Door policy, at a "very considerable" toss to Canada. Marler to SSEA, 10 
March 1932, RG25, G-1. vol. 1607. fite 786. 
167 Massey also noted the lack of agreement over whether the League constituted a 
form of "superstate" entitled to authorize the use of force, or merely a free 
association of sovereign States. Vincent Massey, "Statesmanship Re-asserted at 
Geneva" in Interdependence, 9, no. 1 .  (April 1932): 18. 
'" SSEA to Marler, I 1 March 1932, DCER. V, 3 10-1 1 .  Marler also observed that "no 
unsatisfactory reports" had appeared in t h e  Japanese press regarding Perley's 
speech and the Japanese foreign minister had not even inquired as to Canada's 
position in  the dispute. Marler to SSEA, 12 April 1932, RG25. G-1, vol. 1607, file 786. 



Lord Lytton through North China and Manchuria, he noted Japanese efforts to control access to the 

commissioners, especially by those thought to be critical of the new regime. '* 
After six weeks of negotiations between the bdligerents and four major powers with 

interests at Shanghai, the Cornmittee of Nineteen submitted a draft armistice to the Assembly on 

30 April. The draft resolution accepted by China called for the withdrawal of Japanese troops 

from the International Settlement "in the near future" in accordance with the resolutions of March 

4 and 1 1 .lm While Japan contended that Article XV was inapplicable to the dispute and abstained 

from supporting the resolution. its representative at Shanghai, Mamoru Shigernitsu, signed an 

armistice with representatives from China. Brîtain. the United States. France and Italy a week later. 

On the day before the resolution was passed, a Korean nationalist had bombed a m a s  meeting of 

Japanese gathered to celebrate the Emperor's birthday in Hongkew Park. Shanghai. The attack 

cost Shigemitsu his leg but otherwise failed to prevent the signing of the armistice on 5 May. The 

Hongkew affair marked the end of hostilities in Shanghai until the Japanese attack on the city five 

years later. With the withdrawal of Japanese troops from the city completed by mid-July, the 

members of the League awaited the findings of the Lytton commission. 

In Ottawa. this delay enabled both sides of the sanctions debate to appeal to public opinion 

on the question. In early April. Woodsworth cnticized Bennett's lack of policy in the Far East. 

while others lamented the failure of the League due to its "utopian approach to disarmament" and 

lack of resolution during the "Manchurian fia~co". '~ '  Some used the situation for fear mongering, 

Neill citing mmours of an illegal racket of Japanese immigrants, while others accused Japanese 

fishermen on the West coast of espionage. With support growing among pacifists, internationalists 

and the Left for sanctions, Woodsworth condemned Canadian inaction over Japanese 

expansionism on 25 May. Considering the League "on trial" in the dispute, the CCF leader 

IV' Hamy Hussey. My Pleasures and Palaces: An /nformal Memoir of F o r e  Years in 
Modern China. (New York: Doubleday & Co., 1968), 293-313. Hussey was an articulate 
apologist of the Nationalist position in a book published from his permanent home in 
Port Dover. Ontario. See H. Hussey, Mancliukuo: Things Nor Told in the Report of rhe 
Conrmission of /riquiry, (Port Dover, Ont.: privately published, 1933). 
I Ï O  SSDA to SSEA, 2 May 1932, RG25, G-1, vol. 1607, file 786. 
'" Debares. 18 April 1932, 2140. 



claimed Canada could have taken certain sanctions, even economic ones, which wouid not have 

resulted in a general war. To Woodsworth, the long-range implications of inaction were clearly 

dringerous. By refusing to register "any strong protest in the matter" or cooperate with other 

nations in imposing sanctions. Canada was "laying the foundation for a war in the f u t ~ r e " . ' ~  

Bennett replied chat the League had done its best "under the circumstances" and had even 

prevented a more senous war from developing in the Far East. Stressing the need to await the 

Lytton commission's report, he claimed Canada was not in a position to impose sanctions due to its 

"lack of experience in these matters".I7) Reluctant to depart from King's preference for neuuality 

in foreign conflicts. Bennett emphasized the mediatory, rather than enforcement. function o f  the 

League as a court of world opinion. These views also mirrored those of British foreign secretary 

Sir John Simon, who had urged "patience, time. conciliation" in finding a common policy with the 

United States and other great powers in the Far East, seeing the League primarily as "a mediating 

force". 

Meanwhi le. legation reports presented a bleak picture of rising political unrest in ~ o k y o . ' "  

As the Inukai govemment voted to withdraw from the League in the event of censure. govemment 

by assassination assumed new proportions. Unlike the individually-prornpted attempts on pnme 

minister Wakatsuki in 1930 and the emperor in January 1932. groups of ultranationalists 

assassinated a former finance minister in February, the director of the Mitsui corporation in March 

and Inukai himself on 15 May. The latter incident was part of an organized attack on the Tokyo 

metropoiitan police headquarters. the offices of the Seiyukai party, larger banks and the residences 

of leriding industrialists and politicians. According to Marler. about a thousand men "compnsed 

"' Debates.  25 May 1932. 3437-38. 
"' Dehnres, 25 May 1932, 3438-40. 
lÏJ Simon had made these remarks i n  the British House of Commons the previous 
h-larch. Inrerdependence. 9, no. 1. (April 1933): JI -44. 
l 5  Since October 1929. monthly linen-bound reports on conditions in Japan, China 
and Manchuria had been made in triplicate with one sent to Skelton, one for a 
general confidential file and another kept at the legation. In January 1934, Skelton 
instructed that the procedure of the Washington and Paris legations be followed with 
separate despatches on a single subject. Marier obeyed but insisted the regular 
monthly reports were useful and necessary. Skelton to Marler. 30 January 1934; 
Marler to SSEA, 8 March 1934, RG25, Ci-1, vol. 1546. file 577. 



chiefly of younger officers in the Anny and Navy" were implicated in "a concerted effort to force 

the govemment to resign and to punish it for its supposed derelictions of the past." ''' Following 

the raid. a group calling itself the Young Naval and Military Officers Association scattered 

handbills throughout the capital. calling on those loyal to the Emperor to strike down "the 

plutocratic cliques", corrupt political parties and ail other "evil influences" around the imperial 

throne. 177 

Basing his views on British sources, Keenleyside feared the incident marked the end of the 

Arnerican strategy of supporting moderates within the Japanese government. He attributed 

dissatisfaction among the military to rising economic distress, the unpopulanty of politicians and 

financiers and the failed Shanghai "adventure" which had k e n  "a serious drain" on the nation's 

finances. In an atmosphere "thick with rumours and prophecies", he predictsd that young officers 

disgusted with ineffective political parties and "great capitalistic interests" might take over the 

civilian administration. or  at least control it through "a camouflaged distatorship [sic]" wiihin the 

forrn of constitutional government. Kirkwood expressed concem over the increasing censure of 

moderates such as Dr. Nitobe. radicals such as Kagawa and communists after nation-wide raids 

and police arrests later that year.IN While Langley noted the corrupting influence of rnilitary 

training on young men, Manion feared the new caretaker government under the aging Admiral 

Saito would be used by the military to establish a "fascist regime".'m On Bennett's instructions, 

IÏ6 M d e r  to SSEA. 20 May 1932. RG25, G-1. vol. 1546. file 577. 
17-7 Inspired by the writings of ultranationalist ideologue. Kita Ikki, the group 

advocated a "thorough destruction" of the existing system of political corruption. 
"weak-kneed diplomacy". partisan interests, plutocratic cliques conspiring "to bleed 
the people dry". degenerate education, corrupt armed forces. degraded thought and 
widespread rural and urban poverty. To rebuild "a serene reformed Japan" amidst 
such poIiticri1 and economic woes, the group called on al! "men of merit" to light "the 
torch of the Showa Restoration". Leaflet entitled, "An Appeai to the Japanese People", 
included in Marler's despatch to SSEA, 20 May 1932, RGS5, G-1, vol. 1546, file 577. 
""eenleyside claimed "it would not be surprising to find the people willing to 
explore new - or rather revive very old - forms of political organization". Report on 
Political Conditions in Japan, March-April 1932, dated 12 May 1932, RG25, G-1. vol. 
1536. file 577. 
If9 Kirkwood, Reports on Political Conditions in Japan. dated 10 August 1932 and 2 
November 1932. RG25. G-1. vol. 1546, file 577, 
I!!Q Interview with James Langley, Jr.. 20 August 1998; and Manion, 34-35. 



Marier expressed Canadian sympathy to Japanese authorities at Inukai's death. Greatly chastened 

by events, he reported that ultranationalism and economic hardship had not yet reached their limits 

and that the Manchurian problem was "growing in difficulty rather than the reverse". With the 

Japanese economic depression worsening due to the loss of its trade in China "accentuated by the 

Shanghai adventure". Marler withheld any "too definite opinions" but claimed the future looked 

"most obscure".'*' 

As the Lytton commission investigated conditions in Manchukuo over the summer of 1932, 

Canadians working in the Far East resumed their regular activities. aibeit in a more charged 

climate. ~Vissionaries testifying to the commission were soon approached by lapanese authorities 

eager to control information regarding the new administration. Jonathan Goforth reported from 

Szepingkai that. as long as Japan protected the area from Chinese attacks, "we expect our work 

here will go on as usual". Despite some reports of Japanese insults to missionaries, he claimed 

Japanese military "of al1 ranks have treated me with every respect and counesy."'" H.F. 

Woodsworth, teaching at Kwansei Gakuin. impressed by Japanese rule during a recent visit to 

Korea argued that the United Church should take advantage of changed conditions in Manchuna to 

promote missions there. In Canada. existing divisions within the missionary community 

widened over Japanese imperialism. To Creighton at the United Church, Japan's descent into 

chaos and militarism only strengthened his positive portrayal of Chiang's Nationalists as the 

underdog.'" In the Anglican press. Loretta Shaw continued to defend lapan. claiming the 

Manchurian and Shanghai incidents had k e n  caused by economics, not militarism. The dire 

economic effects of the worldwide depression and anti-Japanese boycotts in China had prompted 

'" 'Marier to SSEA. 20 ~May 1932. RG25. G-1, vol. 1546, file 577. 
'" As Goforth wrote. "We have many friends among the Japanese people among 
whom we live in peace and harmony and 1 would regret very much if  this folly of 
rushing into the papers would mar it." Presbyterian Record. September 1932. 
'" The brother of the CCF leader claimed that "The nearer I came to Manchuria the 
more my sympathies turned towards Japan." Given the choice between disorder and 
mismanagement under the Chinese and a more efficient rule under Japan, many 
missionaries viewed the latter as a better climate for missions. Ion, 67. 
'" Creighton's openly pro-Chinese stance was later criticized by missionaries in 
Japan such as C.P. Holmes. See Holmes' article and Creighton's response in N e w  
Olrrlook. 14 Decernber 1932. 



Japan's imperial conquests. The Diet's recent adoption of reforms outlined by Kagawa to alleviate 

poverty in urban slums and rural districts would no doubt lead to an improvement in the Japanese 

economy and lessen the need for imperial expansion.'" 

On the trade front, the outbreak of hostilities and particularly the attack on Shanghai had 

hurt Canadian exports to the Far East- During a meeting in late May with Sykes and Cosgrave in 

Tokyo. Marler clairned his coordination of al1 trade activities in the Far East was more necessary 

than ever. assuring them his role would be purely "advisory". He again advocated separate 

Canadian representation in China. despite "what has happened since last September". and less 

restrictive immigration policies to remove any "ill-feeling" among the chinese.'& Greatly 

disappointed by Sykes' bleak picture of trade prospects at Dairen. Marler instructed Sykes to 

withhold his report until conditions in Manchuria had improved. Outraged by Marler's 

interference. Sykes sent the report to Trade and Commerce anyway. although officials there 

initially agreed with Marleis suggestion not to publicize its findings. l m  Within days of Sykes' 

visit. Marler wrote to Stevens. urging him to maintain the Dairen office, despite its lacklustre 

performance. so as not to offend Japanese sensibilities. ISY According to Marler. the political 

disturbances hampering its operation would not persist since Japanese rule in Manchuria would 

" bring about stable financial conditions" with payments in "real instead of bad money ".lm With 

the League considering the Lytton report in the faIl of 1932. Trade and Commerce decided to close 

's Canadian Chrrrciiman, 21 July 1932. 
I s<, Marler cIaimed Cosgrave. Langley and Sykes were 'fully in accord" with these 

proposals. Marler to Stevens. 30 June 1932. RG25. D l ,  vol. 796, file 481. 
1 s: According to Keenleyside. Marler's interference harmed his reputation among 
Ottawa bureaucrats. See Keenleyside, Memoirs. vol. 1. 419. 
I SS In a series of despatches to Trade and Commerce (to which he hoped Skelton would 
not take exception), Marler advised that the Dairen office be reduced, if need be. and 
combined with the proposed Tientsin office "to be operated as one unit". Marfer to 
Stevens. 30 $une 1932; Marler to Skelton. 7 July 1932, RG25. D l ,  vol. 796, file 381. He 
later noted his disagreement with Sykes on the matter and the importance of 
Japanese sensibilities in a despatch to Parrnelee on 25 November 1932, RG20, vol. 333. 
file 1 1780. 
ls9 Marler to Stevens, 1 1  June 1932. RG25, Dl ,  vol. 796, file 48 1. Marler was uncertain 
i f  an improvement would come in the  short-term. Keenleyside predicting a lapanese 
retreat from Manchuria and Northern China within a decade. Keenleyside, M e m o i r s .  
vol- 1. 421. 



the Dairen office in December and have Sykes open the Tientsin office the following February. 

Dana Wilgress. the director of the department's Commercial Intelligence Service. dismissed 

Marler's idea of keeping an assistant trade commissioner at Dairen under Sykes' direction. claiming 

the minister had overemphasized the political importance of the Manchurian office. " 

With the publication of the Lytton report on 2 October, Canadian involvement in the Far 

Eastern dispute entered its third and most contentious phase. In the absence of a clear policy from 

the Bennett government and division among opinion-makers on the issue, individual actors would 

play more of a role in responding to the crisis. Although Bennett continued to share Skelton's 

wariness of sanctions and collective security provisions, much depended on factors outside of 

Canada's control. Over the summer, relations between the United States. Britain and France had 

worsened over rising protectionism. notably the system of imperial preference introduced at the 

Ottawa conkrence in August. and diffeiing stands on disarmament and German war reparations. A 

significant division amont the powers over the Manchurian issue was avoided, however, by the 

baIanced and cautious findings of the Lytton commission. The report stressed the importance of 

respecting Japan's rights and interests in Manchuria, China's sovereignty and administrative 

integrity and the need for "good government" in the three eastern provinces. Yet. the commission 

concluded that recognition of Manchukuo would be inconsistent with principles of international 

law and the wishes of the Manchurian people. Considering the srutlis qlto ante unacceptable, it 

recommended that Japan and China enter into direct peace negotiations. that Chinese sovereignty 

over Manchuria be recognized (albeit with considerable autonomy for Manchuria) and that 

Jnpanese interests there be protected by treaty. 19' On 24 September. the Council had granted Japan 

the 
N o  

Wilgress recommended that Manchuria be placed under Langley's jurisdiction in 
event of Japanese consolidation there. Wilgress to Parmelee, 6 October and 25 

vember 1932. RG20. vol. 333, file 11780; Wilgress CO Parrnelee. 14 December 1932. 
RG20. vol. 139, file 26128. 
I y  Westel W. Willoughby, The Sino-Japanese Controversy  and the League of  Nations, 
(New York: Greenwood Press, l968) ,  40 1-5. 



a six week delay from the release of the report to prepare its case, after which a Special Assembly 

of the League would be convened to consider the question. 

Japanese reaction to the report was far less arnbiguous. Accounts from the Tokyo legation 

indicated the extent of Japanese outrage over the commission's failure to advocate recognition. dl 

the more apparent following a period of national jubilation. On 15 September, Japan had extended 

de jure recognition to the independent state of Manchukuo. "in accordance with the free will of its 

inhabitants". a move widely hailed as "the final act of a historic national ~ndenak ing" . ' ~  

According to Langley. Major General Honjo, retiring commander of the Kwantung arrny, had been 

welcomed in Tokyo "almost in Napoleonic style", with cheering crowds celebrating "a great 

national c ~ n ~ u e s t " ' . ' ~ ~  The Lytton report, however. aroused widespread indignation amongst 

Japanese who felt it had emphasized China's sovereignty in Manchuna over any consideration of 

Japan's actions of self-defence or the purponedly indigenous origins of the independence 

movement there. Kirkwood criticized such a response as naive, erroneous and ignorant of the 

underlying fact that the report "necessarily had to denounce the Japanese course" to deter 

expansionist powers in Europe." Within a month, hostility in Japan toward the report had 

subsided. in the belief that the major powers would be unlikely to endorse the report in i ts  entirety 

or impose sanctions.'" Instead. Japan opted for quiet diplomacy. and a newly appointed 

ambassador of "the independent state of Manchukuo" made the rounds of foreign embassies in 

Tokyo. He called on the Canadian legation on 1 1 October but Marler. folIowing Lindley's lead, 

thought it wiser not to return his visit. 

191 The protocol secured Japan's rights in Manchuria in retum for "mutual defence", 
treating China as "an alien nation" in trade matters. Kirkwood to SSEA, 2 November 
1932. RG25. G-1. vol. 1546, file 577. '"' Langley to SSEA. 16 September 1932. RG25. G-1. vol. 1607. file 786. 
1 IN Kirkwood claimed the report was for "home consumption" since it was meant 
prirnarily "as ri disapproval and waming to certain Powers in Europe which might 
adopt similar military methods for their own irnperialistic ends." Report on Political 
Conditions in Japan (September 1932). dated 3 October 1932. RG25, G-1, vol. 1546, file 
577 .  
' Report on PoliticaI Conditions in Japan (October 1932). dated 2 November 1932. 
RG25. G-1. file 1546, file 577. 



Canada's participation in the upcoming Special Session at Geneva again raised concerns 

over its apparent lack of policy toward the dispute. P R  members reported that interest in the 

findings of the Lytton report was so great that regional offices had difficulty stocking enough 

copies of it.'" On 18 November. Woodsworth asked Bennett about his govemment's position. "if 

any". toward the Far Eastem crisis in light of the Lytton report. Three days later. the prime 

minister expressed himself in tenns which did little to resolve Woodsworth's confusion. Not 

wanting to prejudge the case by making "antecedent public declarations". Bennett refrained from 

outlining a Canadian policy until the League Assembly had a chance to debate the Lytton report 

since "the whole purpose of the gathering is to afford opportunities for discussion". Bennett's 

citation of John Simon's views on the need to avoid premature comments at this stage and to 

cooperate closely with the United States did not satisfy the Opposition, Lapointe asking if 

members of parliament did not also have the right to express their views. Bennett retorted that 

such opinions were possible but "not expedient", and deferred any Canadian position until after the 

"discussions that will take place by the tribunal which ultimately has to decide the matter".lm 

Whether Bennett implied this "tribunal" was a body which could actually enforce the results of its 

deliberations remained ambiguous. 

Privately. External Affairs had yet to draft instructions to C.H. Cahan, Bennett's Secret- 

of State. who had been selected as Canada's representative to the Assembly deliberations.'" 

Reports from Geneva that the session would begin the first week of December revised earlier 

assurances from Perley that the Assembly would not meet "before the New Year". Surprised by 

the summons "on such short notice". Skelton considered the change in date as "extraordinary" and 

I 'J6 In his  request for additional copies from Skelton, C.J. Burchell. a member o f  the 
Halifax branch and former delegate on the 1930 trade mission, cIaimed copies due to 
arrive from England were sure to disappear given the "remarkable" interest in the 
matter of  "so many people in Halifax". Burchell to Skelton, 3 November 1932. RG25, G- 
1 .  vol. 1607. file 786. 
''" Debnres. 18 and 21 November 1932, 1286, 1367-70. 
1 'fi Cahan had arrived in Europe in September. leading a Canadian delegation that 

included Dr. Henry Munro, Superintendent of  Education in Nova Scotia, and Thais 
Fremont of Quebec City, with Ferguson and Riddell named as alternate delegates. 
I r i  t erdependence,  9, no. 3 (September 1932): 176. 



initially attributed it to a mistake in transmission. With the Council and  Cornmittee o f  Nineteen 

intending to refer the Manchurian question to the Assembly within the week. External was under 

considerable pressure to formulate a coherent response to the Lytton report. Moreover, telegrams 

from Riddell a t  the League indicated that the upcoming session promised to k a heated one. On 

2 1 November. as Bennett was making his cryptic remarks in Parliament. Yosuke Matsuoka told 

the Council that Japan had not violated any of its international obligations. that its actions had k e n  

in self-defence and that nationalist sentiment in Japan would not allow the s t a t u  quo ante or  

outside interference. As the Japanese delegate argued. international recognition of Manchukuo 

was the only way to preserve peace in the regiomm His representations were countered that 

afternoon by Wellington Koo who emphasized that the Lytton report had dismissed the Japanese 

explanation of self-defence and had recognized China's temtoriai integrity. Riddell a lso claimed 

the United States preferred a resolution of the dispute through the League, rather than the Nine 

Power treaty. and  would participate in any cornmittee established by the Assembly to this end. 

Having heard from both the Japanese and Chinese delegates, the Council accepted Matsuoka's 

request noi to consider any changes to  the report. and decided on 25 November to refer the matter 

to the Cornmittee of Nineteen and the Assembly for their immediate consideration. 

As Bennett prepared to depart for London, Skelton was left to formulate instructions for 

Cahan. assisted by Norman ~obenson." '  According to Riddell, Simon had already endorsed the 

report at a meeting of Commonwealth representatives at  Geneva on 25 November, saying there 

was "a good deal to be said" on both sides of the disputeex Skelton took a more critical stance 

toward Japan in a departmental memorandum on the Manchurian question dated 29 November. 

'"' Perley to Bennett. 5 November 1932: Bennett to Perley, 24 November 1932; Perley 
to Bennett. 35 November 1932, DCER, V. 312-13. 

Matsuoka impressed Riddell as "a persuasive speaker". convincing him "that 
Japan w i l l  be prepared to compromise eventually". Riddell to SSEA, 21 and 23 
November 1932, RG25, D l ,  vol. 723. file 64. 

Story. 221. Upon arriving in London. Bennett claimed his trip. originally 
intended as a "holiday". was in connection with the Ottawa trade agreements. The 
Toronto Globe claimed this quelled the "many surmises" over his departure. Globe, 
13 December 1932. 
"O' Riddell to SSEA. 26 November 1932, RG25, Dl,  vol. 723. file 64. 



although clearly sanctions were still not an option. According to Skelton, it was obvious Japan had 

waged war on China and was "as definitely the aggressor as any country c m  well be." Again 

using France to illustrate the emptiness of collective security, Skelton claimed few powers would 

condemn Japanese aggression due to their unwillingness to impose economic or military 

sanctions."' Considering possible justifications for Japan's actions. Skeiton dismissed the 

argument of self-defence and claim of indigenous support for Manchunan independence as 

inconsistent with the report's findings. He realized that, technically. Japan could argue it  was not 

subject to Article XII regarding resort to war or the sanctions provisions of Article XVI since it 

had not declared war against China in Manchuria. Hoping that a vote of censure would not result 

in Japan's withdrawal from the League. Skelton favoured "constructive rather than punitive 

measures" and a solution which would take into account both "Japan's desire to Save its face, and 

of China's political chaos".' 

With the Assembly scheduled to conve ne on 6 December, Skelton telegraphed RiddelI on 2 

December. requesting to be kept "continuously inforrned" of devetopments at Geneva. On the 

same day. he sent a summary of "our present attitude" regarding the dispute to Cahan in Paris. and 

a copy of the same to Hemdge in Washington. Stressing the need to exhaust al1 possibilities of 

conciliation. he infomed Cahan that consideration of sanctions would be "out of place at this 

stage". Based on the "faimess and accuracy" of the Lytton report. Skelton hoped the League 

would reach a settlernent acceptable to Japan and wamed that "Japan should not take up 

irrevocably a position of isolation and hostility to the League". If Japan seemed willing to support 

a solution consistent with League principles and its interests in Manchuria. no "precipitate action" 

should be taken to frustrate this. He also stated that Canada "would have no objection" to a 

x.: As Skelton expiained, "Every country has too many troubles of its own to add to 
them by cutting off its trade even with sinners." DEA memorandum. "Manchurian 
Question". dated 29 November 1932. RG25. D l ,  vol. 723, file 64. 
-W Skelton mentioned the possibiiity of a League-sponsored plebiscite in Manchukuo 
to this effect. DEA memorandum, "Manchunan Question". dated 29 November 1932, 
RG25. D l ,  vol. 723. file 64. 



League request for American o r  Russian participation with the Cornmittee of Nineteen or  any other 

special forum. 

Skelton advised Herridge to meet with Stimson to discuss "informally and confidentialty" 

the American position on the upcoming session, allowing him the discretion of divulging his 

instructions to Cahan if necessary? During their subsequent meeting. Herridge read Skelton's 

views to the secretary of state who saw the instructions for "Foreign Minister Cahan" as consistent 

with the general American attitude toward the dispute?' Portraying the Lytton report as a 

"complete vindication" of the  American position. Stimson claimed his stand had not changed, 

despite "suggestions from certain quarters", and present inaction was necessary to prevent Japan's 

charge of American interference in League affairs. Open to cooperating with Russia on a 

conciliation committee, he criticized British overemphasis on Japan's "volcanic state" to justify its 

own leniency toward Japan and claimed that if Japan did not like the growing American naval 

presence at Hawaii. "she could go plump to hell". Herridge left the secretary of state. assured of 

his frankness and g ~ o d w i l l . ~  

On the day before his address, Cahan informed Skeiton of his "personal opinion" that both 

China and Japan were guilty in the dispute and "that if Assembly acts it should find 

a c ~ o r d i n g l y " . ~  Upon receiving Skelton's instructions from Riddell who then outlined Canada's 

position. Cahan reminded him that "he was the delegate to the Assembly" and would apprise 

Ottawa of events himself. suggesting that Riddell look after the disarmament question. Cahan 

rernarked that if he spoke at all. he would have to "express his own opinions", prompting Riddell 

to point out chat Skelton's instructions had to be followed and that "sometimes one had to suppress 

his own personal v i e ~ s " . " ~  Cahan inforrned Skelton that, unless instmcted otherwise. he would 

make ri short speech based on his  instructions, an approach which met with "no objection" from 

SSEA to Cahan, 2 December 1932, RG25, Dl .  vol. 723, file 64. 
"' SSEA to Hemdge. 2 December 1932. RG25. DI, vol. 723, file 64. 

Foreign Relations of the United States. 1932. vol. IV, (Washington. D.C.: 
Government Printing Office, 1933). 389.  

Herridge to Skelton. 6 December 1932, RG25. D l .  vol. 723, file 64. 
Cahan to Skelton. 7 December 1932. RG25, Dl, vol. 723, file 64. 

"O Riddell to Skelton. 13 December 1932, RG25. G-1. vol. 1607. file 786. 



Perley in a cable the same day."' Refusing to show his draft to Riddell, Cahan discussed his 

speech that evening with Simon over dinner, and found that his comments met with Sir John's 

approval. The following morning. with time only for a cursory glance at Cahan's remarks. Riddell 

noted "a number of things that might better not be said". Unwilling to make any changes to his 

speech, Cahan explained he had incorporated the instructions from External and would assume 

complete responsibility for his remarks."' 

Cahan's address to the Assembly on 8 December took many by surprise. Attributing his 

"more or less personal" rernarks to problems of distance and communication with his governrnent, 

Cahan first dismissed the belief that the League itself was on trial in this dispute as "exaggerated". 

He then questioned China's membership in the League, claiming it lacked the prerequisite of a 

strong central authonty able to maintain "peace, order and good govemment" within its temtory 

and fulfil its international obligations. Citing increased disorder in China, Cahan accused the 

Nationalist regime of violating the spirit of the Washington treaty throuzh its "passive approval" of 

boycotts and intimidation against Britain and Japan. While the territorial integrity of member 

states was inviolable. Cahan questioned the relevance of Article X to the dispute. particularly its 

provision regarding "external aggression". Unable to justify Japan's unilateral extension of its 

rights in Manchuria, he  nonetheless observed that Matsuoka's assertions of Japan's non- 

involvernent in the Manchurian independence movement and its legitimate interests in the region 

could not be disregarded entirely. Mindful of Skelton's instructions, Ca!!an finished his peroration 

by reading them almost verbatim to the delegates, with minor additions such as his reference to the 

Canadian government as "a life-long friend of ~apan"."' 

iMost delegates interpreted Cahan's speech as pro-Japanese. some believing it had stated the 

British case far more effectively than Simon himself. His remarks followed condemnations of 

"' Cahan to Skelton, 7 December 1932. RG25, D l ,  vol. 723. file 64: Perley to Cahan, 7 
December 1932. RG25. Dl .  vol. 723, file 63. 
' Riddeil to Skelton, 13 December 1932. RG25, G-1. vol. 1607, file 786. 
213  For  the full text of Cahan's speech, see attachment to despatch from Riddell to 
Skelton. 10 December 1932. RG25, DI. vol. 723, file 64; o r  Appendix II of MacKay and 
Rogers. 335-40. 



Japan by France and others. although the Austrdian delegate's comments were also considered 

sympathetic to Japan. "' Japanese delegates praised Cahan's attitude as "friendly and 

statesrnan~ike"."~ Norman Davis, the American observer, was "somewhat perturbed" and unable 

to understand why. as Riddell put it. "our attitude should be so different from their~.""~ British 

opinion-makers seized upon his remarks. Viscount Cecil condemning them as a "forensic defence 

of Japan" and one journalist reporting that "Canada in a curious oration spoke strongly on both 

sides"."' According to Hussey. in Geneva as part of the Chinese delegation. by time of his 

address. Cahan was already "bored with Geneva". "knew nothing" of the Assembly's discussions 

and "had little interest in the League". Lytton was similarly frustrated by thedeliberations and 

reportedly asked Hussey to write a book on matters he had k e n  unable to include in the report 

itself."~ollowing final addresses by the Chinese and Japanese delegates that day. the session 

unanimously adopted a resolution calling on the Cornmittee of Nineteen to study the Lytton report 

and submit proposals for a settlement to the Assembly. Cahan left Geneva shortly thereafter to 

meet Bennett in London where. he claimed. the prime minister fully supported his views.'" 

Skelton first heard of Cahan's remarks through press reports that claimed he had gone "out 

of his way to offend Chinese sensibilities and butuess the Japanese position". Undoubtedly 

concerned by such news. he cabted Riddell on 10 December asking for a sumrnary of Cahan's 

address. Upon reading the transcript, Skelton realized it  was more consistent with his instructions 

214 Riddell claimed that the addresses of the Commonwealth delegates "were 

considered by many to be rather pro-Japanese. Certainly the Japanese have al1 been 
greritly pleased. while the Chinese and their friends. including a few Americans, 
seemed rather disappointed." Riddell to Skelton, 10 December 1932, RG25. D l .  vol. 723. 
file 63. 
'IC Eastman. 93. 

Riddell to Skelton, 13 December 1932. RG25. G-1. vol. 1607. file 786. 
'17 Correspondent of Headr r .ay .  the journal of the British League of Nations Union in 
11rterdependence.  10, no. I (March 1933): 12-13. 
:IS Hussey claimed he was "the only one" who had attended al1 the meetings of the 
Lytton commission "from the time i t  arrived in China until i t  left China" and who had 
met with Soviet officials. Subsidized by the Chinese delegation, 250,000 copies of his 
book. Manchukuo: Things Not  Told in the Report of the Cornniission of Inquiry, were 
sent to government officials and libraries in  the West. Hussey, M y  Pleusures and  
Palaces. 3 18- 19. 
'19 Story. 233. 



than he had first believed, although its general tone was "distinctly at variance" with his original 

intention. The thmst of his comments seemed to endorse the British position. rather than the 

American one. Fearing the rnatter would surface in the upcoming session of Parliament, Skelton 

stated Perley and Bennett were "much disturbed" by Cahan's speech and would attempt "to smooth 

it over" in the House. Reatizing "the difficult position" in which Riddell was placed due to 

"inadequate instructions from Ottawa". he claimed Riddell could not have done "anything more 

under the circumstances" and promised to improve channels of communication. He advised that. 

in the future. British officiais could be consulted for their views. but not for their approval. since 

the comrnents of Canadian delegates "will be inevitably asct-ibed to their Government"." By this 

tirne. Ske!ton had received a protest from "our little Chinese Consul-General" Li Tchuin and. after 

unsuccessfully arguing in Cahan's defence, feared widespread indignation would result in an anti- 

Canadian boycott in China. When Tokugawa visited on 1 1 December. Skelton accepted the 

Japanese minister's warm thanks for the Canadian attitude on the grounds he "had better keep at 

Ieast one friend for the time being.""' 

While British official opinion seemed to support Cahan's comments. the reaction in 

Washington and Tokyo was a source of concern and embarrassment. The State Department 

received the speech with "great astonishment" but good relations with the Canadian legation 
m 

prevented any rupture over the issue.- Stimson soon told Herridge "not to worry too much" about 

the incident. noting that Canada was represented at Geneva by "otd man Riddell" who was "a 

pretty sensible son of fellow"? Hemdge was still greatly annoyed by Cahan's views which had 

"made him look like an idiot", contradicting his earlier assurances to ~ t i m s o n . ~ ~  In Tokyo. Marler 

-- 

~II Skelton to Riddell. 24 December 1932. RG25, D l .  vol. 723, file 64. 
Li Tchuin to Skelton. 9 December 1932. RG25, DI, vol. 723. file 63; Skelton to 

Herridge. 12 December 1932, RG25, D l ,  vol. 723, file 64. 
-1, - As Skelton Iater commented. "Had they not known that we Canadians are simple 
folk unversed in the ways of diplornatic intrigue, they would have thought we had 
double-crossed them." Skelton to Riddell, 7 January 1932, RG25, Dl,  vol. 723, file 64. 
-+- ; - Herridge to Skelton, 17 December 1932. RG25, DI,  vol. 723. file 64. Privately, 
however. Stimson viewed remarks by Simon and Cahan as "particularly 
disconcerting" and part of the "pro-Jap backsliding at Geneva". Cited in Story, 230. 
3 Story, 232. 



reported that Cahan's speech was well-received in the Japanese press and many foreign officiais 

considered it the best presentation at the session. Although he had read only "a very brief report" 

of Cahan's remarks. Marler expressed his "very deep satisfaction" with his presentation of "the 

Canadian viewpoint" which concurred with his own views. He was most impressed by Cahan's 

reluctance to judge either Japan or China by Western standards and his emphasis on conciliation 

rrither than  sanction^.^ 

Response to Cahan's speech within Canada was far more critical. particularly among 

internationalist defenders of collective security. In an article featured in Inlerdependencr. Frederic 

Soward condemned Cahan's faiiure to endorse the Lytton report as a serious "setback" to Canada's 

good reputation at the League. His "curious" balancing act, "clumsy references" to Chinese 

sovereignty. and "unnecessary asides" rnarked a departure from Canada's position at Geneva. 

falling far short of the standards set at the League by Borden. Foster and Perley? More 

preoccupied by the w u  reparations question. the press commented on the special AssembIy 

without always mentioning Chan's performance." The Toronto Globe downplayed Cahan's 

comments but commended the League for its "common sense in abandoning any idea of using the 

big stick in dealing with Japan". Doubting the sincerity of sanctions advocates. the GIobe 

suggested China might agree to a League mandate over Manchuria administered by Japan. 

al though it believed de jztre recognition of the Manchukuo government was now inevitable. 

Claimi ng the League's only real weapon was "moral force and crystal lized public opinion ". the 

Globe warned that threats of military or economic sanctions would be a "most foolish action".= 

The Montreal Gcette mentioned that Cahan had sided with Stanley Bruce of Australia and Simon 

Marler to Skelton. 19 December 1932. RG25. DI. vol. 723. file 64. Upon reading the 
speech in detail. Marler later regretted his  earlier praise of it "on the spur o f  the 
moment". admitting there were parts which even h e  would have omitted. He was also 
thankful that he had not been sent to Geneva "as I suggested" due to lack of 
consensus on the question. Marler to Skelton, 9 February 1933, RG25, Ci-1, vol.  1608, 
file 786. 
226 Frederic H.  Soward. "The Address of Honourable Mr. Cahan" in Interdependence,  
10. no.1 (March 1933): 5-13. 
" 7  - Skelton had toId Tokugawa that the Cahan incident had received scant attention in 
the Canadian press. Skelton to Herridge. 12 December 1932. RG25, D l ,  vol. 723, f i le  64. 
I' Toronto Globe, 12 and 14 December 1932. 



in warning against any action "which might be offensive to Japan", adding that the entire Japanese 

nation was behind Tokyo's stance. In appointing yet another commission, the League, it claimed. 

wris "clutching at straws in desperation" and would realize that sanctions of any kind were "a dead 

letter".lg The conclusion of a Sino-Soviet pact in mid-December did little to allay the Gazene's 

feus of a communist threat against Japan's interests in Manchuria, a fact that further rallied 

dornestic support within J;ipanmr0 

The Free Press was highly critical of the delegates' handling of the dispute. Dismissing 

Japan's "civilizing and hurnanizing" mission in Manchuria as a sham. it claimed Britain and the 

Dominions had failed to provide leadership at the League "at this critical moment", missing a 

"turning point in history". According to Dafoe. a tough stance was worth the risk of Japan's oft- 

threatened departure frorn the League. especially since the Japanese nation was far from united on 

the issue. ';' lapanese advances into China proper in January led a frustrated Dafoe to predict 

further p l e s  of self-defence from Japan, continued emphasis on conciliation from Simon and 

further inaction from Canada. As he wryly remarked, "What is a year, or ten years or haif of 

century of lost time compared with keeping Japan from becorning real angry?". Cahan would 

continue "crossing t's and dotting i's for Sir John Simon" by claiming that China "had no business" 

in the League and Japan was only doing "what other countries have already done'? 

Among those who have examined Canada's role at the League during the Far Eastern cnsis. 

few have faited to note Cahan's disregard of his instructions and his rudirnentxy understanding of 

the conflict itself. As Hilliker has pointed out, the incident was also due to poor communications 

and unclear policy directives from Ottawa, as noted by Skelton and Cahan at the time." In the 

absence of a clear policy from Ottawa. the scope for individual action seemed large. Cahan was 

2 3  Montreal Gazette. 9 and 10 December 1932. 
Montreal Gazetre. 14 and 16 Decernber 1932. 

z 1 Dafoe found it preferable chat "the League should be blown to pieces" in 
defendinz its principles than "to survive a s  the agent and apologist o f  imperialism". 
Winnipeg Free Press. 10 December 1932. 
2x2 Dafoe added chat if Simon and Cahan coufd "keep this sort of thing going for 1933". 
Japan would easily take Pekinp by year end. Winnipeg Free Press, 4 January 1933. 
3 3  Hil l iker .  173-4. Story noted chat communications with Geneva in the fall of 1932 
were particularly poor. Story. 2 17. 



the most prominent but by no means the only example of this. Herridge felt similarly 

unencumbered in his meetings with Stimson where he went to great lengths to minimize any 

difference in Canadian and American policy regarding the dispute.lu Marier's independence of 

action ied to his assurances to lapanese officiais that Cahan's views represented official attitudes 

toward the dispute. According to Veatch, Bennett was greatly chastened by this lack of 

consistency upon his return to Canada and began to exert more direct invoivement in foreign 

affairs.- While Stoty has viewed the episode as marking "a clear shift" in Canadian policy away 

from the American position. Alan Mason has considered it a minor deviation. which was soon 

corrected, in Canada's overall support for Anglo-American understanding nt the League? 

Although his impact on events at Geneva was unique and short-lived, Cahan's views on the 

international roles of the League and Japan had a wider resonance within Canada. Like Marler. 

Cahan wris stating publicly what many, including Skelton. believed privately about collective 

security. As he wryly commented to Mack Eastman just prior to his address, not a single 

govemment represented at Geneva was "prepared to give a man or a gun or a ship" to defend 

League principles in the Far East." Although a former political opponent of Marler, Cahan 

shared his pro-British sympathies, emphasis on trade concerns in international affairs and 

connection to legal and business circles in ~on t r ea l . "  His perception of an ineffective League 

and a powerful Japan able to maintain order in the Far East, particularly in a disunited China 

subject to Communist influence, refiected the concems of Canadian business. As we have seen, 

the business and conservative press in Canada had maintained a similar position throughout the 

dispute in their opposition to sanctions. In his line of reasoning, tone and use of language. Cahan's 

Story, 323. 
'" Veatc h. 1 25.  "" Story. 237: and Mason. 35. See also, D.C. Story, "Canada. the League of Nations and 
the Far East. 193 1-3: The Cahan incident" in Internarional Hisrory Revieks.. 3, no. 2 
(April 1981): 234-45. 

Eastman was then section chief at the Internationd Labour Office's research 
division. See Eastman, 93. 
LI 8 Cahan had narrowly defeated Marler in the 1926 general election. In the bitter 
carnpriign. Cahan had distri buted leaflets falsel y attributed to Marler, which cited "my 
social position" as the leadinp reason for his election. Marler, Four Generations, 106. 



justification of his position in a telegram to Skelton would not have k e n  out of place in a Montreal 

Garerre or Sartirday Nighr editorial: 

Japan cannot be judged by the Assembly without regard for her peculiar position .... But, 
suppose Japan accepts to withdraw from Manchuria. who will then preserve peace and 
order there'? Which of sectional Govemments of China, who of the several contending 
Chinese War Lords will satisfactorily assume this responsibility? If Japan withdraws. 
fighting between Chinese military factions will irnmediately follow. and situation will 
inevitably become worse than before. There is no prospect of China becoming united 
for rnany years. What other nations will supply troops and undertake expense of 
maintaining peace in Manchuria? Japan is adamant before threats but amenable to 
expressions of kindness and appreciation. League intervention had served to prevent 
other Powers taking definite sides in controversy and this conserves generally peace in 
the Far East. China has so far refused to negotiate. believing that the League had 
definitely taken her side in controversy. League shouid remember that Japan now only 
existing wall against extension of sway of Soviet Russia throughout   hi na."^ 

With the Committee of Nineteen scheduled to report to the Assembly before the Christmas 

recess. Davis expressed to Riddell American interest in joining a negotiating committee, adding 

that imposing Article XVI at this stage would be "both foolish and unnecesswy". With a new 

administration about to be forrned under Roosevelt. it was hoped a resolution of the dispute was 

imminent. Simon met with Riddell shortIy thereafter to teil him that the Committee of Nineteen 

had made little progress since some members "wished to go too far" in censuring ~ a ~ a n . ' ~  At a 

meeting of Commonwealth members on 1 1 December, Simon had outlined that the British policy 

was to enforce "the spint rather than the letter of the law" and show that both belligerents were at 

fault. On 16 December. the committee called for the establishment of a Negotiating Committee 

including American and Soviet representatives, whose involvement was soon protested by Japan. 

By year end. Riddell remained hopeful that Japan's willingness to negotiate. albeit through a third 

Party. indicated its reluctance to leave the League."' 

The new year was greeted with renewed Sino-Japanese clashes in northern China and 

increasing frustration at Geneva. Following an attack on the railway station at Shanhaikwan on 1 

'" Cahan to Skelton, 9 December 1932. RG25, D l ,  vol. 723,  file 64. 
IJO During the same meeting, S imon a lso  derided the Arnericans for always wanting 
"to blame someone" and having "little understanding o f  international problems". 
Riddell to Skelton, 14 December 1932. RG25, G-1, vol. 1607, file 786. 

Riddell to Skelton, 12 and 19 December 1932. RG25, D l .  vol. 723, file 64. 



January. Japanese forces blamed the Chinese for the incident and occupied the city within 48 

hours. Although hostitities were soon localized, discussions at Geneva had reached a stalemate. 

Japan refused to abandon its basic principles of Manchukuo independence and direct negotiations 

with China. For its part. Chinese participation in negotiations was conditional on non-recognition 

of the regime in Manchurian and the involvement of American and Soviet delegates. By mid- 

January. Riddell reported that Cadogan and Simon were sceptical of any conciliation between the 

belligerents and Matsuoka was increasingly "non-committal" about a sett~ement.'~ These 

developrnents prompted fears in Washington that the League was about to "lay off' the 

 manc chu ri an trouble. and Stimson impressed upon Herridge when they met on 13 January that the 

American position had not changed. In response to Stimson's concems and his criticisrn of British 

inaction. Herridge suggested that Britain felt "harassed by troubles nearer home" and therefore 

incapable of extending itself in the Far Ea~t.'~' 

The mood in Ottawa was equally tense in the wake of the Cahan incident. Tokugawa had 

called on Skelton on 30 December. urging recognition of Manchukuo and support for direct 

negotiations between Japan and China- Reminding Skelton of reforms to the Manchurian legd 

system. currency. government, customs administration and suppression of banditry, Tokugawa 

warned that hasty action by the League might destabilize the region and hinted at Japan's possible 

withdrawûl from the ~ e a g u e . ' ~  Upon Bennett's return to Ottawa. Skelton urged him of the 

seriousness of Cahan's remarks and the need to renirn to a more conciliatory stance at the League 

between the British and American positions. With an Assembly session called for 2 1 February to 

consider the Cornmittee of Nineteen's report, questions regarding Canadian policy again came up 

in the House. In response to a query from Lapointe on 30 January, Bennett claimed that although 

'"' Riddell to Skelton. 17 and 18 January 1933, RG25, D l ,  vol. 723, file 64. 
IJ Stimson also hoped that the Canadian representative to Geneva would "in the 
future adhere more closely to the letter and spirit of his instructions". Herridge 
assured him that Canadian policy remained unchanged from Skelton's earlier memo. 
Herridge to Skelton. 13 January 1933, DCER,  V, 329-30. 
23.4 In his meeting with Skelton, Tokugawa criticized "the traditional policy of China 
of relying on third parties and playing one against another." DEA memorandum. 30 
December 1932. RG25, G-1, vol. 1607, file 786. 



parts of Cahan's speech had been misinterpreted in the press, it was consistent with his overall 

views and the "general principles" of his govemment. When pressed on the matter. Bennett 

confirmed that. in fact, Cahan had represented the govemment's views. despite isolated sections 

that gave a contrary impression. and the minister would return to the House to explain the situation 

himself."' Cahan finally did so on 16 May. when he reiterated the main points of his Geneva 

speech. emphasizing he was not defending lapan. Again. Cahan attributed his position to his 

views on collective security and the belief that Canada would not "appropriate a single dollar 

toward maintaining a single Company of troops in the far east for that purpose."'* 

In mid-February. the Secretary-General of the League invited Canada to send a 

representative to the Negotiations Comrnittee. Amidst fears of Arnerican involvement in the 

dispute and reports of a Japanese military campaign against "bandit soldiers" in JehoI. Skelton 

urged Bennett to decline. He also claimed Canadian participation might alienate the other 

Dominions which had signed the Nine Power t r e a t ~ . ' ~  With Skelton in London. however, Bennett 

decided to accept the invitation due to Canada's "large interests" in the Far East and "international 

position". adding that a refusal to do so "might be interpreted as an evasion of resp~nsibility". '~ 

He had been advised to do so by Norman Robertson (with the support of Chief of General Staff 

LMcNaughton) who concluded in a departmental memorandum that Canada would "balance the 

doctrinaire interest" of certain European members on the cornmittee due to its "commercial 

interests in the Orient and friendly relations with Japan and  hin na".'^ 

Whether this indicated Bennett's increasing independence in foreign affairs, as Veatch has 

argued. the result of his decision was immaterial at the League. Before the Negotiations 

Cornmittee had a chance to meet, the report of the Committee of Nineteen recommending the non- 

'JC Debares. 30 January 1933. 1664. 
:u, Mackenzie King added to Cahan's comments, urging that Canada not depart from 
"a very wise restraint" shown by British and American decision-makers in "keeping 
out of the controversy". Debates.  16 May 1933. 5059-67. 
:J 7 Skelton to Bennett. 18 February 1933, RG25. G-1, vol. 1608, file 786. 
2 J V e n n e t t  to High Commissioner in London, for Skelton, 18 February 1933. RG25, G- 
1 .  vol- 1608. file 786. 
2.89 DEA memorandum on the Sino-Japanese dispute, prepared by N.A. Robertson, 
drited 18 February 1933. RG25, G-1, vol. 1608, file 786. 



recognition of Manchukuo was adopted unanimously by the Assembly on 24 February. Warning 

that acceptance of the report would lead to "uncertainty and probably disorder in Eastern Asia", 

iMatsuoka briskly led the lapanese delegation out of the Assembly. Riddell found Japan's 

arguments "a Little naive" and had been advised by Bennett to endorse the report in the interests of 

world peace and the "scnipulous respect for international c ~ v e n a n t s " . ~  On 27 March. Matsuoka 

gave notice of Japan's intention to withdraw from the League (effective after two years), 

confirming Marler's worst expectations. Since early 1932, Marler's discussions with Japanese 

officials and observation of "infiamed public opinion" in Japan had led him to consider such an 

undesirable o u r ~ o m e . ~ '  On the same day as the Assembly's adoption of the report, Bennett 

explained Canada's support of the League's position. this time to the general satisfaction of the 

 position." 

Japan's notice of withdrawal from the League. coinciding with its new offensive in Jehol 

and pledge to protect its nationals in China. prompted the first assessment of Canada's position in 

the event of a Pacific war. While Hilda Glynn-Ward had described an Oriental invasion of British 

Columbia in 192 1 and Marler had forwarded to External in early 1932 a similarly alarmist treatise 

on "Jap Domination" by F. Leighton Thomas, these remained works of fiction. albeit popular 

Y; ones.-- Even after the Mukden incident, the Canadian military remained sympathetic to Japan's 

aspirations in the Far East and its need to expand to secure markets and check communist 

influence. Just prior to the attack on Shanghai. the Canndian Defence Quarrerly had strongly 

endorsed Japan's intervention in Manchuria due to the lack of "intemal law and order" there. 

-- 

XI Bennett to Riddell. 19 Febmary 1933; Riddell to Skelton, 22 February 1933, RG25, 
G-1. vol. 1608. file 786. 
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Claiming the anti-Japanese boycott in China was "a threat to her very existence", its editor. Lt. Col. 

K. Stuart had argued that Japan had been "treated shmefully by the Council" whose ultimatum to 

Tokyo was "the gravest error of its career". Based on strongly pro-Japanese reports from the 

British military attaché in Tokyo. such editorials criticized the League for offering Japan's 

legitimate interests "to the great god ~ i s a r m a m e n t " . ~  Now. however. with Japan isolated from 

the League and the United States increasingly drawn into the dispute, Major-General McNaughton 

assumed the main role in forxnulating a Canadian policy in the event of war between the two 

Pacific powers. 

In a secret memorandum dated 24 February. McNaughton advised Bennett that Canada's 

first priority in the event of such a conflict would be "the maintenance of Our neutrality". With 

increasing American warship activity on the West coast, McNaughton noted an attitude of 

"dangerous distrust and anticipation" between the two powers, fearing that a possible spread of the 

Jehol hostiIities south of the Great Wall might ignite the Pacific tinderbox. To protect the British 

Columbia coastline. Canada urgentiy needed naval craft. flying boats and patrol planes and its 

existing ships had less than one-quarter of the required ammunition and no reserves. Buoyed by its 

recent support at the League. China might declare war on Japan, McNaughton feared. causing 

Tokyo to impose a blockade which would bring Britain and the United States into the conflict. In 

his  ~ i e w .  this would have dire consequences. Distracted from their commitments in an 

increasingly unstable Europe, "such detachment on the part of the two States now holding the 

balance of world power might well result in international chaos."'55 Although Tokugawa assured 

Skelton on the same day that Japan would not advance south of the Great Wall. unless forced to do 

LU As Stuart put it. "If that nation [China] combines an agressive foreign policy 
with its interna1 paralysis, it not only provokes but asks for intervention from the 
outside." 'Fabius' (Lt. Col. K. Stuart), "Be Fair to Japan" in Canad ian  Defence Qriarrerb,  
9 .  no. 2 (January 1932): 161-64. 
' C i  
- .  Memorandum from McNaughton to Bennett, entitled "Sino-Japanese Dispute: 
Possible Canadian Commitments in Respect to the Maintenance of Neutrality". dated 
2 1  Febmary 1933, RG25, G-1. vol. 1608, file 786. 



so by the Chinese situation, the effects of Japanese imperialism were no longer limited to Asia 

Japan's wi thdrawal from the League also prompted the first consideration wi thin Canada of 

an embargo toward its Pacific trading partners, On 27 February. Sir John Simon announced in the 

House of Commons a unilateral British arms embargo on both Japan and China "to reduce the risk 

of widening the field of conflict and .. limit bloodshed."" The move took Canada and the United 

States by surprise and was soon attributed to ulterior motives, According to Herridge, the initiative 

was poorly received in the American press and Congress. many officiais unable to understand why 

Britain had acted on its own and so rapidly, unless this was intended for a European audience. 

Due to lack of congressional support for the scheme. Herridge claimed Washington was unlikely to 

follow suit." Placed in an awkward position by the embargo. Bennett sought advice from 

~McNaughton. In a secret report of 28 February, the Chief of the General Staff suspected the 

British embargo was not based "entirely, or even Iargely, on ethical grounds". Besides countenng 

the  League's determination of Japan as the aggressor, Britain seemed to be motivated by the desire 

to prevent a Japanese blockade of its shipping by assuring Japan it was not exporting arms to 

China.-"> In an aide-memoire three days later. he recommended that Canada "do nothing quickly" 

and await further developments and information before reaching a decision. If an embargo were 

decided upon. McNaughton recommended that Canada restrict this to military armarnents "in the 

iiarrowest sense" and not apply it to the export of raw or partially finished materials. Believing 

that Britain would be embarrassed by its "precipitate and individual action", he stressed the need 

for Canada to "keep the peace" between London and Washington over the issue? 

As expected. the conservative press strongly endorsed the British initiative. The Globe 

viewed the arms embargo as a sign of Britain's good example, peaceful intentions and "benevolent 

2% 
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neutrality" which might lead to a ~rnlement .~ '  The "bold" proposal struck the Gazene as 

evidence of Britain's "sane attitude" of treating the belligerents equally and staying out of the 

dispute? With press reports indicating that Canada would follow the British lead. possibly 

applying the embargo to nickel shipments. S.W. Jacobs. the member for Cartier, asked Bennett on 

1 March if he intended to mdce a statement in the House. The prime rninister replied that 

"appropriate action" was in process and that an order-in-council woutd be placed before the House 

when approved by cabinet.= On the following day. Bennett recommended, with the concurrence 

of the lMinister of National Revenue. the rescinding of an order-in-council of 1900 on the export of 

Canadian armaments to China. On 4 March, Chief of General Staff H.D.G. Crerar advised that a 

clear statement be made in the House that no m s  were being pnvately manufactured in Canada 

and the government would not dispose of arms in its possession. He hoped such a statement would 

"satisfy public opinion and avoid possible and serious complications." a 

Canada's export of military amaments to the Far East was negligible. In fact, Canada had 

not sought membership on the League cornmittee discussing arms exports due CO its lack of 

production in this area. Rather, it was Canada's control of the world's nickel supply that had 

prompted calls for sanctions against Japan by advocates of disarmament. Reports in the Japanese 

press on 3 March of a Canadian embargo on both marnents  and nickel prompted a quick 

response from Marler. Having expressed itself at Geneva. he believed Canada's involvement in the 

matter had corne to an end. Any further action, Marler warned, would have a disastrous effect on 

Canada's political and trade position in the Orient and result in reprîsals from the Japanese. In the 

first of many such pleas. Marler added that Canada's interests and its nationals in Japan were 

"widely scattered". with missionmies exposed to "national passion in rural areas".% In a six-page 

Still reluctant to admit failure at Geneva, the paper claimed delegates wouId have 
to determine "where the authority of the League and its rnembers ends." Toronto 
Globe,  38 February 1933. 

Montreal Gazette, 1 March 1933. 
B' Debates.  1 March 1933. 2591. 
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despatch two days later. Marler warned that sanctions of any kind would 'oe "tantamount to an act 

of war". perhaps forcing Japan to advance south o f  the Great Wall and "other actions which she 

particularly desires to  avoid now". Strongly urging "an absolutely neutral position" in the Far 

East. Marler warned that any other course would jeopardize al1 the achievements of  the past four 

years : 

In respect to Canada it was my hope that we would not identify oursetves too 
prominently with this quarrel in the Far East. Our interests are becoming greater in this 
area every year. The number of  our  nationals is certainly growing- For example we 
have registered at this Legation close on to five hundred names of Canadian nationals. 
Our economic interests in the way of transportation. insurance. sales of agricultural 
products. forest products and metals while they have not increased in value in recent 
years - a position easy to understand - are now firmly fixed in the commercial mind as 
being products which are required in this country. .. Our strength in this area of  the 
world - and we have some strength and considerable prestige - is due to the fact that we 
seek nothing. we ask for nothing and our hands are perfectly clean. Why not let us 
preserve that disinterested position which we  have achieved?lb 

In light of American opposition and Canadian reluctance, Simon conceded t o  the House on 

6 M x c h  that there had been "no indication of universal agreement" on the British initiative.= 

With Ramsay MacDonald and Simon on their way to Geneva to prepare for the upcoming 

disannament conference. Bennett instructed Ferguson and Skelton to impress upon them the 

Canadian position during meetings of Commonwealth delegates and the Advisory Committee of 

2 1 .- Meanwhile. McNaughton advised Bennett that Canada had to ensure Anglo-American 

harmony at this  critical juncture of the Far Eastern dispute. Noting the widening gap between 

British and American policy, he attributed London's "drastic individual action" to the vulnerability 

of its Far Eastern interests and its preoccupation with the precarious situation in ~ u r o p e . ~  

Coming on the heels of similar advice from Herridge, Bennett informed Ferguson on the eve of his 

departure for Geneva that "no useful purpose" would be served by a Canadian embargo. As 

Marler to SSEA, 4 March 1933. RG25, G-1. vol. 1657. file 247. 
"' SSDA to SSEA. 6 Marcfi 1933, RG25, G-1. vol. 1657. file 247. 
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Bennett argued. the Chinese Amis Embargo Order of 1900 could not be rescinded without 

violating Canadian neutrality and any action on Canada's part was futile without American 

cooperation." In the end. London reversed its decision. removinp the arms embargo on Japan and 

China on 13 iMarch due to the lack of international agreement. Although Eden had opposed the 

scheme from the stan. Lansbury lamented it as a failure of intemationalism and Bddwin wondered 

why Britain was unable to persuade anyone to follow its "great example"."' 

Wi th Japan intendincg to withdraw from the League and its forces overrunning Jehol. 

Canadian opinion-rnakers remained divided in their assessments of Japan's actions in the Orient. 

As we have seen. the response of Canadian diplomats. missionaries. traders and interest groups to 

Japanese expansionism depended on how it affected their particular activities. For policy-makers. 

any position for or against Japan was of secondary importance to the ovemding concern of 

keeping harmony within the North Atlantic triangle and avoiding Canadian cornmitment to 

sanctions. The Canadian business community, though affected by Jripan's attack on Shanghai. 

continued to warn against sanctions. hoping stability would return to the Far East under Japanese 

auspices. To the few missionaries who involved themselves in politics, Japanese irnperialism 

represented either order and stability in the Orient or a direct challenge to the spirit of 

internationalism. For the increasingly vociferous Left and pacifist movement, Japan's actions 

marked the first real test of collective security, necessitating firm action from the League and the 

great powers to send a cfear signal to other potentid aggressors. 

On a more fundamental level. however. the difference in response among such opinion- 

makers to Japanese irnperialism had relatively little to do with Japan itself and more to do with 

underl ying attitudes toward two systems attemptinp to maintain security in the region: irnperialism 

and intemationalism. Imperialism, though generally discredited in the West since the Great War, 

"* SSEA to ferguson, 9 March 1933, RG25, G-1, vol. 1657. file 247. 
Eden had predicted to Riddell that the embargo would "please nobody, and would 
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still had great appeal in some circles in dealing with Far Eastern problems. Despite the rhetoric of 

postwar internationalism, the British empire maintained a presence in the region. albeit a 

vulnerable one. and Japan had provided stability and order in a region marked by political 

instability. To diplomats. missionaries and traders in the Orient, both varieties of imperialisrn were 

appreciated for the practical advantages they conferred. French-Canadian missionaries. at times 

sympathetic to Shanghai Chinese living under Anglo-saxon rule, readily acknowledged the 

protection afforded by British consular officiais in times of difficulty - a security which some 

claimed Japanese troops might bring to Manchuria. Similarly, Canadian businesses rel iant upon 

the zood offices of trade cornmissioners and British connections in the Far East initially hoped 

Japan would restore a favourable trade climate in Manchuria. 

To one significant body of opinion, imperialism - whether British or  Japanese - was hardly 

a dirty word. Seeming to represent a more stable system of international security than a League 

covenan t based on paper promises, Japanese imperialism initially presented more solutions than 

problems to opinion-makers of this stripe. In this sense. the Cahan incident represented more than 

merely the rhetoric of a flamboyant political figure, Unwittingly o r  otherwise. the "favourite son 

of St James Street" was stating the case of a significant body of opinion among Canadian 

conservatives and businessmen? AS illustrated in the Tory and financial press, Japanese rule 

meant order and progress for Manchuria and a bulwark against comrnunism in the Orient. 

Surrounded by anarchy, communism and "al1 sorts of  unseemly things", one missionary viewed 

Japan as "the one nation" which couId preserve order in the Far East and thanked God "for a strong 

power here at the h e m  of things"." The Canadian Charchman assured Anglicans that Japan, by 

leaving the League. was doing "the only possible thing under the circumstances" and, in any case, 

it was better to leave matters in the hands of compten t  statesmen at the L e a g ~ e . " ~  To those with 

,Y 
- ) -  T h e  spithet is frorn Glassford. 37. 
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a favourable view of imperialism generally, the Japanese appeared as the British of Asia. Even the 

Iiberal press admitted that Japan. like Britain, was "an island kingdom just off the continent ", 

peopled "with a keen, capable' industrious race."" With few disputing the Halifax Herald's view 

of the Japanese army as "the k s t  equipped and most highly organized military force in the world". 

the Canadian military elite (infIuenced by the pro-Japanese sympathies of its British cornrades) 

initiaIly took a benign view of Japanese imperialism, at least in its officially-sanctioned 

From Marler's lengthy despatches. to defences of Japan in Satitrday Nighr and the 

conservative press, Japan had as much right to assert its interests in Manchuria as had Bntain in 

Egypt. 

Such a favourable view of Japanese imperialism became more difficult to maintain over 

time. As Japan's bombs fell dangerously near the International Settlement at Shanghai and its 

troops advanced south of the Great Wall, Canadians formerly sympathetic to Japanese irnperialism 

began to perceive it as a possible threat. The failure of the Dairen office did not augur well for 

Japanese guarantees of an open door in Manchukuo and even apologists such as Marler criticized 

the attack on Shanghai "from a business viewpoint". Japan's offensive in Jehol and discussions of 

an  arms embargo prompted National Defence to consider the l i  kelihood of a Pacific war seriously. 

As the turbulent flow of Far Eastern events dashed the hopes of imperialists, conservatives and 

traders. many began to believe the internationalists might have been right al1 along. In such a way, 

Japan's conquest of Manchuria marked the 1 s t  instance of any degree of Canadian support for 

Japanese imperialism. 

As the Japanese threat loomed larger on the Pacific horizon. the apologists of Japan grew 

fewer by the month, their defences of Japanese imperialism more and more far-fetched. After the 

League's condemnation of Japan. the Gazette naively suggested that Manchukuo be recognized as 

a "buffer" between Japan and Russia and that, regardless of "the justice or injustice of the Japanese 

,- - - ,O The Vancouver Sun claimed the "efficient, orderly" Japanese could lead in the 
modcrnization of China and Asia. provided they abandoned their "strong arm tactics". 
Vancouver  Sun. 20 October 193 1. 
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case". lapan had k e n  long suffering at ~eneva . "  To the Financial Post . fears of a Chinese 

boycott in response to Cahan's remarks, tfiankfully unfounded, dernonstrated the Chinese tendency 

to "mix politics and business" and take al1 criticism as "a national affront"? As the most 

outspoken supporter of Japanese imperialism. Sat~trday Nighr was compelled to adopt more novel 

arguments. Japan's actions in Manchuria had k e n  "greatly to the service of the Chinese 

thernselves" and France. Britain and the United States would have not have acted otherwise "in the 

same circumstance." McInnes claimed the League was mistaken in its "idealistic stmggle to 

prevent the Japanese ever playing the game of protection and intervention" the way Western 

powers had played it.% Having leamed the ans of war from the so-called Christian nations of the 

West. Japan was (according to an anonymous author, writing under the pseudonym "Skoku-jin") 

now comrnitting "national hara-kiri", "blindly plunging toward her doorn" in diplornatic. financial 

and military self-immolation."' A similarly imaginative piece claimed that Japan had withdrawn 

from the League. not because of any inherent weakness in its case but merely because it had k e n  

outwitted by the wiles and "Oriental smoothness" of Chinese d i p ~ o m a c y . ~  To the remaining 

defenders of Japanese imperialism, the League's condemnation of Japan had been hypocritical and 

"disingenuous" since its leading members were hardly "clean enough" to cast the first stone? 

The biblical analogy was perhaps inspired by Matsuoka's comparison of the League's unanimous 

censure of Japan to the crucifixion of Christ. 

.- - Montreal G a z e r r e .  1 March 1933. 
2% Similar to Chinese snubbing of Marler's dinner in Vancouver the previous year 
(to protest the lack of separato Canadian representation in China). the P o s t  claimed 
Chinese as "shrewd traders" would buy at the lowest price. regardless of politics. 
Financial  Posr .  25 March 1933. 
7-<) 

-. Front-page editorial. Satrrrday Nigl i t ,  9 January 1932 
Sarirrday Nighr.  5 December 193 1.  

3 I 'Skoku-Jin'. "1s Japan Committing National Hara-Kiri?" in S a t l t r d a y  N l g h t ,  18 
March 1933. 
3' As Herbert Johnston reminded readers, while the lapanese were 
"temperarnentally akin" to Westemers. the Chinese were "essentially Asiatic" and 
therefore prone to such intrigues against Japan. Herbert H. Johnston. "How Japan 
Got i n  Wrong with the West" in Sarurduy Nighr, 25 March 1933. 
133 i),id- 



To the second Stream of opinion-makers concemed by Far Eastern events. Japanese 

imperialism represented al1 that was evil in the prewar world. Supporters of the League. pacifists 

and leftist intellectuals applied a common disdain of imperialism generally to Japanese actions. 

According to this view. Japanese offensives in Manchuria and Shanghai. as unjustifiable violations 

of the Paris peace pact and League covenant. represented a critical test of collective security. 

While Marler. Bennett, Cahan, business leaders and Anglican missionaries had endorsed the 

League as a conciliatory body. this group viewed it as a safeguard, perhaps the only remaining one. 

to world peace. Woodsworth, Dafoe and the League of Nations Society were arnong the first to 

view the cis is  in this light. joined shortty thereafter by pacifist groups. contributors to the 

Cmzcrdicui Forrrnt and the liberal press. Unlike conservative-imperialists, the internationalists did 

not view the Manchurian affair as an isolated case with only short-terrn effects. The fact that this 

was not a ternporary crisis but rather a trial of the League itself necessitated the use of sanctions. 

As we have seen, missionary joumals were divided over whether the dispute represented a test 

case of the League. There was no doubt that the editor of the New Ortrlook took such concerns 

seriously. even if his counterpart at the Canadian Chitrcizrnan did not? As the Free Press 

concluded in early 1933. the League had done "nothing practical" over the past two years in 

sanctioning Japan as "an aggressor and a bredcer of pacts". The United States had issued stem 

warnings and nothing more. Britain's attitude had been "so highly official" that nobody "except 

perhaps for the Japanese themselves" understood it  at all. Dafoe's disappointment at the failure of 

the League was obvious. It had "mn the sands in its hour-glass back and forth interminably in its 

nervous hands" while Japan continued its hardly secretive plan of imperial expansion.2Pr To tbe 

internationalists. the League had been "too patient" with Japan but at least its long-overdue 

condemnation of Japan left "no doubt" that it was going out "stamped and proclairned as an 

aggressor. a treîty-breaker. a defier of international ~ o m i t y . " ~  

LU Regretting lapan's departure from the League. Creighton at least held out the 

hope of Japan's return before the elapse of two years. Nerr. Outlook, 5 April 1933. 
'-Y' Winnipeg Free Press. 1 Febmary 1933. 
'% Winnipeg Free Press. 27 February 1933. 



Liberal opinion-rnakers operated within both camps, though usually drawn to the 

internationalist side. Unlike the imperialists. they had supponed the establishment of the Tokyo 

legation and felt that Canada, as an "autonomous Dominion", should have had an independent Far 

Eastern policy rather than hide "behind the skirts of England". Even those who benefitted from the 

imperial connection in the Orient, such as Marler. acknowledged that Canadians had a 

"disinterested position" and clean hands in the Far East. As one liberal editor pointed out, "We 

have the opportunity to go into those countries with a clean slate. We have none of the profits of 

the last hundred years of trading as England has. But neither have we any of the accumulated 

hates and spites and jealousies. We have no territorial concessions. We neither need to trade on 

England's prestige nor to inherit any of England's  sin^."^ The division arnong Canadian opinion- 

makers over the Manchurian question, then, was as much between imperialism and emerging 

Canadian nationalism as between the belligerents thernselves. In many cases, how a particular 

diplomat. politician. missionary or trader felt about these underlying issues affected his overall 

stand on the Far Eastern question itself. 

With Japan's decision to leave the League in March 1933, the hopes of imperialists and 

internationalists were effectively dead. Neither approach had been effective in rnaintaining the 

security of Canadian interests in the Far East. Sorne had called attention to the incongmency of 

promoting imperialism in the Orient when it was unfashionable in the West. "The day of pirating 

and Imperialism is past". the Vancouver Sun noted. "but Japan does not seem to reaiize it." Japan 

and China seerned to be "where we were before 1911. They do not realize war is outlawed."" A 

United Church missionary in China similarly viewed Japanese imperialism as "the last dying effort 

of an international practice. which is an anachronisrn in this century and must go!"= Canada and 

other Western nations had officially abandoned imperial aggrandizement and the use of force in 

settling disputes but. as one commentator pointed out. these 

3 7  "Where Does Canada Stand on Asia?" in Vancouver 

Vancouver Sun. 27 October 193 1 ;  2 February 1932. 
"' Ne\\. Oirrlook, 20 January 1932. 
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sufficiently consolidated" at the very moment Japan decided to  expand its imperial frontiers." 

Under the old rules. lapan's conquest of Manchuria would have aroused as little attention in the 

West as its occupation of Taiwan and Korea. Imperialism was no longer deemed acceptable in the 

realm of international affairs. Japan had not realized this nor. apparently, had many Canadians 

involved in the Far East. 

If imperialism was no longer a desirable option. intemationalism had become an equally 

impractical system of security in the Pacific. To some, Japan was to blame for the failure of 

internationalisrn since it had "ridiculed the League of Nations" in the Far East and revealed itself as 

"the heir to Hohenzol lem mil i t a~ i sm" .~ '  To Dafoe and other intemationalists. the League 

members themseives were responsible for the death of internationalism due to their unwillingness 

to endorse sanctions. Sorne disputed this death, arguing the League's censure of Japan's "flagrant 

violations" had marked the first universal condemnation of temtorial aggrandizement in history. A 

few liberals viewed this not as a failure of the League, but as a step "toward higher ground" by 

establishing "a new standard of international ethics" by which al1 nations would be judged? 

Despite this minority view, most Canadians involved in the Far East reafized that a new way would 

have to be found in dealing with an increasingly wayward member of the international systern. 

Collective security having failed. Canada and other Western nations now relied on the strength of 

world opinion to limit Japanese expansionisrn. Subsequent events in the Far East would 

demonstrate that this was clearly insufficient. As the dark clouds of militarism loorned over the 

Pacific. Canadian opinion-makers knew that at Ieast the old ways of imperialism and 

internationalism would no longer work. 

2'KJ Sir Frederick Whyte. one cime adviser to the Chinese government, told the Empire 
Club in  Toronto in December 1932 that events of the past three years had led to the 
"complete overthrow of Iiberalism" in lapan and a form of "Stimson 
internationalism" in the West. New Oittlook, 7 December 1933. 
291 Maclean 'S.  1 December 193 1 .  
"" Toronto S t a r ,  27 February 1933. 



Cha~ter Three 
Amidst the Growing Storm 

After four years of planning, Herbert Marler had corne a step closer to realizing his dream. 

Canada would have a new legation in Tokyo worthy of its growing presence in the Far East. At 

personal expense, he had obtained a premium site in the prestigious Akasaka ward of Tokyo. 

directly across from the residence of the Emperor's brother, Prince Chichibu. Sod had k e n  turned 

and the excavation nearly completed. With a characteristic sense of occasion. Marler drew up a 

list of guests including prominent members of the local Canadian community and British 

ambassador Lindley and his wife to witness the laying of the comerstone. Ever mindful of 

publicity. he commissioned Hugh Byas, Tokyo correspondent of the New York Times, to write a 

series of articles on Canada's showpiece in the Orient. In late February 1933, he sought Ottawa's 

approval for the arrangements, inquiring as to which articles should be placed inside the 

cornerstone as mementos of the occasion. 

At External Affairs, Norman Robertson wryly suggested the League Covenant, the Kellogg 

pact and the Nine-Power treaty.' His sarcasm was prompted by the inopportune timing of yet 

another Canadian initiative in the Far East. The Assembly of the League of Nations had adopted 

the Lytton report on the previous day, finally convinced that Japan had violated its international 

obligations in establishing the Puppet state of Manchukuo. With an outraged lapan likely to depart 

from the League. Extemal Affairs advised Marler to cancel the inaugural ceremony and, if 

possible. delay construction of the legation due to the "grave development of the international 

situation".' Marler grudgingly complied but clairned that suspension of construction would result 

in "serious financial loss" and "a most embarrassing situation", prornpting questions from the 

Japanese that would be "difficult to answer".' With the event cancelled and publicity minimized, 

' Marjorie McKenzie to Skelton. 1 March 1933, RGS5, D l ,  vol. 797, file 503. 
SSEA to Marler, 25 February 1933, RG25. Dl ,  vol. 797, file 503. 
Marler to SSEA, 27 February 1933, RG25, Di ,  vol. 797, file 503. Privately. however. 

the instructions had brought Marler to the "boiling" point, causing him to condemn 
"those damned rotten Chinese", the "utterty unreliabIel' Americans, the "pack of 



External advised Marler to determine "how far it is possible to delay work of construction" while 

respecting existing building contracts. Writing from London. Skelton was relieved that "the 

serious international issue" raised by the ceremony had k e n  averted.' 

The incident revealed the extent to which the League's censure of Japan had aitered 

Canadian attitudes toward Japanese imperialism. Marler would continue to carry out his plan, 

overseeing the construction of the new legation in every detail. But the effect of Japan's departure 

tiom the international system on its image among Canadian opinion-maicers would be more 

destructive. As Japan opted for unilaterdism externally and rnilitaisrn domestically. its apologists 

in  Canada became fewer in number and less outspoken. Japan was no longer the same country that 

Marler had discovered upon his arrivai in 1929. Taisho democracy had failed to provide remedies 

to Japan's economic woes, political corruption and ineffective diplomacy in China and the Pacific. 

It had taken only a year for Japan to overnin Manchuria and establish a client state there, a 

situation which the League had proved unable to redress. As Japan descended into militarist rule. 

its actions in the Far East become more and more unpredictable. Canadians involved in the 

Japanese empire. like most of their Western counterparts, entered a murky world of diplomatic 

intrigue. rising trade tension, growing anti-foreign sentiment and general apprehension regarding 

Japanese aims. 

The four-year period from Japan's decision in March 1933 to withdraw from the League to 

the renewal of the Sino-Japanese conflict in July 1937 marked a pivotal phase in Canadian 

attitudes toward Japanese imperialism. Unlike the Manchurian and Shanghai incidents, there were 

no dramatic military offensives to capture Canadian headlines. With the failure of collective 

security in the Far East. the League and its members turned their gaze toward more disconcerting 

fools" at t he  League and even Extemal Affairs which "never reads Our despatches" 
and "knows nothing". As Keenleyside recalled, "1 have never heard him in such a 
tantrum .., He now almost completely loses his head when he gets excited. Sometimes 
1 think he  is temporarily out of his mind." Hugh Keenleyside, Memoirs of Hugh L. 
Keenlevside: Vol. / - Hammer the Golden Day, (Toronto: McClelland and Stewart, 1981). 
425-26. 

SSEA to Marler, 28 February 1933; Skelton to Marjorie McKenzie, 27 March 1933, 
RG25, D l ,  vol. 797. file 503. 



matters in Europe. Yet. almost imperceptibly, the safeguards of Pacific security came cmmbling 

down. one by one, as did the hallmarks of liberal democracy within Japan. Amidst growing 

uncertainty. the Arnau declaration in April 1934 of a Japanese Monroe doctrine for East Asia and 

the Young Officers' coup of February 1936 were signposts dong the path of Japanese 

aggrandizement. These turning points divided the period into three stages during which Canadians 

still concerned by Far Eastern events re-evaluated their assessments of Japanese aims. 

Increasingly. their disagreements over Japan's role in the Far East were based less on ideological 

differences between imperiaiists and internationalists and more on the impact of Japanese actions 

on their particular interests. With imperialism discredited and internationalism unworkable in the 

Far East. Canadian diplomats, businessmen, interest groups and missionaries retreated into their 

respective domains. apprehensive of how Japanese expansion would affect their activities. 

Japan's actions during this period did not affect al1 Canadian interests in the sarne way. For 

Canadian foreign-policy makers, diplomatic manoeuvres by an increasingly unpredictable Japan 

threritened to drive a wedge in the North Atlantic triangle. Tokyo's rejection of multilateralism at 

the London naval talks in 1935 further womed Canadian diplomats and military planners. Japan's 

economic aims had become equally unpredictable. Trade delegations from Britain. Australia and 

Canada raised hopes of a trade agreement with Japan, soon to be dashed by threats of Japanese 

discriminatory tariffs. Rising protectionism in both Canada and Japan culminâted in the bitter 

trade war of the summer of 1935, swiftly resolved by Mackenzie King's retum to power. For 

Canadian missionaries. particularly Roman Catholics from Quebec, harassrnent from Japanese 

nativists reached unprecedented levels, tmly becoming a matter of life and death. The educational 

activities of ali Canadian missionaries in the Japanese empire, regardless of denomination, were 

hampered severely by official policies requiring compulsory attendance of school children at 

Shinto shrines. Within Canada itself, growing fears of a Japanese attack on the West coast of North 

America heightened already widespread anti-Japanese sentiment in British Columbia, making 

Asiatic immigration a major issue in the general election of 1935. The sarne fears prompted 



speculation as to Canada's difficult position in the event of a war between Japan and the United 

States. 

That Japan had abandoned multilateralism in Far Eastern affairs had become apparent to 

Tokyo legation officiais by eariy 1933. Foreign minister Uchida had outlined Japan's new 

"positive" policy in the Diet on 21 January, stating that the recognition and protection of 

Manchukuo. including Jehol, had become the "settled policy" of Japan. As Uchida explained. 

international recognition of Japan as "the constructive force" and "the mainstay of tranquility" in 

the Far East was the sine qlte non of "any plan for erecting an edifice of peace" in the ~ - e ~ i o n . ~  He 

also stressed the need to counter Soviet influence in Asia, suppress anti-Japanese agitation in 

China. revive international trade and "enlighten" League members as to the special case of 

Manchukuo. Marler considered the statement as "a not unreasonable presentation" of Japan's 

nationalist program "to control the Orient". although he reserved judgment on whether this was in 

Japan's own "selfish" interests or would have "a more stabilizing influence" on the regiom6 By 

contrast. the new policy stmck American ambassador Joseph Grew as a forrn of "desperate 

diplomacy". a sien of military dominance in Japan's foreign affairs.' 

In adopting the Lytton report on 24 February, the League Assembly ignored Uchida's 

request for "elasticity " in its interpretation of the Covenant. Japan stated i ts intention to withdraw 

from the League in an imperial rescrïpt dated 27 March, a move which met with a mixed response 

in Tokyo. Initially, according to Kirkwood, the Japanese press considered it a "justifiable 

response. demanded by national pride", some papers praising Japan's "glorious isolation". This 

soon gave way to increasing criticism of the Saito administration's incompetence in failing to 

explain Japan's legitimate position to the West. Kirkwood claimed the move had prompted 

Quoted in  Armin Rappaport, Hen- L. Stimson and Japan, 1931-33, (Chicago: 
Univers i ty  of Chicago Press, 1963), 178. 

Marier to SSEA, 13 Febmary 1933, RG25, G-1. vol. 1546, file 577. 
' Joseph C. Grew, Ten Years in Japan, (New York: Simon and Schuster, 1944). 135. 



renewed discussion of an Asiatic Monroe doctrine and economic bloc led by lapan.' Keenleyside 

noted in his diary that Japan would no longer "have anything to  do with the vanous British. 

American. and Italian-German proposais reparding security and di~armament."~ He ais0 doubted 

the rescript's pledge to continue Japan's involvement in humanitarian cornmittees at Geneva and its 

peaceful control of the South Seas mandated territoies. 'O Meanwhile, League members agreed 

not to recognize ~Manchukuo or  enter into international agreements with the new regime. On 3 1 

May. military leaders in North China were forced to sign a tmce at Tangku, near Tientsin, 

effectively bringing hostilities to an end by acknowledging Japanese rule north of the Great Wall. 

Not ail Canadians agreed that Japan should be excluded from the club of civilized world 

powers. Geneva's failure in dealing with the Manchurian crisis did little to dissuade Nicholas 

Ignatieff from advocating a League commission as a way of resolving the Sino-Japanese dispute. 

Another contributor to Sutw-da? Night claimed Japan was "somewhat justified" in its quest for 

economic. political and racial equality with the West and commended Japanese living in Canada 

for "their careful observance of local laws"." The visit of two warships of a lapanese naval 

training squadron to British Columbia in early April, while disconcerting to J.S. Woodsworth, was 

celebrated in both Vancouver and Victoria. In response to the CCF  leader's concern over the visit 

due to "the trouble in the orient and the withdrawal of Japan from the League of Nations". Bennett 

expected Vancouverites to extend to the Japanese vessels "the hospitality for which that city is 

"s Kirkwood cornmented. "There is still an unshaken conviction in the 
righteousness of Japan's case: but there is disappointment at the fact that Japanese 
statesmanship did not succeed in convincing the rest of the world." Report on 
Political Conditions. February-March 1933. dated 10 April 1933, RG25. G- 1, vol. 1546. 
file 577. 
" Keenleyside. M e m o i r s .  vol. 1. 428. 
'O Keenleyside dismissed as insincere the Japanese promise not  to fortify the former 
German colonies of the Marianas. Caroline and Marshall islands, granted to it by the 
League in 1920. H e  later questioned a favourable report on Japanese mle there by a 
Canadian-born "independent authority" o n  lapan. Dr Paul Hibbard Clyde. claiming 
Clyde was hardly unbiased since his one-year stay in the Far East had been funded by 
the South Manchurian Railway. Keenleyside to SSEA, 2 July 1934, RGS5, G-1, vol. 1685, 
file 70. 

Nicholas Ignatieff, "The Real Struggle in the Far East" in Sa turday  Night .  17 June 
1933: F.J. Savage. "Has White Control of World Affairs Ended?" in Saturday Nighr, 12 
August 1933. 



proverbial." l' An editorial in the Vancouver Sun claimed disagreements over Japan's policy in 

Manchuria "does not by one jot abate the w m t h  of our regard for the Japanese people" who 

themselves "are the very personification o f  courtesy"." The Victoria Daily Times appreciated the 

"typical lapanese hospitality" given official visitors to the naval craft during the goodwill mission. 

thoush i t  noted local Chinese were barred from boarding the cruisers. As the Esquimalt signal 

tower greeted the vessels with a 2 1-gun saiute. good relations with Japan seemed intact. " 

To long-time advocates of Oriental exclusion, however, the Japanese threat was as real in 

the Fraser Valley as it was in Manchuria, Groups such as the Asiatic Exclusion League continued 

to advocate a ban on Japanese immigration, despite the fact that the quota of 150 visas had not 

been reached in 1932." They vigorously opposed any extension of the franchise which Canadian 

veterans of Japanese descent had won in the provincial legislature in 193 1 by the very narrow 

16 margin of a single vote. The  most outspoken opponents of Japanese immigration in the House 

were A.W. Neill and Thomas Reid, the members for Comox-Alberni and New Westminster 

respectiveIy. Based on RCMP reports in 193 1 of a smuggling racket of Japanese immigrants. Reid 

had charged that over 40 per cent of the 22,000 Japanese in British Columbia had entered Canada 

i ~ l e ~ a l l ~ . ' ~  In late April. he funher claimed that a lack of licensing restrictions had allowed 

'' Dehares.  3 April 1933, 3680. Upon further reflrction, Bennett admitted his earlier 
comments had been "very unilluminating" and explained that formal consent had 
been siven Japan in early February that the warships would be given "courteous 
treatment ... in accordance with international custom and practice." Debares, 10 April 
1933. 3905. 
'' Its editor citéd Japanese "graciousness" toward Canadians living in Asia and 
Japan's defence of the B.C. Coast from German raiders during the last war. He 
concludrd that "however we may criticize Japanese policy. or they ours, the Japanese 
nation is Our good friend-" Vancouver S u n .  6 April 1933. 
l J  Victoria Doiiy Times. 4 April 1933. 
'' Only 119 visas were granted to Japanese in 1932. See Legation Report for 1934, 
dated 25 October 1934. RG25, G-1, vol. 1647, file 80-H; and Canada Year Book, 1938, 
(Ottawa: King's Printer. 1938). 206. For more on the AEL's activities. see W. Peter 
Ward. Whire Canada Forever: Popular Arrirrrdes and Public Policy Tow-ard Orienrals in 
Brirish Columbia, (Mon treal : McGill-Queen's Uni versi ty Press, 1 WO), 1 29. 
I b  Ken Adachi. The Enerny Thai Never Was, (Toronto: McClelland and Stewart, 199 1 ), 
155-6. 
" Claiming lower Far Eastern living standards made British Columbia "almost a 
paradise to them". Reid called for a total ban on Oriental immigration since "their 
entry is bound to be detrimental to our people." Debares,  22 April 1932, 2278-79. 



Japanese fishermen to gain control of the Fraser River and "build up a part of Japan on the 

Canadian Pacific Coast". Citing the "well known fact" that many of these were Japanese naval 

officers. he alleged they were engaging in espionage, relaying their intimate knowledge of the 

British Columbia coastline to military stntegists in Japan." His charge followed the conviction of 

"no less thm five" Japanese for fraud in falsifying birth certificates, naturalization papers and 

passports. '' Marler soon reported that officids in Tokyo were "somewhat disturbed" by Reid's 

"categorical statements" and the Bennett govemment's failure to challenge them? After refemng 

the matter to the Department of Fisheries. Skelton informed Marler that no evidence had been 

found to support Reid's allegations. He advised the Canadian minister to point out "unofficially" 

that Reid's comments had received littie publicity and few members of the House were in 

attendance at the time of his speech." While H.F. Angus continued to condemn Oriental 

exclusion. Charles E. Hope and W.K. Eatle reiterated Reid's charges to readers of Maclean's. 

They claimed Japan's infiltration of the West coast fishery. notably by ex-soldiers "of the military 

samurai class". seemed coordinated "as though from some central source". They warned readers 

this "orderly advance". marked by the efficiency "that characterizes Japanese expansion 

everywhere". was nothing less than a security threat by ri "homogenous. aggressive, organized and 

imperiall y-rninded people"." 

' V e h a r e s .  28 AprÏl 1933. 3745. For a personal account of the rising tension between 
Japanese and white fishermen on the Fraser River, see Rolf Knight and Maya 
Koizumi. A Man of Our  Times: The Life-History o f  a Jupanese-Canadian Fisherrnan. 
(Vancouver: New Star Books, 1976), 66-69. 
I Q  C.E. Hope and W.K. Earle, "The Oriental Threat" in Maclean's .  1 May 1933. 

Marler to SSEA, 6 lune 1933. RG25, G-1, vol. 1668, file 538. The new head of the 
gairnlrsho's  commercial secrion. Saburo Kurusu, had protested the charge to 
Keenleyside who later remarked in his diary that "it is probably true that the 
Japanese have the B.C. coast al1 plotted out". M e m o i r s ,  vol. 1, 430. 
' Skelton to Marler, 12 July 1933. RG25, G-1. vol. 1668. file 538. After investigating 
Reid's allegations, deputy minister of fisheries, William Found, concluded that his 
department had "no information that would justify a statement that Japanese naval 
officers have been applicants for, or have received fishery licenses." Found to 
Skelton. 4 July 1933. RG25. G-1, vol. 1668, file 538. 

H.F. Angus. "A Contribution to International III-WiIl" in Dalhousie R e v i e w  13, 
(April 1933). C.E. Hope and W.K. Earle. "The Oriental Threat" in M a c l e a n ' s .  1 May 1933. 



Meanwhile. Japan's decision to withdraw from the League complicated matters for the 

organizers of the Banff con ference of the Institute of Pacific Relations. Anxious !O avoid the 

acrimony that had marred the Kyoto and Hangchow conferences, they made econornic issues the 

focus of the meeting, reminding delegates of the purely unofficial nature of their participation." 

At first. Japan appeared unwilling to abide by this non-partisan approach. In early June, Marler 

inforrned Skelton that Tokyo desired an officiai delegation from Manchukuo. despite the exclusion 

of govemmental representatives from p s t  IPR conferences." L.J. Burpee. chairman of the Ottawa 

branch of the IPR, and Sir Robert Borden soon took up the matter with Japanese chargé d'affaires 

Kawamura before communicating with Newton Rowell and Sir Robert Falconer, president of the 

con fer ence (and the University of Toronto). After considering Japan's request, Falconer informed 

Kawamura that the planning cornmittee had decided against a separate Manchukuo group, 

preferring to leave the issue of future representation to the con fer ence itse1f.l Three weeks later. 

the Japanese commander in Manchukuo. General Muto Nobuyoshi, requested the gaimiisho to 

send the head of the Japanese delegation, Nitobe Inazo. to the new state so that he could speak 

with "authonty" on developments there. The aging Nitobe. the most articulate defender of 

Japanese aims to the West, promptly boarded a plane for Manchukuo, where he conducted a bnef 

tour and met with the new chief executive. Henry P U - ~ i . ~  At about the same time. the Chinese 

head delegate. Dr. Hu Shih, assured Canadian reporters that recent hostilities "will not mar the 

friendliness of the Japanese and Chinese representatives towards each other.lV-? 

The fifth conference of the IPR opened at the Banff Springs Hotel on 14 August. The 

members of the Canadian delegation indicated the wide spectrum of opinion-makers still interested 

in Far Eastern affairs after the Manchurian episode. The high-profile group included two 

" Bruno Lasker and W. Holland (eds.), Problerns of the Pacific. 1933: Econornic 
Conflicr and Conrrol - Proceedings of the F q t h  Conference of the lnsrirrrre of Pacific 
Relnrions. BanfJ Canada. 13-26 Augusr, 1933, (London: Oxford University Press, 1933). 
\' . 
" Marler to SSEA. 10 June 1933. RG25, G-1, vol. 1628, file 494.  
y Skelton to Marier, 27 June 1933, RG25, G-1, vol. 1628, file 494.  
2b George Oshiro, "The End: 1929-1933" in John F. Howes (ed.), Nirobe Inazo: Japan's 
Bridge Across die Pacific, (Boulder: Westview Press, 1995), 269. 
" Montreal Gazetre, 17 July 1933. 



university presidents, over a dozen academics and a provincial supreme court justice. Canadian 

academe was represented by professors H.F. Angus of the University of British Columbia, George 

Smith and R.C. Wallace of the University of Alberta, Robert A. Falconer. H.A. Innis and Norman 

~Mrickenzie of the University of Toronto, F.A. Knox of Queen's. Loon Lorrain of the University of 

 montrea al. R.A. MacKay of Dalhousie and T.M. Dadson of Acadia. Representatives of the 

Canadian Institute of International Affairs and the League of Nations Society included E.J. Tarr. 

John Nelson. Newton Rowell. Fred Soward. G.P. de T. Glazebrook, Escott Reid and R.B. Inch. 

H.R. MacMillan and officials from the Vancouver Board of Trade, Canadian National Railways 

and the B.C. Pulp and Paper Company represented Western business interests. Prominent 

journalists in the delegation included John Imrie. managing director of the Edmonton Jolimal, 

D.B. MacRae. editor of the Regina Leader Post, and John Stevenson, Ottawa correspondent of the 

London ~ i m e s  .3 

Over the next two weeks. 133 delegates from ten counttïes with Pacific interests (as well as 

obsenlers from the League of Nations) attended ciosed-door sessions related to the overall theme 

of economic conflict and c o n t r ~ l . ~  As expected. consideration of Japanese imperialism was 

overshadowed by presentations on less controversial topics such as Pacific shipping, currency 

problems. differing labour standards in the Far East, economic effects of the Ottawa conference. 

rural industries in China and land use in the Philippines. At the inaugural dinner. Nitobe reiterated 

Jrrpan's desire for peaceful cooperation in the Pacific, condemning the evils of intolerance and 

economic self-sufficiency." In his opening remarks, Dr. Shih refrained from usine the conference 

The Arnerican delegation included Newton Baker, former Secreiary of War. Philip 
Jessup. international law professor, Henry Luce, editor of Time and F o r t u n e  
magazines. Owen Lattirnore. editor of Pacific Affairs and noted historian James 
Shotwrll. Problems of ille Pacific, 352-57. 
"' S .  Mack Eastman, chief of section of the International Labour Office. was one of 
the four observers from Geneva. ibid., 158. Soviet delegates had been unable to 
attend due to  passport difficulties and continued Canadian and American refusal to 
recognize the Moscow regime. Problerns of the Pacific, viii. For Canadian 
participation in the conference. see IPR publication, Cunadian Papers, 1933, (Toronto: 
CIIA. 1933) and Elizabeth Green, "The Fifth Biennial Conference of the IPR: A Survey" 
in Pncific A ffairs. VI, Conference Supplement (October 1933). 
'O H e  had recovered from severe abdominal pains to make the speech. Oshiro, 270 
and Prohlems of rlre Pacgîc. vii. 



for propaganda purposes since this would be "abusing the hospitality" of his Canadian hosts." 

Delegates broaching the sensitive topic of Manchuria limited their analyses to economic and 

demographic factors of Japan's expansion. A report on Manchuria by the Royal Institute of 

International Affairs adopted a detached tone in explaining recent customs and tariff reforms. 

foreign trade and investment and the establishment of a central bank in ~anchukuo." A "very 

tentative" Pacific security pact proposed by a Japanese delegate toward the end of the conference 

met with little support due to its failure to clarify the position of the unrecognized Manchukuo in 

such a scheme." 

The conference ended with economic concerns having remained the order of the day. 

preventing any sparring between Jzpanese and Chinese delegates over Manchukuo. Although 

delegates failed to agree on a host city for the 1935 conference. they hoped for a location that 

would enabie Soviet participation. Many of the Chinese delegates retumed via the United States 

where they encountered undue harassrnent from Arnerican immigration officiais, despite previous 

attempts by Skelton and IPR executive secretary. Escott Reid, to facilitate their passage. H.F. 

Angus accompanied the Japanese delegation to Vancouver. noting Nitobe's worsening condition as 

they travel led through the Rockies." Shortly thereafter. Nitobe was hospi talized in Victoria where 

he passed away in October at the age of 72." Japan had lost its most eloquent and respected 

apologist and would took in vain for an equally effective personification of its international 

~ o ~ d w i l l . - ~  C 

Dr Hu Shih, "On an I.P.R. Philosophic Code" in Pucific Af i i rs .  VI, Conference 
Supplernent. (October 1933). 388. 
'""Notes on the Economic Consequences of Recent Events in Manchuria", Document 
VI11 in Problems of the Paci'c. 422-40. 
J3 For more on this suggestion. sire Yasaka Takaki. "A Security Pact for the Pacific 
Areri". Document IX in Problems of rhe Pacific. 341-50. The proposai met with more 
support from the League of Nations Society in Canada. See G.B., "Peace at Banff" in 
lnrerdependence. 10. nos. 3 & 4: 217-22. 
-U Oshiro. 271. 
?' Sukeo Kitasawa. The Life of Dr. Nirobe. (Tokyo: Hokuseido Press, 1953)- 84. 

AS Angus had remarked at Nitobe's mernorial service in Victoria, "no foreign 
nation could have been more fortunate in her representation among us." H.F. Angus, 
"A Canadinn Farewell" in Pacific Affairs, VI. no. 8 (November-December 1933): 548. 



By the faIl of 1933, goodwill was an increasingly rare commodity in the Far East. Despite 

the conciliatory rhetoric of Japan's new foreign minister, Koki Hirota, growing domestic support 

for the militarists resulted in lenient treatment of the young officers implicated in Inukai's 

assassination. As thousands of Japanese petitioned for their release, the accused took advantage of 

extensive press coverage to publicize their demand for a Showa restoration? According to 

Keenleyside. a "crisis" psychology had ovenaken Japan amidst efforts to suppress dangerous 

thought offenders. as in the recent arrest of over 600 "radicals" in Nagano prefecture.' By 

September. the Japanese press was awash with rumours of an impending war with the Soviet 

Union. prompting sorne Canadian papers to adopt a harder line toward ~ a p a n . ~  For 

CommonweaIth representatives meeting in Toronto. the rising tension widened existing divisions 

over the Far East. with Australian and New Zealand delegates advocating a strong British naval 

presence in the region and a tolerance of Japanese expansion in northeast ~ s i a . "  In a senes of 

articles in Satttrday Nigltt, Colonel F. Fraser Hunter wamed that Japan was acquiring hegemony in 

the Far East and "economic domination of the world" through efficient use of technology, low 

wages. political unity and vigorous nati~nalism.~' The detenorating situation was enough for even 

Marler to criticize Japan's nationalistic ambitions and London's appeasement of them." 

'' Keenleyside reported that many had praised the patriotism of the young officers 
and "the mildness of these sentences was universally applauded." Report on Political 
Conditions. August-September 1933, dated 1 1 October 1933, RG25. G- 1.  vol. 1546. file 
577. 
' V u c h  thought control. in Keenleyside's view, had made liberal and pacific 
elements "cowed and inarticulate". He claimed that 200 of the radicals arrested in 
Nagano were. in fact. high school teachers. Report on Political Conditions. August- 
September 1933. RGS5, G-1, vol. 1546. file 577. 
'" The war scare criused the Toronto Srar to declare that "concerted measures" would 
bs taken by "civilized peoples" if Japan should "break faith again with the world and 
becorne an aggressor against another nation". Toronto Star. 27 Septernber 1933. 

Sponsored by the Royal Institute of International Affairs. the IO-day meeting 
ended on 31 September without a consensus on whether Manchukuo constituted a 
potential market for Commonwealth exports or  rather a cornpetitor in supplying raw 
materials to Japan. Problems of the Pacifie, 8. 
'' F. Fraser Hunter. "Does Japan Control the World Market?" and "The Challenge of 
Jripan to the Western World" in Saturday Niglzr, 4 and 1 I November 1933. '' Keenleyside, Memoirs, vol. 1. 432. 



The Canadian minister could not allow such developments to delay the long-awaited 

opening of the legation however. He had invested great political and financial capital in the 

project. personally advocating the proposai before Bennett's cabinet and agreeing to contribute 

525.00 of his own money toward the estimated total cost of 5200,000." It was clear from the 

outset that no expense would be spared Canada's showpiece to the Orient. The  majestic pillared 

entrance portico and Georgian lines of the legation resembled Marler's own residences in 

Senneville and Westmount. the hallmarks of Montreal architect. Kenneth ~ e a . ~  Overseeing every 

detail of its construction "as if it were his baby", Marler commissioned Antonin Raymond. a Czech 

student of Frank Lloyd-Wright. to adapt Rea's plan to  the site." Lady Marler travelled to Canada 

to purchrise furnishings for the iegation's twenty rooms and, finding only bedroom articles to her 

liking there. continued on to London to acquire the rest." The mansion was suitable for 

entertaining parties of several hundred guests. as if transplanted from Montreal's golden mile. 

Opened on 2 November 1933, the "dignified and imposing" legation inspired Marler to believe it 

would bt-ing "credit and prestige to the Dominion which it r e p r e ~ e n t s " . ~  

' Formal consent for the project was given by cabinet on 31 August 1932 and Marler 
was reimbursed for his expenses in June 1935- Due to the delay mentioned above. the 
legation and chancery were completed 64 days behind schedule at a cost overrun of 
$550 .  Unauthored article, "Sir Herbert Marler and the  Establishment of the Canadian 
Legation in Tokyo" found by author in library of the Canadian Embassy, Tokyo; and 
Eber H. Rice, "Sir Herbert Marler and the Canadian Legation in Tokyo" in John 
Schultz and Kirnitada Miwa (eds.). Canada and Japan in the T~ventieth Centliry, 
(Toronto: Oxford University Press, 1991)- 83. 

Marie-Josée Therrien. "'This Proper and Dignified Accommodation': The Marler 
House in Tokyo" in Bulletin: Society for the Strtdy of Architecture in Canada. 22, no. 3, 
68. 
'' Interview with James Langley, Jr., 20 August 1998. J.P. Manion, working as 
commercial attaché in  t he  legation at the tirne, described Marler's "pet project" as 
"dignified and in good taste". James P. Manion, A Canadian Errant: Trvenry-five Years 
in the Canadian Foreign Service, (Toronto: Ryerson Press, l96O), 47-8. 
J" She was assisted in this task by a Montreal interior decorator and a young Colonel 
Georges Vanier. Mary Taylor. "Marler House in Tokyo" in Bout de papier. 1 1, no. 1, 
(Spring 1994): 8-10; and recollections of Lady Marler in "The Canadian Embassy. 
Tokyo. Japan: A Brief History", (unpublished, 1968) found by author in library of the 
Canadian Ernbassy. Tokyo. 
." Description by Marler. "The Canadian Legation in  Japan", forwarded to Skelton, 8 
December 1934, RG25, Dl,  vol. 794. file 464. 



Not al1 of iMarler's compatriots agreed. Many criticized his Iavishness at a time of 

economic restraint, although some journalists praised his "very distinguished service" in opening a 

new "window" to the Orient.' Amidst depressed labour and expon conditions. one Quebec 

mernber of Parliament had asked if Canadian workers and materials would be used in the project? 

After reading Marler's description of the legation in an article intended for publication later that 

year. Skelton recommended "to conceal, as far as possible, from the Canadian taxpayer. the fact 

that the Legation is dignified. imposing, and majestic."" Trade and Commerce. fearing too much 

of Langley's time had k e n  spent negotiating the purchase. defayed his transfer to the new building. 

greatly angering Marler in the process. To counter such opposition. Marier explained he had 

obtained the property at a very reasonable price due to the temporary fa11 in the yen. Others 

attributed the lower than market price to the prevailing rumour the site was haunted and therefore 

unsuitable for Japanese use." Perhaps there was some tmth to the ghost story. On the day of the 

opening. Marier was hospitalized for pneumonia, further complicated by pleurisy and a crise de 

)le&. After his wife and the Keenleysides fell il1 in 1934, Marler decided to have a Shinto piest 

ward  off remainine omens in a secret ceremony later that year." 

The prospects for Cmadian trade in the Far East  appeared similarly ill-fated by 1933. 

Despite trade promotion efforts by Mxler and Langley, the value of Canadian exports to Japan had 

'"ttawa C i r i z e n .  9 March 1934. Mackenzie King. who as prime rninister had 
criticized ext ravagance at Washington and Tokyo, privately commended Marler fo r  
"the perfect form in which you have [given] the outward and visible sign of Our 
country in that  little part of Japan which is now Canada." King to Marler, 27 
December 1933, cited in Therrien. 72. 
'' Another member,  representing Antigonis h-Guysborough, had opposed the rnove. 
a r g u i n ~  such a costly venture was  inappropriate given Ottawa's  plan to cu t  the 
salaries of  lighthouse keepers by 10%. Others viewed the expense as  unnecessary in 
Iight of the 50% decline in trade with Japan over  the past  three years. Debares. 7 
February 1933.  1870-78. 

Among other  changes to Marler's text. Skelton recommended striking out 
references to "heavy rugs and guest-suites and oodles o f  bath-rooms and a telephone 
in every room". Skelton memorandum to Marjorie McKenzie, 29 January 1935, RG2S. 
D 1 ,  vol. 794, file 464. 
" Arthur Menzies to  Klaus Pringsheim in Pringsheim. Neighborrrs Across the 
Pacific: Canadian-Japanese Relations, /870-1982, (Oakville: Mosaic Press. 1983). 35. 
Mary Taylor refers to a legend from the Aoyama family, the previous owners of the  
property, of a housemaid who had drowned in a well near the site. Taylor, 9. '' Keenleyside. Memoirs, vol. 1, 436. 



plummeted to S 10 M from $42 M in 1929 and $19 M in 193 1 .a The global economic slump, 

rising protectionism following the Ottawa conference and America's departure from the gold 

standard were chiefly to blarne. Japan's economy had k e n  ravaged by the loss of silk export 

markets. the severe depreciation of the yen in 1932 and rampant inflation caused by military 

operations in North china? Its declining purchasing power had resulted in a sharp decline in 

imports of Canadian wheat. prompting a report on the situation by James Manion. the assistant 

commercial attaché at the legation, in February 1933." With a fall in Canada's share of lapan's 

wheat imports since 1926 frorn 8 1% to 52%. Manion viewed the ioss of this market to American 

and Austraiian cornpetitors as "a very serious national matter". He urged Ottawa to inforrn 

Canadian wheat exporters of this and establish a commission to address the crisis? 

Japan's conquest of Manchuria presented a thomy problem for trade officiais in the Far 

East. The Dairen office under Paul Sykes  had proved a dismal failure and was closed in January 

1933. To Dana Wilgress, chief of the Commercial Intelligence Service at Trade and Commerce, 

Marler's opposition to the move had been motivated by political rather than trade c o n ~ e r n s . ~  

FoIIowing the decision in November 1932 to have Sykes open an office in Tientsin. Marler 

insisted that Manchuria be included in its j~risdiction.~ Wilgress agreed but considered this "a 

" Dominion Bureau of Statistics, Canada Year Book, 1932. (Ottawa: King's Printer, 
1932). 403: Canada Year Book. 1934-35. (Ottawa: King's Printer, 1935). 541. 

Over the same period. Japan had expenenced a steady decline in the value of its 
esports from US 5969 M in 1929 to S547 M in 1931 to only S366 M in 1933. Problems of 
rhe Pacific, 3. 
" The son of Bennett's minister of  Railways and Canals, Manion had arrived a t  the 
lesation in  February 1932 to work under Langley. Vancouver Sun, 39 January 1932. 
A y t x r  later. Richard Grew was transferred from Tokyo to become trade commissioner 
at Kobe. assisted by Paul McLane. 
* J.P. Manion. legation repon entitled "Sale of Wheat and Wheat Flour to Japan and 
China". dated 15 Februriry 1933, RG25. G-1. vol. 1658, file 280. 
" Wilgress considered it "doubtful if our  office at Diaren [sic] will ever justify its 
existence ... my opinion is that there is no trade centre in Manchuria of sufficient 
independent commercial importance to justify an office for some time." Wilgress to 
Parmetee. 6 October 1932, RGSO, vol. 333. file 11780. In a memo to the deputy minister 
later that year, he  claimed Marler was influenced by "Japanese opinion" and prone to 
"exaggerate the possible effect of Our closing the Dairen office". Wilgress to 
Parmelee, 14 December 1932. RG20, vol. 139. file 26128. 

The  decision had been deferred pending the outcome of  League deliberations that 
month. Marler advised caution, noting that "the Japanese are  extremely sensitive to  
anything in respect to Manchuria - or  to give it its new name. Manchukuo" and 



temporriry arrangement" since, "if the Japanese are to consolidate their interests in Manchuria", it 

would be prefenble "from a trade standpoint" to place the region under the Tokyo office? Sykes 

opened the office in February 1933 but soon reported that "the immediate future for import trade 

into North China is fa. from bright" due to continuing hostilities and the unstable c ~ r r e n c y . ~  After 

the Tangku truce in May. his assessrnent of the trade situation in North China and Manchukuo 

became more p~sitive.~' 

Sykes' relations with Marler and Cosgrave, however, had soured considerably. He resented 

Marler's meddling in trade matters and complained of interference and lack of communication 

from the Shanghai office. Throughout 1933. Sykes squabbled with Cosgrave over the allocation of 

territory in China and coordination of trade promotion there." While Marler had supported his 

view that Shantung province be included within his jurisdiction, the minister's own desire to 

coordinate trade activities did not help mattersG Cosgrave's contributions to the Commercial 

Ilrtelligerzce J oumal struck S ykes as particulad y "indiscreet" since his trade reports on al1 of 

China infringed upon the junsdiction of the Tientsin and Hong Kong  office^.^ Wilgress dismissed 

such charges of inequality among the trade commissioners. despite the fact that Cosgrave had been 

stationed in the economic heart of China since 1925 and Victor Duclos' performance at Hong Kong 

might view the closing of the Dairen office as a "lack of confidence" on Canada's part. 
He clairned that Manchuria "when pacified as 1 believe will be eventually the case 
will develop and demand a considerable amount of our products". Marler to Parmelee, 
25 November 1932, RG20. vol. 333, file 11780. 
' Wilgress to Parmelee, 25 November 1932, RG20, vol. 333. file 11780. 

Sykes to Wilgress, 20 March 1933. RG20, vol. 333, file 1 1780. 
'' In  his 1933 report. Sykes concluded there was a "rapidly developing market" in  
North China for Canadian wheat flour, lumber and paper products. The "creditable 
report" struck Cheney at Trade and Commerce as "very promising". Report on 
Tientsin. submitted by Sykes to Wilgress. 16 May 1934. Cheney to Wilgress, 13 March 
1934. RG20. vol. 1506. file 139B. " As Manion had suspected. due to "a grcat deal of dissension" between Marler and 
the trade commissioners, he had been "stuck in the middle of a jurisdictional dispute". 
Manion. A Canadian Errant, 28. Sykes repeatedly urged Wilgress to clarify the equal 
standing and jurisdiction of al1 offices, as well as their relation to the Tokyo legation. 
Sykes to Wilgress. 23 Deccmber 1932, RG20, vol. 333, file 1 1780. 
"' In  defending Sykes' position of limiting Cosgrave's influence to Shanghai and the 
Yangtse valley, Marler may have been playing off the two trade commissioners to 
advance his own plan to coordinate trade activities in the Far East. Marler to 
Wilgress. 18 January 1933, RG20. vol. 333, file 1 1780. 
N Sykes to Wilgress, 22 September 1933. RG20, vol. 1446, file 18-1-1 (pt. 2). 



had been mediocre. Distressed by the "lack of CO-operation" in the Far East, he urged Sykes to 

abandon his "provocative attitude" in favour of "a little self-effacement"." By year-end. Japnn's 

consolidation of Manchukuo made the transfer of this jurisdiction to Langley inevitable. Wilgress 

began to realize Sykes' "difficult position" as an energetic trade commissioner at an office of 

relatively minor importance.66 In early 1934. Sykes again cornplained of "direct interference" in 

his territory due to Cosgrave's contact with local f i r r n ~ . ~  Shortly thereafter, he was transferred to 

Hamburg. replaced by the more accomrnodating C S .  Bissett who would manage the Tientsin 

office until its closure in 1 9 3 7 . ~  

With friction among its trade officials. Canadian commercial interests faced a further 

challenge when an anti-British trade campaign overtook Japan in the summer of 1933. Under 

pressure from domestic textile interests, Britain abrogated the Indo-Japanese commercial treaty in 

June. placing prohibitive tanffs on Japanese cotton entering India, West Africa and the Federated 

Malay States.69 Marler reported that Japanese industry. education. press and even govemment 

officials were united in a campaign against Indian cottons and possibly Australian wool. He feared 

Japanese hostility might extend to an embargo against Canadian wheat and lumber "as a means of 

forcing a change in [the] Indian tariff'. Despite British assurances to Tokyo of its Iack of influence 

on the Dominions. Marler urged Ottawa to issue a clear statement that "Canada is not involved in 

'' Wilgress to Sykes, 16 October 1933, RG20. vol. 1446. file 18-1-1 (pt. 2). Marler had 
ridmitted that Sykes. compared to Cosgrave. had been "a little more difficult character 
to manage". He offered to "teach them al1 to work together" under Wilgress' 
direction. Marler to Wilgress. 14 March 1933, RG20, vol. 333, file 1 1780. 
C* As Wilgress noted, the "more pronounced" influence of Japanese agencies over 
trade with Manchukuo would "inevitably mean that our offices at Tokyo and Kobe 
will be able to form connections with Japanese firms for the distribution of Canadian 
products in Manchuria." Wilgress to Langtey, 27 December 1933. RG20. vol. 333, file 
1 1780- 

Sykes to Wilgress, 29 January 1934. RG20. vol. 333, file 11780. 
As Cheney observed to Parmelee in  September 1934, "Mr. Sykes is of a 

temperament which does not permit him to CO-operate to the best advantage with his 
colleagues in China." Cited in O. Mary Hill, Canada's Salesman to the Wortd: The 
Deparrrnenr of Trade and Cornmerce. 1892- 1939, (Montreal: McGi Il-Queen's University 
Press. 1977). 500. Manchuria was finally transferred to the jurisdiction of the Tokyo 
office in 1937. 
' At the Banff conference, delegates had discussed the growing competition between 
cotton mills in Lancashire and Osaka for textile markets in the Far East. Problems of 
rhe  Pacific. 139-51. 



Indian problems. is not entering into any combination against Japan. and that Canadian fiscal 

policy is not influenced by   on don."" According to Keenleyside, the "intense chauvinism" in 

Japan bordering on hysteria was d s o  due to a widespread desire to punish Britain for its 

acquiescence to American policy on Manchukuo. Such "calculated anti-foreign" propaganda, 

disseminated by the army and nationalist societies. had produced the most violent "outburst of 

militant nationalism ... since the signing of the Portsmouth Treaty"." As pressure mounted within 

Japan for a boycott against British Cotton textiles from India. Skelton composed a response to 

Marler. dvising him against any direct representation to the Japanese govemment." By 

September. a relieved Marler reported that Japanese press and official criticism had k e n  directed 

"almost exclusively" against Britain and India in advance of the Simla and London trade talks? 

Growing fears of Japanese expansionism in 1933 affected Canadian trade concerns on two 

other fronts. For the first time, the Canadian government and nickeI producers came under attack 

from disarmament advocates for their metal exports to militarist powers. The campaign was 

touched off by a letter appearïng in the London Spectator in early November which claimed 

Canadian nickel exports to Nazi Gerrnany in the first six months of 1933 had doubled those of the 

same period the previous year.74 The allegation, while soon challenpd. led to a resolution passed 

by the League of Nations Society in Canada on 10 November calling on Ottawa "to investigate and 

publicly make known the facts in respect to this situationw.'-< After contacting the cxtemal trade 

'O Marler telegram to SSEA. 22 June 1933, RG25, G-1. vol. 1667. file 536. 
" Report on Political Conditions for June 1933 (dated 7 July 1933) and August- 
September 1933 (dated 1 1 October 1933), RG25, G-1. vol. 1546. file 577. 

Skelton's despatch to Marler. dated 27 June 1933. was not sent. RG25. G-1, vol. 1667. 
file 536. 
" With Australia already receiving "a deplorabIe amount of unfavourable pubficiiy". 
h e  feared the other Dominions might be drawn "into the orbit of the trade dispute". 
Marler to SSEA, 18 September 1933. RG25, G-1, vol. 1667, file 536. 

The cditor of the paper had admitted the metal might have been used for non- 
mititary purposes, such as the new German coinage. The Specraror, 10 November 
1933. " C.P. Meredith. General Secretary. League of Nations Society in Canada to Skelton. 17 
November 1933. RG25, G-1. vol. 1675, file 800. Meredith claimed he had received a 
number of telegrams on the issue from pacifists such as J.S. Woodsworth. women's 
groups and farmers. For more on their reaction. see Interdependence,  I I .  no. 1 
(April 1933): 5-7. 



branch of the Dominion Bureau of Statistics, Skelton found that, although Canada produced 85% 

of the world's nickel. Ottawa had "no means of ascertaining to what extent Canadian nickel is 

being used in the manufacture of arrnaments". The boost in nickel exports to the United States, 

Britain. the Netherlands, Germany and Japan had coincided with naval remnament in those 

countries but the link could not be proven conclusively. German imports of the metd  were 

attributed to non-military uses, such as increasing industrial demand and the new German 

~o inage . '~  Recent reports from the Tokyo legation had indicated a major expansion of Canadian 

nickel exports to Japan through "an unofficial body called the Japan Nickel ~ns t i tu te" .  The total 

value of exports of Canadian matte, speiss, nickel oxide and fine nickel to Japan had jumped from 

S75.228 in 1 93 1 to $1 30,064 in 1 932 to over S268,OOO in 1 933. 78 In the wake of the disarmament 

conference. support for export controls culminated in a resolution in the House the following 

February calling for the prohibition of nickel exports for war purposes. While such measures were 

directed initial1 y against exports to Germany, concern over metal exports to Japan would become 

more pronounced over the corning years. 

As pacifists advocated expon controls on nickel. some Canadian firrns attempted to deal 

directly with the new Manchukuo regime. In the fall of 1933, Francis H. Clergue, director of 

Canadian Car and Foundry, approached Japanese minister Tokugawa "in a purely personal and not 

official manner" to propose the sale of rolling stock to the Manchukuo railway. Hoping diplornatic 

support from Ottawa would secure the deal, Company president W.W. Butler wrote Bennett on 6 

November. urging the sale of railway materials "of the American type" before competitors south of 

The report claimed the value of Canadian nickel exports had more than doubled 
from $4.4 M for the year ending 31 October 1932 to S1 1 . 1  M for the year ending 31 
October 1933. It attributed the surge to expanding industrial uses of the metal and the 
overall economic recovery since 1932. DEA memorandum, dated 29 November 1933, 
RG25. G-1. vol. 1675. file 800. - 
" According to a legation report, the rising use of nickel in Japan was due to non- 
mili cary factors, notably changes in the coinage which increased its nickel content. 
Legation report for 1933, dated 9 January 1934, RGSS, G-1, vol. 1647. file 80-H; and 
interview wi th  James Langley, Jr.. 20 August 1998. - .  
'"y the end of 1933, the value of Canadian nickel exports to Japan would reach 
$799.909. DEA memorandum by J.S. Macdonald, dated 16 February 1938, forwarded to 
King by Skelton, 21 February 1938, RG25. D l ,  vol. 723, file 64. 



the border overcame their opposition to "the new independent state". Viewing Manchukuo as a 

"fait accompli", Butler claimed American intransigence over the issue could provide an 

opportuni ty for Canadian business. He also reminded the prime minister his company was "one of 

the largest employers of labor in Canada" (with over 525 M in investment over the past two years) 

and needed "to dispose of its products in foreign c ~ u n t r i e s " . ~  He requested that Bennett cable 

Marler to inform hirn of the plan to supply cars from his company and locomotives from the CPR 

to the Manchukuo railway on credit. The proposa), he claimed, had met with Tokugawa's 

approval. 

As Skelton immediately realized, the scheme placed Ottawa in a delicate position. Canada 

had joined other League members in refusing to recognize the new regime in t e m s  which strongly 

discouraged contracts with Japanese firms in Manchuria, while not technically prohibiting thern? 

Although the deal might result in domestic employment, Skelton noted that Butler had not 

specified which Manchurian railway was involved, the Russian-owned Chinese Eastern Railway or  

the Japanese South Manchurian Railway. Butler also had not mentioned if the sale was to the 

rail way directly or the Manchukuo government. Skelton feared the Japanese "would doubtless 

wish to take advantage of the situation" by requesting the latter." Upon instructions from Skelton, 

Keenleyside met with Tokugawa at Yokohama, Iess than an hour before his ship left for Canada, 

and quickly cleared up the matter. The Japanese minister admitted to discussing the matter with 

Clergue but had avoided giving him "an unduly favourable impression" of trade possibilities. 

Having visited the new state, he claimed the prospects there were "negligible" for Canadian firms, 

'hot due to any closing of the door against foreign cornpetition" but to problems of distance and 

7)  As h e  argued. this timely opponunity was due to the "extraordinary financial and 
political conditions [in the United States which] seern to make this opportunity for 
business available to Canada." Butler to Bennett. 6 November 1933. RG25, G-1, vol. 
1675. file 786. 

The proposal appeared amidst reports of expansion of the South Manchurian 
RaiIway and a one billion franc ioan from France to fund railway construction, 
power plants and a new harbour at Rashin, Korea. DEA memorandum, 7 November 
1933, RG25, G-1. vol. 1675. file 786. " DEA memoranda, dated 7 and 8 November 1933, RG25, G-1, vol. 1675. file 786. 



cost efficiency. Langley and Sykes had investigated the matter and reached a similar conclusion." 

A subsequent attempt by Clergue and Edward Beatty, president of the CPR, to sel1 SI0 M worth of 

locomotives and freight cars to Manchukuo in early 1934 met with Marler's approval but also came 

to nought. Amidst rumours of British deals in Manchukuo, Marler met with Clergue and his board 

of directors ir, Montreal in the summer of 1934. By this stage. however, Japan had decided to 

supply its own rolling stock to Manchukuo, an outcome that s~rpr ised neither Marler nor 

S k e ~ t o n . ~  

As Japan isolated itself diplomritical ly and began to close the open door in Manchuria. 

rising ultranationalism soon hampered the activities of Canadian missionaries in the region. This 

was directed first of al1 against Roman Catholics. The wave of anti-British sentiment in the fall of 

1933 led to the persecution of Franciscans at Kagoshima, in southern Kyushu. With one 

exception. these were Canadian nationals. mostly from Quebec. According to Rev. Pierre 

Charbonneau, one of the missionaries in the region. an organized newspaper carnpaign had been 

launched against Christianity in general and Roman Catholic missionaries in particular. With the 

tacit connivance of local officiais. lies had k e n  circulated by Buddhist priests. accusing the 

Franciscans of espionage. With complete lack of police protection, the brothers were declared 

"enemies of Japan". their premises searched during their absence, their belongings ransacked and 

official documents stolen. Charbonneau called on Marler to make an official representation to the 

Japanese govemment. Papal representatives in Tokyo advised the Canadian minister against such 

action. however, claiming it would interfere with the order's activities and drive hostility to it 

underground. Considering attacks on them to be "attacks upon the dignity and prestige of 

Canada", h1arIer decided not to intervene on behalf of the Franciscans with "the utmost 

rel uctance" ," 

" Keenlevside to SSEA, 14 Novernber 1933. RG25. G-1. vol, 1675, file 786. 
s3 ~ k e l t o i  to Marler. 13 June 1934. RG25. G-1, vol. 1675, file 786. Marler had doubted 
Canadian Car and Foundry would succeed with the sale but believed "their efforts 
should be facilitated by me  by every means in rny power." Marler to Skelton, 9 June 
1934. RG25, G- 1. vol. 1675, file 786. 

Marler to SSEA, 5 October 1933, RG25, G-1, vol. 1668, file 547. 



Hostility toward Canadian missionaries in Manchuna soon reached more serious 

proportions. As we have seen, some missionaries there had supported the Japanese occupation in 

so far as  it protected their missions from marauding Chinese bandits. Rev. Émile Charest, a piest 

sponsored by Missions Étrangères of Pont-Viau. Quebec had been more critical of Japanese 

actions. He had even refused to attend the inaugural ceremonies of the new state of Manchukuo. 

On the night of 13 February 1934, he was found dead near his residence at the Liaoyang mission, 

murdered ostensibly by two Manchurian "bandits"." Further investigation revealed that a 

Japanese gendarme named Hanada. known to be hostile to Charest's views, had been present at the 

time of his murder. The dubious circumstances prompted an immediate inquest into the affair by 

the British vice-consul at Mukden. In light of existing tensions between Japan and Britain, the 

matter quickly became an international incident. prompting the involvement of Marler, Skelton 

and the British ambassador to Peking, Sir Alexander Cadogan? 

Hanada's role in the crime remained obscure and Japanese officials were reluctant to 

respond to British inquiries with more than reports based on misleading police accounts. Marler 

kept in close contact with British officials in Tokyo and Mukden, informing Skelton of 

developments. Dissatisfied with Japanese explanations, Kirkwood and British chargé Charles 

Dodd made a joint representation to foreign minister Shigemitsu in June, followed by another 

formal protest by Marler in October. Marler believed Shigemitsu's promise of an additional 

investigation was "quite sincere" but feared it  would reach "no very definitive conclusion". He 

also claimed Hanada "knew a great deal more about the murder than he is willing to tell" but 

recognized it was "impossible to accuse him openly to the Govemment of ~ a ~ a n " . "  Skelton 

condemned "this outrageous killing of a Canadian citizen" but recognized the difficulty of finding 

and punis hing those responsi ble. ' Japanese mhori  ties removed Hanada from the area in August, 

" Ottawa Jorirrial, 15 February 1933. 
% AS Marler noted, Charest had been a Canadian national and British subject. Marler 
to SSEA. 1 November 1934. Cadogan corresponded with Sir John Simon on the 
incident on 28 May and 12 September 1934, RGS5, G-1, vol. 1699. file 21 8. 
'' Marler to SSEA, 17 Novernber 1933, RG25, G-1, vol. 1699, fite 218. 

Skelton to Marler, 24 November 1934, RG25, G-1, vol. 1699, file 218. 



deeming him mentally unbalanced, and he was not heard of again. By December 1934, the case 

had been dropped." ~issions-Étrangères praised Charest as "un martyr de la foi" who had been 

"un modèle de piété. du travail et de zèle apost~lique."~ His fellow missionaries. however, had 

realized the limits of opposition to Japanese aims in the Far East. 

With Japan's intentions in northeast Asia becoming ciearer by 1934. it was not difficult to 

see why many began to see the new state of Manchukuo as a fair accompli. Since its declaration of 

independence in March 1932, Manchukuo had acquired a separate state apparatus. complete with 

govemment ministries and means of economic and social control closely pattemed on those in 

Japan." The adoption of a distinctive flag, the appointment of Henry Pu-Yi. the iast Manchu 

emperor of China. as its "Chief Executive" and Tokyo's recognition of the new regime in 

September 1932 al1 asserted the fiction of independence." In late January 1934. Japanese officiais 

decided to make the myth of a Manchukuo "empire" complete. They announced that Pu-Yi would 

be enthroned as its emperor on 1 March. the second anniversary of the new state's independence 

and first day of the newly-proclaimed Kangte era. The skill of Japanese propagandists in 

explaining such developments to the West was demonstrated in Presenr-Day Japon, an annual 

English supplement to The Ascriri daily. In its glossy and richly illustrated pages. the hard lines of 

Japanese imperialism were softened by images of the Japanese female and aesthetic traditions 

accompanied by statistics attesting to the economic, educational and political progress of 

Manchukuo. Describing the new state as "an ideal land for world investment" and "a 

'' Shrlton to Rev. Père I. Geoffroy. Directeur. ~issions-Étrangères. 4 December 1934. 
RG25. G-1. vol. 1699. file 21 8. 
'U "N&rologie: le Père Émile Charest" in Annuaire des ~ iss ions-Étrangères .  1934. 
(Pont  Viau. Quebec. 1934). 38-41: and "Qualités du missionnaire" in Annuaire des 
~isriotzs-Étrangères.  1938. (Pont Viau. Quebec: ~issions-Étrangères. 1938). 18-1 9. 
"' Louise Young. in  her monumental study of Japanese imperialism in Manchuria. 
has viewed Manchukuo as "the centerpiecc of the Japanese empire in the 1930s". 
Louise Young, Japan's Tora1 Empire: Manchitria and rhe Culture of CVarrirne 
ltrrperialisni, (Berkeley: University of California Press. 1998). 18-1 9. For a description 
of the various ministers of the new state, see "Manchoukuo: A New Independent State 
Created in Asia" in Presenr-Day Japan. 1933, 153. 
" The five coloured bands of the new fiag symbolized the "harmony" of the five 
races of the Hans, Manchus, Mongolians. Mohammedans and Tibetans. Manchukuo 
would be. as the English supplement of The Asahi put it, "the paradise of CO-operation 
by aI1 races." Presenr-Day Japon. 1932. 1 17. 



constitutional democracy". it predicted Westem powers "will be obliged to open diplornatic 

intercourse with Manchukuo in the not distant future." '' 
To  Canadian diplomats in Tokyo, Pu-Yi's imminent enthronement touched off a renewed 

debate on recognition. In his numerous reports on the subject, Keenleyside had advocated non- 

recognition of Manchukuo along the lines of the American position. Marler. on the other hand. 

looked to Britain and other European powers for a solution that would not alienate Japan further. 

Arguing there was "something to be said as to recognising Manchukuo", Marler claimed the actual 

methods used to establish the state "require to be forgotten" since it "cannot live alone ... [and] is 

anxious to work out its own destiny". Recognition. paradoxically, might reduce Japan's hold by 

making the new state feel more independent and not "so completely bound to lapan". Noting that 

the Manchurian currency and commercial contacts "are k i n g  stabilized and improved". he 

beiieved Western recognition of Manchukuo was only a matter of time and would occur in stages. 

Some countries would defer to League "opinion" and delay the move. while Germany and others 

"who are not so bound may recognise it at an earlier date." Canada, in Marier's view, would 

follow Britain's lead in recognizing Manchukuo "in the same way as we recognised the U.S.S.R." 

He rilso believed that another state similar to Manchukuo would be created between the Great Wall 

and the Yellow River "in the not very far distant future", the enthronement having some bearing 

"on the extension southwards of Japanese influence".' Keenleyside disagreed with his prediction 

that Manchukuo would be recognized by both Britain and the United States within the year? 

The situation was complicated by the Japanese plan to invite ail chefs de mission to an 

official reception in Pu-Yi's honour during his visit to Tokyo following the enthronement. To  

Marier. acceptance of the invitation, though it might anger China by implying recognition of 

Manchukuo. was preferable to "the most unpleasant consequences" of a rejection tantamount to a 

refusal of an invitation "from His Imperia1 Majesty himself." He disagreed with Btitish 

" Present-Da' Japan. 1932. 1 17; and 1933. 145-46. 
Marler to SSEA, 7 February 1934. RG25, G-1, vol. 1608, file 786. 
By this  stage. Keenleyside was noting Marleres worsening nervous condition and 

despondency about it. claiming he "should cenainly get out of Japan and stay out." 
Keenleyside. Mernoirs, vol. 1, 435. 



ambassador Lindley's clairn that acceptance was devoid of political significance and urged him to 

dissuade the Japanese foreign minister from issuing any invitations at d l .  As Marler reminded 

Extemal Affairs. Japan knew that Canada and Britain "are not unfriendly to her" and that they 

would recognize Manchukuo "at a more opportune time", but the invitation would only force the 

issue." When Skelton failed to provide an immediate response, Marler warned of "considerable 

criticism and trouble" if the international incident were not averted. claiming it was useless to wait 

for the British due to their "tendency to leave matters alone until the last moment"." The 

.Mmchukuo foreign minister inforrned Bennett on 1 March that Pu-Yi had been enthroned that day 

"confoming to the will of Heaven and complying with the wishes of the people".w No reply was 

sent by External Affairs or the British Foreign Office to this note. In late March, Skelton wrote 

Riddell. asking to be kept informed of developments at Geneva on the recognition question. The 

simplest solution. he claimed. would be for Marler to accept the invitation with the disclaimer that 

it  did not imply any recognition of the new regime, though this might be misconstmed by the press 

and world community.* The delayed response was unlikely to satisfy Marler who had sent the 

following warning to Skelton in an earlier despatch: 

Might 1 further have to honour to add that, notwithstanding my admiration in many 
ways for the people of Japan - and 1 may add to an extent my sympathy for what was 
bound almost unavoidably to take place in Manchukuo as expressed at great length in 
previous despatches - there is this factor: that the Japanese are bound most positively to 
their Manchukuo policy and will suffer no advice or criticism of it from anyone at 
al 1. 

- 4 s  Marler wrote to Skelton, "All this is extremely desirable to avoid if pleasant 
relations are to continue between Canada and this country. where our interests are 
constantly increasing and where now we hold a very favourabie position." Marler to 
SSEA, 17 February 1934. RG25. G-1. vol. 1608. file 786. 
' Marler was critical o f  Britain's lack of leadership, blaming much o f  the current 
situation in the Far East on the delayed response of the Western powers. Marler to 
SSEA, 20 February 1934, RG25. G-1. vol. 1608. file 786. 
' Hsieh Chieh-Shih, Manchukuo foreign minister, to Bennett. 1 March 1933, RG25. 
G-l , vol. 1608, file 786. 
"' Skelton to Riddell, 23 March 1933, RG25. G-1, vol. 1608, file 786. 
lm Mrirler to SSEA. 17 Febniary 1934, RGS5, G-1. vol. 1608, file 786. 



On 17 April. an unexpected statement in Tokyo opened a new phase in Japanese expansion 

in the Far East. Eiji Amau, a relatively junior gaimrlsho official. announced that Japan would 

reserve the right to act single-handedly in "canying out her mission and fulfilling her special 

responsibilities in Eastern Asia". Generally interpreted by Western diplomats as a Monroe 

Doctrine for the Far East, the Amau declaration outlined Japan's intention to preserve peace and 

order in the region by opposing any assistance by third parties to China "to resist Japan". Attempts 

by outside powers to supply China with war planes, airdromes, military advisors and loans "for 

political uses" were specifically condemned. 'O' Three days later, Amau issued a funher statement 

claiming Japan had no intention of violating the open door in China and would not interfere with 

"legitimate" trade interests of third parties in China. Officiais in Tokyo asserted the dechration 

was little more than a "re-statement and clarification" of recent Japanese poiicy in the Far East and 

in no way deviated from the Nine Power treaty and Japan's other international obligations. Foreign 

minister Hirota assured Western diplomats that he had not authorized the statement but, with 

Japanese opinion excited over the issue. could do little to repudiate it.'" 

American and British officiais were hardly reassured. To some, the statement revealed the 

ascendancy of the Arita faction advocating economic dominance of China over the more rnoderate 

pro-Western wing within the gaimuslzo.'<D American ambassador Grew claimed "unqualified 

support" among Japanese for the doctrine would bolster Japan's demand for panty at the upcoming 

naval conference and "enable her to dominate d hi na".'^ Most viewed the statement as an attempt 

to cut off economically lucrative and strategically important trade ties between the AngIo- 

American powers and China. In 1933, the United States had granted SSO M worth of wheat and 

Cotton credits to China's Nationalist govemment and its sales of aircraft, including military planes, 

-- pp 

'O' SSDA to SSEA. 21 April 1934. RGSS. G-1, vol. 1608. file 786. 
'O2 Dorothy Borg. The Unired Srares and the Far Eastern Crisis of 1933-1938. 
(Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1964). 77. For a text of the statements and 
foreign reaction to them, see "Japanps Monroe Doctrine" in  Westel W. Willoughby. T h e  
Sino-Japanese Conrroversy and the Leagite of Nations, (New York: Greenwood Press, 
1968). 623-56. 
'O3 Waldo H. Heinrichs. Jr.. "1931-1937" in Ernest R. May and James C. Thomson, Jr., 
Ainerican-East Asiari Relations. (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1972), 256. 

Grew. Ten Years in Japan. 130. 



had jumped to S 1 -8 M from only 5 1573 15 the previous year. With considerable British textile 

exports and investment in Chinese railways and mines, trade officials in London were wary of 

provoking Japan's closure of Chinese markets. On 29 April. secretary of state Cordell Hull, amidst 

press denunciations of the plan to make China "a protectorate of Japan", instructed Grew to inform 

Japan that no nation had the right to override the interests of other sovereign states in the Far 

East. Irn On the following day, Sir John Simon rose in the House of Commons and. referring to the 

results of "a friendly inquiry" between Lindley and Hirota, accepted Japan's pledge to abide by the 

Nine Power treaty. viewing the matter as a "closed incident". '07 

The difference in the British and American responses to Japan's test of their resolve again 

frustrated a clear Canadian position. How was Canada to keep harmony within the Nonh Atlantic 

triangle when Simon had warned the British cabinet specifically against alienating Japan through a 

united Anglo-American front?lM Since the Cahan incident and the League's acceptance of the 

Lytton report. Bennett had proved reluctant to deviate from non-recognition. Moreover. Canada 

had been a member of the League committee on the question since March 1933." In response to 

a query in the  House only weeks before the Amau declaration, Bennett reiterated Canada's refusal 

In  early 1934. the Curtiss-Wright Corporation had opened an aircraft assembly 
plant near Hangchow worth $5 M designed for military production. T.A. Bisson. 
America's Far Easrern Policy. IPR Inquiry Series, (New York: Macmillan, 1945), 39. 
See also Walter LaFeber, The Clash: A H i s t o p  of U.S.-Japan Relations. (New York: W.W.  
Norton & Co.. 1997). t 77. 
'Oh By this stage. several American academics had differentiated Japanese policies in 
the Far East from the Monroe doctrine. For an example, see George H. Blakeslee, "The 
Japanese Monroe Doctrine" in Foreign Affairs i 1,  no. 4, (July 1933): 671 -8 1.  
IO' United Kingdom. House of Commons. D e b a t e s .  30 April 1934. 14. Hirota had assured 
Lindley there was "no difference" between Japanese and British policies toward 
China and that Japan would "scrupulously observe" all existing treaties there. As he 
also reminded him, Japan, however. could not "remain indifferent" to third party 
violations of law and order in a region in which "in view of her geographical 
position, [she] has most vital concern". Text of official declaration issued by Japanese 
foreign ministry on 26 April, included in telegram from SSDA to SSEA, 3 0  April 1934, 
RG25. G-1, vol. 1608. file 786. 
'OS Simon had convinced the cabinet of his position on 25 April. Ann Trotter, Bri ta in  
nrtd Easr Asia. 1933-1937, (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press. 1975). 77-78. 
'O' The League committee on non-recognition considered the de  facto and de jtrre 
recognition of the new regime, including its request t o  join the International Postal 
and Telegraph Union in March 1933. Skelton to Riddell, 23 March 1934, RG25, G-I, vol. 
1608. file 786. 



to recognize the Manchukuo regime, though he did not elaborate on this position."O With Marler 

siient on the question. Keenleyside disputed the Japanese assertion there was "nothing new" in the 

statement. He considered the move as clearly intended to scuttle recent offers to China of financial 

and technical assistance from the United States, Britain, France, Gerrnany and the League. forcing 

the Chinese "to accept Japanese aid - on Japanese terms"."' As he argued in a confidential 

despatch to Skelton on the day after the statement. the Western powers had only themselves to 

blame for the audacity of Japan's Monroe doctrine: 

That Japan has k e n  encourapd to make these extensive claims in downright and 
specific f o m  is directIy due to the obvious reluctance of the great powers to interfere 
with the imperialistic adventure inaugurated at Mukden in September. 193 1.  Having 
failed to insist upon the integrity of their international commitments when a question 
of morality aione was immediately involved. they now find themselves faced with a 
threat to their economic rights and a challenge to their already depreciated prestige in 
the extreme Orient. "' 

There were also domestic reasons for Bennett's caution. With general confusion over the 

exact meaning of the Amau declaration. Canadian public opinion coalesced around the two poles 

of Anglo-American division on the question. Papers which had supponed Britain's conciliation of 

Japan during the Manchurian crisis again endorsed its caution toward Japanese aims. The Toronto 

Globe saw lapan's "Hands Off Asia" policy as "so strangely enunciated" and "clothed in figurative 

language" that a formal protest would be inappropriate, especially since there was "not a trace of 

bellicosity " in the statement. With Britain's significant Far Eastern interests. this was clearly not a 

tirne "for hasty conclusions"."' Amau's utterance, though contrary to the open door and based on 

the "far-fetched" notion that China would use American-built planes against Japan, struck the 

 montrea al Gazene as little more than a "ballon d'essai", "a dipiomatic 'feeler"' which could be 

"O Debares. 13 March 1934, 1427. "' Keenleyside to SSEA. 23 April 1934. At the time. the League was considering a 
large international loan to strengthen and reorganize the Chinese government. 
Keenleyside claimed Amau's statement cou1d only be seen as "a declaration of Japan's 
intention to play a dominant part in whatever activities are undertaken by foreign 
interests in China. and as a protest against the discrimination from which this 
country is at present suffering." Keenleyside to SSEA, 26 April 1934. RG25, G-1, vol. 
1608, file 786. "' Keenleyside to SSEA, 18 April 1934, RG25. G-1. vol. 1608, file 786. "' Toronto Globe. 28 April 1934. 



withdrawn if ne~essary."~ For those who had advocated sanctions during the Manchurian crisis, 

however. the Amau statement demonstrated the folly of Simon and other appeasers of Japan. The 

Winnipeg Free Press decried Western "obtuseness" and "self-deception" since 1931 in believing 

Japan's "guardianship" over the Far East was consistent with equal opponunity in China."' The 

Toronto Srar condemned Simon's "muddleheadedness and perverseness" in turning "a deaf ear" to 

American insistence on Japan's international obligations. Britain had been hypocritical in 

believing its own interests would not be threatened as Japan sought "to make herself overlord of 

Asia." Like Dr. Frzinkenstein, Simon had created an Asian "monster" which would destroy both its 

maker and Western civilization in an inevitabie Far Eastern conflict. Backing the American 

position. the Srar urged the great powers never to recognize "the Puppet state of Manchukuo" and 

foresaw a Japanese war against the West. beginning with the Soviet Union. I I 6  The Vancouver Sun 

wondered if the statement implied Japanese "leadership or overlordship" of Asia. hoping Japan 

would guarantee the open door in China. "' Describing Japan as "the storm-centre of the East", the 

Halifax Herclld expected the West to defend its legitimate interests there despite Japan's "Munro 

[sic]   oc tri ne"."^ 

Japanese imperialism in the Far East was no longer simply a moral issue. The expansion of 

its military and economic influence in the region had passed the point where it could be debated on 

theoretical grounds as an example of the merits of imperialism versus internationdism. The Amau 

declaration confirmed what had been happening politically and economically in East Asia since the 

League's condemnation of Japan in early 1933. Unwilling to tolerate outside interference in its 

sphere of influence. Japanese imperialism had become a potential threat to Western strategic and 

commercial interests in the region. As Britain and the United States attempted to keep Japan 

' I J  Montreal Gazerte.  21 Aprïl 1934. 
"' Winnipeg Free Press. 23 April 1934 
I l 6  AS its editor maintained, "Anyone familiar with Japanese ambitions shouid have 
known that the seizure of Manchuria, if tolerated by the rest of the world, would stop 
disarmament. lay the foundations of another world war and at no distant date 
jeopardize the position of Britain in Asia." Toronto Srar. 25 and 27 Apnl 1934. 
"' Vancouver S u n ,  27 and 30 ApriI 1934. 
" H a l i f a x  Herald. I May 1934. 



within a multiiateral security arrangement for the Pacific and alleviate economic competition in the 

region. Canadian interests could not help but be affected. It is useful here to assess the impact of 

the Amau declaration on each of these developments, before considering the growing difficulties 

faced by Canadian missionaries in the Japanese empire. 

As Grew had suspected. the link between Amau's remarks and preparations for the London 

naval conference of 1935 was hardly coincidental. Japan's demand for naval parity. increasing its 

smallest share of the 5:5:3 ratio of the Washington treaty. irritated Anglo-American relations. The 

Japanese proposal fell on sympathetic ears in London. The chief impetus for a conciliatory policy 

Iay in a Defence Requirements Cornmittee report of February 1934 which found that Britain could 

not fight Japan and Germany simultaneously and that her more immediate threat was from the 

latter. ' 1 9  Neville Chamberlain, chancellor of the Exchequer, and Sir Warren Fisher. under- 

secretary at the Treasury, strongly endorsed this stance, wary of a costly Pacific arms race. over the 

Foreign Office's fear of aiienating the United States. l" Dominion attitudes on the question were 

problematic. Reliant upon the Royal Navy for protection, Australia and New Zealand favoured 

accommodation of Japanese expansion on the Asian continent rather than toward the South 

Pacific. Canada was highly suspicious of imperial defence schemes, prefemng multilateral 

arrangements including the United States. Over the course of 1934, Britain did little to assuage 

Canadian fears of an Anglo-American split over Pacific security. Without informing the 

Dominions and over objections of the chiefs of staff, Chamberlain gained Simon's support that 

surnmer for a non-aggression pact with Japan, including a "gentleman's agreement" on naval 

11') These findings were influenced by anti-German biases of Sir Robert Vansittart. 
permanent under-secretary at the Foreign Office. and Sir Warren Fisher, head of the 
c iv i l  service and permanent under-secretary at the Treasury. Ian Nish, "Japan i n  
Britain's view of the international system, 1919-1937" in Ian Nish (ed.), A n g l o -  
Japanesc Alienation. 191 9-1 952, (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1982). 46. 
Ir, Some have attributed this position to Fisher's anti-Americanism as well. As he 
remarked sarcastically in January 1934, Britain should "get clear of our 'entangling' 
agreement with the U.S.A. who should be left to circle the globe with ships if they 
want, to gratify their vanity by singing 'Rule Columbia, Columbia niles the waves"'. 
Quoted in  Bradford Lee, Brirain a n d  the Sino-Japanese War. 1937-1939: A Study in the 
Dilernrrtas of British Decline, (Stanford: Stanford University Press. 1973), 8. 



limitations."' A costeffective way of securing British interests in the Far East, the initiative was 

pan of Chamberlain's overall plan to avoid the expense of naval construction. In September, the 

Cabinet instructed Sir Roben Clive. newly-appointed ambassador to Tokyo. to s u g p s t  the idea to 

the Japanese, a final decision on this k i n g  deferred until after the London naval talks." 

The American response to Japan's demands for "equality of security" was far more critical. 

As Walter Lippmann explained, equality in the number and size of ships would "in fact give Japan 

ovenvhelming superiority" due to Britain's commitments elsewhere and America's remoteness 

from East Asia. '" The Roosevelt administration approved a plan in January 1934 to spend $76 M 

per year on naval construction. within the t e m s  of the 1930 London naval agreement, beginning in 

1935 with an aircraft carrier, two cruisers, 14 destroyers and six ~ubmannes ."~ It was hoped Japan 

would not misconstrue the recent passage of the Tydings-McDuffie Act. which outlined a ten-year 

process of Philippine independence. as a sign of American withdrawal from Far Eastern affairs. '" 
Rumours of a British rapprochement with Japan, taking place against a background of renewed 

fears of a Pacific war, a l m e d  Stanley Hornbeck and other State Department officials in favour of 

a hard line against Japan. l3 Roosevelt was so annoyed by the prospect that he instructed Norman 

Davis to inform Simon that "if Great Britain is even suspected of preferring to  play with Japan to 

playing with us". the United States would appeal direct'y to Canada and other Dominions for 

"' In  their report of October 1933. the chiefs had cited the urgent need of naval 
construction and strengthening of Pacific defences. Chamberlain dismissed the 
scheme on financial grounds. Peter Lowe. Britain in the Far East, (London: Longman, 
1981). 136. 
122 Whi le Chamberlain had intended the plan as facilitating naval cooperation. 
Hirota clearly saw it as an alternative in the event of a breakdown in talks. Lowe, 
139. 
13 Lippmann claimed that the Japanese " by destroying the Washington treaties .. . 
txpect to convince the Asiatic peoples that they are already strong enough to tell the 
Western nations to rnind their own business." Walter Lippmann. "Security in the Far 
East" in Satltrday Nighr, 15 December 1934. 
12' William L. Neumann. Arnerico Encounrers Japnn: Frorn Perry t o  MacArthur. 
(Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins Press. 1963). 205. 
I 15 Plans for independenCe were furthered when Manuel L. Quezon became President 
of the Commonwealth of the  Philippines in November 1935. Grant K- Goodman, 
"Philippine Bushido" in John F. Howes (ed.), Nitobe Inazo. 1 19: and Bisson, 51 -62. 
r6 The second edition of Hector C .  Bywater's 1924 bestseller, The Grea t  Pacific War , 
had just been released, predicting a Pacific war due to American naval weakness 
there. LaFeber. 1 79. 



support. '" As head of the American delegation at the preiirninary naval talks in London in late 

1934. Davis was also advised to oppose any exclusion of the United States from Pacific security 

and trade pacts or a softening of its position on Manchuk~o.'~ An Anglo-American split was 

avened. however. by their rejection of a Japanese proposal of a more flexible cornmon upper limit. 

which would have brought naval limits of al1 powers to the Japanese level. The Japanese 

de legates. Matsudaira Tsuneo and Admiral Yamamoto Isoroku, frustrated in their attempt to al ter 

the unequal naval ratio. gave notice on 29 December of Japan's intention to withdraw from the 

1922 Washington agreement. Ig On the same day, the United States announced that major naval 

maneuvers would be held off Hawaii sometime in 1935.'?0 

With the Washington system of Pacific secunty ail but discredited. Canada's position was 

precarious. Since the Manchurian crisis and failed British arrns embargo. Canada's ovemding 

concern in the Far East had been to maintain Anglo-American h m o n y  and, in the event of a 

Pacific war. Canadian neutrality.'" As Arnold Toynbee reminded Canadians in early 1934. these 

were unrealistic objectives since neutrality would be as useless to Canada as it had been to 

12: Neumann. 207. 
t 2s As one diplomat noted. the great majority o f  American public opinion was now 

firmly convinced of Japan's "unreasonable" and "offensive" position in the Far East, 
her "overlordship" in China  being widely considered a "closing of the Open Door". 
Nancy H. Hooker (ed.), The MoJfat Papers:  Selecrions from the Diplornatic Joitrnals o f  
Jaj Pierrepon t Moffat, 191 9- 1933, (Cambridge: Harvard University Press. 1956). 1 16- 
119. 
1 2') Arnbassador Saito claimed the 1922 agreement meant "Rolls Royce - Rolls Royce - 
Ford" for British. American and Japanese naval forces. Japan also had suggested a 
reduction in numbers and  tonnage of battleships, the abolition of aircraft carriers 
and a purely defensive role for submarines. Neumann. 229. Japanese withdrawal 
would become effective in December 1936. 
t The move was protested by missionaries and pacifists. Neumann, 210. 
"' On the day of the League's censure of Japan, Major-General A.G.L. McNaughton 
had advised Bennett that Canada's first priority in the event o f  a Pacific war was to 
maintain its neutrality. He  also had recornmended that Canada obtain additional 
naval craft to protect the  British Columbia coastline and prevent British and 
Plmericrin "detachment" from Pacific affairs due  to events in Europe. Memorandom 
from McNaughton to Bennett, 24 February 1933. Colonel H.D.G. Crerar of the General 
Staff also had urged that  Canada "do nothing which will accentuate the difficulties i n  
U.S./Japanese relations, and ... everything which wiIl improve the political 
understanding between Grea t  Britain and the United States." Crerar to Bennett, 4 
March 1933. Both in Alex 1. Inglis (ed.). Documents  on Cunadian External Relations, 
vol. V [hereafter cited as  DCER, VI, (Ottawa: Depanment of Extemal Affairs, 1973). 336- 
39: 343-46. 



Belgium during the Great War. According to the noted historian, the "fireproof house" of Canada 

was little more than a myth since British Columbia would become the natural battleground in an 

aerial war between Japan and the United  tat tes.'" Amidst Anglo-Amencan tension over Pacific 

security. pressure frorn Washington and London soon put Canada's splendid isolation to the test. 

American strategists, concemed by Bennett's defence cuts and McNaughton0s decision to channel 

scarce resources into Pacific air surveillance rather than naval construction, requested to fly a 

bomber squadron on a "goodwill mission" over British Columbia in the Spring of 1934.'" 

Ottawa's initial rejection of the proposd was soon overturned by protests from the American 

minister. prompting Skelton to f e u  the move "would stir up the Japanese. who are very suspicious 

anyway."'-u British attempts to win Canadian support for imperial defence arrangements for the 

Pacific. including a possible rapprochement with Japan, met with less success. During Sir Maurice 

Han key's tour of the Dominions in the fall of 1934, he was surprised by Canada's "calculating 

aloofness" in  its indifference to the Japanese threat and its unwillingness to alienate the United 

States. '" 

132 Toynbee argued that Canadian complacency was misplaced since British Columbia. 

i n  such a conflict. would be a "Polish corridor" between the United States and 
stratsgic airbases in  Alaska. He felt "thankful that he has Hitler for his next-door 
neighbor instead of living in Queensland or California o r  British Columbia or some 
other paradisal Coast with Japan beyond the horizon." Arnold J. Toynbee. "The Next 
\Var - Europe or Asia?" in Pacific Affairs. VII. no. 1 (Match 1934): 3-1 3. An IPR 
member came to a similar conclusion on Canadian neutrality. See John A. Stevenson, 
"Canada's Foreign Policy" in Pacific Affairs, VII. no. 2, (June 1934): 153-62. 
I 3.: The shift in Canadian defence priorities angered American planners who feared 

air defence would not be as effective as patrol vessels against Japanese submarines. 
especially i n  inclement weather. Due to the bleak economic climate. the Bennett 
government had reduced naval appropriations from $3.6 M in 1930-31 to only S2.S M 
i n  1934-35. Roger Sarty. The Maritime Defence of Canada, (Ottawa: Canadian Institute 
of Strategic Studies. 1996), 95. 
'-u Quoted in Sarty, The Maritime Defence of Canada, 96. 
135 While Bennett was sympathetic to Hankey's overall aims. McNaughton refused to 

consider any rapprochement with Japan that would isolate the United States. The 
British military attaché in Washington also sounded out Canadian views on such an 
arrangement. Ann Trotter, "The Dominions and Imperial Defence: Hankey's Tour  of 
1934" in J .  of Imperial and Commonwealth Hisroc . 2, no. 3 (May 1974), 327-28. See 
also. Sir  Maurice Hankey. "The Calculating Aloofness of Ottawa" in Robert Bothwell 
and Norman Hillmer (eds.), The In-Between Time: Canadian Exrernal Policy in the 
1 930s. (Toronto: Copp Clark, 1975). 87-9 1. 



In the event of an Anglo-Arnerican split over Pacific security. it was clear Canada could not 

side with Britain against the United States. Lester Pearson allegedly admitted as much in an article 

in Foreign Affairs in April 1935. lx Writing under a pseudonym, he claimed Canada would bow 

to Amencan pressure in such a scenario. as it had during the failed British arms embargo of 1933. 

since "in Far Eastern questions, we must be on the side of, if not the angels, at least the 

Americans". '" Aware that Canada's interest in Pacific security lay in maintaining Anglo- 

American harrnony "at al1 costs". Pearson recommended an "institutionalizing" of the Nine Power 

treaty which recognized "Japan's special needs and interests". although he failed to elaborate upon 

the idea. Just as Meighen had forced a "reluctant, even hostile" Britain to abandon its alliance with 

Japan in 192 1 in favour of a broader security arrangement, Pearson claimed Canada shouid 

encourage a rnultilateral approach to Pacific secunty "based on collective and internationalist 

ideals". Anxious that the United States and Britain had been "gazing at the Oriental scene through 

different glasses" during the Manchurian crisis, Pearson was relieved the two powers now seemed 

uni ted against Japanese naval equality.'" 

Canadian opinion-makers shared Pearson's desire for Angio-American cooperation. as well 

as his vagueness on Canada's stance should it fail. Most Canadian papers and interest groups 

opposed the renewal of the Anglo-Japanese alliance, one of Britain's three options in the Far East 

as specified by Lord Lothian in his addresses to CIIA branches in October 1934. '" The Winnipeg 

Free Press claimed the scheme would "find nothing but opposition in this Dominion", drawing 

Britain "into Japan's orbit at the expense of the United States. with the consequent effect on 

l .;G The authorship of the article has been attributed to Pearson by Gregory Johnson. 
See Gregory Johnson, "Canada and the Far East During the 1930s" in John Schultz and 
Kimirada Miwa (eds.),  Canada and Japan in the Twenrieth Centrrry, (Toronto: Oxford 
University Press. 199 1 ), 1 15. 
137 To Pearson. this overriding concern. not any commitment to internationalism, 
had motivated Canada's support for the League's condemnation of Japan, "T". "Canada 
and the Far East" in Foreign Affairs.  13, no. 3 (April 1935), 393. 
""ibid.. 397. 
139 According to Lord Lothian. Britain could also establish a second fleet for 
Singapore or reach an understanding with the United States on  Pacific security. 
Trotter. "The Dominions and Imperia1 Defence". 327. 



British-American re~ations".'~ Again critical of Britain's Far Eastern policy. the Toronto Star 

condemned "the folly of renewing the lapanese ~lliance"."l Satiirday Night . abandoning its pro- 

Japanese stance, featured a brief explmation of the American position by Lippmann. '" Fred 

Soward. in a radio address sponsored by the League of Nations Society. claimed the proposal 

would have a "harmful effect upon both international and Anglo-American relations". especially 

since Western powers had done little to prevent Japan from violating "all four methoàs of 

international control in the Pacific." '4 As the last defender of the Japanese position, Canadian 

Deferzce Qrtctrte* provided a dissenting view in its support of Britain's conciliation of Japan. 

Dismissing Toynbee's alarrnist assertions as "not in accord with existing fact". its editor, Lt. Col. 

K. Stuart. argued Japan was not seeking world domination but "merely attempting to safeguard her 

economic existence". With the open door now "as dead as ditchwater" and Japanese expansion 

directed toward China rather than British Columbia, Stuart favoured allowing Japan to take "a 

larger slice of her own natural market" rather than risk rnilitary confrontation in the ~ a c i f i c . ' ~  

Awaiting the Iikely failure of the London conference, the Bennett government did what it 

could to minirnize friction between Britain and the United States. It failed to support Britain's 

more conciliatory approach to Japan. largely out of fear of isolating the United States. At the same 

time. the lamentable state of its Pacific fleet - consisting of two destroyers and one mine sweeper - 

hardly inspired Arnerican confidence. As J.S. Woodsworth noted (and defence minister Grote 

'JO Winnipeg Free Press. 3 December 1934. 
I J 1  Lower. 35. 
142 Walter Lippmann. "Security in the Far East" in Sarurdny Nighr. 15 December 1934. 

IJ' These were the Stimson doctrine. the League Covenant. the Paris peace pact and 
the Washington treaties. Soward agreed with Toynbee's bleak forecast, "the alarming 
nature" of Pacific affairs assuming for British Colurnbians "a grim reality that 
distance blurs for a dweller in the valleys of Nova Scotia or by the shores of Lake 
Ontario or the broad expanse of the Prairies." F.H. Soward, "International Control in 
the Pacific" in Inrerdependence, I I ,  no. 3 (December 1934): 212-15. 
l u  Stuart attributed Japanese expansion to demographic pressures, rising Western 
protectionism and the threat of Russian cornmunism. As he concluded, "the solution 
to Japan's domestic problems, as a little reflection should show, is not to be found in 
Manchukuo. or in Hong Kong. or in the Philippines, or in Australasia, but ... in the 
potential markets of a re-organized and stable China". Editorial "Whither f apan?" 
and "The Far East: Japan and Her Relations with the Western Powers" in Canadian 
Defence Quarrerb, 12, no. 1 (October 1934): 9-1 2; 8 1-90. 



Stirling adrnitted) in March 1935, despite a S 15 million expendinire on defence, Canada would be 

unable to defend its Pacific Coast from "one of the greatest navies of  the world" and would have to  

seek American protection if attacked. Still viewing air defence as the most cost-effective way o f  

protecting British Columbia McNaughton applied the  slight increase of $500,000 in the 1934-35 

appropriation t o  this effect. but  failed in his bid to increase this by 150% for the following year. '& 
In April 1935. amidst Anglo-American caution over  the Far East and Woodsworth's criticism o f  

Canadian profiteering from tensions there, Bennett decided to cancel a Boeing aircraft contract t o  

China wonh 5280.000. ln Unconvinced by Boeing's daim the aircraft were unamoured  and 

would result in six months' work for 75 men at its Vancouver plant, Bennett and Skelton viewed 

the sale as inconsistent with the proclamation of 1900 prohibiting arms exports t o  China. '" At the 

same time. Bennett reversed earlier instructions to Marler. advising him not to attend any functions 

for Pu-Yi during his much-delayed visit to  Tokyo later that month. H e  instmcted the Canadian 

minister to decline invitations t o  "any entertainment ... if it can be done without giving offence" 

and "refrain from enplaining the views of the Govemment  on this q ~ e s t i o n " . ' ~  Bennett's action in 

thcse matters had less to d o  with a desire to  affect Far Eastern affairs, where Canadian influence 

was minimal. than a reluctance to  antagonize Britain and  the United States on a sensitive issue. 

' '  Woodsworth criticized the Bennett government for its failure to confront "the 
seriousness of the situation ... and the necessity of Canada's having some very 
definite and clear-cut policy" on Pacific security. Woodsworth had introduced a 
resolution calling for an embargo on arms and nickel expons in late 2934 but had 
withdrawn the proposal. Debates .  19 March 1935, 1871-74: and 1 April 1935, 2293-97. 
For an account of his recent visit to Japan. China and Korea, see J.S. Woodsworth, "Our 
Western Neighbours" in In fe rdependence .  12. no. 1 (March 1935): 9-11. 
l 6  Sarty. 95. 
''" Woodsworth claimed Canada "ought to be prepared to sacrifice the profits that we 
rire making through the sale of nickel and other similar materials" to the Far East. 
Debares, I April 1935. 2295. 
I 4s The export license was denied on 5 April on the grounds that the aircraft. though 
unarmoured. "are definitely of a military type". Boeing's parent Company in the 
United States had originally received the order but had been unabte to fil1 it. Sketton 
to LaFleche. Deputy Minister of National Defence, 5 Apri! 1935. RG25, G-1, vol. 1657, 
file 247. 
' Marler was to accept an invitation if it came from the Japanese emperor himself 
but explain that "such acceptance is an act of courtesy which has no political 
significance." SSEA to Marler, 6 April 1935, DCER,  V, 357. 



The London naval conference opened on 9 December 1935 with Canada represented by 

Vincent Massey. newly-appointed High Commissioner to London. and Commodore Percy W. 

Nelles. Chief of the Naval Staff. lm As reports from Pearson indicated, the delegates could not 

have met at a worse time. 15' Japan's forward policy in North China, its purchase of North Sakhalin 

and the Chinese Eastern Railway from Russia and extended mandate over the South Seas islands in 

early 1935 had done little to curb its humiliation over the unequal naval ratio. '" More 

importantly. the European situation had deteriorated after Italy invaded Ethiopia in October and 

the Hoare-Laval paci was made public in early December. While Japanese papers compared Italy's 

civilizing mission in Africa to its own in Asia, Mussolini's actions threatened British naval 

interests in the Mediterranean and revealed divisions among League members over sanctions.'" 

Skelton. distraught at Bennett's consideration of economic sanctions and Riddell's unauthorized 

proposa1 of an oil, coaf, iron and steel embargo against Italy, was rdieved by King's return to 

power that month due to his clear opposition to Canadian initiatives in this regard.'" Massey 

informed King that "no great expectations are held out for any substantial achievement" at the 

naval talks, although he admitted Britain might use the issue of the non-fortification of Pacific 

bases as a bargaining tool with Japan.'" Since Canada lacked the battleships, aircraft carriers. 

I w  SSEA to Dominions Secretary, 12 November 1935, DCER, V, 526. 
151 After meeting with Craigie in October. Pearson claimed British officiais were "not 

very hopeful of achieving anything much" at the talks and "would have preferred 
not to have a meeting at this rather inauspicious time." Due to his involvement in 
Anglo-German naval negotiations, Craigie was "very influential" on naval questions. 
i n  Pearson's view, and considered the Germans "honest and straiphtforward 
negotiators". Pearson to Skelton. 26 October 1935. DCER. V, 524-26. 
15: Japan's domestic situation continued to worsen amidst public support for Lt. Col. 

Aizawa. accused of the murder in August 1935 of General Nagata. head of the military 
affairs bureau of the war ministry. 
I S 3  Stuart Kirby. Jupan and East Asia: Documenrary Analyses, 1921 -1  945. (London: I.B. 
Tauris Publishers. 1995)- 131. 
I .ici The difference of opinion between Skelton and Bennett on sanctions is apparent. 

for instance. in a record of their telephone conversation of 10 October 1935 in DCER. 
V. 39 1-92. Beaudry feared Riddell's actions could lead to war between Britain and 
Italy. Beaudry to King, 29 November 1935. DCER. V, 414. For more on the Riddell 
affair. see R. Bothwell and 1. English, "Dirty Work at the Crossroads: New Perspectives 
on the Riddell Incident" in Canadian Historical Association, Historical Papers, 1972, 
265-8  1 .  
15' Massey to SSEA, 22 November 1935, DCER, V, 527-29. 



cruisers and submarines under negotiation. Massey and Nelles could do little more than avoid the 

"appearance of commitrnent to any centralized policy of Imperia1 ~ e f e n c e . " ' ~  As Massey noted. 

following his own brief "non-controversial" remarks outlining his desire for a successful 

conference. the Japanese proposal for a common upper timit on naval tonnage was rejected in a 

joint Anglo-American statement.ln Japan withdrew from the conference in mid-January. officially 

repudiated the revised treaty in June and concluded an anti-Comintern pact with Gerrnany in 

November. Funher Anglo-Japanese rapprochement was discussed by Anthony Eden and the new 

Jripanese ambasador to London. Yoshida Shigeru, but these talks were cut short by the renewal of 

Sino-Japanese hostilities in July 1937. As Skelton admitted. the conference had demonstrated that 

Canada had "no special position to advance" on questions "of paramount concern to the principal 

naval ~ o w e r s " . ' ~  

Japan's Monroe doctrine. as outlined in the Amau statement. had an equally negative 

impact on Canadian trade interests in the Far East. In seeking to dominate foreign trade with 

North China and Monchukuo. Japan prompted feus  of a preferential trade bloc in the region. '" 
By early 1934. the failure of the Dairen office and the management of al1 Manchurian trade 

through Japanese channels had convinced Mader that the open door was "very largely a pious 

thought". lM During his visit to Vancouver in April. he  continued to encourage Canadian producers 

1-56 External advised Massey and Nelles "there is little initiative they can helpfully 
cake" regardincg actual naval limitation. Acting Secretary of State for External 
Affairs to Massey. 5 December 1935, DCER. V, 529-30. Japan nevertheiess objected to 
the inclusion of six Dominion delegations, preferring the "intirnacy and informality" 
of talks among the great powers alone. Skelton to Massey. 24 December 1935. DCER, V. 
533-34 .  
157 A s  Massey observed, Japan constituted the "most difficult problem" at the talks. 

The United States. backed by France and Italy, favoured an immediate rejection of 
their demands while Britain preferred to convince them "by weight of argument 
rather than by weisht of numbers." Massey to SSEA, 5. 17 and 20 Decernber 1935. 
DCER. V. 529-33. 
''"SEA to Massey, 13 January 1936. DCER, VI, 673-74. 
159 By the following summer, Keenleyside reported that Japan and Manchukuo had 
become "a single economic unit which within an appreciable number of years will  
become entirely independent of foreign countries." Keenleyside to SSEA, 18 August 
1934. RG25, G-1, vol. 1608, file 786. 
'* Marler to SSEA, 7 February 1934, RG25, G-1, vol. 1608, file 786. 



to diversify their expons to Japan. assuring them of the "utmost harmony" between Canada and 

Ja~an . '~ '  Al though only El Salvador had extended de jure recognition to Manchukuo, Japan hoped 

other nations would foliow suit, making recognition the sine qua non of al1 trade negotiations. 

Commercial agreements with Estonia and other minor States were heralded by Japan as "tacit 

recognition" of Manchukuo since it had been accorded most-favoured-nation status on separate 

terms. For Keenleyside, Japan's political use of the new regime in trade negotiations demonstrated 

its desire "to remain free to gant  and receive special tariff and other favours to and from 

Manch~kuo". '~ Others feared Japan would wage economic warfare against the West. prompted 

by the loss of its export markets and depreciated yen, as "a prelude to a military offensive". la 

With political and economic aspects of Japan's sphere of influence so closely intertwined. 

economic multilateralism in the Far East seemed to be going the way of Pacific security. 

The Canadian business mind did not aiways appreciate the nuances of Far Eastern 

diplomacy. Diplornatic considerations had not prevented Frank Clergue of Canadian Car and 

Foundry and Sir Edward Beatty of the CPR. for instance, from approaching Tokugawa on the sale 

of rolling stock to Manchukuo in early 1934. Hoping their status as investors and major employers 

of Canadian labour would outweigh strategic concerns, they soon reaiized the limits of government 

support. Boeing Canada. after claiming a proposed sale to China would lead to the reopening of its 

Vancouver workshops. was similarly disappointed by Ottawa's rejection of its contract. 'CS The 

Montreal Star echoed this lack of attention to political considerations when it stated that it would 

make "precious little difference to the rest of us for a generation which Asiatic race organized the 

'" lndrrsrrial Canada. 35, no. 1 (May 1933). 53. 
16' Keenleyside to SSEA. t 9 and 23 July 1934. RG25, G-1. vol. 1608, file 786. 
163 Edmund Hollos, "Japan's Trade Offensive" in Sarurday Night. 6 October 1934. 
" For instance. Manufacturers Life admitted that its new world map, showing 
Manchukuo as  an independent state, had aroused "considerable cri t icism" in China,  
though "it was received with enthusiasm in Japan." J.P. Lyons, Advertising Manager, 
Manufacturers Life. to DEA, 3 May 1934, RG25. G-1. vol. 1608, file 786. 
165 Anticipating political complications f rom its proposed sale to China, Henry 
Hoffar. President of Boeing Canada. addressed his request to the Controller of Civil  
Aviation since he  couId "do more for us  than any o f  the chaps w e  elect  to office and 
send to Ottawa to represent us." Hoffar to J.A. Wilson, 25 February 1935, RG25, G-1, vol. 
1657, file 237. 



others. if it were not for the ability of these thrifty Asiatics to underse11 us  on the markets of the 

~ o r l d . " ' ~  TO Canadian fimis concemed with the bottom line in Far Eastern uade. tariff policy 

toward the region was dl-important. In early 1933, amidst rurnours of Japanese dumping, export 

subsidies and other unfair trade practices. a debate emerged regarding Canadian tariffs toward the 

Far East."' Western raw materials exponers dependent upon Pacific markets, such as H.R. 

Macmillan and Consolidated Mining and Smelting, advocated trade Iiberalization. Central 

Canadian manufacturers. on the other hand, called on Bennett to fulfill his promise of using high 

tari ffs to " blast into" foreign markets. Montreal textile interests. eager to increase domestic sales 

of synthetic silk fabric. found a ready spokesman in C H .  Cahan in their demand for a protective 

tariff against Japanese si lk imports. 

Britain. the Dominions and the United States, already divided over Pacific security, failed 

to reach a common front in response to Japan's economic threat. Pressured by domestic textile 

interests. Britain frustrated a consensus by imposing colonial quotas on Japanese impons to the 

West Indies and other British dependencies in May 1934.'6s Canadian, Australian and even 

Arnerican officials in Tokyo, fearful of Japanese reprisais, immediately distanced themselves from 

the move. Mindful of the anti-British carnpaign that had engulfed Japan in mid-1933 after the 

abrogation of the Indo-Japanese treaty. Marier again assured Japanese officials of Canadian 

autonomy in trade matters. An outraged Mackenzie King denounced the quota in Parliament by 

assening Canadian independence from Britain's actions.'* The Toronto Star condemned British 

hypocrisy in its rapid defence of its own trade interests, in contrast to its stalling and conciliation 

of Japan during the Manchurian crisis when the future of the League was at stake. '" Keenleyside 

claimed that anti-British editorials in the Japanese press failed to distinguish between imperial and 

'M, Montreal Star. 25 May 1933. 
Ib7 Bisson. 37-50. 
'C.Y Keenleyside to SSEA. I I  May 1934, RG25, G-1. vol. 1667. file 536. An editorial in the 
Halifax He rcr ld  noted that "Lancashire. in particular, finds herself pressed hard in 
eastern markets" by the cornpetition and "extraordinary efficiency" of Japan's textile 
industry. Halifax Herald,  1 May 1934. 
Iw Debates, 8 May 1934, 2887. 
''O Toronto Srar, 9 May 1934. 



Dominion tnde policies. neglecting "almost completely the fact of Dominion fiscal autonomy".'" 

The Dominions were especially sensitive to such antagonism due to their sizabIe trade surplus with 

Japan. Canadian exports to Japan outpacing imports by a margin of at least three to one. 

Given its vulnerability to Japanese military and economic expansion. Australia was the first 

to assert its independence from British discrimination. Within days of London's decision. 

Australia adopted a more conciliatory approach by sending Sir John Latham, its attorney-general 

and external affairs minister, on a goodwill mission to lapan. According to Keenleyside. the 

Latham mission did much to dissipate Japan's "invidious position" that Dominion actions were 

"part of a British Empire policy dictated by  hit te hall".'^ Manion wmed. however. that Latham's 

consideration of a commercial agreement with Japan rnight hurt Canadian interests due to 

Australian cornpetition in wheat and other raw materials exports. He urged Bennett to take action 

"to relieve the growing prejudice against the purchase of Canadian goods" and to send a simila 

1 74 goodwill mission to Japan. Ottawa ignored both suggestions. '" Despite growing fears of an 

Anglo-Japanese trade war. Langley's waming of a Japanese boycott against Canadian wheat and 

lumber also went unheeded. as did Marler's request for further representations to the Japanese 

foreign office to assert Canadian tariff autonomy. 176 In June. the Canadian press reported that 

"' Keenleyside to SSEA, 1 1 May 1933. RG25. G- 1. vol. 1667. file 536. 
12 Latham Iater became Australia's first official representative to Japan. Shortl y 
after his mission, F.M. Cutlack pubtished a study providing an even more 
conciliatory Austratian view of the Far Eastern situation. Quoting extensively from 
H.W. Kinney, the renowned Arnerican apologist of Japan, Cutlack defended Japan's 
actions in Manchuria and urged Britain and the League to reconsider their 
condemnation of Japan as an aggressor. F.M. Cutlack, The Manchur ian  Arena: An 
Artsrruliarz Viebr. of the Far Eastern Conflict. (Sydney: Angus & Robertson Ltd.. 1934). 
For an early example of Kinney's proficiency in expounding the Japanese case. see 
Henry W. Kinney, Modern Manchrr r ia ,  Revised Edition. (Dairen: publisher 
unspeci fied, 1929). 
'" Keenleyside to SSEA, 1 1 May 1934. RG25, G-1, vol. 1667, file 536. 
l x  Manion prepared the despatch for Marler's signature to be addressed directly to 
the prime minister. Manion, A Canadian Errant .  52. 
l 5  Canadian inaction in  the face of Australia's initiative was particularly surprising 
since Marler's renewed wheat promotion efforts in China and the threat of 
Australian corn petition had received attention in Parliament in February and March. 
Dcbates .  12. 33, 26 February and 5 March 1933. 468, 922-23. 946-47, 1159. 
176 Marler claimed such intervention would demonstrate "that Canada was 
conducting her own fiscal matters and did not intend to participate in any so called 
'Trade War"'. Marler to Skelton. 29 May 1934. RG25, G-1, vol. 1667, file 536. 



Japan was planning reprisals for the loss of the West Indies textiles market by striking at Britain 

through Canada and Australia. As a Japanese trade envoy warned during his visit to Canada at that 

time. if Britain failed to rescind its quota. Japan would boycott raw materials from Australia and 

Canada "in large quantities".'" Later that month, Keenleyside reponed that Japanese outrage 

toward Britain over the Shanhaikwan incident would result "in a renewed effort on the part of 

Japan to 'force' recognition of Manchukuo upon the other States."'" 

To avoid a Pacific trade war. Britain took its cue from the Australian i n i t i a t i~e . ' ~  in 

Septernber. the Federation of British Industries sponsored an  unofficiai trade mission to Japan and 

Manchukuo under its former president, Lord Barnby. and the prominent London banker, Sir  

Charles Seligman. While the Bamby mission was intended to improve commercial ties with Japan 

after the recent anti-British campaign, the Foreign Office feared it also rnight inchde recognition 

of Manchukuo as part of a broader trade deat. As we have seen. the Treasury and the Foreign 

Office were already divided over Pacific security and Chamberlain had narrowly won cabinet 

support at this time for a non-aggression pact with Japan. To Keenleyside's chagrin. Japanese 

press reports suggested Barnby was considering an agreement whereby Britain would recognize 

Manchukuo and give Japan "a free hand in North China" in return for trade  concession^.'^ Whilr 

British exporters and the Treasury supported the idea, Sir Robert Clive denied the allegations, 

privately claiming Barnby had exceeded his mandate. ''l The British ambassador's attempt to 

IN As Nobumasa Yochizumi explained. lapanese  textile exports to the West Indies had 
been hard hit by quotas recently introduced in Jamaica,  Trinidad and St. Lucia. 
Montreat Guserre. 18 June 1934. 
1% In Iate lune ,  London opposed attempts by the Kwantung a rmy to  limit British 
troop movements in North China, although it soon decided to abandon military 
exercises eas t  of  the Great  Wall in order to avoid a conflict. Keenleyside clairned the  
incident led to renewed "threats of econornic reprisals  upon t h o s e  nations which 
persist i n  the policy o f  non-recognition." Keenleyside to SSEA. 21 lu ly  1934, RG35, G- 
1 .  voI. 1608. file 786. 
1 3 No less a historian than Toynbee had claimed F a r  Eastern tension would be greatly 
reduced if the English-speaking peoples gave "the congested Japanese  nation 
breathing-space by re-opening Our markets to Japan's foreign trade".  A. Toynbee.  
"The Next W a r  - Europe o r  Asia?", 13. 
l m  Keenleyside to SSEA, 4 September 1934, RG25, G-1, vol. 1608, file 786. 
'" Although less syrnpathetic toward Japanese a ims  than Lindley, Cl ive  had 
su pported the overall a im o f  rapprochement with Japan.  W.R. Louis. Brit ish S t r a t e g y  
in the Far Easr. 222.  



downplay the mission. explaining it "had no political significance" and was not intended "in any 

way as fore-shadowing the recognition of Manchukuo". was soon countered by Japanese officiais 

stressing its irnponance.lE After meeting with its leaders. an alarmed Keenleyside noted Bamby's 

hope for improved trade with Manchukuo and his belief that recognition of the regime "would be 

brought about in the near future." Seligman was "non-committal" on the point, not giving "the 

same impression of cheery and unquestioning optimism that one received from Lord Baniby" 

regarding trade and investment in Manchukuo. '" The mission's highly positive assessment of 

Japanese aims in its December report only bolstered Marler's belief that British, and consequently 

Canadian. recognition of Manchukuo was only a matter of time. George Sansom. Bntish 

commercial counsellor in Tokyo and one of the foremost Western authorities on Japan, vigorously 

condemned the report however. prompting Simon to drop any consideration of an Anglo-Japanese 

1 BI azreernent for the time k i n g .  As one British diplomat remarked. in failing to exact any political 

concessions from London, Japan left the Bamby mission "like some western Madame Butterfly 

waiting intenninably a< its Midland lattice for the Japanese ~inkerton."'" 

After an American trade mission to the Orient in March 1935 under W. Cameron Forbes, 

former ambasador  to Japan and governor of the Philippines, Canada could no longer delay its own 

commercial overture to the Far East. The Canadian Chamber of Commerce had been considering 

a trade mission to China to promote wheat exports and counter the impression that it had 

emphasized Japan during its 1930 tour. Since that time. Canadian trade with China had fallen 

from S24.2 M ro only S4.4 M. largely due to a poor investment climate and the impact of the 

American Silver Purchase Act on China's already weak currency. On visiting Shanghai in March 

1935. Keenleyside noted an atmosphere of "almost impenetrable gloom" due to "low productivity, 

"' The g a i m u s h o  had arranged an imperial audience for the supposedly unofficial 
trade mission. Trotter, Brirain and  East Asia, 1933-1 937. 120. ' Keenleyside to SSEA, 3 October 1934, RG25. G-1. vol. 1608. file 786. 
I W Sansom concluded that Japan was not "deliberately attempting to hoodwink us" by 
extending commercial benefits but that Britain should be wary o f  "the value, in 
terms of trade. o f  Japan's assurances." With thirty years' experience in Japan, 
Sansom's opinion stnick Simon as "the authoritative one in this matter". Louis, 
Brirish Srrttregy in the Far East, 224-25. 
'" Quoted in Trotter. Briiain and Easr Asia. 1933-1937, 122. 



infinitesmal [sic] per capita purchasing power and vanishing foreign trade". Even "the most 

belligerent denizens of the Shanghai Club" were no longer as sympathetic to Japanese aims as they 

hrid been in 1932. Yet Keenleyside clairned Japanese encroachments might help Canadian trade 

since "if Japanese sales to China expand the Japanese demand for Canadian raw materials will also 

increase."la Meanwhile, W. McLeod Clarke. secretary of the Chamber of Commerce. and R.E. 

Thome. chairman of the Chamber's foreign trade bureau, began preparations for a trade mission 

intended to "lead to an enlarging Canadian expon trade with china".Is Based on "a most cordial 

invitation" from Tokugawa. Thome and Clarke decided to include Manchukuo and Japan in the 

itinerary of one of two trade missions planned for October. '88 Marler refused to have anything to 

do with either tour. In his meeting with Thorne the previous surnmer, he had stated "in very 

decided terms" his opposition to sending "a number of inexperienced people" to the Far East at a 

politically sensitive time. Fearing "considerable embmassment", Marler informed Bennett that he 

would take no responsibility for entertaining the delegates and urged them to postpone their visit 

until "some more opportune time". lm 

Marler's intransigence in this matter was not surprising, given his reports since the previous 

fa11 of worsening Canadian-Japanese trade relations. Ottawa had failed to take these warnings 

l x I  Keenleyside left China convinced that Canada could improve its tarnished image 

there at minimal cost by appointing a separate minister to China and replacing the 
Chinese Exclusion Act with a mutual agreement having the same effect. He also noted 
rising anti-Japanese sentiment i n  Canton. fears in Hong Kong of an Anglo-.lapanese 
war and American defences in the Philippines. Keenleyside "Report on a Trip to the 
Philippine Islands and the China Coast, 1935". dated 13 May 1935, RG25, G-1, vol. 1687. 
file 80-H. 
I s7 H.R. MacMillan, past president of the Vancouver board of trade. as well as 
directors of the Toronto board of trade, Winnipeg grain exchange and Canadian 
Manufacturers' Association assisted with the preparations. W. McLeod Clarke, 
Secretary. Canadian Chamber of Commerce, to Skelton. 13 Aprïl 1935. RG25, G-1. vol. 
1745. file 354. 
I ~9 Thorne hrid met with the Japanese minister shortly before his transfer from 

Ottawa. For the price of $1 100, Tour A included visits to Japan. China, Nonh China. 
Manchukuo and Korea, while the less expensive Tour B ($900) omitted the last three 
destinations. Pamphlet, "1935 - Official Canadian Chamber of Commerce Trade 
Mission to China", RG25. G-1, vol. 1745, file 354. 
I w He recrilled that unofficial representations by certain delegates had caused "some 

very awkward moments" during the 1930 Chamber of Commerce tour. Marler to SSEA, 
9 April 1935, RG25. G-1. vol. 1745, file 354. 



seriously. In October, Canada had placed an exchange compensation duty on Japanese imports, 

prompting immediate protests to Marler from Japanese trade officiais. The measure was intended 

to offset the effects of the yen's depreciation since 1932 (when Japan departed from the gold 

standard) from $0.4985 to between $0.24 and S0.29. In some cases, however. it  had resulted in an 

increased price of Japanese goods, which exceeded by four or five times the original 

manu factunng cost?' Tokyo condemned the move on the grounds it was directed against Japan 

alone. in violation of the 19 13 trade agreement, and contnbuted to Canada's already overwhelming 

trade surplus (see Table 1 ). In early May, amidst a bitter anti-Canadian campaign in the Japanese 

press. Marler reported Tokyo was threatening to impose an import permit system on Canadian 

goods if Ottawa did not rescind the tariff exchange replation. Infonned Japan would take definite 

action upon the arriva1 of its new minister to Canada, Sotomatsu Kato. in early June, Ottawa had 

little time to fornulate a response. 19' 

Table 1 : Canada's Trade Sumius with Ja~an. 1929- 1935 

Fiscal Year Ex~orts  to h a n  Imports from Ja~an  Trade Sumlus [Ratio) 

1939 S 42.099,968 S 12.921.317 S 29.1 78,65 1 (3.26 : 1 ) 

1930 30,475.58 1 12,537,253 17.938.328 (2.43 : 1 ) 

1931 18,958,965 9.342,967 9.6 15,998 (2.03 : 1 )  

1932 16.555,690 5,990,40 1 10,565,289 (2.76 : 1 ) 

1933 1 0,327,392 3,860,9 1 1 6,466,58 1 (2.67 : 1 ) 

1934 13,802,760 3,3 1 1,687 10.491.073 (4.17 : 1 )  

1935 16,935.869 4.424,654 12,51 1,215 (3.83 : 1 )  

* Source: Curiada Year Book, 1936. These figures do not include indirect imports. 

lm A.R.M. Lower, Canada and the Far East - 1940, (New York: International Secretariat 
of the  Insti tute of Pacific Rehtions, 1940), 57, '"' Marler to SSEA. 1 1  May 1935, DCER, V. 716. Kato succeeded Prince Tokugawa on 13 
June. his predecessor having been posted to Turkey the previous fall. He remained 
Japanese minister to Canada unt i i  Apnl 1938, when he was transferred to 
Manchukuo. 



S kel ton soon real ized it would be difficutt to achieve a consensus on the issue? Natural 

resource exporters in British Columbia, fearing a tariff war, had generated considerable publicity 

for the conciliation of Japanese demands. lg3 Manufacturing interests in Central Canada. however, 

had "bombarded" Ottawa with letters and telegrarns urging protection against lapanese 

cornpetition through the exchange compensation duty. To Skelton's dismay. an interdepartmental 

cornmittee made up of Finance. Trade and Commerce. National Revenue and External Affairs 

officials had revealed a "considerable difference of opinion" on a proposa1 to value the yen at 

S0.4 16 for duty purposes. Al1 favoured a duty "equivalent to the amount of depreciation" to 

counter the comparative advantage of the depreciated yen but admitted this advantage might be 

offset by rising production costs in Japan. Devising a complex mathematical formula based on the 

price index and exchange rates, the group requested data from Japanese officials on input costs. 

including costs of raw materials and labour, in order to calculate future duty valuations.'" 

Despite Marier's continued plea for "positive concessions", Skelton believed Japan's view 

of the situation was inaccurate. The exchange compensation duty, he argued, was not the cause of 

Canada's surplus. nor was it discriminatory since it had k e n  applied to other countries with a 

depreciated currency. Trade surpluses were, after ail, a naturally occurring phenornenon and any 

"impracticable" effort to impose a balanced f!ow of goods would "block restoration of world 

trade". Tokyo had overstated its trade deficit since it had not included in its calculations indirect 

shiprnents of raw silk to Canada via the United States. Skelton reminded Marler that Canadian 

exports had declined by $26 M since 1929. while Japanese exports had fallen by only $8 M. 

19: For more on the ensuing trade war, see Alan Mason, "Canadian-Japanese 
Relations. 1930- 1941 ". M.A. paper, University of Toronto, 1973, 46-72; M.G. Fry. "The 
Development of Canada's Relations with Japan, 1919-1947" in  Keith A.J. Hay (ed.), 
Canadicm Perspectives o n  Economic Relations with Japan, (Montreal: Institute for 
Research on Public Policy. 1980). 30-34: Gregory Johnson, "Canada and the Far East 
during the 1930s" in  Schultz and Miwa (eds.), Canada and Japan in the Tbventieth 
Cenrrcry. 1 16- 17; and DCER. V, 7 15-56. 
193 The Canadian Pulp and Paper Association claimed that over S3 M worth of lumber 
exports would be affected by a trade dispute. The organization convinced British 
Columbia premier T.D. Pattullo to advocate its case to Bennett and Perley. See Pattullo 
papers. Add Mss 3, vol. 71. file 9 (British Columbia Archives); and Mason, 55. 

Skelton to Marler, 14 May 1935, DCER, V, 716-17. 



Finally. the majority of Canadian exports were in the form of raw materials for Japan's expanding 

industries. whereas Japanese exports of luxury goods had suffered more adversely from the 

economic depression. Rather than abolish the exchange dumping duty. Skelton recommended that 

Japan furnish detailed information on al1 input costs to  see whether it was undercutting Canadian 

goods. 1% 

Marler found such arguments made "little impression" on lapanese officials due to intense 

public pressure to force Canada to remove the duty. An anti-Canadian carnpaign based on "vicious 

propaganda and totally inaccurate figures" led him to believe Japan intended to make an example 

of Canada, singling out a minor power "for harsh treatment".'% Reiterating Skelton's arguments 

and his request for data on cost inputs. Bennett agreed that Canada could not allow "a policy of 

threats and propaganda based on erroneous information to force us into making wholly uncalled- 

for concessions to Japan". lm Kirkwood placed little hope in Marler's attempts at mediation. The 

Japan-Canada Society. now "bitterly anti-Canadian" , had pressed Tokyo to take "drastic action" 

against Canada and a "furious and vicious" press campaign threatened to incite "the populace to 

hostiiity and violence." He warned the legation might be "mobbed or assaulted". Langley fearing 

for his persona1 safety after k i n g  photographed by an undercover agent.'" In late May, Marler 

himself became the object of a press attack when Saburo Kumsu, chef  of the gaimrrsho 

commercial bureau. publicly questioned his sincerity and apparent resort to counter-attacks during 

representations. '* Incensed by the "totally and absolutely untrue" accusations, Marler condemned 

Japan for the "aggressive and bullying attitude" it displayed to Canada but not to the United States 

"" Skelton to Marler. 16 May 1935. DCER. V. 718-19. 
"* Marler to SSEA. 20 May 1935. DCER. V. 719-20. 
IV Hriving suffered a heart attack in March. Bennett had been unable to participate 
in the discussions of the interdepartmental cornmittee. SSEA to Marler. 23 May 1935. 
DCER. V, 720-31. 
'""' Entry for 2 June 1935. "Diplomatic Journal. 1935". Kirkwood papers, MG27 III E, 
file 35- 10. 
1 w Japan Times. 31 May 1935. Kirkwood claimed Marler had "fallen foul" of Kumsu 
and other officials after inadvertently making anti-Japanese remarks "in his moods 
of bad temper due to his neurotic condition" and "delirious ravings" while sick with 
pneumonia. Such "lack of tact" had made the Japanese press "definitely hostile to the 
Minster and the Legation". Entry for 2 June 1935, "Diplomatic Journal, 1935". 
Kirkwood papers. MG27 III  E3. file 35-10. 



or  Gerrnany. He protested that the charges against him were unfair since "no one has been more 

conciliatory o r  more patient with the Japanese Government, the Japanese press and the people of 

this country than 1 have been."= 

By June. a trade war appeared unavoidable. With anti-Canadian sentiment in Japan at fever 

pitch. Marler proposed immediate negotiations as a last means of averting a crisis. since Canada's 

only alternatives were "surrendering or a trade war"." Having defended the exchange dumping 

duty in the House, Bennett advised Marler against such a course." Instead he proposed a two- 

tiered valuation of Japanese goods with a lower exchmge rate of 50.2821 for duties on goods "not 

of a class or kind made in Canada" and the existing rate of $0.4985 on al1 other imports-ll' The 

idea was reiterated in more detailed instructions sent to Marler on 5 July. By this stage. however, 

Kato had assumed his duties in Ottawa and Marler was reporting that "al1 classes of public 

opinion" in Japan were calling for a trade victory.lu When Japan renewed its demands on 12 

July. warning public opinion wouId not tolerate "much further delay". Marler saw abolition of the 

offending duty as the only way of avoiding a trade wu.- His belief that Japan might agree to 

voluntary export restrictions was dispelled on 2 1 July. when Japan imposed a 50% ad valorern 

surtax on Canadian wheat. lurnber and pulp and paper. Two days later, Canada retaliated with a 

33.3 % surtax on ail Japanese imports. also effective on 5 August. Having reached a deadlock in 

the dispute. Bennett promptly left Ottawa for a week's rest. Skeiton concluded that Japan intended 

As MarIer admitted. " looking back on  the  past s ix months 
been too conciliatory." Mar le r  to  SSEA. 1 June  1935, DCER, V 
Marler requested that this  despatch be disregarded. Mar le r  to 
DCER. V. 726. 

Marler to  SSEA, 4 June  1935, DCER, V, 723-24. 

I sometimes think 1 have 
722. Two weeks later. 
SSEA, 13 June  1935. 

SSEA to Marler. 1 1 June  1935, DCER, V, 724-25. For  Bennett's comments in the 
House on the dispute, s e e  Debates. 20 May, 27 June  and  3 July 1935. 2871, 4015 and 4170. 
103 He instructed Marler to  remind Japanese  off icials  that C a n a d a  was not the  only  
country which en joyed  a trade surp lus  wi th  J apan  n o r  was  J a p a n  the  only  target  of 
the duty. It had been appl ied  briefly to Britain in t he  fall  of  193 1 when i t  left the 
gold standard. SSEA to  Marler, I I June  1935, DCER, V, 724-25. 
-LU Marler to SSEA,  17 June  1935, DCER, V. 726-29. 
-o-; Marler to SSEA. 12 and 13 July 1935, DCER, V, 732-34. 



"to apply the 'big stick' to a country they considered in a particularly vulnerable position in order to 

facilitate similar demands in other  direction^."^ 

Canadian business reacted to the trade war dong regional lines. Centrai Canadian interests 

commended Bennett for facing the issue "in a serious way" and calling Japan's bluff which had 

been carried "too far to permit retreat". The Financial Post claimed Ottawa had "little choice as 

between meeting the demands of Tokio [sic] and offenng determined resistance". though it 

admitted the move would have "a crippling effect" on Westem exports. With 520 M worth of 

trade at stake. it noted the surtax would not apply to nickel, copper and other metals so that "one 

fourth of Canada's export trade may escape injury." After Britain and Australia. Canada was "to 

be next on Japan's list" to be intimidated by "wielding over-fiercely the big stick of trade 

advantage". Moreover. Japan had relied "rather too freely" on "elements of world politics" in its 

attempt to coerce canada. John Stevenson attri buted the trade war to "the aggressive Imperialist 

policy of Nippon" since 193 1. Claiming both Canada and Japan would suffer. the New York Times 

blamed the dispute on Japan's drive for materials and capital to "cany on her extensive Chinese 

operationsW." Satwdqv Nighr depicted Bennett as "between the devil and the deep blue sea". 

caught between the interests of Western businesses dependent on Pacific trade and Central 

Canadian advocates of p r o t e c t i ~ n . ~  

Western exporters openly condemned Ottawa's handling of the dispute. The Vancouver 

Sii11 criticized Bennett's "stubbom and silly manner" in blasting his way through Asian markets 

rather than addressing the underlying problem of Canada's large trade surplus. His "profuse 

discussion of legal technicalities" and "cold and academic attitude" had ignored the fact that the 

Japanese sunax amounted to an effective embargo on Westem grain. lumber. pulp and paper."' 

n' H e  clsimed Japan was using the trade dispute to "bring strong pressure on the 
Commonwealth". notinp similar threats used against Australia. Skelton to Marler. 23 
July 1935, DCER, V, 738-39. 
" Financial Posî, 27 July 1935. 

Toronto Globe. 25 July 1935; and Neir York Times. 21 July 1935. 
XF' F.R. Clarke. "Canada's Trade War with Japan" in Sarurday Nighr. 27 July 1935. 
''O Vancouver S u n .  25 July 1935. The same issue included a full justification of 
Jripan's reaction to Ottawa's failure "to place Japanese-Canadian trade on  a fair basis". 



W. A. Carrothers of the Economic Council of  British Columbia predicted the trade war would 

"throw 3,000 men earning $3 million per year out of work". The Canadian Manufacturers' 

Association was similarly divided on the matter. At its annual con ference in June and executive 

meeting in November, the CMA urged Ottawa to protect Canadian industry from "Japanese wage 

rates and production methods". Members of its Vancouver branch. however, feared such an 

approach would threaten Western exports to Japan "almost to extinction" and that "anything that 

affects British Columbia, affects Canada". In the end. Bennett had not heeded their suggestion of 

valuing the yen "at a little more than the present value for export duties" in order "to keep our 

people employed".'" 

The dispute did not deter Canadian and British trade promotion efforts in the Orient, With 

the tacit support of Trade and Commerce. the Canadian Chamber of Commerce went ahead with 

its "official" trade mission to the Far East in October. Though urged by Skelton and Wilgress to 

avoid an extended stay or representations in Japan or Manchukuo, Clarke "did not seem to 

appreciate the complications" which might arise in meeting with Japanese officiais."' Some hope 

remained that Canada might benefit from Japanese control of the "open door" in northeast Asia 

after alt. During his visit to Manchukuo in May, Langley had been "very favourably impressed" 

by the "many signs of progress and improvement" under Japanese auspices.'" Reponing frorn 

Tientsin. Bissett claimed there had been an 80% increase in Canadian exports to Manchukuo in 

1934. timber replacing wheat as Canada's main expon to the new state."' Moreover, the British 

Trerisury had despatched an economic mission to the Far East in September under Sir Frederick 

"' lndrtstrial Canada. 36. no. 8 (December 1935). 48a; and no. 3 (July 1935). 104-5. ' Wilgress to Skelton, 29 July 1935. RG35, G-1. vol. 1745. file 354. On advice from 
Skelton. Wilgress had urged Clarke to d rop  the designation of "official" in the 
mission's title. claiming it might "convey a wrong impression to the Oriental mind". 
Wilgress to Clarke. 29 July 1935, RG25, G-1. vol. 1745. file 354. 
213 Langley admitted. however. that his Japanese guides had given him "one picture 

only" of developments there. He claimed it was "hard to  preserve an impartial rnind 
in  view of the propaganda and criticism which is poured into one's ears from the 
moment one leaves the boat at Dairen until the borders of the new State are crossed 
on the return journey." Report on Manchukuo, May 1935. RG25, G-1. vol. 1746. file 
314. 
21.8 1934 Report submitted by Bissett to Wilgress, 19 July 1935. RG20, vol. 1506. file 

139B. 



Leith Ross. still hopeful of an agreement with Japan on Manchurian trade and Chinese financiai 

stability. With the Foreign Office under Sir Samuel Hoare more conciliatory to such overtures. he 

was to propose a loan to China for currency reform, economic rapprochement with Japan, a Sino- 

Japanese treaty of non-interference and. if need be. recognition of Manchukuo by China and 

  ri tain."' Such a pragmatic response to Japanese expansion was expressed by the Montreal Star 

when it noted. "If Britain and Canada can do nothing to force Japan from her evil ways, they must 

be realists and win from her a share in the development of that vast country [China] by CO- 

operation on  intelligent Iines ... [we must] get Our share of whatever trade is to be had? 

With a general election called for 14 October, Bennett was ready for a more pragmatic 

approach to trade concerns. On advice from Herridge in early August, he agreed to use the trade 

war as a campaign issue, rallying Canadians around a protectionist platform against Japanese 

threats. "' At first. the strategy appeared opportune in light of press reports of a "deliberate 

national effort" on the part of Japan to flood Western markets with cheap g o o d ~ . " ~  To Kato's 

surprise. Bennett adopted a more belligerent tone in his proposds. linking the trade dispute to 

growing demands from British Columbia for exclusion of Japanese from employment and 

cnncellotion of the gentlemen's agreement."g As the election neared, he informed Marler that his 

government had a duty "to protect the wages of its workers and the standard of living of its people 

against the unfair cornpetition" of cheap labour paid in depreciated currency? On the following 

Z I C  According to Lowe. the mission was "a calculated gamble" instigated by Neville 
Chamberlain. The plan was not approved by the Foreign Office. however. and was 
dropped due to lack of interest in Japan and opposition from Nationalist China. With 
American ire raised in the process. U.S. Treasury Secretary Henry Morgenthau 
refused to meet with Leith Ross. forcing him to travel to Asia via Canada. Lowe, 151- 
53: and Nish, "Japan in Britain's view of the international system. 1919-1937", 47. 
'Ib Montreal Srar. 27 November 1935. 
217 Herridge suggested such a stance might also earn points for Canada in trade 

negotiations with the United States. As he argued, "the Americans are our 
neighbours and our best friends. and as between them and the little yellow bullies of 
Japan. no intelligent or decent Canadian can hesitate". Herridge to Finlayson. 3 
August 1935: forwarded to Bennett on 17 August 1935. Cited in Mason, 63. 
21 Y For an example. see Lord Strabolgi, "Japan's World-Trade Secret" in Saturday 
Niglr t .  14 September 1935. 
"' Skelton CO Marler. 17 August 1935. RGZS, Dl.  vol. 730, file 86. 
Lw Bennett to Marler. 4 September 1935, DCER. V, 741-42. 



day. he greatly shocked Japanese officiais by publicly referring to the possible suspension of the 

Treaty of Commerce and Navigation. which had governed Canadian trade with Japan since 19 13. 

In rousing speeches and radio addresses, Bennett defended his own record of protecting Canadian 

jobs by standing up to Japanese competition, Ieaving it "to Mr. King to fight the  battles of 

Japan."xl Despite the vigour of these attacks. Bennett only succeeded in antagonizing the 

Japanese. with little or no response from his intended audience. the Canadian electorate. As 

McNaughton had predicted. the issue failed to excite voters, largely due to the "lack of anti- 

Japanese feeling east of the Rocky Mountains" and the desire of West coast exporters to retrieve 

Pacific markets "at almost any cost". Herridge was more candid in his belief that the idea had 

"turned out to be a dud". 

The Oriental franchise, on the other hand. did become a major election issue in British 

Columbia and King successfully used anti-Japanese sentiment on this question to his advantate. 

Sensing its political appeal, Liberals in the province ran on a platforrn opposing enfranchisement. 

The British Columbia legislature had granted the franchise in 193 1 to eighty surviving Japanese- 

Canadian veterans of the Great War by a margin of one vote, a gesture seen by exclusionists as the 

"thin edge of the ~ e d ~ e " . ~  The CCF recognized racial equality at its founding convention in 

Regina in 1933 and its leader, J.S. Woodsworth. publicly endorsed the Oriental franchise in June 

1934. in response to a question from one of its key opponents, A.W. Neill." Other prominent 

advocates of enfranchisement included Angus MacInnis, CCF member for Vancouver East, and 

-' Montreal Gazette, 2 October 1935. 
7-7 - Cited in Mason. 67-68. 

Patrïcia E. Roy. "British Columbia's Fear of Asians, 1900-1950" in Histoire sociale / 
Social History 13. no. 25, (May 1980): 166. 
222 Woodsworth explained it was "perfectly absurd that the narrow prejudices of one 
particular little group in one province should imperil the good relationship between 
Canada and other countries." Debates,  22 June 1934, 4206. Such a stand contrasted 
with views expressed some 25 years earlier in his book, Srrangers Wirhin Our Gares; 
o r  Coming Canadians, (Toronto: F.C. Stevenson, 1909). Already in favour of extending 
the franchise to Doukhobors, he returned from a trip to the Far East in 1934 strongly 
i n  favour of the Oriental franchise. See J.S. Woodsworth, "Our Western Neighbours" 
in Inrerdependence. 12. no. 1 (March 1935): 9-14. 



Professor H.F. Angus. head of the economics department at the University o f  Bt-itish ~ o l u m b i a . ~  

The Carradian Fonun. the League of Nations Society and some Protestant missionaries supported 

the idea. as did the United Church at a recent meeting of its British Columbia conference.' In the 

Fa11 of 1935. however, the majority of British Columbian voters did not share their views. As the 

Vancouver Provirzce reminded its readers, support for the CCF would give "the Chinaman and 

Japanese the same voting nght that you have". whereas a vote for the Liberal candidate was "a vote 

against Oriental enfranchisement"." At the polls, lan Mackenzie and Thomas Reid reaped the 

brnefits of their pany's stand and the unpopularity of the CCFs p ~ s i t i o n . ~  

Winning the largest parliamentary majority to date, King immediately set out to resolve the 

trade dispute."> On his first day in office. King approached the American minister to initiate trade 

negotiations with Washington. Within a matter of days, he suggested to Marler that the dispute 

with Japan could be alleviated by both countries removing their surtaxes as a "preliminary  te^".'^ 
Despite initial Japanese reservations. King provided Marler with entirely new terms on 6 

November. intended to "most speedily attain a satisfactory adjustment" of the matter. Recalling 

the "friendly and satisfactory" trade relations with Japan prevailing during his last tenure, King 

proposed the pre- 1930 practice of calculating the dumping duty based on the current exchange rate 

3 H.F. Angus, "Canadians of Oriental Race" in The Anvil. 1. no. 1 ,  (January 1931): 2-4: 
" Underprivilrged Canadians" in Queen's Qrtarterly. 38. no. 3 (Summer 193 1 ): 445-60: 
"Liberalism Stoops to Conquer" in Canadian Forirm, 15, no. 179 (December 1935): 389- 
90. 
2 6  W. Peter Ward. "The Oriental Immigrant and Canada's Protestant Clergy" in B C 
S t ~ r d i e s .  22 (Summer 1974): 40-55. At the thineenth annual meeting of the League of 
Nations Society in lune 1935, Woodsworth urged delegates to support the removal of 
restrictions on Japanese-Canadians. I n t e r d e p e n d e n c e .  12. nos. 2-3 (May-June 1935): 
34-36.  
"' Vancouver Prov ince ,  7 October 1935. 
2% Mackenzie and Reid represented Vancouver Centre and New Westminster 

respectively. Independent member A.W. Neill was re-elected while Howard Green 
was elected Conservative M.P. for Vancouver South, also on an anti-enfranchisement 
platform. Winning only three of the sixteen seats in the province, the British 
Columbia wing of the CCF pledged in 1938 to hold a plebiscite on the question before 
again endorsing the Oriental franchise. Ward. 141; Adachi. 182-83. 
3 King's Liberals won 131 seats, leaving the Conservatives with only 39. 
''O SSEA to Marier, 30 October 1935, RGS5, D l ,  vol. 730, file 86. By 9 November, King 
had initialed with Secretary of State Cordell Hull the first Canadian-American trade 
a p e m e n t  since the lapse of reciprocity in 1866. 



of S0.4 15 1 and applying it only against imports competing with Canadian g d s  produced in 

"commercial quantities"."' Marler. already seeking to succeed Hemdge as minister to 

Washington, endorsed the proposal wholeheartedly. Considering the exchange valuation duty as a 

form of hidden protection, King reatized that it had hurt Canadian natural resource exporters to a 

greater extent than manufacturers. After minor changes to these terms during an exchange of notes 

in December. Japan cancelled the 50% surtax on 1 J a n u q  1936, effective immediately. On the 

same day. Canada removed its sunax on Japanese goods.3' Marler soon reported that Kurusu was 

"entirely satisfied" with the agreement which had k e n  "well received" by Japanese commercial 

interests and the Japan-Canada ~ o c i e t ~ . "  To restore Cnnadian goodwill toward Japan, King 

passed an Order-in-Council in early January refunding the 33.3% surtax on Japanese goods 

imported into Canada since the opening of the trade war.= 

Despite King's successful resolution of the trade dispute, anti-foreign sentiment in Japan 

remained high. Canadian missionaries, particularly Roman Catholics. became subject to 

harassrnent even more oven than that experienced at Kagoshima in the fall of 1933. Amidst 

publicity in French Canada in early 1934 over Charest's murder, Cahan assured a Quebec member 

that "every effort" was k i n g  made "during these troublesome times" to ensure the safety of 

3 I -4lternatively. the duty valuation could be based on "a new proclairned vaIueW of 

the yen based on its average value over the past five years. which he calculated to be 
$0.395. King CO Marier, 6 November 1935, DCER, V, 750-52. Regarding its application. 
King defined "substantial quantities" to mean a minimum of approximately ten 
percent of normal Canadian consumption. Aide-mémoire from S S E A  to Kato, 12 
November 1935, DCER. V, 752-53. "' Marler to SSEA. 26 December 1935; SSEA to Marler, 26 December 1935. DCER. V. 753- 
5 5 .  
-1: -. The head of the Foreign Office's commercial bureau reportedly told Marler that al1 
members of the government cornmittee considering the proposai, with one exception. 
had favoured accepting Ottawa's terms. Marler to SSEA, 15 January 1936, in J.A. 
~Munro (ed.). Documents on Canadian Exrernal Relarions, vol. VI. 1936-1939 [hereafter 
cited as DCER, VI]. (Ottawa: Department of External Affairs. 1972). 773-74. The Japan- 
Canada Society. a group of prominent Japanese supporters of friendly relations with 
Canada. had aired their grievances in a letter to King in May 1935. See D e b a i e s .  20 
May 1935. 2871. 

Skelton to Marler. 3 1 March 1936, DCER. VI, 774. 



Canadian nationals in Manchuna and China?' His assurances meant little. however, to a group of 

French-Canadian Franciscans living on Amami-Oshima. an island strategically located near the 

Straits of Tsushima separating Japan from Korea. Having replaced their French brethren there in 

the early 1920s, just as the Washington conference prohibited Japan's fortification of the island, the 

friars were suspected of unpatriotic activities. According to local reports. the brothers were 

engaged in espionage, making topographical surveys of the island from special cameras and 

telescopes carefully concealed in their churches. In 1934. the missionaries - assumed to be French 

- came under increasing suspicion when a French naval attaché was recalled from Tokyo in a spy 

scandal. In December. after accusing them of espionage, disrespect toward Shinto and illicit 

relations with female converts, disgruntled military officers incited a mob to destroy several of 

their churches. forcing four French-Canadian priests to leave the island.= Catholic officials. again 

favouring a local settlement over official protests, informed Marler that military authorities on the 

island were trying to discredit the rnissionaries in order to expropriate their property. Similar 

accusations were soon made âgainst French-Canadian missionaries in Hokkaido. The Franciscans 

facrd greater troubles than their Protestant counterparts, according to Marler. since they refused to 

allow their convens and students "to bow before the Shinto shrines or in the Buddhist temples. or 

... before the portrait of the ~ m p e r o r . " ~  Canadians now comprised the largest group of Catholic 

missionaries in Japan. noted Marler, and while shocked by their tribulations, he refrained from 

approachi ng the Japanese govemment on the matter. 

As Marler realized, protection of Catholic missionaries would tK difficult, given the wishes 

of their church, the "non-national character" of their work and their independence from "al1 

political or official support". "Our Canadian Roman Catholic missionaries ", he observed after the 

Oshima incident, "appear to desire to divest themselves of their Canadian nationality and become 

-2-5 -- Debates .  2 ~March 1934. 1 122-23. " Toronto Globe.  25 December 1934: Japan Chronicle. 25 December 1934; and Japan 
A d ~ ~ e r t i s e r .  24 December 1934. "' M a r k  to SSEA, 23 January 1935, RG25, G-1. vol. 1668. file 547. 



what might be called internationalist~."~ Further outbursts against French-Canadian missionaries, 

however. forced him to change his approach. In December, a group of ultranationalist military 

officers attacked a girls' high school at Kagoshima run by the Quebec-based Order of the Holy 

Names of Jesus and Mary, injurïng the Japanese principal? Marler believed the incident. 

censored in the Japanese press, warranted "strong representations" to protect "the security of 

Canadian missionary, educational and commercial activities" in Japan? Beaudry agrecd with 

MarIer, provided he inform the Japanese that Catholic authorities had not requested such protests. 

Church officials in Japan. he appreciated. were w q  of such action due to their desire to keep 

mission work free from political complications. The fact that the Holy See was a diplornatic 

entity in its own right was not included as an additional reason for such caution. As Langley noted 

i n  his report on Manchukuo in 1935. Japanese officials had already approached church leaders in 

an attempt to gain Vatican recognition of the new state.l4? 

Canadian Protestant missions, though not immune from anti-foreign sentiment. had been 

spared such violent attack. As one missionary noted in late 1933, however, rising militarism and 

renewed emphasis on the emperor as a quasi-religious figure threatened to "play into the hands of 

the chauvinistic elements", making things "exceedingly difficult" for the church in lapan." By 

1934. Kagawa's "kingdom of God" movement had proved a dismal failure, its leader stricken with 

trachoma contracted in the Kobe slums. Equally dire symptoms affected the United Church Board 

of Foreign Missions in the same year when, for the first time, it instituted budget cuts. Such after- 

effects of the economic depression prornpted fears the Far Eastern missionary enterprise had 

-~ 

'"arler to SSEA, 23 January 1935. RG25. G-1. vol. 1668, file 547. For his views in this 
regard. see  his comments on Kirkwood's report, "Canadian Missionary Activities in 
the Japanese Empire, 1933" sent to SSEA, 23 May 1933, RG25, G-1. vol. 1668, file 547. 
"O Marler described the instigators a s  "a group o f  unscrupulous agitators of  the 
lowest and most unruly class". They reportedly belonged to an organization called 
the All-Japan League for the Annihilation of False ReIigions. Marler to SSEA, 16 
December 1935. RG25. G-1. vol. 1668, file 547. 
:JO Marler to SSEA, 16 December 1935, RG25, G-1, vol. 1668, file 547. 
lJ' Beaudry to Skelton, 7 January 1936. RG25, G-1, vol. 1668, file 547. '"' Report on Manchukuo. May 1935, RG25, G-1, vol, 1746. file 414. 
2-1 3 Richard Roberts. "Japanese Impressions and Experiences" in New Ourlook, 27 
December 1933. 



reached its zenith. Daniel Norman in Nagano advocated local autonomy as a possible solution. 

while others claimed that. faced with decreasing grants, their work would be "mainly sp i r i t~a l " . '~  

In these conditions. few were willing to criticize Japanese aims in the Far East as enunciated in the 

Amau statement. The doctrine had practical implications for mission schools in Formosa and 

Korea since colonial officiais now imposed Japanese language instruction. respect for the 

emperor's portrait and honour to the Manchukuo flag during Pu-Yi's visit to Tokyo. '45 Within 

Jrtpan proper. C.J.L. Bates, principal of Kwansei Gakuin, continued to demonstrate goodwill, 

commending the Japanese for their tolerance of Christianity in his contributions to Presenr-Dq 

~ i p p o r i  ." 

Until the Shinto shrine controversy of 1936, the United Church journal. the New Oritlook, 

cautiously espoused a benign view of  Japanese aims, while aware of  the militarist threat. Prior to 

the London naval talks, its editor hoped Japan. Britain and the United States would reach an 

"amicable" settlement on ratios. believing lapan "does not favor a race in naval armament".'n An 

article in early 1935 attributed iapan's "intense spirit of nationalism" to its feeling "alone in a 

hostile world" and "misunderstood" by the West in its mission "to bring peace, prosperity and 

cuIture to the whole of the Far East - a messianic mission such as Britishers used to feel that we 

had to the backward countries of the world."'* During his Far Eastern tour at the same time. A.E. 

Armstrong, Secretary of Foreign Missions. was impressed by the hospitality and cooperation of 

ofticials in Japan. Formosa and Manchukuo where he claimed church membership was actually 

incrertsing. He left Japan "with intense sympathy" for the groaning masses of Japan. working ' Io  

maintain a military establishment that many believe is steadily Ieading the nation toward 

disaster."'* In March. P.G. Price attributed lapan's quest for naval and economic equality to 

1U Fred Ainsworth, "The Japan Mission Council. Tokyo, February 7-1 1. 1935" in N e ~ t .  
Oirrlook. 23  Apnl 1935. 
"' Ion. 106-8. 
'& C.J.L. Bates, "Christianity in Japan" in Presenr- Day Nippon ,  1934. 
"' New Orrrlook, 19 December 1934, 
2 JS Unnamed author, "Japan from the Inside" in New* Orrrlook, 9 January 1935. 
2.40 A.E. Armstrong. "The Changing East" and "Our Next-Door Neighbor, Japan" in N e w  
Oirrlook, 16 January and 6 February 1935. 



demographic pressures, political instability and exclusionary legislation in America, rather than 

any "deep-laid designs for aggrandizernent". He claimed "a strong hand" was necessary in 

Manchuria for Japan's "self-protection" and that Japan had "no intention whatever" of expanding 

into China itself.= Later that year. Albright drew up an advisory report recognizing Japanese as 

"the lingua franca" of the Orient and Japan as the educational, cultural. industnal and commercial 

centre of East Asia. Y' United Church missionaries more critical of Japanese ambitions. such as 

Howard Norman in Japan and Duncan MacRae in Korea, soon realized it would be difficult to 

express such views publicly.x 

In the Far East, as in Europe. 1936 marked a tuming point in the decade. Over the course 

of the year. as one historian has noted, the symbols of the new internationalisrn became as 

moribund in Asia as they were in the West.= Three members had withdrawn from the League - 

Japan. Germany and Brazil - and the organization itseIf seerned helpless in the face of Italian 

expansion in Abyssinia. Hitler's seizure of the Rhineland and the intervention of both fascist 

powers in  Spain. To Dafoe and other defenders of collective security, Mackenzie King's speech at 

Geneva in September revealed the emptiness of Canada's commitment to the ~ e a g u e . ~  Pacific 

security appeared equally fragile with Japan's depanure from the London naval talks in earIy 

Jrinuary. By year-end. Japan would reject the naval treaty. expand its sphere of influence in North 

China and join Nazi Germany in an anti-Comintern pact. Increasing political and economic 

tension. combined with the rapid militarization of Germany and Japan would lead to growing 

pressure in Canada. as in Britain and the United States. for rearmament. 

P.G. Price. "What Japan is Thinking" in New Oictlook, 20 March 1935. 
5 1 Gwen and Howard Norman. O n e  Hundred Years in Japan. 1873-1973: A Hision. of 
rhe Cunrrdian Methodisr and United Church of C a n a d a  Missions in Japan" . (Toronto: 
United Church o f  Canada, 1979). 378-79. 
:5> As one Anglican missionary admitted, the "socially conscious person was tom 
between his love of  the Japanese people and his disapproval o f  their government's 
policies. finding it hard to love one and hate the other." Cyril Powles in letter to the 
author. 21 October 1997. 
- -  Heinrichs. 243-59. 
LU Donnelly. 157-58. 



More than any event of that year, the abortive Young Officers' coup of 26 February was 

seen bg Westerners as the decisive step in Japan's slide toward militarism. In the early hours of 

that rnorning, about 1,400 young officers seized key government posts and murdered Admiral 

Saito. keeper of the privy seal, Takahashi Korekiyo. the finance minister. General Watanabe. the 

inspector-general of military education, and Colonel Matsuo, mistaken for his brother-in-law. 

prime minister 0kada.l" Inspired by the writings of ultranationalist Kita Ikki. they claimed to be 

acting in the name of the Emperor against compt bureaucrats, politicians and financiers to bring 

about a Showa restoration. Despite some public sympathy. the rebels were soon crushed by 

15.000 soldiers of the Imperia1 Guard and Hirohito's rejection of their dernands. Recent 

scholarship has dismissed the claim first made by Prince Konoe and accepted at the Tokyo trial 

that the coup marked the rise of a "control" faction of the m y  which then exerted greater military 

influence in dornestic and foreign affairs. As James Crowley and other historians have argued, 

Tokyo's policies after the failed coup were not "noticeably dissimilar" from those of the preceding 

pe ri od. 

To Cansdian observers at the time, however, the incident could only be seen as unsettling. 

The attempted coup captured headlines across Canada. the only Far Eastern event to do so that 

year. For the first time. the Canadian press was united in its overal l assessrnent of Japanese affairs. 

differing only on the question of whether Japan had become a fascist state. Predicting a civil war 

in Japan. the Toronto Globe feared Russia might take advantage of the situation to make gains in 

northeast Asia, inciting Nanking to retrieve its losses. It reasoned that a Russo-Japanese war, if it 

"is necessaril y to be fought sooner or later ... should be fought now, while the issue may be 

IocaIized." It claimed that Japanese rnilitarists were hastening their own demise "by the ruthless 

methods by which they pursue their ambitions" and that "sooner or later the people will rise to 

y 5 Okada narrowIy escaped with his life. hiding in a cioset during the attack and 
later fieeing from his  residence disguised as a mourner. For more on the Young 
Officers' coup. see Byas, 119-28: Grew, 169-78; James Crowley, JapanS  Quesr for 
A u t onorny.  (Princeton: Princeton University Press, l966), 244-79; and Ben-Ami 
Shil lony,  Rertolr in Japan (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1973). 209-21 9. 
'* CrowIey. 249. 



throw off this burden"." Also predicting a Russo-Japanese war, the Toronto Star believed the 

militarists would "stop short of nothing" to subvert Iiberalism in Japan, ushering in a period of 

warlord The Winnipeg Free Press feared the crisis might lead to conflict between Japan 

and Russia over Inner Mongolia and perhaps even ~ a n c h u k u o . ~  Fears of a Russo-Japanese 

confrontation in the Far East increased after the resignation of the Okada cabinet and the inclusion 

of the right-wing Terauchi Hisaichi as war minister in the new Hirota government. Admitting that 

actual events rernained "shrouded in the fog of censorship". the Halifax Herald blamed "younger 

'hot-heads"' in the rnilitary for the chaos which provided China with a convenient occasion to repel 

Japnnls advances.= To the Montreal Gazette. the revolt had more "far-reaching" effects since it  

would "almost inevitably result in a readjustment of international policy in Europe". Although the 

rebels failed in their immediate goal, the resulting Russo-Japanese war would jeopardize the 

Franco-Soviet pact under consideration in Paris and have "a decisive karing" on Mussolini's 

actions in ~ t h i o ~ i a . ~ '  

To some. the coup demonstrated that Japan, like Gerrnany and Italy. had shed its facade of 

civilization to adopt a fascisrn which glorified its feudal p s t .  The Vancouver Sun claimed 

Japanese militarists. "with feudalistic arrogance", had returned to "those dark barbaric ages" before 

the arriva1 of Peny with their demand that Japan "take her place in the sun without further delay". 

Signifying "the deliberate and wanton jettison" of al1 democratic principles which had enabled 

Japan to become "a first-class power in the family of nations", the coup was attributed to "an 

almost psychopathic doctrine that Japan is destined to found an empire that will impose her will 

and her culture upon al1 mankind." According to the Sun, the "wild passion of her young jingoes" 

might represent "the real spirit of Japan". the contributions of Japanese scientists, scholars and 

industrialists since the Meiji period k i n g  little more than "a mere fiction ... a sheer veneer 

'' Toronto G l o b e .  27 February 1936. 
'' Toronto Star .  27 and 29 February 1936. The Star  conveyed the reality of martial 
law in  Tokyo by asking readers to imagine "khaki-clad men with drawn bayonets" 
patrolling Yonge Street and University Avenue. Toronto Star, 28 February 1936. 
LW Winnipeg Free Press, 27 February 1936. 

'* Halifax Herald. 26 and 29 February 1936. 
"' Montreal Gazerre, 28 February 1936. 



covering up a barbaric philosophy and a savage way of life". The Emperor himself would be seen 

"not as an enlightened monarch of a great nation, but as a mere savage chieftain of an atavistic 

trïbe."x To a contributor to Satitrday Nighr. the young militarists embodied "the very essence of 

Fascism". their Italian and German counterparts k i n g  "but poor imitations". As Nicholas lgnatieff 

rirgued. Japan did not have to create artificial conditions for fascism since it was already fertile 

ground for it. With i t s  "mental outlook" of collectivism, i ts  emphasis on national unity and lackof 

liberal parliamentary traditions. Japan prepared for fascism "long before Germany and Italy tired 

of the pursuit of dernocratic 

To Canadian policy-makers in favour of Grew's strategy of supporting the moderates. the 

American ambassador's claim of a "new era" of militarist mle seemed disconcening? Though 

Keenleyside had endorsed this view, he had been recalled a month before the coup. Marier 

reassured Ottawa that no Canadians had been injured in the uprising and included photographs in 

his reports of "loyal" Japanese troops protecting the Canadian legationem Mackenzie King was 

"horrified and appaled" by the revolt, refemng to it in Parliament as a "tragic occurrence". 

Privately. he expressed remorse at the rnurder of "the best men in Japan. the ones seeking 

moderation." More importantly. the coup demonstrated to King "the aggressiveness of the arrny 

and their determination to pursue an extreme policy" which would "increase the evil conditions in 

I V  556 the Orient". making Japan, Germany. Italy and perhaps Russia "a temble combination . 

Skelton claimed that "another military dictatorship" in Japan would "not only increase the danger 

-- - -- - -- - - 

262 Vancouver S u n ,  36 February 1936; 27 February 1936. 
26-: Nicholas Ignatieff, "The Japanese and the Menace of Fascism" in Sarlrrday Night, 7 
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of confiict in China and Russia. but will intensify every other international difficulty." He 

predicted the  crisis would result in a renewed discussion of Pacific defence? 

Skelton's assessrnent was correct. Far Eastern uncertainties caused Canadians and 

Americms to criticize the lamentable state of British Columbia's coastal defences. The same issue 

of the Vancouver Sun which described the "fascist" coup in Tokyo d s o  contained a detailed sketch 

of the "International Pacific Highway" urgently needed between Washington state and  lask ka.^ 

In May. Thomas Reid called on the King government to conduct surveys of inlets and bays dong 

the coast. claiming that "Japanese fishermen have better surveys, obtained from their own country. 

of our Pacific coast than we have in British ~ o l u m b i a " . ~  Heightened fears of a Pacific war led to 

naval rearrnament in Britain and the United States. Given the volatile situation in the Far East and 

the failure of multilateralism there, Roosevelt had little difficulty winning support for a naval 

appropriation bill worth S500 million. the largest such expenditure in peacetime." 

King was aware of growing American pressure. as well as the impact on Canadian 

neutrality of Ottawa's acquiescence to Amencan demands for use of Canadian airspace and coastal 

routes for training purposes. During his meeting with Roosevelt at Quebec City in late July. the 

president informed him that "a number of leading Senators" remained uncertain of America's 

response if Japan should attack British Columbia- Roosevelt also stressed the strategic value of the 

jointly-funded Alaska highway. inquiring as to the findings of the commission established to 

examine the project. In preparation for his trip to Geneva, King began reading Lloyd George's war 

memoirs. convinced that "anything may happen at any moment" in Europe and Asia and that those 

"here below ... and in the beyond" expected him to be ready for the worst. On 5 August, King 

stressed to cabinet the urgent need of "mine sweepers and a few cruisers" for the defence of both 

coasts. A gift from Mrs. Yoshida, the wife of the Japanese ambassador to London, shortly 

767 Cited in Johnson, "Canada and the Far East", 1 17. 
'b" Vancouver S u n .  27 Frbniary 1936. 
169 An outraged Reid commented that it "alrnost makes one hang one's head in shame 
to see these Japanese in possession of better maps than any that are available to us." 
Debares. 29 May 1936, 3248-49, 
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thereafter led him to the "unfair" assumption of "a good-will brigade out in the front representing 

Japan in certain parts of the world. to conceal the war-like intent of her leaders behind the scene." 

On 25 August. still immersed in Lloyd George's memoirs, King finally read a memorandum that 

McNaughton had prepared on the defence situation shortly before his retirement in 1935. The 

report convinced King of "a complete lack of any real defence" and the need to acquire aircraft. 

mobilize industry and coordinate govemment departments to "look after Our coasts [and] defend 

our neutrality." "' 
Heizhtened tensions in the Pacific frustnted another domestic issue affecting relations with 

Japan: Oriental enfranchisement. In Febmary, only days before the young officers' coup, Angus 

Machnis introduced a strangely-worded resolution in the House. The CCF member for Vancouver 

East called on the government to exclude from Canada al1 those not enjoying "the full rights and 

privi leges of citizenship". Representing a constituency with â high concentration of Japanese and 

Chinese residents. MacInnis intended to use the measure to pressure exclusionists into endorsing 

the Oriental franchise. Condemning the Liberalse exploitation of the issue during the 1 s t  election, 

MacInnis reiterated Professor Angus' assertion that enfranchisement would make "good citizens" 

of the Japanese and Chinese, and it was "better to live with good citizens than with bad."" 

Pointing to the problematic wording of a motion acivocating enfranchisement in the guise of 

exclusion. King steered the debate toward a denunciation of the latter. Oriental exclusion. he 

claimed. would "put an end" to al1 that had k e n  achieved since the resolution of the trade war with 

Japan. Restored trade with Japan had led to "considerable development of industry" in British 

Columbia where "many men are to-day employed who only a few months ago were out of 

work." -7 Without even addressing the merits of enfranchisement. King conchded he would vote 

against the measure since exclusion only engendered "ill-will" between Canada and Japan. Local 

concerns had to be considered, he argued, and he suggested MacInnis take up the matter with the 

special committee proposed to deal with amendments to the 1934 Franchise Act respecting 

'" King diary. 3 1 July; 1 .  5 ,  16 and 25 August 1936. 
'?- Debates ,  20 Febmary 1936, 378. 
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Doukhobors. As expected, Woodsworth supported the resolution while Reid and Neill strongly 

opposed it."' The motion was defeated on 27 February by a vote of 186 to 15."~ White a 

delegation of Japanese-Canadians endorsed the idea in an appeal to Ottawa on  22 May, the CCF 

was further divided on the issue and decided to hold a party referendum on Oriental 

en franchisernent in 1938. 36 

Fears of a Pacific war also had a detrimental impact on the Institute of Pacific Relations. In 

preparation for its Yosemite conference of 15-29 August. A.R.M. Lower coordinated a study group 

that included J.W. Dafoe, J.W. f ickersgill. Sidney Smith. J.B. Coyne and E.J. Tam. among other 

members of the Winnipeg branch of the CIIA. Citing inadequate Pacific defences and the 

difficulty of Canadian neutrality, they agreed that Canadians were "utterly unprepared, both 

physically and mentally, for hostilities."" Ar the conference, Rowell and Dafoe assumed the 

leadership of the 27-member delegation which, as at Banff. represented a cross-section of 

Canadian business. media and academic lifeen Although Rowell hoped Russian membership in 

the IPR and the League might help collective security, other delegates were less optimistic? In 

their papers on the topic. Pickersgill dismissed any possibility of Pacific security due to Japan's 

actions since 193 1 ,  while Mackenzie claimed Canada could do little more than resolve existing 

grievances with China over immigration and officia1 representation.YO In a paper that soon 

influenced Canadian defence policy, Angus feared the Pacific rnight be the "scene of a war for 

5 8  The Japanese. according to Reid, were an "unassimilable race". did not desire the 
franchise and already had enough power without it. i b id . .  383-85. 
*' D e h n t e s .  27 Febi-uary 1936, 573-77. 
'" Ward. 141. 
Y7 They failed to agree on whether a clarification of competing Canadian loyalties 
between nation. empire and League would actually facilitate a clear Far Eastern 
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which no one nation will be entitled to disclairn its share of responsibi~it~".~~ After chairing a 

round table on Pacific security. Dafoe was disheartened by the conclusion it was "not practicable". 

Despite his already extensive commitments, he reluctantly accepted chairmanship of the IPR for 

the next two years.^c The Canadian delegates were hardly reassured by the views of the Japanese 

and Chinese delegates at the conference. One Japanese official attributed concern over North 

China to "intemecine stmggles" and anti-Japanese sentiment there, while another claimed Japan 

and China now stood "face to face on the edge of a prec~pice".~ According to an Amencan 

observer. the Chinese delegation seemed to be "more confident than at Banff'. bolstered by news 

during the conference of Nanking's control over China's two southemmost provinces.= 

Over the summer of 1936, as defence planners and the IPR considered the prospect of a 

Pacific war. the staff at the Tokyo legation underwent major changes. Within a year. ail original 

members. Save Kirkwood, would leave their posts. Keenleyside had k e n  recalled in January to 

work in the prime minister's office in an atmosphere that he found scarcely more ~ o n ~ e n i a l . ~  

Marler. having been reimbursed for his expenses and knighted during the summer of 1935 on 

Bennett's recommendation. was appointed to succeed Hemdge in Washington in June 1936." 

Although Keenleyside privately considered him unsuitable for the post and King onginally offered 

i t  to Dafoe. later commentators were less cntical of the app~intment .~  After nearly seven years in 

2% I H.F. Angus. "Responsibility for Peace and War in the Pacific" in Canadian Papers.  

II. no. 5 .  for Yosemite conference. (Toronto: CIIA, 1936). 
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Press. member of the Royal Commission on Dominion-Provincial Relations. chair of 
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2% 3 Hotsumi Ozaki. Recenr Developments in Sino-Japanese Relations, (Tokyo: Japanese 
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temperament fit him to be Minister to the USA". Memoirs, vol. 1. 435.  For King's offer 



Japan. the Marlers left for Canada in early July, after attending an imperial audience and a farewell 

garden pxty at the legation on Dominion Day. United Church officials noted his "very fine 

service" to Canadian missionaries and prayed "that a minister of similar understanding and interest 

mny be f o ~ n d . " ~  King found such a person in Randolph Bruce. the former Lieutenant-Governor 

of British Columbia who had lost his bid in the 1935 election. His advanced age (he was 73 years 

old at the time) and partial blindness prompted Bennett to criticize the move. Bruce lacked 

Marler's pomposity but his wealth, Liberal connections and knowledge of public opinion on 

immigration and other Pacific questions were expected to stand hirn in good stead in ~ o k y o . ~  

Bruce presented his credentials to the Emperor on 7 November, assisted at the legation by E. 

D'Arcy McGreer. who had arrived the previous month. Perhaps the most competent member of 

the legation. Langley was s h e d  for transfer to the Rotterdam trade office. although Bruce, noting 

h i s  "invaluable" presence in Tokyo. succeeded in delaying his depanure until May 1937." After 

fourteen years in Japan. Langiey was also granted an audience with the Emperor. a rare honour 

given his  status. Y' 

B y early fall. it became apparent that the Japanese military were dictating foreign policy. 

The army and navy had agreed on the generai principles enunciated in Hirota's "Fundarnentals of 

National Policy" in early August. Japan would forge closer ties with other Asian nations. conclude 

to Dafoe. see Donnelly. 153. Hilliker claims Marler helped smooth relations betwesn 
Kin9 and Roosevelt while minister to Washington. Hilliker, 186. He also considered 
H u m e  Wrong for the post. King diary. 5 August 1936. 
LM Jesse Arnup. Secretary. UCC Board of Foreign Missions to King, 4 November 1935, 
RG25. G-1. vol. 1501, file 901-B. 
'"' Debrrtes. 23 June 1936. 4122. King claimed Bruce "possesses some qualifications as 
diplomat. which. 1 imagine, are not excelled by any man in any post anywhere." 
Debares .  9 February 1937. 698. As Kirkwood noted. the Vancouver Sun was "frankly 
critical" of the appointment on account of Bruce's age. Entry for 4 July 1936, 
"Diplornatic Journal". Kirkwood papers. ,MG27 III E3, file 35-12. 
LX) Bruce to Skeiton. 7 Decernber 1936; 24 February 1937. He also asked that Langley 
accornpany him on a tour of Japan since his "acquaintance amongst the Japanese, 
Canadians and foreigners is of long standing." Bruce to Skelton, 1 March 1937, RG25, 
G-I. vol. 1538, file 150-D. 
2') l He was succeeded as Commercial Secretary by C.M. Croft. SkeIton noted to 
Parmelee that Langley had been "a definite strength to the Legation" due to "h i s  
sound judgment and intimate knowledge of Japan". Skelton to Parmelee, 18 
November 1936. Bruce regretted his transfer, fearing "his accumulated experience 
in  Japan will be lost." Bruce to Skelton, 1 March 1937, RG25, G-1. vol. 1538. file 150-D. 



an economic bloc with China and later Southeast Asia, and drive the Western powers from the 

region." To protect Manchukuo from Soviet incursions, Japan attempted to gain Chiang's support 

in September for an ami-communist bloc, albeit unsuccessfully. and concluded an anti-Comintern 

pact with Germany in late November. The latter move reaffirmed Japan's isolation from the 

Western democracies. alienating any hope of a rapprochement with Britain or the United States. 

American resolve was growing with the re-election of Roosevelt that month. the publication of 

Stimson's account of the Manchurian crisis and the decision to fortify Guam upon the lapse of 

Pacific naval  agreement^.^' Within days o f  signing the pact. as Bruce noted. Tokyo began 

enforcing three new ordinances on the "protective surveillance" of thought offenders? Means of 

social control were accompanied by the nationalization of strategic sectors of the Japanese 

economy characteristic of war planning. Japan's position in China worsened considerably. 

however. after the Sian incident in December. when Chiang was kidnapped by dissident generais 

and forced to f o m  a united anti-Japanese front with C o m m ~ n i s t s . ~  Tokyo was alarmed by the 

development. Bruce claimed such communist inroads threatened to destabilize the region by 

bringing in Japan and other powers, turning China into "another Spainm.= 

By this stage. King hrid opted for a policy of lirnited rearmament. He proceeded cautiously, 

mindfuI of American concerns over the inadequacy of Pacific defences while. at the same time. 

wary of aiienating the isolationist Quebec wing of his caucus. He insisted that his Quebec 

lieutenant, justice minister Emest Lapointe, be included in a cabinet defence cornmittee established 

- - 

' LaFeber, I 8 1 . 
2'); Heinrichs. 258. In the book, Stimson endorsed his efforts at the 
the Manchurian affair and urged support of China against Japanese 
H .  L. S ti mson, The Far Emrern Crisis: Recollections and Observarions, 
Harper & Brothers. t 936). 

League during 
aggression. See 
(New York: 

'U Bruce optimistically believed the measures would "alleviate to some extent the 
existing abuses in the control of offenders." Bruce to SSEA, 17 November 1936. He 
continued to rnonitor debates in the Diet over cornplaints of cruelty toward such 
offenders. Bruce to SSEA. 26 February 1937, RG25, G-1, vol. 1808, file 891. " Keiji Furuya, Chiang Kai-Shek: His Life and Times, (New York: St. John's 
University. 1981), 512-27. For Madame Chiang's account of the incident, see New- York 
Times. 17-22 April 1937. 
Fh Bruce to SSEA. 16 December 1936. RG25. G-1, vol. 1752. file 804. 



in  August to assist defence minister Ian ~ a c k e n z i e ?  He also invited Skelton and veteran 

bureaucrat Loring Christie, both known for their isolationist views, to the first meeting of the 

committee. Much to his relief. the group endorsed a strengthening of air power for home defence 

over the formation of a Canadian expeditionary force? On 5 September, the Joint Staff 

Committee submitted its report on the state of defence preparations. While it deemed a direct 

Japanese attack was "unlikely in the discernible future", the committee noted Canada's existing 

forces were "incapable of ensuring anything approaching adequate supervision of her Western 

coast." A Pacific war involving the United States and parts of the British empire. the report 

warned. was not remote due to "the menacing situation" in the Far East and, in such a scenario. it 

wouId be impossible to maintain Canadian neutrality. In proposing a five-year reamament plan 

costing $360 M. the committee recommended concentrating on the Pacific coast with the 

construction of six torpedo b a t s  and four minesweepers and the formation of eight squadrons of 

flying boats. coastal reconnaissance planes and torpedo b o r n b e r ~ . ~  A General Staff report in 

October confirmed that Canadian neutrality by sea. land and air would be difficult to maintain in 

the event of a war between the United States and lapamm Mackenzie became the chief advocate 

of the Joint Staff Cornmittee's recommendations during King's absence in Europe. In Decernber. 

cabinet approved a watered-down version of the proposal in the form of a cheaper ten-year plan 

that doubled the navy's budget and included the purchase of two British destroyers. Amidst reports 

of an anti-Japanese coalition between Chinese nationalists and cornmunists following the Sian 

incident. King feared another Sino-Japanese conflict was imminent, necessitating caution during 

discussions at Geneva: 

- ~ ï i  K i n g  diriry. 18 August 1936. 
3% Roger F. Sarty, "Silent Sentry: A Military and Politicai History of Canadian Coast 
Defence. 1860- 1945." Ph.D. dissertation, University of  Toronto, 1982, 46 1-66. 
YI Memorandum by the Joint Staff Committee, Department of National Defence, to 
King. 5 September 1936. Printed as Document 1 in James Eayrs, In Defence of Canada: 
Appeasemenf and Rearmamenr, (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1965), 21 3-22. 
-W Memorandum by the General Staff. "Appreciation of  Canada's Obligations with 
Respect to the Maintenance of Neutrality, in Event of a War Between the United States 
of America and Japan", 14 October 1936, DCER. VI. 88-99. 



It looks as though almost without doubt. Japan and China will get into further 
conflict. This is another reason why Canada should hesitate about advocating 
sanctions in the League of Nations. We would be in a fine position if by our 
obligation to China, we would have to become immediately hostile to lapan."' 

The fa11 of the Hirota government in early February 1937 did little to allay such fears. 

Although Bruce remained optimistic that the new cabinet under Generai Hayashi Senjuro would 

implement a "policy of moderation and economic cooperation" in China, the new leader's rhetonc 

failed to convince officiais at Extemal ~ f f a i r s . ~  In March. Parliament passed King's estimates for 

home defence. over the opposition of the CCF and six dissenting Liberals from French Canada. In 

the heated debate, Reid dismissed the belief that Canada could remain neutral in a Pacific war. 

especially if Japan attempted to hide oil and gas reserves dong the West coôst to refuel its ships 

and submarines. Other proponents of rearmament claimed Britain was already adopting such a 

course and Japan was now spending 46% of its annual budget on defence? Inspired in a drearn 

by Laurier's stand during an earlier naval debate, King argued that Canada could not simply 

depend on the United States for protection. In cabinet. he read aloud Laurier's Ietters to him on the 

eve of the last war before outlining American fears of Japan and his own kl ie f  in a possible 

combination of Germany. Italy and Japan against Russia. France. Bntain and the United states.'OS 

In Parliament. King justified the $35 M expenditure by emphasizing the deteriorating global 

clirnate. the failure of collective security and the "totally inadequate" state of existing defences?' 

With Bennett silent on the issue until the end of the debate. opposition from the CCF was 

unsuccessful as were its resolutions cal ling for Canadian neutrality in a future war? 

As Parliament considered the possibility of a Pacific war, Keenleyside finished 

preparations for the officiai visit in April of Prince and Princess Chichibu to Canada en route to the 

coronation of George VI. Although the tour passed without incident. suspicions of disloyalty were 

- '  King diary. 15 December 1936. 
,Mason, 76. 

-W Debares. 15 February 1937. 915. 
Quoted in Debates,  4 February 1937, 54 1 .  

?OS King diary, t 7 February 1937. 

Debnres. 19 February 1937, 1045-53; and Sarty, "Silent Sentry". 472. 
Debares. 25 January and 15 February 1937, 337. 876. 



raised in Vancouver by the "rousing welcome" given the Emperor's brother by residents of Little 

~ o k ~ o . ~  King later claimed the visit had "without doubt helped Anglo-Japanese relations". 

engendering a "most friendly" feeling of the Japanese toward Canada in the process.m King was 

also preparing to leave for London to attend the coronation and the upcoming imperïal conference. 

On the day before his departure, King met with Kato, the lapanese minister, who informed him 

that the Japanese government was likely to be replaced in the near future by "a more radical House 

.. one less favourable to War and more given to taxing wealth." King understood this within the 

wider struggle between fascism and comrnunism, not dissirnilar to the underlying contest between 

Labour and Capital that he had described in Indusrn and Humanie. "O 

Accompanied by Skelton and Lapointe. King intended to oppose al1 attempts at the 

imperiai conference to formulate a common defence policy, seeing Canadian priorities as "the 

defence of our own coasts and focal centres on trade routes.""' Although the troubling situation in 

Europe and Amencan reactions to it remained the focus of these talks. few have commented on the 

impact of the conference on Canada's Pacific interests. King used the occasion to secure a CPR 

subsidy as part of Britain's "all-red" route to the Far East and "an insurance for Pacific trade for 

years to come". "' His response to Australia's proposal of a Pacific non-aggression pact. however. 

was more cautious.'" On the one hand, King was wary of the commitment to imperial defence 

impticit in the schemes advocated by the Australian and New Zealand delegates. On the other 

hand. he  was encouraged by the "decidediy conciliatory attitude" on the part of Chamberlain and 

Toshihiro Tanaka, Hands Across rlie Pacific: Japan in British Colrrmbia. 1889-1989. 
(Vancouver: Consulate General o f  Japan. 1990). 33. The imperial couple's return visit 
to Canada that fall was complicated by the outbreak o f  the Sino-Japanese conflict. S e e  
Chapter Four. 
- King diary. 8 June 1937. 
"O King diary. 23 April 1937. 
3 1  I King diary. 5 May 1937. 
I I 2 King diary. 1 1 June 1937. 
'I? Few accounts of the 1937 imperial conference mention this Australian initiative, 
perhaps because it  was fated frorn the start. See Rainer Tamchina. "In Search of 
Common Causes: The Imperial Conference o f  1937" in J .  of Imperial and 
Cor~~tnonrr.ealrh Hisrory, 1, no. 1 (October 1 972): 79- 1 05; and Norman Hillmer, "The 
Pursuit of Peace: Mackenzie King and the 1937 Imperial Conference" in J .  English 
and J.O. Srubbs (eds.), Mackenzie King: Widening the Debate. (Toronto: Macmillan of 
Canada. 1978). 139-72. 



other British officiais toward Tokyo in averting a Pacific war. Fearing that an alliance between 

Japan. Gemany and ltaly would be "the worst with which the world could be faced", King was 

reassured by Britain's desire "to corne to an understanding with lapan which would be helpful to 

Britain and the Pacific in the event of trouble developing in Europe." He found Eden's explanation 

of the Pacific situation "most interesting and enlightening", particularly his claim that British 

resistance to Tokyo during the Manchurian C ~ S ~ S  would have caused Japan "to bottle up the entire 

British Fleet" in the Far East."" 

On 2 June. the delepates established a "Technical Committee" under Cadogan to consider 

the Pacific non-aggression pact. Canada was represented on the committee by Skelton and 

Christie. both wary of imperial commitments as well as potential American opposition to this latest 

instance of Bri tain's appeasement of Japan. Cadogan claimed the Australian proposal. "though 

perhaps a rather remote objective", would not interfere with ongoing talks between Eden and 

Yoshida. King noted further discussion of the pact on 8 June. The committee decided to sound 

out the Amet-ican and Japanese governments on a general treaty covering al1 territories bordering 

the Pacific. When asked by the  Chinese ambasador how the arrangement wouid deal with 

Manchu kuo. Cadogan had no ready answer but admitted he remained "open to possibilities". "' 
His meeting on 1 6 June with Ray Atherton. counsellor at the American embassy. confirmed 

Canadian suspicions since the American diplomat doubted "the wisdom or the feasibility of the 

idea." ~eanwhi le .  the Eden-Yoshida talks were rumoured to be on the verge of an Anglo- 

f apanese understanding regarding the open door and even a joint loan to China. Following events 

from Tokyo. Bruce feared London might recopnize Manchukuo and Japan's special position in 

North China in return for economic concessions in China."' 

King met wi th Yoshida on 16 June and gained quite a different impression. He had been 

fl attered by Yoshida's dinner in his honour on 4 June and was impressed by the "finer sensibilities" 

3'J King diary. 2 June 1937, "' Malcolm MacDonald to SSEA. 23 July 1937, RG25, G-1, vol. 1841. file 609. "" C.W. Orde (for Secretary o f  State) to J.L. Dodds, Tokyo, 19 June 1937, RG25, G-1. vol. 
1841. file 609. "' Bruce to SSEA. 29 June 1937. RG25, G-1, vol. 1836. fite 455. 



of his wife.'lJ The Japanese ambassador's desire "to lessen militarism and develop friendship" 

with the West met with a positive reception from a Canadian premier wary of foreign 

entangIements. Yoshida's plan for economic cooperation between Japan, Britain and the United 

States in China seemed a worthy objective. In describing the visit. King displayed an exaggerated 

sense of his own importance in globd affairs not unlike his account of meeting Hem Hitler less 

than two weeks later: 

He [Yoshida] wanted to irnpress me with the fact that it might take some time to work 
out this feeling but it  was what Japan desired. He aked me to be a friend to Japan and 
Britain in helping to further this understanding. 1 told him it would be a joy to be 
helpful in anyway in furthering international good-will. Yoshida's was a very kind and 
friendly call. and it was clear from what he said that Japan really looked to me as one 
of their friends."" 

King's pledge of friendship, much like the Eden-Yoshida talks and the Australian proposa1 

of a Pacific non-agression pact, occurred at a highly inopportune time. In Tokyo, a new cabinet 

had just been formed under Prince Konoe Fumimaro to replace the ineffectual Hayashi 

government. Despite his pledge to resolve the China problem once and for d l ,  Konoe would faii 

to provide Japan with more effective leadership. With the return of Hirota as foreign minister. 

Bruce feared Tokyo would adopt a forward policy in China. especially amidst news of an 

imminent entente between nationalists and communists there." It soon appeared that Japan's 

adventure in Manchuria was about to repeat itself in China. Within a week of Bruce's despatch, a 

minor incident - this time on the outskirts of Peking - would trigger another undeclared war 

between Japan and China. The Marco Polo Bridge incident would not only frustrate Canadian 

neutrality. it would eventually draw Canada and other Western nations into a war against Japanese 

imperialisrn itself. 

Canadian business and missionary interests emerged from this transitional period with 

contrary perceptions of Japanese aims. Attitudes of the former had been tempered by a rise in 

exports to Japan since the end of the trade war. While overall trade with Japan had fallen by one- 

- " V i n t  diary. 4 June 1937. 
319 King diary. 16 June 1937. 

'-O Bruce to SSEA, 29 June 1937, RG25, G - l ,  vol. 1836, file 455. 



third during the final quater  of 1935. Canadian minera1 exports actually increased since they had 

not been subject to the su na^.^' ~ a r l i e r  fean of Japanese competition on the part of Central 

Canadian manufacturers proved to be misplaced. though some still dect-ied the lower wages of 

lapanese textile workers." Canada's trade surplus with Japan grew from S 10.5 M in 1935 to $ I I  

M in 1936 to nearly S 17 M in 1937, with raw materials exports increasing from S3.4 M to $5.3 

M. '" King claimed the resolution of the tnde dispute had strengthened the purchasinp power of 

Canadians by putting back to work "thousands of men in the province of British Columbia and in 

other pans of this c ~ u n t r y " . ~ ~  Although Japan had not yet achieved balanced trade overall. as one 

member of Parliament noted, it was in the process of "thoroughgoing industrialization" to compte  

with Canada and other nations for world  market^.'^ 

By 1937. important structural changes within the Japanese economy had led to a qualitative 

change in Canadian exports to that country. With Japan's nationalization of key economic sectors 

and its "regulation" of the open door in Manchukuo and North China, Canadian exporters soon 

realized the advantages of suppiying this expansion rather than competing with it. Given Japan's 

sphere of influence in the region. it was more lucrative to provide Japanese monopolies with raw 

materials than to insist upon an open door. Japan's complete control of the Manchurian economy 

' Fry. 32.  ;., -- J.R. MacNichol (Davenport) in Debates ,  7 May 1936. 3586-7. W.A. Walsh (Mount 
Royal) echoed similar concerns in early 1937. Debares .  9 March 1937, 1606-7. Howard 
and Cahan defended the silk industry in  Sherbrooke. described by Howard as "the 
largsst exclusive producer of full fashioned silk hose in  the British empire." Debares .  
19 March 1936. 1245. Reid continued CO denounce Japanese competition in the 
sockeye salmon fishery. Debares. 25 March t 937. 21 87-88. 
u Debares.  18 January 1937. 19: Canada Year Book. 1936. (Ottawa: King's Printer. 
1936). 5 19; Canada Year Book, 1937, (Ottawa: King's Printer, 1937). 521: Canada Year 
Book. 1938. (Ottawa: King's Printer, l938), 526. 
"" Deba te s .  1 1  February 1936. 85. Bennett disputed this view, claiming the hasty 
settlement would make King's government "the rnost humiliated government" in the 
nation's history. He was particularly troubled by King's use of an order-in-council to 
f ix  the percentages regarding what constituted "substantial quantities" of 
production. Debares. 10 February and 15 May 1936, 38: 2877-78. 
j3 Dehates. 10 March 1936, 955-56. 



began in 1934 with its creation of an oil monopoly there (seen as the main impetus behind the 

Barnby mission) and its purchase of the Chinese Eastern Railway from Russia in early 1 9 3 5 . ~ ~  

In November 1936. Bruce reported on various nationalization schemes in Japan, notably a 

proposed merger of the nation's five largest power companies under a new state-controlled central 

electricity corporation." lapan's consolidation of its domestic economy for national interests 

favoured the importation of raw materials from Canada and other suppliers. As shown in TabIe 2. 

the export of Canadian metals to Japan. particularly nicket and copper. increased dramatically in 

the two years following the trade dispute. Lumber sales to Japan also jumped during this p e r i o ~ i . ~ ~  

Negative reports from Bissett in Tientsin regarding long-terrn trade opportunities in China only 

made the expanding Japanese market more attractive to Canadian  exporter^.'^ 

Table 2: Canadian Metals Ex~orts  to Ja~an.  1933- 1937 

Year S c r a ~  lron C o ~ ~ e r  Lead Nickel Zinc Aluminium 

1933 S 390.653 S 184.3 12 S 1,190.362 S 268.076 S 772,626 S 1,393,398 

Source: DEA memorandum by J.S. Macdonald, "The Question of an Embargo on the Sale 
of Canadian Raw Materials to Japan", dated 16 February 1938, RG25, Dl,  vol. 723. file 64. 
Figures are rounded to nearest S 1,000 and do not inciude indirect shipments. 

126 Marler noted the sale's strategic value since "a single administration directly 

undcr Japrinese control" would enable "the rapid mobilization of troops to the 
Manchukuo-Soviet frontier." Marler to SSEA, 26 March 1935, RG25, G-1, vol. 1667, file 
506. 
"' Bruce to SSEA. 18 November 1936. RG25. G-1. vol. 1808, file 890. 
j 3 Lumber exporters had regained their "thriving export trade" with the Orient 

since. according to one source, the region was "clamoring for  British Columbia's big 
trees". Carradian Bminess .  10, no. 4 (April 1937): 25. 
'Y Bissett concluded that China had become "just a pawn" in Japan's "sacred mission, 

the complete domination and conquest of Eastern Asia as the divinely inspired leader 
of the Asiatic peoples". 1935 report from Tientsin office. dated 31 March 1936, RG20. 
vol. 1506. file 139B. 



Rising Japanese militarism and nritionalism had a more negative impact on the activities of 

the four hundred and fifty Canadian missionaries in the Far Eastern empire." In early 1936. 

Japanese authorities. notably in Korea, began enforcing the compuIsory attendance of dl teachers 

and pupils of mission schools at Shinto shrines. Mile the regulation had posed a problem for 

Catholic schools in Japan. Marler noted the issue was "of increasing importance" to al1 

rnissionaries due to "the extreme patriotic cuit k i n g  fostered by Japanese govemment authorities. 

large1 y i nfluenced by the military ~eaders."-~' The new ly-appointed governor in Seoul. with the 

support of local rnilitarists, had revoked the teaching licenses of several American Southern 

Presbyterians in late 1935 after their opposition to the order, enforced in honour of the twenty-fifth 

rinniversary of Japanese annexation. Many American and Australian missionaries viewed such 

homage as idolatry. not civic duty. and Japanese authorities prevented them from meeting privately 

to discuss the issue in ~anuary.'" Canadian Anglican and United Church missionaries avoided 

such consequences by complying with the regulation, as instmcted by their churches. adopting the 

pragmatic approach of the British missions. French-Canadian Catholics in Korea and Manchuria 
+++ 

also complied for the time king. referring the matter to the Vatican for a final decision.'" 

Not al1 Canadian missionaries accepted the official Japanese view that shrine attendance 

uras only a show of respect devoid of religious significance. In early 1936. a United Church 

i .;O According to Marler, Canadians comprised "numerically a majority of d l  the 

foreign missionary work carried on here"- Marler to SSEA, 25 March and 21 May 
1936. RG25. G-1. vol. 1668. file 547. ' Marier to SSEA, 16 January 1936. RG25. G-1. vol. 1668. file 547. For more on the 
shrine controversy, see "Maritime Missionaries to Korea Collection". MGI. vol. 228 1 
[Public Archives of Nova Scotia]: Ion. ch. 4: William Scott, Canadians in Korea . 
(Toronto: United Church of Canada. 1975); Helen F. MacRae, A Tiger on Dragon 
Molrtirain: The Life of Rev. Duncan M.  MacRae, D.D., (Charlottetown: Williams & Crue, 
1982). chs. 25-26: Kim Sung-Gun. "Korean Christianity and the Shinto Shrine Issue in 
the War Period. 1931 -45". Ph.D. thesis. University of Hull, 1989; and Spencer J.  
Palmer. "Korean Christians and the Shinto Shrine Issue" in C.I. Kim and Eugene and 
Dorothy Mortimore (eds.), KoreaS Response ro Japan: The Colonia! Period. 1910-1942. 
(Kalamazoo: Center for Korean Studies. Western Michigan University, 1977). 

The action prompted a lengthy despatch from Marler on the shrine controversy 
Shintoism generally. See Marler to SSEA. 21 February 1936, RG25. G-1. vol. 1668, 
537. 
G.H. Phipps. British Consul-General in Seoul. to Clive, 14 December 1935, RG25. G-1, 
1668. file 547. 



missionary in northern Korea, Duncan MacRae, embarked on a crusade against his home church's 

"compromise with Idolatry", claiming tnie Christians "cannot participate in the worship of [the] 

Sun ~ o d d e s s " . ' ~  His uncompromising position led to considerable embarrassrnent at the Board of 

Foreign Missions and its secretary. A.E. Armstrong, recalled MacRae in April for "budgetary" and 

health rea~ons . '~~  MacRae's subsequent daim d u h g  public appearances in Toronto and Nova 

Scotia that missionaries in Korea were "actually worshipping at heathen shrines" led to 

Armstrong's pleas to pacify him? Although MacRae represented a minority view. the Board of 

Foreign Missions soon issued a statement affirrning freedorn of religion as guaranteed in the 

Japnnese constitution and shrine observance as "not a reiigious but merely a patriotic act."'" 

Howard Norman and other United Church missionaries in Japan also noted increasing restrictions 

on missionary activity due to rising anti-foreign sentiment. Further nationalist outbursts in May 

prompted the expulsion of several Canadian Franciscans from Tanegashima and Japanese control 

of two Canadian Presbyterian mission schools in Formosa. Again urging official protests to 

authorities in Tokyo. Marler claimed many Japanese now viewed Christianity as a "heretical 

religion". subversive of the requirements "of national defence and national polity."'" 

Canadian attitudes toward Japan had changed considerably since the Manchurian crisis. In 

1933. opinion-makers had been polrirized in their assessment of Japan's ambitions. While Dafoe 

had criticized its agressive aims and Western acquiescence to them, some nurtured the hope that 

Japan might return to the League or that its latest imperialist adventure might be overlooked. In 

April 1933. the Vancouver Sun omitted Japan from its caricature of the four "voluble dictators" 

! -  MacRae notes. January 1936, MGl. vol. 2281 [PANS]. MacRae viewed the Japanese 
authorities in a negative Iight due to their atrocities against Koreans in 1919 and 
their arbitrary confiscation of mission property in  1931. Marler to SSEA, 21 May 
1936. RG25. G-1, vol. 1668, file 547. 
'" Armstrong to W.A. Burbidge (Korea), 7 April 1936, MGI. vol. 2281 [PANS]. 
3.76 Armstrong to Yates. 9 April 1938; Armstrong to Grierson. 9 April 1938; Armstrong 
to Falconer. 20 April 1938, MGl. vol. 2281 [PANS]. 
117 - -  United Church of Canada, Board of Foreign Missions. "The Shrine Ceremonies in 
Korea: A Brief Statement", n-d., MGI, vol. 2281 [PANS]. 
"' Marler to SSEA, 21 May 1936, RG25, G-1, vol. 1668. file 547. 



menacing world peace and praised friendship with Japan despite disagreements over 

~anchukuo.'" Some suggested Japan's "sense of unity". discipline and spirit of self-sacrifice 

would be more effective remedies to Canada's economic woes than Roosevelt's NRA. The same 

apologists claimed it was futile "CO keep China from k i n g  absorbed into the Japanese economic 

he_oemonyU since Japan would still undersell Western goods in world markets? Orhers expected 

regularized relations with Japan in the near future. Marler believed Canadian recognition of 

Manchukuo was sirnply a matter of time, though he feared the political implications of attending 

ceremonies in honour of its new d e r .  Such diplornatic considerations did little to tarnish the 

complimentary portrayal of Pu-Yi's visit to Tokyo by a French-Canadian clenc to radio listeners in 

~ontreal:~'  Also unencumbered by such concerns, Canadian business continued to promote trade 

with al1 parts of the Japmese empire, including Manchukuo. The conservative press initially 

downplayed the significance of the Amau declaration, supporting Britain's caution toward 

Japanese expansion. Increasingly vulnerable to anti-foreign outbursts. Canadian missionaies 

attempted to forestall the inevitable confrontation with rising Japanese ultranationalism. Interest 

oroups such as the IPR either deait with Far Eastern tensions in quasi-academic fora or dismissed 5 

thern entirely by concentrating on other aspects of Pacific relations. 

B y early 1 937. however. Canadian opinion-makers had reached a common view of Japan 

as an agressive. militarist and perhaps even a fascist power that threatened Caiiada's own security. 

How and when this change in perception occurred vatied from one interest group to the next. To 

defendcrs of the League. the liberal press and the Left, this had become apparent as early as 1933. 

In Dafoe's view. the Amau statement merely confirmed Japan's hope the West would "be sensible" 

and understand her "national mission" in East Asia. although "she means to carry it anyway".u' 

To the Canadiun Fonirn . the declaration was a "club" which Tokyo would brandish against the 

;.:La The four dictators depicted were Hitler, Mussolini, Stalin and Kemal. Vancouver 
S u n .  6 April and 8 April 1933. 
w Sntlrrday Nighr. I I November 1933. 
Y' Beaudin. Jean-Charles, Autour du Monde: Rêves et réalités d'un voyuge - Causeries 
dotznécs nu posre de Radio CKAC a Montréal, (Montreal: Beauchemin. 1937). 278-79. 
- Winnipeg Free Press, 23 April 1934. 



West. revealing "the tme nature of Japan's policy"."3 Others would take longer to reach this 

conclusion. Policy-makers such as Skelton, Robertson and Keenleyside, while suspicious of 

Japanese aims. remained guided by the two priorities in Canada's relations with the Far East: 

Anglo-American harmony and Canadian neutrality in the event of war. Neither objective appeared 

likely in 1934. as Toynbee noted. and division between London and Washington - and within the 

Empire itself - frustrated a clear Far Eastern policy under Bennett. As the West awaited the fruits 

of Japan's Monroe doctrine. the scope for subterfuge was large. the rumours of political 

manoeuvres rampant. the intentions of the various trade missions deliberately vague. With Japan's 

rejection of the London treaty and the Anglo-American decision to rearm. King began to perceive 

Japan as a potential threat, In opting for limited rearmament in the fall of 1936, he attempted to 

balance American concerns over Pacific security with French-Canadian sensibilities and his own 

reluctance to become involved in foreign s t ~ ~ ~ l e s . ~  At the same time. he encouraged Britain's 

conciliation of Japan. believing his self-styled role as fnend of Japan and conciliator to be 

instrumental in averting war. 

The Young Officers' coup made any defence of Japanese aims al1 but impossible to 

maintain. increasingly. Japan was identified with the fascist powers in Europe, Araki becoming 

the "natunl leader of Japanese ~ a s c i s m " . ~  Japan's pact with Gerrnany in November only 

intensified its guilt by association. As Japan placed its economy on a war footing, its imports of 

raw materials reached an al1-time high. reviving the interest of Canadian exporters. Shoçked by 

the February coup and increasing restrictions on their activities, Canadian missionaries. on the 

other hand. feared there was "little hope of peace in the Orient. o r  anywhere, until the world rids 

itself of the pestiferous rn i l i t a r i s t~ . "~  The prognosis for peace in the Far East was bleak and the 

s t om cIouds seemed to be gathering over China. While exporters were disillusioned by poor 

- -- - 

"' Carladian Forum. XIV, no. 165 (June 1934). 329. 
.-UI J.L. Granatstein and Robert Bothwell. "A 'Self-Evident National Duty': Canadian 
Foreign Policy. 1935-1939" in J. of Imperia1 und Common~vealth Hisrop. 3.  no. 2 
(Jrinuary 1975): 2 12-33. 
Y I Nicholas Ignatieff. "The Japanese and the Menace o f  Fascism" in Sarurday Nighr, 7 

March 1936. 
"Revolt in Japan" in New Ourlook. 4 March 1936. 



economic conditions there, missionaries sought solace in national unification under Chiang, the 

New Life movement and other signs of China's "regenerati~n".~ For those Canadians still 

concerned by the Far East. the anti-Japanese alliance between Chinese communists and 

nationalists threatened to rnake China the scene of Japan's next confrontation with the West. As 

one member of Parliament wamed in early 1936: 

The Japanese people have k e n  watching the history and the movements of sorne of 
the other great nations in the West and they proceeded to build up a civilization 
founded upon force. Within the Iast few rnonths the Japanese have overrun China 
and have subjugated about three-quarters of it  politically. There is nothing to prevent 
Japan from training an army of fifty million in China and knocking at the gates of 
Europe within the next twenty years, fighting under the slogan of 'The white man out 
of ~ s i a ' . ~  

This would have been an extreme view of Japanese aims in 1933. By the summer of 1937. 

however. events in the Far East were about to surpass the worst fears of Japanese intentions. 

.u: Feature article by Madame Chiang. "China. Present and Future" in Ne\$. Oittlook. 18 

S e p t e m b e r  1935. 
P.J. Rowe  (Athabaska) in Debates. 13 February 1936. 166. 



Cha~ter Four 
A Rude Awakening 

In the eariy hours of 30 August 1937, Mackenzie King awoke from a strange drearn. The 

main characters in this subconscious drama were himself, Lord Kitchener, the head of the Royal 

Canadian Mounted Police, a few unruly soldiers and a young pig. King, declining their offers of 

assistance. caught and bagged the squealing piglet on his own. To the Canadian prime minister. 

the vision could have but one rneaning. It obviously symbolized, he wrote in his diary, the Far 

Eastern situation "as viewed by the Br. Govt.- or as it should be viewed". The "animal instincts" 

asserting themselves in the Orient since the renewal of Sino-Japanese hostilities in July were 

complicated. surely "best left to work themselves out". Eastern matters were unpredictable and the 

army and police, while ready for service, "should not be employed" so as "not to deal with a pig in 

a poke". Ever preoccupied by the rneaning of his dreams, King concluded that involvement in the 

admittedly "appaling" situation was "not wonh the lives of white men for 'Business Interests"'.' 

Though his imagery was unique, King was not the only Canadian roused by hostilities in 

the Far East. The undeclared Sino-Japanese war. which erupted after the Lukouchiao (Marco Polo 

Bridge) incident on 7 July 1937, awakened many from slumber regarding the Orient. For the first 

time since the establishment of official relations with Japan in 1929, Canadians had reached an 

overall consensus regarding the Japanese threat. With goodwill toward Japan al1 but exhausted by 

the summer of 1937, imperialists and other apologists of Japanese expansionism had been 

ovenaken by events. Japan's departure from the London naval talks had heightened security 

concerns, leading Ottawa to strengthen Pacific defences. Its harassrnent of missionaries had 

weakened its case considerably in church circles, reviving the hope of saving China. The Young 

Officers' coup of early 1936 had convinced many that Japan was really a fascist state whose aims 

were not dissimilar from its European counterparts. Canadian exporters had k e n  placed in the 

awkward position of benefitting from increased sales of strategic metals and other materials to 

' King diary. 30 August 1937, W.L.M. King papers. MG26, J13 (National Archives of 
Canada).  



Japan after the resolution of the 1935 trade dispute. Unlike the Manchurian crisis, no one rallied to 

Japan's defence when reports of military clashes in North China reached Canadians in July 1937. 

Despite the general condemnation of lapanese expansionism, however, Canadians troubled 

by the Far Eastern situation remained divided over what to do about it. To some, King's wariness 

of involvement in distant conflicts and his policy of strict neutrality seemed prudent. Any action 

on the part of Canada, after all, would be ineffective without similar rneasures from Britain and the 

United States. As one contributor to Satrrrday Night noted, the Japanese could present the West 

with afi~ir nccortzpli in China because "they know the United States won't fight and ... the British 

and French are in no position to fight."' To others. isolationism was tantamount to appeasement of 

an aggressor or, worse still, encouragement of war profiteering. According to this view. the expon 

of nickel and other raw materiais to Japan made Canada a party to Japanese aggression. With 

oraphic images. pro-boycott leaflets in the fa11 of 1937 claimed Chinese civilians were k i n g  killed 
C 

with weapons and bullets made from Canadian metal. In the early 1930's, Canadians considering 

Japan's actions had been divided between imperialist proponents of accommodation and 

internationalist defenders of collective security. Now. new fissures appeared among Canadians 

concerned by Japan's expansion. Increasingly. debates over sanctions occurred d o n g  a fault line 

between pacifists on the Left and conservative supporters of the status quo on the Right. Given 

American and British reluctance to resort to sanctions, and in spite of his self-styled role of pacifist 

and world statesman, King opted for the middle path of neutrality. 

The King government's response to the Sino-Japanese conflict and the boycott carnpaign of 

the fall of 1937 merit closer attention for several reasons. Due to a predominant focus on reactions 

to German aggrandizement. most studies of Canada's role in appeasement have overlooked 

attitudes and policies toward the Far ~ a s t . '  An analysis of Ottawa's reaction to Jûpanese 

Thornton Purkis. "Chinaman's Chance" in Satrrrday Night, 31 July 1937. 
' As a recent example of this tendency, Ritchie Ovendale's otherwise insightful 
survey of Canada and appeasement passes over the conflict entirely, going directly 
frorn the s u m m e r  of 1937 (the imperial conference and King's interview with Hitler) 
to Ottawa's response to the Anschl~rss in March 1938. Ritchie Ovendale, "Canada, 
Britain. the United States and the Policy of 'Appeasement"' in C.C. Eldridge (ed.), Kith 



aggression. as will be shown. reveals much about King's stand on sanctions, collective security and 

Anglo-American relations, as well as nuances in his approach to pacifism and public activism in 

the making of foreign policy. Secondly, the episode marked the first instance of an open debate in 

the Dominion over Far Eastern policy, revealing an underlying tension between trade and 

humanitarian concems which would continue to characterize relations with the region. Though the 

boycott campaign lacked the "human rights" language of later movements. its charge of Canadian 

complicity with Pacific aggressorz would resonate beyond the interwar period? Lastly, the 

boycott campaign itself merits closer examination. if only to show how a wide spectrum of interest 

groups used the most extensive pacifist effort since the Great War to advance their own objectives 

in  what turned out to be a last stands5 

The outbreak of hostilities in the Far East caught Canadian diplomats unawares. On the 

evening of 7 July 1937, Japanese and Chinese troops exchanged fire near the Marco Polo Bridge. 

about twenty miles southwest of Peking. According to R. Randolph Bruce, Canada's minister to 

Japan. Chinese forces initiated the attack after Japan failed t o  inform them of night manoeuvres. in 

violation of the Boxer protocol. Upon Bruce's departure for Vancouver on 13 July, it was left to 

chargé d'affaires E. D'Arcy McGreer to provide more accurate and detailed reporting on  the "North 

China incident". Hoping the conflict might be localized. McGreer found "circumstantial evidence" 

and Kin: Cnrzada. Brirain and the United Srares from the Revolrtrion ro rire Cold War. 
(Cardiff: University of Wales Press, 1997), 182-86. 

Earlier works have focussed on the high politics of Canada's response to the Sino- 
Japanese conflict without considering the role of domestic interest groups. See 
A.R.M.  Lower. Canada and rhe Far East - 1940, (New York: IPR Publications Office, 
1940): C.J. Woodsworth. Canada and the Orienr: A Srrrdy in Internarional Relations, 
(Toronto: Macmillan. 1931); Gregory Johnson, "The North Pacific Triangle: The 
Impact of the Far East on Canada and Its Relations with the United States and Great 
Britain. 1937- 1948". Ph.D. dissertation, York University, 1990: Alan Mason, "Canadian- 
Japanese Relations, 1930- 193 1 : The North Atlantic Triangle in the Pacific", M.A. 
paper. University of Toronto, 1973; and Bruce Harwood. "Canada's Relations with 
japan, 193 1 - 193 1 ", M.A. paper, University of Victoria, 1986. 

Two major studies of  Canadian pacifism during the interwar prriod have mentioned 
the Sino-Japanese conflict but only in  passing. See Thomas P. Socknat, Witness  
A,qninst War: Pacifism in Canada. 1900-1945, (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 
1987) and David A. Lenarcic, "Where Angels Fear to Tread: Neutralist and Non- 
Interventionist Sentiment in Inter-war English Canada." Ph-D. dissertation, York 
University, 1 99 1 .  



to support the Chinese daim that Japan had prearranged the incident. With Nanking in disarray 

over the crisis. officiais in Tokyo worked with "almost clocklike regularity" to secure cabinet and 

imperial authorization for the despatch of the Third Fleet to Shanghai and additional troops to 

North China. Although neither side openly advocated war. McGreer feared a peaceful solution 

was "seemingly impossible" due to escalating tension. the mobilization of forces and the failure of 

a local ceasefire. Reinforcements from Japan, Korea and Manchukuo - ostensibly to protect 

Japanese in China from nationalist outbursts - did little to dispel such concems. Warnings against 

foreign interference from the gairnusho led him to believe that Japanese leaders might present the 

country with a fait accompli before the opening of the Diet. By month end, he reported that the 

situation had intensified into "a serious undeclared ' ~ a r " ' . ~  

Initial reaction from the West was cautious amidst continued hopes for a local settlement. 

London and Washington seemed to be sending mixed signals to Japan. With increasing instability 

in Europe and vuinerable interests in the Far East, Whitehall favoured mediation. The American 

response took the fonn of an officiai condemnation by Secretary of State Cordell Hull of al1 

attempts to resolve international disputes through force. Its tough rhetoric aside, Hull's statement 

of 16 July was couched in the most general terms and did not refer to China or Japan specifically. 

To avoid the mistakes of his predecessor over Manchuria. he sent the text of the statement to over 

sixty foreign governments to solicit international support. Most approved of his advocacy of 

"national and international self-restraint", although Portugal criticized his reference to "vague 

principles" and Japan stressed the uniqueness of the Far Eastern case. In Ottawa. Skelton read the 

statement "with deep interest" and had "no hesitation" in claiming Hull's position would meet with 

"strons support of the people of Canada." Yet his awareness of the worsening conflict was limited. 

Despatches took over a fortnight to arrive from Tokyo and McGreerls reliance on h a 1  sources left 

Skelron unsure if they were "the Legation's own appreciation of the situation or the view of the 

Bruce to SSEA. 1 I July 1937; McGreer to SSEA, 14, 15 and 3 1 July 1937. The Tokyo 
press claimed IapanOs "special position" in North China was "established indisputably 
by series of pacts [and) past sacrifices". Tokyo Nichi-Nichi, 15 July 1937. All in RG25, 
G- 1 ,  vol. 1752, file 804, 



Japanese authorities." After reading a defence of Japan's actions given by the Japanese naval 

attaché at a dinner at the Chateau Laurier. he wryly remarked that he had k e n  "led irresistibly" to 

the conclusion that "in al1 cases al1 the Japanese were utterly innocent."' 

Meanwhile, the situation in North China rapidly deteriorated. On 19 July, Chiang Kai- 

Shek rejected a Japanese "peace" proposa1 calling for the withdrawal of Chinese forces from the 

zone of hostilities and the reorganization of an independent political council in North China. 

While the terms clearly violated China's national integrity, McGreer felt Nanking's refusal had 

"made the situation seem hopeless ... [and] exhausted Japanese patience." The undeclared war 

soon spread to Langfang. a strategic railway junction near Peking, and Tientsin, whose mayor had 

been critical of Nanking's influence. Attempting to assert central control over the region, Chiang 

despatched 50.000 government troops to the north, urging a national resistance against Japan. By 

3 1 July. however. Tientsin had fallen and Japanese naval operations dong the Chinese coast 

heightened tensions in Tsingtao and Shanghai. International complications mon arose after a raid 

on the Soviet consulate in Tientsin on 2 August. apparently by White Russians encouraged by 

Japanese officers. resulting in an immediate protest from Moscow. In Tokyo, the Konoe 

govemment. unable to restrain militarists eager to end collaboration between Chinese nationdists 

and cornmunists. reacted swiftly to Nanking's rejection of its ultimatum. As Chinese forces 

evacuated Tientsin. the Diet approved a "full military programme" of 97 million yen in 

reinforcements for North China, Observing events from the Tokyo legation. McGreer claimed the 

troubling developments indicated "an enlargement of scope and intervention on a national scale."' 

McGreer's fears were realized when hostilities reached Shanghai in early August. A state 

of emergency was declared in the city on 6 August when arriving Japanese forces caused 

thousands of Chinese to flee Chapei. the suburb bombed in 1932, for refuge in the Internationri! 

' Skelton to Norman .4rmour, 12 August 1937; SSEA to McGreer, 14 August 1937; 
Skelton to LaFleche, 29 July 1937. Acknowledging ambiguities "in certain instances". 
McGreer replied that future despatches "unless otherwise indicated" would represent 
"the views of the Legation." McGreer to SSEA. 9 September 1937. A11 in RG25. G-1, vol. 
1752, file 804. 
WcGreer to SSEA. 14 July 1937; SSDA to SSEA, 28 July 1937; McGreer to SSEA, 28 July 
1937. All in RG25, G-1, vol. 1752, file 804. 



Settlement. The murder of two Japanese mannes on 9 August led Japan to begin a full-scale 

invasion. ostensibly to protect its 30,000 nationais in Shanghai. Chiang responded with his best 

troops. hoping to evoke Western concern by confronting Japan in the economic centre of China. 

Skirmishes soon erupted. reminiscent of clashes five years earlier. On the rooftops of the 

European-style highrises lining the Bund. a few Shanghailanders nonchalantly observed the battle 

with cocktails in hand. Unlike 1932, however, war soon struck at the hem of the International 

Settlement itself. On Saturday, 14 August. bombs from a Chinese plane. missing a Japanese 

flagship in the Whangpw. fell outside the Cathay Hotel and a nearby entertainment centre. killing 

over a thousand Chinese and injuring scores of foreigners. Japan retaliated for "Bloody Saturday" 

by bombing Chapei. Hongkew, Yangtzepoo, Pootung and other districts, its spokesmen claiming 

only miIitary sites would be targeted. Before long, however, incidents such as the bombing of 

Shanghai's South Station in late August, which killed one hundred Chinese refugees attempting to 

leave the city. led foreign correspondents to compare the heavy civilian losses to similar outrages 

in Spain. The undeclared war became truly national in scope on 25 August when Japan imposed a 

naval blockade along the Chinese coast from the Yangtze River to S ~ a t o w . ~  

Like other Westerners in the city, the estimated 250 Canadians living in Shanghai were 

horrified by their vulnerability to attack.1° The first bomb of "Bloody Saturday" destroyed a car 

belonging to a Toronto man who had fled the scene only seconds before. Another Canadian, Dora 

Carney. was dangerously near the second attack and narrowiy escaped with her life. Her husband, 

a member of the Shanghai Volunteer Corps, was sent to clean up after the first bombing, removing 

bodies by the truckIoad and assisting hotel staff with oniy brandy on hand as a disinfectant. As 

Carney later noted. "our neutrality was not the safeguard we had thought it to be." " A Victoria 

alderman and his family visiting Shanghai witnessed both attacks from the deck of a liner leaving 

Shanghai Evening Post & Mercury, Slzanghai U n d e r  F i r e ,  (Shanghai: Post Mercury 
Co. .  1937), v-viii. 
'O This figure was cited in a report in the Halifax H e r a l d ,  17 August 1937. 
" Dora Sanders Carney, Foreign Devi l s  Had Light Eyes: A Memoir  of Shanghai ,  1933- 
1 93  9. (Toronto: Dorset Publishing Inc., 1980). 1 95-200; Dora Carney, "Refugee Dawn" 
in Saritrday Nighr. 27 November 1937. 



the city. " From his office on the Bund, only yards from the incident. Canadian trade 

commissioner H A .  Scott soon drew up plans for the evacuation of Canadian residents. On 20 

August. Trade and Commerce wired him for a detailed list of evacuees, as instructed by Skelton 

who was inundated by telegrams from concemed relatives. Scott reported that fifteen Canadians 

had joined 150 British subjects evacuated to Hong Kong on the previous day and others would 

leave on the next sailing. His task was complicated by the fact that most Canadians had not 

registered at the trade office but with the British consul where they were listed as British subjects- 

Fonunately, rnany had already left for the coast to escape the August heat. their holiday soon 

intempted by radio instructions urging them to delay their return. Based on a list from the local 

Canadian Club. personal acquaintances and telephone canvassing. Scott felt certain by 23 August 

that most Canadian women and children were no longer in Shanghai. 'j 

For those who rernained, the hostilities would be far more disruptive than in 1932. This 

tirne. a curfew was imposed on d l  foreigners. many Shanghailanders unable to believe "the great 

cosmopolitan city ... could possibly be boarded up and lightless at nights."" Canadian business 

men. rnanufacturers, missionaries and hospital workers assisted the municipal police in restoring 

order. a task made more difficult by famine conditions among Chinese refugees. Employees at 

Canadian Steamships sandbagged the entrance of their office near the Bund to protect it  from 

sheiling and, like many Canadian companies, ternporarily moved their operations to the French 

Concession. They had arranged for the Empress of Asia to take hundreds of British evacuees to 

Hong Kong "in the thick of the fight" and w m e d  the E~npress of Rrcssia not to land until the 

hostilities had subsided. Fearing the worst, the representative of H.R. MacMillan Export Co. 

prepared to leave in the next evacu~tion.'~ Officiais with another Vancouver Company. Expon 

'' Toronto Star, 16 and 17 August 1937: Victoria Daily Times, 17 August 1937; Halifax 
Herald. 20 August 1937. 
" Skelton to Parmelee. 20 August 1937; Parmelee to Skelton, 20 August 1937; Scott to 
Parmelee. 23 August 1937, RG25, G-1, vol. 1843, file 647. Montreal Gazette, 20 August 
1937: Carney, Foreign Devils. 204-7. 
'' Victoria Daily Times, 20 August 1937. 
" Halifax Herald ,  20 August 1937. Scott to Parmelee, 23 August 1937, RG25, G-1, vol. 
1842. file 647. Shanghai Under  Fire. 67: Victoria Daily Times, 18 and 20 August 1937. 



Sales Co., reported the Japanese navy had used its dock facilities as part of a landing operation! 

Fighting in Yangtzepoo on 13 August damaged an duminum rolling mil1 owned by Alcan, forcing 

it  to suspend production for over three rnonths." As claims mounted from Canadian finns. L.B. 

Pearson reported from London that Lloyd's would no longer insure against damage by "modem 

warfare" anywhere outside of Nonh ~merica.'"cott's report of 28 August of no Canadian 

"injured or in special difficulty" was contradicted two days later by the death of a Torontonian. 

Lionel Haskell. in the apparent safety of an American vesse]. The only Canadian to perish in the 

Shanghai hostilities wris killed when four Chinese planes bombed the S.S. President Hoover. 

mistaking it for a Japanese transport  hip p.'^ 

The Canadian press gave extensive coverage to events at Shanghai, providing readers with 

detailed maps of the city and reports on Canadians living there. Reaction was considerably more 

alarmist than during the 1933 incident. Macabre accounts of the carnage of "Bloody Saturday" 

covered front pages across the Dominion, overshadowing reports from war-tom Spain. Expecting 

heavy foreign casualties. the Vancouver Sun condemned the extension of hostiIities to Shanghai as 

"a tragic blunder" which would lead Japan to declare war against China. The Victoria Da* Times 

included updates on the Shanghai situation, based on accounts from passengers arriving from the 

Far East. and the opening of a "war chest" d i v e  for Chiang Kai Shek by the local Chinese 

'' Acting British Consul General, Shanghai, to SSEA, 14 September :937, RG25. G-1, 
vol. 1833. file 617. 
' Damage to the Charo (Chinese Aluminium Rolling Mills. Ltd.) factory amounted to 
150.000 Swiss francs. Although Charo was Swiss-incorporated. Alcan remained its 
main proprietor witti 51% ownership until the plant was seized by the Japanese in 
1942. See unauthored pamphlet. Tenth Anniversa- of the Chinese Atrtrninium 
Rollirzg Mil ls .  Limited, Shanghai, China.  unpublished. 1932, no. 1878; and D.C. 
Campbell to F.A. Gougler. 7 September 1983, no. 1470, (Alcan Aluminium Ltd. 
Archives. Montreal). 
' V e a r s o n  claimed Lloyds and other insurance compsnies agreed that "USA and 
Canada are eliminated because of the remoteness of the possibility of war in those 
countries." Pearson to Skelton, 8 September 1937, RG25, G-1, vol. 1842, file 655. 
'"cott to Parmelee, 28 August 1937, RG25, G-1, vol. 1842, file 647. Although China 
issued an immediate apology to Washington for the attack, adequate reparations were 
not made to the Haskell family until the summer of 1939. The incident led to 
cornplaints that External was less able and efficient in dealing with such cIaims than 
American authorities. See RG25, G-1, vol. 1843, file 738. 



community." More removed from Pacific concems, the Montreal Gazene claimed the incident 

would result in "the alienation of a great deal of sympathy from the Chinese cause" for its "blasting 

[of] a neutral city"." The Globe and Mail believed that, while China bore "direct responsibility" 

for the Saturday attack. it would not have initiated the hostilities had Japan not made "a dramatic 

show of naval force. calculated to compel Nanking to accept her  temis in the ~onh." '?  h 

describing the "inferno" and "blood-spattered streets" of the once "gay, carefree Shanghai", the 

Toronto Star reported on the safety of Canadians in the city." The Halifax Herald hoped both 

sides would avert "a major war" through "cornmonsense and the inexhaustible Oriental ingenuity 

in devising formulae and cornpr~rnises."~~ Citing Vatican reports that no Roman Catholic 

missionaries were injured at Shanghai, even though one-quarter of the city was in flames. Le 

Devoir announced that a group of Quebec Jesuits were about to leave for the city en route to their 

mission at ~ u c h o w . ~  To the Ottawa Citizen. the incident "was 1932 al1 over again". Critical of 

"Japanese bullying" of China, it doubted Japan's claim the matter was "purely a local affair". 

concluding that "whenever Japan seeks peace with the Chinese the effort invariably ends with 

Japan in possession of a fresh piece of p hi na."^ To internationalists. such as Dafoe of the 

Winnipeg Free Press, the affair demonstrated the temble consequences of indifference to 

colIective security. Without a strong deterrence against "an adventure of this kind". he argued, 

"what is happening in Shanghai might be happening in any European ~ap i t a l . "~  

Vancouver Sun, 14 and 17 August 1937; Victoria Dai- Times,  17 and 20 August 1937. 
West Coast papers also reported on Craigie's stay in Vancouver en route to the Orient. 
According to the Daily Times. the British ambassador to Japan seemed more willing to 
talk about the death of his pet bulldog than the Sino-Japanese conflict. He claimed 
Far Eastern matters were "so delicate that a chance word might do incalculable 
hrirm". Victoria Daif! Times. 18 August 1937. ' Montreal Gazette,  16 August 1937. 

Toronto Globe and Mail, 18 August 1937. - 1 - The S t a r  explained the incident in terms Torontonians coutd understand- Nanking 
Road being "the Yonge Street of Shanghai", the two bombings of Bloody Saturday 
were separated from each other by "the distance between Yonge St. and Spadina 
Ave." Toronto Star, 16 August 1937. 
'' Halifax Herald. 16 August 1937. 

Le Dervoir. 18, 20 and 21 August 1937. 
" Ottawa Evening Citizen, 16 and 18 August 1937. .- 
' Winnipeg Free Press, 14 August 1937. 



Despite such public outrage. however, Canada's official response to the C ~ S ~ S  would be 

influenced by London's inability and Washington's reluctance to take an initiative in the Far East. 

Given its declining influence in the region and more pressing concems in Europe. Britain would be 

unable to curb Japanese expansionism on its own. Its foreign minister. Anthony Eden, remaining 

focussed on the troubling situation in Europe, hoped for closer cooperation with the United States. 

Even the China hands at the Foreign Office, such as Sir Alexander Cadogan, deputy 

undersecretary and former ambassador to Peking, had realized Britain's vulnerabili ty in East 

Asia." British atcempts to broker a peace in early August, in conjunction with other Western 

diplomnts at Nanking, had corne to nought, as had its advocacy of moderation? To protect its 

9.000 nationals in Shanghai, Britain despatched a battalion from Hong Kong. evacuating most of 

its women and children by late ~ u ~ u s t . "  Although it declared both China and Japan responsible 

for any damage to property and loss of life, London admitted bonafide war claims would be 

impossible due to the "vexed question of legality of [the] whole Japanese action in China".3' 

Britain's prestige was further damaged by misuse of its flag by Chinese vessels and its 

acquiescence to Japanese searches of its own ships during the blockade." The most striking 

illustration of its vulnerability was the attack on its ambassador to Nanking. Sir Hughe Knatchbull- 

Hugessen. by Japanese aircraft outside Shanghai on 36 August. Sir Hughe was seriously injured in 

Peter Lowe. Brirain in the Far East .  (London: Longman, 198 1). 158. 
" Britain had wamed Nanking of the "folly and inconsistency" of resisting Japan at 
Shanghai and urged Tokyo not to  use the foreign concessions as a base of operations. 
SSDA to SSEA, 14 August 1937. As one British official claimed. the magnitude of 
Japan's response at Shanghai had been "out of al1 proportion to the comparative 
unimportance of the incident ... which gave rise to it." J.L. Dodds. British chargé 
d'affaires. Tokyo, to Koki Hirota. Japanese foreign minister, 21 August 1937, RG25, G-1. 
vol. 1752. file 804. 

According to Scott. nearly 9 0 9  of al1 British women and children in Shanghai had 
been evacuated by 28 August. Scott to Parmelee. 28 August 1937. RG25, G-1. vol. 1842. 
file 647. 
" Acting High Commissioner for Canada in London to SSEA. 18 September 1937. In 
return. apoiogetic Japanese officiais explained that. if forewarned of the location of 
foreign missions. they would d o  everything in their power to avoid damage to them. 
Hirota to Dodds, 26 August 1937; T. Horiuchi, Japanese Consul-General, Tientsin. to J.B. 
Affleck. British Consul-General, Tientsin, 5 October 1937. RG25, G-1, vol. 1842, file 647. 
" SSDA to SSEA, 4 Septernber 1937 in John A. Munro (ed.). Docirmenrs on Canndian 
Externul Relarions, vol. VI,  1936-1939 [hereafter cited as DCER, VI], (Ottawa: 
Department of External Affairs, 1972). 101 6. 



the incident. causing Sir Robert Craigie, his newly-amved counterpart in Tokyo. to deliver a 

vigorous protest from Eden on 29 August. Japan's deniai of responsibility for the attack prompted 

Eden to consider Craigie's immediate recall, a course prevented only by the intervention of prime 

minister Neville ~hamberlain." With Anglo-Japanese relations at an impasse. some hoped 

American leadership might influence Japan. 

Expectations of American resolve, however. were ill-founded. Wary of provoking Japan 

into a Pacific war that few Amencans wanted. Hull rejected British proposals for joint action. His 

men in the field, ambassadors Joseph Grew in Tokyo and Nelson Johnson in Nanking, argued 

against direct interference in order to preserve neutrality and "traditional friendship" with both 

powers. Y Though Johnson found China's insistence on American support disconcerting, over the 

next year the United States would sel1 some $9 miilion dollars worth of arms to China and 

dramatically increase its raw material expons to .lapan.-" In the short-term. Washington sought to 

protect its nationals in China and avoid invocation of the Neutrality Act. After three Americans 

were killed in Shanghai. it sent 1,300 marines to the city and evacuated nearly 3.000 Americans by 

25 September. It demanded and obtained an immediate apology from China for its attack on the 

Presiderrt ~ o o v e r . ~  Hardliners such as Stanley Hombeck, Hull's political advisor and former head 

of the Far Eastern division. and Henry Morgenthau, Secretary of the Treasury, advocated a 

vigorous defence of American interests in China. viewing Hull's statement of 16 July as little more 

than a passive course of "moral education". According to Jay Pierrepont Moffat. chief of the State 

Department's European division and Grew's son-in-law. American sympathies clearly lay with 

fi Bradford A. Lee. Britain and the Sino-Japanese War. 1937-1 939: A Stu& in the 
Dilrnlnius of British Decline. (Stanford: Stanford University Press. 1973). 40-41. 
-U Dorothy Borg. The United Srares and the Far Eastern Crisis of 1933-1938. 
(Cambridge: Harvard University Press. 1964)- 310; Joseph C. Grew. Ten Years in Japan, 
(New York: Simon and Schuster, 1934). 214-16. . - 
'' Walter LaFeber, The Clash: A Hisrory of U.S. -Japan Relations, (New York: W.W. 
Norton S= Co., 1997). 184. 

Aftcr China accepted full responsibili ty and offered " immediate" amends. the State 
Department advised Canadian officials in Washington that it would not press formal 
claims for injury. State Department memorandum to Canadian Legation, 22 November 
1937. in US. Department of State, Foreign Relations of the United States. 1937, vol. IV: 
The Far East. (Washington: US. Government Printing Office. 1954), 484. 



China." Nevertheless, Amencan opinion remained strongly isolationist and the Roosevelt 

administration. beneath its reliance on rhetoric, could not ignore the fact that the public appeared 

non-commictal on Amencan action in ChinaeB Amidst the growing debate on the applicability of 

the Neutrality Act to the conflict. Roosevelt continued to remind Americans that, technically 

spedcing, a state of war did not exist in the Orient. 

A ctear response from Ottawa was frustrated by not only Anglo-American differences over 

the Far East but also inadvertent remarks to the press by its own minister to Japan. In an interview 

appearing in the Toronto Star on 12 August, Randolph Bruce reportedly described Japan's invasion 

of China as "sirnply an attempt to put her neighbor country into decent shape, as she has already 

done in Manchuria." Referring to China's lack of "constitutional govemment" and rule by "self- 

appointed war lords". he claimed Japan was "absolutely not under a rnilitary dictatorship". Not 

bent on conquest of the Far East, Japan had "exceedingly friendly" feelings toward the United 

States. Britain and "particularly Canada" for its warm reception of Prince and Princess Chichibu. 

Enjoying a trade surplus with Japan. it was up to Canadians "not to curb her markets but to help 

her enpand and expand with her."lg Bruce's comments immediately outraged pacifists and others 

sympathetic to China. The National Chairman of the Canadian League against War and Fascism 

called on King to repudiate the statement since it did not express "the sentiments of the Canadian 

people". though it might qualify Bruce for a Japanese diplomatic post. R.B. Inch, National 

Secretary of the League of Nations Society in Canada, likened Bruce's comments to Cahan's 

outburst in 1932 and demanded a similar re~antat ion.~ Having received a protest from the 

. - 
" Nancy H. Hooker (ed.). T h e  Moffar Papers :  Selecrions frorn the Diplornatic Journals 
of Jay Pierreponr Moffar,  19/9-1943. (Cambridge: Harvard University Press. 1956). 
153. " According to a Gallup poll of 5 September. 54% of Americans favoured a 
withdrawal of U.S. forces from China while 46% opposed such a course. T.A. Bisson. 
.4rnericcin Policy in the F a r  East.  193l-f94/, (New York: IPR Secretariat, 1941), 59-60. 
" Toronto S r a r .  12 August 1937. A report in the Ottawa press claimed Bruce's remarks 
"will offend thousands of Chinese citizens of Canada". Ottawa C i t i z e n ,  17 August 1937. 

A.A. MacLeod, National Chairman. Canadian League Against War and Fascism. to 
King. 13 August 1937; R.B. Inch, National Secretary, League of Nations Society in 
Canada. to King. 14 August 1937. J.S. Woodswonh was also shocked by the statement 
and urged similar action. Woodswonh to King, 23 August 1937. RG25, D l ,  vol. 794. file 
165. 



Chinese consul general, Skelton sought clarification from Bruce.'" With a "perfectly clear 

recollection" of his remarks. Bruce explained he had intended no offence to China but merely 

wanted to correct "some of the prejudice which 1 find exists in Canada against a valued customer." 

Though his reply did not differ substantially from his original remarks, he claimed he had k e n  

misrepresented and placed his future "unreservedly" in King's hands." Clearly upset by the 

incident. King would have preferred if no interview had k e n  given at al1 and sought to minimize 

public discussion of it. Considering Bmce's resignation "out of the question", he nevertheless 

decided to delay his return to Japan. After British representatives in Nanking and Shanghai 

received similar demands for an explanation. McGreer attempted to pIacate Chinese diplomats in 

Tokyo by claiming Bruce had been misquoted. Even Japanese officiais there privately admitted 

his remarks. though "very complimentary to Japan". had k e n  made at China's expense. Bruce was 

clearly chastened by the episode and resolved to avoid ail interviews in the future. His words were 

on record. however. for al1 to read. Soon, they would be featured prominently in pacifist leaflets as 

ironic captions to photographs of Japanese atrocities." 

The delay in Bruce's departute owed less to his indiscretion. distressing though it was. and 

more to the diplornatic implications of the Hugessen affair. In the event of Craigie's withdrawal. it  

was unclear whether Canada would be bound to take similar action. Unable to find a precedent for 

such a move. Skelton argued against it. The "prudent" course, according to King, would be to 

keep Bruce in Canada pending resolution of the Anglo-Japanese dispute." He considered sending 

"a good man" back to Japan with him and was disappointed that Hume Wrong was "losing his 

Skelton to Bruce. 14 and 16 August 1937. When the Chinese consul general had 
approached Beaudry on 16 August, he was reassured that Bruce "could not have said 
anything that would be derogatory." Beaudry memorandum to Skelton, 16 August 
1937. RG25, DI. vol. 793. file 465. 
" Holidaying in New Brunswick. Bruce was surpriseci by the "startling report" of his 
interview. viewing it as "a warning for the future" and a reminder "that silence is 
golden". Bruce to Skelton. 18 August 1937, RG25, D l ,  vol. 794, file 465. 
'" Skelton to Bruce, 25 August 1937: McGreer to Skelton, 24 September 1937; Bruce to 
Skelton. 6 September 1937, RG25. DI. vol. 794, file 465. 

Skelton memorandum, 30 August 1937; Skelton to Bruce. 3 Septernber 1937. RG25. 
D l .  vol. 793. file 466. 



chance by holding for personal reasons"." On 31 August. cabinet discussed Bruce's predicarnent, 

all agreeing it was better for him to remain in Victoria "till we see whether Br. Ambassador is 

recalled." By this stage, King privately believed B ~ c e  might have "to give up" his post before the 

next session of Parliament due to his "most unfortunate" interview, which had caused "much 

anxiety". and on account of "his sight, age, etc." Bennett and others already critical of his 

appointment could be expected to cal1 public attention to the controversial i n t e ~ i e w . ~  Moreover, 

Bruce's tenure had been viewed as temporary from the start. Dunng his meeting with King on 12 

August at Kingsmere, he had indicated "his readiness to retire at any time". possibly in 1938. as 

suggested by the prime minister the previous ~ e a r . ~  By the end of August. King actually 

considered replacing him with Wrong "if he would take on the task", believing the post to be "a 

great opponunity for him".' 

As Anglo-Japanese tensions mounted. King began to fear machinations at Whitehall more 

than Japanese offensives in China. Despite the "treacherous and cruel" attack on its arnbassador. 

he hoped Britain would "keep out of the fight" since the situation was "perilous enough as it is" 

and "if they go in Heaven alone knows what may follow". Like most Canadians. King considered 

the Far Eastern hostilities a "real war" and "appalling tradegy [sic]" in which Japan was "clearly 

the aggressor ... simply using her power to steal the countryw.* Though "homfied & pained" by 

the fighting at Shanghai, King could "only pray Britain wiIl keep out and with the U.S. hold the 

peace as best they cm." A "wholesome restraint" on London would be his position, as stated in 

4s King diary, 21 August 1937. 
In  February. Bennett had lamented Canada's "extremely humiliating position" by 

being represented i n  Tokyo by a person "whose sight is gone and who finds it 
difficult to get about," Debures, 9 February 1937. included in RG25, Dl. vol. 723. file 64. 
" Having yet to read Bruce's controversial interview. King noted he seemed "most 
cheerful (tho' sight very poor) enthusiastic about the Japanese appreciation of 
Canada's reception of Prince & Princess Chichibu." King diary. 12 August 1937. 
4s King diary, 3 1 August 1937. 
' By this stage. King had read a letter Bruce had shown him by Madame Chiang to an 
American friend, "an interesting human document" which indicated that "the 
Chinese problem [hasj not changed much" since 1936. As he familiarized himself 
with Far Eastern events, he had difficulty predicting "what may emerge" after the 
fighting at Shanghai but expected that "America will not like this." Skelton to Bruce, 
14 August 1937; King memo to Skelton, 18 August 1937, RG25, Dl,  vol. 723, file 64. King 
diary. 15 and 16 August 1937. 



May at the imperial conference, that Britain could not count on Canadian support in any war "in 

which Our national interests & freedom are not affected". Collective action. whether through the 

empire or the League, was ineffective at best, dangerous zt worst. The Pacific security pact 

proposed by Australia and appeals to the League under Article XVI would "bring the Nations of 

Europe ... into this conflict in the Far East, & make us declare sanctions against Japan with 

Sanctions leading to War." With London sure to request coordinated action and assistance, King 

concluded that "British interests in China will not be a sufficient ground for Our participation in a 

war in the ~ r i e n t . " ~  Four nights later. Lord Kitchener. police officers. soldiers and a pig 

confirrned this to him in a drearn. 

King's meeting with the acting high commissioner. Stephen Holmes. on 3 September at 

Kingsmere more than justified his fears. Wary of Britain's actions "in the far East & the Near 

East". King believed the great powers to be "on the verge of a world ~ a r " . ~ '  He emphatically 

denied Holrnes' assertion that Canada viewed the attack on the ambassador "as an injury to one 

who represented al1 the Empire". With separate representation abroad, Canada would not be 

bound by any imperial policy which rnight bring it into the conflict. He reminded Holmes of 

Baldwin's daim that "almost any pnce was not too great to pay" to keep the empire out of a world 

war. Desiring "a pretty close association" between Britain and the United States on the Far East, 

King was "non-cornmital" in his views on Britain's note to Japan. The fact Canada had not k e n  

consulted in its drafting struck him as important in considering a response to any British action. 

Holmes found Japan's reluctance to apologize perplexing, especially as it had already expressed its 

regret to Canada over the affair. While King attributed Japan's defay to "the saving of face", he 

also saw "something diabolical ,.. more serious behind it dl", namely its "understanding" with 

Germany and ltaly against Britain. France and Russia. Finally, Holmes' reference to upcoming 

talks in London between British and Canadian delegates to the League seerned only slightly less 

'O King diary. 21 and 26 August 1937. 
Japan's attempt "to control the whole of China", the upcoming meeting between 

Mussolini and Hitler, and torpedo attacks on British ships in the Mediterranean led 
him to pray that Britain and the United States would "hold their patience & their head 
& keep out" of such a conflict. King diary, 2 and 3 September 1937. 



demonic since it implied a "united Empire front". Upset by press reports of the meeting. King 

reluctantly agreed to advise Massey and Ilsley to attend "if possible", stating his preference that 

such events be held at Geneva in the future. Having clarified Ottawa's position to Holmes, he was 

convinced "that the British Governrnent is seeking to draw Canada into the existing situation in the 

Orient as well as in ~ u r o ~ e . " "  

External Affairs was Iargely influenced by the prime minister's concerns in responding to 

the Far Eastern crisis. Within hours of meeting with Holmes, King had advised Skelton to include 

veteran advisor Loring Chrîstie on staff "to keep track of the whole world situation hour by 

hoUr- " 'i Meanwhile, the department drafted a memorandum on Canadian interests in the conflict. 

noting that most immediate matters had been addressed. Nearly al1 women and children had been 

evacuated from Shanghai and hostilities had not affected Canadian missions, most of which were 

located "far in the western interi~r":~ Aware of British concems over the nationality of ships 

involved in the blockade, it claimed the only vessels of Canadian registry in the area were two 

Canadian Pacific Empress liners." The blockade. according to Ilsley, was seen in London as the 

"most immediate danger" since the shipment of armarnents to China would place Britain. France 

and the United States in a difficult position. Japan's interim reply to Eden's note having met with a 

poor reception. Ilsley feared Craigie's recall would be "visualised if satisfactory final reply not 

received."'" British officiais also believed the Sino-Soviet non-aggression pact of 21 August 

threatened to enlarge the conflict. an observation shared by McGreer in T o k y ~ . ~  Such grim news 

led King to claim his prediction of the previous year had corne to pass. Germany and Japan had 

- -- - 

Copy for Skelton (as dictated to Handy) of King diary, 3 September 1937, in  RG25. 
D 1. vol. 793. file 466. 
" King diary. 3 September 1937. 

Unauthored DEA memorandum, 3 September 1937. RG25, Dl, vol. 794, file 466. 
'' Apart from the En~press of Russia and the Empress of As ia ,  al1 Canadian ships on 
t h e  Pacific were  of British registry. Before seeking Japanese compensation for 
darna_ees. Ottawa would consider British procedure in such cases. DEA memorandum, 3 
September 1937, RG25, Dl. vol. 794. file 466. SSDA to SSEA, 4 Septernber 1937; SSEA to 
SSDA. 7 September 1937. RG25, G-1, vol. 1752, file 804. 

Ilsley to SSEA. 7 September 1937, RG25, G-1, vol. 1752, file 804. 
SSDA to SSEA, 30 Aupust 1937; McGreer to SSEA, 9 September 1937, RG25, G-1, vol. 

1752. file 804. 



joined together "to suppress communism" and soon "the three Military dictatorships will be 

arrayed against the other nations of the world." Fearing the situation was "grave indeed", he again 

prayed that "Britain will not be precipitate. and that the Br. Empire & U S .  will keep out".g 

The thorniest issue raised by the memorandum was the possible application of Canadian 

neutrality legislation to the conflict. It remained unclear whether a recent amendrnent to Section 

290 of the Customs Act. prohibiting a m s  and munitions shipments to Spain without an export 

permit. would be extended to China and Japan. Skelton was reluctant to adopt such a course until 

i t was apparent the conflict was "a fulI-fledged war and not a local incident" and similar measures 

wrre adopted by Britain and the United  tat tes.^ British and French prohibitions against amis 

exports to the  Far East from state-owned factories. the report claimed, meant rt great deal in 

France. where munitions production was Iargely under the state, but relatively little in Britain. 

With Americans divided over neutrality. there was much in Roosevelt's position that met with 

sympathy in Ottawa. Support for and against implementing neutrality legislation was growing in 

both countries, though there were clear constitutional differences between the two cases. In the 

United States. m s  export prohibitions becarne effective against either belligerent autornatically 

upon presidential recognition of a state of war. In Canada. cabinet couid apply such controls 

through an order-in-council in peace or  in wartime. against one party or  both, without 

distinguishing between arrns and munitions exports and the sale of strategic metals and other raw 

materials necessary for war. The report acknowledged that requests for export permits had k e n  

received from Canadian firms and individuals. Just pnor to the outbreak of hostilities, Fleet 

Aircraft of Fort Erie had sought permission to ship twenty to forty training planes to China, though 

i t  claimed they were not adaptable for bombing operations. Over the preceding week, enquiries 

had been received from Fairchild Aircraft of Longueuil for the possible sale of bombers to Japan 

King diary. 3 September 1937. 
' Skelton memorandum. 18 August 1937, RGS5, G-1. vol. 1752, file 803. 



via an American export firm and frorn Harry Hussey, a Canadian advisor to Nanking, for Chinese 

aircraft and munitions o r d e d o  

There was much in the worsening conflict that troubled officials at National Defence. In 

late July. its minister. Inn Mackenzie. had expressed concern to King. based on information 

provided by the Royal Canadian Mounted Police. over the recent sale of timber and mining rights 

in British Columbia to Japanese interests. Unable to suggest "any precise course of action". he 

cited Ottawa's ability to impose export controls under the amended Customs Act and restrict land 

sales. Christie was cntical of both options since they would violate the 191 1 trade agreement if 

applied to Japan aione and "would doubtless complicate Our ordinary intemal and extemal 

rconomic  transaction^."^' In August, actions of the Japanese naval attaché at  Ottawa raised funher 

concerns. In a n  attempt to influence military attitudes. the Japanese officia1 distributed leaflets to 

officers a t  National Defence condemning Chinese outrages against foreigners during the Nanking 

incident of 1926. Playing on existing pro-Japanese sympathies within the Canadian militllry elite, 

the pamphlet supported i ts  claims with excerpts from Bruce's infamous remarks on China's chaotic 

stateeC 

More alarming to officials at both External Affairs and National Defence were reports of 

Canadians enlisting in the Chinese m e d  forces arnidst growing public outrage against Japan. The 

news coincided with mmours of China's recruitment of Amencan pilots and fundraising for the 

war effort by Chinese patriotic groups in both countries. In early September. Vancouver papers 

-- 

'O DEA memorandum. 3 September 1937. RG25. D I .  vol. 794, file 466. In reply. Skelton 
could not give any assurance chat export restrictions would not be applied i n  the 
future. Skelton to Fairchild Aircraft Ltd.. 3 Septernber 1937. RG25, G-1, vol. 1819. file 
72-Q. Hussey, a native of Port Dover. Ontario. had advised Chinese delegates to the 
League during the Manchurian crisis. See Chapter Two.  
"' Christie noted anxieties were increasing. "whether justifiably or not". due to 
recent press reports of Japanese purchases of aeroplane spruce areas. an iron ore 
property. copper concentrates of Consolidated Smelters and the "entire nickel ore 
production of British Columbia Nickel Mines Ltd." Christie memorandum to King. 25 
-4ugust 1937. RG25. G-1, vol. 1839. file 589. '' Maurice Pope to Christie, 3 1 August 1937, RG25, G-1, vol. 1832, file 254. The 
Japanese account referred to looting. murder and the attempted rape of foreign 
women by Nationalist soldiers in uniform. Given Japanese actions in the  city later 
that year. the appea1 would seem ironic. National Defence frequently received pro- 
Japanese propaganda from the Japanese legation. See RG25. G-1, vol. 1752, file 804. 



claimed Lt. Col. J.E. Leckie. a well-known local veteran of the Boer and Great wars, intended to 

lead a brigade of volunteers to China with the aid of the Chinese Benevolent Association. His 

initial drive to enlist "a miniature 'Foreign Legion' " for the Orient gave way to a plan whereby 

Canadian ex-officers would act independently as instnictors to the Chinese army." Womed by 

extensive press coverage of the scheme in Japan, McGreer hoped the Foreign Enlistment Act 

forbidding Canadians from serving in foreign m i e s  would be a~plied." In the case of Spain. 

such involvement had been prohibited by an order-in-council of 28 July. Yet, as officiais at 

Externa] admitted. rnatters would be more complicated in the Far East where war had yet to be 

declared and Ottawa had made "no provision ... for determination of such q~estion".~' 

The King government dealt with these matters in turn. beginning with the question of 

representation. Expecting criticism in Parliament over the Bruce incident, Keenleyside took the 

liberty of drafting a memorandum for Skelton on 7 September outlining four options in the event 

of Craigie's withdrawal. Canada could recall Bruce in sympathy with the British action, withdraw 

him on account of his health, have him retum without explanation or issue a statement supporting 

Britain but keeping him in his post since Canada "had not been directly involved" in negotiations. 

The latter course, he claimed, would enhance Canadian prestige at minimal cost, send a clear 

signal to British imperialists and dispel the Japanese perception "that Canada in foreign affairs 

takes orders direct from   on don."^ The entire cabinet met later that day to discuss the Far Eastern 

and Mediterranean situations at length, receiving information on Japan's delay in responding to 

Britain and Russia's provocative stand toward Italy "with wrapt attention & complete silence". AI1 

seemed wary of Canada k i n g  drawn into any attempt by lapan, Italy and Germany "to pick a 

quarrel". In the end, it was decided to delay Bruce's return to Japan yet again and await British and 

b-i Vancouver Province, 1 and 2 September 1937. 
* McGreer to Skelton, 6 September 1937, RG25. G-1, vol. 1752, file 804. 
b5 The Foreign Enlistment Act forbade any Canadian national "within or without 
Canada to enlist in the armed force of  any foreign state at war with any friendly 
foreign state." DEA memorandum, 3 September 1937. RG25, D l ,  vol. 794, file 466. 
According to King, the order-in-council prohibited Canadians from going to Spain 
"except in certain circumstances". King diary. 28 July 1937. 

Keenleyside memorandum for Skelton, 7 September 1937, RG25. D i ,  vol. 794, file 
366 .  



American action before considering the applicability of the Custorns and Foreign Enlistrnent acts. 

King could not recall "a day for a long time - not since the Great War, when there was more real 

concern." 67 

The timing of this decision with the return visit of Prince and Princess Chichibu to Canada 

was hardly opportune. After the imperial couple's European tour, which included the coronation of 

George VI and a meeting with Hitler, rising anti-Japanese sentiment in the United States forced 

them to return to Japan via Canada. As requested by the Japanese legation, the visit was to be 

unofficial. secret and under police ~rotection." Reminded by Bruce's favourable impression of 

their visit the previous spring, King instructed local officiais "to shew [sic] them every courtesy" 

on their amval at Quebec City in late September. Privateiy, however, their visit to the Führer was 

evidence to King they were "part of a plan" which the fascist powers "intend to carry out in 

di fferent parts of the world simultaneously". During "a short pleasant ta1 k" with the Chichibus 

at the Chateau Laurier on 25 September. King compared impressions of Hitler, received their 

thanks for the impromptu tour and accepted their "cordial invitation" to visit Japan. He otherwise 

avoided any discussion of Far Eastern affairs, privately referring to Japan's behaviour in China as 

"shameful & barbarous ... ruthless & cruel & mur der ou^."^ Again Keenleyside was entrusted to 

accompany them across Canada. though advised in the more volatile climate to take precautions 

against Chinese patriotic groups and other anti-Japanese agitators? He was instructed to cary  a 

The cabinet d s o  considered the subsidy for Pacific shipping proposed in May at 
the imperial conference but few endorsed it. "except Dunning, who is C.P.R., & 
Mackenzie who is B.C." King claimed he had "steadily declined to allow Canada to be 
either pushed or drawn into the project. & insisted on getting Our position reduced to 
writing with the Br. Govt." King diary, 7 September 1937. 
6~ T. Kinoshita. Japanese chargé to SSEA. 25 August 1937. Skelton considered an RCMP 
escort necessary "in light of existing conditions in the Far East." Skelton to Mayor of 
Montreai. 2 Septernber 1937, RG25, G-1, vol. 1816, file 53. 
w' King diary. 2 and 7 September 1937. He continued to lament the "great conspiracy" 
of dictators. fearing Italy and Germany would fight Soviet Russia "at this time when 
Jripan is busying herself with China." King diary. 12 Septernber 1937. 
;O King diary, 25 September 1937. 

Claiming West Coast Chinese were in "a state of high excitement", Keenleyside 
feared anti-Japanese sentiment might lead "some excited Chinese ... to strike a blow 
for his country by attempting to attack our guests." Keenleyside to Beaudry, 24 
September 1937. King advised him not to have the aide-de-camp or British Columbian 
lieutenant-governor meet the couple in Victoria since "the danger of some 



loaded revolver. speed the royal visitors through the streets of Niagara Falls and whisk them past 

demonstrators in Vancouver, directly from their personal railway car to an awaiting steamer? 

Ottawa also exercised caution in military affairs. On 14 September, King reconvened the 

sub-committee on defence he had formed the previous summer (comprised of hirnself. Lapointe, 

Dunning and Mackenzie) to consider increased estimates from General Ashton. Admiral Nelles 

and deputy defence minister Lafleche. Aware that "our Pacific Coast needs protection" and that the 

Sino-Japanese conflict had changed public attitudes toward defence, he endorsed Nelles' proposal 

for two additional d e ~ t r o y e r s . ~  Yet. the state of Pacific fortifications remained inadequate. as 

Roosevelt himself noted during his visit to Victoria later that month, much to King's 

embarrassment. Equally frustrating to King was Premier Duff Pattullo's use of the President's tour 

to publicize the merits of the Alaska highway pr~ jec t . '~  Meanwhile, the implications of the 

Foreign Eniistment Act continued to perplex officiais at Extemal. Initially doubting its relevance 

"since so far there is no 'war' in the Far East", Christie suggested that Section 19 of the Act be 

invoked. as in the Spanish case, by passing an order-in-council to prohibit Canadian involvement. 

Skelton argued against such a course on two grounds. He believed it was "unlikely" there was 

anything to reports of a Canadian volunteer brigade to China, though he advised National Defence 

demonstration is a real one." King memorandum, 27 September 1937, RG25. G-1, vol. 
1816. file 53. 

H. L. Keenleyside. Memoirs of Hugh L. Keenleyside. vol. I r  Hammer the Golden Da-. 
(Toronto: McClelland and Stewart. 198 1 ), 477-78. Extra precautions were taken after 
the Japanese legation advised that an American leader of an anti-Japanese movement 
threatened to injure the Chichibus during the final leg of their trip. S. Kanaya to 
Beaudry. 23 September 1937: Keenleyside to Beaudry, 2 October 1937, RG25. G-1, vol. 
1816. file 53. -. 
" He also supported "doing al1 possible or reasonable" for air defence but shared 
Lapointe's wariness toward increased army allocations. The sub-committee agreed to 
hold total defence estimates at S35 million for the coming year. reducing expenditure 
on the militia to cover the rising naval expenses. King diary. 14 September 1937; 
Roger Sarty. "Silent Sentry: A Military and Political History of Canadian Coast 
Defence. 1860- 1945". Ph-D. dissertation. University of Toronto, 1982. 487. The 
additional vessels completed the navy's request for a squadron of six destroyers. R. 
Sarty. The Maritime Defence of Canada, (Toronto: Canadian Institute of Strategic 
Studies. 1996). 99- 100. -. 
'- Outraged that Pattullo had acted "like a child", with "no thought of the cost to the 
people". King declared: "1 sometimes wish I could take my public duties with the free 
& easy assurance some of these men do." King, quoted in Eayrs, 178. 



to verify such allegations. Secondly, he thought it premature to recognize a state of war in the 

Orient until Canada was ready "to face [the] question of shipping war munitions and war materials 

... which neither US nor UK has done yet." On Beaudry's request, Lafleche launched an 

investigation into the alleged expedition which resulted in a denial and full explanation from its 

chief instigators.' 

As the King govemment formulated its response to the conflict, the Bruces stoically 

awaited instructions in Victoria, with suitcases packed. Deeply scarred by the Star interview. 

Bmce was unsure if the delay had been due to the Hugessen affair or his own inadvertent 

c o m r n e n t ~ . ~ ~  The Anglo-Japanese dispute had k e n  the real reason for his postponed retum. 

Skelton assured him, though the interview had given "its moments of embarrassment." Realizing 

little could be done until Britain decided Craigie's fate. Skelton privately suggested King might use 

the occasion to consider Georges Vanier as well as Wrong as a possible minister or chargé to 

Tokyo. He remained skeptical about a resolution of the incident since Japan still denied any 

responsibility for the attack." On 23 September, however. news of a settlement based on an 

AngIo-Japanese exchange of notes reached Skelton, confined at home on account of illness. The 

affair thus terminated, neither he nor King saw any reason to defer Bruce's return, though he 

reminded the prime minister of his earlier intention "to set a terminus to the appointment before he 

leaves." While Bruce's infirmity. advanced age and indiscretion had aroused controversy. he 

admitted the decision would be difficult since his "personal fine qualities" and hard-working wife 

had made "a first-rate impression in ~ a ~ a n " . "  For King, however, the chef  crisis - a possible 

rupture in AngIo-Japanese relations - had been averted and consideration of future representation 

7 - 
Christie memorandum to Skelton (and Skelton's comments on same), 2 October 

1937: Beaudry to Lafleche. 3 October 1937; Lafleche to Beaudry. 5 October 1937: 
Lafleche to Skelton. 27 October 1937, al1 in box 26, John A. Munro papers, (University 
of British Columbia, Special Collections). 
-" McGreer later recorded his embarrassment at being compelled by Bruce to read 
d0ud al1 criticism in Hansard o f  the unfortunate interview. McGreer to Skelton. 22 
April 1938. RG25, D l .  vol. 795, file 471. - 

Skelron to Bruce, 25 September 1937; Skelton memorandum to King. 13 September 
1937: Skelton to Bruce. 17 September 1937, RG25, DI, vol. 794, file 466. 
'"Skelton to King. 27 September 1937, RG25. DI, vol. 794, file 466. 



at Tokyo could be postponed. Advised to retum "without further delay". Bruce prornptly left for 

Japan on 2 October. thus bringing to an end the first stage of Canada's response to the Far Eastern 

c r i ~ i s . ~  

More than any other terrn. "sanctions" becarne the focus of discontent during the 

subsequent phase of Canada's reaction to the Sino-Japanese conflict. To King, Christie and 

Skelton. the main policy-makers on the Far East, the word was anathema. both domestically and at 

Genéva. since it threatened to divide the North Atlantic triangle and bring Canada into a distant 

war. Liks their counterparts in London, they realized that sanctions or any other f o m  of coercion 

would be futile without American leadership. Yet they were not the only Canadians concerned by 

Far Eastern hostilities in the fa11 of 1937. Peace societies, church groups. leftist organizations and 

sel f-sty led "friends of China", outraged by horrific events in China, became convinced that 

sanctions. combined with an embargo and boycott. would cleanse Canada of complicity with 

Jriprinese aggression. As in the Manchurian case. this fundamental difference of opinion on 

collective security and the nature of Japanese aims revealed underlying divisions within Canadian 

society. During the early 1930s. as we have seen. attitudes toward imperialism had been a major 

factor in shaping Canadian impressions of Japan's seizure of Manchuria. In the fall of 1937, 

however. the debate over Canada's response to Japanese aggression would be marked by a 

polarization between Right and Left, as pacifists made their last stand prior to the Second World 

War. The King government's response to such agitation revealed much about its own position on 

sanctions and collective security as well as its underlying desire to do what it could to avert 

another global conflict. 

The likelihood of sanctions becarne al1 the more apparent after China's delegate at Geneva. 

Wellington Koo. appealed to the League on 13 September under anicIes X, XI and XII. Neither 

:c B N C ~ ' S  sagerness to return to Tokyo was apparent in  tekgrams to Ottawa. notably 
his  reference to the Swiss and Norwegian ministers passing througti Victoria en 
route to Japan. He was also preoccupied by provision of legation wages and other 
financial matters. Bruce to Skelton. 21 September 1937. RG25, Dl, vol. 794, file 466. 



Britain nor the United States had desired such an internationalization of the dispute since a 

Japanese refusal of League arbitration might invoke sanction provisions of article XVI.' Three 

days later. the League council privately referred the matter to the Far East Advisory Committee. as 

Walter Riddell. the  Canadian advisory officer at Geneva, had feared. This 22-member body had 

been set up in the wake of the Manchurian crisis, though held in a state of suspended animation 

since 1 931. " Britaines delegate to the League. Lord Cranborne. hoped reconvening the commi ttee 

might ensure American and Canadian involvement since both countries were nominally 

represented. Leland Harrison. the American representative, was reluctant to assume responsibility 

of ful l  membership and was instructed instead to opt for observer sratus without voting privileges. 

Raoul Dandurand. head of the Canadian delegation which also included Ilsley and Massey, 

reported on 19 September that Canada had been invited to chair the committee, subject to full 

American member~h ip .~  

Neither King nor officiais at External wouid have anything to do with the proposal. Wary 

of collecrive security through the League, King had already questioned Geneva's ability to deal 

with the dispute." In Skelton's absence. Christie shared King's misgivings toward League action 

and noted "general objections" to the scheme. King's reply was unequivocal. Canadian 

chairmanship of the  committee could be accepted "on no account". He further suggested cabinet 

would "fully approve" if Dandurand or Ilsley thought it advisable for Australia "or some other 

country" to take Canada's place as member and chair of the committee." Informed of King's 

categorical rejection of the offer, Dandurand soon reported Cranborne's shock at Canada's 

" Foreign Re la t ions  o f  the Unired Srares. 1937. vol. IV. 1 1 .  " Riddell to SSEA. 14 and 17 September 1937, DCER. VI. 1017-18. Due to this lapse of 
thret: years. some doubted the continued existence of the committee. See Borg, 357. 
Bennet t  had decided in favour of Canadian mernbership on the committee in 
February 1933. See Chapter Two. 
'' Dandurand to King, 19 September 1937. DCER, VI, 1018- 

As he noted during the Hugessen affair, "If ever there was an institution which 
has played the devil with nations, it is the League of Nations-" King diary. 26 August 
1937. 

Beaudry memorandum to prime minister (with King's comments), 19  September 
1937. RG25, G-1, vol. 1752, file 804. As King noted. "1 opposed Canada being Chairman 
of Sino-Japanese Committee of League; & suggested withdrawal of our  man if 
substitute could be found." King diary, 19 September 1937, 



willingness to give i ts  seat on the advisory committee to Australia. More ominous were nimours at 

Geneva of the formation of a sub-cornmittee "composed of nations on the Pacific" to study the 

Sino-Japanese dispute. Worried Britain was again trying to bring Canada and the United States 

into discussions of Far Eastern affairs, Dandurand asked Ottawa for any "good reason to refuse to 

s e ~ e " . ~  Christie. Beaudry and Norman Robertson discussed the matter the same day. concluding 

the scheme was "a littie vague". They advised King to obtain further details on the precise 

function of such an entity, the names of other nations involved and, above d l ,  the "position of the 

United States in regard to it." No additional information would alter King's position. He 

immedifttely had Dandurand inforrned that Canadian membership in the sub-committee of Pacific 

powers and even the very formation of such a body were "inadvisable". After the establishment of 

the sub-committee on I October, Canada would be conspicuously absent from its deliberations." 

Initial discussion at the League of the Far Eastern conflict seemed hardly comforting to 

isolationists. On 2 1 September. the Austrdian delegate to the League. S.M. Bruce. proposed that a 

conference be held of al1 powers "most vitally concerned" by the Far East. whether members of the 

L e q u e  or  not, with a view to settling the dispute. Riddell claimed the suggestion had "attracted 

great attention" at Geneva, Britain's backing of it seen as yet another atternpt to bnng the United 

States into consideration of the dispute." On the same day. the Far East Advisory Committee was 

reconvened to examine the three possibilities for League action outlined in Koo's speech of 15 

September. The League could denounce Japan's violation of its international treaty obligations, 

repudiate its illegal blockade of the Chinese Coast or condemn its bombardment of Chinese and 

foreign civilian targets? On 27 September. the committee püssed a resolution, unanimously 

approved by the assembly the following day, condemning Japan's bombing of open towns in 

'"eaudry to Dandurand, 19 September 1937: Dandurand to SSEA, 23 September 1937, 
RG35. G-1, vol. 1752. file 804. 

Beaudry memorandum to King. 23 September 1937; King CO Dandurand, 23 
September 1937. RG25. G-1, vol. 1752, file 804. '' RicideIl to SSEA, 23 September 1937, RG25, G-1, vol. 1752, file 804. 

Riddell to SSEA. 17 September 1937, DCER, VI, 1017-18. The cornmittee also accepted 
Latvia as chair and Australia as a new member. DEA memorandum by J.S. Macdonald, 
"Canadian Attitude on Sino-Japanese Conflict". undated. RG25. Dl,  vol. 723, file 64. 



China. Within four days of its establishment, the sub-committee o f  thirteen states presented two 

reports and a draft resolution to the assembly on 5 O ~ t o b e r . ~  The first report claimed Japan's 

actions in China constituted a breach of its treaty obligations and could not be justified as self- 

defence. Expressing moral support for China, the second report recommended member states 

consider "how far they could individually extend aid to China" and called on the signatories of the 

Nine Power treaty to meet to examine the situation. The reports were adopted by the Advisory 

Cornmittee on  5 October with only Switzerland, Poland and Canada abstaining" 

The reasons for Canada's abstention were significant. The  incident illustrated the poor state 

of communications with Geneva. increasing domestic pressure on Ottawa for decisive action and 

perhaps King's own creative procrastination, Dandurand had requested instructions on  1 October. 

stating he would vote for the reports if support seemed unanimous but desired to know Ottawa's 

views in the event of a "serious division of opinion" in the main committee. In the latter case. he 

was inclined "to adopt same attitude as Great Britain and United States". King replied that specific 

instructions could not be sent until Dandurand cabled a bnef summary of the reports. along with 

any observations he felt necessary. If unable to provide this information. he was assured the views 

expressed in his telegnrn would be "concurred in".91 As Dandurand feared. differences emerged 

among committee members, notably between China's insistence on  a forma1 condemnation of 

Japan's üggression and Britain's preference for a more "implicit" statement of disapproval. The 

final text. completed on 5 October, avoided the word "aggression", though it criticized Japan's 

invasion of Chinese temtory. When the reports were put to a vote later that day, Dandurand felt 

obliged to abstain due to lack of instructions frorn Ottawa on a matter "of great importance". 

King's telegram advising him to support the motion amved one hour after the meeting and did 

' The thirteen states represented on the sub-cornmittee were Australia, Belgium, 
Britain. China. Ecuador. France, the Netherlands. New Zealand, Poland, Sweden, the 
Soviet Union. the United States and Latvia. Dandurand to SSEA, 1 October 1937, RG25. 
G-1. vol. 1752, file 804. 
"O Riddell to SSEA. 4 October 1937. RG25, G-1, vol. 1752. file 804. DEA memorandum by 
J.S. Macdonald, "Canadian Attitude on Sino-Japanese Conflict". undated, RG25. D l ,  vol. 
733, file 64. 
"' Dandurand to SSEA, 1 October 1937; SSEA to Dandurand, 1 October 1937, RG25, G-1, 
vol. 1752. file 804. 



little to avert press criticism." According to M.J. Coldwell. national chaiman of the CCF, 

Dandurand's failure to give immediate support to the denunciation of Japanese aggression again 

placed Canada "in an unenviable light before the civilized worId." J.W. Dafoe, editor of the 

Winnipeg Free Press. soon claimed Canada's influence had "swung behind the Fascist powers" 

due to Dandurand's he~itation.~' Extemal later attributed the incident to his Iack of instructions. 

the delay in communications and "exceptional" tirne constraints, though it  did not explain King's 

reluctance to provide a c l ex  response to his initial request. 

Canada avoided all criticism. however. by supporting the Assembly's resolution of 6 

October based on the Advisory Cornmittee's findings. Only Siam and Poland abstained from this 

general condemnation of Japan's actions which included an encouragement of moral support to 

China and a cal1 for a meeting of Pacific powers to address the dispute. According to Dandurand. 

Canada could not refuse "moral support to [the] victim" or the recomrnendation "not to weaken 

China". He also claimed the United States would likely accept an invitation to a Nine Power 

conference. though he had "no firm assurance" of this.% While critical of the League's atternpt "to 

rush matters". Skelton similarly saw no reason to oppose o r  abstain from the resolution since it did 

not urge sanctions or other specific actions. Reference to the Nine Power treaty was "iIlogical but 

not necessarity serious" as the pact lacked any provision to enforce the guarantee of China's 

territorial integrity, advocating only a "full and frank communication between the Powers 

concerned". As one of the signatories, Canada would be expected "to sit in" on such a conference. 

SkeIton hoping discussions would be "directed to mediation". While further matters could be 

tnken up with the Advisory Cornmittee, clearly American participation could be ensured only in a 

wider forum. Though perturbed by the "vagueness" of a clause calling for individual assistance to 

"' DEA memorandum by J.S. Macdonald. "Canadian Attitude o n  Sino-Japanese 
Conflict". undated, RG25, DI, vol. 723. file 64. The Ottawa Citizen caught the story from 
an Associated Press despatch from Geneva. 
9' Montreal Gaze t t e .  6 October 1937; Winnipeg Free Press. 14 October 1937. 
"' DEA memorandum by J.S. Macdonald. "Canadian Attitude on Sino-Japanese 
Conflict". undated, RGS5. DI. vol. 723. file 64. In defending Dandurand, Macdonald 
claimed the Swiss. Norwegian and South African delegates also had protested the lack 
of t ime i n  cornmunicating with their governments. 
"I; Dandurand to SSEA. 6 October 1937. RG25, G-1, vol. 1752, file 804. 



China, Skelton assumed Canada "will not do anything unless others do nor until after [the] 9 

Power meeting." By the time Beaudry received Skelton's appraisal. he had already consulted with 

King and instructed Dandurand to support the resolution.% The League's handling of the matter. 

as King later admitted, was not "of very material benefit" to China, apart from granting S460,Oûû 

in aid for the epidemic and refugee crises.'" 

Roosevelt's Chicago speech of 5 October undoubtedly contributed to the smooth passage of 

the  resolution. As Chamberlain soon noted, it had been well-timed. coinciding with the League 

vote and preparations for the Nine Power meeting. Pressured for a clear position at Geneva. the 

president was also concerned by public outrage over recent Japanese attacks on Americans and 

bombing raids on civilians in Nanking and other cities." Occurring during a bridge-opening 

ceremony in front of the office of the isolationist Chicago Tribune. the speech had also k e n  well- 

staged. Though he failed to condemn Japan specifically, the president cailed for an "international 

quarantine" of aggressors whose violation of peace covenants had spread the disease of "world 

lawlessness".* When asked by a reporter the following day whether such a quarantine would 

include economic sanctions, he replied that this was "a terrible word to use". lm Nevertheless. his 

bold statement Ied many to believe he had formulated a tougher stance toward Japan. At the State 

department. Moffat claimed his colleagues had k e n  surprïsed by the president's remarks, fearing 

'* Skelton feared the provision could be interpreted to include "one-sided stopping of 
al1 exports." Note from Skelton to McKenzie for Beaudry. 6 October 1937: Beaudry to 
Skelton, 6 October 1937; Beaudry to Dandurand, 6 October 1937; Riddell to SSEA, 6 
October 1937. RG25, G-1, vol. 1752. file 804. 
";: Winnipeg Free Press. 5 October 1937. He later attnbuted the faiIure to impose 
sanctions to the fact that half of the great powers were now outside the League and 
its members were more preoccupied by events in Europe. Debates,  24 May 1938, 3185. 
yri Japan and the United States had reached a deadlock on 1 October after Tokyo 
refused American demands for reparations. In an exchange of notes. Washington 
had warned Japan it would be held accountable for any damage to American 
interests. Winnipeg Free Press, 1 October 1937. 

Borg. ch. 13: LaFeber. 184: Life. October 1937: for text of Roosevelt's speech, see 
Document 3 in Bison. 137-38; New York Times,  6 October 1937. 

Neumann. 259. Historians have posited several meanings for Roosevelt's image 
including economic sanctions, a naval blockade against Japan. an international 
conciliatory body o r  perhaps no specific program whatsoever. Lee, 54. Life 
magazine claimed his speech had "tumed the course of history". Life, 18 October 
1937. 



they might drive Far Eastern policy "much farther than we would wish to go."'O1 In Tokyo. the 

apparent "new tack" in America's stand led Grew to lament. with cinematographic flouxish. that his 

strategy of moderation had "Gone with the ~ i n d . " ' "  Until now. Hull had k e n  wary of British 

proposais for a League sub-cornmittee and a boycott against Japan. anxious that American options 

might be limited by Geneva's consideration of the dispute. l m  With participation in a Pacific 

conference now inevitable, he stated on 7 October that Washington was in "general accord" with 

the League's resolution that Japan had violated the Nine Power ueaty and the Kellogg pact. To 

many observers. such pronouncements implied not only American involvement but also leadership 

in taki ng measures against Japanese aggression. 

America's new-found resolve met with skepticism in Britain. As the Manchester G~cardian 

noted, effective sanctions involved the risk of war and "if the United States is not ready to risk war 

she is probably not ready to apply  sanction^."'^ Public opinion had become highly cntical of 

Japanese aggression and Chamberlain, like Roosevelt, felt compelled to respond to accusations of 

official inaction. Speaking at Scarborough on 8 October. he denounced the horrors of the 

undeclared war and hoped Roosevelt's "clarion cail" wouId lead him to join other Pacific powers in 

bringing them to an end. Reluctant to advocate specific measures, however, he claimed any 

practical course of action would be "premature at this stage."'" Privately. he doubted American 

rhetoric would result in practical action. Aware of isolationist opinion in America and its lucrative 

trade with Japan. Chamberlain knew it was "always best and safest to count on nothing from the 

Americans but words." Only the day before. Washington had rejected a British proposal that it 

'O1 Aware the United States would "bear the brunt" of checking Japanese expansion. 
he  feared Britain wanted "somebody to fight her battles for her." Moffaar Papers. 153- 
54. 
102 Quoted in Borg. 367. Grew also doubted the effectiveness of a Nine-Power 
conference in curbing Japanese expansion in China. Grew. 220-21. 
1 O? As Borg has observed, the Ethiopian crisis had demonstrated that such a removal 
of American interests from the equation was highly impractical. Borg. 359. 

High Commissioner in Britain to SSEA. 8 October 1937, cited in Harwood, 135. 
105 Keenleyside mernorandum, "British Statements on the Far Eastern War", 10 
February 1938. RG25, D l ,  vol. 723, file 64. 



host the Nine power meeting. suggesting a European capital instead. " Cabinet met on 13 October 

to discuss the situation. concluding that the conference would be effective only if it included Japan 

and issued more than a moral condemnation of its actions. As in the Ethiopian case. practicd 

measures such as assistance to China and sanctions against Japan had to be backed by military 

commitments from those involved. especially the United States. On 18 October, ielegrams were 

sent to the Dominions and the United States to ascertain their views on the question.lm 

Canadian reaction to Roosevelt's pronouncement was cautious. Reporting from 

Washington. Wrong was impressed by his cal1 for "cooperative action". his overall "vigour and 

directness of language" and his contention that America could no longer remain aloof "through 

more isolation and n e ~ u a l i t ~ " . ' ~  For those who desired decisive action. the speech seemed to 

indicnte "an American lead toward the rebuilding of the collective secunty ~ y s t e m . " ' ~  The 

quarantine reference was sufficiently vague to prompt expectations of American leadership on 

everything from statements of moral outrage to economic sanctions. Ottawa's position on the latter 

remained clear. Like the United States. it was unwilling to incur the risk of war inherent in 

imposing sanctions. whether through the League or another body. Despite growing public 

criticism of Japan and the Govemor General's suggestion that he publicly respond to Roosevelt's 

speech. King thought it best to leave the matter until his upcoming meeting with Hull. He 

reiterated to Skelton on 12 October that Canada would not be pressured into any measure which 

might Iead to war. Viewing the Nine Power conference as an exercise in mediation rather than 

collective security. he announced on the following day that Canada would attend. On receiving a 

I C 6  Lee. 51: Moffat. 155. As Chamberlain wrote to his sister on 9 October. given the 
"nas ty  temper" of the European dictators. Britain "simply cannot afford to quarrel 
with  J a p a n  ... 1 very much fear therefore that after a lot of ballyhoo the Americans 
\vil1 somehow fade out and Ieave u s  to carry the blame and the odium." Quoted in 
Peter Lowe. "Britain and the Opening of the War in Asia, 1937-41" in Ian Nish (ed.). 
rlnglo-Japanese A lienation. 191 9- 1952. (Cambridge: Cam bridge University Press. 
1982). 103. 
'O; Louis. 244; MaIcolm MacDonald, Dominions Secretary. to SSEA. 18 October 1937, 
RG25. D l .  vol. 723, file 64. 

Marler to SSEA. 7 October 1937. Alan Mason has attributed this despatch to Wrong. 
See Mason. 85. 

Winnipeg Free Press. 6 October 1937. 



forma1 invitation from the Belgian minister on 16 October. King cabled the Dominions Secretary 

to inquire as to the likely course of mediation in the event of Japan's absence from the talks. due to 

open at Brussels on 30 October. Awaiting London's response. he accepted the Belgian invitation 

and care ful ly considered whom to send as Canada's repre~entative."~ 

As the King government prepared for the Bru ssels conference, it faced domestic pressure 

for action against Japan, growing since the Shanghai incident. Japan's invasion of China had 

revived pacifist. intemationalist and leftist organizations in the doldrums since the early stages of 

the Spanish civil war. The League of Nations Society and the Canadian League for Peace and 

Democracy led the charge in advocating a national boycott of Japanese goods and an embargo on 

arms and strategic metals exports. Before long, they were joined by groups representing a wide 

cross-section of society from nearly every province of the Dominion. City councils and provincial 

legisiatures. women and veterans. acadernics and college students. communists and church-goers. 

industrial labourers and farmers, Chinese and other new Canadians - al1 were outraged by the 

complicity inherent in Canada's increasing trade with Japan. Their calls for a prohibition of amis 

and raw materials exports to the Far Eastem aggressor signified a desire to end Canada's guilt by 

association. While not the most coordinated pacifist effort during the interwar period. the 

campaign proved to be the most extensive. "' As J.S. Macdonald later concluded in an External 

Affairs report. "on no previous occasion since the Great War has there k e n  so strong or so wide- 

spread a movement in favour of withholding essential Canadian raw materials destined for the 

manufacture of munitions." '" 

' I o  King diary. 12 October 1937. Baron Silvercruys, Belgian minister. to SSEA. 16 
October 1937: King to SSDA, 17 October 1937: King to Silvercruys, 18 October 1937. 
RG25. G-1. vol. 1752. file 803. 
I l 1  Of the few studies of Canadian pacifism and non-interventionism during the 
interwar period, none has examined attitudes toward the Far Eastern crisis. See 
Thomas Socknat. Wirness Againsr War: Pacifisrn in Canada,  1900- / 945, (Toronto: 
University of Toronto Press, 1987); David A. Lenarcic, "Where Angels Fear to Tread: 
Neutralist and Non-Interventionist Sentiment in Inter-war English Canada." Ph.D. 
dissertation. York University, 199 1, "' J.S. Macdonald. DEA memorandum. "The Question of an Embargo on the Sale of 
Canadian Raw Materials to Japan", 16 February 1938, RG25, DI, vol. 723, file 64. 



This was not the first time such measures had been advocated with respect to the Far East. 

In Febmary 1933, it may be recalled, the Bennett government had contemplated joining the ill- 

fated British m s  embargo against Japan but refused due to domestic and American reaction. 

Even after the Manchurian cnsis, pacifists continued to draw attention to Canada's rnonopoly of 

the world's nickel suppIy and, to Marler's dismay, its increased saies of strategic metals to Japan. 

Prior to the 1935 election, King (as leader of the opposition and to his later regret) had called on 

Ottawa to take the initiative in denying aid to nations "proven by the facts to be guilty of having 

disturbed the peace of the world." In a statement to the House on 1 April 1935. he claimed Canada 

"ought to declare that any nation which could be shown to have threatened the peace of the world 

by violating a pact of collective security should be denied any assistance in the shape of men or  

munitions ... in the nature of food ...[ and] through credit." Despite Canada's minor power status. he 

believed "a definite policy in that regard" would be followed "by other parts of the British Empire 

...[ and] soon ... by other parts of the world."'" Skelton too had become aware of the political 

implications of such concems. as demonstrated by his handling of the sanctions and neutrality 

issues during the Ethiopian and Spanish crises. 

This most recent campaign. however, had been fueled by reports of a sudden rise in 

Canadian metals expons to Japan since July 1937. According to commercial statistics released in 

September. the Japanese invasion of China had coincided with the largest increase in Canada's 

trnde surplus with Japan since 1924."' By far. the most significant jump was in the expon of non- 

ferrous metals of a possible military use. As an External report later confirmed, sales of Canadian 

nickel. copper. aluminium, lead. zinc and scrap iron had increased "very considerably" over the 

summer. Canada becoming Japan's chief supplier of nickel and probably aluminium and lead. By 

the end of 1937. these three metals would replace wheat and newsprint as Canada's leading exports 

to Japan. The figures, outlined below in Tab!e 1, were disconcerting for several reasons. They 

"' Debares, 1 April 1935, 2307. 
I L-I The earlier boom in trade had been prornpted by heavy Japanese imports of 
lumber and other construction materiai after the Tokyo earthquake of 1923. Report 
by A. Keith Doull. Tokyo legation, sent by Bruce to SSEA, 7 March 1938, RG25, G-1, vol. 
1837. file 506. 



seemed to support the charge that Canada was benefitting economically from Japanese expansion. 

For military planners and other decision-makers in Ottawa. they aiso carried long-tenn strategic 

implications and raised the practical cost of Canadian neutrality. Sanctions against Italy and 

neutrality in the Spanish case had k e n  controversial but an embargo aaginst Iapan promised to be 

far more costly. both in material and politka1 terms. Over the fiscal year ending 3 1 March 1937, 

the value of Canadian exports to Japan had exceeded its combined exports to both countries by a 

margin of over four to one. '15 

Table 1 : Increase in Canadian metds exports to Japan after JuIy 1937 
(compared to sarne period in 1936) 

Nickel Co~Per Aluminium Lead Zinc Scrap Iron 

19361 1937 19361 1937 193611 937 19361 1937 19361 1937 19361 1937 

July 56 221 I I  I l 9  65 25 192 463 115 216 57 146 

August 103 522 4 2 - 322 258 177 170 99 108 48 

September 1 12 334 4 131 55 264 285 337 100 135 49 93 

October 107 389 8 269 4 573 310 384 4 83 25 22 
November 172 3 16 7 65 - 446 323 30 74 203 51 68 

December 232 159 8 - 83 584 291 18 121 72 89 32 

Figures are rounded to nearest S 1 .O00 and do not include indirect shiprnents. 
Source: DEA memorandum by J.S. Macdonald. "The Question of an Embargo on 
the Sale of Canadian Raw Materials to Japan". 16 February 1938. RG25, D 1, vol. 723. 
file 64. 

Did increased trade with Japan constitute cornplicity with an aggressor? As early as 

August. left-wing, pacifist and internationalist groups across Canada believed that it  did. Yet their 

failure to arrive at a common response revealed a widening interna1 rift on neutrality and the use of 

force. In their public appeals. the League of Nations Society of Canada and the Canadian League 

for Peace and Democracy, both outraged over Bruce's remarks, disagreed over whether a 

consumer-based boycott or an official embargo against Japan was in order. At its meeting in 

"' Over the 1937 fiscal year. Canada's expons to Japan amounted to S21,629,690. while 
its exports to Italy and Spain were $4,656,016 and $178,399 respectivety. Dominion 
Bureau of Statistics. Canada Year Book, 1938, (Ottawa: King's Printer, 1938)- 580. 



Ottawa on 25 September, the national executive of the LNSC. composed of RB. Inch, Senator 

Cairine Wilson. H.M. Tory and Clifford Sifton favoured a national boycott. The CLPD. a more 

radical group daiming to represent some 300,000 Canadians, demanded an embargo on ail trade 

with Japan and called on King to impose sanctions "against the aggressor state". I I 7  Its chainnan. 

A.A. MacLeod. a fiery Nova Scotian communist, was already known to Skelton and MacBrien, 

chief of the RCMP. for his fundraising efforts for volunteers going to Spain. His request for a 

greeting from Lloyd George and De Valera to the groupes upcoming Toronto congress led Extemal 

to explain that while the CLPD reflected "a considerable range of beliefs and temperarnents". its 

driving force remained "largely c~rnrnunist"."~ Regional chapters soon distributed leaflets urging 

an embargo against "the fascist war-makers", indicating Canada was supplying 100% of Japan's 

nickel. 95% of its copper and 77% of its aluminum. Citing King's pre-election statement. it 

claimed Canada could "lead the way to world peace and exercise a tremendous influence on the 

Chamberlain Govemment". I I 9  In advance of mass rallies in Winnipeg and Toronto, the CLPD 

printed thousands of postcards destined for Ottawa, urging the Customs Act be amended to enable 

an embargo against Japan. 133 

Ilb R.B. Inch to N.A.M. Mackenzie, 3 September 1937. box 182. League of Nations 
Society series. file 115. N.A.M. Mackenzie papers, (University of British Columbia, 
Special Collections). 
I l 7  H.A. Potter, CLPD Secretary. to King, 28 August 1937. RG25, G-1, vol. 1843, file 692. 
Its leader doubted the LNSCOs support "west of Toronto" and criticized its lack of 
orgmization. A.A. MacLeod, CLPD National Chairman. to R.B. Inch. LNSC National 
Secretary. 23 December 1936, LNSC papers. MG28 120, vol. I l .  file marked "Appeals to 
National Organizations and Churches" (NAC). 
""Massey to SSEA. 5 October 1937; SSEA to Massey, 6 October 1937. Officiais at 
Esternal considered the group. unt i l  recently known as the Canadian League against 
War and Fascism, as "more definitely against fascism than against war." As one 
adviser claimed. its rnembership contained "a mixed crowd of Leftist views ranging 
from respectable people down. or up. to comrnunists". McKenzie note to Skelton, 5 
October 1937. AI1 in RG2.5. D l ,  vol. 770. file 338. 
"" CLPD pamphlet. V A R  threatens the World - YOU can help to prevent it". 
distributed by Montreal council, probably October 1937, RG25, G-1, vol. 1843. file 692. ' By December, MacLeod claimed sorne 75,000 cards had been sent to King, External 
Affairs and National Revenue. Toronto Srar, 23 December 1937. DEA records show 
that many thousands were received by King but were destroyed in Aprïl 1941. RG25. 
G- 1 . vol. 1844. file 692. 



The Canadian Left constituted the strongest support for such action. In mid-September, the 

CLPD attempted to influence public opinion by circulating a protest by Dr. Peter Bryce, moderator 

of the United Church. against "the wholesale massacre" of civilians in China and Spain. Women's 

groups such as the Vancouver Mothers' Council and the Women's International League for Peace 

and Freedom responded by reminding King of his April 1935 speech and urging action under 

Article XVI of the League covenant. "' On 14 September, the national executive of the Co- 

operative Commonwealth Federation adopted a resolution urging the invocation of neutrality 

Iegislation, as in the Spanish case. since "the Canadian economy is rapidly becoming a part of 

Japan's war machine". Claiming Ottawa seemed "more concerned about inflated trade returns than 

in preserving Canadian neutrality", the CCF executive called for a boycott against Japanese goods. 

an embargo of war material and collective action with other States. '= The Trades and Labour 

Congress of Canada, representing about 150,000 workers. and its regional affiliates adopted 

similar motions condemning Canada's assistance to Japan "for the suppression of democracy 

..[and] setting up of a Fascist dictatorship in China." '" Usually passed "unanimously". these 

resolutions often failed to distinguish between a boycott and an embargo against Japan and 

frequently advocated both. In referring to the apparent precedent of Ottawa's action in the Spanish 

case. one branch of the CCF summarized the Left's position: 

The Canadian Government has prohibited the export of war materials to Spain. The 
least it can do is to apply the same measure to the Sino-Japanese war. In the case of 
Spain. the trade involved was negligible. In the case of Japan. it is large and rapidly 
growing. If our Government refuses to prohibit the export of war materials to Japan, 
there can be only one conclusion: that it regards the profits of a few great corporations 

"' Jennie Pelton. Secretary. Vancouver Mothers' Council to King. 16 September 1937. 
RG25. G-1, vol. 1843, file 692, 
1 2  At its 1937 convention. the CCF had attempted to heal interna1 divisions over 
neutrality (lingering since the 1935 election defeat) by opposing al1 "imperialist" 
wars. rather than war in general. Incidentally. this was the position taken in the 
1 933 Regina manifesto. "CCF Statement on Sino-lapanese Conflict", quoted in 
Lenarcic. 105-6, 121 -25.  News of the September resolution was reported in Reuters 
and appeared in the Shanghai press. North China Herald, 22 September 1937. 
IL' Labor Sraresnian, October 1937; Fred D. Fraser. Chainnan. Regina Labor Forum, to 
King. 29 September 1937; Joint Policy Cornmittee, British Columbia Maritime Workers. 
ro King. 23 September 1937, RG25, G-1. vol. 1843, file 692. 



as more important than justice, international morality, the Govemment's own 
consistency and Canada's gooâ name.'" 

By early October. the campaign had become national in scope. ' s  On 4 October. the 

Alberta legislature passed a resolution calling for an immediate embargo "of al! those different 

things which are destined to aid Japan in its ruihless attack upon the innocent, peace-loving 

Chinese". Christie considered the move ultra vires, since provincial governments had "no 

competence to speak or act regarding extemal affairs."'" A similar motion was narrowly defeated 

in the Manitoba assembly on the ground that it lay outside its jurïsdiction. though it was substituted 

for a condemnation of "Japan's murderous assault upon Chinese independence and the lives of 

Chinese people." " Municipal councils in Kitchener, Mimico. York and throughout Western 

Canada endorsed motions demanding "stem measures" at the League and a boycott against 

Japanese goods.'J Organizations of women, students, veterans and farmers soon passed similar 

resolutions. While the campaign lacked central coordination, the CLPD attempted to spearhead 

m a s  meetings through its regional branches. communist cells and self-styled "Friends of China" 

oroups. Its most active chapter held a two-day conference in Vancouver in early October attended 
b 

by 86 delegates representing 60 organizations across the province. In addition to demanding an 

arrns embargo. the group called on local trade unions to refuse to load goods destined for Japan, 

approved the picketing of ships, warehouses and firms handling boycotted goods. and endorsed the 

immediate nationalization of the nickel industry and "al1 other industries manufactunng war 

1-J Hubert Pearson. Secretary of Quebec Convention of CCF, to King. 9 November 1937. 

RG25. G-1. vol. 18.13, file 692. 
125 There was little evidence of the movement's support in French Canada, however. 
Cardinal Villeneuve rejected an earlier LNSC appeaI since its peace campaign was 
endorsed by "various cornmunistic organizations, ... and by the leader of the Canadian 
Communist Party. M. Jim [sic] Buck". Emmanuel Bourque, Secretary to the Cardinal, to 
R.B. Inch. LNSC National Secretary, 2 December 1936. LNSC papers, MG28 120. vol. I I ,  
fiIe marked "Appeals to National Organizations and Churches" (NAC). 
IIb The motion passed by a vote of 44 to 8 and was forwarded to King, Lord Tweedsmuir 
and Eden. R.A. Andison, Clerk of Alberta Legislative Assembly, to King, 19 October 
1937: Christie to King. 27 October 1937. Both in RG25. G-1, vol. 1843. file 692. 
127 Macdonald memorandum. 16 February 1938, RG25, D I ,  vol. 723, file 64. 

IY In response, an official at External claimed "Municipal corporations have no 
function i n  foreign affairs." Unauthored marginal comment on boycott resolution 
from the township of York, dated 4 October 1937, RGSS, G-1. vol. 1843, file 692. 



materials in Canada." After electing A.M. Stephen, a prominent intellectual, as its president. the 

delegates vowed to enlist the support of ethnic groups. clergy and labour organizations and 

influence the general public through local radio broadcasts. Not surprisingly, this program was 

supponed by Chinese patriotic societies, especially since Chinese crews were already refusing to 

take loads of scrap iron to Japan. By early October. the local Chinese Benevolent Association had 

raised a war fund of S40,000, exclusive of donations from individuals and Chinese merchants' 

associations. 

The campaign placed Canadi an churches in an awkward position. Rising moral outrage 

against Japan's actions in China was accompanied by an increasing sense by mission boards of the 

vuinerability of their men and women in the fieid. A few Christian socialists, such as the Student 

Christian Movement and the Fellowship for a Christian Social Order, felt sufficiently 

unencumbered to adopt positions similar to that of the CLPD. After sending a protest to King, the 

National Counci! of the SCM established a China relief committee to respond to the "urgent 

emergency" of Chinese students "rendered destitute as a result of the present conflict." '" The 

FCSO. closely affiliated with the peace movement and the League for Social Reconstruction, 

advocated an arms embargo. critical of "war profiteers" dictating Far Eastern policy."' Regional 

presbyteries of the United Church. from the Fraser Valley to Cape Breton. adopted a similar stand, 

though its national office, with one hundred missionaries in the Far East. was unwilling to follow 

suit. Its pro-Chinese journal, New Orttfook, condemned the "hombly indiscriminate slaughter" in 

the Far East but consoled itself in the belief that Japan could not "stand the strain" of a protracted 

war. '" Canadian Anglicans prayed for an end to the conflict, no doubt inspired by the public 

'-") AAdi.ocore. 8 October 1937, in scrapbook. box 3. Foon Sien Wong papers. Minutes for 
21 Septernber 1937 of Vancouver District Trades and Labour Council. VDTLC papers. 
(both in  University of British Columbia, Special Collections). 
1 :=O Minutes for 8. 19 September and 6 October 1937, Executive Cornmittee and National 
CounciI. Student Christian Movement, box 6, file 154. SCM papers. (United Church of 
Canada Archives). 
l 3  "Canada Aids Japan's War Machine", undated pamphlet issued by the Fellowship 
for a Christian Social Order, RG25. G-1, vol. 1843, file 692. 
"' New Oittlook. 27 August and 17 September 1937. 



exchange of peace between Paul Sasaki and P.L. Tsen. bishops from Japan and China attending 

national synod in Halifax. 

A mixed blessing came on 29 September in the form of a cautiously worded motion 

adopted at Church House by representatives of the major Protestant denominations. The statement 

deplored the "ghastly attack" on China and urged cooperation with the League and United States in 

bringing Japan to submit to international conciliation. Yet it stopped short of advocating practical 

mesures,  noting "our desire to live peaceably with the government and people of Japan and to 

continue the cordial relations between the Japanese government and the Christian Church." As the 

secretary of the group privately expiained to his counterpart at the CLPD, certain members had 

wînted to "go further ...[ which] is their own affair". Arguing for a distinction between private and 

collective morality. not unlike that proposed in 1932 by the American theologian Reinhold 

Niebuhr in Moral Man and Immoral Sociery , he concluded: 

... the Christian Church as such cannot recommend the personal boycott proposed today 
in certain quarters. It can endorse wise collective action on the part of a group of 
nations sufficiently able to make such action effective, but to endorse an unofficial and 
persona1 boycott would not be consonant with the spirit of the Church. What 
individuals rnay do, or what oroups of individuals outside or inside the Church may do. 
is. of course, another matter. f5 
Damage to Canadian missions in China only reinforced this concern. As Grey sisters and 

Scarboro missionaries prepared to leave their post in Chekiang, the Japanese bombing of a Jesuit 

mission in Hopei on 2 1 Septernber forced the evacuation of ten Quebec nuns. '" The incident led 

French-Canadian Jesuits at Suchow to fear that neutrality would no longer guarantee their safety. 

Reporting on damage at Suchow and Nanking, as well as the dire refugee situation at Shanghai, 

'-'-' Canridian Chrrrchman. 16 September 1937: Satrrrday Night. 18 September 1937. 
C.E. Lecag. Secretary, Canadian National Council of the World Alliance for 

International Friendship through the Churches. to H.A. Potter, Secretary, CLPD, 15 
October 1937. This group included representatives of the Anglican. Presbyterian and 
United churches as well as the Salvation Army and Society of Friends (Quakers). 
Lecag telegram to King, 23 Decernber 1937. Both in RG25, G-1, vol. 1843, file 692. 
'" No casualties were reported in the attack. North China Star, 6 October 1937. SSDA 
to SSEA. 1 October 1937: SSEA to British consul-general, Tientsin, 1 October 1937, RG25. 
G-1. vol. 1866. file 226. Grant Maxwell, Assignment in Chekiang, (Don Mills, Ont.: 
Thorn Press. 1982)- 106- 10. 



they prepared for the worst. l3 United Church missionaries at Anyang in Nonh Honan soon feared 

sirnilar reprisais due to use of their hospital and schools by Chinese forces. ln Despite pressure 

from relatives and mission boards, Beaudry could do little more than urge London to instmct its 

consuls-generaI in China to register Canadians and take precautions for their safety. On 29 

September. Japanese chargé Kinoshita assured him such incidents would not reoccur "as the 

Japanese were now using good rnapc giving sufficient indication as to the location of institutions of 

this nature.""% Assurances also were given by Chiang and the British ambasador at Nanking that 

missions marked by a union jack would be spared.13 A telegram from W.C. McGnth. superior of 

the Scarboro missions. requesting financial assistance in light of the "appaiiing" refugee and 

hospital conditions at Shanghai met with less sympathy at Extemal. Christie and King agreed such 

aid "would amount to intervention" in the conflict, noting that in the Spanish case. Ottawa had 

refrained from providing either side with funds for medical  supplie^.'^ 

Pro-boycott agitation was not unique to Canada and, significantly, proponents of such 

action took their cue from movements in the United States, Britain and elsewhere in the 

Commonwealth. In the United States. the American Federation of Labor and Chinese patriotic 

I .-% Rosario Renaud. s-j.. "La securité dans la ville encombrée" and Leo-Paul Bourassa. 

s.j.. "La Mort Passe". in Le  Brigand. December 1937. (Archives Jésuites). J. Langiais. 
Les Iksriires drt Québec en Cf~ ine ,  (Quebec City: Les presses de l'université Laval. 1979). 
55: R. Renaud. sd.. Le Diocèse de SNcho~-.  (Montreal: Éditions Bellarmin. 1982). I 3  1-35: 
Armand Prouln. s.j.. Mon Tangli .  (Montreal : Éditions Bellarmin. 1957). 33. 
I .37 Despite the risk, the majority of these missionaries opted to stay "with the sick and 

wounded". G.S. Moss. British consul-general, Hankow, to British ambassador. 
Nanking. 1 1 October 1937, RG25. G-1, vol. 1866. file 226. 
t 3s Althoucgh his broken English made him "a little difficult to understand". Kinoshita 

insisted that Chinese press reports were "often false or exaggerated". the account of 
bombing of civilians at Nanking being "entirely wrong". Beaudry memorandurn to 
King. 29 September 1937. in box 26. John A. Munro papers. (University of British 
CoIumbia. Special Collections). 
1-0 Madame Chiang to R.G. Howe, British embassy. Nanking. 15 October 1937; G.S. Moss. 
British consul-general, Hankow, to British ambassador, Nanking, I I  November 1937, 
RG2.5, G-1. vol. 1866. file 226. 
IJO McGrath to King. 25 October 1937; Christie memorandum to King, 26 October 1937; 
King to McGrath, 29 October 1937, RG25, G-1. vol. 1866, file 226. The third edition of 
McGrath's account of the Lishui mission in  Chekiang hardly mentions Japanese 
ritrocities. concentrating rather on the threat of communism in China. See William C. 
McGrat h, The Dragon ar Close Range. (Shanghai: A.B.C. Press. November 1937). 



societies staged protests calling for an amis embargo."' High profile figures such as Albert 

Einstein. John Dewey, Bertrand Russell and Senator George W. Noms soon endorsed a 

consumers' boycott of Japanese goods. l" In Bntain, public outrage against Japan culminated in a 

mass rally in London on 17 October. presided over by the Archbishop of Canterbury. Veteran 

peace activist Viscount Cecil of Chelwood. president of the British League of Nations Society, was 

also prominent in the c m p a i g n  involving trade unions, the Labour party and the National Council 

of Labour. The climate in Britain, according to Skelton, was alarming as many "from Archbishops 

down are running danperously near war hysteria." '" Labour unions in South Africa. Austrdia and 

New Zealand urged sirrdar measures and. on 9 October. the latter country prohibited the export of 

al1 scrap metal to Japan. Acting unilaterally. New Zealand had disregarded London's preference 

for a Iess controversial licensing system for strategic exports, such as the one in force in Canada. 

Although New Zealand was not a major metals exporter. its embargo soon became an additional 

factor in the sanctions campaign in Canada. IlL 

As in the Canadian case. the role of public opinion in these efforts was crucial- No single 

publication had a wider influence on American - and Canadian - attitudes than L$e magazine. 

Edited by Henry Luce. the son of China missionaries, Life adopted a highly pro-Chinese stance in 

depicting Japanese atrocities. commending the resilience of Chiang's troops and criticizing the 

strange ways of the Japanese. '" On 4 October, it featured a photograph of a Chinese baby crying 

rimidst the bombed ruins of Shanghai's South Station. The image had already reached an estimated 

I J i  I n  a state "of high excitement". Chinese groups had raised 52 million by early 
September. Forgetting their "internecine quarrel in turning on Japan". the CIO and 
.4FL passed boycott resolutions at their meetings in New York and Denver. Life. 13 
September and 18 October 1937. 
1:: "Pro and Con: Should We Boycott Japan?" in The Reader's Digest, (U.S. Edition), 
February 1938. 
I J 3  At a rally at the Royal Albert Hall on 5 October. the archbishop had condemned 
Japan but warned against Britain acting alor~e. Skelton to Beaudry, 6 October 1937, 
RG25. G-1, vol. 1752. file 804. 

Winnipeg Free Press. 22 October 1937. 
I JS "The Iripanese - The Most Conventional People on Earth"; "Japan Beheads Sorne 
'Bandits"'; "The Chinese Outfight the Japanese as Shanghai Blazes" in Life. 13 
September and 1 November. Its 6 September issue featured the  first photographs of 
the carnage of Bloody Saturday. 



136 million readers through the Hearst chain and "News of the Day" newsreels. As an icon of 

suffering China, the photograph had immediate appeal to pro-boycott activists in Canada who soon 

used it in their propaganda.'" 

In response to calls for action against Japan, the Canadian press divided dong ideological 

lines. Left-wing periodicals. such as the Canadian Forrrtn, favoured a boycott. criticizing Ottawa 

for its "masterly inactivity" which made it an "economic ally of Japan in her brutal assault upon 

China." It claimed the King government was using the Brussels conference as "an excuse for 

inaction" and a chance "to dissuade the League of Nations Society from ariy boycott agitation." ln 

The Winnipeg Fwe Press also endorsed the LNSC boycott proposa1 and, of al1 Canadian papers, 

was the foremost advocate of joint action at Brussels. Warning against another failure of 

collective security. Dafoe claimed there was "nothing quixotic" about the conference since Canada 

was not expected to lead but only avoid "a position of complete detachment ... if more moderate 

rneasures fail." Hoping for more than statements of "moral support" at Brussels, he particularIy 

condemned Japan's use of aerial warfare on civilians. To influence public opinion, his paper 

prominently featured first-hand accounts and photographs of "burning Shanghai" and reports on 

the local boycott campaipn. l" 

The Canadian business press resolutely opposed such measures. fearing they would damage 

orowing trade with a valued customer. According to the Firtancid Post, Ottawa's choice was 
L 

between adopting an embargo "as it did in the Spanish situation" and continuing a Far Eastern 

trade "at an ail time high of approximately 5 1 million per week - and increasing by leaps and 

bounds." Neutrality in the conflict seemed preferable to "any international theatrical gesture 

against Japan ...[ for] viewing it in the light of realism rather than of sentiment - that is al1 that a 

'*' L i f c .  4 October 1937. Within a month, the Winnipeg Free Press reproduced the 
cover of a pro-boycott pamphlet of the local chapter of the Chinese patriotic league 
prominently featuring the photograph. Winnipeg Free Press, 1 November 1937. 
'" Carradian Foritm. October !937. Its editor concluded King's inaction "will ensure 
that the Japs get all of our rnetals which they want or can afford to buy before any 
embargo is clamped down on such shipments." Canadian Forum, November 1937. 

The Free Press had obtained photopraphs of Japanese atrocities at Shanghai taken 
and srnuggled out of China by S.B. Cranshaw, a Winnipeg native serving with the 
Shanghai Volunteer Corps. Winnipeg Free Press. 20. 21 and 26 October 1937. 



boycott of  Japanese goods would be." '" It claimed an unofficial boycott would h u n  Canadian 

importers more than Japanese producers. could result in reprisais from Japan and would not affect 

"in the slightest" its operations in China. Official sanctions were similarly inadvisable due to 

Ottawa's "loss o f  faith" in collective security and  the likelihood they could lead to war. Such 

action might deter the Japanese from an "increasing tendency to fil1 their wants in Canada" rather 

than in the United States. Business papers downplayed recent increases in metals expons to Japan. 

claiming the Japanese blockade of China had disrupted trade at  Vancouver. lm Canadian Bitsiuess. 

the mouthpiece of the Montreal-based Canadian Charnber o f  Commerce, urged Ottawa to oppose 

"the Socialist group" calling for an  arms embargo, fearing "it would be difficult. almost 

impossible" to limit a list o f  banned expons. A s  one contnbutor argued, Japan was now 

"desperately in need of the materials that Western Canada can  supply" and. unless Britain and 

Japan entered into "definitely hostile relations .... every advantage should be  taken of the fapanese 

market"."' 

Falling between these extremes. the mainstream press expressed its outrage against 

Japanese aggression but generally avoided endorsing any practical measures. Toronto papers 

commended King for deferring action until after Brussels. T h e  Globe and Mail wamed that 

prccipitate action by embargo activists "would only complicate and ... heighten the dangers of  the 

situation". As  "the Ethiopian business" had shown, independent action "in the form of sanctions o r  

boycotts does not rnean very much." WhiIe there was no law against private boycotts to  "soothe 

the conscience" of  Canadians. the Globe argued such action would harm merchants in Canada 

IJ'' Firluncial Posr, 4 September and 16 October 1937. The paper claimed the matter 
was "of the highest commercial importance, very different from the Spanish 
problem." The peak in Canadian-Japanese trade was actually reached in 1929 at S55 
million and was not surpassed until 1951. Dominion Bureau of Statistics. Canada Year 
Book. 1952-53. (Ottawa: Queen's Printer, 1953). 934. 
"O Firrnricial Posr. 3 and 1 1 September. 16 October 1937. This ciaim was echoed in 
Hrrrbour a n d  Sliipping and the Vancouver Harbour Commissioners' annual reports 
for 1937-38. See Robert David Adam. "Myths and Realities of Vancouver's Oriental 
Trade. 1886- 1942". M.A. paper, University of Victoria, 1980, 141. 

Howard T. Mitchell. "Far East Trade Policy" in Canad ian  Business ,  October 1937. 
Claiming embargo activists were motivated by "purely political" motives, he 
advocated a "cool and judicious handling" of the situation by Ottawa. 



more than aggressors in Japan- Doubting a private boycott "wouId persist long enough" to cnpple 

Japan. the Star considered official action "dangerous" since it might result in reprisais and "have to 

be enforced by m i e s  or navies". l" Satitrciay Niglzt. the most articulate voice of the Toronto 

establishment. opined that "governmental action based upon purely humanitarian motives" 

involved "sacrifices which the pure sentimentalist does not contemplate". It frankly admitted that 

North Americans might make "vocal protests" but were not sufficiently horrified to pay money or 

"risk any Canadian or American lives to put an end to the horror." '" The Montreal Gazene also 

preferred to await the outcome at Brussels where. it admitted, the prospects of success were 

" woefully dim" .'" Critical of Ottawa's catering to "vested interests" involved in the "profitable 

traffic" with Japan. the Citizen believed sanctions were unlikely and endorsed the "more hopeful" 

LNSC idea of aiding china.'" The Windsor Star. on the other hand. condemned the "horse 

sense" of the CCF, LNSC and Trades and Labour Congress, claiming a boycott would strike a 

"suicida1 blow" to Canada's export trade." The Halifax Herald mocked Japan's claim such 

measures jeopardized its "self-defence".In The French-Canadian press remained isolationist, Le 

Der.oir warning Ottawa against joining any Anglo-American attempt to "sauver ses intérêts" in the 

- - -- 

'" Toronto GIobe and Mail, 15 October 1937: Toronto Star. 18 October 1937. The Srnr 
also claimed importers and merchants would have to be compensated in the event of a 
boycott. Toronto Star, 23 October 1937. 
15; Front page editorial. Sariirday Nighr, 4 September 1937. In subsequent issues, its 

financial correspondent in London argued a boycott against Japan could help bolster 
the British textile industry. See Gilbert C. Layton. "Britain Could Stop China War" and 
"Should Japan Be Boycotted?" in Sariirday Nighr. 25 September and 30 October 1937. 
l Y  The G a z e t t e  hoped for conciiiation at Brussefs since Japan would treat any threat 
"with indifference, knowing that neither Great Britain nor the United States has any 
intention to go to war with her." Montreal Gazerre. 3 Novernber 1937. 
'" Ottawa Citizen. 19 October 1937. Early in the conflict, the Citizen had condemned 
Canada as "a commercial partner with Japan in the present crime against 
civilization." Ottawa Citizen. 5 August 1937. 
'% Windsor Stctr. 10 October 1937. 
'" Halifax Herald. 23 October 1937. 



Far East. In British Columbia. some papers viewed the boycott as "a two-edged sword" since it 

responded to growing anti-Japanese sentiment but threatened economic reprisais from Japan.IsP 

While ciearly horrified by atrocities in China, most Canadians seemed unwilling to support 

practical measures against Japan. Though impossible to gauge statistically due to the absence of 

systematic opinion polling, they likely shared the lukewarrn response of the mainstream press.IM 

As one former boycott activist recalled. those who advocated tough action against Japan knew they 

did s o  without the support of the general population. 16' Several factors contributed to this lack of 

popular support. The arguments raised by business concerns were difficult to ignore for many. as 

were the forces of isolation. Others perhaps believed that Canada, as a minor power. could do 

little to deter Japan from its course of aggression. For the vast rnajority of Canadians - those living 

east of the Rockies - the troubling events in Europe remained the focus of concern. For some, the 

boycott cause itself had little appeal due to its interna1 divisions and association with the Left. The 

carnage of the Far East had offended the sensibilities of Canadians but. much like King himself. 

their response to it would be govemed by realism. 

This division of opinion facilitated King's handling of the campaign. Hoping to discourage 

"some of the rasher boycott demands", Skelton persuaded him on 13 October to make a statement 

outlining Canada's desire for cooperation at Brussels. As the prime minister announced, specific 

action would have to await consideration of the conflict by the Nine Powers.'" Again using delay 

to his advantage and aware of public ambivalence on the issus, King played upon the growing rift 

arnong sanctions advocates. His private secretary advised leaders of the Canadian Legion and 

1% Despite "le péri1 jaune". it claimed Canada had no right to involve itself "dans des 
affaires des autres. surtout lorsque le profit le plus clair qui nous écherrait serait la 
perte de deux march6s. la Chine et le Japon". Alvarez Vaillancourt, "Les capitaux 
6trnngers investis en Chine" in Le Devoir, 16 October 1937. 
i 5') Vancouver Srrn. 30 October 1937. The Sun gave considerable coverage to the 
boycott campaign and even horrifying reports by Madame Chiang of Japanese air 
raids. Vancouver Srrn, 18 October 1937. 
IM Gallup did not begin regular opinion polling in Canada until November 1941. 
'"' Interview with Cyril Powles. 3 September 1999. During the fall of 1937, Powles 
was active in the anti-Japanese boycott campaign through the SCM at McGill 
Univers i ty .  
16' Skelton to King, 13 October 1937; press statement, 13 October 1937, RG25, G-1. vol. 
1752. file 804. 



LNSC against taking precipitate action that rnight jeopardize Canada's position at the conference. 

In planning a national boycott. the LNSC had faced interna1 division over sanctions, veterans 

groups having joined to offset leftist influence in the organization. On 16 October, Pickering 

reminded R.B. Inch and Legion leaders of Canada's friendship with Japan, which could be useful 

at the talks. and the weakness of West Coast defences. Agreeing that Canada should not depart 

from American and British policies, they issued a statement later that day urging conciliation at 

Bmssels and, failing this, concerted action with League members and the United States in 

"whatever mesures  may seem wise and effectua1 for putting a stop to the aggression". lG 

As King placated the moderates, his staff set about responding to the avalanche of eight to 

ten thousand letters and petitions received that fall. Officiais at  External attributed this outpouring 

of concern to a common source "or at least a not very large number of sources", namely the CLPD 

and other radical groups." According to Skelton. the statements contained in the protests 

completely exaggerated the volume of Canadian trade with Japan and ignored the fact "that no 

country whatever has placed an embargo on its exports to either Japan or China." As he explained 

to one petitioner. Canada could not assist either side since it was "bound to maintain an impartial 

position towards the Far Eastern conflict". The possibility of Canadian leadership in such 

action. raised by King in 1935, was ruled out amidst preparations for the Brussels conference. 

After meeting with one of the directors of the Asbestos Corporation. Colonel J-L. Ralston was 

assured by Beaudry on 16 Ocrober that no embargo was contemplated against Japan at present.'m 

informing London of developments. the British High Commissioner claimed i t  unlikely "that any 

Canadian Government would be greatly moved by propaganda in favour of a boycott against 

Japan."'67 

163 Confidential memoranda from Pickering to King, 15 and 16 October 1937, RG25, G- 

I .  vol. 1752, file 803. Winnipeg Free Press, 21 October 1937. 
'@ Macdonald memorandum, 16 February 1938, RG25, Dl .  vol. 723, file 64. 
I OC Skelton to G.W. McDonald, M-P., 30 March 1938; Slcelton to Scott Milley, Palgrave, 
Ontario. 16 September 1937. RG25, G-1, vol. 1843, file 692. 
IM RaIston was informed that 17% of the company's output, or S500.000. was exported 
to Japan annually. Beaudry memorandum, 16 October 1937, RG25, G-1, vol. 1845, file 
7 8 O. 
167 Sir Francis Floud to MacDonald, 20 October 1937, quoted in Johnson, 100. 



It might appear that Canada's response to the Sino-Japanese conflict was deterrnined even 

before the opening of the Brussels conference. Given the divided state of public opinion. Ottawa 

could maintain its stand against sanctions and restrain boycott activists for the time being. Yet the 

matter was far from resolved. Encouraged by Roosevelt's Chicago speech. sanctions advocates 

brought their campaign to fever pitch as the Brussels meeting neared, hoping the Pacific powers 

would adopt practical measures to end Japanese aggression. Dreading such an outcome, the prime 

minister and his advisers at External carefully considered Canada's position in light of the 

Dominion Secretary's telegram of 18 October. To King. the despatch itself was ominous. It 

ind icated "in unmistakable terms" the real possi bility of sanctions (including a boycott) dragging 

the British empire into war. It was clearly "the case of Ethiopia over again", with Japan as the 

aggressor. He privately considered it "the most important despatch which had ever corne into my 

hands ... with the exception possibly of the one relating to Chanak." On 19 October, he read the 

message atoud "line by line a couple of times" in cabinet and was relieved to find that all, 

including Skelton and Christie. shared his concem. He resolved that "regardless of al1 else. my job 

was to spike the guns of war on a world scale as far as it [is] possible within my power, just as was 

the case with Chanak." 

King's private musings on the Brussels talks revealed much about his views on pacifism 

and collective security. hardly indicating the mind of an isolationist or enemy of the peace 

movement. Rather. he criticized sanctions activists for advocating means which would bring about 

the end they deplored. With regard to representation at Brussels, he felt "as 1 considered the matter 

1 ought to go myself." In stark contrast to his public assurances that Canada could do fittle to 

affect British or League policies, he viewed his attendance with the utmost significance. His 

influence would enable conciliation, favour containment of the conflict and, most importantly, 

"help to cernent the Br. & U S .  relationship". If either power were brought into a Pacif'ic war. he 

did not feel "like letting Australia & New Zealand control the Dominion attitude." Moreover, the 

I w King diary. 19 October 1937. 



conference itseif might evolve into "a new League of Nations - a real League to world opinion." 

Clearly impressed by his own credentials as a pacifist, world statesman and friend of Japan, he 

believed "very few others have been so closely identified with the conciliatory & investigatory 

method of procedure." His relations with Japan, Germany and even Italy were "friendlier than 

most others" and. as far as he knew. he had "no enemies among the nations." His training, 

temperament and experïence with trade, immigration and other problems "of Oriental relations" 

made his mission to Brussels "a duty and ine~ i tab le" . '~  After Lord Tweedsmuir, Skelton. Beaudry 

and the spirit world confirmed "that 1 was the one to go", King decided to defer the decision until 

receiving Eden's response and cabinet's approval. '" Upon his receipt of a Washington conference 

report from Borden on the following day. King again saw his trip to Bnissels as part of a divine 

171 plan. He even considered a personal mission to Japan itself. if Destiny favoured "my going 

abroad again this year." '" 
Even Desti ny had to await deliberations in council. During the 19 October meeting, none 

in  cabinet. apart from Lapointe and Dunning. ventured an opinion on King's proposed trip to 

Bnissels. The Dominions office had recommended a "strong" delegate since London would be 

represented by Eden, Australia and New Zealand by their high commissioners and the United 

States by Norman Davis. l7 Claiming Massey was "not suited" for the mission. King suggested 

l (l'l King diary. 16 October 1937. 
'-O K i n g  considered such deliberation a strength, especially when compared to his 
irnpetuous predecessor. As he wrote. "if it were Bennett. he wd. g o  in an instant & 
take just the opposite stand - a stand that might lead to  war with Japan - 1 shall await 
dsvelopments." King diary, 16 October 1937. 
I f 1  Borden's action was "a handing on of the torch [since] there seems to be a logical 
sequence in my taking o n  the duty of going to Brussels when one looks at  my part 
years ago in  100 years o f  peace movement: the trip to China & Japan. & relations with 
Orient, the Conciliation Act interventions - The Industrial Disputes Act - the signing 
of the Peace Pact of 1928. My relations with O.S. & with Gr.Br. The  report of Sir 
Robert Borden's made to  myself - my establishing the Legation at  Japan. & in U.S. (as 
well as France) & receiving the Belgian Minister. visit to  Mussolini in 1928 & to Hitler 
in 1937. The Installation of the Carillon. its inscription - my Message of the Carillon - 
Secret of Heroism, Industry & Humanity - al1 these speak of a life devoted to the 
Principles of the Prine [sic] of Peace." King diary, 17 October 1937. 
'" King diary. 16 and 17 October 1937. ''' SSDA to SSEA. 19 October 1937. RG25. G-1. vol. 1752. file 804. According to Borg, 
Davis had written much of Roosevelt's Chicago speech. Borg. 380. 



Dandurand head the delegation. assisted by Christie due to his fmiliarity with the Nine Power 

pact. "' Since the talks were likely to "drag along some time", King claimed he might join the 

delegation later and Iead a mission to Japan if necessary.'" After reminding King that Wilson's 

presence at Versailles had been a mistake. Christie was instnicted to draft a repiy to London stating 

Canada's refusal "to be drawn into sanctions." As he pointed out, the signatories of the Pacific pact 

had been wary of "the dangers" of such meetings. pledging in 1922 only to "comrnunicate" with 

each other. King agreed such conferences were "dl wrong" as they raised questions "very difficult 

to answer". In the end. King and Christie decided to remain in Ottawa due to Skelton's illness and 

the upcoming session of Parliament and send Wrong and Dupuy to Bnissels to assist 

  an dur and.'?^ 

Skelton was not too il1 to offer his views on the conference. He doubted the success of 

London's objective of "peace by agreement" since Japan could reject mediation or refuse to attend. 

While neither defemng action nor condemning Japan was desirable. the lasr option of positive 

action. in the forrn of aid to China or sanctions against Japan. was "still more open to objection." 

As he observed, the "brunt of the responsibility" for such measures would be borne by the 

American Congress. not delegates at Bnissels. The Nine Power pact, unlike the League covenant. 

had "no article Sixteen" to enforce its guarantee of China's territorial integrity. "The memory of 

the  manc chu ri an episode" had led Britain to insist on a "hard and fast" cornmitment from the United 

States to counter the claim. made by Stimson in his  recent book, that it had failed to follow the 

"' He considered Massey too pro-British and "overzealous" in assuming the role of a 
European diplornat rather than high commissioner. King diary. 19 October 1937. 
Despite King's fears, Massey had not raised the issue during a recent meeting. At 
first. King doubted whether Dandurand was "the best person" to send due to "his 
strong pro-French sympathies". King diary. 16 and 19 October 1937. 
175 K i n s  foresaw a role for himself in "an international delegation [to Japan] to work 

out ri settlement by conciliation." H e  continued to believe that "Canada has a friendly 
relation with Japan which we must not prejudice." King diary, 19 October 1937. ''" King diary, 19 and 21 October 1937. King CO Dandurand, 21 October 1937; SSEA to 
Wrong. 25 October 1937, RG25, G-1, vol. 1752, file 804. Skelton had considered sending 
Massey, Desy or Pearson to Bmssels. Skelton to King, 13 October 1937. RG25. DI, vol. 
733. file 64. 



Amencan lead in 1933.In The Foreign Office appeared to be telling Washington that it could not 

"talk vaguely of 'quarantine' o r  'pressure' without realizing just what effective pressure means". 

Aid to China (also recommended in Stimson's revisionist account) would contravene American 

neutrality Iaws. leading to "a direct clash" with Japan. as would sanctions "of the Ethiopian type". 

If Congress cornmitted itself militarily, which seemed "hardly conceivable". Britain would get "a 

useful chore in the Far East done cheaply". Otherwise, London's more stringent terms would 

prevent "any more Stimson books k i n g  ~ r i t t e n " . ' ~  

At departmental meetings on 20 and 23 October, Christie, Beaudry, Macdonald and 

Keenleyside differed over how to respond to the British telegram, though al1 agreed conciliation 

rather than economic or military coercion should be endorsed. Christie urged the reply "should 

definitely state" Ottawa's rejection of economic and military sanctions as well as assurances of 

ln military and territorial guarantees. While Beaudry was syrnpathetic to this position, Macdonald 

preferred a non-commital stance toward the three options outlined by London in order to prevent 

charges that Canada had blocked a "practical solution of the problem". Keenleyside took the 

middle path. suggesting the reply indicate opposition to sanctions but add that the problem was 

under consideration. Critical of such expediency. Christie insisted the issue had "very serious" 

implications for Canada and it was "a matter of good faith to be clear about it at once". Like King. 

he opposed making pledges that might lead to war. doubting the intentions of the great powers and 

emphasizing the limits of Canadian action: 

The Great Powers - whose Far Eastern investments and commerce are what is really 
at stake - should not be allowed to jockey us into any part of the responsibility either 
for protecting their interests there, for enlarging the war there, or  for the undoubted 
risk of repercussions upon their interests in Europe and Africa which might in tum 
cal1 for protection. Canada's Far Eastern interests do not require us to make an enemy 

1 7  Stimson's highly subjective account of the Manchurian crisis had been released 
in  Canada the previous spring. See Henry L. Stimson, The Far Eastern Crisis: 
Recollecrioris and Obseri~arions, (New York: Harper & Brothers. 1936). 
""Skelton memorandum to King, 20 October 1937, RG25, Dl ,  vol. 723. file 64. 
179 He wanted i t  to include a clear statement that "in no circumstances can 'sanctions' 
or 'collective security' be regarded as a workable or useful device in international 
affairs." Christie memorandum, "Note on Departmental Conference", 20 October 1937. 
RG25. D l ,  vol. 723, file 64. 



of Japan. Conciliation is the proper and only practical line for Smdl  Powers, and 
they should resolutely stick to it. 

Christie's association with the Nine Power treaty was, after al[. personal. He had suggested 

the Pacific security arrangement to Meighen in 1921 to replace the Anglo-Japanese alliance and 

had accompanied Borden to the conference itself. Id' In an ironic twist. he was now faced with the 

possibility of collective action through a multilateral security pact he had helped create. In 

response. he rnaintained that cooperation had always been the purpose of the treaty. coercion and 

positive assistance to China having k e n  abandoned as "irnpractical" in 1922.'" London's 

despatch on the Brussels meeting was of sufficient importance, he claimed. to warrant a telegrarn 

from King to Chamberlain. Taking into account his conversations with King and Skelton, he 

drafted a reply which stated that cabinet had considered the matter. having "great difficulty" in 

understanding the cornpetence of the conference to discuss sanctions, and viewing military and 

territorial guarantees as "an essential prerequisite" for such measures. Stressing the conciliatory 

role of the conference, the draft reply claimed the effects of aid to China and sanctions against 

Japan were "practically indistinguishable". After "full deliberation", the cabinet could not justify 

committing Canadians to a course of sanctions or mjlitary and tenitorid guarantees which rnight 

result in "carrying them into the war in the Far East". In considering the three options outlined by 

London. Canada had chosen to defer action, viewing moral condemnation as "obstructive" and 

positive action as impra~t ical . '~  Despite disagreernent over his questioning of the competence of 

'" Christie memorandum. "Note on Departmental Conference", 20 October 1937. RG25. 
DI. vol. 773. file 64. Such a position was similar to his stand on sanctions during the 
Ethiopian crisis. See John 4.  Munro, "Loring Christie and Canadian External 
Relations. 1935-1939" in Journal of Canadian Srudies 7. no. S .  (May 1972): 28-36. 
'" Robert Bothwell. Loring Christie: The Failure of Bitreaucratic Imperialism. (New 
York: Garland Publishing. 1988). 298-320; A.R.M. Lower. "Loring Christie and the 
Genesis of the Washington Conference of 192 1-1  922" in Canadian Hisrorical Revierv 
37 .  no.  I (March 1966): 38-48. 
1 S' Christie memorandum, "Consultations on Far Eastern Situation", 21 October 1937, 
RG25. D 1 ,  vol. 723, file 64. 
I S.: Christie. "Draft Telegram to Dominions Office", 21 October 1937; Skelton to 
Beaudry. 22 October 1937; Christie to Skelton, 22 October 1937; Christie to Skelton, 23 
October 1937: revised draft of 23 October 1937. All in RG25. Dl, vol. 723, file 64. 



the conference and his categoncal rejection of sanctions, the telegrm was passed by cabinet with 

minor revisions on 26 October and sent to London on the following day. 'Y 

Recent statements in the British Parliament only facilitated the adoption of this unequivocal 

reply. On 2 1 October. Chamberlain had declared it "a mistake" to go to Brussels "talking about 

economic sanctions. pressure and force" since the purpose of the meeting was "to make peace [not] 

... to extend the conflict." Quoted verbatim in Ottawa's reply of 27 October, his remarks convinced 

Skelton that London's earlier "sanctions" teiegram had k e n  "a bluff to end ail bluffs". lS In 

London. his words touched off a heated debate on Far Eastern policy. Labour member Phiiip 

Noel-Baker claimed they were "by no means in accord with the temper of the 

people[and] ... appeared to disregard our international obligations." Clement Attlee and Archibald 

Sinclair aitributed them to business influence. Convinced of the vulnerability of Japan's economy. 

Attlee claimed an oil embargo would end its aggression. Fearing "a kind of Hoare-Laval deal" at 

Brussels. he viewed the imbroglio as "the inevitable consequence of British policy when Japan 

began its Manchurian aggression." A similar dispute erupted in the House of Lords where Lord 

Snell's cal1 for Anglo-American sanctions against Japan (since they accounted for nearly 50% of 

her exports) was countered by Lord Barnby's assertion that such measures would backfire. '% In 

reply. Chamberlain and Eden maintained sanctions might result in "some counter action by Japan" 

and were futile without Amerïcan support. Upon proroguing Parliament, the King expressed his 

distress at the bombing of civilians in China and his hope chat the Brussels meeting would "bring 

this deplorable conflict to an end." 

'" Macdonald and Keenleyside had opposed his reference to cornpetence, Beaudry 
sugesting he question the conference's "scope or purpose" instead. Christie 
favoured retaining i t  since it pointed to a "valid lepal argument". Christie to Skelton, 
23 October 1937: King to Chamberlain. 27 October 1937. RG25. Dl .  vol. 723. file 64. King 
felt t h e  despatch clearly indicated the "determination to keep Canada out of war". 
King diary, 26 October 1937. 

Skelton to Beaudry, 22 October 1937. RG25, DI,  vol. 723, file 64. 
It may be recalled that Lord Bamby had led a trade mission to Japan in 1934. See 

Chapter Three. 
I s7 Keènleyside memorandum, "British Statements on the Far Eastern War", 10 

February 1938. RG25, Dl.  vol. 723. file 64. Winnipeg Free Press, 22 and 23 October. 



Despite such noble sentiments, only American leadership could ensure decisive action at 

Brussels. So fa-. Skelton saw nothing in reports from Washington to indicate "a cornplete reversal 

of attitude" in Congress behind sanctions.lS Aware of the important role the United States would 

play. King met on 15 October with Norman Amour ,  the American minister to Ottawa. After 

praising Roosevelt's Chicago speech, he "shewed [sic] him my references to Mediation. etc.. in 

Industry & Humanity" which he intended to use during Hull's visit t o  state Canada's attitude 

toward the conference. In a fireside chat that evening, Roosevelt qualified his earlier remarks by 

stressine cooperation as the only b a i s  for a settlement in the Far East. To internationalists such a s  

Dafoe. his two speeches meant "totally different things" since he seemed to be capitulating to 

business interests and isolationists in Congress. Despite its vague tone, Washington's position 

seemed compatibte with Ottawa's approach. The purpose of the Brussels conference would be 

mediation. not coercion. Hull had maintained his self-declared role of educating the public on the 

value of international covenants without specifying how violators would be punished. '" 
HUI 1's three-day visit to Canada confirmed this impression. After meeting with the 

Secretary of State in Ottawa on 20 October. King was relieved they saw eye to eye on Brussels. In 

response to his assertion such conferences were " temble things", Hull admitted the invitation had 

caused "great embarrassment" in Washington but could not be declined without sending a mixed 

signal to Japan. When pressed by King. he candidiy stated his govemment's opposition to 

sanctions and its view of Brussets as an exercise in "conciliation and mediation". Caution was 

essential as pacifist opinion and reluctance to impose sanctions might be misread by Japan. 

prompting it  to "drive ahead worse than ever". At the same time. Americans "did not want to go to 

war" and positive action at Brussels might only "antagonize" Japan, forcing further expansion "for 

''" Skelton to Beaudry, 22 October 1937. RG25. D l ,  vol. 723, file 64. RiddelI claimed 
Amsrican opinion was "self-contradictory" with popular sentiment "strongly behind 
t h e  Chinese" amidst avoidance of "any cornmitment which rnight carry with it the 
remotest risk of participation in the present conflict." Riddell to SSEA, 26 November 
1937. RG25. G- 1 ,  vol. 1749. file 652. 
' " K i n g  diary. 15 October 1937; Winnipeg Free Press,  15 October 1937; Borg, 406-8. 
Stimson's subsequent criticism of the policy in the T i m e s  struck King. paradoxically, 
as "a magnificent utterance. manly & full of truth & vigour." King diary. 18 October 
1937. 



purposes of supply". King suggested it was "a matter of balancing" between keeping out of war 

and "not letting the plundering nations plunder more than they othenvise would by too much 

pacifist language and demonstration." Such "inside knowledge" reassured him Washington would 

be restrained at Bnissels due to its wariness toward sanctions and determination to keep out of war 

"at al1 costs". On the following day, he encouraged American goodwill by personally taking the 

Hulls through the Parliament buildings. up to the Peace Tower where he ordered the carillonneur 

to play "The Star Spangled Banner."'" 

King was unsure if the Toronto leg of Hull's visit would be as harmonious. In the wake of 

momentous statements by Roosevelt and Chamberlain, he intended to use the occasion to make his 

own "hr-reaching" declaration on collective security. Already exhausted by emotional strain and 

depression. he viewed the Toronto speech with considerable trepidation. He agonized over "his 

Gethsernane", considering the speech "the most difficult effort of my life" since it would adopt "an 

attitude which might be descnbed as isolationist and pacifist, at a time when many ... think force is 

what is requirrd.""' Consoled by a vision of himself as "an elder statesman" and the approval of 

Lord Tweedsmuir. Pickering and Skelton. he outlined a practical application of the principles of 

"the Prince of Peace" to the conference. much as he had done to capital-labour relations in Ind~rstn 

czrid Hrtnrarzi~.  Speaking at a York Club luncheon on 22 October hosted by Canon H.J. Cody. 

President of the University of Toronto, King finally nailed his "colours to the mast".'" In 

considering how to erid *.var "without recourse to war". h e  claimed Christ's teachings were "entirely 

practical" in both industrial and international disputes. Mediation. conciliation and reason should 

prevail at Brussels since "ultimately force cannot win". Hull reiterated this view of the conference, 

'"O Kinz  diary. 20 and 21 October 1937. 
"' As King remarked. "If eve r  a man felt  at t imes that  h e  wrts in a Gethsemane, 1 
have in  the  Iast day o r  two, in facing what  1 know only  too well. in focussing u p  the 
real issue in the manner  1 have, and  which  makes  rel iance upon  force  the ant i thesis  
from now on of the  Liberal Party." King diary. 22 October  1937. 
IO, Although he had initially decl ined t h e  invitat ion,  King a t t ached  grea t  impor tance  

to t h e  speech.  It would b e  given o n  the  one  hundredth  anniversary  of the beginning 
of t h e  1837 rebellion in a c lub  named af te r  his grandfather's riding. He felt he was  
ge t t ing  "direct inspiration" f rom a vision o f  George  Perley,  t he  "litt le table" a n d  "the 
pressnce  of  mother  guiding me'. King diary,  19 Oc tobe r  1937, wri t ten 24 October 1937 
at Laurier House, entitled. "Evidence o f  Spiritual Power".  



proposing the "Good Neighbor policy" be applied to global affairs to prevent the "unrestrained 

savagery" of modem war. Contrary to King's expectations. their comments were well-received. '" 
He confided to Hull that he had "very much the President and himself in mind" in making the 

speech and urged him to let Roosevelt know that he had tried "to be lending a hmd to him in a 

very di fficult situation." The local press aptly described the two addresses as "missionary speeches 

... [which] differed only in the choice of words." Otherwise, it devoted more attention to Hull's 

reception of an honorary doctorate than King's landmark statement on collective security.'" 

iMeanwhile, Japan attempted to delay the opening of the Brussels conference. On the 

diplornatic front. it pleaded "lack of time" in preparing its case. Despite gains i n  North China and 

reports of stagering Chinese losses, its troops still had not taken Shanghai. International outrage 

intensificd after a Japanese plane opened fire on the foreign settlement there on 24 October, killing 

a British soldier and five Americans. Unconvinced by Japan's claim it had fired on Chinese 

targets. Britain condemned the "deliberate attack" only to be shocked by a funher Japanese assault 

on its positions in the city three days later. On 27 October, Japan announced that it would not 

attend the Brussels conference. a move followed by Germany two days later. Within a week. Italy 

would join the German-Japanese Anti-Comintem pact. As King noted, the international situation 

was "very serious" due to the "dangerous combination of dictators" making a "common cause of 

comrnunism". Commenting on Hull's recent visit. Lord Tweedsmuir wrote Chamberlain at length. 

urging him to make the Bmssels talks "a Conference for economic appeasement".'" 

The Brussels conference opened on 3 November and was attended by nineteen countries, 

including the Washington treaty signatories (minus Japan). Itaiy, Soviet Russia and the 

Scandinavian States. Japan's absence and American refusal to consider sanctions made its failure 

103 Initially fearing such remarks in a club "certain to be  filled with Tories who 
rnostly are Jingoist in their outlook". King claimed Cody, Mutock. Faulkner [sic], 
Flavelle and others present "al1 seemed to feel that 1 had thrown some real light on a 
very difficult problem". Hull seemed "quite deeply touched by what had been said." 
King diary. 22 October 1937. 
I 'u King diary, 22 October 1937; Toronto Star, Globe & Mail, 23 October 1937. 
'" Winnipeg Free Press. 23 and 25 October 1937; King diary. 26 October 1937. King 
agreed with the Governor General's assessrnent but felt he was "making a serious 
rnistake i n  writing too much on these matters." King diary. 29 October 1937. 



practically a foregone conclusion. Wrong considered mediation unlikely since, without Japan, the 

conference resembled "Harnlet without the Prince of Denmark, or perhaps more accurately Othello 

without Iago." The "al1 important" American role was compromised by Davis* desire "to take a 

fairly strong stand. while remaining vague as to what that stand should be."'% As Dandurand 

noted. despite hopes of a firm Amencan position after the Chicago speech, it soon became 

apparent its delegate "had no instructions." Davis confided to him on several occasions that public 

opinion "would not risk the life of one soidier for the protection of American interests in China." lm 

On 1 Novernber, Eden announced Britain would go only as far as the United States at Brussels. 

confirming China's fear sanctions would not be discussed. A cornmittee was established three days 

Iater to consider Japan's refusal and, after a dispute over its composition. it sent a second invitation 

to Tokyo on 6 November. As the delegates awaited Japan's reply. the Canadian press predicted 

failure at Brussels due to Britain's opposition to sanctions, despite rnass protests at home, and 

American reluctance to take decisive action. '% 

Given such constraints. Canada's scope for action was extremely limited. As an External 

report later noted. Ottawa couId not be criticized for its stance since Britain and the United States 

were "clearly open to censure" for failing to take an initiative.'" Canada's objective lay in 

pursuing conciliation. reassuring the Americans the talks were "emphatically" not under League 

auspices and avoiding any "positive steps" which might be construed as "Canadian proposais". As 

at the League. Dandurand believed he rnight be invited to act as chair but was tlatly told to decline 

such an offer. Christie and King were also apprehensive of his attendance at meetings of 

Commonwealth delegates, which might give the impression of a British empire bloc. Christie 

'% The Arnericans. he noted. were "not anxious to assume leadership" yet unwilling 
"to relinquish it". Wrong to Skelton. 17 November 1937, RG25. G-1, vol. 1753, file 1104. 
"' Dandurand to King. 10 November 1937. RG25, DI, vol. 723. file 64. This gave new 
meaning to reports Davis was going to Brussels "with mind officiatly open". Toronto 
Globe & Mail. 23 October 1937. lust pt-ior to his departure, Davis had met at Hyde Park 
with Roosevelt who. in general terrns. had warned hirn against sanctions and offered 
vague suggestions on aiding China and ostracizing Japan. Borg, 406-8. 
1% Some papers cited unofficial reports that Hitler might mediate the dispute. 
Winnipeg Free Press, 5 November 1937. 
I w DEA memorandum by J.S. hIacDonald. "Canadian Attitude on Sino-Japanese 
Conflict". undated, RG25. DI,  vol. 723, file 64. 



advised such talks be "entirely informal", much like Dandurand's discussions with other 

drlegations. Annoyed he  had not been consulied, King reminded Dandurand that past reports had 

created "misunderstandings regarding meetings of this character". Canada did not join the 

cornmittee formed to draw up an invitation to Japan, prefemng to watch events at Brussels from 

the sidelines. Meanwhile. King sent copies of his 'Prince of Peace' message to Roosevelt and Hull, 

Amour noting he was clearly "in a troubled strite of mind over ... the eventual repercussions of the 

Sino-Japanese c~nf l i c t . "~ '  

Japan's refusal arrived at Brussels on 12 November. its intransigence strengthened by the 

fa11 of Shanghai only three days before. Amidst fears the Japanese victory would prompt 

offensives asainst Nanking and even Soviet Russia. press reports claimed the delegates were now 

"at sea". Dandurand reported the Japanese note had ended the "possibility of mediation" and he 

had publicly opposed "a dilatory move" by ltaly to send a further message to Japan for 

clarification." According to Wrong, the goal became one of establishing "as good a record as 

possible" and prevrnting the matter from k i n g  sent back to Geneva." Unwilling to adopt a 

resolution restraining Japan or providing aid to China. the delegates drafted a general declaration 

of principle later that day. Critical of Japan's "persistent refusal" of mediation and its preference 

for direct negotiations with China, the statement claimed the conflict affected not only lapan and 

China but "the materia1 interests of nearly al1 nations". Japan's intervention had "no warrant in 

Iaw" and direct negotiations were unlikely to resuIt in a ''just and durable settlement". The 

declaration called for an immediate ceasefire. claiming China would abide by this. and urged 

-W Dandurand to King, 29 October 1937: Christie memorandum to King, 29 October 
1937, RG25. G-1. vol. 1752, file 804. King to Dandurand, 1 November 1937; SSEA to 
Dandurand. 4 Novernber 1937. Dandurand soon dismissed as "untrue" reports that 
Britain had spoken for the entire Commonwealth. Dandurand to SSEA. 4 November 
1937. RG25. G-1. vol. 1753. file 804. 
31 I King to Hull. 1 November: Armour to State Department. 5 November 1937, quoted 
i n  Johnson, 102. 
202 Eden thanked him for his intervention to "ward off the Italian rnovement". He 
also appreciated Dandurand's comments regarding American aversion "to anything 
bespeaking sanctions", a view confirmed by the British ambassador in Washington. 
Dandurand to King, 19 November 1937, RG25. D l ,  vol. 723, file 64. 
5)' Winnipeg Free Press, 10 November 1937. Dandurand to SSEA, 12 November 1937; 
Wrong to Skelton, 17 November 1937, RG25, G-1, vol. 1753, file 804. 



delegates to "consider what is to be their common attitude" on the matter. The declaration was 

passed on 15 November, Canada supporting it because. as Dandurand realized. there was "nothing 

behind it".lY While its three sponsors - Bntain. the United States and France - met to  consider the 

next step. the delegates adjourned until 22 November to confer with their respective 

governments. 115 

To avoid returning the matter to the League where China might invoke sanctions 

provisions, Dandurand recommended three courses of action. Upon reconvening, the Brussels 

delqates  could denounce Japan's "intransigeant attitude" toward the Nine Power pact. a likely 

outcome in any case. Secondly, Canada could consider "syrnpathetically" any American proposals 

which "would certainly not amount to sanctions". Lastly, the conference could be adjourned 

" inde finit el y" by authorizing the United States and Bntain to continue consultations toward a 

settlernent "through diplomatic channels". Dandurand had discussed this last option with British 

delegates, although his meeting with officials in Paris indicated France intended to be ir,cluded in 

such parleys.Db With regard to American initiatives. Davis had gone as far as suggesting non- 

recognition and refusal of loans and credit to Japan, Hull having mentioned similar measures to 

King during his Ottawa visit. Dandurand suspected Davis had "something up his sleeve", though 

further conversations with the American delegate led hirn to wonder if "we were not being led into 

a blind alley". Wrong claimed there was " M e  h m "  in non-recognition ("since we are ail 

committed to it") but admitted his long-standing belief that the most Davis had up his sleeve "was 

:O$ Wrong agreed the dechration "commits n o  one to anything in the way o f  action". 
Wrong to Skelton. 17 November 1937. RG25. G-1, vol. 1753, file 804. Italy voted against 
i t  while the Scandinavians abstained, despite their agreement in principle. 
Dandurand to SSEA. 15 November 1937. RG25, G-1, vol. 1753, file 804. 
-m King had advised that "an adequate adjournment" was necessary to consider any 
formal declaration. SSEA to Dandurand, 13 November 1937, RG25, G-1. vol. 1753, file 
803. 
m Dandurand to  King. 10 November 1937; Dandurand to Eden, 18 November 1937; 
Dandurand to Tessan, 18 November 1937. RG25, D l .  vol. 723, file 64. 



a deuce". He preferred Dandurand's third option, despite the prevailing view that the matter would 

Il m go back to Geneva "before long, whatever happens at Brussels . 

King again entrusted Christie with the drafting of a response and instructed Lapointe to 

chair a cabinet meeting on the matter on 16 November. He called particular attention to 

Dandurand's intervention in opposing Italy's attempt to delay the conference and the Scandinavian 

a b ~ t e n t i o n . ~  Perturbed by the lack of communication from Brussels. he was unsure of what 

recent American suggestions entailed and was sufficiently concerned by the question to cancel his 

travel  plan^.^ He was soon reassured by Christie's draft. which set out Canada's position " v e ~  

clearly". and was reiieved when it was "unanimously approved" by cabinet and sent two days later. 

Al1 agreed Dandurand's third option should be pursued since it would enable the powers "whose 

interests are predominantly engaged" to deal with matters without "the complications and 

rnisunderstandings" of multilateral talks. The "reinjection" of the Far Eastern Advisory Cornmittee 

into the situation was not considered "helpful" nor was there any "practical usefulness" in repeated 

denunciations. With regard to actions against Japan, Dandurand was reminded sanctions required 

parliamentary approval. involved military pledges and were outside the jurisdiction of the 

con ference. Such pressure wouid constitute "a new and very far reaching commitment" not 

included in the original Nine Power treaty. Of course, any American proposals would be 

"sympathetically considered". King having conceded that if minor actions were taken against 

Japan. Canada would "have to do the same". PrivateIy, he felt Japan "should be cut off credits & 

ail forms of Military assistance", though the question of regular trade was "another matter". 

'O7 Dandurand to King, I O  Novernber 1937, RG25. DI,  vol. 723. file 63. Dandurand to 
SSEA. 15 Novernber 1937: Wrong to Skelton. 17 Novernber 1937. RGZ,  G-1. vol. 1753, 
file 804. 
-31s Supposing such matters "annoying" to King, Christie personally found Dandurand 
"unnecessarily forthcoming - perhaps [due to] the French influence" and he "envied 
the Scandinavians' position!". Christie to Skelton, 21 November 1937. RG25, DI,  vol. 
723. file 61. 
-m Christie claimed only "7 or 8 brief messages" had corne from Brussels. London 
providing no information due to separate Canadian representation at the talks. He 
candidly adrnitted to Skelton that he would "hate to see our files exposed to show just 
how little officially we've had to go on." Christie to Skelton, 21 Novernber 1937, RG25, 
D l .  vol. 723. file 64. 



According to Christie, much depended on how loans were refused. whether through "informal tips 

to banks" or more formal "collective agreement and prohibitive legislation." Both men were wary 

of moving ahead of Britain and the United States on this. despite domestic agitation. As they 

advised Dandurand. any initiative would have to corne from "the leading Powers" since they 

"wouId chiefly suffer or benefit from the outcome of inter~ention"."~ 

Ottawa's decision to let the great powers determine the outcome of the Brussels conference 

coincided with the high point of the domestic boycott campaign. As one papa  noted. what to do 

about Japnnese agression had become "the major international question at 0ttawaW."l With 

sanctions increasingly unlikely. pressure grew for a boycott against Japanese goods, though many 

groups continued to advocate an amis embargo. Usually locally-based, boycott agitation targeted 

Christmas sales of Japanese toys. oranges and especially silk stockings."' It often included 

sensational claims. According to a Vancouver group. each purchase of a Japanese stocking 

provided four rounds of machine-gun fire for Tokyo's war machine. Consumers held "the power 

for perice" in their purses. a fact which had led Japan to spend S750.000 to discredit the campaign 

in Nonh America. Canadians were also wamed of Japanese "subterfuges and deceptions" in 

labeling goods made in "Sweden", "USA" and other cleverly named places in ~ a ~ a n . " '  Such 

hyperbole also characterized calls for an embargo against metals and even lumber exports to Japan. 

According to a Trades and Labor Council representative. one Canadian spnice tree contained 

enough sulfide explosives "to bomb an entire city"."' Prompted by New Zealand's imposition of 

an embargo. the LNSC, CLPD. the Women's International League for Peace and Freedom. the 

:IO King diary. 14 and 18 November 1936. Christie to Skelton. 21 November 1937. 

RG25. Dl.  vol. 723. file 64. SSEA to Dandurand, 18 November 1937. RG25. G-1, vol. 1753. 
file 804. 
"' Regina Star ,  16 October 1937. "' one rrprrsentative of the League of Nations Society claimed that. so far in 1937. 
Canadians had bought over 50.6 M worth of Japanese silk products (includinp those 
made of artificial silk). the largest single item in total imports from Japan valued at 
$4.8 M. Toronto Srar, 23 October 1937. 
-13 A.M. Stephen. "War in China ... What it Means to Canada", pamphlet issued by the 
China Aïd Council and the National Salvation League. Vancouver, B.C., undated, in 
scrapbook. box 2. A. M. Stephen papers, (University of British Columbia, Special 
Collections).  
''" Toronto Star. 23 October 1937. 



Youth Council. various trade organizations and the Fellowship for a Christian Social Order called 

for joint action to make such a boycott effective. 

Support for a boycott was most pronounced in Western Canada. City councils in Winnipeg 

and Regina organized local boycotts. no doubt assisted by depictions in the Free Press of 

Japanese atrocities in China. Dafoe's paper remained resolutely pro-sanctionist. featuring full-page 

micles on the horrors of the Far Eastern war, notably first-hand accounts of the "strearns of blood" 

in Shanghai and early reports of Japan's use of poison gas in North china. "5  Demands by a local 

alderman that municipal offices immediately stop buy ing Japanese goods led one hydro-electric 

office to deny it carried Japanese light bulbs. In Vancouver. 26 demonstrators were arrested on 17 

November for picketing a Canadian Pacific wharf to protest the landing of Japanese oranges and 

other goods."6 o n  the previous day. members of the Vancouver District Trades and Labour 

Council endorsed an embargo motion by the East Burnaby Liberal Association, heard from 

delegates to a CLPD meeting and set up study groups on unions and war shipments to Japan and 

other "Fascist c~untr ies" .~"  Popular sentiment was particularly important in Victoria. where 

federal politicians eyed a closely contested by-election. According to Ian Mackenzie. the Liberals 

faced criticism over the poor state of defences and "our having stopped exports of munitions ... to 

Spain, but not to Japan." Japanese penetration of the forestry and fishery sectors also became an 

issue after a provincial minister threatened to expose prominent Vancouver businessmen backing 

Japanese interests."' In the throes of the campaign. W.R. Motherwell urged King to improve his 

party's standing by adopting measures similar to the "little practical gesture ... New Zealand has 

given.""g King believed such action would "embarrass the situation" at Brussels regarding 

"' Winnipeg Free Press, 20 and 23 October 1937. 
'16 Winnipeg Free Press. 2. 3 and 19 November 1937. 
l 7  Minutes for 16 November 1937. Vancouver District Trades and Labour Council, 
VDTLC papers, (University of British Columbia, Special Collections). 
xs Financial Post. 20 November 1937. The paper claimed Vancouver and other B.C. 
ports could benefit from the diversion of Japanese trade away from American ports. 
where fishermen's unions began a boycott on 15 November, "unless Crinadian 
fishermen and longshoremen's unions took similar action." ib id .  
21q While realizing such action would entai1 "more sacrifice in trade ... than to Our 
sister Dominion". Motherwell claimed it would make "a much more accessible and 



mediation. differing from the Spanish case where a non-intervention cornmittee had been formed- 

Although he feared CCF inroads, King hoped voters would approve of the recently concluded 

trade agreement with the United  tat tes.^ In the end. the Liberals carrïed the riding by a majority 

of 1800 votes. 

Chinese patriotic societies, the most active proponents of a boycott, became highly 

organized during Canada's involvement at Bmssels. Shopkeepers in Chinatowns from Vancouver 

to Montreal declared a complete boycott on Japanese goods in late October, prominently 

displaying signs to this effect in their front windows. While some efforts were coordinated with 

the LNSC and CLPD. most originated with Chinese groups themselves, providing many with a 

formative experience in political leadership. In Vancouver, Foon Sien Wong, Dominion secretary 

of the Chinese Benevolent Society and chair of the National Salvation League. called on local 

trade unions to stop loading lead, scrap iron and lumber "to feed the Japanese military machine". 

After setting up the China Aid Council with A.M. Stephen, he announced merchants violating the 

boycott would be subject to fines ranging from $5 to $5000, according to the weaIth of the 

individual and seriousness of the infringement."' In Winnipeg. the ami-communist Chee Kung 

Tong (Chinese Freemasons) held a nationai conference on 20 October to raise money for Nanking 

to be spent on relief and armaments. Traditionally opposed to the Chinese Nationalist League, the 
m 

Tong favoured a complete union of al1 Chinese-Canadians against Japan.- The Chinese Patriotic 

League claimed Chinese groups had overcome their ideological differences in forming "a united 

front against the common enemy". Its full-page notice in the Remembrance Day issue of the Free 

covetous prize for our ever ambitious and nimble climbing Japs to  strive after." 
Motherwell to King,  20 November 1937, RG25. G-1, vol .  1843, file 692. 
LW King diary. 18 November 1937, 
2 I Wong claimed the fine extended to the children and even grandchildren o f  such 
violators. Luhour Advocate, 8 October 1937, in box 3, F.S. Wong papers, (University o f  
Bri t i sh  Columbia, Special Collections). 
-7- - The secretary of  the organization claimed "every member o f  the Chee Kung Tong, 
from coast to coast, will go so far a s  to mortgage every piece o f  property he or she 
holds to assist in the defence of the home land." Free Press, 22 October 1937. 



Press depicted atrocities at Shanghai. asking readers if this was "the 'Peace' They Died For"." 

Across Canada, such groups had raised S 180,000 in aid to China by early ~ovember." 

The boycott. though unofficial, was effective in some quarters. The Japanese Merchants' 

Association and the Japanese Canadian Association admitted there had been "a noticeable decline" 

in purchases of Japanese goods in Vancouver. especially by wornen. Often "unable to distinguish 

Japanese from Chinese stores". such customers, upon learning a shop was Japanese, would "walk 

out. usually after telling what they think of Japanese military policy". One Syrian-owned shop in 

the city reported a faIl in sales due to the mistaken beiief it was finmced by Japanese interests. 

After the boycott put several Japanese stores out of business, local Japanese groups responded with 

counter-propaganda. The Japanese Canadian Association distributed pamphlets giving "the 

Japanese version of the trouble in the Orient" and hired an advertising agency to correct public 

rni~conce~tions. Y In Central Canada, a Japanese-Canadian. H.K. Akamatsu. submitted letters to 

various newspapers. claiming Japan might "abandon the Canadian market altogether" and impose 

an embargo of its own if the boycott reached "serious  proportion^".^ In Ottawa, S. Kanaya. 

attaché at the Japanese legation, requested air time from a local radio station to broadcast his 

country's perspective. After he refused to divulge the content of his intended remarks, the request 

was fonvarded to the CBC and then Extemal, where it was promptly rejected." Wong and other 

Chinese leaders denounced such attempts to distort "Japan's mthless m a s  murders". As Y.C. 

Leonz. former president of the Chinese Benevolent Association. told a group of Vancouver 

busincssmen: "The reaction of the Canadian public is exactly this: either the Japanese have no 

- 3  < - The notice included the infamous Life photograph of a crying baby and called for 
a "boycott against Japanese fascism and paganism". Free P r e s s ,  1 I November 1937. 

This compared to S400.000 from Chinese-Americans. S 150.000 from Chinese in 
South America and S120.000 from those living in  Hawaii. Free Press ,  2 November 1937. 

Firlancial Posr.  6 November 1937. 
Financial Pos t .  13 November 1937. 
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sense of remorse at wrong-doing, or their rnentality is perverted by samurai-complexed 

propaganda." 

Canadian churches remained cautious in responding to Japanese aggression. Due to the 

vulnerability of missions in China and conflicting sympathies of those retuming from Japan. the 

United Church continued to resist pressure from regional presbyteries for a boycott and embargo. 

The Ne'erv Oidook took great interest in the Brussels meeting. its 'League correspondent' reponing 

on events there. It soon concluded that, although the nations felt "hostile to Japan" and "very sorry 

for China". they would "let her sink just the same." 'g By late October. one contributor proposed 

that. rather than ignore the conflict or impose a boycott, it would be more effective to increase 

"mightily our missionary effort" to teach the Orient "the utter futility of war."Ia On 2 November. 

as Japanese troops advanced toward its mission in North Honan, a sub-committee of its General 

Council met to formulate church policy o n  the question. While condernning war and "al1 military 

practices.. . directed against non-combatants". the body was vague on practical action. It decided 

an embargo and boycott were matters for Ottawa to consider. though it would support "any 

organized international plan which will vindicate the principtes of law and order ... even if such 

action calls for great sacrifice on the part of our people.""' 

Other Christian groups, notably Canadian Anglicans. continued to exercise reserve. While 

urging "al1 loyal Churchmen" to enroll in the League of Nations Society. the Canadian Chrchman 

noted that Japan would not be deterred if women "stopped wearing silk stockings"." Meanwhile, 

Bishop Tsrn completed his Canadian tour. telling churches and Chinese groups in Winnipeg he 

had "no hatred" for the Japanese people but believed China would "fight to the last man" in 

""e~. Herald. 18 November 1937, in box 3, F.S. Wong papers. (University of British 
Columbia. Special Collections). 
2) Initially inspired by the Chicago speech. its editor soon claimed the Americans 
were unlikely to do anything "of any effective character" and the prospects o f  the 
Brussels talks were "scarcely brighter." New Ourlook. 22 October 1937. 
"O E.J.T., "What Shall We Do About Japan?" in Nerc. Orrtlook. 29 October 1937. 
21 I Rev. Gordon A. Sisco, General Council Secretary, United Church o f  Canada, to King, 
5 November 1937, RG25, G-1, voi. 1843, file 692. 
21-11 Its editor concluded: "It is a pretty pass when nations disregard a Covenant that 
would be scandalous in a private individual." Canadian Churclzrnan. 1 1 November 
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resisting the invader. He reminded embargo advocates they would have to bear the necessary costs 

of such action "whatever those costs might be." In Toronto, another Anglican clergyman, 

Archdeacon F.G. Scott made national headlines by claiming that West Coast villages were infested 

with Japanese spies and naval officers disguised as fisherrnen. Although a Japanese military 

attaché dismissed the charge as "utterly groundless and malicious", Ottawa claimed it would 

investigate the allegatior~.~' Central Canadian Baptists. meeting at a Toronto convention in late 

October. called on Canada and Britain to take the iead in mobilizing "the sympathy and powers of 

al1 free peoples in China's defense." Their Roman Catholic brethren. on the other hand. adopted a 

strongly anti-communist tone. confirmed by recent Vatican instructions to missionaries "to wage 

relentless combat against Communism" in China and elsewhere? On the opposite end of the 

political spectmm. left-wing Christian groups. notably the Student Christian Movement. endorsed 

an arms embargo in preparation for its national conference to be held at Winnipeg in Iate 

~ecember."' 

The LNSC, by fat- the largest organization in favour of action against Japan. similarly faced 

intemal divisions. While sympathizers of the CLPD position called for an arms embargo, veterans 

and other more conservative members encouraged a private boycott, persuaded by King's secretary 

not to jeopardize Canada's position at Brussels. Within hours of meeting with Pickering on 16 

October. Legion leaders and R.B. Inch, national secretary, joined representatives of four other 

national organizations at a meeting of the society's Steering Committee. A left-right split emerged 

among the Dominion command of the Canadian Legion, the Canadian Teachers' Federation, the 

-. Winnipeg Free Press. 18 and 19 November 1937: Vancouver Sun.  17 November 
1937. For more on the sensation caused by Scott's remarks. see Patricia E. Roy. 
"Educating the 'East': British Columbia and the Oriental Question in the Interwar 
Years". BC St~tdies . no. 18. (Summer 1973): 63-64. 
zu See comments of Archbishop Celso Costantini, Secretary of the Congregation for 
the Propagation of the Faith. cited in the Toronto Globe and Mail, 22 October 1937. The 
statement followed erroneous reports that the Holy See had condoned Japanese 
actions in China as part of Pope Pius' "increasingly militant campaign against 
BoIshevisrn". Montreal Gazerre, 15 October 1937; Victoria Dai- Times, 16 October 1937. 
' - i5 Toronto Globe and Mail. 22 October 1937; Minutes for 24 November 1937, Executive 
Committee, Student Christian Movement, box 6 ,  file 154. SCM papers, (United Church 
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Council for Social Service of the Church of England in Canada, the National Council of Women 

and the Trades and Labour Congress of Canada. A compromise resolution was drafted urging 

Canada to endorse effective action against Japan, pending the failure of conciliation at Brussels 

and Amencan and League readiness "to do the same in sufficient numbersW.= Unbeknownst to 

King. the statement also mentioned economic sanctions, the withdrawal of diplomatic 

representatives from Japan and material assistance to China, In defending this stance. Inch 

appealed to the "widespread evidence" that many were boycotting Japanese goods due to "the 

failure of governments to honor effectively their obligations". Clarifying the LNSC position. he 

deemed such individual and unofficial action an "inadequate substitute" for "collective 

governmental m e a ~ u r e s " . ~  The proposal was sent to ail 36 national member bodies of the LNSC 

in preparation for a special session in Ottawa of its national executive committee on 6 November. 

Clearly Inch could not ignore the more strident voices within the LNSC calling for decisive 

action from Ottawa. By canvassing member organizations and convening the executive 

committee. he hoped to reach a consensus on matters "of great importance on the current 

international situation." Moreover, he invited to the meeting Viscount Cecil. intemationdly the 

most outspoken defender of collective security and critic of Japanese aggression. Shortly before 

being awarded the Nobel peace pnze, Cecil agreed to attend the session on his way to the United 

States to meet with Roosevelt and address the National Peace Conference. The presence in 

Ottawa of such a prominent peace activist, Inch betieved, surely "wilf make the meeting of the 

greatest importance".13* The meeting, however, fell short of his expectations. After considering 

Cecil's survey of the British peace campaign and vague projects of internatiocal coordination of 

such efforts, the members agreed only to a nation-wide boycott of Japanese goods. Attempting to 

maintain their resolve. they called on Ottawa to submit an "annual report" on its progress regarding 

-6 Ccinndinn Chrrrckman. 28 October 1937. - -- -* i He viewed the boycott as "the only way at their disposal" to discharge obligations 
which "they, as well as the government, owe  to China and the world community." 
Winnipeg Free Press. 18 October 1937. 
-".B. Inch to N.A.M. Mackenzie, 9 October 1937, in box 182, League of Nations 
Society series. file 1/5, N.A.-M. Mackenzie papers, (University of British Columbia, 
Speciril Collections). 



collective security and prepared to mobilize public opinion during the upcoming week dedicated to 

world 

Cecil's most public appearance dunng his bnef visit to Canada caused some pacifists to 

take heart, On 8 November. he opened "peace action week" by addressing a rnass rally at 

Convocation Hall at the University of Toronto sponsored by the Toronto Peace Federation and the 

World Alliance for International Friendship through the Churches. Seated around the elder British 

statesman on the dais were some of Ontario's "most distinguished citizenà", including Newton 

Rowell. Canon H.J. Cody, Sir Robert Falconer and the chair of the gathering. Lieutenant-Governor 

Herbert Bruce. In his keynote address. broadcast across the Dominion, Cecil urged a boycott 

against goods from Japan "as the logical way" to stop its slaughter of innocent civilians in China. 

Lamenting war in the Orient and Spain. he claimed collective security through the League. rather 

than non-intervention. would prevent the triumph of "violence and injustices in international 

affairs." Canada could help end Western complicity with Japanese aggression and wean Tokyo 

from the "suicida1 folly" of war by imposing an embargo on oil. rubber and iron exports and a 

boycott on Japanese s i ~ k . ' ~  While the Winnipeg Free Press appiauded Cecil's "plea for peace". 

the business press criticized his revival of "the Japanese boycott bogey". According to the 

Fi~lcirzcic~l P m .  such "concerted action" was "a thousand miles removed" from present realities and 

was unnecessary. as "tens of thousands" in Canada and elsewhere were already registering "their 

personal protest" through the boycott. It claimed there was "no general support" for official 

economic sanctions and warned such measures "might easily invoke a world conflict" which 

Canada and the great powers sought to avoid."' 

As he considered Canada's role at Brussels. King was preoccupied by the pacifist 

challenge. While urging peace societies to await the results of the conference, he realized the 

limits of creative procrastination. The tactic became increasingly hollow as failure at Bmssels 

Y' Free Press. 5 November 1937. Christie was unimpressed by the "Report stunt" and 
believed Parliament would not take i t  seriousfy. Christie to SkeIton. 21 November 
1937. RG25. D l .  vol. 723, file 64. 
'JO Toronto Globe and Mail, 9 November 1937; Toronto Star. 9 November 1937. 
"' Winnipeg Free Press, 10 November 1937; Financial Post. 13 November 1937. 



appeared likely. Yet on several occasions, he chose not to remain aloof from the fray. considering 

himself a pacifist in the truest sense." At Pickering's insistence, he  declined invitations to speak 

to the CIIA in Montreal and the York Club in Toronto but changed his mind a t  the 1 s t  minute. 

feeling it necessary as prime minister to make "both my presence and my voice felt on the 

questions of the day." In Montreal. his criticism of sanctions advocates unwittingly leading 

Canada into war was perceived as a thinly veiled attack on Dafoe. His "Prince of Peace" speech at 

Toronto. despite its lacklustre appeal, was intended to counter the "propaganda of the League of 

Nations Society..,seeking to focus up opinion in favour of sanctions". Though he dreaded the 

pronouncement. King hoped to provide "leadership to the Christian forces in the country away 

from that kind of thing." During Hull's visit to Ottawa, King left his officia1 schedule to meet with 

veteran China missionary. John Mott. in town to address a peace rally. In their bief conversation 

at the Chateau Laurier, he persuaded him that sanctions were untimely since the world was on the 

bnnk of war and "nothing should be done ... which would negate any attempt a t  successful 

rnediation" at ~ r u s s e l s . ' ~ ~  In adapting his York Club comments to a radio address entitled 

"International FeIIowship and Peace", King distinguished his own brand of pacifism from that of 

the boycott and embargo agitators: 

I find it very difficult. in [the] existing world situation. to sound the note that will heIp 
the world. Only by taking the long view as against the short one which is the right 
way to proceed, can it be hoped ultimately to make the right view prevail, I am trying 
to apply Christian teachings to a world situation that represents more in the  way of 
force than the world has hitheno k n ~ w n . ' ~  

If he condemned such activists as naive, he looked upon the "Siftonian" breed of sanctions 

advocates with utter contempt. Clifford Sifton, the son of Laurier's energetic Minister of the 

241 As one historian of interwar pacifisrn has noted. King "was well-acquriinted with 
t he  beliefs of the non-interventionists who moved in the academic circles of English 
Canada. and with the intensity with which they held those beliefs .... It  woutd have 
been quite unlike the cagey politician to underestimate the depth of such feeling 
among English Canadians or dismiss i t  out of hand. After all, Mackenzie King himself 
was known to express non-interventionist sentiments occasionally!" Lenarcic, 298. 

King diary. 19. 20 and 22 October 1937. 
TU King diary, 5 November 1937. 



Interior. had been asked to chair the LNSC executive committee in ~ep te rnber . '~  Considered a 

high-profile sanctionist, he approached the heads of major banks. bondholding and mortgage 

companies in late October with "a business proposition". As Dafoe explained in an editorial 

endorsing the scheme. Sifton urged the captains of "industry and finance" to provide "large sums" 

for a sanctions campaign to prevent a war darnaging to their economic interests? Deeply upset 

by the plan, King met with the "young Sifton" on 28 October. To his horror. Sifton claimed he had 

secured significant aid from insurance and mortgage companies and erroneously assumed the 

Finance Minister endorsed his plan. King suspected Sifton's motives. attributing the strategy to his 

own "very large reserve of securities" and his "purely merciless mechanistic view of life". Like his 

brash father. he had made money "his God" and appealed to collective security to protect business 

interests. In defending his government's record at Geneva. King exptained that the League 

"without universal membership ... could not effect such a thing as real collective security." He 

could neither endorse sanctions "without knowing what other nations were prepared to do" nor 

"turn over the control of her future to a European political machine ... [or] International War 

Office." It would be "folly" to lead "an attack against Japan" when the British and Americans 

retùsed to follow suit. Deciding against lunching with Sifton. he immediately instructed Dunning 

and Lapointe to inform al1 concerned that he "did not view with favour" corporate aid for "the 

propasanda Sifton has in mind."l" Equally outraged by Dafoe's manipulation of public opinion. 

King was convinced his meeting with Sifton provided "al1 1 needed in the way of  light of what Iay 

behind the League of Nations movement." Realizing "the mischief' that both Dafoe and the LNSC 

could work "on the whole country". he found it ironic that "the peace organizations should be ... 

215 Inch clairned i t  was "extremely important to have some man at the head of the 
Executive who will publiciy stand up for us. .. Sifton seems to be the best person for 
this." R.B.  Inch to N A M .  Mackenzie. 3 September 1937, in box 182, League of  Nations 
Society series. file 1/5. N.A.M. Mackenzie papers. (University of  British Columbia. 
Special Col lect ions) .  
'a Winnipeg Free Press. 21 October 1937. 
247 He asked Lapointe to speak with Senator Cairine Wilson - Dunning and Finlayson 
to see other prominent supporters o f  the LNSC - and decided to speak with its 
president. H.M. Tory, personally about Sifton's scheme. King diary, 28 October 1937. 



advocating policies which wouId lead to war." In his self-styled role as international statesman 

and pacifist. his restraint of such groups s tmck him as similarly incongruous: 

Particularly trying was the job of dealing with the Peace Movement. It is alrnost 
ludicrous that. of al1 men on earth, I should be the one  to have had difficulty with the 
advocates of any Peace Movement. L M ~  life has k e n  devoted to the  study of that 
problem, and the avoidance of strife both industrial and international, and I am being 
made the target o f  the attacks of Peace Societies. Such is life! An organized attack at 
that. The day has k e n  a battle throuehout with the power of money and the power of 
the press.'# 

With the delegates assembled at Bmssels. it soon becarne apparent the great powers would 

not resort to sanctions. Cecil admitted as much to King over tea at Laurier House. Responding to 

King's d a i m  Ottawa would not endorse sanctions, he argued it would be "veritable madness" for 

the empire and Canada t o  adopt such m e s u r e s  without an American lead. If Washington failed to 

rise to the occasion. Cecil favoured "showing up the Americans" by deciaring Britain's willingness 

to folIow such an initiative. King was more cautious in his belief that Roosevelt and Hull "wanted 

to go as far as they could" but would not take any step resulting in a possible war. Gratified by the 

"honour" of the short visit. he was "impressed" by the "vitality and power" of the 73 year old peace 

activist.'* Cecil's opinion of King was less complimentary. believing him to be "much infected 

with ... the dangerous views of the British G ~ v e r n m e n t . " ~  King increasingly tired of the peace 

movement. He attended a LNSC meeting on 9 November but was too fatigued to speak. slightly 

embarrxssed that "those present were expecting something." More and more, their approach 

seemed "to lack touch with reality."3' Christie was more critical of their efforts. condemning "the 

littic junta" running the League of Nations Society and their tendency "to think they are 

~arliament". S kelton's absence only worsened King's fatigue. prompting Lapointe to suggest he 

take a vacation. He found the "honours [and] decorations" of Remembrance Day tedious, claiming 

King dirtry. 29 October 1937. 
24') King diary. 6 November 1937. 
:w Cecil believed the "very successful meetings" at Ottawa and Toronto demonstrated 
that "Canadian inierest ir; the League and International Affairs was very much 
alive." Lord Robert Cecil, A Grear E-vperimenr: An Arrrobiography by Viscount Cecil. 
(London: Jonathan Cape, 1941). 297. 
L.. I King diary. 9 November 1937. -' Christie to Skelton. 21 November 1937. RG25, Dl .  vol. 723, file 64. 



it would have been more appropriate to have witnessed "cinema scenes of what  is happening in 

Spain and China. followed by silent prayers."m 

The most effective response to sanctions advocates , however. was the failure of the 

Brussels conference itself. When the meeting reconvened on 2 1 November. Dandurand felt 

"certain" Davis intended to make "no proposals whatever" for action against Japan or matenal aid 

to China. Wrong believed he had received "new instructions" to go  no further than "press for 

mediation and take a moral stand", in light of  public opinion and congressional refusal to amend 

the Neutrality Act. Even vague proposals of non-recognition. a freeze on loans to Japan and 

mediation through Anglo-American channels were abandoned to avoid the charge he was pulling 

"British chestnuts out of the fire." The second Brussels round was, in Wrong's view, "certainly 

unfortunate". Resigned to failure, Eden had retumed to London and was replaced by Cranborne. 

Disappointed by the lack of resolve, Koo repeated requests for material aid only  to be told 

"bluntly" by Davis that pressing such demands publicly o r  retuming the matter to Geneva made 

future American cooperation "more difficult". On 24 November. the delegates passed a final 

declaration. largely drafted by the American delegates, reiterating the Washington treaty principles 

of non-interference and conciliation and calling for the "prompt suspension of hostilities in the Far 

East". The "objective document", as Dandurand called it, ended with a motion to suspend the 

conference "temporarily" until its chair o r  any two members deemed its deliberations "be 

advantageously r e ~ u r n e d . " ~ ~  

The results of the conference were "virtually nil", in Wrong's view. the "big and noble 

words" of delegates producing only a "ridiculous mus". With an outcome "so completely 

-5: 
- -  King diary. 10 and 1 1 November 1937. 
3 4  Dandurand to SSEA. 21 November 1937; Wrong to Skelton, 29 November 1937. RG25, 
G-1. vol. 1753. file 804. 
-' Dandurand to SSEA. 22 November 1937, RG25. G-1. vol. 1753. file 804. Text of 
declaration i n  DEA memormdum by J.S. Macdonald. "Canadian Attitude on Sino- 
Japanese Conflict". undated, RG25, DI. vol. 723, file 64. Wrong dismissed the statement 
as "vsrbose. repetitious and vague", Wrong to Skelton, 29 November 1937. RG25, G-1. 
vol. 1753. file 804. Christie saw little reason to oppose it since, if other nations "must 
salve their consciences with these things. we'll probably have to ctimb on the 
wagon." Christie to Skelton, 21 November 1937, RG25. D l .  vol. 723, file 64. 



negative". Dandurand feared it would be difficult to refuse China's request to return the matter to 

the Advisory Committee at the League. While Chamberlain later attributed the failure to Japan's 

absence from the talks, both Canadian delegates pointed to American reluctance to apply the 

rhrtoric of the Chicago speech to practical measures." Critical of the American bluff at Bmssels. 

Dandurand had already sent a telegram to the LNSC. attributing responsibility for conflicts in 

Europe and Asia to "the U.S. failure to join the League." Christie considered the remarks 

"maladroit" and intended to take up the matter with King. Upon his arrivai at New York. 

Dandurand evaded questions frorn reporters on the failure at Brusseis. urging them "to let Mr. 

Davis do al1 the talking on that." King was shocked that Dandurand was "very bitter towara the 

United States". already concemed he had made "far too many suggestions" at the conference. 

Meeting with the Senator on 16 December, he urged "more caution in what he might say in that 

direction" since it was necessary to keep "the friendliest relations ... especially at the present time" 

between Canada. Britain and the United Statese3 

In formulating Canada's policy in the wake of the conference. Christie had practical and 

le@ objections to reconvening the Advisory Committee. Before the close of the Brussels talks. he 

had advised Dandurand to resist all attempts to retum the rnatter to Geneva. unable to see how this 

would help "further explorations ... or serve any other practical end." The Nine Powers, he 

contended, had no juridical mandate "to arrange matters concerning a League Cornmittee"- He 

also hoped Davis would "keep out al1 references" to the body. Dandurand's reply was hardly 

reasuring. however. Though none had favoured such a move (apan from the Chinese, Soviet and 

Mexican delegates), he claimed it might "be impossible to prevent it." British officiais had been 

unable to find any legal objection as the Advisory Committee report had provided for a meeting 

"in any case" within the month and the failure at Brussels made such a course likely. Moreover, 

Dandurand to SSEA. 21 Novernber 1937; Wrong to Skelton. 29 November 1937, RG25, 
G-1. vol.  1753, file 804. Chamberlain in British House of Commons. 21 December 1937. 
cited in Keenleyside memorandum. "British Statements on the Far Eastern War", 10 
February 1938. RG25, DI, vol. 723. file 64. 

Christie to Skelton, 21 November 1937, RG25. DI,  vol. 723. file 64. Monrreal Gazerie. 
7 December 1937. King diary, 16 December 1937. For Dandurand's account. see his 
confidential statement to SSEA. 15 December 1937, RG25, Dl ,  vol. 723,  file 64. 



China would feel obliged to press for it, ggien its "present desperate s t r a i t ~ " . ~  Dreading "another 

futile international meeting". Wrong reiayed the "gossip in Geneva" that the body rnight reconvene 

at the opening of the Council session on 17 ~anuary?  Christie viewed the prospect of another 

consultation on the Far East as "harmful or, at best, futile." It would present a "special 

disadvantage" to Canada since matters would return to "a European body" where the Amerîcans 

were not represented and European concerns rernained "uppermost". Fmstrated by the handling of 

the dispute at Geneva and Brussels, he saw in the episode everything that was wrong with the 

L e q ~ e . ~  King was similarly disillusioned by the exercise in futility, his fatigue now acute. 

After sending a copy of Irzd~tst~- and Hrcmani& to the Belgian king to thank him for hosting the 

conference. he left for Florida to recuperate. The prime minister, like the prospects for peace in 

the Far East. was in a state of e x h a ~ s t i o n . ~ '  

The first five months of the Far Eastern conflict provided a rude awakening for Canadians 

toward Japanese expansionism. Few could ignore the horrors in China which captured headlines 

across the Dominion. While it was impossible to justify Japanese aggression, agreement on an 

appropriate response to it remained elusive. The boycott and embargo carnpaigns - overlooked by 

most historians - were unmatched in their breadth and enthusiasm but resulted in failure. 

Consumer-led boycotts of Japanese siik stockings, china and oranges were unIikely to bring down 

' V S E A  to Dandurand. 22 November 1937; Dandurand to SSEA, 23 November 1937. 
RG25. G-1. voI. 1753. file 804. Christie to Skelton, 23 November 1937. RG25. D l .  vol. 723. 
file 64. --"' Wrong to Skelton. 29 Novernber 1937. RG25. G-1, vol. 1753, file 804. 
IM H e  c1airned the affair had provided "a good illustration of what Geneva has now 
orown into. The standing committees, the elaborate rules of procedure. the esoteric - 
technique of interpretation and manipulation. the devices like that of decisions based 
on silences. now present such a machine that, given a measure of ingenuity and 
persistence. one or two States c m  press the button and almost automatically a public 
international conference come forth, even though the general consensus may 
consider such â meeting not only useless but obstructive to other efforts being made 
to deal with the problem in question." Christie memorandum, IO December 1937. 
RG25. G-1. vol. 1753. fite 804. 
261 He attributed the fatigue to Skelton's absence from External, the worsening global 
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the militarists responsible for such atrocities and failed to win the support of business and most 

Canadians. An embargo and economic sanctions were unpopular since many felt Canada, as a 

minor power. could not take the initiative in advocating measures which might lead to war. 

Though their humanitarian sensibilities were outraged, few were willing to endorse practical 

rneasures to end Japanvs onslaught. As in the early 1930s. Canadians could not consider the Far 

Eastern situation without imposing their intemal divisions upon it. By the fall of 1937. differences 

over irnperialism had given way to a more acrimonious debate between Left and Right in Canada. 

The battle was pitched between the extreme arguments of Canadian complicity with an aggressor, 

on the one hand. and a rejection of any action jeopardizing increased trade with Japan, on the 

other. This ideological fault line revealed fissures within churches, interest groups and the peace 

movement itself. Undeterred by failure at Bmssels, peace societizs would continue their 

campaign. though such intemal divisions foreshadowed their imminent demise. 

Faced with a Iack of consensus in responding to Japanese aggression, the King government 

found fertile ground for its refusal to consider sanctions at Geneva and Brussels in the faIl of 1937. 

Domesticail y. Canadians were divided on the question. Diplomaticall y. as earlier works have 

notrd. Canada's two closest allies refused to consider such m e a ~ u r e s . ~  Although Britain and the 

United States largely defined Canada's scope of action. Ottawa's opposition to sanctions was not 

mere1y an attempt to keep hannony within the North Atlantic triangle. Nor was it due to 

complicity with either Japanese militarists or avaricious Canadian exporters, an argument which is 

tenuous at best. Rather. Canada opposed sanctions on principle. They were undesirable not 

simply because Britain and the United States opposed them but because they carried the possibility 

of bringing Canadians into a war they did not want. Christie adopted this position in his 

memoranda and instructions to Dandurand, strengthened by his contention the Washington treaty 

had provided for informal consultation not collective security. King's impressions revealed a 

262 As A.R.M. Lower concluded, Canada's relations with the other poles of the North 
Atlantic triangle made Ottawa's position "the only possible one for the Canadian 
Government to adopt". A.R.M. Lower, Canada and the Far East - 1940, (New York: IPR 
Publications Office. 1940), 3 1; See also C.J. Woodsworth, Canada a n d  the Orient: A Strrdy 
in Inrertzntional Relations, (Toronto: Macmillan. 194 1 ), 206. 



similar reluctance to commit Canada to measures which might lead to war and which, after dl. 

were the responsibility of the great powers. 

As few historians have noted. King did not consider the Far Eastern situation lightly. 

Fearful of imperial entanglements, he considered London's despatch prior to the Brussels 

conference the most important message to fa11 into his hands since Chanak. Domestic snares were 

equally harmful. If Britain threatened to pull Canada into a war, sanctions advocates attempted to 

push it into one. In this respect, King's stand on collective security stemmed from his self- 

perception as a pacifist- In his York Club speech and meetings with Sifton and Lord Cecil - to 

which he attached great importance - he outlined how opposition to sanctions was consistent with 

his desire for peace. As an idealist. the author of Ind~tsrry and Hrtrnanity understood the spint of 

pacifism inspiring the sanctionists. himself the product of similar religious and intellectual 

influences. As a political practitioner. however. King could not condone their strategy. He soon 

saw his role of "spiking the guns" of such agitators as central to his mission of preventing them 

from bringing about that which they sought to a v ~ i d . ~  Perhaps this was nothing more than King's 

justification of his own inaction and inherent distrust of collective security, though such 

speculation is best left to the adherents of "psychologica~ history". King's own rationalization 

aside. there was little doubt his self-styled roie of pacifist and world statesman influenced his 

response to calls for decisive action against Japan. 

This consideration of the domestic, external and perhaps idiosyncratic factors influencing 

Ottawa's opposition to sanctions has obvious implications for Canada's role in Pacific 

appeasement. As we have seen, Canada's position at Geneva and Brussels was not one of default 

or inaction but rather a deiiberate avoidance of such measures. To many, this amounted to a form 

of appeasement. Economic appeasement, after ail, was not an alien concept to King, aware of Lord 

Tweedsmuir's use of ihe terrn in preparation for the Brussels conference. On the other hand, 

business interests and other opponents of sanctions made the case that Canada, as a minor power, 

could do little to oppose Japanese expmsionism. As an histot-ian of British intewar foreign policy 

King diary, 21 October 1937. 



later observed. mere acquiescence to expansionism did not in itself constitute appeasementSs As 

the senior Dominion and important continental dly,  however, Canada could have influenced 

British and American policies at critical junctures. alkit indirectly. During his meetings with Hull 

and particularly his response to Chamberlain on 27 October. King could have expressed Canadian 

outrage at Japanese aggression and encouraged collective action against it. Joint action by the 

Anglo-American powers could have crippled Japan's war-making potential due to its economic 

reliance on this trade. While its influence in the Far East was minimal. Canada could have made 

some impact on decision-rnakers in London and Washington. Yer. as this analysis has shown, 

action dong these lines would have been inconsistent with Anglo-American policies, dornestic 

divisions on this issue and Canadian interests as they were seen at the time. As the prime minister 

frequently noted. the nations were poised on the brink of a global conflict and nothing should be 

done which might hasten this end. In steenng a middle course, King, the liberal and pacifist, had 

awoken to a new world. 

Lee. vi-vii. 



Cha~ter Five 
The Japanese Problem 

By late 1937. Canadians saw little hope for peace in the Far East. To some, the fa11 of 

Shanghai in early November marked the "beginning of the end" for the Chinese resistance with 

nothing to prevent the "immediate occupation of Nanking". To others, Japan's advance was the 

next stage in its manifest destiny of "complete domination of eastern Asia". Multilateralism had 

failed to restrain Japan or bring the undeclared war to an end. Effective action at Geneva and 

Brussels had k e n  hampered by Japan's refusal to attend and Angto-American unwillingness to 

consider sanctions. According to one commentator, the "mute. inglorious end" of the Brussels 

conference represented "the most ignominious of the many efforts of the post-war world to Save 

itself by the conference rnethod."' As the international phase of the conflict came to an end. King 

and others wary of collective security breathed a sigh of relief while sanctionists were left with a 

srnse of frustration. It would not be long before the lessons learned at Brussels regarding 

sanctions would be applied to the worsening situation in Europe. 

As in 1933, the failure of multilateralism in the Far East caused Canadians involved in the 

region to focus inwards. From the fa11 of Nanking to the outbreak of war in Europe. the Japanese 

problem wouId have distinctly domestic overtones. Reaction to Japanese aggression would be 

based Iess on ideological factors and more on its direct impact on Canadian interests. At External 

Affairs. British and increasingly Amencan policies remained the primary determinant in 

responding to the Far Eastern hostilities. Japanese successes in central and southern China led 

military planners to tum their attention again to the lamentable state of Pacific defences, though 

this was soon eclipsed by more immediate worries in Europe. Attacks on foreign operations in 

China prompted Canadian churches to fear for the safety of their missionaries in the field. Peace 

societies. undeterred by failure at Brussels, continued the boycott and embargo campaign, 

' Neit- Oidook. 26 November and 3 December 1937. Sarurday Nighr claimed Japan's 
actions in  China might result in  "a new political arrangement of the entire world". 
Snrirrdny hriglzr. 18 December 1937. 



addressing their pleas to the federal Parliament due to open early in the new year. The domestic 

side of the Japanese problem was most apparent in British Columbia where growing fears of a 

Pacific war prompted local politicians to demand restrictions from Ottawa on the ownership of 

natural resources. immigration from Japan and the activities of Japanese-Canadians. In response, 

the King government displayed an overall reluctance to deviate from non-intervention in Far 

Eastern matters. 

As expected, Japanese forces lost little time in reaching Nanking. Anticipatint their 

arrivai. Chiang had fled to Hankow in late November with his best units. establishing a tempowy 

capital at Chungking, deep within the Chinese interior.' On 12 December, Japanese troops under 

General Matsui Iwane entered the city and began a slaughter of horrific proportions. According to 

foreign observers. approximately 20,000 women were raped and at least 40,000 Chinese killed 

over the next six ~ e e k s . ~  ~ h e i r  reports were chilling. Thousands of civilians were bayonetted, 

buried dive or dumped in the Yangtze. Tens of thousands sought refuge in the International 

Safety Zone set up by the twenty-seven foreigners remaining in the city. Rumours circuiated that 

the killing had been officially sanctioned, orders for mass executions reportedly issued by the 

headquarters of Prince Asaka. the Emperor's uncle ieading the attack in advance of the ailing 

British General Staff. Shanghai, Naval and Military Intelligence Summary. no. 3 1. 
dated 25 November 1937. forwarded to Extemal on 26 January 1938, RG25. DI, vol. 723. 
file 64. 
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Matsui's arrival.'l With telegraph offices under Japanese control. a veil of press censorship 

descended upon the besieged city. forcing the handful of Western joumalists to leave for Shanghai 

to file reports. Though most left the city by 15 December. a few captured the sinking of the USS 

Panay in print and on film. Anchored 25 miles upstream to escape hostilities. the gunboat was 

attacked by Japanese planes on 12 December. d o n g  with two other Amencan vessels and a British 

ship. HMS Ladybird. Within weeks. footage of the incident. taken by a Universal pictures 

cameraman on board the sinking craft. reached an outraged Arnerican public.' By 15 December. 

Nanking had falien and tension between Japan and the United States had reached unprecedented 

heights. 

American and British officials were informed of the massacre through intelligence reports 

but were more concerned by the Yangtze shellings. The incidents were unprovoked. as al1 vessels 

had been clearly marked. and threatened to bring the AngIo-Arnerican powers into the conflict. 

Within hours of the Panay attack, Roosevelt personally requested an apology frorn the Japanese 

emperor for the "indiscriminate bombing". In Congress, members demanded assurances against 

sirni lar attacks in the future and full compensation for the victims and the American government. 

A majority in both houses, however, believed the attack indicated the need to extricate the United 

States from the Far Eastern hostilities- British officials in Shanghai condemned attacks on the 

Lcrdybii-d and the Bee (sent to rescue Parzay survivors) and, as Eden put it, Craigie made his 

"strongest protest" to Tokyo. The Foreign Secretary noted Britain was consulting with the 

Americans and was considering a similarly resolute note to Japam6 On 14 December, Tokyo 

Chang. 30-2. Russell refers to Japan's "policy of massacre" but similarly fails to 
provide documentary evidence. Russell, 41-2. 329. In one oi' the earliest published 
accounts of the massacre (spring 1938). Timperley adopts the conservative figure of 
40.000 killed. also suggesting "a policy of deliberate terrorism on the part of the 
Japanese authorities." Timperley, 169. 
' The attack kilIed three Americans and an Italian journalist. According to Chang, 
the f i lm was buried in a nearby riverbank until smuggled to the United States. She 
fur ther  claims American censors removed graphic sections to avoid provoking 
popuiar support for war against Japan. Chang, 146-49. 
' Privately Eden was disappointed by American unwillingness to consider joint 
action. Chamberlain warning against unilateral British initiatives. Bradford Lee, 
Brirain a n d  rhe Sino-Japanese War, (Stanford, Ca.: Stanford University Press, 1973). 
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issued a forma1 apology for the Panay incident through its ambassador to Washington, accepting 

full responsibility for "a great biunder". It also despatched a gunboat from Nanking to aid 

survivors of the Panay and two Standard Oil vessels damaged in the attack. On the following day. 

i t  removed the rear-admiral in charge of naval air operations in the area. Both Tokyo and 

Washington hoped the timeIy resolution would avert a Pacific war for which neither was 

prepared.' As Arnerican leaders realized. public sentiment had been outraged by the affair but not 

to the point of advocating war against Japan.' 

Lacking a presence at Nanking and access to intelligence reports, Canadians were initially 

unaware of the massacre. R. Randolph Bruce reported that the faIl of China's capital was marked 

in Tokyo "by officially organized celebrations and demonstrations of jubilation." Still believing 

Chiang would resist Japan "as long as may be necessary". he cited Japanese reports there was "no 

longer any substance" behind his daim of sovereignty. With the faIl of Nanking, premier Konoe 

had declared that Japan would no longer regard Chiang as "the d e r  of China" but would deal 

"with some other regime." Bruce further noted Japan's "genuine sincerity" and "contrition" over 

the Pctrzay incident, contrasting its new-found admiration for the United States with rising anti- 

British sentiment and its failure to issue a similar apology to L ~ n d o n . ~  Also reporting from the 

Canadian legation, Kenneth Kirkwood admitted Tokyo's future intentions were "not definitely 

known" and Chinese matters were "in a state of uncertainty and flux-" As he privately noted to 

Winnipeg Free Press, 13- 16 December 1937: W.L. Neumann, America Encounters 
Japcrn ,  (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins Press, 1963). 234; Dorothy Borg, The United States 
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Keenleyside, the collapse of the Nanking governrnent "will certainly leave Japan in a curious 

quondary, holding an oversize baby with no evident mrans of nursing it." 'O 

By Febmary, reports of the Nanking atrocities began to filter through to the outside world. 

George Fitch, the YMCA secretary in the city, provided the first description of the homfic events 

to reach Westerners in Shanghai. In privately released diary excerpts. he remarked that the 

massacre at Nonking was "a story of  such crime and horror as to be almost unbelievable."" In 

July. Reuder's Digest printed similarly gruesome accounts. much to the shock and disbelief of its 

readrrs. '' Usually reliant upon censored reports. Canadian missionaries in Japan were also 

incredulous when they learned of the Japanese bmtality at Nanking. Howard Norman r a d  a 

typewritten account of the massacre smuggled out of occupied China by another foreign 

eyewitness. Dr. M. Searle Bates, a professor at Nanking University. He noted that the graphic 

description prompted vigorous denials from even liberai Japanese Christians who refused to 

believe their "good boys" were capable of such behaviour." Other missionaries saw f o o t a p  of 

maimed Nanking civilians. taken by American missionary John Magee. copied and distributed to 

missions throughout the Far East. '" 
To one Shanghailander retuming to Britain via Canada. knowledge of the terrible events at 

Nanking was too disturbing to keep to herself. While travelling from Vancouver to Montreal. Mrs. 

D. Caner shared the contents of Fitch's account with a Columbia University history professor who 

happened to be on the same train. The professor, whom she did not identify. persuaded her to 

fonvard a copy to O.D. Skelton at External Affairs for his "private information". Carter did so on 

25 February. enclosing the 14-page diary excerpt that her "friend" Fitch had clearly marked "Not 

'O Kirkwood to Keenleyside. 14 December 1937, RG25, G-1, vol. 1753. file 803. 
" Fitch account marked "Not for Publication" in D. Carter to Skelton. 25 February 
1938. RG25. G-1. vol. 1753, file 803. ' 'Ken'. "The Sack of Nanking" in The Reader's Digest,  ( U . S .  Edition), July 1938. To 
counter the  claim by several readers that the article was "rank propaganda", the 
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" H. Norman. One Hundred Years in Japan, 1873-1973, vol. 2, (Toronto: United Church 
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For Publication". She cautioned Skelton that. since Fitch and "the rest of the 22 foreigners" were 

still in Nanking "at the mercy of the Japanese". disclosure of the account "in the press would risk 

their 1 ives." " Fitch's description constituted the on1 y reference in Extemal's files to the Nanking 

atrocities. Ever preoccupied by American and British reactions to the Pan- and Ladybird 

incidents. Skelton left no record of a response to Carter or a follow-up of the matter with the 

Tokyo legation. Bruce noted that officiais in Tokyo dismissed the "allegedly false" estimates of 

Chinese casualties as "exaggerated". Yet the Iack of officiai jubilation upon the return of Matsui 

and Asaka in March led him to believe the ernperor and civilian authorities "distinctly disapproved 

of the riotous behavious [sic] of their armies" in China. The Canadian minister soon attnbuted 

"the disgraceful incidents" to "the desire of subordinates to attract notice and win favour". Apart 

from these passing references. the atrocities at Nanking went vinually unnoticed in Ottawa.I6 

The Canadian press also reacted more sharpiy to Japan's attacks on the American and 

British vessels than the horrific events at Nanking. Unlike the fall of Shanghai the previous 

month. where Western interests had been far more significant. descriptions of the siege of Nanking 

were characterized by tentative casualty estimates and attention to the safety of foreigners. 

Viewing the Panay incident as the "gravest crisis" of the conflict. the Free Press referred to 

"thousands of casualties" at Nanking but admitted these were difficult to venfy due to a complete 

"breakdown in communications" apart for "irregular and fragmentary reports"." The Globe und 

Maif assured its readers that " d l  Britons" had left the capital, though it feared for the remaining 

"whites in Nanking" due to the "great fires sweeping the city". Also focussing on "the Panay 

business". it believed the incident had a "brighter side" since it "awakened American opinion to the 

defects of i so la t ion . " '~ f te r  depicting atrocities at Shanghai and Soochow, the Toronto Star cited 

reports that Japanese soldiers had looted the American legation at Nanking. using the premises to 

I i  Mrs. D. Carter to Skelton. 25 February 1938. and enclosed account by George Fitch. 
RG25. G-1. vol. 1753, file 804. 
16 Bruce to King. 2 March 1938. RG25. DI. vol. 723, file 64. Bruce to SSEA. 5 April 1938, 
RG25. G-1. vol. 1753, f i le 804. 
l 7  Winnipeg Free Press. 13-15 December 1937. 
Is  Toronto Globe and Mail. 15 December 1937. 



execute "one thousmd persons. some of them boys and women". Yet it clairned the civilian 

government at Tokyo was "not accountabIeW for the actions of Japanese troops in China "whose 

officers have access direct to the emperor and take their orders from him."" Accounts by 

Arnerican correspondents Arthur Menken and C. Yates McDaniel surfaced in the Star and the 

Halifax Herald. claiming Chinese males with "any signs of having served in the m y "  had k e n  

"herded together and e x e ~ u t e d " . ~  In French Canada, Le Devoir concentrated on the Pan- 

incident. particularly its implications on American neutrality and British rearmament, hardly 

mrntioning the capture of Nanking itself." While noting a killing contest between two Japanese 

lieutenants, the Vancouver Srm claimed their countrymen in Tokyo had been instructed to salute 

the U S .  flag and stop American passers-by to apologize for the P a n e  sinking.' Othenvise. 

Canadians learned of the Nanking events through American publications, seeing photographs of 

the P m q .  incident in Lge and reading gruesome accounts of killings and rapes in Time and 

Rradrr's ~ i ~ e s t . "  

As the Sino-Japanese conflict reached its most appalling proportions. the attention of 

Canadians involved in the Far East turned to the domestic scene. Canadian diplornatic. business 

and missionary involvement in the region had never seemed so vulnerable. The horrific events in 

China affected Canadian attitudes toward Japanese expansionism in three ways. Policy-makers 

again concemed themselves with Pacific defence preparations, in light of Japan's seizure of 

Nanking and apparently deliberate attacks on foreign vessels. Local politicians in British 

Columbia took advantage of the heightened tension to cal1 on Ottawa for restrictions on Japanese 

immigration and economic interests in the province. Lastly, sanctionists appealed to the growing 

fear of the  Japanese menace to urge the application of embargo legislation at the upcoming session 

of Parliament. 

- ~ -. - - 

'" Toronto Srar. 16 and 17 December 1937. 
a Toronto Srar, 16 December 1937: Halifax Herald, 17 December 1937. 
'' Le Devoir. 17 December 1937. 
7, - Vancouver S u n ,  15 December 1937. 

Life.  20 December 1937; Time, 27 December 1937; The Reader's Digest, July and 
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Shortly before h is  transfer from Ottawa. Norman Armour intimated to Canadian officiais 

that Pacific defence was of particular concem to Roosevelt. As the American minister explained. 

the President desired closer cooperation between American. British and Canadian military planners 

over the Far East. Three days after the Panay incident. Roosevelt authorized Captain R.E. 

Ingersoll to open secret naval talks with the British admiraity to examine the scope for joint action 

in the Pacific. He privately considered a blockade of Japan. as his S e c r e t q  of the Treasury. 

Henry Morgenthau. telephoned Sir John Simon to propose exchange controls on Japan. Despite 

the resolution of the Panay affair through an exchange of notes on 26 December. Ingersoll met in 

early January with officials in London and found them perplexed by the suggestions. With Eden 

already dienated over European policy and away on holiday, Chamberlain doubted American 

intentions and feared Germany or Italy would take advantage of any mobilization in the Orient. 

The results of the mission were modest, both sides agreeing on mutual assistance and vague 

contingency plans in the event of a Pacific war, By Febmary, the worsening European situation 

would result in Eden's resignation and overshadow the re-opening of the Singapore base, recently 

fortified but more dependent than ever upon American naval suppot-t." 

As in its limited rearmament programme of 1936, the King government steered a middle 

course between domestic pressures and American concerns over Pacific defence. Though 

restrained by the Quebec wing of his caucus and other opponents of Iarge-scale remilitarization. 

King could not ignore the security concerns expressed in the recent Victoria by-election. 

Moreover. he was painfully aware that Roosevelt had been unimpressed by the state of coastal 

defences dunng his receni tour of British Columbia. On 2 1 December. he received a personal 

invitation from the President to corne to the White House for "a chat" on the Far Eastern situation 

and Pacific defence. Unable to leave Ottawa, King met with Amour  on 7 January and agreed with 

his suggestion of sending a senior army and navy officer to the American capital for "off-the- 

According to Peter Lowe. the Ingersoll mission. though short-lived. was "the first 
stage of Anglo-American defence cooperation". Lowe, 159. For more on the mission, 
ses Lee. 91-4. and Borg. 497-9. 



record  conversation^".^ As one military historian later commented. the Washington talks of 18-20 

January were conducted in near "comic-opera s e c r e ~ ~ " . ~  As instmcted. Chief of the Generai Staff 

Major-General E.C. Ashton, and Chief of Naval Staff Admiral Percy W. Nelles, left Ottawa on 

separate days. dressed in civilian clothes, and were forbidden from leaving the Washington 

legation "except for exercise". They soon realized their American counterparts lacked instructions 

and were unaware the President had suggested the meeting. Instructed by King against making 

any commitments. the Canadians could do little more than exchange information on defense plans 

for the Juan de Fuca Strait and deal with American concems that Japan might use British 

CoIumbian inlets for raids on the western States. Little was accomplished, apart from a general 

agreement on mutual consultation in the future. The hapless episode came to an end when Ashton 

and Nelles, at a briefing session with British military attachés. inadvertently leamed of the secret 

Anplo-American naval talks. 

Even before this apparently fniitless exercise. King had reached a domestic consensus on 

Pacific defence. On 1 1 January, h e  secured cabinet approval for two additional destroyers for the 

West coast. provided this did not exceed current defence allocations. In maintaining overall 

estimates. he was reminded by Dandurand that it was possible to justify coastal defence but not 

increases in military expenditures. particularly on expeditionary forces? At the same time. King 

argued against a policy of inaction, explaining that Canada could be faced "with a world situation 

nt any time" and Iapan was becorning "very dangerous", its pronouncements increasingly 

" King diary. 7 January 1938. W.L.M. King papers, M G 2 6  JI3 (National Archives of 
Canada). 
" C.P. Stacey. Arms. Men und Governments: The War Policies of Canada. 1939- 1945. 
(Ottawa: Queen's Printer. 1970), 96-7. .- 
- G.A. Johnson. "North Pacific Triangle?: The Impact of  the Far East on Canada and 
Its Relations with the United States and Great Britain, 1937-1948." Ph.D. dissertation, 
York University 1989. 112-6: J. Eayrs, In Defence of Canada, vol. II, (Toronto: 
University of Toronto Press, 1965), 180-2; R. Sarty. The Maritime Defence of Canada. 
(Toronto: Canadian Institute of Strategic Studies, 1 W6), 10 1 - " King dismissed this latter option as "out of the question" and vowed CO keep down 
"the total outlay for Defence", if possible. trying "to go below it." King diary, I I  
January 1938, 



belligerenteg He wamed that for the Dominion "to do nothing in meeting our own defence" would 

be i nconsistent wi th precautionary measures already taken by Australia and New ~ealand." More 

important1 y. such a stance would make Canada "increasingl y dependent upon the United States 

with possible senous consequences."" King seemed as wary of Amencan encroachments as he 

was of Japanese expansion. his concerns prompted by renewed discussion of the Alaska highway 

project and recent pronouncements on the myth of Canadian neutrality in a Pacific war." 

Japan's actions in China also revived demands in British Columbia for a resolution of "the 

Japanese problem". Fears raised by the Far Eastern conflict and the anti-Japanese tone of the 

embargo campaign provided fertile ground for renewed appeals to nativism- Within weeks of the 

outbreak of hostilities, Thomas Reid. Liberal M.P. for New Westminster. had alened Central 

Canadians to the extent of the Japanese threat on the West coast." In an article appearing in 

Sntrrrdqv ~Vight,  he claimed Japanese residents constituted a social, economic and politicai danger. 

Many had entered the country illegally, making "inroads ... in al1 branches of industry", including 

forestry and fishing. Their birthrate was higher than the Canadian average, placing a burden on 

schools and social welfare agencies. Most importantly, the average Japanese could not be counted 

upon in time of war. his unassimilabiiity and loyalty to the emperor preventing hirn from making 

"a good Canadian citizen". Giving h m  "an active voice" through enfranchisement was "the thin 

A s  o n e  military historian has argued. Japan's invasion of  C h i n a  had been the  
"catalyst" prompting a "revolution in public  opinion" o n  de fence  issues in Canada .  
Roger Sarty. "Silent Sentry: A Military and  Political History o f  Canadian  Coas t  
Defence. 1860- 1935". Ph.D. dissertation. University o f  Toronto. 1982. 187. 

In discussing the  Pacific shipping subsidy with Sir Edward Beatty o f  the C.P.R. in 
Iate Deccmber.  King had  claimed chat "al1 the Cab ine t  were fearful"  that m o r e  should  
be d o n e  "in the way  of protecting o u r  own  coasts". King diary, 21 December 1937. 
' King diary. 1 1  January 1938. 

Concerned by the  ef fec t  of Amer ican  defence  planning o n  Canadian  sovereignty.  
King  remained opposed  to Roosevelt's s cheme  o f  a corr idor t o  Alaska.  Johnson, v. In 
iatè 1937. one  Canad ian  writer concluded that Canada ' s  position in a Pacific w a r  
"would be  as Belgium in the  Great  European War." William Strange. Canada, the 
Pcicific and Wur. (Toronto: Thomas  Nelson and Sons. 1937). 205. In early January.  the  
Ottawa Citizen fea tured  an  article c l a iming  inadequate defences  in British C o l u m b i a  
were actually a "menace to  U.S. security". Ottawa Ci t i zen ,  6 January  1938. 
" In March. Reid had  submit ted a hundred-pape b n e f  to the  federal  Franchise and  
Elections Cornmittee des igned "to head o f f  any effort  t o  enfranchise [the] B K .  
Oriental." T. Umezuki to Angus MacInnis, I I  March 1937, box 54A.  file 8, Angus  
MacInnis  papers. (Univers i ty  o f  Bri t ish Columbia ,  Specia l  Col lec t ions) .  



end of the wedge" in enabling him "to control the economic and political life, if not of Canada, 

then of British ~olurnbia."" Despite Tokyo's cornpliance with the annual quota of 150 immigrants 

agrsed upon in 1928. fear of the domestic Japanese threat was no longer a partisan issue. Like 

Reid. Ian Mackenzie (Liberal), A.W. Neill (Independent) and Howard Green (Conservative) had 

been elected in 1935 on an anti-enfranchisement platfom. Mackenzie was in a particularly 

difficult position as he was not only the member for Vancouver Centre but ais0 Minister of 

National Defence and representative for British Columbia in King's cabinet. As the main 

proponent of Oriental enfranchisement. the CCF had been forced by its poor showing in the 

election to reconsider its position, many members distancing themselves from Japanese 

organizations. '' After recei ving prodapanese accounts of the Far Eastern con flict from the 

Canadian Japanese Association, Angus Maclnnis, CCF member for Vancouver East, regretted that 

the group "should condone their fatherland in an act of unprovoked aggres~ion ."~  

As the Far Eastern conflict intensified. pressure for an effective resolution of the Japanese 

problem became increasingly urgent. Japan's economic penetration of British Columbia was "al1 

the more acrid". explained the Vancouver Suri. given "the contempt with which the Japanese have 

been treating British rights across the ~acific"." According to Harold Ede of the Canadian 

Legion. since the Japanese did not understand "any policy but that of Might". only an immediate 

termination of their trade and fishing rights would counter the economic threat." A Victoria 

" T. Reid. "Oriental Question and British Columbia" in Satitrday Nighr.  31 July 1937. 
Exclusionist papers in the province already condemned local Japanese as "yellow 
parasites" for taking jobs from Whites in farrning and on CPR ships. Sou th  Vancouver 
Nert.s. 19 March and 2 April 1937. 

Winning only three of the sixteen seats in the province. the British Columbia 
ufing of the CCF pledged in 1938 to hold a plebiscite on Oriental enfranchisement. 
Ward. 141: Adachi. 182-83. " MacInnis considered Japan "wholly in the wrong" in its "mass murder of a people 
who  have never been known to rnake war on another nation." Vowing to continue 
his support for Oriental enfranchisement. he admitted the group's defence of Japan 
in what "99% of the Canadian people" viewed as "unprovoked aggression" made it 
"very difficult for me to hold chat position." MacInnis to Canadian Japanese 
Association, 1 1  December 1937. box 54A. file 8, Angus MacInnis papers. (University of 
British Columbia. Special Collections). 

Vancouver S u n ,  14 Febmary 1935. 
'"arold A. Ede. "Japanese Penetration into British Columbia". open letter to the 
president of the Canadian Legion Branch 97. Oliver, B.C., 22 February 1938, in 



branch of the Legion called on Ottawa to cancel a proposed sale of iron ore and timber properties 

to Japanese interests and set aside such areas as "rnilitary r e s e ~ e s " . ~  In Novernber. an executive 

of the Navy League alleged Japan was conducting manoeuvres in Canadian waters. sending secret 

agents to assist Japanese fisherrnen in "rnaking maps, charts and soundings" along the Pacific 

coast. Refusing to comment on the report. the Defence Minister claimed he was "fully alive" to 

the situation." Exclusionists such as Captain MacGregor Macintosh immediately endorsed 

Archdeacon Scott's sensational claim that Japanese officers were disguised as fishermen in West 

coast ports. The Conservative M.L.A. addressed groups across the province. cailing for a 

"national" solution of the problem of illegal Japanese immigration, including a special census 

showing recent ex cesse^.^' The most outspoken local politician was Vancouver alderman Halford 

Wilson who urged more radical solutions to the Japanese problem. hblicly questioning the 

loyalty of Japanese residents in wanime. he suggested dispersing the population to other provinces 

and inquired of officials in San Francisco "as to measures adopted to control the orientais in 

Cal ifo rnia." 

In response. Premier T.D. Pattullo informed King in late January that public feeling in the 

province had become "very much exercised over the Japanese situation". The Conservative 

opposition in Victoria had made political capital of the agitation, drawing attention to alleged 

violations of the gentlemen's agreement. They were also encouraged by a provincial government 

Northwest History Collection. 325.1 E21 Pam (Vancouver Public Library, Special 
Collections).  
3 9 Of particular concern were forests of "aeroplane spruce", of potential use in the 
aircraft industry. S.W. Norman Saunders. Secretary, Britannia Branch, Canadian 
Legion. to [an Mackenzie (copy sent to Prime Minister King). Minister of National 
Defence. 8 July 1937. Skelton was advised such purchases would be unlikely to have 
"riny serious effect" on national security. Unauthored DEA memorandum to Skelton, 
16 July 1937. Al1 in RG25. G-1. vol. 1839, file 589. 

Toronto Srnr. 9 November 1937. 
'" Patricia E. Roy. "Educating the 'East': British Columbia and the Oriental Question in 
the Interwar Years" in B.C. Srudies, no. 18 (Summer 1973). 64. 

In his correspondence with justice officials in Washington and Victoria, Wilson 
was particularly interested i n  American measures taken "to control the oriental in 
respect to restricting his business operations to a given area. and ais0 his rights to 
own and hold land." Wilson to British Columbia Attorney General. 3 February 1938; 
Wilson to United States Department of Justice, 3 February 1938. Both in Add Mss 12, 
box 1 .  file 1 ,  Halford D. Wilson papers, (British Columbia Archives). 



survey finding the Japanese population "was rapidly increasing" compared to that of the Chinese. 

CompelIed to issue a press statement on the matter, he assured King he would d o  s o  "guardedly". 

not wrinting "to say anyrfiing that will embarrass the national situation." T o  "allay public feeling", 

he  urged Ottawa to make "a most careful survey" of al1 Japanese in the province "to ascenain what  

n u m k r  of Japs. if any, are here who should not be here." Intending to speak with the prime 

minister about the subject during his upcoming visit to Ottawa, he indicated his own view that "no  

Japs be allowed" into Canada. King read the letter "with much care", relieved Pattullo had 

appreciared "the international difficulties involved". but was less likely to bend to exclusionist 

demands. He agreed to discuss the issue personally with him, considering in the meantirne 

"whether it would be feasibIe to check in any practicable way" the claims of illegal Japanese 

immigration. In his press statement, issued on the day of  the letter to King, Pattullo refrained f rom 

blaming "the Oriental for trying to make a living" but attributed the "numerous complaints" of 

Japanese cornpetition to immigration policies. Claiming the entry of Japanese into Canada had 

become "a very serious problem". he vowed to pursue the matter with officiais in Ottawa during 

his visit in March.'" 

Thirdly. the worsening Far Eastern situation gave impetus to embargo activists as they 

sought to influence public opinion on the eve of a new session of Pariiament. Given the failure at  

Brussels. as the Canadian Fonim pointed out, King no longer had an "excuse for inaction" in 

dealing with the League of Nations Society and other groups. The upcoming session. it hoped. 

would provide a chance for the opposition "to smoke our  prime minister out of this non-committal 

retreat", forcing him to justify his "masterly inactivity" to  the public.u Such bravado from the Left  

belied the lack of support within the Canadian mainstream for a boycott. Buoyed by the "world- 

wide boycott" declared by the International Peace Campaipn in London, mass rallies in Winnipeg 

and Vancouver in mid-December unanimously endorsed a boycott of Japanese toys, stockings a n d  

'' Pattullo to King. 26 January 1938; Pattullo's "Statement for Press", dated 26 January 
1938: King to Pattullo. 10 February 1938. Al1 in MSS3, vol. 70, file 2. T.D. Pattullo 
papers. (British Columbia Archives). 
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other goods over the Christmas season." Yet legislators proved reluctant to follow suit. After a 

"lively" debate on the question. the Winnipeg city council rejected a motion on 13 Deceniber 

calling on department heads to boycott Japanese-made supplies.* Two days later. the Manitoba 

legislature defeated a resolution by the CCF-Labour leader to urge a public boycott and embargo 

against Japan of war materials. Initially divided on the matter. the assembly concluded the 

measures lay outside its ju r î~d ic t ion .~  Opponents of the boycott soon claimed there had been "no 

noticeable curtailment" in the sale of Japanese products. The Financial Posr declared the 

carnpaign "a flop" since. according to most retailers. early sales of Japanese toys and other 

merchandise were slightly higher than those of the previous Christmas." 

Deflating the embargo campaign would prove more difficult. On the day after Nanking's 

fall. the Winnipeg Free Press featured a front-page article claiming that Canadian exports to Japan 

of "a11 raw rnetals for munition making" had soared over the first ten months of 1937 compared to 

the same period the previous year, Exports of aluminum, copper and lead had doubled whiie sales 

of nickel to Japan had quadrupled.* Fears of Canadian cornplicity with Japanese agress ion were 

heightened by reports on 22 Decernber of a group of Japanese industrialists already in Canada to 

negotiate the purchase of nearly $4 million worth of nickel, chrome, aluminum and other metals. 

A representative of Sumitomo, the large Japanese conglomerate. confirrned the sale in a statement 

Jc Attended by over 2.000 people. the Winnipeg meeting on 15 December was 
addressed by J.S. Woodsworth and local representatives of the CCF. the Chinese 
Patriotic League. the Ministerial Association, the Trades and Labor Council. the 
Younz Liberai Club. the Winnipeg Youth Council, the Communist Party and the 
Women's International League for Peace and Freedorn. Programme attached to Ietter 
from H.B. Smith. secretary, Joint Committee of Winnipeg Political, Religious. Labor, 
Youth and Peace Organizations to Stop Japanese Aggression in China. to King, 17 
December 1937. RG25. G-1, vol. 1843, file 692. 
*' Admittint the measure would have Iittle practical effect since the city bought 
"very little" from Japan. the alderman proposing the resolution claimed it would 
bolster the local boycott campaign. Winnipeg Free Press, 15 December 1937. 
" Winnipeg Free Press, 16 December 1937. 
" Financial Post, 25 December 1937. 
'" Columnist Chester Bloom claimed the total value of such exports had doubled over 
the period from 56 to SI2 million. Winnipeg Free Press, 16 December 1937. 



in Montreal the following day? The news outraged embargo advocates across canada." A.A. 

MacLeod. national chairman of the Canadian League for Peace and Democracy. immediately 

cabled King to protest the export of materials "obviously intended for war purposes" and urged the 

Customs Act be amended to prohibit such shipments? An organizer of the Amalgamated 

Association of Steel. Tin and Iron Workers of America claimed the sale would be discussed by its 

union council. already a strong supporter of ar. embargo." Anna Sissons. secretary of the 

Women's International League for Peace and Freedom. telegraphed King to express her 

organization's "great a l am"  rit the deai and called for an immediate embargo on war munitions. 

Protestant churches. acting through an umbrella organization, informed the prime minister that 

they viewed this latest move as a "moral challenge". Reinforcing its vague resolution of 29 

September, the Canadian National Council of the World Alliance for International Friendship 

through the Churches urged an immediate embargo on war materials. "especially nickel", and 

Anglo-American cooperation "for preventing such materials [from] reaching ~ a p a n . " ~  As one 

Hamilton clergyman explained to King, the affair was further evidence of Ottawa's devotion to 

trade interests in formulating its response to aggression in the Far East: 

Not so long ago through Our membership in the League of Nations we condemned 
the Japanese attack on China. but apparently at the same time with a remarkable 
inconsistency. we assisted Japan in carrying out her policy of attack. And now 
apparently we are prepared to continue this hypocritical farce of condemnation and 
heIp. Of course, the situation is, that we are sincere in our repugnance, but we are 

" Toronto Globe and Mail. 22 December 1937. The Japanese representative claimed 
half  of the initial order would be for Canadian aluminum, denying the shipment was 
destined for war purposes- Toronto Srar.  21 and 23 Decernber 1937. " The sale prompted immediate protests to King from groups as diverse as the United 
Farrners of Ontario, the B.C. Forest Service Relief Project Workers' Union, and Finnish 
orgmizations in 26 towns across Northern Ontario. Quebec and Western Canada. The 
latter groups clairned the sale "if carried into effect. makes Canada in al1 but name an 
ally of the Japanese militarists." All in RG25. G-1, vol. 1843, file 692. '' MacLeod to King, 22 December 1937. RG25. (3-1, vol. 1843, file 692. '' Leaders of the National Labor Council, the Building Trades Council and the Toronto 
District Trades and Labor Council also favoured a n  embargo, though they did not 
outlins their response to the proposed sale to Japan. Toronto Star .  23 December 1937. 
'V Sissons to King. 22 December 1937: G.O. Fallis and C.E. Silcox. President and 
Secretary of the CNCWAIFC to King, 23 December 1937. Both in RG25, G-1. vol. 1843, 
file 692. 



willing to forget it, if we can make rnoney out of the Japanese - not a very 
honourable situation for a respectable nation to be found in." 

The maligned Japanese businessmen were not the only Far Eastern visitors evoking greater 

agitation for an embargo in the final weeks of 1937. On the day Japan declared victory at 

Nanking, the newly-appointed Chinese consul-general to Canada. Dr. Chang Lok Chen arrived in 

Victoria on board the Empress of Jnpan. He unabashedly presented a confident view of events in 

China. Addressing the Chinese Benevolent Association and Kuomintang society in Vancouver, he 

ritttibuted receni setbacks to the "difficulty of communicating the higher cornmand's schemes to 

the fighting executives". Speaking through an interpreter. he reassured his audience that Chinese 

troops would continue to fight under Chiang. mounting a rearguard against Japan over the next 

four to six months? In an interview with the Toronto Star on 22 December, Chen openly called 

for sanctions. claiming Canadian firms were "supplying Japan with 90 per cent. of her scrap iron 

with which to equip herself for the ~ t n i ~ g l e . " ~  In a meeting with Beaudry the previous day, he 

had merely outlined his desire to cal1 on King, increase Sino-Canadian trade and encourage the 

posting of a separate minister to china.' In a speech to the Ottawa Service Club on 5 January, he 

criticized Canada for "supplying the sinews of war ...[ to] a war-mad nation" by replenishing "the 

bullets of Japan". Condemning belief in Canada's immunity from attack as "folly". he warned that 

a Sino-Soviet alliance and possible Japanese raid on North America would make Canadians "rue 

the day" they had neglected their coastal defences. His remarks shocked Skelton and King. 

'' Rev. W.F. Wallace. Archdeacon of Hamilton. to King. 24 December 1937. RG25. G-1, 
voI. 1843. file 692. 
-'G Unable to speak Cantonese. the predominant dialect among Vancouver Chinese. 
Chen delivered his remarks in English. Vancouver Slrn. 15 December 1937. A high 
Kuornintrtng official. Liu Wai-Chih, also was visiting Vancouver and publicly thanked 
local Chinese for their contributions to the resistance. N e w s - H e r a l d .  8 December 
i 937. 

Toronto Srar .  23 December 1937. Passing through North Bay, he had told reporters 
thrtt Canada was rnenacing itself by selling nickel to the Japanese who "would love 
nothing better than to annex the West Coast of Canada." Toronto Srar, 18 Decembet 
1937. 
'Vpeakking fluent English due to previous stays in the  United States and India. Chen 
impressed Beaudry as "a bright and interesting personality". Beaudry memorandum 
CO King. 21 December 1937, RG25, D l .  vol. 723, file 64. 



prompting a memorandum by DEA legal advisor Max Wershof outlining international conventions 

against such interference. When he calied on SkeIton on 1 1 January. Chen explained he was 

unaware the press would be present at  the Ottawa event and that everything he said had been 

prefaced by an "if'. making his views on Canadian policy entirely "hypothetical". Though Skelton 

believed Chen's utterance had exceeded "the limit of tolerance". he accepted his vow to be more 

careful in the future and did not "anticipate further difficulty" from the Chinese consul-general.B 

Chen's remarks fueled a bitter war of words already brewing in Canada between Japanese 

and Chinese propagandists. A representative of the Ontario Chinese Patriotic League maintained 

the consul-general was not meddling in domestic affairs but rather warning Canadians of 

"irnpending disaster" from their own "Japanese menace". Japanese in British Columbia, he 

asserted. were "under instructions from their government" to gain control of local industry 'Just as 

they sank their tallons [sic] into the flesh of the Chinese people."" Japanese sources - notably the 

Japanese legation at Ottawa. the consulate at Vancouver and the Japan-Canada Society - soon 

countered the charges. A pamphlet printed by the state-controlled Osaka Mainichi and distributed 

to leading Canadian papers in early January advocated China's "quarantine". arguing Japan was 

only protecting China "from herself and Bolsheviks". It further claimed photographs of Japanese 

bayonetting "dead Chinese soldiers" were nothing more than "false Chinese pr~paganda".~' 

Similar tracts appeared surreptitiously across the Dominion, leading External Affairs to compile a 

list of al1 such propaganda, noting the titles of pamphlets and their mode of distribution. Pro- 

Japanese leaflets were found in Rotary Clubs in the Maritimes. apparently received from a Tokyo 

affiliate. and in hotel lobbies in Vancouver. ostensibly distributed by Japanese bellboys. 

.4ccording to Canadi an Pacific S teamships. Japanese war propaganda had k e n  inserted in tourist 

booklets on board its liners but had been promptly removed and d e s t r ~ ~ e d . ~  Chinese groups, 

"' Ottawa Cir i zen .  6 January 1938. Wershof memorandum entitled "Behaviour o f  
Consuls". 7 January 1938: Skelton memoranda to King, 8 and 1 1  January 1938. Al1 in 
RG25, D l ,  vol. 733. file 64. 
') Toronto Srar, 8 January 1938. 
'' Toronto Srar. 6 January 1938. '' Skelton to J.O. Apps, General Executive Assistant, C.P. Steamships, 5 February 1938. 
Though Skelton found such propaganda "assiduous" and "usually too clumsy CO be 



outraged by Japanese arguments of self-defence. condemned such propaganda as "an insult to the 

intelligence of the Canadian people".G A Globe and Mail cartoon proved similarly offensive to a 

Japanese legation official who complained that the depiction of large thugs dictating military 

policy to a diminutive emperor, oddly resembling Prince Chichibu. was a "personal insult" to "the 

divine head of the Japanese nation."' 

Vancouver remained the centre of embargo agitation due to its extensive Pacific made and 

vigour of its labour unions. In a local propaganda war. leftist groups alleged that "pro-Japanese 

agents" such as Tom Maclnnes were using local radio broadcasts to urge increased trade with 

Japan. distoning facts about the Far Eastern conflict and the embargo campaign." The Nationalist 

League of Canada spokesman and "pro-Fascist agitator" became the bête noire of embargo 

proponents who claimed they had k e n  denied equal air time, their reports heavily censored. By 

emphasizing "the influence of Japan in our civic affairs", they unwittingly played into the hands of 

exclusionists.m In December. local CLPD members were arrested and fined after they staged a 

demonstration against a cargo of Japanese oranges arriving for Christmas. The gesture was 

followed by a picket of scrap iron shipments at Nanaimo. a "silent protest" by union members. 

clergymen and "gallant women" of the WCTü at Vancouver and a drive for an embargo petition to 

Ottawa of a million signatures. A.M. Stephen, head of the China Aid Council and one of the chief 

very effective". he concluded the Japanese "seem to be the only people who can excel 
the Germans in inability to understand other peoples' point of view." Skelton to 
Norman Smith, Ottawa Journal, 32 April 1938. Both in RG25. G-1. vol. 1862, file 142. 
"-; Toronto Star, 6 January 1938. 
" The offendincg cartoons appeared in the Globe and Mail on 13 January 1938. In 
response to Kinoshita's cornplaint the following day. Keenleyside claimed the paper 
was really poking fun at the boycott agitation at Mimico and failure of collective 
security at the League. The Japanese official seemed satisfied by Skelton's assurances 
that the state had little control of the Canadian press and that he would take up the 
issue with the Globe when the opportunity arose. Keenleyside to Skelton, 13 January 
1935; Skelton to Keenleyside. 26 January 1938; Keenleyside note. 31 January 1938. All 
in RG25. G-1. vol. 1863. file 174. "' I t  is likely this was the same Tom MacInnes who had contributed highly pro- 
Japanese articles to Satrrrday Night in the early 1930s. 
' One embargo activist alleged that CKMO, under pro-Japanese influence, had 
forbidden him from referring to Japan's invasion. aggression or atrocities in  China. 
A.M. Stephen. War in China ... What it Means ro Canada, pamphlet issued by the China 
Aid Council and the National Salvation League. Vancouver. undated, box 2.  A.M. 
Stephen papers, (University of British Columbia. Special Collections). 



organizers of the effort, urged concerned citizens to write to the Prime Minister and local M.P.'s to 

demand an immediate embargo against ~ a p a n ?  He was assisted in this crusade by Foon Sien 

Wong. leader of the National Salvation League and Chinese Benevolent Association, and John 

Stanton. labour lawyer and founder of the Vancouver Embargo Council." By mid-January, 

branches of the CCF and CLPD solicited the support of local unions to endorse a federal embargo 

on war materiais at upcoming rallies." Growing pressure for an embargo pushed some to more 

extreme f o m s  of protest. In late January. a Vancouver teacher drowned while attempting to attach 

a suitcase containing 369 sticks of dynamite to the hul l  of a Japanese liner docked at Seattle. 

American officials in Tokyo averted a diplornatic incident by irnmediately expressing their regret 

to the grriniiislio over the affairma 

Less radical proponents of an embargo appealed to self-interest in their attempt to gain 

public support. Even labour journals acknowledged that their opposition to Canada's "shipments 

of death" was based partly on principle, partly on the fear that war materials used against China 

"may later be dropping with murderous force upon Our own roofs."" Highly publicized 

comments by Japan's interior minister in early January, alluding to a possible resort to war to stop 

British aid to China and end "the hegemony of the White Race" in Asia, raised similar concerns. 

The outburst prornpted calls from veterans groups for an embargo on al1 trade with Japan. 

67 ibid- 
"" For more on their role. see F.S. Wong. Three Years' Resistance: A Comprehensive 
Rei-ierv of Erenrs in Sino-Japanese War, pamphlet issued by the Chinese Benevolent 
Association and the Chinese National Salvation League, Vancouver, 1940. box 9. F.S. 
Wons papers: and unfinished manuscript of autobiography. They Netter Said Die, box 
6 .  John Stanton papers. (both in  University of British Columbia. Special Collections). 

Minutes for 18 January and 1 Febmary 1938. Vancouver District Trades and Labour 
Council papers. (University of British Columbia, Special Collections). 
'O Vicroria Dai- Times, 21 January 1938; Japan Adverriser, 25 January 1938. 
American reports cktimed the two instigators of the bungled attack had been i n  
contact with Chinese groups in  San Francisco. An investigation by Vancouver police 
and the RCMP found no link to any organization. attributing the incident to the 
victim's disdain for Japanese cornpetition in his former line of work as a "chick- 
sexer". RCMP report, "Atternpted Bombing of M/S 'Hiye Mani"'. 1 February 1938; 
Keenleyside memorandum to Skelton, 2 February 1938. Both in RG25, G-1. vol. 1863. 
file 182. 
" As one labour paper reminded its readers. many German shells claiming the lives 
of British soldiers during the Great War had been marked "Made in England". 
Canadian Labour Herald, January 1938. 



especially in materials which "may eventually be used against us."" Some 5.000 members of 

peace societies. church groups and labour unions prepared to use the upcoming national 

conference of the CLPD in Vancouver to urge Ottawa to apply the recent amendment to the 

Customs Act to prohibit war shipments to lapan." Claiming Canada had become "a party to 

Japanese aggression", Angus MacInnis vowed in late January that he would introduce an embargo 

resolution during the upcoming session of ~arliament." 

By earfy 1938. despite their differences on the embargo question, Canadians began to 

support a growing number of agencies providing humanitarian assistance to China. In January, the 

Canadian Red Cross established a China relief fund to provide aid to the "countless women and 

little children helplessly caught in the maelstrom of war."'' Operating through local branches of 

the Red Cross and Canadian banks receiving public donations, the Dominion-wide campaign was 

supported by major religious denominations, peace societies. Chinese groups and student 

organizations. Its public appeals featured photographs of the carnage at Shanghai and statements 

by Canadian religious leaders condemning the atrocities." Protestant missionary groups from 

across Canada and the United States. meeting in Toronto, firrnly endorsed the effort and 

established their own relief ~ o m m i t t e e s . ~  Pacifists in British Columbia. taking their cue from 

"Aid China Week" in Britain. staged a successful tacg day in Nanaimo in late January to raise funds 

for the China Medical Aid Committee recently established by Stephen? Within days, they 

received news that two Canadian medicai volunteers. Dr. Norman Bethune and Jean Ewen. had 

arrived safely at Hankow. Sponsored by the China Aid Council and the CLPD, Ewen served a s  a 

F.J. Harrison to King. 4 January 1938: J .  Hinchliffe. Secretary, Veterans Service 
League of Hamilton to King, 10 January 1938. Both in RG2.5, G-1. vol. 1843. file 692. 

Frederick Fox. Chairman. Vancouver branch of CLPD. to King. 19 February 1938. 
RG25. G-1. vol. 1843, file 692. 
'" DEA memorandum by J.S. Macdonald, 16 February 1938, RG25. DI. vol. 723, file 64. - - 
' Sir Henry Drayton. Chairman, National Committee for the Relief of War Sufferers 
in China. to Skelton. 17 January 1938, RG2.5, D l ,  vol. 723, file 64. 
'" "A Nation in Suffering". pamphlet sent by Drayton to Skelton, 17 January 1938, 
RG25. Dl ,  vol. 723, file 63. - 
" Crrnndiari Cltrtrchman. 27 January 1938. The Anglican journal: praised the Red 
Cross for its ecumenical approach, urging a "generous response" to helping "a 
teeming people in a tragic state". Canadian Chlrrchman, 3 February 1938. 
'' People's Advocare, 28 January 1938. 



nurse and interpreter (due to her previous experience in China) while Bethune soon generated 

considerable publicity for his medical mission in Sian.- At a national conference in Winnipeg in 

late December organized by the SCM, some 350 students heard an impassioned plea by noted 

Chinese YMCA leader. Y.T. Wu. on the plight of their counterparts in China? After adopting an 

embargo resolution. they left the meeting "quite boosted". setting up the Canadian Student 

AssembIy to oppose Japan's aggression and raise funds for Chinese students. One of the 

participants. Grant Lathe. chair of the McGill SCM, was selected to go to China on a three-month 

tour Iater that spring with an international group to study conditions there first-hand." As a 

student editor concluded, the worsening situation in China had become too difficult to i, onore: 

We can make no claim that the events in the East are not our concern. It is we who 
have taught modem war to the Orient. we who have schooled the militarists of Japan 
in the philosophy that there is not right but might. we who have failed to establish 
any order among the nations. It is we who profit from the shipment of Canadian 
metals to Japan. It is little enough that we make such amends as we can through the 
relief pians now enterprised among the future leaders of Chiname 

When Parliament reconvened on 3 1 January. many looked to Ottawa to see how it would 

respond to growing concerns over Pacific defence, Oriental immigration and a possible embargo 

against Japan. As Leader of the Opposition. Bennett criticized the government on d l  three counts, 

"' Montreal Gazerre, 12 March 1938: Ottawa Everring Cirizen.  13 March 1938. Known 
for his work in thoracic surgery and creation of mobile blood units in Spain, 
Bethune died i n  China in November 1939 from poisoning contracted while 
performing surgery. Montreal Gazerre.  27 November 1939; Roderick Stewart. Th e 
Mind of Norrnan Befhrine, (Toronto: Fitzhenry & Whiteside, 1977). 77- 136. Ewen would 
remain in China for two years. Jean Ewen. China Nurse.  1932-1939, (Toronto: 
McClelIrind and Stewart Ltd.. 1981). 
ho Othsr notabks present included N.A.M. Mackenzie. King Gordon. E.J. Tarr, J.W. 

Dafoe. Sidney Smith, J.S. Woodsworth and Reinhold Niebuhr, who gave the opening 
address. Minutes of Program Cornmittee, National Conference of Canadian University 
Students. Winnipeg. December 27-31. 1937. in box 52, SCM papers, (United Church of 
Canada archives). " On his way to China in April, Lathe was received in Vancouver as  a guest of 
honour by the Chinese consul and Chinese Benevolent Society. Vancouver P r o v i n c e .  
30 April 1938- In China, he found that most of the mass meetings welcoming his 
group had been orchestrated by the Kuomintang. During the tour, he met the 
Generalissimo. Madame Chiang and Mao Tse-tung but was unable to  see Bethune who 
was working in occupied China. Grant Lathe to author, 8 November 1999. 
Y" Editorial, The Canadian Student 20, no. 2 (February 1938). The Toronto-based SCM 
paper also encouraged donations to a Chinese Relief Fund administered from its Hart 
House office by Professor George Wrong. 



though he did not endorse the CCF  position on an embargo. Replying to the speech from the 

throne. he condemned Bruce's indiscretion of the previous summer, lamented the slaughter of 

civilians in China (which, he reasoned. nullified the gentlemen's agreement) and drew attention to 

an apparent government le& on the state of Pacific defences. in explaining the Bruce incident. 

King admitted the remarks "might just as well have k e n  left unsaid" and claimed the Minister 

understood his appointment was temporary and desired to be relieved of his dutiss after the coming 

~ u r n m e r . ~  Reiterating his govemment's intention to remain "stnctly neutral" in the conflict. he 

claimed Canada had to be "very careful and very guarded" in its words and actions due to its 

geogaphic position. its membership in the Commonwealth and the precarious state of the world. 

Urging members to "think twice" before endorsing measures which the great powers had thought 

best to avoid, he called for restraint despite the atrocities in China.- Embargo supporters in the 

House remained unconvinced. One CCF member deplored the increase in rnetals exports to Japan 

"in order to make bullets with which my sons may be killed." Another praised New Zealand's 

prohibition of such shipments. M.J. Coldwell claimed the price of this trade had k e n  "the 

mrtngIed bodies of women and children". To illustrate his point, he described a cartoon he had 

seen over the holidays of Canada dressed as Santa Claus, flying a Japanese plane and showering 

Christmas bombs on Chinese children below. Another CCF member claimed the profit of 

exporters was the real issue at stake. J.S. Woodsworth "heartily" concurred in these views, 

dechring his party's intention to introduce an embargo resolution at the earliest opportunity. 

In anticipation of such a motion, the King cabinet prepared its case. Skelton had cabled the 

Tokyo Iegation on 2 1 January to obtain information on Canada's share of Japanese strategic metals 

impons. He also made inquiries to Canadian missions at Washington and London regarding 

sirnilar exports to Japan from the United States and Bntain. Trade statistics soon arrived from the 

'' Dehates .  31 January 1938, 37-9; 66. King soon notified Bruce of the criticism and 
his adept handling of it. King to Bruce. 12 Febmary 1938. RG25, DI, vol. 794, file 465. 
" As Kin2 observed, there were times when it  was more courageous "to remain silent 
i n  the face of seeming or actual insult and injustice than ... to be outspoken and to 
strike out from the shoulder." Debares, 31 January 1938, 65-6. " Statements by J.H. Blackmore, M.J. Coldwell. Victor Quelch and J.S. Woodsworth in 
Debares. 1 and 2 Febmary 1938. 73, 93-4, 106. 



Customs Division at National Revenue. The results indicated that. while some figures cited by 

embargo proponents were inflated. the overail increase in Canadian metals exports to Japan was 

undeniable. As King learned frorn an Extemai memorandum. in the six months pnor to the 

conflict. Canada had supplied Japan with 69% of its aluminum, 24% of its zinc and 0.3% of its 

copper. albeit these figures were lower than Caldwell's of 7 2 4 .  35% and 97% respectively. The 

report also rnaintained that 42% of Japan's lead. 0.68 of its iron and "practically 311" of its nickel 

came from Canada. either directly or indirectly. the latter an assumption due to Tokyo's ban on 

disclosin_o its nickel imports.* Neither the government nor its critics could indicate Canada's share 

of Japanese metal imports after the outbreak of hostilities." In absolute terms, however, sales of 

Canadian metals to Japan after the Marco Polo Bndge incident, as Ottawa's data revealed. were 

significantly higher than during the same period in 1936. While the export of zinc and iron had 

increased onty slightly by 1.4% and 1.1% respectively (lead shipments actually declining by 

0.9%). sales of nickel had jumped by nearly 3%, ahminum by 1 1 %  and copper by 1 4 % . ~  

Canadian sales of arms and munitions to the Far East were easier to determine since. under 

the July 1937 amendment to the Customs Act. they required an expon permit. As reported during 

the subsequent debate on defence estimates. Canada had issued two such permits (wonh 543.50) 

to Japm and thirty-five permits (worth $2 10.200) to China over the past year. primarily for the sale 

of aircraft. This seemed negligible compared to American armament sales to Japan of S3.5 M and 

to China of $9.3 M since the outbreak of the c o n f l i ~ t . ~  Chinese officiais in the United States had 

SSEA to Bruce. 21 January 1938: Bruce to SSEA. 22 and 29 January 1938: Custorns 
Division. Department of National Revenue to Skelton, 16 February 1938, al1 in RG25. G- 
1. vol- 1749. file 6529. DEA memoranda by J.S. Macdonald to King. 16 and 22 February 
1938. RGîS. Dl.  vol. 723, file 64. 
" Whilr Extemal based its numbers on Japanese customs returns up to 3 1 July 1937. 
Coldwell took his data from a Chinese press release issued at the Brussels conference 
brisrd on 1936 trade statistics. Embargo advocates soon claimed Ottawa's figures relied 
upon inaccurate reports from Canadian exporters themselves. DEA memorandum by 
J.S. Macdonald to King, 22 February 1938, RG25. DI. vol. 723. file 64. 

According Macdonald's memorandum of 16 February 1938. Canada exported the 
following amounts of metal to Japan over the second half of 1937 (in S1.OOO): iron, 
309; copper. 586; zinc. 808; lead. 1409; aluminum. 2214; nickel. 2211. These figures do  
not include indirect shipments. RG25, D l .  vol. 723, file 64. 
s" Though reluctant to release such figures. Britain announced in early February 
chat i t  had exported some £36,314 worth of arms and munitions to Japan during the 



approached Marler on two occasions regarding arms purchases but neither scheme had 

materialized. King prefemng such negotiations go through direct channekW On 7 Febniary, 

National Revenue reported that Fleet Aircraft was completing a Chinese order for 100 training 

planes. not considered military equipment under the 1937 order-in-council. while Canadian Car 

and Foundry had applied for a permit for a more controversial sale of a Grumman bomber to 

Japan. According to Victor Drury, president of the latter company. who met with Ilsley on the 

following evening, Japan intended to use the plane for naval training purposes. Though he had 

refused Japan's request for plans of the aircraft, he admitted it would be fully-equipped and desired 

to know Ottawa's attitude toward the proposai. He also intimated that China was interested in 

buying fifty planes of the sarne make. By this stage, Skelton had cautioned Customs officiais that. 

while no prohibition existed against such sales, exporters should be made "fully aware" that 

perrnits were "revocable at any time without notice". In a secret memorandum, Christie 

distinguished the lapanese from the Spanish case where Canada. d o n g  with 27 European countries 

and the United States. had applied an arrns embargo to both sides. He also stressed Canada's arrns 

sales to the Far East. like its shipments to Spain. were "practicaily non-existent" cornpared to those 

of the great powers. The issue was soon resolved. On 9 February, Drury telephoned National 

Revenue to say that his company intended to withdraw its original application, proposing instead 

to strip the aircnft of iü military accessories and request permission to export it as a "training 

plane"." 

-- 

three months ended 31 January 1938. J.S. Macdonald memorandum to Skelton, 24 
Mrirch 1938. RG25. D l .  vol. 723. file 64. In 1937, the value of Canada's arrns shipments 
to China ranked third behind its exports to Turkey ($266.892) and Britain ($233,295). 
Debrrres. 13 May 1938. 2879. 

I n  October 1937. the Chinese consul-general in San Francisco had proposed the 
establishment of an American company. financed by China, which would purchase 
ships. place them under the French flag and "carry war material of al1 kinds" from 
Canada to China via Indochina. In February 1938, Marter had receivcd whrit King 
considered "a personal enquiry" from the Chinese ambassador to the United States 
regarding crrdits for a m s  purchases. Marler to SSEA, 13 October 1937: Marier to 
SSEA. 25 February 1938; King to Marler, 9 March 1938; Marler to SSEA, 12 March 1938. 
Al1 i n  RG25, G-1. vol. 1845. file 750. '' N.A. Robertson memoranda. 7 and 9 Febniary 1938; Skelton to H.D. Scully, 
Commissioner of Customs, 27 January 1938; Christie memorandum, 8 February 1938. 
Al1 in RG25, G-1, vol. 1856. file 72-E. 



Though sensitive to the politicai implications of such sales. the King government did not 

seriousIy contemplate a Far Eastern embargo in advance of Amencan and British action. In 

considering Dniry's proposal, Cabinet was reminded chat neither Washington nor London had 

imposed such a ban. though their growing concern over arms sales led Skelton to recornmend that 

Canadian exponers confer with Ottawa before accepting any future contracts. Rather than 

establish a precedent by refusing the request, Cabinet decided to approve the sale on condition the 

aircraft be adapted for purely training purposes. In considering an embargo. Christie q u e d  that, 

given the extent of Canadian arms sales to China and metals exports to Japan. an embargo on 

arrnaments would hurt China more than Japan while a ban on metals shipments would have the 

opposite effect. A combined m s  and strategic mûterials embargo on both countries. he observed, 

would raise "practical difficulties" in enforcing indirect shipments, disrupting trade flows and 

possibty violating commercial treaties. Although the situation "might be different' if Canada were 

acting "jointly or in parallel" with other countries, as in the Spanish case. the responsibility for 

such measures. he concluded. lay with "the Great Powers. who comrnand the resources and 

equipment for effective action and who stand to win or lose most". As in the case of sanctions at 

Brussels. it was not up to "small powers" to initiate such action independentl~.~ 

In a detailed memorandum forwarded to King. J.S. Macdonald outlined arguments likely to 

be raised by embargo advocates and counter-arguments to defend current policy from such attacks. 

Noting the "very considerable volume of public protest" on the issue over the past few rnonths. he 

attributed embargo demands to gsneral outrage at Japan's "barbarous methods" of open bombing 

and i ts "almost incredible atrocities" against "thousands of defenceless wornen and children". 

Certainly. there had not been "so strong or so wide-spread a movernent" against the shipment of 

war materials "since the Great War". He saw three arguments Iikely to be advanced in support of 

an embargo. Its proponents could claim the rise in rnetals sales made Canada "an economic ally of 

Japan". was inconsistent with King's position pnor to the 1935 election and ultimately jeopardized 

Pickering mernoranda, 8 and 1 1  February 1938: Skelton memorandum to King, I I  
February 1938; Christie memorandum, 1 1 February 1938, RG25, D l ,  vol. 723. file 64. 



defence preparations on the West coast "against the rising menace of Japanese attack". On the first 

point, Macdonald compiled statisticai evidence to show that such exports had "increased very 

considerably since the Japanese invasion". Canada becoming Japan's chief source of nickel and 

probably also of aluminum andlead. Yet King could attribute this to the overall rise in world 

metal demand. claim Canada was not "the sole supplier" of these to Japan, and observe they were 

not destined exclusively for the manufacture of war material. If pressed on his highly-publicized 

support for an embargo in 1935. he could explain that he had referred to joint action in the 

European situation and that "rnuch has happened since". He could clairn that, unlike the Spsuiish 

case. a Far Eastern embargo would be economically futile without support from other exporters 

and would violate the commercial treaty with Japan, possibly inviting retaliatory action. 

Macdonald recognized. however. that many embargo advocates justified the rneasure on "moral 

and humanitarian" grounds, regardiess of its effectiveness or support among other nations. In their 

view. an embargo would not cripple "the Japanese military machine" but merely end Canadian 

compIicity with it. As it would be difficult "to deal summarily with a moral judgment of this 

kind". he  advised King to direct discussion "as far as possible" to economic and political aspects of 

the question .93 

The embargo debate erupted in the House on 1 1 February. touched off not by a resolution 

from the  CCF but rather a bill to amend the Canada Shipping Act of 1934. Countering "erroneous" 

reports of his motion as a "new policy" prompted by embargo demands. Transport Minister C.D. 

Howe claimed the bill was consistent with American and British legislation and had k e n  dropped 

from the last session due to "lack of time". Though admittedly "narrow" in scope, it would give 

Ottawa "precautionary power" to control the shipment in Canadian vessels of arms and war 

materials to belligerents "if and when such control is deemed necessary." CCF members quickly 

seized the opportunity to test the government's resolve on the embargo question. Coldwell viewed 

the rneasure as "extrernely limited" since the only ships of Canadian registry plying the Pacific 

"' J.S. Macdonald memorandum, 16 February 1938, forwarded to King by Skelton, 21 
February 1938. RG25, DI, vol. 723, file 64. 



were two Empress liners. Citing the "overwhelming sentiment" in Canada against Japanese 

qgression. Heaps called on the government "to take the bold step" of prohibiting raw materials 

exports to Japan. Woodsworth claimed the motion was "useless" unless i t  applied the existing ban 

on arms exports in the Spanish case to Japan "as an aggressor nation". exempting China from such 

treatment due to its "altogether different position". Accusing Ottawa of  not  living up to the 

"solemn obtigations" of the Paris and League covenants, he praised New Zealand's example and 

condemned "a code of morals that affirms that we shall not d o  anything until somebody else does." 

In supplying Japan with war rnaterials, he concluded, Canada was morally responsible for the 

death of innocent civilians in China. regardless of the action or inaction o f  other powers. In 

response. King warned of the danger of unilateral m e s u r e s  and vowed t o  keep Canada "strictly 

neutral" in the conflict, enabling future cooperation with other nations "when opportunity presents 

itself'. The amendment was sufficiently broad, Howe explained, to allow an order-in-council 

agaiiist arms exports to Japan should Ottawa deem such a move p r a ~ t i c a b l e . ~  

While embargo supporters continued to pressure Ottawa toward such  a course, the King 

government proved unwilling to alter its position. Mass rallies across the Dominion and petitions 

calling on Canada to take the initiative in imposing an embargo were ineffective." In Vancouver, 

over 1200 protesters met on 20 Febmary to demand an embargo "irrespective of what other nations 

do". criticizing Ottawa's reliance on data "obviously supplied by the International Nickel Co." A 

Toronto labour group condemned King's "very grave error" in rnaking Canada a "participant" in 

Japan's "brutal murder of millions of innocent people."" Even a denunciation of Canada as "the 

w Howe's seemingly innocuous motion encountered little resistance. passing final 
reading on 30 May 1938. Debares. 1 and 1 1  February, 30 May 1938. 67; 372-4: 3346. '' -4 panicularly urgent appeal called on King to "act first". as Canada was 
"supplying so much of the war material used by Japan." "As long as we supply these 
mrtterials" the petitioner argued. "we are morally implicated in rhe ruthless massacre 
that is reported daily in the press- Our hands are tainted with the blood of these 
peace-desiring people who are the victims of premeditated aggression on the part of 
Japan." Keith Wollard. Creelman. Sask.. to King. 21 Febmary 1938, RG25. G-1, vol. 
1843. file 692. 
OC, W. Bennett and A. Kordbuc, chairrnan and secretary, Maxim Gorky Club, 
Vancouver, to King, 2 1 February 1938; Beatrice Col le, secretary, Labor Representation 
Association of Toronto. to King. 18 February 1938. Both in RG25, G-1, vol. 1843. file 
692. 



arsenal of Japan" by A.A. MacLeod at the International Peace Campaign conference in London on 

13 February failed to influence Ottawa, though it captured headlines in Britain, Canada and Japan. 

Citing exaggerated figures on Canadian metals expons, the head of the CLPD told 850 delegates 

from 18 countries that Japan's war against China would be impossible "if it were not for Canadian 

raw materials"." Unable to answer inquiries on MacLeod, Massey claimed his remarks had been 

featured prominently in the British papers. in most cases ahead of Lord Cecil's comments. Bruce 

dismissed his figures as "obviously inaccurate" and included clippings from the Tokyo press in a 

hasry despatch to Ottawa." Despite his earlier intention to introduce an embargo resolution in the 

House. Maclnnis resigned himself to occasional queries on Far Eastern policy. With lack of 

support from Bennett's Conservatives and opposition from the largest government majority in 

Canadiûn history up to ihat time. the embargo campaign seemed to have reached a dead end." 

Attempts in Parliament to resolve the "problem" of Japanese immigration were similarly 

unsuccessful. On I February. A.W. Neill, independent member for Comox-Albemi, introduced a 

"very short" amendment to the Chinese Immigration Act. proposing "the Japanese nation" be 

placed in the same category "as that occupied by the Chinese during the last fifteen years." This 

amounted to an effective ban on Japanese immigration, though he claimed the "strictly moderate" 

measure was unrelated to "current events in the e s t "  and supported by "ninety per cent" of British 

Columbians. When the House debated the motion two weeks later. eight other members from 

Neill's province. representing al1 three parties. spoke in favour of the ~ e ~ i s l a t i o n . ' ~  Concemed by 

"' The internationat gathering was attended by Philip Noel Baker, S i r  Arthur Salter. 
Lord Cecil and Krishna Menon. among other notables. S ~ t n d a y  Times.  13 February 
1938. 
''fi Toronto Globe and Mail, 14 February 1938. Bruce to SSEA. 11 February 1938; 
Massey to SSEA. 18 February 1938, RG25. G-1, vol. 1843, file 692. MacLeod later sent a 
petition to  Ottawa with over 8200 names for an embargo against Japan. tabled in the 
House in June. D e b a t e s ,  10 June 1938. 3704. 
" In mid-March. Maclnnis, Woodsworth and Bennett again raised the question of an 
arms embargo against Spain, Germany. Italy and Japan but elicited the same response 
from King. Debates.  17 March 1938, 1406-8. 
100 These were Howard Green (Vancouver South, Cons.), H.J. Barber (Fraser Valley, 

Cons.). Grote Stirling (Yale. Cons.), Thomas Reid (New Westminster, Lib.), T.J. O'Neill 
(Kamloops. Lib.). Angus MacInnis (Vancouver East, CCF), C.G. MacNeil (Vancouver 
North. CCF) and J.J. Taylor (Nanaimo, Ind.). Reid kept his comments brief since he 



the international repercussions of the bill, Bennett made his support conditional on allowing Japan 

a one year grace period before application of the ban. The few Central Canadians who addressed 

the issue - except T.L. Church, the member for Broadview, who endorsed it as part of his drean? 

for a white Canada - feared the move would antagonize lapan. Lionel Chevrier believed the 

"exclusion act" would go "against our policy of strict neutrality" in the Far East. causing "a great 

deai of trouble" in a volatile international situation. Moving to adjourn the debate, King claimed 

the measure was "certain to be strongly resented" in Iapan, preferring a settlement of the matter 

"by agreement". Attempting to salvage the scheme, Neill proposed a second bill in early March 

which sought to ban Iapanese immigration by refusing entry io al1 incapable of reading English. 

French or  any other European language. After both motions were defeated in late May by a 

healthy margin. Neill larnented that he had been "sacrificed to appease the Japanese 

To allay continuing fears in British Columbia over the Japanese situation. King announced 

on 4 March the establishment of a board of review to investigate cases of illegal entry.'" The 

body was chaired by Hugh Keenleyside, assisted in Vancouver by a local RCMP inspector. G.W. 

Fish. and district superintendent of immigration. F.W. Taylor. Neill immediately rejected King's 

assertion that al1 illegal immigrants would be deported. claiming federal officials would be 

reluctant to own up to such oversights. For the past year, Ottawa had considered the question 

through an intergovernmental committee composed of representatives from the RCMP. 

Immigration and External Affairs. After King's pledge in mid-Febniary to investigate 

"surrepti tious immigration". the group was enlarged to include officials from National Revenue, 

was about to introduce a resolution of his own to limit fishing licenses to Japanese in  
British Columbia. Debates. 23 February 1938. 733-8. 
' O 1  The first resolution was defeated by a vote of 79 to 42, while the second motion 
failrd a werk later by the greater margin of 87 to 39. Debates. 1 .  17 and 18 Febniary 
and 23 May 1938; 67-8: 550-75; 604-1 1 : 1589-96: 2740-3: 3 199-3201. 
IO: The problem of illegal Japanese immigration was overstated. According to RCMP 
reports cited by King. only 145 Japanese had been deported since 1931 for illegal 
entry. Moreover. the average number of Japanese arriving in  Canada since 
renegotiation of the gentlemen's agreement in 1928. according to Crerar. was 133. 
less than the agreed upon annual quota of 150. Debares, 7 and 22 March, 1066: 1594. 



National Defence. Fisheries. Statistics and Labour. 'O3 By investigating claims at the local level. 

the board of review might keep such a politically sensitive rnatter from Parliament Hill. As those 

seeking patronage from Pattullo soon discovered. however, the board would remain a purely 

federal entity. 'w After the first meeting was held at Vancouver on 2 1 March, board members 

realized much of the "evidence" presented would be based on hearsay. complicated by recent 

developments in the province. On 15 March, in advance of his trip to Ottawa. Pattullo had 

appeared before the Rowell Commission, coming out in favour of exclusion for the first time.lm 

Alarmed by the growing Japanese business presence and rising Oriental enrollment at local 

schools. Halford Wilson and H.J. DeGraves addressed the board on 23 March. In thanking the 

Vancouver aldermen for their "interesting information". Keenleyside explained the board could 

consider only "questions of illigal [sic] entry ".la As he later recalled. the endeavour met with 

"meagre results". After hearing reports from across the province, "often of a most absurd nature", 

the review board concluded in August 1938 that the number of Japanese who had entered Canada 

illegal ly was "not greatly in excess of one hundred." lm 

By the tirne Parliament considered the defence estimates in late March, troubling events in 

Europe began to overshridow Pacific security concerns. Two weeks after Germany's annexation of 

Austria, the Defence minister requested the House to approve S35 million in military spending for 

the coming year. As Mackenzie noted. collective security had failed. other nations were rearming 

and Canada could no longer rely on British or  American protection. Waming of Japan's quest "to 

- 

'O' Debnres. 4. 14 and 25 March, 1035; 1287; 1688. 
1 OI After offering his services as counsel to the board, one Vancouver lawyer was 
informed by the premier that Ottawa had taken "full responsibility" for the matter. 
J.E. Sears to Pattullo. 5 March 1938; Pattullo to Sears, 7 March 1935. Both in MSS3. vol. 
73. fi  le 3. Pattullo papers, (British Columbia Archives). 
105 Patricia E. Roy. "Educating the East", 67. 

"Brief on the Oriental Situation in British Columbia in the Year 1938". submitted 
by H.D. Wilson and H.J. DeGraves to the Board of Review, 24 March 1938. MSS 12, box 2. 
file 4. Halford D. Wilson papers. (British Columbia Archives). Keenleyside to Wilson, 
24 Mrirch 1938. By this stage, Wilson had suggested licensing restrictions to limit 
certain sections of Vancouver to Oriental businesses. He had also received a letter of 
support from Bennett dated 1 I February 1938. Both in Add Mss 12, box 1.  file 1, H.D. 
Wilson papers. 

H. L. Keenleyside. The Memoirs of Hugh L. Keenleyside: Vol. 1 - Hammer the 
Golderl Da', (Toronto: McCIelland and Stewart, 198 1 ), 479-83. 



dominate the Pacific", he claimed the West coast would continue to "have priority", with SI 

million allocated to fortifications there, though plans "eventually" would cover "the Atlantic corist 

as well." While the possibility of Japanese attack appeared "remote". he  reminded members of 

recent defence preparations on the Pacific by the United States and advances in military 

technology which made the expanse of ocean "narrower" than it seemed." In contrast to earlier 

defence debates. his estimates met with almost unanirnous support. The mernber for Beauharnois- 

Laprairie, Maxime Raymond. a long-time opponent of such expenditures, was prompted by reports 

of recent Geman interest in  Anticosti to criticize the "moral appeasement" of the "Berlin-Rome- 

Tokyo axis". He also wondered where Japan's expansion would end. clairning its invasion of 

China had injected "a new element of uneasiness" into world affairs which was "most ominous for 

Canada". Lapointe used the Panay incident to illustrate how easily the Far Eastern conflict had 

become an international concern. Others recafled fears of extemal threats from the Great War. 

While a Nova Scotian member argued the Geman navy had justified prioritizing Atlantic defence 

in the past. Howard Green claimed Japan could wreak more damage on the West coast than von 

S pee had ever contemplated. la> 

Amidst the worsening Far Eastern situation. rumours of Western assistance to China 

renewed pressure on Ottawa to abandon its policy of non-interference. On 14 May. the League 

reconsidered the China question after reports that Japan had seized Amoy and used chemical 

warfare in northern China. Although an earlier Council resolution urging members to assist China 

hrrd met with little response. Chinese delegates now clairned Britain, France and perhaps Soviet 

Russia were willing to extend credit for arrns purchases and assist in getting the rnaterial into 

China. ' I o  The news prornpted Neill to request a statement from Extemal on the reported Anglo- 

French aid package. Unable to obtain "definite information" on the scheme, the Canadian 

S895.000 had been spent on Pacific fortifications in 1937-38. Debates ,  24 March 
1938. 1642-9. 

Dehates. 34 March and 1 April 1938, 1651-7; 1676; 1954-8. 
' I o  Immediately denying use of poison gas, a Japanese statement claimed its forces 
had found considerable gas equipment at Chinese bases in Shantung used to 
contaminate wells and cistems. Montreal Gazette, 14 May 1938. 



delegation at Geneva believed the British and French had made "some promise" on the extension 

of credits and "camage and transit of  munitions to China"."' Bolstered by the reports. 

representatives of the Aid for China campaign in Vancouver announced the Chinese resistance was 

"only beginning" since, at the present rate of fighting, it would take Japan "200 years to destroy the 

Chinese army.""' The  General Council of the United Church, previously reticent about coercive 

mesures .  called on Ottawa to assist China's stniggle by imposing an arms embargo against 

~apan." '  Reports frorn Bruce soon indicated that Chiang was "as strong as ever", his forces intent 

on fighting "until every Japanese is out of China", making Japan's southward advance to Canton 

unli)tely."" 

Within Canada, rumours continued to circulate that Ottawa's neutrality in the conflict was a 

fiction. Entirely unsubstantiated, these attempts to force a change in Far Eastern policy indicated 

that embargo advocates were clutching at  straws. Alleging tfiat arrnament shipments to the Orient 

revealed Canada's complicity with Japanese aggression. one member admitted sales of  such 

exports to China far outstripped those to Japan. ''' Coldwell soon cited a Toronto Star article of 

16 May attributing an  apparent delay in the deIivery of aircraft to Trans-Canada Airlines to "a very 

large order for planes" by Japan. The  news, he claimed. coincided with an attack by Japanese 

bombers on a Canadian Baptist mission in China, placing Canadian f i m s  "in rather an  unfonunate 

position". Mackenzie dismissed the charge as unfounded, stating that Canadian companies had 

reported neither deIays in shipment nor a request from lapan. C.D. Howe explained on  the 

following day that TCA had placed its order in the United States, since no Canadian Company 

produced the type of aircraft described in the allegation. If the American firrn were delaying 

I l '  Wrong to SSEA. 17 May 1938, RG25. G-1, vol. 1754. file 804. Skelton to Neill. 23 May 
1938; Wrong to SSEA. 23 May 1938, RG25, G-1, vol. 1835, file 750. 
1 IZ Foon Sien Wong reported that contributions to the fund had reached $500,000, 
rnany local Chinese "donating from their salaries". Most members of the Vancouver 
Chinese cornmunity abstained from celebrating Chinese new year. many viewing 
film footage of the war at meetings of the Medical Aid for China Committee. 
Vancouver Sun. 23 May 1938. '" Rev. Gordon A. Sisco, secretary, UCC General Council, to King, 13 May 1938, RG25, 
G- 1 ,  vol. 1844. file 692. 
"' Bruce to King, 21 May 1938, RG25, Dl. vol. 723, file 64. 
"' C.E. Johnston (Bow River) in Debares, 13 M a y  1938, 2879-80. 



shipment of the plane due to the Japanese request. he concluded, this obviously would be "a matter 

bctween the government of the United States and ~apan.""~ During the debate on defence supply. 

MacInnis pointed out the irony of "appropriating money to defend the Pacific coast ... from a 

country that we insist on arming." He disputed one member's claim that iron ore was not produced 

in Canada. insisting that exporters in British Columbia were shipping the metal "directly to 

~ a ~ a n " . " ~  Finally. remarks by Baron Tomii, the newly-arrived Japanese minister to Canada. 

dunng a family visit to Niagara Falls prompted an embarrassing outburst from Woodswonh in late 

May. Outraged by Tomii's public approval of King's position on the Far Eastern conflict. the CCF 

leader was forced to concede that the prime minister could not be held responsible if others 

misrepresented his views on the s~bjec t . "~  

Prompted by growing German pressure on Czechoslovakia, King delivered a major foreign 

policy statement on 24 May on Canada's position in the event of a global conflict. His comrnents 

effectively ended speculation regarding an embargo against Japan. While recognizing "the 

honesty and idealism" of the cidvocates of collective security, he declared that the sanctions articles 

of the Covenant "have ceased to have effect by general practice and consent". Due to the "absolute 

refusal" of League members to invoke such provisions with respect to the Far East, King claimed 

his  government's position on sanctions. as outlined at Geneva in 1936, would remain unchanged. 

The League's handling of the matter had not proved "of very material benefit to China". Canada 

concurring in the weak statements at Brussels because it did not think "less could be done" and 

could not urge the great powers "to do more". With regard to the embargo campaign, King 

sympathized with its underlying "hatred of war, disgust at atrocities, [and] unwillingness to see 

profit made out of others' misery" but criticized its "erroneous assumption as to what action by 

Canada alone would effect". Unlike the Spanish case, where Canada had joined other powers in 

prohibiting amis shipments, no nation had imposed an embargo against Japan, New Zealand's 

I I 6  Debares.  16 and 17 May 1938; 2910-1 1;  2946. 
"' Dehates,  16 May 1938. 2936. 

Debntes .  24 May 1938. 3173-5; 3206. Having served in Ottawa previously. Tornii 
replaced Kato on 23 May and rernained in Canada until September 1940. when Japan 
reorganized its diplornatic corps in light of the Tripartite pact. Pringsheim. 53. 



action being merely a general ban on its relatively minor scrap iron exports. Contrary to recent 

allegations. there was "nothing special in Our shipments to Japan" since Canadian metals were 

neither "vital to the continuance of Japan's war effort", due to alternative sources of supply, nor 

used "only for armament purposes". In contrast to his assertion that Parliament "wiil decide upon 

our course when and If the emergency arises". Bennett emphasized the importance of imperial and 

international obligations since "a statute without sanctions is value les^".'^^ When later urged by a 

Harvard acquaintance that he "more than any other living man might take a lead" in urging 

concerted action against Japan due to his lack of imperial interest in the Far East. King explained 

the impracticability of such a course: 

1 share the feeling to which you refer against the ruthless and promiscuous bombing 
which has marked operations in more than one quarter of the world of late. 1 cannot. 
however, agree that a declaration of an embargo by Canada on the shipment of 
nickel to specified aggressor nations would be practicabIe in itself or an effective 
means of terminating the methods of warfare you mention. The possibility of 
concerted economic sanctions has been considered by the League of Nations, the 
Brussels Conference, and by various countries. but it was not found possible to t&e 
action. You have not indicated any reason why Canada should. or could. undertake 
such action alone. ... While 1 appreciate therefore your very complimentary reference 
to the possibiiities of action on the part of the Govemment of Canada and of myself 
in  particular. 1 think you will agree with me that such a course is not presently 
feasible.'B 

King's personal reply, sent ironically on the first anniversary of Japan's invasion of China, 

outlined an official stance toward Japanese expansion which remained intact until the outbreak of 

wu- in Europe. By August. however. he was again worried by the state of Pacific defences, despite 

Roosevelt's assurance that America would not "stand idly by" if Canada were attacked."' Japan 

had become increasingly hostile to foreign influence, according to Tokyo legation reports of highly 

publicized spy scandals, a national mobilization act, growing support for the anti-Comintern and 

Tokyo's decision not to host the 1940 Olympic games. Anti-British sentiment wâs particularly 

hieh due to widespread "indignation" in the Japanese press over "the British policy for China 

'19 Debates. 21 May 1938. 3 175-92. '" Alfred Lane to King. 27 June 1938; King to Lane. 7 July 1938. RG25, G-1. vol. 1844, 
file 692. ' King diary, 20  August 1938. 



against Japan". With Anglo-lapanese relations at a record low. Craigie initiated taiks with foreign 

minister Kazushige Ugaki in September over outstanding issues in China such as the protection of 

British nationals, freedom of navigation on the Yangtze and operation of British commercial 

interests. " China's appeal to the League in mid-September under Article 17 only strengthened 

Japan's resolve. although the "embarrassing" move. in Wrong's view, camed "no danger of the 

application of any sanctions". On 30 September, the Council. upon receiving lapan's refusal to 

participate. adopted a report endorsing the resolutions of the previous October and May which had 

called on members "individually to consider aid to China". To Koo's dismay. there was little 

support for collective action or a neutral commission to investigate reports of "indiscriminate" 

Japanese aerial bornbing and use of poison g a ~ . ' ~  Tokyo responded by severing ties with ail 

League bodies. except the permanent court of international justice. and warning that sanctions 

recognizing a state of war would permit it to "disregard protection of foreign rights in China". The 

subsequent removal of Ugaki led Bruce to fear a renewed outbreak of "anti-foreign" sentiment and 

"the danger of more aggressive military attitude" in lapan.'" 

Reports of the worsening Far Eastern situation soon justified such apprehension. By late 

October. Japan's offensive in southern China had resulted in the fall of Canton and Hankow. '" 
Unable to reach an understanding with Tokyo before the opening of Parliament in early November. 

Craigie admitted that taiks with Hachiro Anta. the new foreign minister. had collapsed. McGreer 

claimed the British ambassador. despite his conciliatory views. had been blamed in the Japanese 

136 press for the deadlock, sevenl papers demanding his recail due to his "antipathy towards Japan . 

At the same time. prime minister Konoe announced the creation of a New Order by Japan, 

Manchukuo and China to oppose communist and western influence in East Asia. Immediately 

condemning the move as a violation of the Nine Power pact. Washington and London increased 

'- Juporz Advcrriser. 7 September 1938: Bruce to SSEA. 7 September 1938. RG25, G-1, 
vol. 1836. file 455. 
l2 Wrone to SSEA, 13 and 19 September, 7 October 1938. RG25, G-1. vol. 1879. file 706. 
lx ~ m c é  to SSEA. 30 September. 7 October 1938, RG25. G-1. vol. 1879. file 706. 
l3 McGreer to SSEA, 31 October 1938. RG25, G-1, vol. 1753. file 804. 
I T b  McGreer to SSEA. 4 November, 1 December 1938. RG25. G-1, vol. 1836. file 455. 



export credits and loans to China, notably for the building of a supply route from Burma. Japan's 

ciairn that the Pacific treaty was "obsolete" led Dafoe to criticize the "slarnming of the once Open 

Door" in China. now nothing more than "a Japanese satrapy owned and operated for Japanese 

ends." '" It appeared Tokyo, as Koo had maintained at Geneva. intended the door "open only for 

the exit of western inter est^."'^ By year-end. McGreer cited reports of nearly 50.000 Japanese and 

two million Chinese killed since the outbreak of hostilities. though conversations with local 

diplomats Ied him to believe that actual losses were "considerably higher".'g Amidst the gloom. 

Bruce had resigned from his post in December. after waiting patiently since lune for his recall. still 

lamsnting his indiscretion of the previous summer. Although McGreer was left in charge of the 

legation. mistaken rumours soon circulated that Ottawa would appoint Keenleyside as minister.'" 

By early 1939. the King government was again considering the embargo question. While 

newIy-fonned groups such as the Vancouver Embargo Council continued demands for economic 

action against Japan. the impetus this time was external. Prompted by Japan's flagrant rejection of 

the Nine Power treaty, Britain and the United States began to consider economic measures to curb 

Japanese expansion. Though isolationist sentiment prevented an initiative from Washington and 

the  Foreign Office remained wary of the idea. the British Treasury and Board of Trade faced 

increasing pressure from commercial interests for collective action against Japan. On 26 January. 

London sent a cautiously-worded telegram to the Dominions. claiming it might join in an 

American-led embargo despite the risk of Japanese retaliati~n. '~'  While the Amencans preferred 

'' McGreer to SSEA. 4 November 1938, RG25. G-1. vol. 1754. file 803. Dafoe attributed 
t h e  deplorable situation in China to Sir John Simon's "grotesque demarche" at the 
League six years earlier. Winnipeg Free Press. 26 November 1938. 
'" Wrong to SSEA. 7 October 1938. RG25. G-1. vol. 1879. file 706. 
I Y McGreer to SSEA, 30 December 1938. The Tokyo legation obtained much of its data 
on such matters from the British military attaché. Major-General F.S.G. Piggott. whom 
Keenleyside described as "perhaps. the most violently pro-Japanese officer in the 
British Amy." Keenleyside to Christie. 24 Novernber 1938, RG25, G-1, vol. 1832. file 
254. 
I Kirkwood to Keenleyside. undated. RG25. G- 1,  vol. 1769, file 80F. iMcGreer admitted 

his embarrassrnent at being compelled by Bruce to read aloud al1 criticism in Hansard 
of the unfortunate Star interview. McGreer to Skelton. 22 April 1938, RG25, DI ,  vol. 
795. file 371. On 3 January 1939, the Ottawa Cirizen claimed Keenleyside would succeed 
h i r n .  

SSDA to SSEA, 26 January 1939, RG25, Dl, vol. 776. file 365. 



aid to China over any provocative step, Canada's position in such a scenario was clear. In a 

memorandum on the subject earlier that month. Skelton attributed Britain's new-found resolve to 

the realization by its traders that Japanese control was not to their advantage since al1 of China had 

become "another Manchukuo". He wryly contrasted London's recent interest in saving "the trade 

of British firms in Shanghai" with its former aloofness when it was "only a question of rescuing 

China from murder and loot." At the same time. he admitted that Canadian exports of non-ferrous 

metals to Japan had increased by 25 per cent to S 15 million over the past year. despite an overall 

decl ine in its trade with the aggressor. As the obstacles to collective action seemed "as great as a 

year rigo". Skelton advised against "isolated action" and suggested Ottawa consider a League 

request for medical supplies to China if it desired "to make a gesture". l" 

Officiais at Extemal were sufficiently concerned by the possibility of an Anglo-American 

embargo to request detûiled information from other departments on metals shipments to Japan. '" 
While exports of scrap iron. lead and zinc had declined in 1938, the Bureau of Statistics reponed. 

sales of nickel. aluminum and copper had risen by 50, 75 and 200 per cent respectively. l u  

Moreover. Japan accounted for nearly one-third of Canada's total scrap iron shipments. its 

purchases of Canadian aluminum, lead, nickel and zinc surpassing those of Gerrnany and Italy 

~ornbined."~ Upon receiving the names of the main Canadian metals exporters from National 

Revenue and the Customs Commissioner. Skelton considered exerting "some quiet pressure" on 

them as Washington recently had done to American aircraft  manufacturer^.'^ By early May, the 

13: He  also claimed that voluntary boycotts of Japanese goods in Britain. the United 
States and Canada. based on available trade figures. "have not proved effective in any 
appreciable degree". S kelton memorandum. "Recent Developments in Sino-Japanese 
Conflict". 7 January 1939. RG25. DI. vol. 723, file 64. 
1 i 7  Skelton to H.D. Scully, Commissioner of Customs. 14 February 1939, RG25. G-1, vol. 
1749. file 653B. 
I 3 During the calendar year ended 31 December, Canadian exports of aluminum to 
Japan had increased from S3.4 M in 1937 to S6 M in 1938. nickel from S4 hl to $6.1 M 
and copper from S 0.7 M to $3.2 M. External Trade Branch, Dominion Bureau of 
Statistics. "Canadian Exports of Specified Commodities to lapan", 13 February 1939. 
RG25. G-1. vol. 1739. file 6528. 
135 Christie memorandum, "Note on the Proposais for a Canadian Embargo on War 
Materials to Germany, Italy and Japan", 29 March 1939, RG25, G-1. vol. 1749, file 652B- 
I .wl Skelton memorandum, "Exports to Japan", dated February 1939, RG25, G-1, vol. 
1749. file 6528. 



issue of Dominion nickel exports had surfaced in the British Parliament. prompting a protest from 

the Chinese consul-general to King, calls for an embargo from CCF members in the House and "an 

enquiry in the first instance" from Skelton to raw material exporters.'" Seeking to renew pressure 

on Ottawa. the Vancouver Embargo Council staged an "embargo conference" in Victoria and a 

much larger meeting in Vancouver, gathenng over 41 .O names for an embargo petition to 

King. '-% As Christie had maintained, however. it was hard to take a unilateral embargo by Canada 

as "a serious suggestion". Its "practical effectiveness" was limited, since Ottawa was unabie to 

prevent violations by third parties. it contravened existing commercial treaties and camed the risk 

of economic or military retaliation against Canada and other parts of the Empire. Initiating such a 

measure. he  concluded. was the role of "the Great Powers, who command the bulk of the resources 

and equipment essential to action, whose interests are prirnarily at stake. and who stand to benefit 

o r  suffer most as the case may be."'" 

Arnidst the increasingly volatile international situation. even seemingly mundane matters 

attracted the attention of decision-makers in Ottawa. ever wary of British actions in the Far East. 

In February. McGreer reported that Lady Craigie was sponsoring weekly sessions for the wives of 

local diplomats to roll bandages destined for use by Japanese soldiers. To avoid "any possible 

I r  Skelton memorandum, 5 May 1939. RG25, G-1. vol. 1749. file 652B. Debares,  3 May 
1939. Within a month. he received replies from Consolidated Mining and Smelting, 
Asbestos Corporation. Granby Consolidated Mining. Smelting and Power. the 
Aluminum Company of Canada and the International Nickel Company. While 
Asbestos Corporation repeated its earlier assertion that an embargo woufd be 
"useless" unless "universal and strongly policed", Aluminum Company of Canada 
reminded Skelton the Japanese "have been doing substantial business with us for the 
past 25 years." R.W. Steele. president, Asbestos Corp.. to Skelton, 15 December 1938 
and 19 June 1939: E.J. Murray, secretary. Aluminum Company of Canada, to Skelton, 20 
June 1939. RG25. G-1. vol. 1749, file 6 5 2 8 .  
""The petition was tabled in the House on 18 May. D e b a t e s .  18 May 1939. Held in 
Vancouver on 22-23 April. the Pacific Northwest Embargo Conference represented 
170 organizations from British Columbia. Washington and Oregon States. The 
delegates sent telegrrims to King and Roosevelt indicating their unanimous support 
for a "complote embargo" on war shipments to Japan. "Report of the Pacific 
Northwest Embargo Conference" in box 1,  folder 11, A.M. Stephen papers, (University 
of British Columbia. Special Collections). 
'!' Christie memorandum, "Note on the Proposals f o r  a Canadian Embargo on War 
Materials to Germany, Italy and Japan", 29 March 1939; "Proposals for Embargo on 
Exports of Raw Materials", 3 1 March 1939. Both in RG25, G-1, vol. 1749. file 6528. 



criticism", he had advised his own wife not to attend. receiving a personal visit shortly thereafter 

from the British ambassador himself to express his "disapproval" of this attitude. As McGreer 

explained. considerable embarrassrnent might result "if the Canadian public knew wives of officers 

of this Legation were engaged in this work." Skelton and King strongly endorsed this position, 

warning against any action which "rnight give rise to misunderstanding" regarding Canadian 

neutrality. surprised that Craigie "had the gall" to press the admittedly "smail matter" upon 

legation staff. lu The contents of a personal letter from Craigie to Bruce. now in Montreal. elicited 

a similar response. In the message. which Bruce disclosed to Skelton in early March. the 

ambasador vaguely referred to the possible use of "powerful weapons in our armoury" to bnng 

the Japanese "to a more reasonable frame of mind" regarding British interests in China. Craigie 

hoped that. if the time came for more resolute action from Britain and the United States, Canada 

"will be prepared to back them up". 141 Again shocked by British assumptions regarding Ottawa's 

Far Eastern poiicy. Skelton indicated his "personal" view that Canadians would not go to war to 

defend Chinese civilians. their own vade and missionary endeavours, or much less, AngIo- 

American business interests. Unimpressed by Craigie's letter, King commended Skelton for his 

"excellent" reply. '" As Skelton explained to Bruce: 

If we did not heed the cry of Chinese millions, 1 cannot conceive any great 
proportion of Crinadians k ing  moved to intervene in order to Save the interests of 
United States Standard Oil companies in China or the interests of British merchants 
in Shanghai. who were so long ami-Chinese in their sympathies.'" 

I U) Claiming Lady Craigie "would not be averse to making trouble for us" over the 
matter. McGreer strongly disagreed with her husband's view that, since he had 
rilreridy declared the meetings "quite correct", the Canadian refusal was unwarranted. 
By late March. Lady Craigie had discontinued the sessions, ostensibly to visit her son 
at Eton. McGreer to Skelton, 15 February. 1 1 March and 23 March 1939. Skelton 
memorandum to King. 1 1 March 1939; SSEA to McGreer. 16 March 1939. RG25, DI. vol. 
793. file 367. 
111 Craigie to Bruce. 8 Febniary 1939; forwarded to Skelton. 3 March 1939, RG25, DI, 
vol. 723. file 64. 
IJ' King's comments on Skelton memorandum, 6 March 1939, RG25, D l ,  vol. 723, file 
64- 
'"' Skelton to Bruce, 6 March 1939, RG25, D l ,  vol. 723. file 64. 



The chance for such intervention came sooner than expected. In earIy June. Japanese 

troops blockaded the British concession at Tientsin, demanding authorities hand over four Chinese 

suspected of anti-Japanese agitation. Relying on Foreign Office reports, Massey claimed the move 

was an attempt to force a change in Britain's Far Eastern policy by opposing it where American 

interests were minimal. hoping "to drive a wedge" between the two powers. Washington proved 

unwilling to mediate or support a British proposa1 of an inquiry commission to resolve the dispute. 

Despite concem over the humiliating treatment of British nationals in the city, Skelton admitted 

that i t  was not Canada's "business" to give London any advice on the crisis. '* Unsettled by 

Britain's forced acceptance of the Japanese military presence in China. the United States finally 

took action in late July by announcing the termination of its commercial treaty with Japan. 

effective January 1940. Before following the American lead, Britain sought Ottawa's views on the 

question since Canada had acceded to its commercial treaty with Japan in 19 13. Though critical of 

the short notice and lack of clarity in the British telegram, Skelton believed Canada would have 

litde choice but to follow suit. the American initiative having "facilitated consideration of parallel 

action". Among senior officiais at External. he claimed. there was a "general feeling" that Canada 

"should try not to get out in front" on the issue. though the move might affect attempts to restrain 

"further discriminatory legislation in British Columbia". Yet. as Norman Robertson observed. the 

"inevitable consequence" of such action would be export restrictions constituting "a much greater 

blow to domestic industry in the case of Canada" than in Britain. if Ottawa opted to denounce the 

treaty independently, he suggested it should base its decision not on direct injury to its economic 

interests but rather Japan's "barbarious [sic] disregard of China" or Britain's removal of "the 

foundation of our trade relations with Japan". By late August. the question had become moot. As 

war erupted in Europe. Britain had decided to defer the matter indefinitely. '" 

l u  Massey to SSEA, 16 June 1939; SSDA to SSEA, 16 June 1939. Both in RG25, Dl .  vol. 
723. file 64. Skelton memorandum to King. 30 June 1939, RG25. Dl ,  vol. 776, file 365. ' Skelton memorandum to King, 19 August 1939: SSEA to SSDA. 21 August 1939. Both 
in RG25, DI, vol. 723, file 64. 



The first decade of officia1 relations between Canada and Japan had corne to a tragic end 

with the outbreak of war in Europe. By September 1939, there was little indication the undeclared 

war between Japan and China would cease in the near future. Officiais at the Tokyo legation had 

begun air raid precautions the previous year, fitting themselves for gas masks.'" Like most of 

their compatriots. they continued to view the distressing events in the Far East through the prism of 

the Nonh Atlantic triangle. Canadian reaction to the most homfic episode of the period. the fall of 

Nanking. had been affected more by Anglo-American diplornatic considerations than by concem 

for Chinese civilians, At External Affairs. officiais compiled dozens of despatches on American 

and British reactions to the Panay and Ladybird incidents but only fourteen pages on the largest 

massacre in the history of the conflict. Attitudes in Washington and London remained paramount 

in shaping official responses to Japanese expansionism. The Canadian press was similarty 

preoccupied by the direct impact of Japan's actions on Western interests. Despite the attention 

paid by Iater commentators to the atrocity, few Canadians appreciated its magnitude and fewer still 

appeared willing to take active measures to curtail material support to Japan. 

Yet. the worsening Far Eastern situation had a significant impact on the domestic scene. 

By confirrning the widespread perception of Japan as a potential menace to Canada, it revived 

concerns over Pacific defence. the ostensible interna1 threat posed by Japanese residents and 

Canada's role in supplying Japan with raw materials for war. If Canada could do little to stop 

Japanese aggression in China, it could address secunty matters closer to home and end its apparent 

complicity with Japanese militarism. By early 1938, many Canadians iooked to Ottawa to provide 

an effective response to the Japanese menace. The vulnerable position of British Columbia in a 

Pacific war prompted demands for increased defence spending as well as practical measures to 

control perceived Japanese influence in the province. Heightened tensions in the Far East played 

into the hands of Oriental exclusionists who questioned the loyaity of Japanese residents and fed 

rumours of espionage and violations of the gentlemen's agreement. Some emphasized the anti- 

Japanese tone of the embargo campaign, despite assertions by sanctionists that the target of the 

Bruce to SSEA. 6 October 1938, RG25, G- 1. vol. 1860, file 8 0 4 .  
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measure would be Japanese militarists, not the Japanese people. Those in favour of an embargo 

against Japan hoped the worsening Far Eastern situation would force Ottawa to reverse its earlier 

opposition to the proposal. 

Ever mindful of extemal constraints, the King government responded with half-measures 

designed to appease public concerns. To placate demands for Pacific defence. it approved the 

purchase of two additional destroyers for use on the West coast. It also participated in defence 

ta1 ks i n  Washington although such negotiations accomplished little. Growing uncertainties in 

Europe raised defence concerns in al1 parts of the Dominion. including Quebec. enabling increases 

in  defence spending and improvements in Pacific fortifications. With regard to the Japanese 

problem, Ottawa rejected extreme demands for Oriental exclusion but hoped the newly-established 

board of inquiry would consider the issue far from Parliament Hill. After weeks of hearings across 

British Columbia, the board found few violations of the gentlemen's agreement and no basis for 

repeated charges of illegal Japanese activity. Delay tactics proved similarly successful on the 

controversial issue of sanctions. Reminding its advocates that the idea had received little support 

at Geneva and Brussels. the King government emphasized that Canada could not adopt such 

measures in advance of London and Washington. While Woodsworth and others criticized the 

morality of this position, there was no question it represented a key determinant of official 

attitudes toward the Far Eastern conflict. 

To fault the King government for inaction in light of these constraints appears ternpting but 

problematic. In many ways. it reflected a more widespread ambivalence toward Far Eastern events 

and a growing concern with European matters. Canadians readily condemned Japan's conquest of 

China and increasing belligerence toward the West but few advocated practical responses. Even 

the most committed sanctionists were forced to admit the embargo campaign had "impressed quite 

a few students for perhaps a little over two years. but not the general population." ln Ottawa's 

unwilIingness to resort to any action that might provoke war with Japan at a precarious moment in 

international affairs undoubtedly resonated more widely within the Canadian public. After all, 
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collective security had k e n  dealt a cmshing blow at Geneva and Brussels and multilateralism had 

failed to bring peace to the  Orient. The r e m m e n t  question and aggressive expansionism in Asia 

and Europe had divided the peace movement and the Left. Under such circumstances. it was not 

surprising that this atmosphere of fatalistic inaction had permeated the halls of the East Block. As 

King. Skelton and Christie emphasized in public and in private, it was not the role of Canada to 

initiate independent action against Japan. clearly the prerogative of the great powers. 

Ironically. the worsening European situation resolved many of Canada's dilemmas toward 

the Far East. American and British concems over the export of raw materials to aggressor States 

caused Ottawa to reconsider the embargo question in early 1939. Eventually, Canada would 

impose a ban on metais shipments to Japan, but only after the American initiatives of 1940 and 

194 1 .  Wartime legislation also would resolve the question of Pacific defence and, unfortunately it 

would seem. the Japanese problem. If the first decade of official ries with Japan had ended on a 

tragic note. the future of Canada's response to Japanese expansionism looked scarceiy more 

promising. 



Conclusion 

This thesis has sought to remedy a general neglect by historians of the 1930s as the 

formative period of Canada's relations with the Far East. The decade was more than a mere 

prelude to war or a sideshow to more important events in Europe. It marked the highpoint of 

Canada's business and missionary involvement and the advent of its diplomatic presence in the 

reg ion. The Dominion's initial foray into Pacific affairs could not have been more turbulent nor its 

initiatives more ill-timed. Seeking to establish itself within the community of nations. it had 

opened its third legation in the very country which was about to leave this international system. 

Similarly. Canada's decision to launch new trade offices in Manchuria and North China coincided 

with Japan's absorption of these temtories into its expanding empire. Japan was an imperial ally 

and valued trading partner when Keenleyside, Marler and Kirkwood arrived in the Far East. By 

the end of this period. however, it was perceived as a menace to Canadian secunty. Tracing the 

corresponding change in Canadian perceptions of Japanese imperialisrn has been a central concern 

of this thesis, a question pursued here for the first time. 

This thesis also has shown that Canada's involvement in the Far East during this period had 

wider implications for its international role. Studies of Canada's involvement in appeasement, for 

instance. have overlooked its relations with the Far East during the 1930s in their preoccupation 

wi th European concems. Canada's position during the Manchurian crisis. and more particulari y 

the Sino-Japanese conflict, revealed much about its approach to collective secunty. Though 

ignored by historians, the embargo campaign of 1937-39 illustrated the activism of the Left and 

pacifist groups. Ottawa's stance on sanctions and King's nuanced views on pacifism. Perhaps more 

than any other event of the decade, the episode demonstrated the complex interplay between 

interest groups. business and diplomatic considerations in influencing official policy. Assessing 

the impact of these factors on the King govemment's decision to avoid economic sanctions at 

Brussels was far more illuminating than determining whether Ottawa was "guilty" of Pacific 

appeasement. Significantly, King considered London's inquiry prior to the Brussels conference 



into Canada's stand on the Far Eastern dispute, the most important despatch he had received since 

Chanak. To decision-makers, the Sino-Japanese confiict constituted a crucial test of Canada's 

resolve in distancing itself from British concems and imperial entanglements. To sanctionists. it 

represen ted a critical measure of Canada's commitrnent to collective security . 

As the first comprehensive study of Canada's relations with the Far East during the intenvar 

period. this analysis raises several issues for further study. The extensive involvement of Canadian 

business in the region. largely overlooked by historians, suggests a range of research possibilities. 

Studies of individual companies. the activities of Trade and Commerce and the planning of trade 

promotion tours would provide useful analyses of the importance of the Far East to these concerns. 

Regrettably. this assessrnent of Canada and Japanese imperialism has k e n  hampered by the 

reluctance of some corporations to shed light on business dealings with ~apan.'  As a result. 

business journals have provided the main source of information on how Canadian exporters 

perceived Japanese expansionism. Much work remains to be done on the impact of Japanese 

aggression on social movements in the West. Comparative studies could be done of embargo 

campriigns in Australia. New Zealand, South Africa and other parts of the Commonwealth. The 

impact of the Dominions on British policy in the Far East during this period remains understudied. 

Finaily. students of Japanese imperialism would benefit from the detailed descriptions of colonial 

administration Ieft by legation officiais during tours of Taiwan. Korea and Manchuria. In 

particular, the voluminous papers left by Kenneth Kirkwood would be of interest to Japanese 

historians for the perceptive insights they provide on Japanese politics, economics and culture in 

the 1930s. 

Exactly ten years before the outbreak of war in Europe, Herbert iMarler had disembarked at 

Yokohama with visions of Canadian diplomatic prestige and trade expansion. At a banquet held in 

his honour shortly after his amval, he outlined the reasons for an official presence in the Empire of 

the Sun. Not surprisingly, he claimed the new legation would promote Pacific trade, oversee the 

' For instance. Alcan Aluminium refused to make available correspondence 
frorn the period. 
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sentlemen's agreement and represent a growing "Canadian national consciousness" - al1 without 

compromising "the unity of the Commonwealth". His optimism arose from King's recent 

pronouncement on Canada's role in international affairs. As  the Dominion's first minister to lapan, 

he would distinguish between matters affecting the Commonwealth as a whole and those "which 

particularly relate to Canada". The enthusiastic response of the 125 Canadian. British and 

Japanese guests in anendance suggested his views resonated within the business and missionary 

communities as well. Given the hopeful state of their own operations in the Japanese empire. al1 

seemed to approve of Canada's first official overture toward the Far ~ a s t . '  

Over the decade. much would change within the business, diplornatic and missionary 

communities regarding Japanese imperialism. At first, Canadian business readily appreciated the 

material advantages of a close association with the Orient's most dynamic economy. lapan and its 

colonies seemed to provide the political order, modem infrastructure and stable currency for trade 

and investment which China and other Asian nations lacked. This optimism characterized reports 

from Canadian trade commissioners and coincided with the high point of Canada's trade with the 

region during the interwar period. In 1929. the year of Marler's arrival. the value of Canadian 

exports to Japan reached S42 million. a figure which was not surpassed in absolute terms until 

195 1 .  The effects of the global economic slump reduced this to only S 10 million in 1933. 

However. the confidence of Marler in planning the Far Eastern tour of the Canadian Chamber of 

Commerce in 1930. for instance, seemed entirely justified at the time.' 

Cutiously, the shock of the global depression did little to dispel this optimistic business 

mindset toward the Far East. Rather, the new Bennett government and its energetic trade minister. 

H.H. Stevens. became ardent supporters of Marier's promotion efforts, seeing in Pacific trade the 

remedy for domestic economic woes. Like other initiatives of the early Bennett years, the 

Japan Times. 29 September I929: Marler to King, 2 October 1929. RG25. G-1, vol. 1501. 
file 901B: entry for 26 September 1929 in Kirkwood papers. MG27. vol. III E3, file 
entitled "Diplornatic Diary. 1929-1 93 1 " (National Archives of Canada). 

Trade figures are from the appendix (Table 5) o f  Klaus H. Pringsheim, Neighbours 
A cross the Pacific: Canadian-Japanese Relations. 1870- 1982, (Oakville, On.: Mosaic 
Press. 1983), 205. 



proposed sale of Canadian wheat to famine-stricken China on credit was as ill-conceived and 

poorly timed as the opening of trade offices at Dairen and Tientsin. Marler's desire to coordinate 

trade activities in the Far East only frustrated such efforts, annoying Trade and Commerce officials 

in the process. It would take more than short-term measures to bring Canada's Far Eastern trade 

out of the doldrurns. Through its desire for an imperial tariff agreement, the Bennett government 

contributed to rising international protectionism as much as it succumbed to it. Its attempt to make 

trade policy foreign policy had the unintended side effect of contributing to a bitter trade war with 

Japan in  the summer of 1935. 

The subsequent revivai of Canada's trade with Japan was only partIy due to King's prompt 

resolution of the trade dispute. A fundamental restructuring of the Japanese economy in the mid- 

1930s. coinciding with an overall improvement in world trade. led to an increase in Canadian 

exports to the Japanese empire, particularly of raw materials. Nationalization schemes in Japan 

and Manchukuo. facilitating the later transition to a war economy, favoured the large-scale 

importation of non-ferrous metals from Canada and other suppliers. The outbreak of the Sino- 

Japanese conflict provided a further boost to Canadian metals exporters. as sanctions advocates 

charsed and officials at External Affairs soon acknowledged. While the case for complicity was 

difficult to substantiate. Ottawa's own figures indicated that Canadian cornpanies had benefited 

financial ly from Japanese expansionism. This study has recorded the dramatic increase in metals 

exports to Japan in the latter half of 1937. By this time, Pacific trade had become a thorn in 

Ottawa's side, not a source of Canadian prestige in the Orient. Japanese economic cornpetition and 

direct attacks on Canadian interests dunng hostiiities soon demonstrated the fiction of the open 

door in  China. The mirage of Canadian immunity became apparent in late 1940, when Japanese 

planes bombed a Canadian Pacific Empress liner, itself a symbol of Canadian commercial prestige 

in the Far East during the interwar period. 

In contrat to clear business objectives, Canadian diplomacy appeared divided regarding 

Japanese ambitions. Initially, representation at the heart of the Japanese empire, as at Washington 

and Paris. demonstrated Canada's diplornatic coming of age. However, a certain fascination with 



impetialisrn - both of the British and Japanese varieties - lingered throughout the early 1930s. Of 

al1 legation officiais. Marler personified these interna1 contradictions most apparently. On the one 

hand. he distanced himself from his British counterparts, prefening an independent approach to 

trade promotion. often admiring the more aggressive efforts of Arnerican commercial envoys. At 

the same time. his adoption of the pro-Japanese attitudes of many of his British colleagues was as 

naturd and uncritical as his love of imperialist regalia. protocol and titles. Official visits of the 

Japanese nobility to Canada were treated with nearly as rnuch attention to detail as those of the 

British royalty. Even Keenleyside, despite h is  opposition to Marler's views on Manchukuo. was 

not immune to an admiration of Japanese imperialism, his later portrayal of royal contacts 

bordering on the sy~ophant ic .~  Like many Canadians abroad dunng the period. legation staff were 

not adverse to riding on British coattails in some instances and ernphasizing Canada's Iack of a 

colonizing legacy in others. Despite his pro-Japanese sympathies, his questionable judgement on 

many issues. his sparring with trade commissioners and Ottawa's lack of attention to his reports, 

Marler remained a relentless, perhaps even shameless, promoter of Canadian interests in the 

Orient. 

Despite the best efforts of Marler, Keenleyside and Kirkwood, however, Canadian 

diplomacy in the Far East had lost its bearings by the mid-1930s. Its guiding principle of Anglo- 

American harrnony had reached a precarious state with regard to the Far East. While both Britain 

and the United States were more critical of Japanese aims after the failure of the London naval 

conference and the Young Officers' coup. the end of multilateralism in the region revealed an 

unsettling difference of opinion between them over Pacific security. To a Canadian diplomacy 

founded on the premise of Anglo-American understanding, recent developments seemed to be an  

unraveling of Meighen's achievement at Washington in 1921-22. With London unable to defend 

its Far Eastern interests and Washington unwilling to provide a security framework for the region, 

Canada could do little more than await an initiative frorn the great powers. 

H.L.  Keenleyside. Memoirs of Hugh L. Keenleyside, vol. 1, Hammer the Golden Day .  
(Toronto: McClelland and Stewart, 198 1 ). 297-300, 361 -62, 475-79. 



By the outbreak of the Sino-Japanese conflict. Marier had left for Washington (where he 

failed to bring the same vigour to his new post) and Keenleyside was withdrawn to Ottawa. The 

aging and infirm R. Randolph Bruce proved unable to maintain the diplomatic exuberance of his 

predecessor. his appointment considered temporary from the start. Increasingly delegating the 

oversight of the legation to chargé d'affaires E. Darcy McGreer, he patiently awaited his recall to 

Canada. never fully recovering from his unfortunate Star interview of August 1937. Upon Bruce's 

departure in the fa11 of 1938. McGreer assumed direction of the legation only to deal with a Far 

Eastern situation which had deteriorated beyond recovery. By mid- 1941. he would be accused 

falsely by Japanese authorities of espionage. Shortly thereafter, Canadians in Japan would k 

evacuated en masse and the post of minister left vacant until the end of the Pacific war. Marier's 

vision of Canadian diplomatic prestige in the Far East would have to await more peaceful times. 

The missionary community revealed similar fissures on Japanese imperialism from its 

earliest stages, Representing the largest contingent of Canadians in the Far East, missionaries 

indicated their attitudes toward Japanese ambitions in church joumals, missionary reports and 

fundrriisin,o campaigns, To those fearful of world communism, notably French Canadian 

Catholics, Russian bolshevism constituted a far greater threat than Japanese imperialism which 

could restrain it. Canadian missionaries throughout the Japanese empire, from Formosa to 

iManchuria, relied on the good offices of Japanese administrators for the successful operation of 

their missions. While missionaries in Korea and China provided less complimentary portrayals of 

the Japanese. few churchgoers remained unmoved by glowing reports of Kagawa's crusade and his 

predictions of Japrtn's imminent conversion to Christianity. Some commentators even hoped Japan 

would restore to Christianity that sense of simplicity and harmony that had been compted by the 

materialistic and divided West. For other missionaries, especially those sympathetic to British 

aims in the Far East. Japan's establishment of order and security in Korea and Manchuria was 

portrayed as comparable and perhaps even compatible with Anglo-saxon aims of civilization. 

While the Manchurian episode was the first challenge to this missionary optimism, the 

subsequent economic hardship and rising xenophobia in Japan forced most to reevaluate previous 



assessments of Japanese imperialism. After the high point of the early 1930s, United Church 

missi~ns. for instance, were threatened by declining financial support and waning interest in Far 

Eastern causes such as Kagawa's. Catholic missionaries, mostly from French Canada. became the 

target of anti-foreign outbursts in Japan and Manchuria- Along with their Protestant counterparts 

in Korea and Formosa, they faced growing state interference in mission schools. particularly over 

compulsory attendance at Shinto shrines. With the outbreak of hostilities in China. the chief issue 

became one of survival rather than mere tolerance- The vulnerability of Canadian missions to 

attack reveaIed Ottawa's inability to alleviate the situation to any significant extent. Though many 

missionriries chose to remain in occupied China. some reporting fair treatment by the Japanese. 

others refused to swear allegiance to the Emperor above al1 other Canadian missionaries 

rernaining in Japan continued to be regarded with suspicion. a French-Canadian piest accused in 

193 1 of collaborating with McGreer in espionage activities. Unlike its trade interests. Canada's 

missionary involvement in the Far East would never return to its prewar high. 

This formative decade also witnessed the rise and fa11 of interest groups concemed with Far 

Eastern affairs. The Institute of Pacific Relations was foremost among these. growing from its 

YMCA origins to become a signifiant non-govemmental forum for trans-Pacific issues. As its 

last surviving organizer from the penod recalled, the IPR "never passed resolutions or 'took 

positions' or advocated policies", promoting instead "a great diversity of opinion" among its 

rnernber~.~ The spirit of rational dialogue was best exemplified by Nitobe Inazo, the most credible 

and respected apologist of Japan during the period. Despite the acrimony between Chinese and 

Japanese delegates at the Kyoto conference in 1929, the hope remained that peaceful solutions 

could be found to the problems of the Pacific. Canadian participation at IPR conferences was 

spirited and engaged, drawing from a wide cross-section of the Dominion's opinion-making elite. 

A Quebec Jesuit intemed at his Shanghai mission school attributed such favourabte 
conditions to the fact the commanding Japanese officer was Christian. Interview 
with Roland SC.-Denis, s-j., 7 August 1997. For samptes of oaths attempting to combine 
Christianity wi th belief in the Ernperor system, see  Maritime Missionaries to Korea 
Collection. MGI.  vol. 228 1 (Public Archives o f  Nova Scotia). 
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At subsequent meetings at Hangchow, Banff and Yosemite. Canadian academics. journalists. 

missionaries and business people often played leading roles in addressing the economic and 

demographic issues seen as the source of Far Eastern difficulties. 

The spirit of dispassionate discussion in dealing with such matters was short-lived. 

however. As a non-political forum. the IPR reached its apex at the Banff conference in 1933. 

Despite attempts to keep politics out of deliberations, Japanese and Chinese delegates refused to 

concede that the issues at stake were merely academic. The subsequent death of Nitobe in Victoria 

marked the passing of Japan's most articulate apologist, symbolizing the end of Tokyo's attempt to 

accommodate international criticism of its actions in the Far East. With the failure of Pacific 

muitilateralism. Iack of cooperation from Japanese authorities led to the closure of the Tokyo 

research office and transfer of the IPR headquarten to New York in 1935.' The Sino-Japanese 

conflict - itself the subject of several volumes of the IPR inquiry series - further underrnined the 

organization's effectiveness. prompting the relocation of its 1939 conference from Nanking to 

Virginia Beach. As Japanese officiais suggested, it was pointless to meet in China until the 

fighting subsided and the Far Eastern situation became clearer.' This marked the lowest point in 

the organization's history, with the possible exception of allegations of its un-American activities 

some fifteen years laterS9 

While the  Canadian Institute for International Affairs and the Pan-Pacific Union also 

discussed Far Eastern affairs, these were soon eclipsed by organizations whose preoccupation with 

Japan stemmed from their underlying interest in pacifism and collective security. After organizing 

peace petitions in the early 1930s, the League of Nations Society of Canada and the Canadian 

League for Peace and Democracy came to dominate the ensuing sanctions debate. Along with 

other Ieftist and pacifist organizations such as the CCF. the Women's International League for 

' Paul F. Hooper. "A Brief History of the Institute of Pacific Relations" in P.F. Hooper. 
( e d . ) .  Rediscovering rlre [PR. (Manoa: University of Hawaii Press, 1994). 124-25. 
V a p a n  Adverriser, 14 November 1937: Bruce to SSEA, 18 November 1937, RG25. G-1, 
vol. 1838. file 854. 
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Peace and Freedom, the Student Christian Movement and the Fellowship for a Christian Social 

Order. they condemned Canada's apparent complicity with Far Eastern militarism. Thousands of 

well-intentioned. though perhaps idedistic, Canadians became convinced that increased metals 

exports to Japan had made Canada a party to Japanese aggression. With its d e n t  protests. letter 

carnpaigns and public denunciations of Canada's "shipments of death". the boycott and embargo 

campaign represented the high point of Canadian pacifism in the interwar period. While 

unsuccessful. it had k e n  the most widespread instance of agitation against Canada's cornplicity 

with Far Eastern aggression. though undoubtedly not the last. 

The question of Oriental immigration and place of Japanese-Canadians - the so-calted 

Japanese problem - were closely linked to these developments. While immigration concenis have 

been examined in more detail elsewhere, this study has portrayed them as significant in several 

respects. They were cited as a major reason for the establishment of a diplomatic presence at 

Tokyo- At every stage of Canada's response to Japanese imperialism, immigration and Japanese- 

Canadians were used as negotiables in larger questions of diplomacy and trade promotion. Despite 

the successful enforcement of the renegotiated gentlemen's agreement of 1928. exclusionists 

continued to demand a complete ban on Japanese immigration. Moreover. as Canadians in China 

reminded officiais at External. the discrepancy between Ottawa's negotiated arrangement with 

Japan and its total ban on Chinese immigration soured political and commercial ties with China. 'O 

Based o n  his personal experience in the matter. King stressed the importance of the Anglo- 

Jriprinese alliance in maintaining the amicable settlement with Tokyo on immigration. Ironically, 

the same considerations did not induce his party to support Oriental enfranchisement in the 1935 

election, though some IPR members and missionaies became its most ardent proponents. As 

tension mounted in the Far East, the position of lapanese-Canadians became precarious: some 

sanctionists feared calls for an embargo against Japan would be misconstrued as anti-Japanese. 

'O As Nossal has noted, Canada's discriminatory immigration policies during the 1930s 
harnpered its establishment of official relations with China in the subsequent decade. 
Kim R. Nossal. "Strange Bedfellows: Canada and China in War and Revolution, 1942- 
1947." Ph.D. dissertation, University of Toronto 1977, 34. 



One student activist latter harboured "p i l t  feelings" that public condemnations of Japan had 

threatened to "play into the hands of racists", providing them with "another weapon against people 

of Oriental descent"." By 1938, concems over the Japanese problem as a potential security threat 

prompted Victoria to demand action from Ottawa. Within weeks of Japan's attack o n  Pearl 

Harbor. the King govemment adopted a temporary solution by beginning the m a s  evacuation of 

Japanese-Canadians from the Pacific Coast- 

In considering the interaction of the various communities involved in Canada's dealings 

with the Japanese empire over this period. a clear progression emerges in the relationship. As 

Canadians reassessed their perceptions of Japanese ambitions. the scope of action was determined 

first by the myth-makers. then by the opinion-makers and finally by the policy-makers. This first 

eroup was ciearly in the ascendant in the initial phase of relations. Until the mid-1930s. the - 
involvement of each community in the Far East was premised on beliefs which fueled optimistic 

exprctations of future retums. It is difficult to ignore the enthusiasm pervading trade reports. 

missionary accounts, IPR speeches and legation despatches from this early period. Often. these 

hopes were a response to domestic ills. To stimulate lacklustre economic performance at home, 

Marler and the trade commissioners suggested commercial missions to the Orient and the opening 

of trade offices there. Equally confident missionary accounts of gaining a million souk for Christ 

in Japan beiied uncertainties regarding the moral. financial and spiritual health of the church in 

Canada. The P R ' S  emphasis on trans-Pacific harmony through informed discussion was based on 

the assumption that Far Eastern disputes had rational causes and therefore rational solutions. 

While many of these beliefs seemed compatible with Japanese imperid ism broadly 

defined. few withstood the onslaught of the Manchurian crisis, the dire effects of the global 

economic depression and the rise of militarism in Japan. As the League considered Japan's actions 

in Manchuria. opinion-makers came to the fore in shaping Canadian attitudes and policies toward 

the Far East. For some. such as J.W. Dafoe and J.S. Woodsworth, Japan was clearly in the wrong 

and Canada needed an unambiguous Far Eastern policy to defend collective security in the region. 

- -  
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Satwday Night and other c o n s e ~ a t i v e  opinion-makers maintained the imperialist position that 

Japan's presence in Manchuria was as benign as Britain's in Egypt. Neither perspective survived 

Geneva's failure in dealing with Japan's seizure of Manchuria and creation of Manchukuo. Rather, 

Japan's departure from the League and the problems of economic and naval nvalry in the Far East 

led many to speculate on Canada's role in a Pacific war. Arnold Toynbee, Lester Pearson and 

William Strange. among others, called attention to the problem of West coast defence. likening 

Canada's position in such a conflict to that of Belgium during the Great War. By this stage. most 

hopes underlying Canada's involvement in the Japanese empire had come crashin3 down. The 

precise moment of this change in perception was difficult to detemine and vatied from one 

interest group to the next. Some. such as the League of Nations Society, immediately realized 

Japan's threat to collective security and peace in the Far East. Others. such as the Canadian 

military press. would maintain a belief in Japan as the bulwark against Russian communism until 

such a view becarne untenable. 

By the summer of 1937, few defenders of Japanese imperialism remained in Canada. With 

the outbreak of the Sino-Japanese conflict in JuIy, the chief responsibility for Canada's response 

now passed to the policy-makers. As this study has shown. the sanctions debate of the faIl of 1937 

constituted the defining moment of Canada's dealings with Japan during the 1930s. illustrating the 

relative strength of various influences on decision-makers in Ottawa. Domestically. pacifists. 

intemationalists. Ieftist groups and other advocates of sanctions called for an immediate embargo 

against Japan while business interests opposed the idea. Though not immune to pacifism's appeal. 

King acted upon his perception of himself as a pacifist in the truest sense. Attempting to stall 

demands for an embargo until after the Brussels conference, he deeply feared that proponents of 

such  measures would bring about the war they sought to avoid. Aiong with Christie and other 

advisors. King responded to Japanese expansionism by considenng British and American attitudes 

on the matter. Contrary to the daims of sanctions advocates, these external constraints, rather than 

the cornplicity of Canadian exporters, accounted for Ottawa's reluctance to take an initiative during 

the Far Eastern conflict. 



In re trospect, there were important political, strategic and economic reasons for Canada to 

avoid taking measures to oppose Japanese expansionism in the Far East. T o  critics. this 

constituted a f o m  of Pacific appeasement. Throughout this formative decade, Japanese 

irnperialism was not necessarily an undesirable development for many Canadian myth-makers. 

opinion-makers and policy-makers. though these views changed dramatically over the period. Yet 

despite the turbulence of the 1930s in the Far East, the shattering of beliefs and readjustment of 

perceptions, Canadian policy toward the region had remained remarkably consistent. Linder both 

Conservative and Li beral govemments. Ottawa had proved unwilling to opt for collective security 

if doing so would risk a war which few Canadians wanted. Defending Canadian interests and 

seeking Anglo-American harrnony in the Far East remained the dominant concerns. In cases 

where Britain and the United States were at odds, such as Sir John Simon's short-lived ams 

embargo against Japan in February 1933, Canada sided with Washington in the hope that 

Whitehall would corne around. After the failure of multilateralism at the London naval 

conference. Canada was content to take a back seat in matters which. as Christie frequently 

asserted. were the concern of the great powers. As this anaiysis has shown. Canada was guilty of 

neither Pacific appeasement, nor complicity, but rather consistency with the principles of Anglo- 

Arnerican cooperation as  outlined by Meighen at Washington in 192 1. Soon. the advent of war 

conditions in Europe would restore the close relations between Britain and the United States. 

which Canada had sought but had not obtained in the Far East during the 1930s. 
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